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Preface

CillT90 had oziginaHy been proposed in response to the
gzowmg need to bridge econoinic development and
conservation of our coastal resources. What we learned
from participants was that the mixed record of coastal
and marine tourism requires iiumediate and sustained
study by a wide range of disciplines as weH as a
disciphned application of that information.

At CMT96 we wanted to learn about the status of
activities since the initial Congress in 1990, and whether
we had grown in our knowledge and abilities regarding
sustainable tourism on the coast. The 80
presentations/workshops and Geld trips offered at
ChlT96 dealt with a variety of topics ranging from
cruise ships to kayaktng, marine park management and
ecotouzism to applications of GlS technology and using
social science research. Ci41T96 provided a blend of
formal presentations along with Geld-based workshops
and special "hands-on" sessions. The popularity of
these workshops and "hands-on" sessions pointed to a
need for ditect, application-oriented information and
procedures.

Although the subtitle of CMT96 was Experiences in
Management and Development," the overriding theme
was sustainable marine. tourism. The conference "kick-
off' session, enritled "Can Sustainable Tourism be
Achieved?" introduced attendees to a working
framework of: �! sustainability; �! integrated resource
management; and �! sustainable community
development. Discussions resulting from the keynote
session and other sessions showed that we stiH have a
long way to go in achieving sustainability in coastal
tourism. However, we do know zhat there is now a
~idespread acceptance of the need to address coastal
and marine tourism growth issues by governments,
industries, and others.

Based upon the input from CMT96, planning for the next
Ci%1T congress wtH be organized to focus not so much on
exds, but rathez on the weavers of achieving more sustainable
development. The congress wiH focus on analytical tools
and concepts, evaluauon tools and methods, planning
procedures, and so forth, To that end, the proposed theme
for CMT99 is "Choices, Responsibilities, and Practices."
Furthermore, CMT wiH show that enviromnentaHy sensitive,
nature-based tourism can be responsibly implemented in
urban as weH as rural settings, in both devdoped and
developing countries. To that end, C~i99 wiH be held in
Vancouver, BC, Canada, 25-29 April, 1999. We shall
explore ptograms and steps taken in this decade to promote
the development of practical programs for environmentaHy
responsible tourism in port/coastal cities, including greater
community involvement and awareness. We hope you will
find the Congress and its subsequent proceedings to foHow
in the tradition ot previous C~XfI s.

3an Auyong, Congzess Convenor
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REMARKS ON TOURISM

TERMINOLOGIES: ANTI-

TOURISM, MASS TOURISM,
AND ALTERNATIVE TOURISM

Mare L, Miller
School of 1rf arine %pairs, Uni versity of &ashi ngton ~'ni ted States!

magnitude of travel shows that more people are traveling
for business and pleasure than ever before. Waters �996:
6! reports provisional global estimates by the World
Tourism Organization indicating that tourism generated
567 miHion international tourist arrivals in 1995, an
increase of 6.7o/a over figures from the previous year.
WI'O experts have also estimated that in the year 2020
about 1,6 billion of the world's 7.8 billion people will take a
foreign trip  Crossette, 1998!.

Jan Auyong
Oregon Sea Grant College Pmgrarn, Oregon State Uni versrty
 Uni ted States!

Absrract: In the period since the 1990 Congress on Coastal and
/irfarine Tourism, analyses by those in government, academe, non-
governmenta/ organiZations and the private sector have closed a
diversity of prob/ems and opportunities created by tourt'stir activity in
the p/easurv peripheries of the coarta/Zvne. Tourismis a sociocultura/
process morr usefu//y viesved' as entailing the intern@ious of brvteers,
/oca/s, and tourirts than as invo/ving the interp/ay of hosts and guesn;
The travel that othe undertake has been so commonly denounced for
nvo hundred years that anti-tourism sentiments have become
customary. In paricu/ar, mass tourism has been condemned and
mass tourists have been mailgned in popular and ana/trtica/ thought,
A/ternative tourism and variarsts such as ecotourism have been
advanced as superior to mass or mainstay'am tourism. Unfortunate'/y,
these termino/ogrca/ alternate'ves may be morr effective for their seP-
congratu/atory or mar/erring appea/ than for their scientsfrc ulihty in
analysis. A/ternative approaches to touri~il/ee mass tourism
approaches � reclutre thorough escaerination beforr judgments about
their appropriateness ca» be made. In t'rnp/ementing a neutra/
terminohgica/ vocabulary, tours'sm ana/ysts must focus not on/y on the
r'mpacts of tourvsts, but on the inftuence of brokersin shaping tourism
systems.

Keywords: tourism systems, tourism management, mass tourism,
mass tourist, alternati ve tourism, anti-tourism

The fizrrher I traveled throvgh the
town the better I likedit; Every
step revealed a new contrast�
disclosed somerhing l was
vnaccvsromed ro,

� Mark Twain �990: 1!
describing his first
experiences in 1866
in Honolulu

How embarrassing to be hvman.
� Kurt Vonnegut �990: 290!

Introduction

An mspection of two kinds of intertwined global stausiics
underscores the insensin of contemporary interest in travel
and tourism. K first category of statistics concerning

A second category of statistics rehung to economic value
shows that the income generated by travel and tourism still
quali6es the multifaceted industry as the largest in the
world. Citing a report prepared for the World Tourism
Organization, Waters �996: 6! notes that:

... m 1995 doinestic and international tourism
together stimuhted over 200 indhon lobs
worldwide. Output measured in U.S, dollars
reached $3.4 trillion. The industry's contribution
to the world's gross domesuc product reached
11.4'lv in 1995. Capital invesunent made by travel
and tounsm companies in buildings and
equipment was estunated at $705 billion for the
year.

Globally, tourism generated total international receipts
 excluding international fare receipts! estimated at $U.S.
372 rrullion in 1995, an mcrease of 10.8 /o over figures from
1994  Waters, 1996. 6!.

It is uncontestable that the trends associated with these
two kinds of statistics have a huge sigruficance for the
future of coastal and marine tounsm. Throughout history,
demographic patterns have substantiated that populations
tend to be densely concentrated along coastlines, Wlule
proximity to oceans has certainly provided industrial and
military advantages to cities established in the coastal zone,
it has also provided aineniiies with great residential,
recreational, and touristic appeal. The touristic result is
that people have been drawn to the coasts in record
numbers.

These facts support an increasing analytical interest m
contemporary travel and tourism. Almost a quarter of a
century ago, Turner and Ash �975: 11-12! coined the term
"Pleasure Periphery" to refer to a "newly dependent, social
and geographic realm" created through the expansion of
tourrs:

This periphery has a number of dimensions, but
is best conceived geographically as the tourist belt
wluch surrounds the great industrialized zones of
 he world. Normally, it hes some two to four
hours' living distance from the big urban centers;
sometimes tn the west and east, but generally
toward the equator and the suri.
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Turner and Ash illustrate the pleasure periphery by
pointing to playgrounds in Mediterranean nations, Mexico,
the Hawaiian Islands, Southeast Asia and elsewhere. With
the rapid zise of jet transportation, a consolidation of
peripheries is occumng:

These Pleasure Peripheries are never static,
possessmg a dynamism of their own, which
depends on the extension of the range of phnes
and the increase of leisure and affluence in
general.... fWJhile each individual periphery is
expanding independently, they are now, for the
first time, starting to merge into one giant, global
Pleasure Periphery, where the rich of the world
relax and intermtngl.  Turner and Ash, 1975: 12!

Coastal and marine tourism links socirgr with elements of
the rnsustsururur in the creation of dsstinati sus and the
appreciation of the character of p/ace. Statistics focusing
exclusively on coastal and marine tourism are neithez
compiled on a regular basis nor are in wide circularion.'
Nonetheless, the basic notion of an ever-expanding and
increasingly socio-economically potent coastal and marine
tourism sector of society is both a matter of common
knowledge and academic debate  cp., Miller and Auyong,
1991b; Miller, 1993b; Wong, 1993; Conlin and Baum, 199S;
and Lockhart and Drakakis-Smith, 1997!.

As iver and Auyong �991c: 78! have noted, coastal and
marine tourism cannot a priori be deemed to be either good
or bad. The growth of coastal zone tourisin creates both
problems and solutions for members of society and the
natural environment. To illustrate, "mass tourism" is often
idenrified as a tourism problem for its perceived negative
ecological and social impacts, and also for the
mauthenticity of its attractions and the superficiality of its
rewards to tourists. In contrast, "ecotourism"  and its
many variants sometimes subsuined under the term
"alternative tourism"! has recendy been promoted as a
tourist solution for its potential to underwrite the
preservation of endangered species and threatened
habitats.z

Perspectives on mass tourism, alternative tourism, and
inany of their variants are examined throughout this
volume. Inspection of the multidisciplinary papers that
Follow confirms that people throughout the world place
great � some would say immeasurable � value on
ecosystems and cultural traditions in the coastal zone. This
high regard has fostered concern about the degree to which
the combined cultural, biological, and phvsical features of
touristic destination s are put at risk by development.
Because tourisin depends upon travel, it necessarily creates
new juxtapositions of people and places, and at iiines
entirely new infrastructures. Whether or not the changes
brought by coastal zone tourism are interpreted as sadly

disruptive, reasonably acceptable, or as constructive
depends on the case under consideration and also on one' s
standards of evaluation and private philosophy.'

In this introductory essay to the Pmsrsdiugs of the 1996 World
Coagrsss o» Coastal and Margie Tourism, we are broadly
concerned with how tourism and tourists have been
understood by tourists and by locals, how resources have
been viewed and used, and how these elements have been
analyzed in the private and public sectors. Because the
natural amenities of the coastal zone are so appreciated for
their ecological magnihcence, and because manufactured
amenities have such high economic value, studies of the
role that anthropogenic Factors play m changing tourism
systems are inherently controversial, It is not surprismg
that hndings � whether these reveal a negative, posiiive, or
benign anthropogenic influence � routinely inspire interest
and scrutiny by the general public and diverse special
interest groups,

The Heisenberg uncertainty principle establishes that the
act of measuring one of a number of related quantities in a
system produces uncertainties m the measurement of the
others, This pancipie becoznes relevant in the study of
tourism when researchers � whether these are natural or
social scientists, or are m another way committed to the
ideal of objectivity � ask themselves about the possibility
that they are inadvertently changing features of the very
systems they seek to examine objectively.

One touristic expression of the Heisenberg uncertainty
principle takes place when scienrific researchers are
successful, sometimes inadvertently, in imposing their
personal or institutional values on others. Ideally, scientific
ineasurements that establish the characteristics of a tourism
system and its processes are cleanly separated from
opinions and recommendations about the "besY' state of
the system and appropriate courses of action

Our thinking departs from the premise that objective
analysis of tourism in the coastal zone and elsewhere is
contingent on a neutral terminological vocabulary. We
begin in the next section by proposing a tourism model,
describing the components of the system, and identifying
the analytical questions essential to tourism planning,
development and management. We then discuss inherited
cultural logics that foster negative attitudes towards
tourism and tounsis. In the third section, we show how
the customary view of tourism as a discredited activity is
evident in popular and academic treatments of mass
tourism and mass tourists. In a final section, we remark
that alternative tourism and its affihated forms are rather
wrongly prescribed as "solutions" to the "problems" of
mass tourism without evidence as to their consequences or
measurable advantages and disadvantages.
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Tourism Systems

Whar I like about travels'ssgis
rise wessxder oAhe sx.xxxrxx.

� Stendahl �962: 180!

The difference between the overlapping notions of what
are known today as "travel" and "iourisin" is much inore
an academic than a government or business matter.i In
many respects and for many people, the two terms are
interehangeabl. Both travel and tourism are characterized
by trips that hold appeal for the three-dimensional  i,e.,
"instrumental," "educational," and "recreational" ! eosserasrs
they offer Pvfiller and Ditton, 1986; 11!. Yet, travel and
tourism are not exact substitutes. For example, it has
become conventional � despite government and industry
statistics that report "business tounsm"s � to regard
tourissn as an activity that is nrtl work.

Tourism, then, can be seen as a special case of travel
involving some form of pleasure, reflection, relaxation,
recreation, or fun, among the other alternatives to work
and religion. Historian Eric Leed �995; 255-271!, who has
studied xnihtary, religious, commercial, scientilic, and
touristic expeditions, points out that touristic journeys
stand out For being "unarmed," "optional," and "circular."6

With this as background and for the purposes of this
paper, we defme cones'ssn as a sociocultural process
grounded in the leisure agendas and activities of tourists
who engage m the pursuit of contrast in a range of places
and settings, ultixnatelv retuxxung home.

The BLT Model of Tourism

In the introduction to Proeeediegs of 1he 1990 Congrrss on
C:oassal and marin Toserisns and elsewhere Pililler, 1989a;
Miller and A.uyong, 1991a; MiHer and Auyong, 1991c!, we
have presented a "BLT model" in winch a sonrisne @seem is
defined sociologically as consisting of three interacimg
components � brokers, heals, and sonrisss.

Bsokers consist of persons who in one way or another pay
professional attention to touxism, Ma~or subcategories

busmess of touxism and who provide touristic services and
seH touristic products, and 2! ubli r brok who as
public servants are engaged in the govexnance and
management of tourism. Locals consist of persons who
reside in the general region of tourism routes and
desunations, but who do not directly derive an income
from tourism. Tossrisrs consist of persons who travel for
pleasure and who travel to tounsuc destinations for
relarivelv short visits, and who ultimately return home,

The BLT model stresses the human relations m tourism
that lead to conformity and conflict, and io changes in

society. Importantly, the model also shows that the
dynamics of broker-local-tourist relations 1! are
constrained by the natural and historical settings, and 2! are
anthropogenic causes of impacts that affect the natural and
social environments @filler and Auyong, 1991c: 76-78!.
BLT can be expanded to "BLTE" when issues regarding
the environment, ecology, and ecosystems aie central to
the analysis at hand,

Over the last few years, we have found the BLT model to
be a useful device for initiatIng discussions about touxism
sociology. We can thinlt of two reasons for this. First, the
terminology in the model was designed to be as value
neutral as possible. No motives of people in any one
component of system are a priore' designated as "good" or
"bad." Similarly, none of the several tourism-focused
activities that dxive the model � the travel of tourists, the

commerce of private sector brokers, the governance of
public sector brokers � is categoxically taken to be
"correct" or "incorrect" compaxed to the others. The
model displays that the sociological dynamic of tourism
involves tourists, locals, and brokers in government and
industry, Over time, the relative proportions of brokers,
locals, and tourists in a touristic region change'. Moreover,
individuals in these categories often change roles as, for
example, when tourists stay on the scene to become pnvate
sector brokers or locals, or when locals become pubhc
sector brokers or take a trip and become tourists.

The second reason for our preference for the model
Fo0ows from the way in which it sepaxates locals from
brokers, Tourisin is often marketed for its potential to be
a happy drama of "good guests" and "good hosts." It is
also comxnonly castigated as a tragedy of "bad guests" and
"good hosts." Unfortunately, host-guest thinking masks
fundamental differences in the orientations of individuals

in tourism systems.

The two-element view of tourism sociology has its roots in
the 1977 6rst edition of Smith's Hoses and Gssesss; The
Anthropology af Tourism �989 !. Pearce �989: 216! writes
that "the basic dichotomy of 'host and guests' popularized
by the comprehensive anthropological volume ... is
generally accepted." While many continue to base analyses
on this distinction, the limitations of the framework are
gradually being corrected. In this regard, Chambers �997:
6; emphasis added! writes:

Thinking of tounsm as being predominantly a
relationstup between 'real'  i,e., residential! hosts
and their guests has become problematic
several respects. Rot the least of these is the
extent to which most tourism has becoine a
ho ~ a ' ', dependent on the

intervention of others ivho serve as neither hosts

nor guests m any conventional manner.
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L TOURISTS

Domestic tourists

~ International tourists

Z BROXERS

Whereas Chambers sees xnediation to be a recent
development of tourism, we would argue that mediation
has been part of tourism virtually from the beginxung  see,
Miller and Auyong, 1991a and 1991c!. The broker
component of the BLT inodel formahzes the medianon
that Chambers observes.t

In our view, then, a balanced understaading of tourism
requxres exphcit recognition of the fundamental distinction
inade between people who are connected to tourism via
their work in government people who are connected via
business; people who do not mediate tourism in either
capacity, but who are residents; and people who are
tourists. Accordingly, we recommend that at the outset of
analysis, attention should be given to how each participant
in a tourism system should be most appropriately coded as
a kind of broker, local, or tourist,

Locals and brokers may both live in the same area, but
their ~w underscores a key difference of interests.
Locals � whether these are persons in families that have
maintained the same residences for generations, or whether
these are new residents � are not paid to understand
tourism. On-site private sector brokers support
themselves and their families  which may include locals! by
endorsing some kinds of tounsm. On-site pubhc sector
brokers  who also may have locals in their famihes! have
the job of developing or xnhibitiag touxism growth on
behalf of all  brokers and locals! within their bureaucraxxc
constituencv.

Having reviewed the BLT model, it is appropxiate to briefly
illustrate how the model accommodates others who
participate in tourism and who were not discussed in our
earlier papers. First, we introduce a terminology that
specilxes what we mean by "multiple cultures," the
"touristic public," and the "touxistic citizenry"'.

In some countnes or regions
vxsxted by tourists, multiple cultures legally assert territonal,
natural resource, and other nghts. In these instances, pubilc
sector brtskrrs can be taken to include persons and offices
that exist in separate and competing governments. This
situarion obtains in, for example, destinarions where a
national government claims jurisdiction over terxitoaes in
which indigenous or traditional cultures simultaneously
engage in governance, In cases in which the govexxxments
of multiple cultures are involved, it tollows that different
sets of locah abiding by different cultural traditions v<
differently be aligned with pubhc sector brokers in each
government. Similarly, unique sets of private sector brokers
uill be associated with each culture. ihfultxple culture
situations create the potentxal for the co-management ot
tourism.

7. This term is used to deaote

pexsons who may be locals or brokers in toutism systems,
but who behave as touxists intermittently over the course
of time. By extension, the non-touristic public would
denote xnembers of society  e.g., those who are elderly,
incarcerated, impoverished, or otherwise immobile! who
are unable to engage in tourism, or choose to never travel.

Th T ' ' ' This term denotes the voang
constituency  and their dependents! that is found in a
touristic destxnatxon or region, The touristic citizenry is
determined by the jurisdictions of elements of government.
Thus, one could speak of the toutistic citizenry of a town, a
county, a state, or a nation. Importantly, the touristic
citizenry is composed not only of locals, but also of
brokers, A main motivation of tourists is to see the people
who constitute the touristic citxzenxy. As meationed
above, brokers are by de6rution remunerated  i.e., deave
an incoxne! from mteractions with tourists." Locals  who
by definition are unpaid for involvement m tounsm, else
they would be reclassiixed as brokers! can have touristic
value  most obviously, for example, in cultural and ethnic
tourism! in their own right. When this is the case, these
locals play the role of "amenities," "unwitting attractions,"
or "at tractors."s

Wlule retaining the fundamental three-part
conceptualization of tourism dynamics, the BLT model can
be adapted to include subcategories of the followmg
kmds o

Private Sector Brokers

~ ~n-si  or ~~rr! ~ work
and reside in the touxxstxc region
 examples are hotel and restaurant
workers, guides, and vendors!.

~ Qff~s'  or ~~i~ ~ do
not work in the touristxc region, but
direct tourists, services, and products to
the region  examples axe travel agents
and tour bookers who are not based in
the touristic region of analytical interest!.

Public Sector Brokers

~ ~  or ~t-i~! ~ work
and reside in the touristic region
 examples are visitor and tourist bureau
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Odter Broker Variants:

Formal

employees, xesource managers and
planners in local government!,

~ ~~  or ~i~i~~ ~ do
not work in the touristic region, but
direct tourists, services, and products to
the region  examples are resource
managers and planners who work For
state or federal elements of government
and who are not based in the tourisuc

region of analytical interest!.

entities referred to as "non-

goveminental organizations"  NGOs!,
"environmental organizations," "special-
interest organizations," and the Irke
increasingly play pivotal roles as brokers
in the planning, development, and
management oF tourism.

those in academe who exanune tourism
as part of basic science, or scholarship.

~ v Reporters and
journalists who are cominent on tourism
through the media  e.g,, newspapers,
magazines, television, the Internet! to
inform the general public can be
classifled as travel media brokers.

marketers, travel writers, and a variety of
other independent entrepreneurs are
employed as consulting brokers For
private and public sector bxokers, and
also for social movement brokers.

3. LOCALS

 or ~rr ~! ~r-~
lacah

 for exainple, second-
home owners!

In rhe application of the BLT framework to problems oF
coastal and marine tourism, a first question has to do with
the total number of persons in the destination or touristic
region of mterest, and the proportions of this figure that
are brokers, locals, and tounsts. The answers help ro
esrablish the sociological strung of the tourism system.

An obvious second question has to do with the rates at
which the sizes of these three populations are changing
over time. Answers to this question help m the
understanding of sociological ~ and the way in which
tourism systems exhibit natural histories with phases of
discovery, exponential growth, stabilization, and decline."

In order to address these questions, it is necessary to
operauonalize terms, While the  sub!categories of brokers,
locals, and tounsts listed above are of use in ttus task, it is
inevitable that coding difficulties will arise, and that the
status of some persons will seem to defy categorization. In
this situation, the analyst must make practical decisions
about how best to treat anomalies.

ln passing, we want to emphasize again a particular
terminological distinction. In this section we have delined
"tourists" as ~ who travel for pleasure and "tourism"
as a sociocultuxal ~ in which touristic experiences
and amenities are sought  by tourists! and provided  in a
deliberate way by brokers, and in some rnstances
uicidentally by locals!. To speak of tourism is to speak to
the sum total of the intra-human relationships that exist
between brokers, locals, and tourists, and also the
relationships that link people in these categories with the
surrounchng ecology and environment,

The evaluation of tourism � whether one is in the role of
broker, local, or tourist � produces a conclusion about the
quabty of the touristic system in its enrirery. While tourists
 collectively and individually! certainly contribute ro the
conflguration of tourism in a particular locale, they do not
alone determine its condiuon.

We make this point because it is so easy for people to
project their attitudes towards tourism on tourists. It is
one thing to say that the ~~ has ruined or improved a
place. It is quite another ro say that ~t are
responsible. The 6rst charge points fairly to the negative
or positive influence of a process dered by the
interactions of brokers, locals, and tourists. The second
singles out tourists for blame or accolade while ignoring
the roles of mdustry and government brokers and locals in
touristic change.

Tourism Planning, Development, and Management

The terms "tourism planning," "tourism developnient,"
and "touxism management" broadly encompass the
decisions made by public sector brokers to affect the
landscape and amenity profile of tourism des unauons
 existing and potential!, and to affect the movement and
satisfactions of tourists of selected kinds.'i While the jobs
of tourism planners, developers, and managers in
government are often cast as ones of satisQ~g rounsrs, ir
is the responsibility of these public servants ro make
policies in rhe besr interests of their constituency, what we
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have referred to above as the touristic citizenry. As noted
above, the touristic citizenry is composed not only of
voting locals and their families, but also of voting brokers
and their dependents.

Experience has shown that the proportion of locals to
brokers in the touristic citizenry can vary considerably
From place to place, and also that the socio-economic
conditions, aspirations, and aesthetic preferences vary
within each category and across time. For these reasons, it
is not possible to promote a pnori any single tourism
management outcome above others. Tourism growth may
be appropriate in one locale, but tourism inhibition a better
solution in another, One touristic citizenry may exhibit a
need for the seasonal tourism of, say, large numbers of
adult tourists traveling alone or in small groups. Another
citizenry may be so financially secure that it can afford to
discourage tourism ot aH kinds.

While we contend that it is politically arrogant to argue that
one particular pi~~ of touxism management should be
universally endorsed, we do recominend that attention be
given to tourism management ~. Goals that come to
mind include "sustainable tourism development,"
"appropriate tourism," "optimal tounsm," "equitable
tourism," and "ecotouxisxn." Ideally, goals arise through a
process of governance or planning that is responsive to the
development philosophy of the tourisnc citizenry, the
existing socio-economic and environmental condinons of
the touxistic place or region, the "problem" or
"opportunity" at hand, an also to the  dis!advantages of
ahernative courses of action, and the value of monitoxing,
and evaluation.!3

Tourism goals reflect the pnorities and ideals of supporting
constituencies, Successful tourism planning, development
and management requires a fair political process that allows
for the consideration of different points of view, and
forces debate about the social, economic, env~nmental,
aesthetic and other trade-offs that are created by any
tourism.

It is axiomatic that those who are responsible for making
policy decisions pertaining to tourism planning,
development and management stand to benefi from
objective multidisciplinaxy tourism research, In our view,
balanced tourism research must examine the status oF
human and natural systems. Accordmgly, the fundamental
question to be addressed ~ by tourism analysts can be
seen to take the following canonical form:

K'hat is Ihe significance  i.e., "value," 1'importance,"
"rrreanrnrr,," "egret"! of eocisti ng and proposed tounsrn for
a! loca& and brokers rvho constitute the roun'str'c ati ~enrt,
and b! elenrents of the surrounding natural envrronrnentP

A ~ and complementary question broadens the scope
of inquiry in the following way:

t'hat is the significance  i.e., vahee," "importance,"
"meaning," "egect'! of em'sting and proposed tourisin for
a! remaining components of societtr, and b! remaining
eleinents of the natural environments

Images of Tourism

Xrtsch and tourism; two words
which go nicely together.

� Gillo Dorfles �969: 153!

Itisintel/ectuaVy chic nowadays to
deride tourists,

� Dean 1VIacCanneH

�989 [1976j: 9!

In a landmark text, sociologist Dean bfacCannell �989
[1976]; 3! follows and observes contemporary tourists as a
strategy For understanding the "empirical and ideological
expansion of modexn society." Citing the widely-circulated
work of Daniel Boorsrin  discussed below! and cultural
anthropologist Claude Levi-Strauss, MacCanneH points out
that the intellectual community has tended to view tourism
as categoxicaHy unfortunate and holds tourists responsible
for this,

AlacCannell argues that the temptation to see the negative
in tourism is difficult to resist. It is easy to blame the
downside of tourism on the tourists themselves and make
them a point of attack. In this regard, ihfacCanneH points
out that tourists have come to occupy an emotional space
previously reserved for other sngmatized social and ethnic.
groups:

The rhetoric of moral superioxity that
comfortably inhabits this talk about tourists was
once found m unconsciously prejudicial
statements about other 'outsiders,' Indians,

Chicanos, young people, blacks, women. As
these peoples organize into groups and find both
a collective identity and a place in the modem
totality, it is increasingly difficult to manufacture
morality out of opposition to them. The modem
consciousness appears to be dividing along
different lines against itself. Tourists dislike
tourists. God is dead, but man's need ro appear
holier than his feHows lives..., /~mr~ex

rifi nurists in n nl ti
m f m � it 's of th

pugh]stIt. QfacCannell, 1989: 9-10; emphasis
adiled!
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Part of this very problem has to do with the difficulty
analysts have in separating themselves sociologically and
inorally from the people they study. MacCannell �989: 10!
comments that academic  as well as popular! attacks on
tourists are grounded in charges of superficial experience:

In other words, tounstic shame is not based on
being a tourist, but on not being tourist enough,
on a failure to see everything the way it 'ought' to
be seen. The tourisnc critique of tourism is based
on a desire to go beyond the other 'mere' tourists
to a more profound appreciation of society and
culture, and it is by no means limited to
intellectual statements. All tourists desue this
deeper involvement with society and culture to
soine degree; it is a basic component of their
motivation to travel.

As MacCannell notes �989: 102!, there is a "traditional
mteilectual concern" for the supe riiciality of popular
thought in the world of acadenuc scholarship. It is easy for
the scienttst to argue that the academic article or
monograph is likely to be a more valuable touristic product
than the quick report of a tourist. It is dangerous,
however, to judge the participant observation experiences
of the analyst  or any other expert on the scene! to be
more "real," "important," or significant" than the day-to-
day experiences of tourists.

The Gospel of Anti-tourism

For many members of Western society � and especially for
those who speak Ainencan English � the terms "tourism"
and "tourist" have stricdy negative connotations and
accordingly are etnployed to condemn the travel that
~r undertake,'i The social consequences of being
identified as a "tourist" are so unsettling that tourists
frequently go to great lengths to justify the fact of their
travel, their motives and morals, and their intellects and
backgrounds.i'

The antipathy that the touristic public directs at others for
being tourists  as well as the ambivalence that so often is
generated for the same reason! is an intellectual and
emotional response that James Buzard �993: 3! would see
as grounded in assumptions that "are themselves the
product of nearly two hundred years' concerted cultural
stereot!ping." In a treatment of travel literature produced
iii between the Napoleonic and First World Wars, Buzard
brilliantly advances the thesis that the tension between
tourism and anti-tourism  esddent in the distinction
between the honorific label "traveler" and the derogatory
"tounst"! is a defining feature of pleasure travel. The urge
drismg the touristic public to so attack confederates for
their tourism has long been a factor in the ritual production
of touristic soiidaritv  Buzard, 1993: 9!.

As a result of this cultural conditioning, the tounstic pubhc
today is unwavering in its determination to travel, while
united in its endorsement of the gospel of anri-tourism. In
short, people are confident they can distinguish righteous
travelers from corrupt tourists. As Buzard �993: 5! has
noted:

Snobbish 'anti-tourism', an element of modern
tourism from the start, has offered an important,
even exemplary way of regarding one's own
cultural experiences as authentic and uiuque,
setting them against a backdrop of always
assumed tourist vulgarity, repetition, and
ignorance.

In the remainder of this section, we briefly discuss two
professors in the humaiuties whose ideas have transcended
academic boundaries to resonate with those of the touristic
public. Daniel Boorstin and Paul Fussell provide Fuel to
the fire in conveying the gospel that travel is dead,
succeeded by superGcial tourism and its angry relative anti-
tourism.

In a
volume that has become a classic for those who study not
only tourism, but social change in the U.S. and elsewhere,
historian Datuel Boorstin �962! includes a chapter titled
"From Traveler to Tourist: The Lost Art of Travel." In

tins, Boorstin articulates the reasons why contemporary
tourism is so shamefully unsatisfying for tourists and also
unsarisfactory for its consequences fot others. He begins
by noting that both expectations about what travel offers
and attitudes about the process of traveling have changed
over history. 'X'here travel in previous centuries was highly
regarded as a means of education and personal growth,
tourism today much more poorly serves the American
tourist. In this regard, Boorstin �962: 79! coines to a
disturbing conclusion:

What is remarkable, on reflection, is not that our
foreign travel has increased so much. But rather
that all ttus travel has made so little difference in
our thinking and feeling.

ln accounting for this, Boorstin builds on a common
complaint of the touristic public that touristic attractions
are all too often inappropriately inarketed as travel worthy
when they are not. This critique also challenges the notion
that a city, tradiuon, or country can be meatungfully
"understood" in a half-day tour � whether guided or not.

Boorstm advances the thesis that travel is governed by the
fascination of tourists  and the agents of tounsm! with
"pseudo-events." In the context of tounsm, a pseudo-
event may be seen to be an activity or touristic sight that is
narrowly  some would say ruthlessly! contoved For the sake
of protit and which has a "false" touristic value.-"!mages
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of hotel heals and fiestas, "traditional" dances, and quasi-
ritual performances scheduled on a regular basis for the
consumption of tourists come to mind, as do those of
brokers engaged in the production and retailing of touristic
curios that so often qualify as kitsch.'

In suggesting the conditions and causes that tie pseudo-
events to travel, Boorstin provides a clear specificanon of
the image and phght of the "Ugly Americans" so
prominent in the literature of tourism;

Our travels have not, it seems, made us noticeably
more cosmopolitan or more understanding of
other peoples. The explanarion is not that
Americans are any inore obtuse or uneducable
than they used to be. Rather, the travel
experience itself has been transformed. hfany
Americans now 'travel,' yet few are travelers in
the old sense of the word. The multiphcation,
nnprovement, and cheapening of travel facilities
have carrie many inore people to distant places.
But the experience of going there, the experience
of being there, and what is brought back from
there are aH very different. The experience has
become diluted, contrived, prefabricated.

The modern American tourist now fiHs his
experience with pseudo-events. He has come to
expect both more strangeness and more
familiarity than the world naturally offers. He has
come to believe that hc can have a hfetime of
adventure m two weeks and aH the thnHs of
risking his life without any real risk at aH. He
expects that the exotic and the Familiar can be
made to order. that a nearb~ vacation spot can
give him Old World charm, and also that if he
chooses the right accotrunodations he can have
the comforts of home in the heart of Africa,
Expecting aH of this, he demands that it be
supplied to him. Having paid for it, he likes to
think he has got his money's worth. He has
demanded that the whole world be made a stage
for pseudo-events. And there has been no lack of
honest and enterprising suppliers who try to give
him what he wants, to help him inflate his
expectations, and to gratify his insatiable appetite
for the impossible.'s  Boorsrin, l962: 79-80!

Boorstin's full analysis of "the lost art of travel" elaborates
on many issues in the above passage concerning the quabn
of modern tourism. Several of his themes and opinions are
pertinent to studies of tourism throughout the world and
are outlined below:

i.j The Eme . l e Af Boorstin
�962' 56! laments a "decline of the 'f'olk' and the rise of
the commerciaHy vulnerable 'mass"' in the United States.

In Boorstin's view, the mass  as compared to the folk! is
conspicuously less culturaHy productive, more passive and
more susceprible to strategic suggestion:

The folk expressed itself [in spoken word,
folklore, folk dance, and folk song]. Its products
are still gathered by scholars, antiquazians, and
patriots; it was a voice. But the mass, in our
world of mass media and mass circulation, is the
target and not the arrow. It is the ear and not the
voice, The mass is what others aim to reach � by
print, photograph, image, and sound.  Boorstin,
1962: 56!

ii;! r T uri . Touching on
etymologies, Boorstin notes that "travel" is linked to the
Old Enghsh "travail"  with meaiungs of "trouble," "work,'
and "torment" !, as well as to a popular Latm /xiii/arii
referring to a "three-staked instrument of torture:"

To journey � to 'travail,' or  later! to travel � then
was to do something laborious or troublesome,
The traveler was an active man at work.
 Boorstin, '1962: 85!

Citing an American dicrionary de6nition of a tourist as "a
person who inakes a pleasure trip" or also as "a person
who makes a tour, especially for pleasure," Boorstin �962:
85! contrasts the tourist with the historical traveler with an
insinuation that work is more active and more worthy than
leisure:

The traveler, then, was working at something, the
tourist was a pleasure-seeker. The traveler was
active; he went strenuously in search of people, of
adventuze, of experience. The tourist is passive;
he expects mteresting things to happen to him.
He goes 'sight-seeing'.... He expects everything
to be done to him and foi' him.

tour, Boorstm sees evidence that the mass is being coerced
to consume by industry. In discussing the impact of
radroads and ocean liners on tourism in the latter part of
the nineteenth century, Boorstin desczibes industries
interested first in profit:

For zhe first time in lus tory, long-distance
transportarion was industnaHy mass-produced. It
could be sold to lots of people, and it could be
sold cheap. For a satisfactory return on
investment it h~ to be sold in large quantities....
This enormous capital investment required that
equipment be kept in constant use and that
passengers be Found bi rhe thousands, Now
great numbers of people would be induced to
travel for pleasure.... Ihe consunung public had
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to be enlarged to include the vacationing middle
dass, or at least the upper middle class. Foreign
travel became democratized.  Boorstin, 1962: 86!

Pointing to the fantastic successes of Thomas Cook and
Son with international tours and guidebooks, and also to
the similar trajectory of the American Express Company,
Boors tin remarks on tourism as an industry with
tremendous influence over the mass:

By the middle of the twenneth century, foreign
travel had become big business. It was a
prominent feature of the American standard of
living, an important element in our cultural and
6nancial relations with the rest of the world....
Foreign travel now had, of course, become a
commodity. Like any other mass-produced
commodity, it could be bought m bargain
packages and on the installment plan,
Nowadays more and more travelers take the trip
before they pay for it. 'Go Now, Pay Later.' Your
travel agent will arrange it for you.  Boorstin,
1962. 90!

for travel entails not only dollars, but an obligation to abide
by the rules of the tourism provider. Boorstin �962!
illustrates in the following selections the insulation of the
tourist and the degradation of the tourism experience that
the rebnquishment of decision-making to the guide implies:

~ "The traveler used to go around the world to
encounter the natives. A function af travel
agencies now is to prevent this encounter.
They are always devising ef6cient new ways
of insulating the tourist from the travel
world." �962: 91-92!

~ "Today more than ever before the traveler is
isolated from the landscape he rraverses."
�962: 94!

~ "The tourist who arrives at his destination,
where tourist facilities have been 'improved.'
remains almost as insulated as he was in
route. Today the ideal tourist hotel abroad is
as much as possible like the best
accommodations back home." �962: 97!

~ "Tourist attractions serve their purpose best
when they are pseudo-evenrs. To be
repeatable at wiH they must be factitious.
Emphasis on the aruficial comes from the
ruthless truthfulness of tounst agents. What
they can really guarantee you are not
spontaneous cultural products bui only those
made especiaHy for tourist consumption, for

foreign cash customers..., ln order to satisfy
the exaggerated expectations of tour agents
and tounsts, people everywhere obligingly
become dishonest mirnics of themselves. To
provide a full schedule of events at the best
seasons and at convenient hours, they
travesty their most solemn rituals, holidays,
and fold celebrations � all for the bene6i' of
tourists." �962: 103!

' Eravel adventure roday thus inevitably
acquires a factitious, make-believe, unreal
quality, And only dull travel experiences
seem genuine. Both for the few adventuring
tourists who still exist and for the larger
number of travelers-tumed-tourists, voyaging
becomes a pseudo-event.... We go more
and more where we expect to go. We get
money-baclr. guarantees that we will see what
we expect to see. Anyway, we go more and
more, not to see at all, but only to take
pictures. Like the rest of our experience,
travel becomes a tautology," �962: 117!

In a synthesis, these ideas support a line of argument in
which the general. consuming public is targeted by
technologies of mass delivery  e.g., newspapers, magazines,
television, the Internet! which are used by industry
marketers. This syndrome creates unacceptable conditions
ot inauthenficity and idolatry.'a Further, Boorstin is
especially disturbed that tourists � m their subservience to
the techno-economic establishment � are made politically
impotent, and worse, are encouraged to settle for an
undignified existence.

Boorsrin is not entirely dear on whether the cause of the
problem lies more fundamentally with the demand
presumed mherent in tourists, or whether it lies in the
rmtiative of industry to manufacture  as opposed to meet!
these expectations. At times he seem to suggest that as
tourists and the public acquiesce, they perpetuate the
system that bene6rs a profit-driven tourism industry and
through this action become culpable as well.

Boorstin's portrayal of tourism and tourists may seem
overly harsh, but the kinds of outcomes he bemoans have
been employed over the last three decades by countless
analysts, tounsts, and others to denounce the tounst
industry and the tounst identity,

Then, too, there is a certain irony in the touristic morass.
People who intend to travel but who do not wanr to be
tourists find themselves in a bind. Tourists can thus suffer
not only from knowing they are, in fact, tourists, but also
from knowing they are terable to the control of a
powerful tourist industry. In such a situation, it has
become routine for people to resist and ro develop the
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The Customary View

illusion that they are not tourists at all � only travelers of
some positive variety.

Of course, this personal reaction fails to provide a solution
to the charge of being a tourist and the problems of
inferred matenalism and victinuzation by the tourism
establishment, Further, the semantic solution  of reserving
the term "tourist" for others, while faihng to apply it to
oneself! perpetuates a pecuhar � yet conventional�
understanding of tourism and tounsts.

Fussell, an English professor and social and literary critic,
develops an arguinent that supports that of Boorstin,
Fussell �980: 38-39! laments many of the socio-
technalogical changes that have occurred ance the
Renaissance and concludes that tourism is the least noble

of several forms of travel:

Before tourism there was travel, and before travel
there was exploration.... The genuine traveler is,
or used to be, in the middle between the two
extremes. If the explorer moves toward the risks
of the farmless and the unknown, the tounst
moves toward the security of pure cliche, It is
between these two poles that the traveler
mediates, retaining aII he can of the excitement of
the unpredictable attaching to exploration, and
fusmg that with the pleasure of 'knowing where
one is' belonging to tourism.

Fussell � 980: 42! is insistent that tourists can be
distinguished from travelers, and suggests that telltale signs
concern a preoccupation with social status and materialism:

What distinguishes the tourist is the inotives, few
of which are ever openly revealed: to raise social
status at home and to allay social anxiety; to
realize fantasies of erotic freedom; and most
important, to derive secret pleasure from posing
momentarily as a member of a social class
superior to one's own, to play the role of a
'shopper' and spender whose life becomes
sigruficant and exciting only when one is
exercising power by choosing what to buy.

Fussell �980: 41! assumes "that travel is naw impossible
and that tourism is all we have left." With this orientation,
he interprets tounsm as a status war that has created its
own sociological product � the "anti-tourist":

As I have said, it is hard to be a snob and a tounst
at the same time. A. way to combine both roles is
ia became an anti-tourist. Despite the suffering
he undergoes, ihe anti-tourist is not to be
confused with the traveler: his motive is not
inquiry but self-protection and vanity... Abroad,

the techniques practiced by anti-tourists anxious
to assert their difference from all those tourists �.
involve attempts to merge into the surroundings,
like speaking the language, even badly. Some
dissimulations are merely mechanical, hke a man' s
shifting his wedding ring form the left to the right
hand. A useful trick is ostentatiously not carrying
a camera.~  Fussell, 1980: 47!

Finally, Fussell remarks on the management of "tourist
angst," a condition ansmg when one faces one's own
tourist identity.

Tourist ungst ... is distinctly a class signal. Only
the upper elements of the middle classes suffer
from it, and it is endemic in places like Florence
and hfikonos and Crete, It is rare in pseudo-
places like Disneyland, where people have come
just because other people have come. This is to
say that the irking class 6nds nothing shameful
about tourism. It is the middle class that has read
and heard just enough to sense that being a
tourist is somehow offensive and scorned by an
imayoed upper class which it hopes to emuhte
and, if possible, be inistaken fai'. '  Fussell, 1980:
49!

It is Fussell's �987: 653! conclusion that the challenge
before the contemporary tourist is to do one's best to
perform both as a sensitive tourist and as a traveler, to
strive to enjoy "the stereotyped as well as the ourn'
[Otherj."

The nrstommy oieio of tounsm that we summarize here is a
generalized madel of shared assumpuons and
understandings. It is derived, in part, from the images of
tourism and taunsts that Boorstin and Fussell have so
provocauvely diagnosed and which have been discussed
above.

The customary view is the everyday or non-professional
perspective of the tourisuc public � persons who
intermittendy behave as tourists, but who do not make
then' living by promoting, controlling, or otherwise
analyzing tourism, In its essence, the customary view is a
quick explanation answering the question "What is tourism
aU about?"

As will be seen in the next section, the customary viev: is
also evident in analyses of tounsm offered by acadenucs
arid experts. The customary view has a cultural currency in
that it facilitates discourse and evaluatio~, and can lead to
acnon. ~lost importantly, the customary bedew is more
accepted than challenged.-'-"
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ecosystenx.

Mass Tourisxn

The customary view of tourism is based on three premises.
With a fixst premise, touxism is considered to be a two-
component social system consisting of those who reside in
the vicinity of the touristic destination on the one hand,
and of visiting tourists on the other. Under a second
premise, the tourist is taken to be a rational, independent
actor who initiates the touristic trip and accordingly must
bear lead responsibility for its consequences on locals and
the environment. The third premise holds that the
relationship Forged between the touxist and the local Is
predominantly socio-economic in character  i.e., based on a
supply and demand model!; tourists and locals are
portrayed as "guests and hosts" or as "consumers and
producers."

Taken together, these three premises generate a customary
understanding of touxism in which consequences of
tourism are seen to Follow directly from the actions of
tourists. The unpacts of tourists on the world are expected
at best to be benign, ~bile at worst to be seriously negative.
The touristic public and tourism analysts depend on the
customary view to diagnose and plan tourism.

From our perspective, the customary view is not so wrong
as it is limiting. To the extent that the view is adopted
without testing or is projected without competition with
other views, the customary view inhibits the development
of different analytical understandings of tourism.

In a very preliminary way, we remark on how the
customary view rxught be challenged. Addressing the first
assumption, we reiterate a potnt made earlier that the BLT
model of a tourism system accounts better for the different
stakes that people have in fostering or opposing tourism
than does a two-component model. Speaking to the
second assumption, we acknowledge that tourists do
indeed make decisions, but we elaborate that it is also the
case that marketers and other brokers can be seen to create
demand, effectively telling tourists what they should want.
The third assumption describes the relanonship between
tourists and locals  using the BLT model, we would say
between touxists and locals ~ brokers! in social and
economic terxns. This ignores the po4ncal dimensions of
tourism.+

Because of sheer numbers, people
tend to thuds &st of tvodern, mass
tourism  with alii ts negative
conseguences! as a model for al/
tourxsxxi,

� Dennison Nash �996: 23!

In this section, we examine how aspects of the customary
view profiled above are revealed in the ways in which

tourism is popularly and professionally discussed, In this,
we concentrate on the general inclination oF people to
consider mass tourism and the mass tourist with disdain.

Mass Tourism � The Most "Dissed" Toxxrisrn

ln everyday conversation, "mass tourism" has become the
preferred term of disrespect, the favorite target of tounsm
critics who subscribe to the customary view. The popular
image of mass tourism is patently negative; it so brings to
mind tourisuc errors of materialism, ignorance, style, and
msensitivity that it is virtually inconceivable that anyone
would accept being labeled a mass tourist.

While mass touxism is denounced with conviction by the
touristic public and by tounsiic pundits, it is not easily
defined. Mass tounsm is a muludimensional concept that
evokes different iinages and dissatisfactions for different
people. These images and associations make mass tourism
a syxnbol of' many wrongs, To illustrate, we describe five
basic interpretations of mass toutism as a problem:

view, mass tourism brings to mind images of great crowds
and invasions of tourists. Mass in this context refers to an

undifferentiated  and unthinking! quantity or weight of
tourism. Mass tourism becomes a "touristmass" analogous
to the ecological notion of biomass. In this context, mass
toutism is perceived to be "wrong" for the congestion it
creates and for the way the combined behavior of
members of the mass interferes with the remainder of the

This conceptualization does not, however, provide
standards of scale that would help the observer to know
the acceptable levels of mass tourism. Yor does this view
make any inference about the sociological or economic
structure of the touristmass or about its relations to the

remainder of socieis.

s a 1 Probl For many,
mass tourism denotes the efficient and relatively
inexpensive movement of large numbers of travelers, The
history of this mass tourism is punctuated by the
development of technological and business innovations
that have affected modes of mass transportation. Thus,
the early rise of mass tourism in the nineteenth century can
be linked to the development of the first railtoads in
Europe in the 1830s,-' and the rise of the Continental and
trans-Atlantic sreamship trade in the early- and nud-
1800s.-"

Speaking to rhe social aspects of technology, changing
business pracnces have equally nurtured mass tounsrn. In
1841, Thomas Cook � at the time a publisher and an
unpaid general overseer of a temperance association�
arranged for a "Special Train" to conduct 5",0 passengers
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Seen as a service

hfass tourism also

on a ten-mile excursion from Leicester to Loughborough
for a temperance meeting, In 1845, Cook repeated the
experiment for pro6t and negotiated with four railroad
companies to take 350 excursionists from Leicester to the
sea at Liverpool  Swinglehurst, 1974: 14-15; 28-30!.

In a famous demonstration of entrepreneurship, Cook
expanded  with the help of his family! his business ro the
proportions of an empire, By making travel affordable and
arranging for every detail, Cook simply revolutionized the
business of tourism. Cook is credited with democratizing
travel by addressing not only aristocratic tourists, but also
tourists  and notably women! from the middle- and
working-classes  cp,, Swinglehurst, 1974, Turner and Ash,
1975, and Withey, 1997! In the course of an
extraordinary career, Cook also invented the role of travel
agent as an "Excursion and Tounst Manager," prepared
what is perhaps the 6rst package tour guidebook  A
Handbook of the Trip lo Lioeepooi!, and founded the 6rst travel
tnagazine � The ZxeNrsioeb /.  Swinglehurst, 1974: 28-29; 35;
156!.

view of mass tourism � like the technological view just
discussed � is an explanation that challenges the meaning
of what has been called "progress." Whereas the
technological view focuses on modes and brokers of
transportation, the infrastructurai view concerns hotels,
endave resorts, and other accommodations; restaurants;
and human-created tourism attractions." Mass tourism
interpreted this way is considered "wrong" for its role in
contributing to urban expansion and to the disfigurement
of the natural landscape.

problem, mass tourism involves organized groups o F
tourists under the control of brokers  e.g., tour guides,
resort managers, travel agents!. Tlus mass tourism is
perceived as "wrong" for the manipulation of tourists and
locals, and For the transformanon of the touristic
environment by service institutions in the pursuit of' pro6t.

conveys something about the tourists themselves. With
the social view, mass tourism has social, economic, and
political meanings, evokmg unages of a travehng middle-
class, Thos«who have this perspective perceive
themselves as somehow more qualified to travel  and more
entitled to judge the travel of others! than the persons they
consider to be mass tourists. This ehtist view builds on the
idea that those who travel inexpenstvely in "tourist class"
are settling for a lesser experience not only in transit, but in
all aspects of the touristic trip,~

The mass tourist in this view shares qualities with those
anributed to the "inass man" � a 6gure of speech with
origins in rhe 1940s, a time in which dramadc changes in

the growth and mobility of human populations were
associated with technological progress, The Raeedom Hotel
Dic'eionag of she English Letsgeeerge �987, 1183! de6nes orotee
orao as:

a hypothetical common man, especially one held
to be typical of a mass society, to be characterized
by the absence of unique values or distinct
personality traits, to lack a sense of personal or
social responsibility, and to be readily
manipulated by the techniques developed by mass
media.av

Mass tourism in this view is devalued because the inass
tourist is regarded as undistinguished and "average," as
having no personal history or voice.

Separately and collectively, these 6ve images are validated
in day-to-day experience. They are operative when people
express with a cultural reflex thar distaste for the mass
tourism of, for example, Waikiki, Las Vegas, Disneyland,
and anv crowded beach town or resort worldwide.

The images foster conclusions that mass tourism is
intrinsically wrong," In each instance, however, mass
tourism can be seen to be a surrogate for a more
generalized object of controversy. Thus, mass tourism qaat
population problem raises objections to growth. Mass
tourism qeeet technoloycal problem encourages negative
reactions to science and technology. Mass tourism qeea
infras true tural problem encourages opposition to
urbanization and development. Mass tourism qatar service
problem legitimates negative reactions to the pro6t motive
in the service sector. Finally, mass tourism qua social
problem promotes a poor understanding of the struggles
and potentials of the middle-class.

That words used informally to discuss matters of tourism
have multiple, even contradictory, connotations is not a
serious problem. Indeed, the humor, satire, and socio-
pohtical sparring that makes life interesting are all
supported by flexible language. In the realm of science,
however, terminological ambiguity is to be avoided.
Adherence to the ideal of objectivity requires that technical
terms be free of value judgements. Science seeks therefore
to describe or predict how the natural and social worlds are
organized; it does not, in theory, concern itself with
recommendations unless the value orientation of the

analyst is made explicit.

The Analysis of Mass Tourism � A Problem of
Quantities, Qualities, and Subjectivities

In the analytical literature of tourism, the term "mass
tourism" and variants thar include "mass tourist" have
been used inconsisrentlv.i~ The selections m this volume,
for example, illustrate that analysts, like the touristic public,
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associate mass tourism with populabon, technological,
infrastructural, service, and social probleins. This has
fostered the study of the nature and consequences oF mass
tourism with a grand array of biological, ecological,
historical, engineering, cultural, social, economic, pohtical,
 post!modern, and other disciphnary paradigms.

Analytical accomplishments aside, mass tounsin and the
mass tourist are aII too Frequently assumed to be elements
of popular speech with the result that they are employed
more with dension than examined with scientific or
humanistic precision. It is not uncommon in the tourism
hterature for researchers to use the term "mass tourism"

without defining the term at all. In such cases, it might be
expected that the reader would infer that mass tourism
means many tounsts, and moreover presume that this
tourism is engaged in by persons of the socioeconoriuc
middle-class, Given the omnipresence of the customary
view, we would suspect that the reader would additionally
be inclined to infer that the mass tourism in question is
unfortunate for the unpacts caused by the quantity of
tourists, and for the consequences  including those
affecting the tourists themselves! of their behavior.

A.s mass tourism has been used by tourism analysts, the
term has come to have three different meanings, each of
which is an extension  though in different ways! of' the
images discussed above. Two oF the associated approaches
to mass tourism are compabble with the ideal of objectivity
and its traditional criteria  reliability and validity!, The
qssanlisaisue meaning stresses changes in the demographic,
economic, and busines s "numbers" of tourism. The
complementary qssa/ilass'vr mearung emphasizes the socio-
cultural transforinations of tourism. The third approach to
mass tourism � one that promotes a sujbzszise meaning of
the term � is, by companson, incompatible with scienbfic
inquiry. This approach unfortunately uttubits objecbve
analysis by embedding a judgement of mass tounsm as a
feature of its definition.

'v Xfe nin . With the

quantitative approach to the importance of the
phenomenon, mass tourism is analytically approached as a
statistical � but not a social or moral � problem. Tlus is
the meaning fostered by those who incorporate
standardized kinds of census and travel data m
demographic, economic, and business analyses. Research
questions concerning the intensities and distribubons of
mass tourism have to do with measurement of the overall
magnitude of travel, travel routes, profiles of tounsts
 based, for example, on country. of origin, age, occupabon,
size of party, etc.!, visitation patterns  as charactenzed, for
example, by length of stay, purpose of visit, etc.!, and so
Forth.

Two distinct subcultures of analysis regularly use a
quanutabve conceptuahzation of mass tourism. First,

analysts trained in inicroeconomics examine mass tourism
to reveal, for exainple, how the quantity demanded by
would-be mass tourists of a touristic product  say, an
airplane ficket combined with hotel accommodations in a
package tour! declines with increase in price of the
product. The economic framework depends on the idea
that the decisions that people make, and which constitute
demand, are determined by preferences and available
income. lvticroeconomics might also study how the entire
demand curve shifts with changes in, for example, the
number of consuming mass tourists.

Importandy, the microeconomic analyst  at least in
uncomphcated studies! does not focus on the quesbon of
how it is that mass tourists come to have preferences.
Because this question is not pertinent for the purposes of
many analyses, it is assumed that people sunply have
preferences ~ to being exposed to any particular
econ oinic product.

A second subculture of analysts that employ a quantitative
conceptualization of the mass tourist consists of
professionals with backgrounds in advertising and
marketmg. The job of these analysts is to effectively
communicate the advantages of existing products to
consumers, and also to design products that mass tourists
do or will want. Not surprisingly, mass tourism advertisers
and marketers exhibit an opposite assuinption about the
origins of preferences than do nucroeconornists. For dus
group, the preferences of mass tourists are � to a degree�
regarded as creations of advertising and marketing
departments. Thus, the ~~ of a touristic product
actuallv generates preferences.'z

Mass
tounsm has qualitative significance Foz analysts who are
concerned with changes in cultural and social structures
and processes that have been attributed to changes in the
sheer numbers of people travehng, Used to denote
tourism uith a particular quality or identifying character,
mass tourism contrasts with other kinds of tourism on
dimensions that reflect more than just the volume of travel.
In remarking on a host of sociological typologies, Nunez
�989: 272!, for example, suggests that "mass tourism"
might usefully be contrasted with "elite tourism."~

When mass tourism is emplOyed in a quahtabve manner, it
is defined to make a point warranted by theory in a field
such as sociology or cultural anthropology. Despite the
way in which mass tourism may be used elsewhere, ii is
essential to social scientific practice that the term is
introduced in analvses ~xith neutrality. This is to say that
while the consequences of mass tourisin may empzricaHy be
seen to be severe and negaiive, mass tourism her se is
neither "good" nor "bad" am. more than an exploding
population of predators  sav, wolves or sea lions! is so
perceived. "
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Several examples of the use of mass tourism as a
descriptive � that is, neutral � sociological and historical
concept follow:

i.! Grayburn �989: 30! remarks on the origins of
mass tourism in a way that ~ould facilitate the study of
class struggles:

The final cultural revolution that sct the stage for
the mass tounsm of today was prompted by the
First World War. Noi only did this catastrophe
pauperize the ehte rivieras, but it did away with
many of the ruling fanulies and other European
aristocrats whose fortunes had fueled the life-

style.

ii! Pi-Sunyer �989; 191! equates mass tourism with
"modern tourism" and sees this Post-World War II
phenomenon to represent "more than a mere quantitative
jump in the incidence of travelers." Citing mstances in
Europe, Pi-Sunyer �989: 191! links cnass tounsm with
expansions of the tourist market in which less-developed
regions and countries have been transformed into "the
summer playgzounds of the working classes and the lower
middle classes of the more affluent nations:"'s

Tourism on the present scale is clearly a reflection
oF the socioeconomic transformations

experienced by the more developed Western
societies since 1950; in short, it is a manifestation
of mass consumption.... P]he discontinuities
created by mass tourism were in the main the
consequence of a sudden change From a historic,
steady mteraction with a limited number of
outsiders to the massive influx of short-term
tourists.  Pi-Sunyer, 1989: 191!

iii! Leed �995: 266! views mass tourism as a social
torm wedded to its vezy transportation technology;

The industrialization of travel created a new
integranon of human and machine through
conunon motion. This integration produced a
new kind oF a collective, a 'mass,' distinguished by
an absence of the inequalities that usually
characterize social structures.

Speaking of  he sociology of touzistic trips, Leed �995:
269! elaborates:

Our touristic journeys thus differ in telling ways
from v-hat constituted the expenence oF
expechtionaiies before the age of steam. Ours are
journeys mediated by machinery, which defines
our membership in a mass, our temporary
communities, our extended body awareness
attained through mechanized motion.

3. Al o V The

subtectrve approach co mass tourism differs from the
quantitative and quahtative approaches in that the term is
defined in a way to carry � and imphcttly endorse � either a
posmve or a negative evaluation of the activity. It is
important to keep in zcund the difference between defining
a variable in preparadon for research in, say, a negative
way, and concluding as a consequence of analysis that the
variable causes unfortunate outcomes. ivlass tourism may
indeed be empincally shown to have certain negative
impacts on ecoiogies and people visited, and on tourists
themselve~, but this conclusion does not warrant
definiiions of mass tourism in future studies that unply it is
inherentlv "bad" or "undesirable."

Exacnples of analyses that treat mass tourism subjectively
and negatively, but do not bother to define the term are
pervasive in the tourism literature. These are disturbing
because they invite the reader to agree from the outset that
mass tourism is to be discouraged and that mass tourists
are somehow morally, intellectually, physically, or
otherwise inferior to the reader, the analyst, and others
with cnore refined travel habits and preferences. The
authors of such studies would be inclined to concede that
they are prejudiced against mass tourism as a collecfive
phenocnenon and mass tourists as individuals.

We have no quarrel with those who personaay oppose
mass tourisin and choose to attack it in on ideological,
philosophical, aesthetic, or other grounds. Free speech and
activism are to be encouraged in the tourism pohcy arena.
After aH, there are also those who see in tourism � mass or
any other kind � mechanisms that should liberate the
tourist.s Nor do we ask those who tailor their analyses to
different partitions of tounsm to look instead to mass
tounsm.s' But, we do, however, pomt out that it is also all
too common for analysts to inadvertently mcorporate
biased definitions of inass tourisin in their scientific work,

Here we offer illustrations of' how mass tounsm has been
defined in a sociological context by Erik Cohen and in a
cultural anthropological context by Valene Smith. While it
is surely the case that their definitions were developed co
foster neutral analyses, the tone of the writing arguably
reveals an antipathy of the researchers toward mass
tourism.

We do not, however, mean to single out two researchers
for criticism and imply that they alone might employ some
defirufions with embedded judgements. In fact, boch
scientists are widely and zightlv respected for their
pioneering contributions. The work oF Cohen is so well-
known that it is almost routine for his typology to be
centrally considered in reviews of the field and m
anthologies  see, for example, Lim, 1990; Lowvch ot al,
1992!. Nash �996: 164! reports that Smith's 1989 edited
volume, Hosts ttnd Chinos'ts, "may be the best known book in
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the held." Our purpose here, then, is to encourage the
refinement of deinirions so that these could not be

interpreted as value-laden.

i.! In a sociological paper, Cohen �990: 199!
contends that tourism coinbines "a degree of novelty with
a degree of familiarity," and flnds sociological expression
of this in a continuum of four tourist roles: 1! the
"organized mass tourist," 2! the "individual mass tourist,"
3! the "explorer," and 4! the "drifter." Cohen dehnes the
two roles reflecting inass tourism as follows:

The Orgaeised Jtfass Torerisr: The organized mass
tourist is the least adventurous and remains
largely confmed to his 'environmental bubble'
throughout his trip. The guided tour, conducted
in an air-conditioned bus, traveling at high speed
through a steaming countryside, represents the
prototype of the organized mass tourist. This
tourist type buys a package tour as if it were just
another commodity m the modern mass market.
The itinerary of his trip is flxed in advance, and all
his stops are well-prepared and guided; he makes
almost no decisions for himself and stays almost
exclusively in the microenvironment of his home
country. Fainiliarity is at a maxiinum, novelty at a

The Ieiekripduerl Afass Towrixrr This type of tourist role
is similar to the previous one, except that the tour
is not entirely preplanned, the tourist has a certain
amount of control over his time and mnerary and
is not bound to a group, However, all of his
major arrangements are still made through a
tourist agency, His excursions do not bring him
much further afield than do those o F the
organized mass tourist. He, too, does his
expertencing from within the 'environmental
bubble' of lus home country and ventures out
only occasionally � and even then only into well-
charted territory. Familiarity is still donunant, but
somewhat less so than in the preceding tlute; the
experience of novelty is somewhat greater,
though is often of the routine kind. �990: 199!

Cohen �990: 199! considers these two mass tourism roles
to be "institutionalized" in that:

they are dealt with in a routine way by the
tourist establishment � the complex of travel
agencies, travel companies, hotel chains, etc.
wluch cater to the tourist trade,

Expanding on the nature of institutionalized  ourism,
Cohen is critical of the sociological outcome:

Contemporary institutionalized tourism is a mass
industry. The tour is sold as a package,
standardized and mass-produced.... The main
purpose of' mass tourism is the visiting of
attractions, whether genuine or contrived, ... The
sad irony of modern institutionalized tourism is
that, instead of destroying myths between
countries, it perpetuates them. The tourist comes
home with the illusion that he has 'been' there

and can speak with some authority about the
country he has visited. �990: 200, 202!

In considenng this work, one is left with the unpression
that Cohen does not highly regard either kind of inass
tourist, Inspection of his roles shows that, For Cohen, the
organized mass tourist is indecisive. Moreover, Cohen
seems to disapprove oF the organized mass tourist's
purchase of a package tour involvmg high-speed bus
transportation and guides. Cohen is only slightlv more
approving of the individual mass touris, this because the
individual mass tourist is less committed to a group and
exhibits more autonomy.

ii ! ln a typology of tourism determined by the
"kinds of leisured activity undertaken by the tourist," Smith
�989: 4-6! includes "ethruc tourism," "historical tourism,"
"environmental tourisin," and "recreational tounsm." In
addition, Smith presents a tounsttc typology based on
"their numbers, their goals, and their adaptations to local
norms." In this, mass tourism is seen to have three variants
that remind one of Cohen's two mass tourism roles. is

First, "Incipient Mass tourism" is introduced as:

a steady flow of people, and although the
numbers are increasing, they usuaoy travel as
individuals or in small groups. The tourist
industry is only one sector of the total economy,
and hotels usually have a mix of guests including
domestic travelers and businessmen as well as
tour groups. This phase of tourist activity is
exeinplified by many 'popular' destinations such
as Guatemala, or the summer visitors to the
Arctic, the latter secure in their guided tour,
heated buses, and modem hotels. These tourists
seek Western ainenities, and totally ignoring the
fact that at great expense the hotel room in the
Arctic has a private bath, many of these visitors
would complain about the 'ring around the
bathtub.'  Smith, 1989: 13!

Second, a more generic "Mass tourism" is:

... a conunuous influx of risttors who inundate
Hawau most of the year, and other areas at least
seasonally, including the European resorts, and
Northern Heinisphere 'winter vacauon' lands
such as coastal Mexico and the Caribbean. Afass
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tourism is built upon middle-class income and
values, and the unpact of sheer numbers is high.
Because of the diversity of individual tastes and
budgets, in Europe, for example, the tourists are
everywhere � hitchhiking at the roadside, riding
trains with then Eurailpasses, or huddling around
a guide who is attemptmg to be heard above the
voices of other guides in some crowded museum.
With a 'you get what you pay for' attitude, they 611
up hotels of every category, pensions, aud hostels
bed, as a common denoininator, they expect a
trained, multi-lingual hotel and tourist staff to be
alert and solicitous to their a'eeeire as well as to their
needs. The 'tourist bubble' of Western amenities
is very much in evidence.  Smith, 1989: 13!

Third, "Charter tourism" is introduced in the following

Charter tourists arrive en masse, as in Waikiki,
and for every 747 planeload, there is a fleet of at
least ten big buses waiting to transfer them from
the airport to the designated hotel, in the lobby of
which is a special Tour Desk to provide itineraries
and other group services. Should an individual
ask even a simple, 'What time does the tour bus
go?,' the immediate answer is, 'What grneep are you
with?' The 'you' in the reply is spoken as to a
'living thing' and not as to a personality. Charter
tourists wear name tags, are assigned to number'ed
buses, counted aboard, and continually reminded:
'Be sure to get on the right bus.' Given the
requisite organization that makes Charter tounsm
a high-volume business, to avoid coiuplaints tour
operators and hotels have standardized the
services to Western  or Japanese! tastes, and there
are 'ice machines and soft drinks on every floor.'
For Charter tourists, even destination mav be of
very little importance, especially if they won the
mp as part of an incentive sales program, or it
coincides with tax-free convention travel,  Smith,
1989; 13-14!

These two de6nitions, like those of Cohen, reinforce the
idea that mass tourism is wrong for its consequences, if not
embarrassing for its tackiness. Despite the fact these
descnptions are offered in a typology, the profiles are not
delivered in a neutral tone. It is clear that, for Simth, the
behavior of Incipient, Mass, and Charter tourists leaves
much to be desired.~ Smith defines Incipient mass tourism
as consisung of naive, if not ethnocentric tourists. %lass
tourism is driven bv tourists who, in Smith's eves, are
subservien to guides, and who exhibit a materialistic
attitude tov-ard life, demanding their wants be satisfied.
Finally, Charter tourism fares no better in Smith's
assessment.

Discussion

In this paper, we have examined some of the ways in which
tourism and tourists are de6ned and evaluated in everyday
discourse and also in the literature of tourism research. We
have isolated assumptions that facilitate knee-jerk opinions
that tourism is inherently ugly and that tourists are
uiuformly insensitive and incorrigible. We have argued
that positions taken about mass tourism and mass tourists
often be trav a failure to make a distinction between
properties of a system and properties of individuals within
systems.

Earlier, we out pointed that that self-atntudes towards
tounsm are marked by ambivalence. Because the character
of tounsm systems and the behavior of fellow tourists is so
Frequently disappomting, negative stereotypes have
surfaced in both popular and academic considerations of
tounsm and critiques of the styles of individual tourists.
As we have shown, inass tourism and mass tourists have
been cast as scapegoats by those who 6nd it easy or
convenient to malign others who travel,

Yet, touristic ambivalence also signals a deep-seated
positive inclination to travel. Most of the countless inasses
who have been tallied in tourism statistics would be of the
opinion that they have greatly beneflted From travel, and
would no doubt encourage their family members, friends,
and others to travel as weil.

In the early 1960s, brokers and tourists began to cooperate
in the redesign of tourism and the tourist identity. ivfiller
�993a: 187! reports that the term "eco-tourism" can be
traced to a call by Hetzer �965! for a reassessment of the
educational and cultural possibilities to be found in
tounsm.n In the period since, ecotoudsm and a host of
telanves  e.g., "nature tourism,' "adventure tourism," "soft
tounsm," "responsible tourism," "green tourism,"
"sustamable tourism," "environmentallv sound tounsm,"
"ethnic tourism"! subsumed under the rubric of
"altetuanve tourisin" have been widely discussed  cp�
Keyes and van den Berghe; 1984; Edwards, 1988; Kusler,
1991; Wheian, 1991; Smith and Eadington, 1992!.

Over the last years, forms of alternative tourism have been
so effectivelv promoted as superior to "mass"  or
"mainstream'! tourism that the argument has been
incorporated into the customary view of tourism.'i In
reviewing this literature, Pearce �992: 22-26! reports that
the key vanables used in distinguishing alternative tourism
from "conventional or mass tourism" concern 1! /ardifies
 tvpe, scale, quality, seri~ce, p tice s!, 2! loearioei
 localized/extensive, isolated/incorporated!, 3!
dere/opersjaumrship  origin and type, attitudes and monves!,
4! deuelopejeenl proceed  requirements, time, planiung, process,
form!, 3! markets eind eeecrrketing  origin of tounsts, other
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tourist characteristics, promotion and packaging!, and 6!
imP acts.

The rising interest of analysts and policy makers in forms
of alternative tourism is introduced by Pearce �989: 101!:

Opponents of high-voluxne, large scale, enclavic
forxns of tourism development have suggested
that there must be other, better ways of
developing tourism in Third World countnes.
Mass tounsm ... has beexx criticized for the
degree of external control and for faihng to
deliver on promised economic bene fxts while
causing severe social disruption.

Eadington and Smith �992: 3! echo this justifxcaxion:

Disillusionment with 'mass' tourism and the many
problems it has triggered has led many observers
and researchers to criticize vociferously the past
methods and directions of tourism development
and to offer instead the hope of 'alternative
tourism,' broadly defxned as forms of tourism that
are consistent with natural, social, and community
values and which allow both hosts and guests to
enjoy positive and worthwhile interacrion and
shared experience.

It is instructive to realize that alternative tourism is
explicitly xnarketed as a positively valued substitute for
negatively valued mass tourism. This is unfortunate
because it unposes a judgement about preferred tourism
conditions mstead of offering a neutral vocabulary for
analysis, Eadington and Snuth �992: 3! nearly anticipate
this complaint:

As many of the articles in this volume pomi out,
it is easier to grasp and speak against the negative
results of mass tourism than it is to formulate a
realistic and cohesive view of what 'alternative
tourism,' however defxned, can reasonably offer.

We agree with Eadington and Smith �992! that there
cannot be one "alternative tourism" that merits universal

application. There are as many forms of altemauve
tourism as thexe are visions. Further, w'e align with Butier
�992! who has succinctly described the mass touxxsm vs,
alternative tourism debate as an unproductive
misunderstanding of the positive and negative potentials of'
development:

[A] simplisric  bigt'small, rapid/slow
development! type ot comparison [between inass
and alternative forms of tourism] is not
acceptable. �992: 3:!

Alternative tourism is often used as a synonym
for appropriate tourxsm. In this context,
however, it is necessary to ask the question;
appropriate for whom? Furthermore, one should
also ask for how long, under what conditions, and
by whose decision is it deemed appropriate?
�992: 39!

Development has the capacity to enhance
enjoyment, econoxxuc return, and the
enviroxunent if the type, scale, and timing are
correct. It also has the power to degrade, corrupt,
or bankrupt and despoil if any or all of the
elements are wrong. Claiming that one form of
tourism is all thing for ail areas is not only pious
and naive, it is unfair, unrealistic, and unwise.
�992: 46!

In conclusion, we remind readers that tourism and tourists
should be treated with a construcrive suspicion. but not
with predisposed cynicism. Touristic systems in the coastal
pleasure periphery qualify as ixnportant objects of inquiry.
Tourism analysts are especially challenged to 1! develop a
vocabulary of broker-local-tourist interactions that does
not prejudice conclusions, 2! examine the role of tourism
brokers in interactions between tourists and locals as well
the role of brokers m inanaging xnteractxons that hnk locals
and tourists with xhe environment, and 3! delve as well into
the study of the accomplishxuents and impacts of tourism
approaches that are proposed as alternatives to mass
tourism.
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ENDNOTES

To illustrate, a discussion paper  U.S. Federal
agencies, 1998: F-19! pubhshed m the Umted Nations
"International Year of the Ocean" finds. little information
on U.S. marine and coastal tourism:

There is no systemauc collectton of data and
information on the magnitude, nature, and
economic and social impacts of tourisin and
recreation in the nation's coastal zone. Tins is, in

part, responsible for a general under-appreciauon
of this set of activities and for the failure to
devote adequate planning and management
attention to the relevant issues that are raised for
coastal tourism and recreation.
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2 Most kinds of tourism have both proponents and
detractors. "Enclave" or resort tourism, for example, can
be seen to be both a problem and a solution. For some,
this touxism � as it is associated with the acquisition of
valuable lands, infrastructural development, and rules of
exclusion � is an intensificanon of mass tourism. For
others, enclave tourism is a solution of sorts. Because it is
designed as an expensive and localized experience, enclave
tourism involves relatively few tourists interested m the
best of service and on-site exposure to artistic and cultuzal
productions, and aesthetic vistas.

Tourism that takes place in the coastal zone can
be considered as falling along a "coastal dependency
continuum." At one end of the continuum is the tourism
that requires beaches, boats, living marine resources and
the other amenities usually expected in a seaside
destination.. At the opposite pole is the tourism based rn
museums, casinos, theme parks, and shopping mails that
could just as reasonably take place in non-coastal settings.

In this essay, we are primally mteres ted
coastal-dependent tourism, We do, however, recognize
that it can prove difhcult to separate coastal-dependent
rouxism from non-coastal-dependent tourism. To
illustrate, consider the touristic report of Umberto Eco
�986: 48-49! concerning American "amusement cities"
and a~ctions:

Spongeorama, Sea World, Scripps Aquarium,
Wild Animal Park, Jungle Gardens, AHigatox
Farm, Maxineland; the coasts of California and
Flonda are nch in marine cities and artificial
jungles where you can see free-ranging animals,
trained dolphins, bicychng parrots, otters that
drink martinis with an olive and take showers,
elephants and camels that carry smaH visitors on
their backs among the palm trees. The theme of
hyperrealistic reproduction involves not only Art
and History, but also Nature.

The attitudes that prevail today about tourism and
tourists can be better understood with an appreciation of
terminology. We digress briefly to show how "tour,"
"tourrs," and "tounsrn" entered the English vocabulary.

~ T~ur has %fiddle English and French forms,
and traces to!ornas  Latin for lathe!, and also to
rorno',  Greek for a tool describing a circle, a
turner's wheel!. By one dictionary meaning,
"tour" as a noun refers to:

a going or traveling round from place to
place, a round; an excursion or journey
including the visiting of a number of
places in a circuit or sequence
[especiaHy] a circuitous journey
embracing the principal place of the
coun trv or region mentioned.  The
Oxford En'!sh Diclitnrag', 1989:[18]: 303!

Used in this sense, OED establishes that "tour"
Iizst appeared in print in 1652, and that a spelling
variant appeared shordy before that in 1643. The
"Grand Tour" � a term most usuaHy employed to
refer to a journey taken by a young Englishman
 typicafly accomparled by a tutor and servants! m
the eighteenth century through France, Getmany,
Switzerland, and Italy � was known For i ts
function of educating future diplomats, public
servants, soldiers, and gentlemen a centuzy before
it firs appeared in print in 1670  Hibbert, 1969:
10!.

~ ~~ derives from tour and is defined in
the dictionary as:

One who makes a tour or tours;
[especiaHy] one who does this for
recreation; one who travels for pleasure
or culture, visinng a number of places
for their objects of interest, scenery, or
the like.  OED, 1989:[18]: 306!

Accordmg to OED, "tourist" first appeared in
print in 1780 and by about 1800 was considered
as a synonym for "traveler." OED �989: [18]:
306! also conhrms that "tourist class" appeared in
print  in the Nm Yorker! as early as 1936; "In
Tourist Class, too, you can And typical American
standards."

~ g~tttt did not appear in print until 1811;
its dictionary definition is:

The theory and practice of touring,
traveling for pleasure. [Qggjlgggy

of attracting touxists and providing for
their accommodation and entertainment;
the busmess of operating touzs.  OED,
1989:[18]: 306; emphasis added!
The World Tourism Organization makes a

statistxcal distinction between "international tourists" and
'excursiorusts;" the former spend 24 hours  or, in some
compilations, one rught! in the country visited, and the
latter a shorter period. International tourists and
excursionists are both classified as visitors," who are in
turn defined as "travelers" who visit countxies "for any
reason other than following an occupation remunerated
within the country visited," Excluded from these categories
are border workers, nomads, transit workers, refugees,
members of the armed forces, representatives of
consulates, diplomats, and temporary and permanent
imrtugrants. WTO categoxizes "domestic tourists" and
"excursionists" in a sunilar manner  K'TO cited in i~filler
and Aulong 1991c: 96-97!. For additional detail regarding
WTO grudelines, see Gee et al �984. 4-11!, For basic
sources of tourism statistics, see Goeldner �981!.
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Leed �995! concentrates on "modern"  or
"industrial age"! tourism.
7 Van den Berghe and Keyes �984! have
conceptualized tourism as fostenng three roles: the
"tourist," the "touree" � "a performer who modifies his
behavior for gain according to his perception of what is
attractive to the tounst" �984: 346! � and the
"middleman,"
8 With the BLT model, private sector brokers
include, among others, the "middleman" identiIied by van
den Berghe and Keyes  See Endnote 7; 1984: 346! as well
as their "touree" who:

... fakes his art, his dress, his music, his dancing,
his religion, and so on, to satisfy the ethnic
tourist's thirst for authenticity at the very same
time that the tourist invasion assaults his culture
and subjects it to the homogenizing process
known as 'moderxuzation.

s We are grateful to our students for raising some
of these possibilities. The term "unwitting attraction" was
suggested by Cherise Gaffney; attractor" was suggested by
Andrew Bennett. Relatedly, brokers can also someumes be
regarded as attractors and axnenities. With the perspective
that political activists can be brokers  for example, in
forxnaUy rejecting some kinds of tounsm!, Edmund
Enomoto suggests the term "sovereigntee" for refornusts
in Hawaii who have demonstrated the potential to attract
the interest of tourists,

This elaboration of the BLT model is illustrative
rather than exhaustive. Tourists, for example, could be
subclassified by World Tourism Organization categories
 see Endnote 5!; private-sector brokers could be
partitioned into full-time, part-time, and seasonal
categories; and so forth.

Rates of the population growth of brokers, locals,
and tourists can be studied in the same way � and with the
same Lotka-Volterra models � as are changes in the
nuxnbers of predators and preys that concern population
biologists and ecologists.

In a parallel way, tounsm planning, development,
and management are also engaged in by private and social
movement brokers, although the constituencies or chents
may differ from those of the public sector broker. For
ease of reading, we discuss public sector brokers as the
primary agents of action m this section.

To illustrate, hfiller �989b: 115; also displayed m
Grenier et al., 1993: 10-11! breaks down the tounsm
planning process into phases of "front-end planxung"
 consisting of scopmg and research acnvxties!, "project
planning," and "project management."
i4 As a quick visit to a bookstore will attest, the
genre of travel writing is enormously popular with the
touristic public. We are aware of only two titles, however.
which signal that the lead figure is a "tounst." The first ot

these is Stendahl's �962 [1838]! Iirst person account
kfemoirs of a Taurixr. The second is Tyler's �985! piece of
fiction, The Aecihxxraj Toxxrirr. Interestingly, Stendahl as a
tourist is a seeker of truth whereas Tyler's lead character is
a guidebook writer who hates to travel.

In comparison with the stigmatized identity of
"tourist," consider that of the "student." The student
identiry is widely regarded in very positive terms, no doubt
for ihe assocxations it evokes with scholastic intentions, an
economical hfestylc, and the genuine curiosity of youth.
Not surprisingly, many tourists describe themselves as
students when they travel. The same strategy is used by
professors, scientists, and others who can claim their travel
is some kind of an assignment. Leed �991: 287! makes a
similar point in a discussion of the way in which travel
writers and others are self-conscious about their own

implicit tourism:
There is a touching desperation in the attempts of
professional tourists, well-funded anthropologists,
and recording travelers, to distinguish themselves
from the traveling masses and run-of-the-mill
adventurers. The most characteristic mark of the
tourist is the wish to avoid tourists and the places
they congregate. But this is merely evidence of
the fact that travel is no longer a means of
achieving distinction. It is a way of achieving and
realizing a norm, the corrunon identity we all
share � the identity of the stranger.

Finally, consider the advertising language
employed by a Canadian firm offering small group
adventure packages to reach the "Discerning Traveler":
"Canadian Adventures for the UNtounst."

More specifically, Boorstin de lines a pseudo-
cvent as a happening that:

~ "... is not spontaneous, but comes about
because someone has planned, planted, or
incited it";

~ "... is planted primarily  not always
exclusively! fot the immediate purpose of
bemg reported or reproduced. Therefore, its
occurrence is arranged for the convenience
of the reporting or reproducing media. Its
success is measured by how widely it is
reported.... The question, 'Is it real?' is less
important that, 'Is it newsworthy?'";

~ "[has a] relation to the underl>mg reality of
the situation [that] is ambiguous. Its interest
arises largclv from this very ambiguity.
Concerning a pseudo-event the question,
'K'hat does it mean?' has a new dixnension,
While the news Interest m a train wreck is xn

~wh happened and in the real consequences,
the interest in [a pseudo-event] is wIII;i[Is;x it
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really happened and in what might have been
the motives"; and

usually ... is intended to be a self-
fulltlling prophesy."  Boorstin, 1962: 11-12!
In later chapters, Boorstin �962: 243! equates

another of his terms � "images" � as "the pseudo-events of
the ethical world";

What the pseudo-event is in the world of fact, the
image is in the world of value. The image is a
pseudo-ideal. A.s we shall see, it is synthetic,
believable, passive, vivid, simpiilied, and
ambiguous.  Boorstin, 1962: 185!

Although Boorstin does not expgcitly say so in his chapter
on travel, he would doubdessly agree that iinages are surely
as responsible as pseudo-events for the way in which
Amencan tourists behave and are perceived in their travel.

Giesz �969! argues that the "bad taste" attributed
to tourists is also a shortcoming of many others in modern
soaety. Thus, the tourist is but one special case among
many of "kitsch-man"  Kitsihsircitsch!:

A.s far as the kitsch-man is concerned, the
fascination of tourism lies in this process of the
'familiarization of the exotic', which is analogous
to the privacy of kitsch delight in art ...; or
alternatively in the 'exoticization of the familiar.'
The two processes are indistinguishable. He
poses for photographs as a buRIlghter, and the
Acropolis is a suitable backcloth,  Giesz: 1969:
170-171!

The idea of an "Ugly Ainerican" as a tounsuc
creature with ethnocentric and materialistic attitudes is easy
for a contemporary audience to assimilate. This passage
from Boorstin shows, however, that these tounsts
disappoint even themselves. Perhaps "UnfulfiRed Tourist"
is an equally fitting label.

In passing, it should be noted that the "Ugly
American" in Lederei and Burdick's �958! famous book
of the same name was a physically ugly engineer who
exhibited particularlv g<~v traits and sensibilities in
cross-cultural interactions in Southeast Asia. Other
Americans described in the book leave much to be desired
as ambassadors; this is illustrated by the evaluation of a
fictitious character from Burma:

For some reason, however, the americans I meet
in my country are not the same as the ones I
knew in the United States. A mysterious change
seems to come over Americans when they go to a
foreign land. They isolate themselves socially.
They live pretentiously, They' re loud and
ostentatious. Perhaps they' re frightened and
defensive; or mavbe they' re noi properly trained
and make mistakes out of ignorance.  Lederer and
Burdick, 1958: 123!

Boorstin �962: 243-245! contrasts idolatry  the
attachment of value or importance to images! with
materialism  the overvaluing of objects for their own sake!.
Acknowledging that Americans are commonly perceived to
be materialistic, Boorstin rejects this perception, arguing
that American society is all too often fooled by the very
iRusion it creates:

We suffer unwittingly from our own idolatrv,
The more images we present to people, the more
irrelevant and perverse and unattractive they fmd
us. The image, because it invites co~parison, is
urelevant. Few people are not sensible enough to
see that the image does not relate to them. Our
images suggest arrogance: in them we set
ourselves up as a mold for the world.  Boorstin,
1962: 244!

FusseR has also written with humor about
touristic status competitions waged to display "class" and
command respect. In Ches �983: 109!, he points out that
tourisin appeals to the middle class because the "feeling"
of belonging to a higher class can be bought:

For what the middle class most envies in the
classes above is their trips abroad, more than their
houses, cars, or other items of local conspicuous
consumption.

For an excellent sociological review of Caus, see Kirk
�984!. It would be interesting to compare Fussell's
perspective on strategic impression management with the
insights of Stephen Potter in, say, Thrrr-upssssasiship � 962!.

Humor aside, Fussell directs most of his attention
at a middle class that he associates with the worst of
science and technology, and the downside of purchasmg
power. Buzard �993: 5! notes that while Fussell accurately
descnbes the tendency of the educated middle class to
deny that they are ever tourists, he "idealizes an upper-class
capacitv" to admit to being a tourist and to enjoy tourisnc
amenities without angst.  At the same time, Buzard sees
Urry [1990: 45-47I as idealizing a post-inodern working
class f' or the identical ability to battle angst.! For a criticism
of FusseR and Boorsun based on their inattention to the
cultural mechanisms i'esponsible for shabby behavior, see
Culler � 989!.

The "truth" of the customary view is generally
presumed on grounds of experiential knowledge and face-
validiiy,

In those instances where a power relationship is
perceived with the customary view to exist between the
tourist and the local � as, for example, in tourism involving
First World tourists and Third and Fourth World locals�
this power is interpreted as colonial and imperialistic with a
high potential for negative distributional outcomes. With
ihis perspective, power in the hands of tourists has
negauve repercussions For locals. Generally, the customs'
new does not accommodate analyses of power that would
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establish the tourist as the target  rather than the executor!
of power.

The first railroad line in F urope linked
Manchester with Liverpool and was built in 1930  Dulles,
1964: 59!.

The 6rst steamship crossed the Enghsh Channel
in 1816; the hrst regularly scheduled trans-Atlantic service
was initiated by the Black Ball hne in 1818 PX'ithey, 199:
63!. For a social history of Atlantic liner service for the
1818-1968 period, see Brinnin �971!, See, also Dulles
�964: 43-67!, Swinglehurst �974: 96-107!, and Wrthey
�997: 171-174; 188-190!. Later, mass tourism was greatly
facihtated by the development of the car and nauonal road
systems, and passenger aircraft. In 1958, the era of jet
tourism was ushered in as the Boeing 707 displaced the
propeller-driven DC-7  Sutton, 1980: 247!.

The democratizing influence of tourism has
persisted across decades. For example, Gee, et al. �984;
2S! note that "package tours" opened Europe to American
travelers in the period just befoxe %'oxld War I in the way
Cook's tours earlier opened Europe to the English traveler.
Gee et al, �984: 26-27! also remark on how mass tourism
in the United States has increased the opportunities for
non-elite members of society to travel:

The sixties brought what has sometunes been
called the 'democratization' of foreign travel. The
middle class traveled abroad in great numbers.

For additional conunent on tounsm as

democratizing force, see Urry �990: 16, 24, 42!
and Leed �995; 255-271!.
27 Today's luxurious enclave resorts are descvridents
of the Grand Hotels of an earher age. For an account of
the rise of the Ritz hotels in the last quarter of the
nineteenth century, see Ritz �938!,

Thomas Cook sold third class-tickets for his first

excursion trip from Leicester to Loughborough tn 1841.
Although Cook subsequently made a point of meeting the
needs ol upper-class customers, it also became a busmess
routine to advertise "cheap" excursions and tours  see
Swinglehurst, 1974: 29, 148!.

It could be argued that a related term, "mass
societv," also has negative connotations. The Randoen House
Dictionary af the E~g&h Lingerie �987: 1183! defines rnnss
snei e/ sociologically as:

a society whose members are characterized by
having segmentalized. impersonal r'elauons, a tugh
degree of physical and social mobility, a spec.tator
relation to events, and a pronounced tendency to
conform to external popular norms.

a1 These problem characteristics of mass tourism
can, of course, be combmed to support ideological and
moral assaults on interlocking systems of capitalistic
structures and Judeo-Chnsuan worldviews.

As used here, the tourism analysts would include
professors and government and industry managers and
analysts. It would, importantly, not include "marketers"
whose purpose is to re-package or re-create soiled tourism
as quality travel.

Qf course, there is no consensus in academe
about the source of preferences or values. For some,
preferences are formed early in the process of socialization
and are relatively permanent, even latent, For others,
preferences are not only sustained or rejected by
experience, but are supplemented and displaced by new
preferences as these are marketed by others.

bJunez �989: 272! also mentions other contrast
sets. These consist of:

internal, domestic tourism vs. international
tounsrn; 'packaged and programmed' tounsm vs.
individual tourism; resort tourism vs. 'off-the-
beaten-track' tourism; religious vs. secular
tourism;  and] recreational vs. educational or
'cultural' tounsm.

For a discussion of six tourism
typologies � some based on socio-economic
characteristics of tourists, others on lifestyle
differences � see Lowych et al. �992!. Fox an
overview of classificauons of tourism

development and also t!apologies of tourists, see
Pearce �992!. For a discussion of tourism
development typologies in the context of coastal
tounsm, see Pearce �9S9. 5S-65!.

Social scientists have long contended with the
communication problems created when academic concepts
used to study social problems � "devtance," "delinquency,"
"dysfuncnonalism," and "marginality" come quickly to
mind � have popular meanings with negative connotations.
0 f course, biological and ecological scientists who
investigate "predation," "competition," etc. would have
taced similar difficuldes if their oblecrs of study could talk.

In addition, Pi-Sunyer �9S9: 191! points out that'.
[mjodexn tourism especially in southern Europe,
differ's also from eaxlier forms of travel in that it is

overwhelrmngly a phenomenon of the coasts.
For example, MacCanneII �989: m! wntes m his

"Inrroduction" to the 1989 edition of The Toeerist that he
would "abhor any tendency to belittle the motives or
competencies of the people we study." He is stncdy
interested in understanding the behavior of tourists in a
ume of modernity, not judging them:

Does tourism and/or postrnodemity, conceived
the most posirive possible way as a  perhaps

final! celebration of distance, difference, or
differentiation, ulumately liberate consciousness
or enslave it? Is modemin, as constituted in the
system of attractions and the mmd of the tourist,
a 'utopia of ditference,' to use % an den
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Abbeelee's energetic phrase? Or does it trap
consciousness in a seductive pseudo-
empowerment, a prison house of signs? The
Toirrisf does not give an answer. P,IacCanneH
�989: x&!

Withey �9r7: x! for example, chooses not to
equate tourism with "mass, mechanized travel":

Pnstead] I prefer to consider it rather more
broadly, as leisure travel � a distinctly modern
phenomenon but one that predates railroads and
travel agents by several decades. In this sense, I
would argue, tourism originates with the 'grand
tour,' which had its origins in the sixteenth
century but reached its heyday in the late
eighteenth.

38 Cohen's categories of tourism have been used in
many studies. Turner and Ash, for example, see Third
World nations as especiaHy vulnerable to "institutionalized
mass tourism" involving Cohen's "individual" and
"organized" mass tourists. These tounsts, along with
"drifter" tourists, have proliferated since World War II and
constitute for Turner and Ash  as they do for Cohen! a
signi6cant social problem:

Tourism is no trivial phenomenon. It is a ~fusible
result of the fourth of the great waves of
technology which have changed the social
geography of the world since 1800 . Finally
[after the development of railways, steamships,
and cars' we have the aeroplane which, when
linked with rising affluence, has led to a whole
new tribe � the Mass Tourists. The barbarians of
our Age of Leisure. The Golden Horde.  Turner
and Ash, 1975: 11!

In addition to the "Incipient mass," "Mass," and
"Charter" tourists types discussed here, Smith �989: 11-
15! refers to "Explorer," "Elite," "Off-beat," and
"Unusual" tourists, Smith presents these seven troyes in a
triangle diagram to show a frequenc> distribution that
begins with a smaH number of Explorers and steadily
increases to include Elite, Off-beat, and, ultimately a large
number of Charter tourists. Smith's typology bnngs to
mind Kaplan's �960: 214! observation that:

... there have been. four major types of travelers
throughout history: the explorer or adventurer,
the businessman, the soldier, and the rmssionary
or religious pilgrim.

In consideration of the American traveler abtoad, ~plan
�960: 216! observes that there are "two rough troyes" of
"new travelers;"

First there are those we may call 'comparative
strangers,' These persons travel physically, but in
reality they never, or seldom, leave their ow~
familiar ideas and judgments. Thev find securit3
wherever they may be in what is called

erhrrrrrc'rrtrirrrr, the application of one's own
standards to other situations: their own are always
superior to those of others. They view, but do
not understand. As Walter Lippman wrote, these
are persons 'who do not see Itrst and then deflne,
they deflne flrst and then see.'

A. second group may be cafled 'empathetic
natives,' These persons seek, as best they can, to
put themselves in the place of those whom they
visit. They become native as much as their
backgrounds, study, and empathy permit, What
they take from their own environments axe not
particulars but universals. They sincerely ash to
perreive and to understand. Like the explorer or
trader, the soldier or the priest, these travelers
depend on preparation and knowledge.

It is interesting to note that while Smith discusses
other tounst types by modtflmg "touast" with a type  e.g.,
"elite tourists," "charter tourists," "off-beat tourists," etc,!,
she does not extend this convention to the incipient and
mass types. Thus, the reader hears about "incipient mass
tourism" and "mass tourism," but not the "incipient mass

or the mass ~
The rise of ecotourism foHows from the agenda

of environmentalists with travel ambitions and tourism
entrepreneurs to repair the tarrushed image of tounsm.
i33Ier �995a: 188-190! suggests that erotourism represents
a "restoration" and also an "enhancement" of tarnished

images of tourism. With restoration,  ugly! tourism is
transformed into ~ ecotourism; in this case,
ecotourism does no harm, With enhancement, tourism is
transformed into � ' ' ' ecotourism; in this

stance, ecotourism improves features of the social and
ecological environment.

The customary view holds tourism � especially
mass tourism � in a negative light. Alternative tounsm is
seen with the customary view to be a redeeming tourism.
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Introduction

With 567 milhon international arrivals and an uncountable
number of shorter recreation oriented trips, travel and
tourism has become a major power in the global economy,
With more people in the world dependent on travel and
tourism for employment than any other economic sector,
the industry has grown ro a size that few could have
imay'ned even a short decade ago. Any industry achieving
this size within such a short period of time is confronted
with a number of essential, but complex, questions, issues
and challenges. With so much at stake, the persistence of
rhe travel and tourism industry is the most fundamental
question confronting ir today.

In coastal and marine environments, building an industry
that wiII endure must be particularly problematic, as it is in
the more sensitive terrestrial settings. The sun, sea and sand
that provide so many of us with the relaxatton, escape, and
adventure that are so important to our quahty of life
enclose an ecologically diverse and sensitive interface that
can be quickly despoiled. Ious sensitivity, coupled with the
institutional complexity of coastal and marine settings,
suggests that the inventory of issues and challenges of
tourism today provide decision-makers, the public and
scientists alike an almost endless number of tasks crossing
many intellectual, social, and environmental domains.

The recent growth of the tourism industry has occurred
within a larger context of rapid social change. Both the
pace and qualitative nature of change has accelerated to an
almost dizzying rate, pushing the future closer to the
present, and shortening the temporal distance between
human actions and their con.sequences. These changes
affect not only what tourisru products people demand, but
the consequences and values people consider important
when assessing tourism as an economic development tool

There are two relevant effects of these changes that
influence questions dealing with the endurance of the
tourism industry. First, there is increased debate about the
purposes of economic development. Gone are the days of
widespread agreement about these objectives; w.e no longer
accept the goal of jobs for the sake of jobs. Economic
development is viewed now as snore of a tool to achieve
other ends, such as enhancing the quality of life of a
community, pmtecting the local natural and cultural
heritage, and addressing other issues such as child
nutrition, human health, and education, as weII as building
economic opportunity.

Second, scientilic efforts have lead to an interesting
situation: greater knowledge about the environment has
resulted in increased, rather than decreased, uncertainty
about the ecological effects of human activity  Dovers and
Handmer, 1993!. To paraphrase the early American
conservationist John Muir, everything is linked to
everything else. Our increased uncertainty comes from the
fact that we now appreciate the number, diversity and
complexity of these linkages and from a greater sense of
humility about the limitations of our knowledge of natural
processes. In combination, the two situations imply that
old ways of planning, and consequently, the questions that
were asked, may no longer be appropriate for coastal and
rusrine tourism development.

Sustainability, sustainable development and sustarnable
tourism have emerged as the paradigms through which
these questions are being asked and how, we hope, they
wiII be resolved. While the three terms imply similar
meanings, I vent provide some differcntianon among them
for the sake of clarity in this presentation. Sustainabiiity rs a
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particular condition in which economic opportunity, quaitty
of life and our natural snd cultural heritage are maintained
indefinitely. Sustainable development is s complex web of
strategies ox pathways taken to xeach this condition.
Consequently, we see attempts to develop sustainable
agriculture, sustainable forestry snd sustainable Esheries as
means of implementing sustainable development principles
on a sector by sector basis. Sustainable tourism constitutes
one of these pathways, and represents what some might
term a sort of "kinder and gentler" form of recreational
development snd products.

Sustainability is an issue because �! we recognize the
enormous impact of human scttvtty on the environment
and �! we care about the future  Pearce, 1993!. At this
conference, sustainable tourism is being addressed tn order
to discuss the environmental consequences of tourism
development and how to manage them. And, since coastal
and maxme tourism is highly dependent on natural
envuonmental qualittes, impacts are an issue if we wish to
achieve sustainsbility, Thus, the principal theme of this
presentation is that the search for sustainability will be a
difficult one because we are confronted with, gutding
fictions and promising expectsttons, fundamental choices
and troublesome dilemmas, social traps and wicked
problems. Given these considerations, the outcome of the
search is uncertsm. In this presentation, I wish to briefly
outhne some of these choices, traps, and Ections so that we
msy more effectively guide the search for sustainability,

Guiding Fictions and Promising
Expectations

In the debate over suststnsbility and sustainable tourism,
there is much discussion about definttions. Some have
argued that without specific definitions, the concepts
provide litde guidance or direction. However, maintaining s
level of ambiguity, msy serve useful socisI functions in the
sense of organizing discourse around s problem or issue
over which there is substantial social agreement. Such
concepts are termed "guiding fictions" because when it
comes to specifics, agreement and consensus give way to
dissent snd opposition constructively  Shumsy, 1987!,
Sustsinability may serve the useful function of s "guiding
Ection," because as long as it remains vague everyone can
agree that it is a goal snd discussion can proceed. Ho~ever,
this value breaks down when attempts to make the concept
more specific occur, resulting in conflict snd debate. The
challenge to sustsinabiliry advocates ts to develop processes
that wiII nunimize the polarization that often accompames
conflict.

Another guiding fiction is that the impacts of tounsm are s
lunction of the numbex of tourists. This conclusion
dominates much of the sustainable tourism/ecotourtsm
literature suggesting that s primary method of reducing

impacts is s reduction in visitor numbers to within the
"carrying capacity" of s local natural or social system
/fanning, 1996; WTO, 1992; Butler, 1991!. It is r«lattvely
easy to see how many people have come to this conclusion,
given the biological trsuung of many scientists snd planners
in nature oriented tounsm des tinations and the large
number of visitors such areas attract. While carrying
capacity msy be useful as a way of identifying visitor
management problems  a conclusion which is
questionable � see Lindberg and others, in press!, attetnpts
to identify carrying capacities at specific sites have generally
failed. Reducing visitor numbers carries an initial appeal to
many, but such reductions may have little influence over
the total amount of impact, and frankly, may be polifically
problematic when whole economies depend on continuing
levels of visitation. Itnpacts, social and biophysical, result
from many other factors, principally behavior, which
suggests that models of tourism tnansgement be based on
determining desired resouxce or social conditions and
developing actions to achieve those goals.

As we search for sustainability through sustainable tourism
policies, we build expectations about the future. These
promising expectations suggest increasing real incomes,
protection of btodivexsity, communities that are viable and
resihent, development that is sensitive to its environmental
consequences, and a tourism industry that is scaled to the
capability of the environment. These are protnismg
expectations, but because of the fundamental choices and
troublesome dilemmas which confront sustainable touxism,
attaining these expectations and connecting the proruise
with the possible is uncertain,

Fundamental Choices and Troublesome

Dilemmas

The goal of sustainsbility caxries an almost universal sppesI,
but operational details, objectives or actions suggested by
its advocates are more controversiaL While Dixon and
Fallon �989! note that much of the discussion about
sustsinability involves "how to pursue the goal and how to
measure progress toward it" a fundamental choice
concerns what will be sustained, a decision critical to s
sustainable tourism policy, While the alternatives may be
clear, the choice about what should be sustained is not s
scientific decision but an ethical one. As an ethical
decision, debate about the appropriateness must occur
within s social /political context,

These choices snd dilemmas involve a number of potential
questions: does tourism sustain the industry, the economy,
s local community, the resource base, local custom and
culture, or the capacity of communities to adapt to change?
Can ecotounsm be sustainable? Can mass tourism be
sustainable~ Are there conditions under which tt may be
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acceptable for tourism to be unsustainable in the long run?
Does the concept of sustainable tourism refer to a
particular kind of tourism or does it refer to a particular
way of developing and managing all kinds of tourism
activities?

Gale and Cordray �994! attempted to identify potential
answers to the question of what should be sustained in the
context of natural resource sustainability. They identi6ed
initiaIIy eight, and then later nine possible answers. These
answers are shown in Table 1. They suggest that we ask
certain questions such as what is to be sustained? Why?
How wiII sustainabdtty be measured? What are the politics?
Another question is for whom? Where does sustainable
tourism 6t in this picture?

Table 1. Types of sustainability  Adapted kom Gaje and
Cordra, 1994 .

Economic ef6ciency

Lifestyle values

Yield of high valued
roducts

Social systems
communities, etc,

Human rights to
resource abundance

Diverse human bene6ts

Global human-
ecosystem
interde dence

Globally unique
ecological systems

Human need for

roducts
Globally important high
valued roducts

General types of
ecos stems

Commitment to
eco stem diversi
Comxnittnent to
ecosystem
autonom

Ecosystem integrity

Ecosystem diversity

Undisturbed ecosystems

Insure against
ecolo 'cal disaster

Respect rights
inherent in natural
ecos stems

The 9rundtland Comnussion  WCED, 1987! de6ned
sustainable development as "meeting the needs of the
present without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs." In a very real sense,
this means that the current generation leaves a stock of
capital equal to or larger than the present Ievek But what
type of capital? Costanza and Daly �992! idenufy three
types of capital.' �! natural capital, which consists of the
goods and services provided by the environment; �!
manufactured capital, involving transformations of
environmental goods and services into human systems of
production; and �! human capital, including knowledge,
skills, wisdom, leadership and culture.

Therefore, a second fundamental choice involves beliefs
about the substitutability of these forms of capttal; Le., can
manufactured capital substitute for natural capital?
Costanza and Daly �992! provide a rationale for assuming
that forms of capital are not substitutable, arguing for
example that if "human-made capital were a perfect
substitute for natural capital, then natural capital would also
be a perfect substttute for human capital" and concluding
that if this was so there would be "no reason to develop
human-made capital. Human capital is a complement to
natural capital, not a substitute."

The condition under which aU forms of espial must be
bequeathed to the future in amounts equal to or above
thar current stock is termed hard sustainability. If one
assumes that there is substitutability among forms of
capital, but the total amount must be equal to or larger than
available to the present generation, then this is known as
soft sustautability. A.gain, this condition ~ould require
choices about rates of substitutability among forms of
capital. Since coastal and marine tourism directly depend
on the presence of natural capital, much of it in a relatively
unmodi6ed form, it would seem unlikely that other forms
of capital can substitute for it. Yet, coastal and marine
tourism activities enhance the potential of increasing the
stock of human capital through informing the public of the
ecosystem goods and services provided by marine systems.

A third fundamental choice derives from the conclusion
that we care about the future. As Pigram �990! notes,
important concerns about both the uncertainty of
environiuental degradation resulting from tourism
development and the potential irreversibihty of these
impacts inQuence our debates about sustainable tourism.
While these are necessary conditions for expressing
concern about sustainable tourism, they are not suf6cient.
We must also care about the future, However, current
mechanisms for considering the future, in terms of streams
of revenue, value the future less than the present, The
normal way in which the present generation values bene6ts
lying in the future is through the use of discount rates.
However, any positive discount rate will always place less
value on bene6ts occurring in the future than the present
and results in a situation where people may give too little
weight to the future  Costanza and Daly, 1992!, a situation
we know to be unacceptable to many when they consider
the options and condittons that may be available for their
children.

The implicarion of aII this is that there are questions about
the appropriate discount rate; since there are big
diFEerences in total present value among discount rates,
choosing the appropriate discount rate becomes a
fundamental choice. The choices involve what criteria
should be used to select the appropriate discount rate.
hlore fundamentaQy, if the future is valued as much as the
present, is there an appropriate discount cate?
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If we deflae sustainability as resulting in an indefltute
maintenaace oF certain desired conditions, then achieving
this goal represents a redistribution of power, political aad
economic, toward the future, because present generations
will have to maintain options for future generations.
However, existing decision mahng institutions and the
ways ia which the future is valued in those institutions
discount the future as noted above, As a result, there are
fundamental choices to be iaade over who wiII represent
the future and how will it be represented. One way is
through the public sector because government provides
goods and services at larger time scales than individuals
acting alone and provides services, such as stability, that
only governments can provide, However, goverrunents are
composed of Individuals whose time scales for decisions
are largely governed by election periods. Thus, there tends
to be a inisiaatch between decision scales and scales of
biological sigaiflcance  Lee, 1993!. People, of course, have
voluntarily given certain powers to governments, aad if
dissatished enough, will recover that power. Thus, in the
long-run, decision scales in the public sector caa be
changed.

Social Traps attd Wicked Problems

ivfaay issues associated with sustainable tourism contain the
characteristics of a social trap. A social trap occurs
whenever "road ~s" or cues to appropriate behavior in
the short rua lead to a situation that is detrimental in the
Iong-rua or inconsistent with the needs of the larger social
system  Costaaza, 1987; platt, 19'73!. Principles of
sustainable tourism involve the host community, satisfy
visitors, protecting the resource taay be one type of social
trap. Colin Hunter �992! makes this point when he
criticizes the sustainable tourism development paradigm as.
parochial, unwittingly focusing efforts on too aarmw a
pathway: "the doauaant tourism-centric paradigm
encourages and/or causes aa inherent and inappropriate
limitation of the reiait [scope] of sustainable tourism, and
that aa alternative extra-parochial paradigm is a more
suitable conceptual vehicle" for sustainable tourism policy.
Hunter's point is that our efforts to develop sustainable
tourism in the short rua may ignore other important
dimensions of sustainable devdopment aad that we can
inadvertently negatively impact other sectors in the long

The debate over sustaiaability and sustainable tourism
occurs largely in a pubkc sector setting. In conducting this
debate, we frequently rely oa government to set policy
because government provides a longer temporal scale for
decisions. We may follow this reliance oa government
because in the short rua policy is something we can
m fluence. However, investments ia faciltues are
customarily made by the private sector, Thus, there tends
to be a gap between sectors: while a local commututy can

discuss aad adopt sustainable tourism as a formal socially
developed pokey; the policy may not influence investments
decisions made by private flrms. While regulations, taxes
and incentives may help address this gap, new mechaaisms
may be needed to address this trap.

Wicked problems are ones for which technology cannot
provide a correct solution; there are just more or less useful
answers  Allen and Gould, 1986!, Applying more
information, technical expertise, knowledge, or resources
will aot result in a better solution. Many wicked problems
lie in the economic sector and are influenced by a number
of vaaables. Wicked problems include issues dealing with
�! common ownership of resource stocks; �! the discount
rate employed in valuing present aad future flows of
income; aad �! the effect of uncertainty on management
strategies aad consumption patterns  Clark, 1991!. Among
the variables influencing these wicked problems are scale,
knowledge and institutions,

Surely, one of the most fundamental tasks of sustainable
tourisia policy is to devdop some means of assessiag
progress t~ achieving our goals, Measurement
provides us with the necessary feedback to correct actions
and ensure that we are oa the pathway to sustaiaabiiity.
The scale at which sustainabikty is measured is an
important, though often neglected component of
sustainability discus sioas. Lee �993a! notes that
mismatches between huinaa and biological scales leads to
unsustainable resource uses. Mere are at least four types of
scale that are televant development of sustainable tourism
policies. First, there is the question of appropriate teiaporal
scale: over what period of titne do we judge the
sustaiaability of an industry, community or ecosystem?
There may be conflict over tourism activities that aim for
intergenerational equity aad management directed toward
intragenerational equity  Dovers and Handmer, 1993!.
Dixon and Fallon �989! state that "the shorter the time
horizon [in resource decisions], the less likely any pattern
of resource use will be sustamable over long periods of
time" aad they ask "How far into the future should we
worry about?" Afismatches between temporal scales leads
to one generation bearing the costs of another generation's
beaeflts.

A second type of scale is spatial: over what spatial scale is
sustataabikty measured? Mismatches between spatial scales
can lead to some people, comiauaities or ecosystems
bearing the costs without associated benefits, Can
sustainable tourism in one locality come at the expense of
sustain ability for another community, as Colin Hunter
�992! argues? Multiple spatial scales are involved ia
sustaiaability decisions; Could sustainable tourism
development at the local scale lead to unsustainable
tourism patterns at the regional scale? Focusing sustainable
tourism efforts solely at the local level may lead into
another t1ye of wicked problem: policies aad their
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implementation may be doing well, but in a globabzed
economy decisions made distant from the community may
affect the achievement of a sustainability goals.

People mteract over varying social organizational scales,
such as families, neighborhoods, communities and so on.
Addressing the social organizational scale helps us
understand for whom sustainable tourism is being
developed. Lee �993a! argues that a fourth scale
mismatch occurs, what he terms a functtonal scale
inisinatch. Functional mismatches occur because natural
systems, such as marine environments, are complex, but
human actions and institutions are necessarily specialized.
Achieving a specialized goal, such as tourism development
may conflict functionally with the sustainability of a
particular ecosystem.

Institutions have enormous mfluence over the ability to
develop sustainable tourism. Institutions developed in the
westexn United States to deal with resource management
were denved primarily in an era based on a resource
utihzation philosophy, The instruinental philosophy
governing resource xnanagement in this era resulted in
highly specialized institutions designed to enhance
ef6ciency of use of individual resource commodities. Many
institutions lack the flexibility to address new problems and
new challenges. They are not particubrly well designed for
sustaining over long periods of time entire ecosystems or
communities, A second issue with respect to touxism
concerns the tnstitutional orientation of many tourism
development agencies, particularly in the United States.
Many state level agencies are solely concerned with
promotion of tourism, do little to assess negative social and
environmental impacts, and rarely monitor the outcomes of
their promotional programs, such as effects on
employxnent, quality of life and protection of the natural
and cultural heritage.

Knowledge is an important variable because science has as
a fundamental goal reduction of uncertainty. Yet, there are
sigai6cmt quesnons about the ability of spence in assisting
sustainabihty because �! science is hampered by the lack of
replicates and controls; �! the biophysical world is
extremely complex; and �! large amounts of natural
variability tend to mask effects of exploitation. As noted
earlier, science has tended to increase uncertainty not
reduce it. Not only is our knowledge of the natural world
limited, the scienti6c paradigm of natural resources
management has tended to exclude the political and
cultural dimensions from discussions of ecosystem
management and sustainability, For exainple, Grumbine
�994! finds no research function concerning sustainability
of ecosystems for social scienrists. While this barrier can be
overcome, additional biophysical research may be viewed
onlv as a necessary, but not suf6cient condition for
achieving sustainability,

Compounding this barrier is the preference among
scientists for excluding informal vrays of knowing, The
argument goes that only through formal, scienti6caUy
defensible research can we learn about the natural world.
There are obviously other ways of knowing that axe more
culturally and expeaentially based that have validity for
sustainable tourism decisions.

Achieving sustainability promises a better world, but the
search is strewn with signi6cant, complex and socially
problematic questions making the outcome of the search
uncertain, Yet, conducting the search, whether we achieve
sustainability or not, yields important bene6ts. The fact
that we are conducting the search means we are asking
questions that are desirable in the long run to ask, that we
create a better understanding among ourselves as to how
the world operates, and as John Dixon and Lousie Fallon
suggest, we might prevent some truly unacceptable projects
from occurring.

Connecting the promise and the possible provides a senes
of challenges as we discuss coastal and marine tourism over
the next few days. Sustainability and sustainable tourism
provides a useful and potentially productive framework as
we engage in our wide-ranging discussions and debates
about tourism in marine and coastal environments. We
should challenge ourselves to consider questions of scale
and institutions, the scope of sustainable tourism and how
it is linked to inore general goals of sustainability; we
should ask whar is it that we wish to sustain, and how we
will arrive at responses to that question; we should contest
the appropriateness of caxrying capaciry as a fratnework for
xnanaging visitors and in its stead examine statements of
desired conditions. Addressing these concerns provides us
with an outstanding opportunity to advance our ability to
aclueve sustainable tounsm.
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SUSTAINASLE COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT THROUGH

COASTAL AND 1VI hkRINE

TOURISM: OPPORTUNITIES AND

CONSTRAINTS

Conner Bailey
Aahunr Unirursity  United States!

Abstract' Coze'u/ communities ~'ca//y utrlsZc a dirursirt of
marine and trrrrstrra/ resource systems. This dioersi typroeides coasta/
comm«su'~ a gnater degree' of stahrlity than is common among most
rrsousce dependent communitirs. Tourism dere/opnrent ca» play a
pottier ro/e in coasta/ communist'rs through creatio» of additiona/
economic nicker, ge'«crate'ng income and rmp/oymrnt opportunities
through nonw~actior actirre'ties. Horoeoer, srrch deoehpment a/so can
/ead to sod al dr'sintrgration ared economic'poverty. The centra/ concern
me/oes anwnd fhe issue of reho benefits frrrm tourism dree/opmrnt. hs
practice, this distnhutiona/ rluestion rui//' be drterminedi» /argr part
by the /ocus of contro/ooerinorstmrnt and parrrnpatio» rn the tourism
industry, uhether there are resource «sr conf/sets brtunn the
community and the industry, and horv thur conf/r'cts am reso/red. A»
a/ternatirrr dere/opment scenario is presented that r's oriented around
community dree/operant and /oca/ contro/ Coartal and marine
tourisnr can be dree/oped i» an ecologically sustainab/e and socialj ust
basis. Pohcies which maxr'miy local pcutrcrpatr'o» and rrsp'ct
traditc'ona/nrsourcr userights an,' centra/ to achieoing such goab.

X'eywnrdst community deorlopment, loca/ contrv/ sustai nab/e
tourism

Southeast A.sia and North America provide ample
opportunity for identifying negative impacts, But there
also are positive examples where coastal tourism has
contributed to more stable local economies through
diversi6cation of employment and investment
opportunities. I will draw on the literature of community
development to develop a conceptual framework that can
be used in evaluating social impacts of tourism
development.

Coastal Ecosystems

Tourism emerged over the past fifty years as a major
industry in both industrialized and non-industrialized
nations  McCool, 1996!; Coastal ecosystems present
unique and highly attractive opportunities for tourists,
offering a wide range of activities such as recreational
&shing and boating, swimming and sunbathing, and a
variety oF shore-based activities like golf which compliment
activities of a more aquatic nature. Indeed, a key ingredient
behind the phenomenal success of coastal tourism stems
from this ability to provide both terrestrial and aquatic
recreational opportunities to tourists during a single tap.
Private sector investors and government agencies alike
have promoted development of the tourism industry in the
coastal zone. Despite rapid development of the coastal
zone for tourism in many parts of the world, there remain
opportunities for further development. However, the
social and environmental costs of future development may
prove to be quite steep and we need to think carefully as
we look to the future,

Introduction

Tourism affects both the visitor and the host community.
Communities that rely on tourism as thar economic base
are in many ways quite similar to communities that are
dependent upon logging, fishing, agriculture or any other
natural resource system  Bailey and Pomeroy, 1996!. In
each case, economic fortunes are determined by external
forces beyond control of the local community  Miller,
1991!. These forces may include changing technologies
and consumer preferences, resource depletion, war and
civil unrest, and pohcy changes affecting exchange rates
and international trade. The rapidly growing literature on
resource dependent communities has much to tell us about
communities that hitch their fortunes to tourism
development or any other single industry  Freudenburg,
1992; Peluso, Humphrey and Fortmann, 1994!.

The purpose of this paper ts to identify both positive and
negative tendencies assocrated with development of coastal
tourism from the perspective of the host community. Both
the exisling literature and my own expertence in coastal

The attractiveness of coastal ecosystems is not restricted to
tourists. One estimate indicates that 60'!o of the wodd's
population lives within 60 km of the ocean  Miller, 1991!.
Part of the reason for such concentration of population in
the coastal zone is the relative abundance and highly
productive mix of resources that are available to people
and other living things in coastal ecosystems  Bailey and
Pomeroy, 1996!, Fishing and mantime trade have served
as the economic bases of coastal communities throughout
history, hfore recently, off-shore oil and minerals, tourism,
and industnal development have supported the heavy
concentration of' human populations along the coastal
zone. The growth of human populations in the coastal
zone has imposed significant environmental costs in the
form of organic and inorganic pollution, and conversion of
natural habttsts for urban development. A.t the same time,
marine 6sheries resources are heavily exploited�and in
many cases over-exploited  iifcGoodwin, 1990!, Mangrove
forests and other coastal ecosystems also are being
converted to shrimp ponds at an increasingly destructive
pace  Bailey and Skladany, 1991!, In short, coastal
ecosystems around the world face enormous pressure from
existing human populations.
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The environmental implications of coastal tourism need to
be understood in this light, On the one hand,
environmental devastation is bad for business because
tourists are drawn to clear water, dean beaches, pure air,
and fresh fish. Accordingly, we can expect development of
coastal tourism to occur in areas that are relatively
unspoUed. How long conditions resnasn this way is an
important concern. 'Ice record dearly indicates that
tourism development can contribute to environmental
degradation, Siltation caused by construction, poGution
from inadequate sewage treatment, and saline intrusion into
coastal aquifers are some of the more serious problems
reflected in the literature on environmental impacts of
tourism devetopment in the coastal zone  Awosika and Ibe,
1993; Thomas, 1991; Wong, 1993!.

Development of coastal tourism also can have a positive
impact on coastal ecosystems by providing a non-extractive
economic base to coastal communities, Protecting a coral
reef for the enjoyment of tourists may provide a better
livelihood than could be gained through heavy fishing or
collecting of coral and fish for sale in the aquarium trade
 Sudara, 1991; Vogt, 1996; V/hite and Dobias, 1991!,
Moreover, tourism can lead to creation of new economic
niches for coastal residents, reducing pressure on coastal
resources as local labor and capital shift away from
extractive pursuits such as fishing and charcoal production,
and towards pursuits that are geared to maintaining the
kind of coastal ecosystesu that draws visitors.

Community as Context

There are several units of analysis  e.g., individual, class,
community, society! that can be used when assessing the
social impacts of any form of development. For reasons
discussed here, this paper will focus on community, The
tenn community is a perfectly good common word that has
been stretched and tugged in a variety oF directions in the
hands of academicians that its meaning has lost shape.
There are those who define community purely by reason of
a shared identity and set of common values drawing people
together as golfers, loggers, swimmers, or fishers  e,g,,
Carroll and Lee, 1990!. 'Hiose whose lives are wrapped up
in such activities feel strong bonds to others of hke minds,
even though they may live many miles apart, Similarly,
there are those who would define community purely by
patterns of regular interaction, even if such interaction is
restncted to cyberspace. For most of us, however, the
notion of community is hnked to a particular place of
residence. This said, nobody would claim that the simple
act of sharing a common space with others is enough to
snake a community. For 'community' to exist as a social
reality, we would normally expect to find people who
identify with and who may feet a sense of pride in she place
they tive, who may share a common set of values  e.g.,
support of public education!, and who regularly interact

with other snembers of the community  Wilkinson, 1986!.
Often such interactions are of central importance to the
daily lives of community residents. Such interactions
include the group of kids who grow up and go to school
together, congregations at places of worship, people who
work together, and residents in a community who wrestle
in the local political arena over important decisions of the
day.

I do not want to romanticize the concept of community as
a place where everyone loves their neighbor and lives in
harmony. But I do want to make the point that much of
our lives  and those of most people living in the coastal
zone! are lived in particular communities. Further, many
people in the world know little beyond their immediate
community, which is the center of their universe. In some
parts of the world, the community indudes the land arwt
the spirits of the ancestors buried there  Richter, 1991!.
Even where this is not the case, the social bonds which
hold members of a community together often represent the
closest thing that people have to a social wetfar» safety net:
a group of neighbors and kin who can be caGed upon in
time of neeL Understanding the importance of
community vitality, we are better prepared to understand
why threats to the continued integrity of communities can
lead to serious social and political problems.

Some Mverse Impacts of Coastal and
Marine Tourism

Just as coastal and marine tourism can have either positive
or negative ecosystem effects, so too can development of
tourism have either positive or negative social effects. If
we are going to promote socially sound development of a
tourism industry, we need to know something about the
social setting within which such development takes place,

There are both ethical and practical reasons why such
understanding is unportant. Ethically, we should be
concerned that tourism development does not lead to
social disruption or the unwiGing displacement of existing
residents for the benefit of non-residents, We need to be
aware of the possible negative effects of tourism
development so that these can be mitigated. Such a stance
is akin to the Hippocratic oath taken by medical doctors:
"First do no harm." In practical terms, ethical treatment of
those affected by tourism development may lead to
reduced tension and strife, which might escalate into active
and even violent opposition. The failure to treat people
with sociaGy acceptable standards of fairness can lead to
increased political and securin costs and mak» the tourist
experience an uncomfortable one for many visitors.

Unfortunately, the literature is full of examples of
communities that have been adversely affected by tourism.
A breakdown of community solidarity can be brought
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about, for example, by loss of control over local resources.
Large scale capital-intensive tourism development
necessarily draws on financial resources well beyond the
capacity of most coastal communities in the world.
Dependency on outside sources of capital not only results
in repatriation rather than local reiavestment of profits but
also typically will result in outsiders being recruited for
maaagexial and skilled employee positions, Where
significant investment is made, the tourism industry may
press for zoning controls or other restrictions which limit
the ability of local residents to participate, further reducing
local benefits. Coastal and marine tourism may result in
direct harm to local intexests in the event of resource use
conflict between local residents and the tourism industry
 e.g., xestrictions on fishing, damage by tourists of coral
reefs, etc.!. Coastal tourism is a high stakes industry, and
developers are able to offer attxactive prices to gain control
of coastal land, Some members of a conuuuaity may
bene6t froxn sale or lease agreements, but others in the
community may suffer a loss of employment opportunifies
as a result of the transfer of coatrol away from the
community. Even though tourism development may
generate employment, much of that employment goes to
outsiders rather than local residents.

The loss of local control to outsiders can have a variety of
manifestations. Development of maanas for luxury yachts
has displaced local commercial 6shexs from limited dock
space in many coastal communities in the United States. In
Biloxi, Mississippi, the casino mdustxy produced a similar
displacement of fishers from docks located on what is now
extremely valuable beach front property  personal
observation!. Increases in property values result in higher
tax assessments for local residents, not all of whora are in a
position to beaefit from the economic boom associated
with tourist development. Residents on fixed incomes may
be forced to sell their property and move away.
Newcomers moving into the area to find employment in
the touasm industry provide a ready market and exert
upward pressure on property values and the cost of living
generally. Local merchants may bene6t from increased
sales, but may also face competition by new businesses
attracted into the area. Other residents, particularly those
at the economic margin of poverty, may find the rising
costs a serious burden. Thus, as Miller and Ditton �986!
observe, there will be winners and losers in coastal tourist
development.

Growth of coastal tourism can have negative local effects
through generating increased strain on local infrastructure,
requiring additional investments tn toads, bridges, waste
management  solid waste and sewer!, and public safety. In
some cases, tourist resort developments have been
approved with lengthy tax holidays, resulting in the transfer
of these costs to local residents  Richter, 1991!. Similarly,
Richardson �986! notes that the costs of coastal

restoration to promote tourism ia Galveston, Texas, were
borne largely by the poor,

Coastal touasxn taay also represent a source of social
disruptioa through the introduction of aew behavioral
styles. McGoodwin �986! movingly describes the impact
of tourism on a smaU coastal community ia Mexico an ali-
weather road made the coaunuaity accessible to the
outside world, Wealthy outsiders, especially foreigners,
provided local youth with an alternative vision of the world
that was in stark variance with local cultural norms  e,g.,
unmarried cohabiting couples!. More seriously, the advent
of tourism led to a witheang of social o~rions that
had sponsored religious festivals, a central means of
expresstng internal solidarity, These local festivals were
replaced by festivals oriented towards tourists and secular
entertainment. Mmy local residents, unable to afford the
price of adaussion to these festivals, became bystanders in
their own community. As described by McGoodwin,
tourism led to anomie  loss of identity and cultural
mooangs! and social disruption. He points out that such
disruption is predictable when extremes tn wealth and vast
cultural differences separate hosts aad guests. Minerbi
�991:486! descxibes Hawaii's tourism mdustxy as being
"alien and disruptive to island ways, needs and resources,"
Mine rbi goes on to say that the industry breeds
"resentment, alienation and oppositioa in segtnents of' the
local community" �991:486!.

We must recogaize that coastal and marine tourism is a
major industry which powerful actors  e.g,, national and
transnational corporarions and governments! often seek to
control. The result often is displacement, alienation and
anger. White and Dobias �991:456! point out that in
coastal Thailand local efforts to protect coral reefs around
Samui Island led to increased tourism, which ia turn
brought in outside investment, aad that this has "tended to
remove control and bene6ts from island residents." A
similar pattern of outside investors coauag to dominate the
local touast economy of coastal areas in Malayan and
Indonesia has been documented. Wong �993! reports
 and personal observations confirm! that on the Malaysian
island of Penang, local residents in Batu Fexringhi and
Teluk Bahang had established a small-scale cottage industry
catering to budget touxists waating to enjoy the fine area
beaches. Accommodarions were simple and inexpensive,
but they prowided importaat incomes to people in those
commumries. Coffee shops and restaurants also benefited
from the local touast industry. By the late 1960s, however,
large hotel chains began to invest in these areas and zoning
ordinances were passed that made it more difficult for
locals to provide lodging to their traditional clientele. In
the meantune, sedimentation from construction and later
inadequately treated sewage from the large new hotels led
to serious problems of water poHution, spoihng the local
beaches unal a central sewer system was constructed.
Hussey �989! reports on a similar pattern of outside
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investment at Kuta Beach on Bali, where I first stayed in
1970 when it was nothing xnore than a fishing village. By
the late 1970s, Kuta had been discovered, land values
escalated, and outside investors began to move into the
area. While local residents remain involved in the local
economy, and those fortunate enough to own laad may
have benefitted from this tourist boom, locals have not
been able to direct the pace or direction of development or
capture most of the benefits of growth, Ia the meantime,
problems associated with crime and prostitution have
become scious local concerns.

Coastal Tourism attd Community
Development

The concept of community development can serve as a
framework for promoting tourism development that
benefits local residents on a sustainable basis. The process
of defining communtty development has been likened to
eating jello with a fork � possible, but aot soxnething one
wants to spend a lot of time doing. A long series of
de6nitions are provided by Christianson and Robinson
�989!, and these boil down to general agreement that
community development is about change, that such change
should be for the better, and that such improvements
should be widely shared by members of the community.
Sustainability is implicit in this definition, it being hard to
imagine 'change for the better' involving degradation of a
community's stock of social, economic or natural capxtal in
a way that limits opporturuties for future generations,

Community development may have a strong economic
componeat, but this may not always be the case  Summers,
1986!. Strengthening public education or broadening a
comxnunity's leadership base may be the centxal focus of a
community development effort. Such efforts strengthen a
coaununity's ability to take further steps to improve local
conditions or to adapt to changing circumstances.
Community development also implies that the benefits of
change need to be distributed in a way thar is seen to be
fair. In agreement wtth Gaiston and Baehler �995!, I
would push this aspect of the definition further to stipulate
that changes which adversdy affect those members of a
community who by reasons of age, illness, or poverty are
xnost vulnerable to harm would aot, by my definitioa,
represent community development.

Just as there are many examples of tourism being
disruptive, so too we can 6nd examples of tourism leading
to strengthened communities. Sofield �991! reports that
tourism does aot always result in social disruption. He
notes that residents of Pentecost Island in Vanuatu resisted
efforts by outside tour operators ro commerctalize a
rdigious ceremony. Instead, they organized a local council
to direct tourtsm development, using their ceremonv as a
kcy drawing card, limiang the number of tourists and

ensuring the authenticity of both the tourist experience and
the rehgious ceremony, On Bali, local government officials
were able to use tourism-led development as a mechanism
for strengthexung local culture  Picard, 1995!.

The coastal zone offers unique opportunities for
community development based on tourism. As noted
above, coastal ecosystems are under increasingly intense
pressure and tourism offers an opportunity to utilize local
resources in a non-extractive manner, creating new niches
that diversxfy local econoxnies. Fishing boats caa become
tour boats, ferryiag people to reefs or isolated beaches,
White and Dobias � 991! point out that 6shers in Thailand
and the Phihppines have been successful in attracting
tourists to coral reefs, creating incentives to eliminate
destructive 6shing practices, including the use of poisons
and explosives, Their point is echoed by Sudara �991! and
Vogt �996! ia other case studies from Thailand, aad by
Wilcox �991! in his discussion of marine tourism ia the
Caribbeaa. Tourism provides an opportunity for coastal
residents to benefit from ecosystem rnaaagemeat,
providiag alternate opportunities for investment of capital
and labor, markets for new handicraft production, and new
markets for more established local products hke fresh
seafood.

To many in the industry, tourism is 6rst and foremost an
economic activity, where the primary value is finaacial.
Tourisxn is big business and it should not surprise us that
those who invest signi6cant capital in an industry seek to
promote certain patterns of tourism development. In the
U.S. and other industrialized aations, the initiative behind
tourism development xests with major private sector
investors, who are able to identify opportunities and
mark.et their ptoducts. In aon-industrialized or newiv
industrializing nations, touasm represents a major
economic enterpnse that generates foreign exchange, and
developxnent of the industry is more likely to be affected
by conscious promotional efforts and strategic planxung
efforts In both industnalized and non-industriahzed
settings, economic and political forces can be combined in
such a way that local concerns, much less comxnunity
control, is unlikely.

But this need not be the case, Communities can organize
thexnselves to promote and regulate tourism developxnent,
regulate conflicts between resource users, and deterxnine
what types of development they prefer. If outside
investors want to gaxn access to business opportunities, rhe
local community can estabhsh requirements that local
residents be gxven employment opportunities, and that
local businesses be chosen to supply goods and services.
loot only will this strengthen the local economy, but by
using local labor and suppliers the amount of "leakage"
from the local economy will be reduced.
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A Policy Framework for Community
Development Based on Coastal Tourism

I am not so naive to believe that developments such as
Waikiki won't be developed for mass market tourism. Nor
do I sexiously expect major investors in the industry to base
their investment decisions on the needs of communities
where they locate. I do think it is reasonable for
governments and trade organizations to adopt policies
which promote diversity, including sruaH-scale tourism
controlled by residents of coastal communities. There is
room in the touri st industry for the large resort
development as well as smaller scale developments that can
contribute to the sustainabihty of local communities and
erosystems. Locally itutiated development is likely to begin
smaH in scale and remain so, placing xelatively little stress
on local ecosystem and social systems. Promotion of local
development will lead to more diffused patterns of
'consumption' which axe more lilrelp to be sustainable in
ecological terms.

Neither do I want to promote tourism development as a
panacea for social and economic problems in coastal
communities. Most jobs associated with tourism in the
U.S. and other industzialized nations tend to be low paying
jobs .with limited benefits. Galston and Baehler �995!
report that unemployment rates rose steadily in tourism
dependent areas, and that unemployment among woinen
was a particularly serious pxoblem. Moreover, like other
economies based on natural resource systems, tourism is
often a seasonal industry. In short, we should not promote
coastal tourism as a magic bullet, but rather as part of a
more comprehensive strategy of community development.

Most coastal cities have tourist promotion offices but
smaller towns and rural areas, the rypes of places that are
most likely to experience gxowth of coastal tourism in the
years to coine, generaHy do not have comparable
organizational resources to promote what they have to
offer. State and county governments in the United States,
along with universities and regional development offices,
can play a role in assisting communiues identify and
capitalize on local opportunities. In countries where local
governments play a less signilicant role in planning,
national or provincial governments need to consider a
development strategy based on a more diverstlied tounsm
industry.

Tourism development needs to be geared to the scale of
the society in which it takes place. Development of the
tourism industry around Miami or Honolulu is likely to be
capital intensive, while such development in rural
Newfoundland, Canada, or the Samoan Islands should be
scaled to the much smaHez host communities. Tounsm
development in these smaller settings needs ro be geared
towards the needs of local residents for economic

diversification and supplemental incomes. Development

strategies which transfer local control over a community's
resource base to outsiders may generate economic grovrth
but not community development. Efforts to promote
locally-based tourism development require local
participation, and this process takes time. Bringing
together diverse interests within coastal communities to
discuss and plan for local development also has many
advantages in terms of sustainability and minitztizing
resource conflicts. Rarely are local interests considered
when efforts are made to develop coastal tourism  MiHer
and Ditton, 1986; Hickman and Cockhn, 1992!. The result
is often social disruption, enviroiunental degradation, and
conflict. There are alternative paths that can be taken if the
political will exists to keep them open
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MchkNAGING FOR ECOLOGIMLLLY

SUSTAINABLE TOURISM USE OF

THE GREAT BARRIER REEF

WORLD HERITAGE &~<

Michael Vanderzee
Gnat Barrier Kvf Mars'»e Park ~thosity  Aurtraha!

Abstract: Thc Gnat Basmer Reef W'orld Heritage lanais a»
inrseassnQ popular natio»al and international tourist dcstinao'on
uith visitors attracted hy thc»atusrsl setting and vahscs of thc area,
Since the cstabhshmcnt of thc Great Berm'cr Reef Mari»c Park i»
1975 nlhcn tourism uris a nlatcocg mi»or use, tourism usc has
i»mated fivm an exdnsated 150,000 oia'loi days per annum i» the
earyl 19BOs to 1.5 milhon visitor daysi» 1994-5 Tourt'smis iron
the main cvmmcm'ai use of the Afarinc Park cuc'th an cremated
an»ual ccv»i»i r oahcc to thc ngi on of over gA1 bilh'on.

For the pad 20 years, thc Gnat Bcnricr Reef Man'»c Park
Aathonty  GBRMPA! has ma»aged tourism use i» the Afasine
Park thsvugh the use of @ning pk»s, cnosronmcntal i»epact
asscssmcnt and permitting of indsoc'dual opcsrstco»s and education
programs. Rapid inrseascs i» the ksvl and i»tensity of to»riser are
over the past thne ycarr, parttruhcrly in the ogihon Cainrs and
Ãhctsu»day Isla»d areas, harv rhaikngcd thc eccr'sring uppsvarh and
ham nsuhcd ix a ncvgiiitio» of the med to manage thc camulatioe
c»oisvnmental a»d socio-cronomirincpacts ofi»tensive tourt'sm usc,

The Authority is adopts'ng a strategic ncf suede appsvarh to thc
managexeent of tourism «scin order to deal cec'th issues such as anchor
damn@a to cv nil', displaicnsent of @xiii»g users, protection of
indigenous cultural and hcn'tagc ecducs, and the maintenance of a
diverse raiigc of toun'sm oahus and settings, cehik cvntinuing to focus
on i ts pri»sary gocrl the protests'o» of thc natural cxstucs of the Gnat
Barrier Reef. This paper presents an outh'nc of the issues rusrc»tly
fact»g the Authosity in managing tourism use crud pivposcs a»
apprvarh to ensun i'hat toner'sm uic of the Great Basncr Reef nmains
sustcu'nable.

J&ywosdnt mars'»c tourism, Gnat Barr Reef, ccvlogirally
sustcunahk tourism, tounsm uie maeaghwent

Introduction

The Great Barrier Reef World Heritage Area

The Great Barrier Reef consists of 2,900 individual reefs
and 250 cays off the north-east coast of the State of
Queensland, Australia, The reef extends for more than
2000 kilometres from just south of the Tropic of Capricorn
northwards into the Torres Strait  Figure 1!. The scale and
diversity of the habitats offered by rhe Great Barrier Reef
and the great rrumber and diversiry of species that they
support make it one of the worlds most spectacular marirre

ecosystems. Its location some distance offshore from a
coast with relatively low population has meant that until
recently it has been exposed to low levels of use.

The Great Barrier Reef Marine Park and the Great Barrier
Reef Marine Park Authority  GBRMPA! w«re established
by the Australian Commonwealth Govenunent through
legislation in June 1975. 'Ihe Marine Park is a multiple
objective marine protected area, rovering more than
345,000 square kilometres and for management purposes is
divided into four Sections. The concept of the multiple
objective Marine Park is based on achieving the
conservation and protection of the Great Barrier Reef
while allowing for ecologically sustainable use for tourism,
6shing, boating, diving, research and by traditional
inhabitants.

GBRMPA has the major responsibility for the protecrion,
conservation and management of the use of the Great
Barrier Reef. The integrated mana~@ment of the Great
Barner Reef Marine Park across the Commonwealth/State
junsdictional boundanes is achieved through agreements
and complementary legislative and management
arrangements between GBRMPA and the Queensland
State Government through the Queensland Department of
Environment  see Kenchington, 1990!.

In 19B1 the Great Barrier Reef Region was inscribed as a
property on the Wodd Heritage List on the basis of its
outstanding natural values and its integrity as a self-
perpetuating ecological system. The World Heritage area is
also of sigailrcant cultural and historical importance
 DEST, 1995!. Under Article 4 of the Convention for the
Protection of World Cultural and Natural Heritage
 UNESCO, 1972!, the listing of the Great Barrier Reef
Region as a World Heritage property means that Australia
accepts an obligation to "do all it can to identify, protect,
conserve, present and transmit to future generations the
natural and cultural hentage situated on its territory."

The Great Barrier Reef World Heritage Area  thc Region!
irrciudes the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park  93% of the
World Heritage Area!, Queensland waters not in the
Marine Park �%! and islands �%! and extends from the
low water mark on the Queensland coast to beyond the
continental shdf Activities in the Region are managed by
many agencies, wrth GBKMPA having the major and most
wide-reaching responsibility for its management.

Use of the Great Barrier World Heritage Area

The major uses of the Great Barrier Marine Park are
commercial tourism, commercial Irshing, recreational
boating and Iishing and traditional use by A.boriginal and
Torres Strait Islander communines.
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Tourism Use

The Tourism Industry

The use of the Great Barrier Reef World Heritage Area
and thc adjacent coastal hinterland has changed
substantially in nature, extent and intensity over the 20
pears since the establishment of the Marine Park. It ts
anticipated that the future demand for use of the Region
will increase in extent aad complexity. The past 20 years
have also seen a substantial increase ia commuaity
awareness and expectations in relation to the conservation
and protection of areas of tnteraatioaal importance such as
the Great Barrier Reef.

In the Maxiae Park, GBRMPA faces speci6c chaHenges in
managing a large and growing reef based tourism iadustry
and increasing commercial aad recreational 6shing
pressure. In additioa, the number of rapidly growing
adjacent urban aad agricultural areas, the continued
demand for of integrated coastal and tsland based touast
and residential developments and the dowastreara cffccts
of agricultural land use present signi6caat chaHeages fot
the future management of the Great Barnet Reef World
Heritage A.rea  Mcphail, 1996!.

In the past GBRMPA's role in managing use, induding
tourism use, in the Marine Park was focussed oa managiag
ecological impacts  KcHcher 8x Dinesen, 1993!. It ts now
dear that in order to properly meet Australia's World
Heritage obhgations GBRMPA must adopt a more
strategic approach to the xaanagemeat of use of the Great
Barrier Reef World Heritage A.rea which takes into account
both environmental and socio-ecoaoauc factors.

An Overview of Tourism Use

Over the past twenty years, Reef based tourtsm has grown
from a relatively minor use when the Maxine Park was
established in 1975, with an estimated 150,000 visitor days
per annum ia the early 1980s  Claangbould, et al., 1984;
Dximl, 1987! to become the main commercial use of the
Marine Park, with 1.5 million visitor days in 1994-5.
Tourism is aow the major commercial use of the Great
Barxier Reef aad contributes an estimated direct and
indirect economic value to the region of in excess of $1
billion per annum  estimate based on Dxixul, 1994!.

The operational capacity of the reef based tourism industry
has grown at an average of 10o/o per annum between 1985
aad 1995 with estimates of increases in the Cairns region of
up to 30o/o per annum at the height of expansion in the
1980s  Dinesea, 1995!. There are current projections for
growth over the next decade of between 3 /o aad 11 /o per
annum  Tourism Forecasting Council, 1996 and mdustry
estimates!. There has also been a corresponding increase in
the number of operaaons, diversity of services and the
development aad use of new technology. While the maaae

based touxism industxy on the Great Barrier Reef has
expaadcd rapxdly over the past 10 years, it is capital and
labour intensive and remains ~y susceprible to chaages
in national and international economies, marketiag
strategies, preferences in holiday destinations and local
weather.

The Great Baxxier Reef touxism industry is made up of a
diverse range of operations, the xaajority being vessel
based, offeriag a wide range of activities including scuba
diving, snorkeHing, 6shing, game 6shiag and coral viewing,
Specialist vessels such as glass bottom boats, semi-
submersibles and large permanently moored poatoons with
specially constructed underwater observatories to aHow
visitors, not able swim, to expeaence the reef without
having to eater the water. The majority of operations can
be assigned to oac of the industry sectors described in
Table 1.

Based oa GBMIPA permit and use data, in 1994-5 there
were 864 permitted tourist programs in the Maxiae Park
with a permitted capacity of over 10 million visitor days per
annum. In the above period, the conduct of these
programs involved 751 separate touasm operators, the use
of 1348 permitted vessels and 23 major structure based
operations, the conduct of 36 aircraft-based operations as
weH as the maane based activities associated with at least
20 major touasm resorts located on islands within the
Marine Park,

While the marine tourism industry is able to operate
throughout most of the Region, tourism use is actuaHy
highly coaceatrated in the offshore Cairns area and the
Whitsunday Islands, ia the Cairns aad Central Sections of
the Marine Park. Based ou use data returns supplied by
touasm operators to GBIUIPA, 95/o of aH permitted
touasm use occurs within the 5o/o of the Maaae Park ia the
offshore Cairns and Whitsuaday areas.

In the offshore Cairns area an estitaated 50'/o of tourists
travel out to the reef on day taps aboard large vessels  up
to 400 passenger! to one of eight permanently xaoored
tourist pontoons. The remainder use smaller vessels that
specialise in diving or 6shing trips to speci6c reefs, islands
and caps. Thxs area, with its iatexnational airport at Cairns,
caters for the majoxity of inbound international tourists
visiting the Great Barxier Reef The other area of intensxvc
use, the Whitsunday Islands, is popular with domestic and
younger internatioaal visitors. The area supports a
substantial amount of vessel based tourism around the
eight tsland based resorts. Offshore there is one large
tourist pontoon based operation at Hardy Reef. The
sheltered waters of the Whitsundays make it an extremely
popular area far bareboat yacht charters, with nearly 300
vessels available for charter. The remainder of Marin
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Table 1. Major sectors of the Great Bamer Reef marine tourism industry.

Vessel based day trip tourist operations - vessels undertaking day trips to the reef
and islands  these can range from small yachts and powerboats of 10m or less with
less than 12 passengers to vessels of more than 35m with up to 400 passengers!.
These operations can be further characterised into one of the following categories:

~ Site specific operations - offer a regular service  usually daily! to a
specific place on one or more reefs

~ Area specific operations - offer a more or less regular and often
advertised service  daily or sometimes over several or more days! to
a range of reefs

~ Roving operations - offer services at demand or opportunity, most of
which are restricted to no more than two days access in any seven period
to any specific site

Extended vessel based tourist operations � these involve vessels of between 12m
and 75m with between 6 and 160 passengers undertaking extended trips of usually a
few days and up to two or more weeks throughout the reef with overnight stays
usually in a number of different locations.

Bareboats for charter  with or without crew! - this is a sector primarily based in
the Whitsunday Islands and to a lesser extent in other areas, Yachts and power boats
of between 8m and 15m with capacity for 4 to 10 passengers are usually available for
bareboat charter within a restricted area.

Cruise ships - a number of large  greater than 10,000 gross tonnes! foreign flag cruise
ships pass through and anchor overnight in the Marine Park and provide a range of
tourism experiences in conjunction with island resorts and pontoon based operations.

Aircraft based tourist operations - involving the use of conventional aircraft,
seapianes, he1icopters and more recently ultralight aircraft for sightseeing, tranfers to
cays, islands, vessels and resorts.

Structure based tourist operations - involving the use of structures, such as tourist
pontoons, under water observatories or in a limited number of cases vessels with
overnight accommodation, permanently moored at a reef .

Resort and other shore based tourist operations - there are a number of major
resort based operations in the GBRMPA. These are mainly island based resorts but
there are also a number of mainland based resorts adjacent to the Marine Park., also
includes beach based activities such as watersking, jetskis, small dinghies and
paras ailing.
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Zoning Plans

Permits

Park  almost 90'/a by area! receives only 5 lo of the overall
tounsm use,

Current Pramework for Tourism Use
Management

Unlike the management of the other major categories of
reef based use which are jucisdictionally complex and
involve a number of agencies, tourism use within the
region is primarily managed by GERALD'A and the
Queen siand Department of Environment. No other
agency has responsibility for the broad reguladon and
management of manne based tounsm use within the Great
Barrier Reef World Heritage Area. The management of
land based island and coastal tounsm resort development
within and adjacent to the Great Barrier Reef World
Heritage Area is jurisdictionally complex and such
developments can have signi6cant influence on tourism use
in the region,

The primary tools used to manage tourism use in the
Marine Park to date have been:

~ zoning plans;
~ environmental impact assessment; and
~ permits.

Kenchington � 990! comprehensively describes the
framework for the management of the use of the Great
Barrier Reef Marine Park and the following is only
intended to provide a brief context and a description of the
major tools and their implications for tourism use
management

Zoning Plans are the primary tool for managing use
allocation in the Marine Park but provide only limited
guidance For the management of tourisin use. Tourism
operations can be conducted in all zones other than the
highly protected Preservation and Scienti6c Research
Zones of the Marine Park and in some island national
parks where access by the general public ts not permitted.
Zoning plans do require that ail commercial tourism
operators hold a Marine Parks permit. Zoning plans have
provided a useful basis for the establishment of the Marine
Park and the broad management and regulation of a range
of uses including tourism. At the time of the establishment
of the Marine Park, little was known of the nature and
possible impact of tourism use and therefore the
requirement under the zoning plans that aU tourist
operations requited pertiuts was a useful mechamsm for
obtaining a more detailed understanding of the industry
and its operations.

Zoning plans also restricted extractive uses such as
commercial 6shing within the Marine Park, and over time a
substantial part of the tourism industry has focused its
activities in these non-extractive zones reducing the
likehhood of conflict between these two major uses of the
Marine Park. The cnost recent zoning plan for the Cairns
Section of the iVVne Pack was the Grst time a zoning plan
had been used to speci6caiy address the effects of tourism
use through the introduction of a "No Structures Subzone"
with the objective of maintaining some areas in the Marine
Pack free of permanently moored structures  GBF2vIPA,
1992!,

Environmental Impact Assessment

Before granting a permit as required under the Zoning
Plan, the Great Barrier Reef Marine Pack Regulations
 Regulation 26! require the assessment of every proposal to
determine the likely impact on the Reef and the Manne
Park, The regulations further require that any impact
assessment must address a set of statutory criteria  Reg.
13AC�!!. The majority 'of applications are individually
assessed by or on behalf of GBRMPA by the Queensland
Department of Environment. Cocnmercial tourism in
adjacent Queensland Marine Parks is similarly adcninistered
by the Queensland Department of Environment and most
proposals are jointly assessed, In the case of large
proposals such as new resorts or major works which have
potentially signi6cant impacts, other Commonwealch and
Queensland environmental legislation may require
additional formal environmental impact statements to be
prepared by the proponent. While providing a useful
mechanism for the identi6cation and mitigation of the
impacts of individual operations, this case by case approach
has not been able to address the cumulative impacts of
operations,

Subject to the assessment 6nding that the impacts of a
proposal are not unacceptable, a Marine Parks perxnit may
be granted subject to conditions which control the location,
use, access and activities of a marine tourism operanon,
The majonty of conditions are to ensure that the impacts
or potential impacts of the ongoing operation are
minimised. Norinally joint permits are granted by both
agencies for up to six years and are able to be transferred
for the remaining period of the permit. Marine Park
permits have become increasingly complex and prescriphve
since they were 6rst granted in 1981. This is not
unexpected givext increasing knowledge of the area and the
hkely unpact of individual activities, and overall increases in
the level of use,

Dincsen  l995! summacises the issues that led to a review
of the permit system. The review arose following calls
from the mdustry and a recognition of the untenable
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resource demands required to deal with the increasing
number and complexity of permit applications. The review
identilxed the need to simplify permits and to develop
alternative mechanisms for toutxsm use management
including regulatory changes, more detailed regional and
site planning and the development of voluntary codes of
practice with industry.

In the absence of snore detailed regional or local plans,
zoning plans have only provided very general guidance For
tourism use management and the case by case grant of
permits has been the only mechanism available for the
allocation of areas and sites for specific uses and
operations. WhHe a number of site and regional plans have
been developed, these have been of somewhat limited
benefit in the management of permitted use.

Critical Issues in Tourism Use Managexnent

Increasing tourism use of the Marine Park and Word
Heritage area raises a number of critical management issues
and concerns. Many of these issues flow from increases in
the intensity and concentration of touxism use in some
areas of the Marine Park and World Heritage area.
nonetheless these are issues for which solutions are
required to ensure ecologtcaHy sustainable tourism use and
the conservation and protection of the Great Barxier Reef.

Cumulative Impacts of Tourism Use

The current approach to managing tourism use has
provided a reasonably effective system to manage the
direct and predictable impacts of each proposed operation
and provides maximum flextbigty for individual operations.
However, it has a limited ability to xdentify or xnanage the
cumulative impacts of many operations on the
environment and on other uses and values of the Great
Barxier Reef. Consequently, a complex use such as
touxism, that may have signidcant cumulative ixnpacts, is
managed almost entirely through the case by case
assessment of individual applications for permits.

Current research informatxon on the impacts of tourism
use tends to relate mainly to the ecological impact of day-
trip, high intensity use associated with pontoon structures,
and in general points to such uses having only linuted and
manageable ecological impacts  styling & Ayling, 1994;
Sweatman, 1996!. While these types of operations service a
high percentage of the visitox demand in the GB1VIP, they
are a smaH percentage ot the to al operations permitted in
the GBRAQ, and there is little Information available on the
impacts of the multitude of smaller operarions operating in
the GBR~IP. The current concern about unsustainable
levels of anchor damage in the more intensively used parts
of the Great Barrier Reef as a result of touxism and
recrearional use xs an obvious example of cumulative

impacts not being able to be managed through existing
mechanisms. In the absence of strategic and cumulative
impact assessment, permits have been granted on the
assumption that each operation individually is unlikely to
cause unacceptable or unmanageable impacts.

Current permitted tourism use of the Marine Park is in the
order of 10 nuHion visitot days per annum. Based on data
returns supplied by operators, in compliance with
requirements of the Environmental Management Charge,
the actual levd of use in 1994-5 was 1.5 miHion visitor
days. There is considerable concern about this difference
between the levels of permitted and actual capacity, or
latent capacity'. It is only since the introduction of the
Environmental Management Charge  EMC! in mid-1993,
with a mandatory statutory requirement to supply quarterly
data returns based on daily logbook entries, that reasonably
accurate use data has been available,

The data coHected to date also shows that 25% of
pexmitted tourism operations did not operate in the Marine
Park at aH in 1994-5. In the intensively used Cairns
Section, 46'/s of vessels pexxnitted to operate did not do so
at aH over the that pexiod  Honchin, 1996!. Of greater
concern was that nearly 80'/o of the operatxons were
operating at less than the Ixnancial viability threshold of
60 /o capacity  Coopers 8r Lybxand, 1990!.

While there may be reasonable explanarions for some of
the latent capacity, for exaxnple the seasonal nature of
operations and the aHowance for some growth in demand
when applying for a six year permit, there is significant
concern about the ability to manage a possible three-to-
6ve-fold increase in actual use, particularly in the already

ten sively use areas.

Displacement of Indigenous, Recreational and
Tourism Users

Rapid growth and expansion of tourism use particularly in
the vicinity of Cairns, Port Douglas and the Whitsundays
has resulted in the displacement of indigenous people from
areas used for traditional hunting and Gshing and other
cultural purposes. While the statutory assessment criteria
require assessment of the impact of proposals on the
cultural and heritage values of traditional tnhabitants, it has
been dtfhcult to obtain detailed and sometimes culturaHy
sensitive information to allow these issues to be adequately
addressed. The presence of tourists often discourages the
use of areas for hunting. The situation has become even
more coxnplex with the lodging of several land and sea
claims under recently introduced Federal Y ative Title
legislation.
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In the vicinity of major population centres that are also
popular for tourism there has been ongoing displacement
of recreational boaters and 6shers, commercial 6shers and
secnons of the tourism industry, Areas have been closed to
extractive uses such as 6shing to protect their natural
values and non-extractive uses such as tourism, Structure

based operations and those using permanent rnoonngs
have displaced other tourism operations or have resulted in
a change in the level of use to the extent that recreational
users and existing tourism operators have had to move
further a6dd to 6nd suitable remote or less intensively
used sites.

The Need to Maintain A Diversity of Settings and
Experiences

The tourism industry is the pnmary vehicle for the
presentation of the Great Barrier Reef World Heritage
Area. In order for Australia to properly meet its World
Heritage obligations to present and transmit the World
Heritage values to present and future generations there is a
need to inaintain a diverse, resilient and productive
ecological system while providing for a diverse range of
experiences and uses.

Increasingly intensive use of some parts of the Great
Barrier Reef has resulted in at least the localised loss of
opportunity to access a diverse range of experiences and
settmgs. Existing structure based operations allow for large
numbers of people to access the Great Barrier Reef with
minimal impact. Similarly a range of smaller operations
allow for visitors to access a range of sites in smaller groups
or individually, However the increasing intensity of use m
these areas reduces the ability of both tourists and
recreational and other users to have access to more remote
experiences free from other users. The availability of a
diversity of settings is a fundamental part of maintaining a
diverse and innovative tourism industry on the Great
Barrie Reef. Equally there is a need to ensure a range of
settings are available for a range oF other recreational and
cultural uses such as 6shing, boating and traditional use,

In a survey conducted for GB1VfPA as part of the zoning
review for the remote Far Northern Section of the ivfarine
Park, AGB McN air �995! found strong commuiuty
support for the retention of the remote and undeveloped
nature of the Great Barrier Reef free of signi6cant levels of
tourism use. There was also strong dnnand from both the
tourism industry and recreational users to maintain areas
for wilderness diving, yachting and recreation.

Site Allocation

At present there is no specific site allocation mechanism
and the decision to allocate a site is based on a 6rst come
first served basis through the grant of a permit. In the
intensively used areas there is now clearly a limit to the

ability to grant further access to speci6c sites based on
many of the concerns raised ahorse. With any bmitation on
access to sites there is a need to develop a fair and
equitabfe basis for the allocation of a limited resource.

Coastal Tourism Resort Development

There are a number of controversial coastal development
proposals for tourist resorts on islands within the Great
Barrier Reef World Heritage Area and on the coast
immediately adjacent. The planning, assessment and
approval processes for such proposals are largely the
responsibility of Queensland State Government agencies.
These proposals are therefore nearly always outside the
direct junsdiction of GBRMPA, yet there is an expectation
that the agency act to protect the values of the Marine Park
and World Heritage Area from the actual and perceived
impacts of such proposals. Many of these proposals have
developed in the absence of appropriate regional planning
processes which would normaiy identify appropriate sites
and consider the regional environmental and social impacts
of such developments. In the absence of such strategic
land use decisions, this has left both Commonwealth and
State governments dealing with proposals reactively on a
case by case basis within an extremely complex
jurischcrional, leg'slative and political environment.

Addressing the Issue

GB1QIPA is addressing these critical issues through a
number of approaches including the following:

Better Information for Management

The EMC was introduced by the Commonwealth
government in inid-1993 as a means of recovering some of
the cost of the management of tourism use of the Marine
Park. In simple terms there is a charge of $A1 per person
per day when they visit the Marine Park as part of a
commercial tounsm program. In 1994-5 the EMC charge
generated $A1.5 milhon. Of the revenue generated, 75% is
used to fund research through the CRC Reef Research
Centre into the ecologically sustainable development of the
Great Barner Reef World Heritage Area, The remaining
25% is used by GB1QFPA to fund tourism use
management and training for the industry and other users.

As part of the EMC requirements operators record daily
logbook data on the Iocaliues visited, the number of
passengers and the nature of the acnvities undertaken.
Tlus data has been extremely valuable in gairung a detailed
understanding of the level and nature of tourism use of the
Great Barrier Reef. The data is being used extensively in
the development of plans of management and in research
into tourism use.
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CRC Reef' Research Centre  CRC! was established in 1993.
The CRC is funded by Commonwealth and Queensland
Government resource ~ment and industry agencies
and involves the fishing and tourism industries, research
institutes and James Cook University. The establishment
of CRC and the basis of initial funding through the EDDIC
has substantially increased the capacity to conduct research
related to the ecologicaHy sustainable use of the Great
Barrier Reef induding tourism use. There is a substantial
seven year research program deahng with a range of
environmental, social, industry, training, education and
related research issues. A number of useful reports relating
to tourism use have been produced to date.

The Reef Tourism Industry
Council based in Cairns received federal government
funding in 1995 to initiate an industry based research
program, Reef Touriun 2005, to devdop a Strategic Plan
for the future development of the Cairns regional manne
tourism industry. The program is being supported by
GBRMPA and will provide valuable information on the
economic and other aspects of the mdustry that are at
present not weH understood,

Developrnertt of New Management Tools

aliulagmEttt. In mid-1995, the Great Barrier Reef Marine
Park Act was amended to allow for the development of
statutory plans of inanagement for areas, species and
ecological communities. This is a significant step as it
aHows for the development of legaHy binding detailed plans
for areas and sites. Importantly there is also a provision to
call for a moratoriuin on the grant of aH or particular types
of permits for a period of up to 12 months whHe plans are
being prepared.
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plans of management are currendy being prepared for areas
in the Marine Park, Eight of these are for intensively used
or sensitive areas in the offshore Cairns and Port Douglas
region, the plan of management for the Whitsundays is a
review and refinement of the existing draft plan to enable
the plan to be implemented as a statutory plan. Given that
95% of all tourism use of the Great Bamer Reef ibfarine
Park occurs within these areas, the plans will play a
significant role in the management of tourism use.

The plans are speci6cagy addressing the issues of anchor
damage, latent capacity, displacement of other users, and
the need to maintam a range of values, setnngs and
experiences through the development of site mooring
plans, regulation of the level and nature of access to
specific sites and management areas and by providing a
range of settings for tounsm, recreational and traditional
use. While the plans may place limits on the number and

nature of tourism operations at specific sites within the
intensively used areas of the biarine Park, there is likely to
be significant scope for growth by existing operators at
those sites.

As part of the development
of the above plans of management and the review of the
Far Northern Section Zoning Plan there has been a clear
recognition of the need for the development of broadly
applicable use settings in addifion to the existing zoning
provisions in Zoning Plans. Kenchington �99'1! describes
the initial attempts made to introduce settings as part of the
review of the Cairns Section Zoning Plan. After
consultation this resulted, in a more limited approach with
the introduction of a No Structures Subzone with the
intention to leave some areas free of structures and
therefore intensive tourism use. It is likdy that in the near
future there wiH be a range of use settings that can be
applied on a reef wide basis with the detailed implications
of such settings being able to be deterruined through
speci6c zorung or management plans as appropriate.

With hunts to levels of access

to speci6c sites bang proposed m phms of tnanagement
GBRMPA can no longer rely on the first come 6rst serve
approach to the "Hocation of sites. Alternative site
aHocation mechanisms are being investigated as are the
likely economic implications of options for the industry
and modifications to existing impact assessment and
permitting processes. Mechanisms wiH need to be
introduced as part of the implementation of the above
plans of management, and this wiH have broad implications
for future site allocation and reduce the current reliance on
permit decisions for site allocation.

Education
is an integral part of managing the Great Barrier Reef
World Heritage Area. To increase awareness of how to
minirruse the unpact of activities on the environment,
GB1VIPA with the Queensland Department of the
Environment and reef users including the tourism industty,
have jointly developed a guide to the Best Environmental
Practices  BEPs! for a range of reef uses. These address a
number of activities including waste disposal, anchoring,
diving, reef walking, whale watching and fish feeding. The
aim of BEPs is to complement existing regulatory
mechanisms by increasmg awareness of both commercial
and recreational users on how to conduct activities on the
reef in an euvironmentaHy responsible manner.

tounstn industry education program has been jointly
developed by GBRXIPA and the tourism industry to meet
the reef education needs of industry staff and visitors to
the Great Barner Reef. The progratn has been developed
to provide both a self learning introductory course for new
staff supported by manuals and videos and an accredited
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certi6cate course recognised by the industry and
educational institutions. It addresses the need to provide
the basis of quality presentation of the World Heritage area
to a dispersed and diverse industry with high staff turnover.
The courses will be offered in a number of centres in
North Queensland allowing staff to continue training even
though they may change locarions or employers. The
development of the program has been resourced through
the use of EMC funds and is provided to industry on a cost
recovery basis, with sensor mdustry staff now trataed to
dehver the course and GBMIPA supplying back up
support and materials.

Greater Commtmity and Industry Involvement

GBRMPA needs broad community support for its
approach to tourism use management. It has assisted in the
establishment of a number of multi-sectoral and indigenous
regional consultative bodies with the aim of improving
communication between the managers aad user aud
interest groups. GBRMPA is also working with regional
and sectoral tourism industry associations.

Regional Marine Resource Advisory Committees
/DIRAC! now operate in Queensland coastal towns. Each
RXKAC structure varies but usually comprise of at least
one representanve from tourism, recreational Bc
sports6shing, commercial 6shing, Aboriginal Bc Torres
Straits Islanders, conservation groups and representatives
of relevant govexnment agencies. The aim of the
committees is to provide advice to marine resource
management agencies based on local experrise and a
channel of corumunicatioa between the various user and
interest groups. These committees have provided a very
useful forum for identifying aad addressing use conflict
issues and are able to give a balanced response on regional
planning and management proposals.

A number of Aborigtaai
Councils of Elders have also been established  Cook,
1994!. The elders on these councils are able to speak for
their respective txadirional land and sea country. Initially
these councils dealt pritnaxily with traditional hunting issues
but are now increasingly consulted ut regard to trakrional
cultural and heritage issues by both management agencies
and those wanting to conduct acnviues that may have some
impact on sites and values of importance to the traditional
inhabttaats.

is working with a number of regional and sectoral marine
tourism assoctations in the course of developing plans of
management and more recently through paracipation in a
regtonal industry strategic planning project. GBRXIPA has
also idean6ed the need to haise with the broader regtonal
touasm radustry through regional, state and national

tourism advisory bodies. GB1VIPA is also developiag
doser working relationships with the tourism industry,
relevant government agencies and stakeholders to
encourage their greater involvement in the management of
tourism use at a strategic level. A working gxoup is being
formed with representatives of key sectors of the industry
and the Commonwealth and Queensland Departments of
Tourism to review tourism use management at a strategic
level and to provide advice to GBR v6'A on tourism use
issues on a reef wide basis,

Adopting a More Strategic Approach

existing approach to management of tourism use has
largely been as either one of a number of issues to be
addressed through the 6ve to ten yearly section based
zoning plan xevtew processes, or through responses to
individual permit applications. More recently the
development of area or regional management plans has
allowed tourism use to be addressed more speci6caliy at
this level, but again among a range of other issues. The
existing approaches have not facilitated a focussed reef
wide strategic approach to the tnanagement of tourism use.
Equally the industry which is relarively new, has only
recendy begun to take an orgamsed and stxategtc approach
to representing its interests, There is a need on the part of
both managers and the industry to have a better joint
understanding of the factors that drive aad limit tourism
use of the Great Barrie Reef as a whole and of specihc
sectors.

Given

the complexity of tourism use management in the Great
Barrier Reef World Heritage Area, and the range of
Afferent issues to be addressed, there is a need for
GBIUIPA to adopt an overall strategic approach to the
management of tourisrn use of the Great Barrier Reef
World Heritage Area. The use of existing and new
management tools needs to be co-ordinated to achieve
both the short term objectives of ensuring ecologically
sustainable tourism use in the more intensively used areas
but also to provide a sound basis for the future
management of tourism use in the Great Barrier Reef
World Heritage Area as whole.

~vQ Closer working relationships with the
tourism industry at a strategic level are essential for the
successful future management of tourism use. The role of
GBRXIPA is to manage tourism use and not the tourism
industry, but it recognises that management decisions can
have a substantial effect on the industxy. Equally there are
mechanisms available to the industry for addressing some
issues that can only at best be cxudely addressed through a
regulatory approach. Whtle there are clearly areas where
either GBR~IPA or the industxy has pnmary tf not sole
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responsibihty, there are many areas that can beneht from a
joint approach to the management of tounsm use.

The 25 Year Strategic Plan for the
Great Barrier Reef World Heritage Area  GBRMPA, 1994!
adopted by GBRMPA, other government agencies and aH
major stakeholders in 1994 establishes the long term
objectives for the management of the Great Barrier Reef
World Hexitage Area and identi6es the critical issues to be
addressed. It identifies the roles and respective
responsibilities of aH agencies and stakeholders and
establishes a number of partnexships between GBRMPA
and relevant agencies and stakeholder groups for achieving
agreed objectives and outcomes. The 25 Year Strategic
Plan provides the framework for the management of major
reef based and adlacent coastal land uses to ensure that
Australia's obligations for the protection, conservation and
presentation of the outstanding natural and cultural values
of the Great Barner Reef World Heritage Area and its
transmission to future generations are met.

GBRMPA is developing a tourism use management
program to co-ordinate the use of the wide range of
existing and recently developed management tools and
activities currently being undertaken across the
organisation in the management of tourism use. The
agency is adoptmg an issues based as opposed to the
existing tools based approach to the management of the
range of critical issues identi&ed in the Strategic Plan. This
will aHow tourism use managexnent to be addressed in its
own right rather than as one of a number of issues in a
large planning process or on a case by case basis in the
course of a permit application.

The developxnent of GBRhfPA's approach to managing
touzisxn use has clearly proceeded through a number of
phases and in many ways has mixzored the development of
the Great Barrier Reef touzism industry, At the time of
establishment of the Marine Paxlt and the listing of the
World Hezitage Area, there was little perceived need to
manage tourism use other than to ze strict access to
protected areas, to minimise potential use conflict through
zoning plans and manage ixnpacts by case by case
assessment and permits, The absence of any more detailed
use settings and site allocation mechanisms meant that the
pemut decision was a a'efarto use setting and allocation
decision tool .

With the rapid increase in tourism use in the 1980s and
1990s the lack. of specific mechanisms to manage tourism
use were recognised and initial attempts were made to
begin to address the issue of tourism use management.

There was only limited success due to the lack of
appropriate statutory tools and a reluctance to address the
broader social-economic aspects of use management.

With further increases m the intensity and concentration of
touxism use in offshore Cairns and Whitsunday Islands it
became clear that the existing mechanisms were inadequate
to address the concerns expressed by tourism industry,
recreational users and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island
people. GBR~A has recognised that in order to properly
meet its World Heritage obligations it must take into
account both the environmental and socio-economic
impacts of tourism use.

The development of these new tools and the initiation of
processes to encourage greater involvement by the touxism
industry and other stakeholdexs in management at the
strategic level will provide the basis for a reef wide issues
based approach to the management of tourism use,
GBRMPA believes that with the increasing level and
complexity of touxism in the Great Barrier Reef World
Heritage Area the successful management of tourism use
wiH require a co-ordinated application of the full range of
available management tools. The 25 Year Strategic Plan
for the Great Barrier Reef World Heritage Area provides a
useful and widely accepted basis for ensuring eco!ogicaHy
sustainable tourism use consistent with our primary
objective-the protection and conservation of the unique
natural and cultural values of the Great Barxier Reef.
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RECREATION COASTAL
MANAGEMENT IN VICTORIA,
AUSTRALIA: REVIEWS LEADING

TO ACTIONS

John Tower
Victoria Uni uersiry of Tech»okgy ~ttmfa!

Abstract: The Asutr h'an Resource assessment Commission s

Coasta/ Zone Iru/uiry � 993! a»d the Vi storian Coasta/ Recreation
Stadt �993! prsuided strong n.comme»dawns for making
imprnuements to caxrta/manager»est. Xmv that it is ouer truoyearr
sr'nce these studies haut been coepp/cted, there is a need to ref/est o»
»hect xoas men»emended and to ana/yse ho» the rrcomme»daric»s haec
bee»imp/emented,

The Aartraba» state of V/ctoria nn'// he used ar a tuse study to
understand hos coasta/ and recmatr'on manageme»t issues cire
deut&ping. The Victoria» Coasra/ Ma»agemrent Act 1995 set a
frrrmreruork for a neru system of roasta/ mana/»+rent for Victoria's
2000 km cocxrth»e. The estabilrhment of the Victorian Coartal and
Bay Management Counci/ and the cue»teal establishment of three
Regional Coasarl Bocrrr/sis an Aastiulia» fiat that intends to restore
sommonse»se and tooer/r'»atio» to the managenicnt of Victoria's
toast/e»e by co»so/idating the 29 ~ of Pat/s'ament that guide
roasts/ ma»agement affinities.

The rhetoric aird intentions of thr nexu management approach sounds
eneouruging. Thir inuestrgc6on iur'// brig rruieru ruhcit /ed to the
changes i n management, ex/i/ai» ho» these management changes are
being imp/emented and eocp/ore the impact of these management
changes on Victor'a's coasta/ actiuiries. The imparter of the changes
cuit be analysed through /ooking for tangible outcomes based o» lllput
from a amies of stakeho/dersin Victors'an cocssta/ser7»res,

in Australia's coastai zone"  Resource Assessment
Commission, 1993a, p. 1!.

The need to take a more strategic perspective for the coast
was recognised by Surf Life Saving Vtctoria when it
developed several studies of beach usage patterns that
culminated in the Victorian Coasts/ Rccreatr'on Study  Iower
and Kain, 1993!. 'Ihis study aimed to assess community
needs in relation to issues of recreation, tourism and safety
along the Victorian coastline.

The purpose of this paper is to bxiefly summarise the
recommendations from the Resource A.ssessment
Commission  RAC, 1993a! report and the VCRS; and to
explore how the recornrnendations from these
investigations have been implemented, The
Commonwealth Coastal policy Lining on the Coast �995!,
identi lies the Commonwealth government's position
regarding coastal management issues. The Victoxian
Coastal hfanagement Act �995! was introduced to
establish a central focus for planning issues concerning
Victoria's 2000 kilom etre coastline, In parallel with
Victorian legislative reform there has been adxxunistrative
reform of putting one agency in control through its
coordination of coastal management activities.

The changes to the management of the coastline froxn a
recreation pexspective have been significant. Interviews
conducted with a number of key service agencies have
indicated the changes are having a positive impact and that
the delivery of recreation services is improving, Figure 1
provides a chronology of reports, reviews, studies and
actions.

The 1993 Reviews

Xeywordss coasta/ management recommendations, Vi ctoria,
Austraka

Intm duction

Australia's 36,700 kilometre coastline provides the highest
proportion of recreation and touxism opportunitxes in the
country. Prior to the early 1990s the coastal regions were
taken for granted and demanded little attention from a
comprehensive planning, development and management
perspective.

In 1991, The Ijnured Coastline, the report of the Australian
House of Representatives Standing Committee on
Environment, Recreation and the Arts inquiry acted as a
catalyst for the Australian Resource A.ssessment
Comnussion's Coasta/ Zone i»quip which set out to
"examixte and report on the integrated management of
butlding, tourism, maxiculture and associated development

In 1991 the Australian House of Representatives' Standing
Comxnittee on Enviromnent, Recreation and the Arts
released the report, Thc Injured Coastline, which identified the
degradation of the nation's coast. Subsequent to this
inquiry other initiatives were undertaken to further
understand the state of the coast.

The Resource Assessment Commission's Coastal

Zosxe Xagtxuy

The expectation of the Resource Assessment
Commission's  RAC, 1993a! Cocutal Zone Inc/uiry  CZl! was
to focus very specifically on the management issues that are
important for the integration of the vanous servxces that
are involved m Australia's coastal areas. There was a call
for a national approach which would provide cooperation
among the various agencies responsible for coastal
activines through agreed, delmed and respected roles and
responsibiliues tn the interests of the nation as a whole.
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The approach to bring about this cooperative partnership
was to be built around all levels of government agreeiag on
national objectives aad national principles for achieving
them,' with individual States formulating their own
objectives and principle; aad local Councils formulating
their own objectives aad principle, The consistency among
all these approaches is for the aationaUy agreed objectives
and principles to set the direction and parameters for the
other tiers of government  RAC, 2993b!.

The emphasis of the proposed management for the Coastal
Zone was a focus on "integrated resource management."
This "implies a parttcular focus on the interactions between
various activities and resource demands that occur within
the coastal zone and between coastal zone acavities aad
activities in other regions"  RAC, 1993c p. 2, quoting
OECD 1991!.

The Victorian Coastal Recreation Study

The Victon'ee» Couttee/ Reeev»ao» Study  VCR! was an
initiative of Surf Life Saving Victoria to develop a database
of demographic aad beach usage patterns. The study aimed
to assess community needs in relation to issues of
recreation, tourism and safety along the Victorian coastline.

Although management systems were beyond the initial
realm of tbe VCRS, recommendations were presented
regarding improvemeats to existing managemeat. The key
management issues were:
~ a need for a review of management that would provide

a new approach for the development and delivery of
services;

~ a new management system based on the principles of
local input aad control utilisiag agreed guidelmes and
performance outcomes; and

~ a new management system which includes local,
regional, state aad national coast manageraent plans
that incorporate input from all interested agencies.

The nature of the recommendations regarding management
from the VCRS are very sinular m their intent and content
to the integrated resource management directions from
CZI. In fact both investigations identified a need for a
national direction with scope for state, regional and local
interpretation of issues that are relevant.

New Policy Directions

The reviews of the early 2990s has lead to new initiatives
which are designed to address the vaaous coastal
management issues in a realistic poliucal environment.

The Commonwealth Coastal Pohcy

In May 1995, the Australian Commonwealth Government
released its Coastal Policy document entitled living on the

Court  Department of the Environment, Sport aad
Territories, 1995!. The range of iaitiafives that the
Commonwealth Coastal Pohcy outlines are too numerous
to sumrnarise here but there are a few policy directions that
need to be identified to highlight the changes that will be
impacting on the locaL delivery of services.

The RAC

Report �993a! caUed for aa integrated resource
management approach. The previous lack of integraaoa
across various coastal management agencies has been a
repeated claim that has hindered coastal management. The
Goals, Objectives and Guiding Principles of the
Commonwealth provide a framework that sets the National
Agenda in Coastal Management. Ia particular the policy
provides:
~ "facilitatioa of the continued development and

implementation by all spheres of govemmeat of
cooperative initiatives to deal with coastal management
issues that confront all jurisdictions; and

~ promotion of community participation ia coastal zone
matters"  Department of the Eaviroament, Sport and
Territories, 1995, p. 4!.

Commonwealth, States aad Austrahan Local Government
Association wiII be involved in the Iatergovernmeatal
Coastal Techaical Group. This will be fundamental ia the
initiative to encourage cooperatioa betweea all spheres of
govenunent to improve coastal management.

cliche concept of "think global, act local" is well
entrenched in the policy directions of the Commonwealth
Coastal Policy. It includes a number of initiatives such as a
community coastal action program which among other
things wiII:
~ provide opportumties aad resources for local

residents, volunteers, community groups and
businesses to participate in coastal management
activities such as enhancement of sustainable tourism,
recreation aad other activities;

~ database development of resources for the collecrion
and dissemination of necessary technical tnformation
to increase support For the decision-making process;
and

~ professtonal development activities that will mcrease
the skill level and knowledge of relevant govermnent
officers, resource development sector aad commuaity
groups.

These direcuons will act to encourage aad support the local
management of coastal resources through the support of
Australia's national government, The provision of
resources, informa non and training will increase the
likelihood of improved coastal management.
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Increase in Resources

Rhetoric to Reality

Victotiaa Coastal Management Act

The Australian state of Victoria's Coarse! Afanaymml Act
f995 is designed to, among other things, "provide for
cooaiinated strategic planning and management for rhe
Victorian coast,"

The Victorian coast covers 2000 kilometres and "contains

important features of ecological, geological aad scientific
interest together with landscapes of scenic, archaeological
aad cultural significance"  Birrell, 1995!. Its management is
under the control of around 160 agencies, most of whom
are Committees of Management that are appointed by the
State Government  many of these Committees of
Management are actually the rele van.t municipal
government!.

The objectives of the act are designed to:
develop plans, management systems aad coastal
strategies for resources on a sustauiable basis for
recreation, touzisra, conservation, commerce and
similar other uses;

~ protect and maintain areas of envuaamental
significance;

~ facilitate the development of facilities for recreation
aad tourism;

~ maintain aad improve coastal water quahty; and
~ improve public awareness and understanding of the

coast aad encourage public participation ia coastal
planning and management activities  Victorian Coastal
iVhaagement Act, 1995!.

A key corapoaent of the Acr is the establishment of the
Coastal aad Bay hfanagemeat Council aad Regional
Coastal Boards. The Coastal aad Bay Management Council
will have as one of its first priorities the preparation of the
state's coastal strategy, The Regional Coastal Boards will
Facilitate the regional coastal planning aad coordination
through development of Coastal Action Plans as well as act
as a forum aad provide advise on a number of coastal
issues.

The existing agencies currently involved in the
management of the coast will continue to operate bur
instead of assuming their responsibilities in a policy
vacuum they will be expected ro develop their roles with
the strategic directions of the Coastal Counal aad Regional
Boards.

%Inch of what has happened in the first half of the 1990s
has focused on the establishment of a framework for the
improvements to the management of the country' s
coastline. The state of Victoria's initiatives are a good

illustration of how the reviews aad policy statements have
been implemented.

Probably the most important element that has evolved
from the reviews aad subsequent policy development has
been the "awareness raising exercise" of coastal issues, The
coast is now on the National and State agenda. The reviews
have raised the profile oF coastal issues and provided
direction for new' resource allocations, Increased funding
from both the Commonwealth aad state governments has
assisted in the development of coastal management
initiatives at a local level, The funds for 1995-96 were
increased with a number of new irutiatives aad it is
foreshadowed that budgets for the next few years will
continue to grow. The fact that these budgets are
increasing in the public sector is contrary to many of the
trends in other government services. 'Razor Gangs" aad
budget ratioaalisation are the norm so the fact that Coast
Action funding is increasing reQects how much coastal
raanagement initiatives have raised their profile.

Coastal aad Bay Management Council

The Victorian Coa tal aad Bay Maaapprneat Council was
established in August 1995. The Council comprises six
community representatives with expertise in conservation,
tourism, recreation, commerce, indigenous people' s
interests and community affairs, one local governmeat
representative and three State Government representatives.
Its first main function is the establishment of the state' s

coastal strategy.

Although it is too early to deterraine, one hopeful outcome
of rhe coastal strategy is assistance to local coasta1
raanagemeat. In the past the Committees of Management
have had little, if no, direction in their day to day
management decisions. The strategic plan may provide the
management outcomes which should be the focus for the
Committees ot Management's local coastal plans.

Committees of Management

Comraittees of Management remain as the main
management authoaty for coastal areas in Victoria, but
there have been a number of changes that are generating
improvements to management praclice.

Within Victoria there has

been a ratioaalisafioa of the nuiaber of local government
authorities from over 200 municipalities to just 78. This
has had an impact on coastal maaageraent because in a
number ot areas rhe local municipal council is the
desigaared Committee of Afaaagemear. Ia some areas the
reduction of local murucipalities has led to the
raiionalisarion of the committees of management and also
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In a

Coast Action Program

Information and Awareness

led to the local council replacing existing community based
Committees of Management. The consolidafion of the
management to the local government sector has hdped to
increase the professionalism and general resource base that
can be aHocated to coastal management issues. Some
people have suggested that the changes to local
government will eventually lead to the local councils being
designated as the Committees of Managetnent across the
state but it will be some time, if ever, before this happens.

number of areas there has been an amalgamation of the
small existing committees to form larger and more efficient
committees.

The rational for amalgaxa sting the Commtttees of
bfanagement is based ou the introduction of some
economies of scale aad widening the resource base. The
evolution of a xaore regionaL perspective through this
amalgamation has encouraged greater cooperation and
sharing of resources.

The Coast Action Program is a Victozian initiative to
support locally based agencies to undertake coastal
improvement activities, In L995-96 $340,000 has been
aHocated to 72 different foreshore projects and this is likely
to double tn 1996-97 financiaL year. The grants made to
local groups range to several thousand dollars to less than
$10,000.

Many of the groups who have been funded through this
program include community-based agencies such as
"Friends of ..." groups, local government and Conunittees
Of ICgement. ThiS type Of finanCial Support enCOurageS
community groups to undertake acnvtties that capitalise on
the energy of volunteers and helps to raise awareness of
coastal issues. The tvpes of projects that have received
support include environment protection and improvement
pxojects and recreation developxnent projects.

The state Department of Natuxal
Resources and Environment has aHocated funds to employ
"on ground coordinators" to work wtth community groups
and Committees of Management, These people have a role
of offering technical advice and support for projects to be
developed. Through working with the local groups there is
the potential to tap into the resource base of volunteers as
well as to get projects developed within national, state and
regional pohcy directions.

One of the iaitiatives within the Victorian Coatta!
Alanagtnttnt Art 1995 is to 'raise awareness and
understanding of the coast,

manage but is essential in raising awareness is to encourage
people to talk to friends, colleagues, etc. about issues of the
day. At the community level the range of local projects
supported through the Coast Action Program has helped to
address and raise issues of concern. It is a logical
conclusion that many of the people who are involved in the
Coastal Action Projects and the people who work with
Department of Natural Resources and Environment's
coastal coordinators are having their awareness of issues
raised. Although dus is not necessaxily raising the coastaL
profile thro~ the mass media, it is raising the awareness
and increasing the information base for key decision
makers,

In the past there has been
very httle opportunity to share infoxxnation and experiences
regarding coastal management. Recently, forums have been
presented to assist individuals involved in coastal
Committees of Management to share their experiences and
to discuss how they are addressing different issues. The
success of these events and the goodwiH that is being
generated among groups will encourage more information
sharing and networking among groups and individuals
involved in coastal issues.

Commurury Involvement in Management Decisions

The number of people directly involved in coastal
management has decreased due to the amalgamation of
local government and rationalisation of community based
Commtttees of Management, However, the opportunities
for comxnunity input to coastal management issues is likely
to increase due to a commitment to have tnore community
involvement.

The Coast Action Program has provided support for
"Friends of...coast groups" which will encourage more
people to be mvolved in local coast development activities.

Current Committees of Management also seem to be
couunitted to increase their dialogue with vaxious coast
based groups such as surf life saving clubs, board riders
clubs, etc, The amalgamation of councils and coastal
Committees of Management has provided them with the
resources to be able to maintain a better relationship with
commututy groups.

Understanding the Developments

The lessons to be learned from Victorta's coastal
management initiatives need to be placed into a context so
others involved in coastal management issues can leam
from what is happening.
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Community Development

Conclusion

References
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5.

It appears that the intention of the new coastal
management approach is the implementation of "integrated
resource management" as outlined in the Coastal Zone
Inqttiry and the Li tn~g on the Coast docuxnents. An
interpretation of the process based on coinmunity
development principles provides a context that can be
easily interpreted in a variety of other settings to address
coastal management challenges.

ihfuch of what is happening in the development of coastal
management in Victoria can be placed into the context of
community development, Coinmunity development is a
process of social action in which people organise
themselves and take action that wiII address issues that are
ixnpoxtant to them with a minimum reliance on outside
resources  Hochman, 1986!. Although the content of the
different reviews have not specifically embraced the
concept of community development there are features
from this type of process that is leading to the success of
the actions along Victoria's coast.

%'ard �986! indicated that thexe are five steps to the
conununity development process;
1. ' . The reviews and studies

of the early 1990's have helped to do dus on a state
and national leveL Local initiatives are helping this to
happen at the local level.

This process has
been happening subsequent to the reviews as local
groups and government reflect on the issues that are
important to them. Within Victoria the amalgamation
of local councils and the rationalisation of some of the
existing coastal Committees of iklanagement have
assisted them to learn about the issues and identify
how to proceed with their coastal xnanagement tasks,

This is the current level of
development in Victoria The National direction has
been established through the living on the Coast policy
document. The state directions and plans will be
implemented soon through the Strategy Plan from the
Coastal and Bay Maiiagement Council, Subsequent to
this, it is expected that the Regional Coastal Boards
and the specific coastal Committees of isfanagement
will prepare their coastal plans for implementation.

! aild
It is too early for the

ixnpacts of this to be recognised but there does appear
to be the poteilnal for this to happen as the coastal
management developments are implemented across
the state. There is a commitment for ongomg
monitonng and evaluatioil provided the coast remains
on the vational and State agenda.

The role of the "on-ground coordinators" is another aspect
that reinforces the mechanisms of coinmunity
development. A worker operating with community
development strategies functions as a facilitator who
advises and encourages conununity action without actually
implementing the speci&c actions themselves. The use of
these workers is not essential but it does assist in helping
the local groups to develop and implement actions that fit
within the wider national and state objectives,

lt is encouraging to see the enthusiasm and optimism in
which individuals involved in coastal management issues
are embracing the new challenges. The answer to the
question of "axe the reviews leading to actions?" is a
resounding yes. Although much of what is being developed
is moving slowly and the new pxograms are being expanded
at a cautious rate, there is real progress in what is being
developed. The increase in awareness and the funds that
are being targeted towards coastal issues are having an
impact and are influencing the service delivery at the local
level. There have been a number of signi6cant actions since
the reviews of the early 1990s,

The keys of success that need to be considered as others
try to leam from what Australia and Victoria are trying to
do can be summaxised by the following points:
~ provide a national and state level policy guide that can

be implemented at a local level;
~ encourage local and commututy input to address local

and regional issues that fit within the broad policy
directions;

~ encourage a comxnututy development process so the
actions that are being implemented are "owned" by
those who will feel the impact of the actions; and

~ provide adequate resources over a sufficient period of
time so new initiatives can be put mto operation and
become the new methods by which services are
managed and delivered.
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George H. Stankey
Prop/e and Natura/ Resources Program  United Slates!

Roger N. Clark
Peopk and ¹t»ra/ Reso»tres Pro nrrn  United States!

Abstrsc't: Knosvtedge of thr nrrrnber, brats'on, and condiion
of sites for tonnsnr and recreation purposes carr arrist nranagers
and p/an»err i» identifying a/tmratises and coal»ating the
conseqsrences of othrr rrsourre aides i» drveloprng strategies to
prevent or rnitsgate»ndcrirahk r'nrpacts, rvhs/e tak'rng advantage of
positise changes to provide a nrnge of desr'nrb/e p»bh'c herrefits. A
generr'c prob/sr» confronts'ng p/anners and rnanagrs in many arras
ss that many of these potentia/ sstes arr tv/de/y dispersed over /arge
areas, ma/esng fse/d inventorres expenri�v. More prob/ernatic,
horvever, is the lack of a frarnervork that identrfres the key
attributes and condits'ons of ss'tes that make them vatuab/e for
tourisnr and recreation. This paper notes a care st»dy i»»hich
the uts/s'potion of the correct deer'onrnaking frarnervork rvou/d hase
facr'/stated the dere/op»sent and change of the Lake /tachess arrra
in the Cascade Rarrge east of Seattle, IKa'hrngton.

Xeywordss p/a»ning franrenrork, decrsionrnaking vcrnab/es,
/i»sits of umptab/e change

Introduction

A. number of years ago, we published a monograph
entitled The Recreats'on Oppornrnity Spectrunrr A Frarnesvork
for Pkrnning, /sr/a»ager»cut, and Research  Clark and Stankey,
1979!, As we were completing the hnal version of the
paper, we found ourselves struggling for a way to
communicate to readers a sense of the kinds of
problems with which the recreahon opportunity
spectrum was intended to deal. We settled on a short
preface that sketched out the history of development
and change around the Lake Kachess area in the
Cascade Range east of Seattle, Washington, The preface
described how, over about 75 years, the area had
evolved from a remote and primitive setting to one
characterized by modern, intensive development. Once
used by only a few, today the area supports very high
use levels. Yet, over this period of change, it was our
contention that visitors to Lake Kachess were happy
with what they found.

Our paper went on to point out that many of the
changes that had occurred at Lake Kachess had been
the result of managerial responses to emeryng
problems. I<lore visitors led managers to establish

more sites; increased use levels led to increased resource
impacts, so various engineering and hardening actions were
undertaken. When sanitation problems were imminent, 6rst
pit toilets, then vault toilets were installed. And so on, But
again, with each management response, new people amved,
happy with what they found.

Lake Kachess, we suggested, reQected an example of what has
been described as the "tyranny of small decisions." The
transformation of the area from a httle-used, primitive
recreation venue to an intensively used and developed location
did not occur overnight, but in "small" increments; a change
here, a change there; some purposeful, others not; some within
the control of area managers, others imposed externally.
Collectively, however, they constituted a substantial shift in the
kind of place Lake Kachess offered recreationists.

The story of Lake Kachess has its analogue in coastal and
marine tourism management, Kuta Beach in Bali or Waikiki in
Hawaii reveal a similar evolution in the kind of opportunity
provided and the type of tourists served. The speed with
which such ~s unfold and the extreme dif6culty  if not
impossibility! of reversing them means that it is important that
we have a capacity to think about and to appropriately frame
issues, possibilities, and implications in such a manner so as to
nunltmize the hkelihcrod of undesirable change while
maximizing the likelihood of desirable and thoughtful change.
To what experience and criteria might we turn to in striving to
develop a framework to help us achieve such ends?

Are the settings offered at Lake Kachess, Kuta Beach, or
Waikiki today the "right" ones? Do they represent what
should have been provided? Or, did somewhere along the way
we lose a more valuable setttng? Or, further still, is tbe "best"
setting yet to come?

Obviously, these are problematic questions. There are no right
or wrong answers to them. However, what we do know is that
the changes at Lake Kachess, Kuta Beach, or Waikiki bene6ted
some visitors, were irrelevant to others, and were the reason
why others decided to no longer return. In short, each change
bene6ted some and penalized others. But as above, typically
such changes simply "happened"; that is, they were not the
result of an explicit, deliberate, and conscious action but rather
simply reactions to problems.

Frameworks for "Wicked Problems"

In our combined 50 years in outdoor recreation research, we
have become increasingly convinced that one of the most
important contttbutsons we and our colleagues can make to
managers and policy~kers is the development of conceptual
frameworks within which the kinds of issues embodied m the
Lake Kachess example can be approached. Notice we do not
sav "solved"; solved seems to imply that somewhere out there
exist "right" answers. However, few of these kinds of issues
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have "right" answers; in fact, typically there are many
possible "right" answers. Problems of dus character
have been descxibed as "wicked"; i.e., " 'wicked' in a

xneaaing akin to that of 'malignanY  in contrast to
'benign'! or 'vicious'  like a circle! or 'tricky'  like a
leprechaun! or 'aggressive'  like a lion, in contrast to the
docility of a lamb!, We do aot mean to imply malicious
intea Y'  Rittel aad Webber, 1973!.

Wicked problems are common in the natural resource
Beld including recreation and tourism managexnent, In
part, this is because of the fundamental quality of what
makes a problem "wicked" in the first place. For
example, as we consider the problem of identifying the
"right" kind of setting for Lake Kachess today, it makes
a great deal of difference xf we consider outdoor
recreation demand and supply only within the central
Washington Cascades, versus the state of Washington,
versus the Pacific northwest region, and so on. What
is the appropriate scale our analysis should irrclude?
Here we encounter a fundamental charactenstic of a
wicked problem; it has no "stopping rule," no clear
bounds to the problexn and tts analysis  Allen and
Gould, 1986!. And aay choice of bounds or limits can
be criticized, from one perspective or another, as
favoring some kind of outcome.

A framework, the dictionary tells us, is "a structure for
supporting or endosing something else, especially a
skeletal support used as the basis for somettung being
constructed; it is a fundamental structure, as for a
written work or a system of ideas," Frameworks, as we
use the term, provide a "mental scaffold" that provides
a way of thinking abnnx pxnhknxx, they help us "frame" the
issue, consider alternatives, understand relationships,
and consider imphcations. They help us think about
alternative ways in which pxoblems can be stated, of
who xnight be affected by decisxons, and of unportant
links with other actors, events, and xnstitufions. Finally,
frameworks operate to help make explrcit the
assumptions under which oux actions are undertaken.

To illustrate the role of frameworks, we tuxn to the
substantive issue of how tourism might be better
integrated with environmental protection, This is a
recurring issue in discussions about touasm
development around the world  including discussions at
this Congress! and provides a setting in wfrich the
question can be considered as to how a useful
framework might be developed.

Key Characteristics of Flanning
Frameworks

We would argue that any effective framework must
accommodate three key characteristics of an issue such

as integrating tounsm and environmental protection. These
include:

~ The interface between tourism and envirorunental
protection ultixnately involves trade-offs among
competing socio-cultural values  e,g., there are trade-offs
between the provision of economic benefits to local
commuartxes and the protection of bio-diversity!;

~ Complex, interdisciplinary, and "wicked" problems cannot
be resolved through simple, reductioni st, or linear
approaches; and
Because decisions ultimately involve the exercise of social
choice, planning decisions and implementation processes
must accommodate the full range of stakeholders.

The core idea embodied ia the three points above is that
natural resource management in general, and tourism
management in particular, are socio-political activitxes; they
involve the production and distribution of differing sets of
values and an associated differential distribution of who
benefits and who pays. Some values are readily measurable in
semngs such as the marketplace; others are extremely difficult
to define and xneasure, but nonetheless are just as -real," All
decisions or choices involve beaefits; all involve costs.
Working through this extraordinarily complex algonthm
requires innovative and integrative approaches; traditional ways
of "doing business" are simply inadequate.

Such aspects became apparent to us as we developed the
Recreation Opportuntty Spectrum concept. They also have
been kev ideas in developing a framework within which the
generic problem of establishing an appropriate relationship
between recreatxon and tourism use and associated
environmental impact has been addressed. Both recreatxon
and touasm managers have long been concerned with this
latter issue. The question of "how xnuch use is too much use?"
has hkely occupied as much attention among managers,
researchers, and pohcymakers over the past 30 years as aay
other single issue. Typically, the concept of carrying capacity"
has been tabled as the framework within which such a question
can be addressed. Ho~ever, for a variety of reasons which
reach beyond the purpose of this paper, the carrying capacity
idea has proved largely ineffective in helping develop policies
f' or xnitigating the relationship of use and impact  despite a
history of research that transcends 30 years and over 2,000
publica tionsf!,

The Importance of Asking the Right Questions

It is not too much to ask why this is so. We would suggest
that, Brst of all, the answer rests in the nature of the underlying
question. That is, the question of "how much use is too much
use?" presumes a determinable answer, However, what we
have found, and which in a sense is the expexxence revealed in
the Lake Kachess example, is that most areas have a variety of
capacities, Dependxng upon what kind of objecuves and
experiences are unportant, the resultanr answer can vary
consrdexably.
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Thus how the question is framed is crucial. Getting the
question tight is the first and perhaps most crucial step
in developing means of coping, in short, if we don't ask
the right question, it is virtually impossible to get the
right answer  Clark and Stankey, 1991!. Aad in
considering the importance of getting the question
right, it quiddy becomes apparent that the question of
who gets to participate in framing the question s! is
equally significaat. People from different experiences,
backgrounds, and perspectives wiH identify different
questions, Thus, the nature of the forums in which
questions are identified is critical; veaues that are
"closed" to participation, either through deliberate
restrictions, oversight, or through subtle restxictioas on
the nature of participation  e,g,, only written input, with
supporting data, is considered! effectively constrain the
question formu4tion stage. In our example here, it was
only when we began to think of the issue  ie., the
relationship of recreation/tourism use to environmental
impact! as a socio-political problem, iavolving decisions
and choices affecting the aHocation and distribution of
values and pubhc access to resources, as opposed to a
biological problem, that we began to see that new
approaches to fraxning the basic question and,
accordingly, the most appropriate approach to problem
resolution, would be required.

"No Choice" is Not a Choice

Because recreation/tourisxn sites possess a variety of
capacities, by implication; a variety of choices exist as to
what kind of activities, opportunities, and experiences
might be provided at a given location. Any given
choice will facilitate and favor some while
disadvantaging others. Each choice will lead to a
differing stream of consequences aad iinplications.
Moreover, any choice  inc!uding "no decision" ! will
lead to chaage because we are dealing both with
dynamic ecological aad social systems, the idea that we
can maintain the rraras qxax is not possible,

The basic point is that choices are necessary aad
inevitable and those choices produce consequences and
ixnphcatioas. hfost importantly, the judgments
exercised in making those choices will reflect the values
of those who participate in making the decisions.
However, the consequences of those choices often
reach far beyond the limited circle of decisionmakers;
the failure to consult with and involve those affected by
decisions xaeans the ability to ixnplexaent successfully
such decisions is increasingly probleinatic, Thus, for a
process to be sustainable  i.e., implexneatable!, it is
necessary that the processes through which choices are
made must integrate the perspectives and values of a
wide range of stakeholders  Lang, '1 990!.

Choices Need to be Informed

It is also necessaxy that the process be informed. By this, we
mean that it takes into account the best available knowledge.
In the case of developing a framework for resolving conflicts
between recreation/tourism use and eavironmentaI protection,
it was important that a solid understanding of the relationship
between use and impact exist; in what ways aad amounts did
environmental condtttons change in response to diffexing
types, amounts, and distributions of use? A substantial
literature on this issue has emerged over the years and this
provided a sound base from which to work, However, such
relationships are highly idiosyncratic and site-specific. Thus,
we also supplemented our understanding of this relationship
with the knowledge and observations held by people who
hved, worked, aad played in these settings, In short, we
acknowledged that there are a variety of ways of "knowing"
and this informal  experiential or indigenous! knowledge was
crucial to building a comprehensive understanding.

By opening up the process to such knowledge, two important
benefits were gained. First, it helped encourage "mutual
leaxaing" among aU the participants: researchers, managers,
and citizens. Each came to uaderstand that others held
important knowledge aad that they could learn from one
another. bonicaHy, scientists, who were at least initially most
reluctant to accept this precept, found that the more open
approach led to an increased appreciation on the part of
citizens about their specialized knowledge and a heightened
level of legitimacy about that knowledge, Second, tt sexved to
create a sense of understanding and support among various
stakeholders, thereby mcreasiag the likelihood that decisions
would enjoy political support aad that science underlying the
decision would, in fact, be used.

The Limits of Acceptable Change Framework

From these fundarneatal qualities of a framework came the
idea of the Limits of Acceptable Change  LAC! as a framework
for exaxnixung the relationship between recreation use and
environmental impact  Stankey et al., 1985!. It addressed the
kinds of questions with which many had long struggled using
the carrying capacity model. However, the LAC was grounded
in a fuadamentaHy different question; rather than askiag "how
much use is too much use," it asked "what conditions do we
desire?" Such a question acknowledged both the idea that we
faced social choices as well as the inevitability of change. It
also shifted attention away from a focus on inputs  e.g.,
amounts or types of use! to a focus on outputs  i.e., the
conditions that we sought to maintain or achieve!.

lt did this by joming the technical planning process  one with
which most managers and planners were familiar and
coxnfortable! with a socio-poEtical process as a means of
identifying the objectives that the plaaniag effort ultimately
sought to achieve as well as building the political consensus
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Conclusion
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they aII share certain basic qualifies. These include:

1. They provide a systematic, traceable set of
procedures. Simply put, they are visible and
replicable, with underlying assumpnons and
rationale specified.

2. They utilize the best available knowtedge, from
whomever holds it, Again, in short, they "value
knowledge, not who holds it"  FEXIAT, 1993!.
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demands, and knowledge. They reject a "black box"
approach to planning.

4. They recognize the fundamental socio-political nature of
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5, They are on-going, non-linear, and inclusive of the full
range of interests. In such frameworks, planning is seen
as a iterative process, where the relationship between
knowledge and values is constantly undergoing change.

As we suggested at the outset, frameworks provide a necessary
structure within which scientific knowledge, public values,
institutional considerations, economic factors, and other
decisionmaking variables can be placed, connected, and tested.
Given that alternative choices always exist, frameworks should
facilitate a thoughtful presentation and discussion of the
different consequences and implications associated wtth
different decisions and actions. They are also useful in testing
the significance of alternative assumpfions about such things as
future demand and supply, shifts in pubhc policy, costs, and so
forth. They help create a visible and traceable record of how
and why decisions have-been taken  and others rejected!,
making it possible to reconstruct the rationale for previous
actions and to determine whether earlier decisions should be

revisited.
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Decisions that are purely reactionary are undertaken, often
with little understanding of the long-term consequences
associated with them, And with such decisions comes an
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every step to prevent from occurring,
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AbSttaCrt Iir Hanaii, permrtS are part Of a broader reguktery
frameruork that iiicludis state statutes, state administratirre iuks and
county ordinances, and the issuance of citations for uiolatr'ons of
regukdons. The current permit structure that relates to oceaii access is
multiyurisdictional The associated complexity makes it kgicult for
commercial operatorr, nho are required to obtain these permits, to
comprehend and comply. This ri�t natio har resulted i n confusion in
the market place, and has caused the pubbc, the commercial ocean
recrearion businesses, and the regulatoryagencies considerabk concenr.

This paper ercami net Haroaii 's eguktory structure from the
pmpectioe of perrnr't requirements for commercial ocean recreation
access to the nsornm The obfedims of the analyst's arr: 1! to ieoierv
and summari@ the major types of permits issued by key state and
coiinty agencies in Haruaii, and 2! to clarify the decision processes for
obtaining these perrni'ts This xrork establishes the basis for
forrnukrting a regulatory regime nrhich srmphfres escisting cnmpkscity
and ekeinates confusion for a more +icient peirm'tting process.

This ana/yris is based on a series of free facilitated rrorksbops
inooleing 17 state and county ieguhstoiy agencies, at ruhich permit
procedures uvre rerieroed and methods toimproee the reguhstoiyprocess
ruere discussed. This nrork nasi nitrated after seruralyears of receiorng
an i ncrearing number of requests fro m commercial ocean recreation
businesses for clarification on the types f opermits required to operate
tegallyin the state of Haruaii and the sequence in nrhich these perrets
needed to be obtained,

Eeywordst Has aii, commercial ocean recreation, permittirig
process, regiilatory strricture jurisdiction

Background

system, has been a major problem m managiag commercial
ocean recreation tn Hawaii. Latez assessments  Clark and
MacDonald, 1991; Hawaii Ocean and Marine Resources

Council, 1991! confizmed this eadier fiading,

Hawaii's ocean recreation industry has seen phenomenal
growth in the past ten years, generatmg annual revenues of
$128 million in 1981, $269 million in 1986 and $560 million
in 1990  llfacDoaald and Markrich, 1992; MacDonald and
Deese, 1995 � Appendix C!. Annual revenues of neazly
$750 million and $800 million have been projected
respectively for 1995  MacDonald and Markzich, 1992! and
1988  MacDonald et al., 1995!. In general, the econoiaic
value and impact of this industry are well documented  also
Mazkach, 1993!. Additionally, the coauaercial ocean
recreation industry is an ixaportant component of the
hfestyle of Hawaii's residents, as it includes compebtive
events and spectator attractions such as canoe, kayak and
vacht racing, surfing contests, ocean swims, fishing
tournaments, etc,

For several years, the Ocean Resources Branch  ORB! of
the State of Haviaii's Department of Business, Ecoaoiaic
Development and Tourism  DBEDT! received aa
increasing number of requests fzoxa commerctal oceaa
recreation businesses for claxificatioa on the types of
permits required to operate IegaHy in the state of Hawaii
and the sequence in which these permits needed to be
obtained. To address these concerns, ORB began
researdung the requirements necessary to obtain these
perauts, at which time tt became apparent that there were
numerous problexns with the process of pezmit application
and issuance. 'Nese problems arose from a highly complex
regulatory structure in need of better integration, oae that
was largely multi-jurisdictional ia nature and lacked clear
and concise guidelines to lead a pzospecave permittee
unambiguously through the process.

Regulatory Structure

Commercial ocean recreation activities in Hawaii occur ou
ahaost all islands, These types of activities range from
renting masks, fins aad snorkels or beach mats to selhng
catamaran xides, canoeing lessons or a host of other
activities based off of state and county public lands and
waters. Access to the ~ster is gained through state harbor
Facilities and boat ramps, county or state beach parks or
across state conservation lands  all lands seaward of the
high wash of the waves!.

Since 1987, when the Governor's Task Force on Ocean
Resources Touxism Development was established to review
issues surrounding the ocean recreaaoa industry
 Governor's Ocean Resources Tourism Development Task
Force, 1988; ~IacDonald aad Corbin, 1989!, confusion
about the regulatory framework, parncularly the permit

Depeadmg on the type of commercial activity occuraag
aad the place of origin, both state and county permits may
be required. A brief summary of the regulatory structure,
as constituted by the respective agencies' jurisdictions aad
their most relevant functions, is de seabed below:
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State of Hawaii

Certain

Violations o fDe

Counties

comznercial activities occuzring out of small boat harbors,
boat launch ramps or on the waters of the state are
regulated by the Division of Boating and Ocean Recreation
 DOBOR!.

Ail commercial activities originating out of state parks are
permitted by the State Parks Division .

All commercial activities occurring on or crossing state
conservation lands are regulated by the Land ilfanagement
Division  LAID!.

Some comznercial activities in speci6cally designated
Marine Life Conservation Districts  marine parks! are
regulated by the Division of Aquatic Resources  DAR!.

Enforcement for violation of state regulations or permits is
carried out by the Division of Conservation and Resources
Enforceinent  DOCARE!. The State Marine Patrol was
transferred to DOCARE in July 1996 from the
Department of Public Safety, DOCARE is now
responsible for enforcing aII state boating and ocean
recreation regulations.

commercial harbors under the jurisdiction of the DOT
Harbors Division  DOT-Harbors! support commezcial
ocean recreation activities. DOT-Harbors issues permits
for these activities. On Oahu, both Honolulu Harbor and
Kewalo Basin support major commercial ocean recreation
activity. On the neighbor islands, nunimal conunercial
ocean recreation activity is based out of coznmercial
harbors.

state regulations or permits are prosecuted by this
department. AG representation was a necessary
component of the facihtated workshop process, to assist in
clarification of regulatory authority,

Hawaii's Coastal Zone

Management  CZM! Program works in partnership with
the counties by placing special controls on developments
along the shoreline. These shoreline controls are exercised
in designated areas called "special management areas"
 SHIA!. Each county determines whether oz not a
commercial ocean recreation activity is considered a
development, thus requiring a permit in the SM.'t. The
CZM Program was transferred to DBEDT in July 1996.

In Hawaii there are four counties: the City and Countv of
Honolulu, Hawaii County, iilatu County  inclusive of the

islands of Maui, Molokai, Lanai and Kahoolawe! and Kauai
County  inclusive of the islands of Kauai and Nuhau!.

and Kauai, the Planning Departments work in partnership
with the state CZM Program to administer Hawaii's CZM
Law through SMA designation and to provide permit
reviews. On Oahu, the City and County of Honolulu's
Department of Land Utilization  DLU! works with the
CZM program in this capacity.

In the City and
County of Honolulu as well as the counties of Hawaii and
Maui, the Deparuuents of Parks and Recreation may
require permits for commercial acuvities occurnng
county parks. In Kauai County, permit authority foz
commercial activities in county parks rests with the
Planning Department.

Froviding for Interagency Cooperation

In 1992, the Coastal and Ocean Management Policy
A.dvisory Group  COMPAG! was established by then
Governor John Waihee to provide oversight for
implementation of the Hawaii Ocean Resources
hfanagement Plan and to provide input to Hawaii's Coastal
Zone Management Program, Meinbership in COMPAG
was coinpzised of the directors or designated
representatives of aII state and county agencies with
programmatic interest in coastal and ocean affairs. ORB
represented DBEDT on the COMPAG, presented the
regulatory concerns expressed by businesses regarding
ocean access and permit requirements, and proposed a
series of actions to help clarify and possibly streamline how
pezznits were issued. The proposed actions are listed
below.

Review and summarize the types of jurisdictions that
exist and identify all state and county agencies that
issue permits for ocean access,
Outline, as examples, some of the problems that mist
in obtaining permits.
Obtain approvals from heads of all appropriate
agencies to have key staff participate in a group
process to rectify problems and increase effectiveness
and efficiency of the permit system.
Conduct a sezies of facilitated workshops to formulate
options for a more coordinated and comprehensive
permit system.
Present Gndings and options to the COi~IPAG For
collective review and approval.
Formalize an integrated peznut process that is agreed
to by all respective state and countv interests, that
addresses all regulatory requizeznents and that meets
the needs of the agencies and businesses alike.
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7, Work with the regulatory agencies to better intorm
ocean recreation businesses of the permit
requirements and application process.

Clarifying the Permit Process

With concurrence of the COM'AG, ORB invited
representatives from each of the agencies listed above to
participate in a series of five facilitated workshops duxing
1992. The significance of the workshops was evidenced
from the beginning by the commitments each agency gave
to participating. For the Iizst time ever, all 17 state and
county regulatory agencies involved in issuing perxnits for
commercial ocean recreation activities were discussing the
process with each other. This alone accomplished much to
open lines of comxnunication that had not otherwise
existed.

From the onset, it became apparent that so many different
variables existed in determining when a permit was needed
and what dered its issuance, that a great portion of each
meeting was taken up having each agency defme its permit
policies and procedures for the rest of the group. To lay
the foundation for analysis, representatives were given
standardized matxices on which to record their perxnit
requirements. Representatives were asked to work closely
with their agencies to obtain full concurrence on the
information they provided. Often, if a state agency had
multiple ofixces and issued permits in more than one
county, this meant meeting with representatives from each
ofhce to obtain the complete picture. In several cases, it
was reported back that the saxne state agency had been
processing the permit differently in each county, as
different offices of the agency were not all using the same
forms or criteria for issuance.

Having the participants work through the matrices with
their agencies and obtain consensus had two important
outcomes; 1! it encouraged each agency to work towards a
standardized methodology for issumg permits in cases
where such did not exist, and 2! it enabled each agency to
devdop dearer pohcies on why and how they issued
permits. Even in cases where policy was thought to be
consistent, the sharing of situations between the regulatory
authoriries often resulted in an agency realizing it had never
had to deal with a type of situation before and would need
to rethink its policy to include the newly introduced
variables.

"Commercial Ocean Recreation" De6ned

In the process of each agency rexieumg how and whv they
issued permits and more clearly axticulaung their pohcies
for the zest of the group, it became obvious that even how

commercial ocean recrearion was de6ned varied from

agency to agency, Throughout the series of meetings, the
following dehaition of commercial ocean recreation was
crafted and redrafted until it met with the entire group's
approval.

~ "Commercial ocean recreation" is defined as the
utilization of ocean resources for ocean recreation-
related acrivities or services, where the person
reCeiveS COmpenSatiOn fOr the aCtivitieS Or Seriices,
except for the transport of commodities and
passengers under Public Utilities Coxnnus sion
 PUC! license for international or interstate
commerce.

~ "Ocean resources" indude but are not limited to the

submerged lands, beaches, shozeline, hving
resources or water surface or column or any other
designated area.

~ "Ocean recreation-related activities or services"
include but are not limited to those activities or
services designed for profit such as: a! exchange,
buying or selhng coxnxnodities, or rental of
equipment; b! providing of services  vessel, charters,
diving, food service operations, and/or guided
touzs, etc,!; and c! utilizing ocean resources  access,
livery and! or other designated use, etc.!.
"Person" includes but is not limited to an individual,
6zm, partnership, corporation, trust, association,
joint venture, organization, institution, or any other
legal entity.

~ "Compensation" includes but is not limited to
monetary fee or in-kind services, e.g. exchange of
services.

Of note, this definition was used recently by the Maui
County Planning Department as the basis to draft new
rules for issuing permits for commercial ocean recreation
activities in county parks.

Outcomes of Analysis

Permit Types

Pernuts required for ocean recreation businesses are
classihed into two broad categories based on whether the
activity to be permitted occurs in the ocean oz on land. If
access to the ocean is through a state facility, only state
permits are involved; if access includes crossing pubhc
lands, both state and county permits may be required. In
all there ate 4G major permit types based on the
classilication scheme erected, plus numerous minor ones,
that control commercial ocean recreation busmesses
operating from state and county lands and on state waters.
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The following tables were developed for activxtxes. If a
business is considering a structure or development, a whole
set of other permits may be required  e.g., construction
permits, grading permits, Uiuted States Army Corps of
Engineers permits, etc.!, Additional consideration must be
given to compliance with Chapter 343, Hawaii Revised
Statutes, in meeting the requirements for an environmental
assessment or an environmental impact statement,

Table I provides an overview of the major gyes of state
permits required for operating on the ocean or accessing
the ocean through a state harbor or boat launch facility.
Table 2 provides details of just the commercial use permits
required for state harbor facilities, slips and boat ramps.
Similar xnatxices summarizing the details of the other ocean
pexxxut hoes have been prepared as wdl but are not
presented.

Table 3 provides an overview of the major types of state
and county permits required for operating from the land.
Permits particular to Hawaii County are provided as an
example of county requirements. Related, and in some
cases additional types of permits exist for Maui and Kauai
Counties and the City and County of Honolulu. Table 4
provides just the details of the ShiA permits issued by
Hawaii County, Simibr matrices summarizing the details
of other permit types listed in Table 3 have been prepared
as well but are not presented.

Permit Process

Diagrams outlining the decision process for obtaining a
commercial orean recreation permit from the State and
Hawaii County, are depicted respectively in Figures I
and 2, Hawaii County is chosen as an example because of
the relative sxmphcity of its process. The processes for
Maui County and the City and County of Honolulu are
much xnore complex by comparison. In aII counties,
determination of whether or not a commercial ocean
recreation activity is appropriate is based first on zoning
district designation. If the activity proposed is in an
mappropriate zone, the activity will be denied and no
county permits will be issued.

For the purposes of graphic presentation in Figure 2,
zoning determinations are shown as preceding SPA
determinations. Under state CZM law, if an activity is
"development" within an SM.%, the ShiIA must precede
other permits. However, whether zoning and Sic&
determination are processed sexiallv or concurrenrh
depends upon the practice of each county. If the activity is
"development" in an Siifh, the county SMA determination
inusr precede any state permitting. If not, county zoning
will still apply, but any state pernutting can proceed
independendy without waiting for rhe county zoning
determination.

Depending on the type of commercial activity proposed
and where the activity originates  e.g., off a beach, out of a
harbor!, it can take from a few months to several years and
a significant financial investment to obtain the necessary
permits. These up-front costs  time and money! relate to
permit application, while additional expenses may be
incurred once the permit is obtained. These expenses can
be $900 per lear fox' a City and County of Honolulu Parks
and Recreation permit to over 2'/0 of a company's annual
gross revenues for some state DOBOR pexmits  see also
Table 2!.

Status and Conclusions

The workshops led to general agreement on the basic
process For obtaining permits and the sequence in which
they needed to be obtained. Single points of contact for all
permits were identified; DLNR-DOBOR for state permits
and the Planning Deparnnents for the counties of Kauax,
lifaui, and Hawaii, or the Department of Land Utilization
for the City and County of Honolulu. This does not mean
that these agencies would be the only ones to issue permits.
However, it does defme a starting point and a place for
businesses to go for information about which pexmits are
needed.

The opportunity to formally institutionalize this basic
process within DLNR has been delayed due to the major
review and revisions being made to that agency's
conservadon distxict use regulations and application
process. After several years, this situadon still is not
completely resolved.

Standardization of permit processing procedures in each
agency led ro administrative homogeneity and greater
consistency in implementation. Asking each agency to
develop clear policies on why and how it issued permits has
clarified ambiguities regarchng when a pernut is needed.
These actions have resulted in less confusion among the
commercial ocean recreation businesses and the regulatory
agencies.

Although the workshops achieved clarity of process as
represented by Figures I and 2, srreamlixiing or
simplification to achieve greater efficiency in the issuance
of comxnercial ocean recreation permits is yer to be
achieved, This wiII require further agreemenr among all
agencies involved, Resumption of these workshops for
thar purpose is highly desirable. It would aiso seem
appropriate for such a group to evaluate the apparent lack
of cohesive state policy on commercial ocean recreatxon,
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Table 1. Overview of major state permit types for ocean recreation businesses operating in the ocean. Acronyms are
explained m the text.

CONTACT AGENCYAREA Ocean
DLNR-DOBOR  for small boat
harbors!

State harbor facilities, slips and
boat ramps I see Table 2 for details]

DOT-Harbors  for commercial
harbors!

iDOBOR permits
+No controlled ocean sports

DLNR-DQBOR

~ Special commercial operating area
permit for controlled ocean sports

DLNR-DOBORDesignated ocean recreation
management areas

Marine life conservation districts
 MLCD!

DLNR-DOBOR w/DAR

DLNR.-DOBOROcean waters events

DLNR-DOBOR w/concurrence of
DOT-Harbors

Controgcd ocean sports arc: thrillcraft, parasailing operations, commercial water sledding and high speed motorized
vessels

i Depending on where the activity occurs, rclatcd land-based permits  c.g. County Parks permit, SMA permit, etc.! roust
also be obtamed.

Non-designated ocean recreation
management areas

PERMIT

~ Commercial use permit s!

+Commercial permit for all
equipment  except beachmats,
bodyboards, masks, fins and
snorkels!

~ Commercial use permit  currently
required at Old Kona Airport MLCD
only!

~ Ocean waters events permit

elf involves commercial harbors
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Table 3. Overview of major state and Hawaii county permit types for ocean recreanon businesses operating &om the
land. Acronyms are explained in the text.

PERMITAREA Land

State.

Seaward of the shoreline to the end
of state 'urisdiction'
State parks

~ DOBOR permits  if no structure
involved!

State Land Use Districts:
Conservation

temporary variance  if structure is
for less than one year!

DLNR-LMD

~ Conservation District Use Permit
 if permanent structure!

DLNR-LMD

County Planning Departments  or
DLU!

~ SMA approval

County Planning Departments  or
DLU! '

+State Land Use Commission
Special Use permit  less than 15
aces!

State Land Use Districts:
Agricultural and Rural

+State Land Use Commission
permit  more than 15 acres!

~ SMA approval

State Land Use Districts: Urban ~ All urban districts are managed by
County Zoning Codes

County Planning Departments  or
DLU!

Hawaii Cou

commercial ocean recreation
businesses not permitted except with
Use permit approval

County Planning DepartmentZoning areas: Residential,
ResidentiaUAgricultural,
Agricultural, Unplanned Industrial

~ SMA permit  see below!

County Planning Departmentcommercial ocean recreation
businesses permitted outright with
area plan approval

Zoning areas: Resort, Commercial

County Planning DepartmentZoning areas: Open

County Plannmg CommissionZoning areas: Al!

~ DOBOR permits

~ DOBOR permits

~ SMA approval

iSMA permit  see below!

~ Use permit

~ SMA permit  see below!

~ Use permit

iSMA permit  see below!

CONTACTAGKNCY

DLNR-DOBOR

DLNR-DOBOR w/State Parks

County Planning Dcpariments

DLNR-DOBOR
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Table 3. Overview of state and Hawaii county permits for ocean recreation businesses operating &om the land
 continued!:

AREA nd

Hawaii Coun amtinttad t
Special Management Area  SMA!
 see Table 4 for details]

~ Exempt

~ Minor permit  if determined to be
development and involves structures
and/or land improvements!

~ Major permit  if determined to be
development and involves structures
and/or land improvements!

County Planning Department  also
need County Planning Commission
approval!

tif only transiting, and if located in
appropriate zoning area, no SMA
approval is required]

I tepartment of Parks and RecreationCounty parks

~ SMA permit  see above! County Planning Department

County Planmng Department~ Shoreline Setback approval  if
involves minor structures and/or
activities!

Shoreline Setback Area

~ Shoreline Setback Variance permit
 if involves major structures and/or
activities!

State Notcsi
Counties have the authority under Chapter 205A, Hawaii Revised Statutes, to change their boundaries to seaward of the

shoreIine. None have done so thus far, but an additional set of requirements may be added should any county choose to do
this.

Also see County Zoning Codes for activities occumug in Agricultural and Rural State Land Use districts.

Hawaii County Notes:
In all districts: yacht harbors, boating facilities and other major recreational uses including accesmry uses, may be of a

commercial or non-noxious industrial rmture. The intent of this permissive regulation is to allow, where appropriate, iuajor
recreational developments having complete and homogenious facilities. None of these uses may be established in any
"Open district" unless the proposed use, in its entirety, is compatible with the stated purpose for adopting the Open
district,

iariu:
"Purpose snd applicability, The Open district applies to areas that contribute to the general welfare, the full enjoyment,

or the economic well-being of open land type use which hes been established, or is proposed. The object of this district is
to encourage development around it such as a golf course, county club, and park, and to protect investinents which have
been or shaH be made in reliance upon the retention of such open type use, to buffer an otherwise incompatible land use or
district, to preserve a valuable scenic vista or an area of special historical significance, or to protect and preserve
submerged land, fishing ponds, end lakes  natural or artificial tide lands!." Reference: Hawaii Zoriing Cade  Chapter 25!.

~ Concession agreements, e.g. food
service, snorkeling equipment rentaI
 awarded to high bidder through
public bidding process!

CONTACTAGKNCY

County Planning Department

County Planning Department
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Figure 1. Diagram of the decision process for obtaining a commercial ocean recreation permit from
the State of Hawaii. Acronyms are explained in the text.

Figure 2. Diagram of the decision process for obtaining a commercial ocean recreation permit from
the County of Hawaii. Acronyms are explained in the text.
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USING BRITISH COLUMBIA'S
COASTAL TOURISM

RESOURCE PA"ENTORY IN

LAND USE AND TOURISM

PHONING

Pieter Bekker
Ministry of Small Business, Taurus and Cu/cure  Canal&!

Abstract: The government of British Columbia has a strvng
tourism mana'ate which includes ensuring that tourism internts
are reflectedin /and «se and irsoiinep/anningprvcesses, Tourism
markets'ng for the province is bared oii the "SUPER,

TUN-'lL BRITISH COLUMBIA" theme whi ch

bighhghts scenery, ws'/derness, fish and wi/dhfe, mountains, /orests
and coastline.

I» recognition of the re/atconship behvezn tourism and natura/
resources, the tourism ministry developed a map-based tourism
n'sounv inventory methodnkgy that cites geographic information
sJstems  GIS! technolo~, and apphed it to rhe entire 27,N�
/ei/ometers of Canada's Pacific cuast/r'ne, Theinventory shows the
re/ative strength ofindividual areas to support a variei!t of touris
activities and developments.

Strategc'cin design, the cvastalinveiitory has beeii used for /and
ure p/anni ng including the i dentcficatc'on and ranges'ng of caiidiaate
protected areas, specia/ management areas and priority tourism
use and deve/opment areas. The GIS-baiedinventory is the first
of its kindin Canada, It encompasses ~isting tourism uce ai
well as capability for futiire use.

Context

Tourism on British Columbia's Coast

Brifish Columbia, Canada's western-most province, ts
renowned foz its natural beauty and ecological diversity.
One inillion square kilometers in size, it harbors numerous
mountain ranges including the Rockies, magnificent forests,
lakes, nvers, valleys and plains, and the greatest variety of
wildlife species in North America. Increasingly uuportant to
its strong tounsm industzy is the 27,000 kilometers of
predominantly wild and remote Pacific Coast which attracts
more visitors and residents every year  Figure 1!.

A majority of British Columbia's population lives along or
near its southern coast with Vancouver  the Province's
economic center! and Victoria  its capital! housing 56~~v of
the province's 3,750,000 people. Other communities
including Aboziynal communities, are much smaller,
relatively isolated, and widely scattered along its shores,

Already known for the Inside Passage, a sheltered inland
water-way stretching frozn Washington state to Alaska and
frequented annually by nuinerous cruise ships, the coast has
also been a sport fishing and more recently, whale watching
5Iecca, The West Coast Trail, a rugged, 60 kilometer hike
through coastal rain forest and along surf-pounded beaches,
is consistendy in high demand. Kayak and charter boat
tours are becoming popular acnvities in even the remotest
coastal locations. The Queen Chazlotte Islands contain
South ihforesby/Gwaii Haanas National Park, known 'as
"the Galapagos of the North" for its species richness and
diversity.

Tourism capabi/ity is derived thrvugh computer modeling
deve/oped in cvnsu/ratio» with the tourism inCkstry. Modeling
inputs consist of data bases depicting values impon'ant!o tourism.
Each model defines the combination of natural and cultura/
resources, and infrastructure needed to siipport specific tours'sm
products such as coastal casing, A~a/ei ng, resort development
and ~rt fishing. When existing use is overlaid with capabi h'ty,
futun use and development opport'unc'tc'es emerge.

The inventory has proven valuable for the development and
imp/ementari on of /and use plus. As usein pi» poi ntc'ng tourum
development opportunities appears weak. Sicch inventory
shortcomc'ngs wi// be addmssea' to the extent possible through
regular updating. A methodology for more detai/ed touris
nsource inventories which focuses on priori tourism amaiis «on
being developed.

Keywords: coasta/ tourism inventory, /and use planning, GIS,
tourism resources

The Province markets itself as "Super, Natural Bntzsh
Cohunbia," a tourism theme that capitalizes on its striking
natural features. The catchwords "Clean, green and safe"
also apply, Total visitor expenditures in 1994 were an
estimated $6.5 billion, with the industry growing at roughly
the same rate as the economy at 5.1'to. Visitor expenditures
m manne tourism in the same year were approximately $670
million  excluding ocean-front accornmodauon!, a 40'c'a
increase from 1989,

Because of its many natural and cultural assets, British
Columbia has certainly had its share of land use
controversies. The Pro~mce is 95'/o Crown  publicly!
owned, therefore debates and decisions on land use and
resource inanagement have been hot and recurzing. The
most recent  and hottest! land usc controversy has been in
Clayoquot Sound. Situated on Vancouver Island's west
coast, the Sound connuns snow-capped mountams clothed
with old grow% forest, fjords, numerous islands and Pacific
Rim National Park, famous for Long Beach winch attracts
nearly one nuilion vtsitors annually. Proposed loggmg, First
Nations' nghts and environmental concerns catapulted the
area onto the world media stage severalyears ago.
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Figure 1. Location of coastai tourism resource inventory;
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Land Use Planning

Table 1,

QUALIFYING
RESOURCES

 define product's level oF
uali .

ESSENTIAL
RESOURCES

 necessary for product to
exist

scenic se mug
other nearby
activities to

enjoy besides
flshing  e.g., beach,
trails!
wildlife to view

heritage resources

larger flsh within
traveling distance
from lodge
sheltered waters for
float plane use and
boat moorage
remoteness  greater
than 1 kin away from
road access!

Land use conflicts have raged throughout the Province
for the past 25 years. To bring certainty to all sectors,
the Provincial government imtiated land use planning
processes that engage aH stakeholders in interest-based
negotiations, Sunply stated, aH those with a direct stake
in an area's land use participate m the planning process
by identifying their interests, representing them in
negotiations, and together arriving at a plan aH can
hopefully accept. The goal is consensus.

Participants generally work with f'our land use zones:
Protected Areas  Parks!, Low Intensity areas  where
scenery, wildlife, cultural, recreational/tourism and
biodiversity have priority!, Integrated resource areas
 where aH resources have equal priority!, and Enhanced
Resource Use areas  where resource development has
priority!. Pnvate land is not included in the
negotiations. The overaH objective behind the land use
planning is to provide greater certainty for aH. Another
is to have a representative 12% of the Province set
aside in Protected areas. To diversify and maintain a
vibrant economy is also of key importance. In short,
sustainable development is the gosJ, Treaty
negotiations with First Nations has also started in
earnest recently, with jurisdiction over land and
resources a key ingredient,

To be part of the land use negotiations, the vanous
stakeholders must identify their interests and values,
map them if possible, and decide what type of land use
and resource management is appropriate to maintain
those values. Although theoretically easy, this work had
never been done for tourism.

In the plaiuung process, a Geographic Information
System  GIS! is used to overlay the various stakeholder
maps. Where land use interests are compatible or in
conflict then becomes apparent, with the conflicts
addressed through pnncipled negotiation.

Inventory Development and Use

The province recendy revised the provincial Tourism
'ict, enabling the Xfinistry of Tourism to reflect tourism
interests in land use plans and resource management
decisions. In response to the need to have tourism
interests represented in land use planning, the iXIinistry
set out to develop a methodology to inventory and map
those lands and resources iinportant io tourism, and to
apply it to the entire coastline of Bxitish Columbia.

Developing The Methodology

Key in developing the inventory methodology was the
establishment of a steering committee comprised of
representatives from each of the major coastal tourism
sectors including cruise ships, marinas, charter boats, sport
fishing lodges, kayaking, and wildlife viewing. Government
agencies with a coastal jurisdiction  Environment, Parks,
Lands, Forests, Aboriginal Affairs, Federal Department of
Fisheries and Oceans! were also invited on the committee.
Another kev decision was to use GIS to store, manage,
update and analyze the gathered information. A number of
operating criteria were established to guide inventory
development. They were:
~ the us» of existing resource data wherever possible;
~ capacity to conduct tourism resource analysis at a broad

planning scale of 1:250,000;
~ consistency with the Provmce's emerging corporate

GIS standards;

~ a credible and rigorous approach to information
assembly; and,

~ ease of data updating.

In considering what to include in the inventory, the essential
quesnon is' .wllich resources are important to the tourism
experience being sought? For example, an area where the
natural resources provide good capability for an exclusive
sport fishmg lodge experience may be defined as foHows in
Table 1,

The tourism resource inventory contains a series of resource
maps which represent the important resources identified, as
above, for aH important tounsm products. A map showing
the location of manne mammals for example, was prepared
from existing surveys conducted by the Federal Department
of Fisheries and Oceans. A map of coastal old growth
forests, useful for scenic analysis, was crea ed froin sateHite
imagery.
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the foHowing products were

day sport 6shing
multi-day sport 6shing
marina s
heritage/culture
lodge/resort

Lessons Learned

Using the Inventory

For the coastal inventory,
analyzed in this manner.
day cruising
multi-day cruising
small cruise ship
day kayaking
multi-day kayaking

The combination of resources needed to support any
given product were arranged in a model  Figure 2! so
that the Ievel of capability  high, medium or low! could
be assessed. The model in turn was translated into an
algodthm for the GIS to use, to produce a resulting
product capability map. These capability maps  Figure
3  see Figure 1 for location!! were reviewed with the
steering committee and based on their input, the
models were adjusted until the maps depicted real life
as closely as possible, The individual product maps
could, in turn, be combined to produce an overall
capability map,

To date, the inventory has been used for identifying,
delineating and ranking candidate coastal protected
areas, in regional and sub-regional land use planning,
and to a limited degree in tounsm planning and treaty
negotiations with First 8 ations.

Land use planning outcomes have been encouraging
for tourism. For example the majority of areas
important to tourism on Vancouver Island's rugged
west coast have either become Protected Areas or Low
Intensity Areas  where non-extractive resource use has
priority!. The industry therefore has greater certainty
that resources will be managed to maintain their value
to tourism. KIajor tourism facility development is
focused on private lands on the island's east coast. The
social acceptability of developing low impact facilities in
Low Intensity Areas  and perhaps even in Protected
Areas! wiH be explored through land use plan
implementation,

Two tourism maps are subrrutted into any given land
use planning process. The 6rst is overaH capabihty as
described above. The second is an existing use ruap
 Figure 4! which depicts the location of aH tourism
facilities and areas frequented by tourists. A typical
use area will show the location of a lodge or resort and
access route to it, the land and water areas which chents
use for various activities, and the scenery, natural and
cultural features that provide the setting for the activity,

When existing use and capability are compared, initial
assessments of unused capability and potential
developinent opportunities can be made. Data
collected when inventorying existing use includes

capacity and utilization information, therefore the ability of
existing infrastructure to absorb additional use can be
estimated before new development is considered.
Sustainable development principles are adhered to in such
analyses.

What have we learned so far? In terms of the inventory, the
decision to follow the predetermined criteria was sound.
Relying on existing data wherever possible meant that costs
ro compile the inventory were reasonable in companson to
the costs of bringing the interests of many other sectors
forward. It cost approximately $6.00/km of shoreline to
coinpile the original inventory, and updating costs are
approximately $1.00/km/year. Using other agencies' data in
the mventory also translated into them accepting our
inventory results more readily  a nice dung in negotiations
where unaccepted data has no relevance!. The I:250,000
scale proved highly useful because the land use planning
processes ended up using that scale, and it aHowed us to
cover extensive areas quickly.

We found that the inventory's main strength is its ability to
objectively compare one area's tourism capability to aH other
areas. It does not state how inuch better a high capability
area is compared to a inoderate or low capability area.
However whar can be said is that aH else being equal, it is
better. The inventory has also proven useful in isolating
areas where tourism values are concentrated, that contain

the resources ro support a variety of activities at high quality
levels and therefore warrant special management,
considerauon or protection.

A methodology is now being developed to inventory these
areas at a detailed 1:20,000 scale. Detailed inventories will
identify specific tourism development opporturuties and
operational resource management requirements to maintain
the area's value for existing operators. 'I'he 1;250,000 scale
tourism inventory has been unable to do this except in
broad terms. Just as important is its ability ro identify areas
not unportant to tourism in which other resource interests
can operate more freely without jeopardizing tourism
experiences.

In terms of GIS, the inventory complied with aH emerging
corporate GIS standards, which ensured fairly easy data
transfers between Tourism and other agencies, and made
analysis in land use planning processes simpler, Using GIS
has made data updating quick as weH. The costs of
acquiring a srare-of-the-art GIS that could perform the
required business functions was expensive however. 'The
training curve needed ro attain operational ef6ciency was
also steep and at times, frustraringly long. A bonus of GIS
that has surpassed aH expectations, is that after using it for
several years, data managers now can produce very lugh
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Figure 3. ModcHed 6sh lodge capability.

Figure 4. Tourism existing use and resources.
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quahty maps that are both easy to read and pleasing to
view. The analytical capability that GIS provides aHow
us to get maxiinum value out of the data, and has
enriched our work.

Uses and Outcomes

The coastal tourism resource inventory has been used
in a variety of land use planning apphcations. In
hindsight, our initial decision to develop the inventory
in consultation with the tourism industry was wise
because in planning processes, the industry knew where
the data came from, what it meant, and how to
interpret it. There was therefore acceptance of the
inventory 6ndings. The inventory was also accepted by
other government agencies because it was built, in part,
from data they had initially provided.

The key tourism interests, "the bottom line" in land use
negotiations, have been to protect those resources that
the existing tourism industry relies on. In an era
characterized by inc reasmg demands on 6nite
resources, the maintenance of the status quo for
tourism is sometimes a feat in itself.

A. second priority in land use p~ is to maintam
areas that have future tourism potential. For much of
the sparsely inhabited and wild coast of British
Columbia, future capability appears at least as
important as present use, Some existing tourism
operators however, see future growth as additional
competition to their own businesses, therefore do not
heartily support it.

In addition to inventorying the coast, the entire 100,000
square kilometers of the Province has been inventoned
as well, allowing us to now look at a provincial
overview of tourism capabihtv and use. The cost of
this was approximately $1/square kilometer. The
intent is to update it every three years while the
information is in demand.



A GIS-BASED APPROACH TO

INTEGRATED ljjjrhVUNE TOURISM

PLANNING IN INDONESIA
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AbsttBc't: The Indonesian archipeia/to comprises some 17,500
islurds These hcrue a coastline of rough/!r 8'1,000 km  the wor/d's
second /ongcst after Canada!, and form the basis of a» cuaenss'ue
Exclusive Bconomsc Zone �.8 milkmen km!. I» uien of the
diuersit!r, ecvnomicimpostance and sheer esctent of coasts/ ecos!rstems
and resources, curnrnt Kationa/ dcue/opment phoning p/aces
consikrabk empharis o» coastal and marine resource managemenr'.

This emphasis is being articu/atedi « both sectoral and cross-sectora/
planning instsatsues, Amongst the !anger is tbe Manne Resource
Bmhcatso» and P/ansn'ng Prjvect  MREP! uhich is one of the' most
ssgmfscanti rrtegrated coasta/and marine p/a«snug pmj cess undertake»
to date i» the Asia-Pa@Pc region. The MREP Pn ject wr'//prvd«cc a
range of strategic, spatia/ @ning, resource man'agcmenl and
conti«gens!r p/ans for priority areas withirr ten of the 27 Indonesian
Pnruinccs. In combination, and uia lr'nkages to other resource studies
and deuc/oppment prans, MREP pkns will form a cvrnprehensiue
p/anningframeuerk for sustsnnab/e coasta/ and marine resource use.

Tourism is rapid/y emerging as a stgnrfscant rcso«rce «se in most
MREP Prouinces � the prj vect wil/ thar play a«important guiding
role in tourism development, parts'cu/arly in those Prouinces for nhich
tourism master plarrs haue not been prepared and where dcue/opment
options an not constr' ned by an existi ng pattenr of tourism
deue/opmcnt. Thi s paper describes tbe approaches to integrated coastal
and manrre p/a«ning nhich are being earp/eyed within MREP and
their re/ate'unship to to«rism dcue/opment, A key componerrt of thc
p/anni ng apprvaches being emp/rrjred i s the use of geographic
i «formation gstems  GIS! to assist in tbe dcfsnition, anaPsis and
presentation of uarious planning options, GIrr too/s have not been
wide/y used to date in to«rism p/a«ning, but oper const'dcrab/e
potential and power. This pape describes souse of the potential and
pitfa//s of GD' «sc for this purpose,

Lcywordst Indonesia, GIS, comprebcnsr'ue plan«i ng tourism
deue/opment

Introduction

The Context for MREP

%tth its limited land area �.9 km !, vast tropical marine
estate and coastline, large �90 million! and unevenly
distributed population and rapidly growing economy,
Indonesia faces many opportunities and challenges
 Dahuri, 1995!. Until relatively recently, national strategic
planning was focused primarily on development of land
and freshwater resources � an understandable focus tn view
of the need to secure food supphes, to stimulate industrial
activity and to enable Indonesia to develop an
internationally competitive economy. The first long-term
�5-year! development plan, which ended in 1993 was
highly successful in this regard. Indonesia achieved self
sufficiency m rice production  the national staple food! and
its economy now ranks with the other "Asian tigers" as one
of the world's fastest growing.

In the course of preparing for the second long term
development plan a re-appraisal was made of the role of
various sectors and resources in the national development
process, As part of that re-appraisal, it was recognised that
marine and coastal resources should be given greater
strategic emphasis in the national economic development
process  Sloan and Sughandy, 1994!. A 1987 BAPPENAS
study revealed that these sectors and resources account for
22u/0 of national GDP and have the potentral to make an
even more significant contribution, particularly in the
Eastern Provinces.

Long term �5-year! development plans are implemented
by a series of 5 yearly development plans  Repelita!. In
Repelita X'I �994-1999!, marine and coastal resource
development has been identified as a priority focus within
the strategic context of national development  PCA., 1993!
and is readily linked to other strategic planning objectives
relating to economic diversification  including tourism
development!, regional development, community
involvement and technology transfer. In order to meet
these targets, the government has formulated a series of
coastal resource inventory, planning and institutional
strengthening projects. One of the first of these to be
implemented has been the Marine Resource Evaluation and
Planning P IREP! Project. The overall goal of MREP is to
"... Plan and manage marine and coastal environments and
resources in order to meet Indonesta's objective of
sustainable development"  ADB, 1992!. Specifically, the
project auns tcc

~ improve the marine and coastal planning and
management capability of the ten Provinces included
in the project  see Figure 1!; and
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further strengthen the existing manne and coastal
information system with a view to maximismg the
benehts to be obtained from the optimal use of marine
and coastal resources.

The project is funded by a loan from the A.sian
Development Bank complemented by national funding.
The project commenced in 1993 and is scheduled for
completion in 1998. Consistent with the dual project aims,
the project is structured in two parts, as shown in Figure 2,
This paper primarily describes MREP activities within the
sphere of Part A of Figure 2 as these are most directly
concerned with integrated planning, although it is noted
that Part B activities are closely interwoven wtth Part A
activities as Part B agencies provide the data on ecological
systems and processes and the information systems
platforms to support planning activity.

Tourism in Indonesia

The East Asia-Pacihc  EAP! Region has become one of the
leading global tomism regtonal growth destinations, with
average annual growth rates on neady 9~/a in the 1980s and
early 1990s. As a result of this growth, the EAP Region
now receives around 7'/o of the global tourism market
 compared with 3 /0 in 1980!.

Within the EAP Region, Indonesia has been particularly
successful in attracting tourists and tourism investment
 Hobson, 1994!. Growth in inbound tourism was the
highest in the region in the 1980s  up to 20'/0 per year! and
continued strongly m the 1990s  around 11'/o per year!,
Despite a recent slowing in growth rates �'/o in 1995!, as
shown in Figure 3, Indonesia now enjoys a strong market
base  more than 4 million visitors! and there are high
expectattons for continued strong growth  Anon., 1995!.
While data on domesttc touasm are limited, Dutton  l 994!
notes that there has been strong growth m mtra-regional
travel and a stgniflcant increase in demand for a wide range
of recreational activities, particularly in coastal locations,
These trends parallel a tise in living standards and reflect a
growing interest in non traditional leisure activiues.
Despite these trends, he does, however, nore that
commercial marine tourism activities remain dominated by
foreign tourists and that these acttvtnes are concentrated in
Bali and Java.

Repelita % I proposes to support and encourage tounsm
development, particularly in Eastern Provinces, via a mixed
strategy  PCA, 1993! oF,
~ environmennl and cultural conservation and

enhancement.'

~ integrated planning and coordination of private and
public sector investment;

~ improvement of facilities, infrastructure and
promotion;

community involvement and participation; and
~ education and training

Coastal and Marine Tourism Planning

An Emerging Synergy: ICAM and Tourism Planning

As noted by Dutton and Hall �989!, successful tourism
development can occur by chance, by desrgn and by a
combination of both. Wong �991! notes the influence of
"chance" factors in the development of the Pattaya coastal
resort area in Thailand. Such developments are usually the
result of a short term opportunities and are typically less
robust in that they fail to adequately consider the relauve
balance of economic, ecological and social factors wluch
determine the sustainability of tourtsm development,
Auyong �995! notes that while these factors are often
diverse and difflcult to fully take into account in tourism
planning, integration of these factors by careful design of
tourism development is essential if that development is to
be sustainable over time.

Sustainable tounsm development can thus considered as
conceptually similar to emerging principles of mtegrated
coastal area management  see, for example, Boelaert-
Suominen and CuEinan, 1994! in that both require active,
multi-level, multi-sectoral, adaptive and ongomg planning.
There are relatively few examples of such integrated
planning within Indonesia, the EAP region, or globally
 Auyong, 1995!. Howeve~, there is obvious potential for
cross fertihsation of approaches to general coastal area
management and coastal and marine tourism planning,
particularly in view of the pre-eminent role of coastal
locations in the EAP region as foci for tourism
development  Wong, 1991!.

The Tourism Market System as a Basis for Integrated
Planning

As a means of forcing a re-appraisal of tradiuonally supply-
driven approaches to tourism development, Dutron and
Hall  '1989! proposed that the tourism market system
should be re-oriented to place greater emphasis on the
tourist experience, as indicated in Figure 4. They arguecl
that the tounst experience is the pivotal factor in the
interactton betwee~ demand for and supply of, tourism
products and the major determinant of the success and
sustainabihty of tourism operations.

As illustrated clearly in numerous global case studies of
marine and coastal tourism  see, for example, Wong, 1991;
Hitchcock, ~g and Pamwell, 1993; Harriott and Saenger,
'1 995!, a great many factors influence the long term
development of coastal and manne tourism. In all cases, it
is apparent that ~bile supply of facilities, attractions and
services can meet or encourage tourism demand, ultimately
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ii is the tourist experience wluch determines whether those
developments will continue to be viable and sustainable.
This principle was reinforced in Indonesia in 1995 when a
reported cholera outbreak in Bali led to the cancellation of
bookmgs by a large nuxnber of japanese tourists and
resulted in signihcant employment and income losses
 Anon., 1995!.

Such events reinforce the importance ot both
understanding the full range of potential influences on
tourism demand  the vaxious Factors outlined in Figure 4!,
of designing appropriate unages and products to meet
tourist expectations and to maintain a capacity to ad!ust
both m the light of experience. In short, it is clearly not
sufficient to view tourism planning as a "one off' actisity-
planning must be an ongoing process, constantlv rehned to
meet  and where possible anticipate! inarket trends
 Dutton, 1996!.

The Role of MREF

MREP does not specihcally target touxisin planning, as
touxism is just one of the myriad of coastal resources uses
which occur throughout Indonesia. Rather, the project is
seelang to dehne the most appropriate uses for currently
unplanned coastal and marine areas and to ensure that all
such uses are founded on sustainable use principles, In
some areas of the ten MREP Provinces, notably Bali,
Lombok and North Sulawesi, tourism is a dominant use of
coastal and marine areas and is thus given special attention.
In other provmces, there is considerable interest in tourism
as a form of economic diversihcation and as a complemerit
to existing ox proposed conservation initiatives.

MREP thus incorporates numerous activities which are of
direct and indirect relevance to development of coastal and
marine tauxism ia Indonesia. These elements reflect the
project aims described earlier, Via the combination of all
project components outlined in Figure 2, 5IREP is
providing.
~ extensive training  both national and overseas! of

Provincial staff in the theory and techaiques of
integrated planning and ia related helds  e.g., use of
in.formation techaology!, Kith iacxeasing emphasis on
decentralisation of decision-making authority to the
Provincial level, it is essential that Provincial planning
agencies  BAPPEDA! have sufhcient expertise to
formulate and ixnplement the suite of plans necessary
to achieve National, Provincial and local development
aspirations. One key aspect of the training program to
date has been to develop an "in country" training
capability in vaaous Universities and institutions which
will enable training efforts to be sustained beyoad the
notional project life.

~ legal and institutional reform and support necessary to
achieve an integrated and sustainable approach to
coastal and marine resource use. One of the most

significant iniuatives in this regard has been thc formal
establishment of Proi~cial Task Forces and Steenng
Comnuttees in each Pronnce. These multi-agency
Forums provid active oversight of planning actissty
and an unprecedented opportuniry for information
exchange and transfer between agencies wtuch had
preciously worked primarily on a sectoral basis.

~ a structured and hohstic multi-level planning
tramev ork tor mtegration of planning effort in coastal
and marine areas, At a Nauonal Technical Workshop
in November, 1995, the Integrated Coastal and Marine
Planiung Framework outlined in Figure 5 was formalll
endorsed as the basis for Provincial planiung PiIREP
konsultan Tim and BAPPEDA. SulSel, 1995!. l&s
framework provides a systematic basis for broad level
stxategic and zoning planning which then establishes a
basis for tourism and other kmds of sectoral

management.
~ technology, tools and resources to support planning

efforts of National and Provincial agencies, These
range from "state of the art" survey tools, information
systems hardwaxe and software to more basic, but
equally essential, physical Facihties and equipinent.

~ an improved informahon base for decision-making.
Via the work of academic, research and technical
institutions, contractors and NGOs, a vast range of
m formation has been acquired. Much of dms
infoxtnation is spatially xeferenced  a requnement for
processing by geographic information systems!,
acquired via a range of survey techniques  remote
sensing to ground studies!, interdisciplinary  spanning
the physical, biological and social scieaces! and
available in a range of foanats  digital to hard copy!.
Given the scale of the areas included in the pxoject  the
Provincial coastal and marine management areas shown
in Figure 1 range in size from hve to 20,000 square
kilometres!, diversity of environments, resources and
uses studied and lack of precedent for this type of
effort in many areas, the resultant databases are of
immense national signihcance.

The Use of Geographic Information Systems
in MREF

The Use of Geodata in Plaaaiag

There is an active and ongoing discourse within the
discipline of planning xe~ the most efhcient and
effective basis for data use within any planning activity  see,
for exaxnple, Crapper, 19S1; Green, Rix and Cadoux-
Hudson, 1994!. As experience with those few studies
which have maintaiaed records of data use efficieacy has
shown, inefhcient use of data can lead to, at best, wastage
of resources, and, at worst, ineffective plans  Dutton,
1992!.
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GIS Databases for MREP

 c!

Questions about the most appropnate data for, and the
role of data in, any planning studi are best addressed on a
project by project basis, although there is emerging
agreement that the selection of appropaate data processing
systems can be as important as the selection of appropriate
data. In this regard, the relaovely recent advent of
powerful automated spatial data processing si'stems has
greatly enhanced the suite of options available for data
processing and paved the way for closer integration of the
data analysis and plan formulanon stages of a planrung
study, Contemporarv geographic information systems
 GIS! enable data users to directh interrogate data sets
without recourse to specialist input from data providers,
althOugh, such input inay still be neCessary to enSure
proper interpretation of results. More importantly, given
that the majority of data which are of interest in the fields
of coastal area management and tourism planning can be
spatially  or "geo"! referenced, modern GIS systems allow
for mtegration of data, analysis of trends, evaluauon of
opuons, visualisation and presentauon of results in novel
ways, covering larger areas and providing outputs in
shorter time frames than traditional  tyytcally manual!
methods  a particular advantage in studies where data may
be re-processed regularly!, Caution is, ho~ever, needed in
the application of GIS technology, particularly where
experience in spatial planning is limited, or where such
technology is not widely available and fully understood-
both conditions apply in Indonesia at present,

In the process of implementing I~KEP, data collection
agencies initially developed a series of prototypes designed
to test the suitability of GIS applicarions for specific
planning apphcations. These traimng exercises enabled the
adequacy of data to be evaluated and developed
competency in use of the standard project software
 ARC/INFO!. Following these iaitial trials, a combined
prototype was developed  MREP Secretariat, 1995! which
established data standards and structure in a format
suitable for further applicaaon and devdopment by
Provincial plaaners. The essential structure of that
prototype is shown in Figure 6.

As indicated in Figure 6, it is proposed that the combined
prototype will be further relmed and developed within the
speci6c applicarion environment of Provincial planning
agencies. That process has now begun, with the
development of planning information systems  PIS!, The
FIS wiH extract selected data layers froin the combined
prototype  Figure 6! and use these data initially for the
production of a series of 1;250,000 zoning plans in each of
the Provincial Marine and Coastal Management areas
 Figure 1!. The PIS can then be used for more detailed  I:
50,000 or Gner! forms of plaaning  notably the other levels
of the planning frainework shown in Figure 5!.

Figure shows the broad structure of the XKEP PIS.
%'tthin tlie "Thematic Layer" of the PIS, it is proposed to
combin«data on a range of bio-physical and socio-
economic attributes. These data can then b«overlain or

otherwise combined for the purposes of:
~ Ei aluation-tesung of scenarios, assessment of data

quality, detection of trends, etc.;
~ Prediction-projection of scenanos, modebng of

«COSFStemS, SpeCies distributiOn, huinan impaCtS, erC.;
~ iifanag«ment-formulation of management zones and

schemes, etc.; and

~ Formularion of new projects

Applications of the MRBP GIS for Tourism Plaaamg

As indicated above, while MREP does not speci6caHy
focus on tourism planning, the information systems and
various plans being developed will have a range of direct
and indirect implications for tourism planning. Direct
applicauons include:
 a! ucti n v s f xi

Not all Provinces currently
have these data avaIilable in spatially referenced or
digital form, aor are the data readily available to key
decision making agencies This 'product' will thus
improve both the information base for decision
making as welI as enable further, snore systematic
analysis of development needs and impacts  in terms
of tourism impacts on other resource uses and vice
versa!.

This component of the
zoning process obviously will have a signi6cant effect
on the availability of areas and resources for different
types of tourism developinent and acavity. This
'product' will significantly enhance the abihty of
National and Provincial agencies to develop locally
viable tourism industries, to further assess tourism
development options in new development areas, to
assess the touasm carrying capacity of poteatial
development sites and to promote investment
opportunities.

1

laaLLatahz While the PIS will have a aununuin
resolution of 1:250,000, many of the data in the
Themauc Layers will be input at a scale of 1:50,000,
thus enabhng more detailed analysis of touasm
development options, For example, by combining
vaaous environmental  e,g., beach, climate, biotic!
thematic layers, infrastructure  e.g., distance to
transport nodes, from airport, etc.!, legal  e.g., land
ownership!, social  e,g., availability of labour force!
and other decision criteria it will be possible to assess
the feasibility of supply of various types of tourism
development at the sub-regional/local scale. These
data can then be further evaluated in terms of demand
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Figure 6. The combined MREP GIS prototype  MREF Secretariat, 1995!.
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 e!
s ieffort

AII of the data

analyses  some of which may supply additional
evaluative critena � for example, relating ro consumer
preferences! ro facilitate producr development.

 d! 'ti n of s f d r ri
In the course of development of zoning plans for each
management area, areas of confhct  actual or potential!
between tounsm and other resources uses  fishenes,
industry, etc.! and even between different types of
tourism acrid ry  e.g., dximig vs. fishmg! can be
identified. While not all of these may be readily
resol~ed by zorung, this 'product' of the PIS
enable appropnate forms of planning intervention at
each level of the Provincial planiung framework to be
assessed and should facilitate effective integration of
tourism planrung with other sectoral planxung.

r z iil v n

By identi&ng conflict areas and other areas
which need more speciflc planning attention, the PIS
can be used to evaluate management options and
model the impacts of vaxious types of change.

v . The hiREP database wiH be

maintained within a Provincial Data Centre by each
regional planning agency and will be available for
spatial analysis of future development proposals. With
experience, it should be possible to incorporate some
of the power of GIS technology into future
environmental impact assessment and other types of
feasibility studies.

layers bemg developed within MRS are supported by
extensive metadata � these wiII form an important basis
for development/change monitoring.

Potential  indirect in that they are not part of the
iinmediate domain of MREP! applications of the PIS for
tourism planning are equally diverse, They range from the
production of promotional materials  using map and other
graphic outputs froxn the GIS ox' combinations of maps
and images and text! to the use of the GIS/PIS for
innovative research purposes  e,g., assessing tourism
impacts on migratory marine species!,

Lessons and Directions

Most of the potential applications of the MREP GIS for
tourism planning described above have not yet been fully
trialled. At the time of this presentation, these capabihties
are still being developed, formats and standards for data
management are being developed, application frameworks
 the fmal content and structure of the PIS! axe still under
development and source data are stiU being collected or
compiled prior to conversion to digital format. Training
programs in the use of GIS systems and integrated

planning inethods are underway and development of
adnunisrzative procedures for maintenance of a Pzorincral
GIS capabihty is also continuing.

4i'onetheless, various demonstration and trauung exercises
have conclusively demonstrated the appropnateness of GlS
systems for the types of applications outlined above.
Evaluation of these exercises has enabled ze~dsion or
database and GIS design prior to completion of the full
system, rhus leading ro cost savings and more efficient use
of resources Some of the data sets already produced have
also enabled Provincial platuung agencies ro deal with
current coastal and marine tourism development issues on
a more informed and confident basis.

%'ith completion of Proimce-wide coasral and rnanne
management strategies, wtuch are the foundation of
integrated planmng framework outlined in Figure 5, by the
end of 199'>, each XiIREP Province should be well placed
to clearly articulate strategic directions for tourism
development. These will then forxn the basis of more
detailed planxung effort  zoning and management pIans! m
the remaining two years of the project.

For organisaxions interested in developing similar
capabilities, the following guidance can be provided, based
on the ixutial experience of i~KEP:
~ Ir is essenrial to establish and maintain a dose dialogue

between data collectors and data users from the earhest
possible stages of a GIS-based planning study. In this
way, data needs can be clearly targetted, enabling more
focussed data collection and increased data use
efflciency. Such rhalogue is essential to the effective
use of GIS technology as data are the most expensive
part of a GIS.

~ While GIS systems provide considerable power and
flexibility, the learning curve for sophisticated software
such as ARC/INFO is relatively st~. To fully utilise
such software requires a considerable investment in
training and must b» reinforced by 'on the job'
experience in using local datasets. For complex
activities such as integrated coastal and marine
planning, it may be desirable to develop experience in
planning techniques using manual methods iniually so
that the context of later GIS use is properly
understood,

Many of the concepts relating to integrated planning
 from coastal management and tourism! which are
freely debated in the hterature are more difflcult to
operationahse in a day to day decision-making context.
In this regard, Indonesia is developing an approach
which is based on global best practice, but which has a
form and interpretation which is speci6c to the national
socio-cultural context. Any global 'models' should thus
be carefully evaluated in the light of local needs, culture
and practice before adoption or adaptation.
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~ Although this point has already been made above, it is
worth reiteraung the uuportance of a process-
orientation to planiung. Even at this earlv stage of
KIREP plan development, it is apparent that the
planmng process being established vC need to be
refined and continualh developed in the long term - it
is not merely sufficient to construct a GIS database�
such data must be linked with ongoing planning effort,
maintained and updated over tume. To achieve this uN
reqture establishment of an insutunonaf capacity for
planrung and informauon management which is beyond
the immediate I IREP project honzon.

~ Futallv, although not a core component of NIREP,
tourism planning is provtng to be a key consideration in
the development of integrated coastal and manne plans.
Instead of dealing with tounsm as a separate acttvtty,
XIREP is overtly seeking to integrate tourism
development within a broader planning framers ork
which emphasizes the sustainability of resource use.
Such an approach has the potenual benefit of enabling
co-ordinated decision maksng and facilitanng resolution
of' conflicts between tourism and other competing
land/sea uses.

Conclusion

Indonesia is now at a key stage m development of it's vast
resources. increasing attention is being given to marine
and coastal resources and to the development of
sustainable approaches to resource utilisation, The MREP
Project is playing an important role in improving
understanding of resource availability, in assisting m the
development of resource utilisation strategies and in
developing an ongoing institutional capability for
information management and integrated resource planning.

Geographic information systems technologies are a central
component of the MREP project and have already proven
to be of potential value for both broad scale spatial
planzung  zoning! and for more detailed sectoral or
spatially-oriented planning, including tourism planning.
Although GIS technology must be applied carefully in
order to achieve short term outputs, dus investment is
likely to return considerable long-term benefzts if ongoing
planning effort is sustained.
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TOURISM: THE KEY PLAYER IN

THE ECOLOGICALLY

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

OF THE GREAT BARRIER REEF

Don Alcock
CRC Reej Research Centre
James Cook Universs'ty  Austra/iud

Chris Crossland
CRC Reef Research Centre
James Cook Uni verst't1 tAustralr'a!

Abstract Tourism on the Great Barrier Reefis a mjaor and
growing i»dustry; Current/y, it is estimated as worth more than
Aft bilk'on p.a. and attracts about two mi//ion visitors per year.
Reef tourism is most/y nature-based and genera//y non-extractive
involving about 600 tourism operators prmnds'ng a wide range of
activities.

The Great Barrier Reef, declared a world Heritage Area i» 1981,
has bee» actively managed since the estab/ishment of the Great
Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority 20 years ago. Afanagement
strategies are based on mu/tcp/e use voning and eco/ogs'ca/prinnples.
F hik most commercia/ use is siij beet to perms't and regulation, an
ethic of education rather than regulation "is espoused. An evoki»g
appmach of industry se/f regulation, accredituts'on and codes of
practice is being deve/oped between managers andindustry.

In 1993, a cooperative Reef research network was established as part-
of an Austrtrh'an Cooperative Research Centre Program, brings'ng
together maior sn'ence institutions, management agencies anddndustry
groups i» afoint ivnture for eco/ogc'ca//y suitainabk deve/opment of
the Great Barrser Reef F'orkf Heritage Area.

The CRC Reef Rcseairh Center ~kes unintegrated pc»grani
of reseairh and deve/opment, training and extcnrion, to expand Rccf-
based i»dscstries and provide information for better manage»sent und
dcnsion making. The Centre 's prvgranrs are furndedjointly by Reef
industries, State and Commonwealth governments, and reseurch
i»s6Artions.

The Great Burner Reef provedes a model for sustcn'mbk tourrsmin
thc context of buona/ policies for FSD, the responsibs/items for
stewardship of thc GBRWHA and providingfurther opportunities
toun'sm growth. Thc interaction of industry groups and Reef
neanagerr in dea/ing with cha/knges nish as increased peep/e
pressures, usc conf/s'ct and ei/uity, benejts and disbencfts, is
discussed.

Xeyworr&t marine tourism, Great Burrs'er Reef marine park,
coopmrkvc research

Introduction

Tourism in Australia is a leading industry. The Great
Barner Reef  GBR! is a major region and contributor to
the economic value of the industry. Tourism in the GBR
has been active for many decades but it is onll m the last
decade and a half that it has matured to a highly
profess>onal and comprehensive range of enterpnses, The
GBR tourism industry of private sector operators aud
investors has developed in a framev ark of government
management of the Great Barner Reef Manne Park  and
more recently, the Great Barrier Reef World Heritage
Area!. Like the GBR tourism industr, the Marine Park
management agencies have been mnovative and globally
trail-blazing m ther approach to their charter of
conservation, protection and wise use of the GBR. The
development of' the mdustry and the Park have not been
without confhct and this history provides a model for
consideration in other parts of Australia and globally.
Many of the elements of this development and the issues
to be confronted in the future are not unique to the GBR
tounsrn industry and Reef managers,

The Set i': The Great Barrier Reef

The Great Barrier Reef is not a single place or physical
entity. It is au ecological region comprismg a range of
geomorphological structures  islands, cays, reefs, lagoons!
aud tropical-island and marine habitats  coral reefs,
seagrasses, mangroves! with coral reef structures,
ecosysterns and processes predominating as the core
natural features. The globally unique size and diversity of
the natural structures, marine and terrestrial habitats, and
the plant and animal species, linked through physical,
chemical and ecoloy'cal interdependency, create the
ecological entity of the Great Barrier Reef,

The Great Barrier Reef World Heritage Area  Figure I!
extends more than 2000 km north-south along the
contmental shelf of Queensland covering 348 700 kmz-
about I 1/2  times the area of Great Britain-and is the
world's largest marine protected area � the second largest
piotected region of the globe, after Greenland.

The Great Barrier Reef has an array of coral reef types
 fringing, ribbon, platform! and a diversity of inarine life
forms, habitats and nesting and breedmg grounds for
birds, marine reptiles and mammals. The variety of
physical and bioIoy'cal forms, habitats and species
contribute to the special nature of the GBR and are
fundamental to its attraction and opportunity as a tourist
and recreational destination.
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Regtons of the Great Barrier Reef are readily accessible
from the Qucensland mainland. Towns and cities along
the southern two-thirds provide pritnary access potnts for
passive and actzve Reef use; the northern thtrd of the
Great Barrier Reef is relatively less accessible.
Uzbanisation and coastal land use of catchments for
agricultural  e.g., sugar cane, bananas and other tntenszve
crops! and grazing have, over the last 200 years of
European settlement, contributed to changes tn the
quanttty and quality in catclunent dtschazge to rhe Reef
waters. Coastal infrastructure  ports, marinas, aquaculture
industry!, and land-based industrial development is
limited.

The Great Barrier Reef remains in a relatively pristine
condition, in global terms and apart from small areas near
major ephemeral river discharge and towns has been
unduly affected by human activities  Kelleher, 1990!. The
potential for unpact from land-based activittes and land
use remains a major concern and is a constant focus for
the responsible management agencies and research
activines.

The Great Barrier Reef is recognised globally for its
ecologzcal value and importance, along with cultural and
scientific importance. It has perceived and reahsed
economic value to Austraha  Geen and Lal, 1991; Driml,
1987, 1994; Hundloe et al., 1988!, Sustauung these values
provides challenges for Australia in stewardship and
management of the Great Barrier Reef World Heritage
Area in ordez to ensure protection and conservation and
access and use, The special nature of the Reef as a
regional ecosystem entity and its relatively pristine
condition are the key elements for the marine tourism and
recreation industry. The challenge has been, and
continues to be, the maintenance and retention of these
special qualities,

The Industqr: Reef Tourism

Tourism is a major industry in the GBR with an estimated
economic value in 1991 � 92 of about A$2.2 billion
involving more than 2.2 million visitors  Driml, 1994!,
Fishing and shtpping/port industries in the GBR World
Heritage Area are «iso signihcant economic activzties.

The structure of the tourism industry is stmngly based on
vesseIs and boating accessing the Reef from the Australian
mainland. However, 26 resorts on 22 islands are popular
destinations accounting for 26'/0 of the commercial
accommodation in the GBR region, including mainland
resorts, during 1989-90  Otteson, 1992!. Green Island,
the major day-trip island destination, attracts 300,000
visitors per y.ear. Over the last 15 years, the number of
resorts has increased by six  most islands are Queensland
National Parks and sites are hmited! and total bed

numbers have more than doubled to 1991  from 3,000 to
7,000!  KeUeher and Craik, 1991!. The mainland coast has
experienced extensive resort development, especially in
the Catrns and %Kitsunday regtons; ~~sitor-mghts in
mainland and island resorts were 22.3 million tn 1992-2;

up "0"a from 2984-5  Dnml, 2994!.

The tourtsm mdustry tn the GBR ts predominanth
environmental or nature-based, and generalll ntvolves
tourists in boat/vessel acti~ides although helicopter and
axed-wag aircraft fhghts occur locally. Visitation by
vessel-based day-trips predominate wtth extended and
overnight cruises, cruise ships, yacht charter, island transits
and charters for specific activities  e.g., game hshing!
representing specialist and additional activtttes.

A special feature of the tourism tndustry in the GBR has
been the development and installatzon of pontoons at reef
sites throughout the area, especiaHy through the Cairns to
Whitsunday regions. The 19 pontoons throughout these
regtons serve as day-tnp destinations serviced by modem,
luxury high-speed �5 knots! catamaran and "waveptercer"
vessels carrying up to 300 passengers, Mainland-to-
pontoon transits of up to two hours provide opportunity
for "educational" briehngs on the GBR and special
features of the destination.

Major tounst activities at resort islands and pontoon
destinattons tnciude: scuba diving, snorkel, "resort-dives,"
glass bottom boat setni-submersible trtps, underwater
observatories, and limited reef walking.

Elsewhere seasonal whale watching, sailing, windsurhng,
and motorised sports  water-skiing, paraQying! and &shing
are major demand activities. The diving industry has
expanded enormously with more than one million scuba
dives and two million snorkelling activities in 2992  David
Wmdsor, pers. comm.!. Camping on coral cays and
opportunities for "wilderness experiences" are niche
markets of ecotourism operations.

Passive and active touzism opporrunities and activities
differ regionally throughout the Great Barrier Reef,
reflecting Reef access and natural structure, and support
infrastructure, such as international and domestic airports.
Domestic visitaQons exceed infernattonal visitor numbers
although there are regional differences, again reQecting
direct airport access. The Cairns sector is strongly
commercial with day-trips to reef pontoons, Green Island
and Low ! sles and diving and hshing expeditions
dominating over private recreational visits. The region
attracts a high level of international tourists Qying directly
to Cairns International Airport. Domestic tourists
predominate in the Whitsundays and southern region.
Resort islands, reef pontoons, sailing and motor cruising
activities are major attractions in the Whitsundays-Mackay
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region with its multitude of high islands and spectrum of
beaches and cruising waters.

Even then it was an attraction, offering relatively low-key
activities associated with resort islands, cruising and day
trips, dii~g and fislung. Over the last 15 years, the
industry has increased dramaticalll and is predicred to
have potential to double again into the turn of the century,
particularly vith the Sydney Olympics in the year 2000.

Today's highly professional tourist industry in the Great
Barrier Reef developed as a result of mnovative
approaches by prix ate sector operators to sustainably
utilise the unique natural features of the Reef. Key
features have been the development of new technologies
 vessels, pontoons, marine engine ezing mfra structure!,
improved and expanded transportation and infrastructure,
and private sector investment for quality of visitor
experience,

Technology improvements for new and faster vessels
carrying up to 600 passengers at 30 � 40 knots is likely to
expand the cruising-pontoon tourism activities, On the
other hand, tourism demands for educational or scientihc-
based opportunities and total ecotouzism experiences
provides another direction for development.

The Context: Management and
Development

In 1975, the Australian Goveznment enacted the Grear
Barrier Reef Marine Park Act which provided a legal
framework for planning and m~ the Great Barrier
Reef. The Act provided for the establishment of the
Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority  GBR'VPA! to
manage and plan foz protection, conservation and "wise
use" of the Reef, a Consultative Committee of interest
groups and government agencies, speci6ed functions of
the Authority  including preparation of zoning and
management plans, education and management programs!,
and provided for cooperative functions with the
Queensland Government. In 1981, the Great Barrier Reef
was entered into the Wodd Heritage List,

The Great Barrier Reef Manne Park Authority is the
principle management agency for the Area, with the
Queensland Government's Departznent of Environznent
responsible for most day-to-day management activities
and management of Srate marine parks and island national
parks. Other Queensland authorities aze responsible for
rdevant activities induding 6sheries.

The Great Barrie Reef Marine Park Authority has the
goal "to provide for the protection, wise use,
understanding and enjoyment of the Great Barrier Reef in
perpetuity through the care and development of Great

Barrier Reef Marine Park"  GBRihfPA 1993!. In practice
its inanagement objecrive has been to proiide for
conservation and multiple usc. Human use is integral to
the approach and managed to be "ecologically sustainable"
 Craik, 1992!, wherebi econonuc development and
enimonmental maintenance are not antagorustic bui that
they are compatible goals in the sense of the Brundtland
Report  WCED, 198 ', ESD, 1990!.

A. cornerstone of management of the Great Barrier Reef
has been zoning, to ensure separation of conflicting
activities so tha  while some areas are protected from use,
other areas are provided suitable for particular actinties
 Kenchington, 1990! e.g., General Use Zones, .Xatinnal Park
Zones and Preservation/Scientrfir Zones. Commercial and
recreational use  including fishing! is allowed m the G~~er~l
L'se Zones. The Nateona! Park Znnes allow "look but do not
touch or remove" activities.

Zoning plans allow for touriszn, under permits, to occur in
99.8'/0 of the Marine Park. Zoning Plans are
complemented by a range of special area/use instruments
indudmg. Regional ibfanagement Plans, Reef Use Plans,
Special Ii1anagement Areas, Site Plans and Reef
A,ppreciation Areas  Otteson, 1992!. In practice, it has
been estimated that tourism utilises 0.02~/n of the total

Park area  Burgess, 1993!.

Enhanced public awareness over the last two decades of
the unique and special qualities ot the Great Barrier Reef
is apparent in the wider community and in the
boardrooms and actions of the Reef industry users.
''Education not regulation" has been a deliberate approach
by GBRMPA and other day-to-day management agencies,
Putting aside this awareness and any sense of altruism, it
makes sound commercial sense for the tourism  and
other! industry, with investments of millions of dollars in
expenditure, to ensure the sustainable nature of the Great
Barrier Reef environment on which each entezprise
depends.

The 25 Year Strategic Plan for the Great Barrier Reef
World Heritage Area 199W2019 helps "to ensure the
persistence of the Great Barrier Reef Word Heritage A.rea
as a diverse, resilient, and productive ecological systezn,
while retaining opportunity for a diverse range of
experiences and was consistent with Australia's obligations
under the World Heritage Area," The Plan is the product
of three years consultation between more than 60
organisations representing management agencies
 Commonwealth, Queen sland State!, Aborigine arid
Tones Strait Island groups, Reef user groups  tounsm,
6shezies, scienti6c! and interest groups  conservation,
coasta1 land use and agriculture!. The internationally
acdaimed Strategic Plan has extensive "ownership" by the
array of stakeholder organisations who individually and
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collectively are irnpleinenung the Plan in their acnnues of
use and management.

Over the last few vears the Australian government has
been acting to enhance a range of international
agreements, treaties and concepts relanng to the
enivronment and especially to the marine sector, for
example, United Nations Convenuon on Law of the Sea
 UYCLOS!  and EEZ commitments!, lnteinadonal
Convention for the Prevention of PoHuuon from Ships
PiL'iRPOL including "Special Area" designation for the
Great Barrier Reef!, United Nations Conference on
Emizonment Bc Development  UNCED!  Agenda 21!.
National legislation dealing with Nauve Tide  GBRXIPA
1994! and Queensland State legislanon for a revised
Fisheries Act have implications for the processes and
mechamsms of management and use of the Great Barrier
Reef which are currently being evaluated,

Government actions have to date imposed a number of
costs on users of the Reef, falling mainly on commercial
operators rather than recreational users. Issuing of
permits for tourism and other commercial operations on
the Reef include sigru6cant costs for applications and
bonds are requIred on infrastructural development  e.g,,
pontoons, moorings! to allow GBRlvtpA to remediate
sites should the operator be unable or unwilhng to remove
damage or abandoned structures, Conditions of practice
and often a requirement for independent environmental
monitozing of sites are usually attached to operator
pe trill ts.

In 1993, an Environmental Management Charge  EMC!
was instituted by the Austrdian Government  through
GBRMPA! levying a charge of A$1 per head on touzism
activities in the Marine Park to assist in meeting the
increasing cost of management and associated research on
the Reef. The introduction of the EMC was not without
discontent in the tourism industry-it remains applicable
only to commercial tourism and does not apply to
recreational users of the Reef. Of the revenue 25'lo
contributes to management actzvtties and 75'!o is applied
to key research issues thzo~ the CRC Reef Research
Centre � a joint venture between the tourism industry, the
management agencies  GBRMPA, Queensland State
agencies! and research agencies  Australian Institute of
Marine Science, James Cook University!.

The CRC Reef Research Centre is one of over 60
Australian CRC's bringing together outstanding
researchers from universities, research institutes,
management agencies and private industry. Over A$46
million is pledged for the CRC Reef Research Centre until
the year 2000.

The Centre emphasises the importance of developing
interriadonally competiuve mdustzy sectors, especially
touris, and ofters some of the best research teams
working with private tndustiv. It is managed bv a board of
nominated representanves from its partner orgaisations,
and a Director. Each of its five programs have a Program
Leader and individual research tasks are developed with
industry advisory groups focussed on achieving practical
outcomes. The Cenue uses a sigiuficant proportion of the
environmental inanagement charge  EMC! funds for
zesearch and development projects. In effect, 75 cents in
every A$1.00 commercial operators pay to GBRXIPA is
directed to the Centre's program. Other government
contributions will be over six times this amount, to a total
of A$46 iiulhon. Companies can enjoy financial support
under the CRC Program while retauung fuII research and
development tax incentives normally available to them.
The live prograins are:

1. Regionaj Kavironrnenra/ Srarus Program � Aimed
at understanding and controlhng water quality,
sediment flow, effects of nutzients and pollution,
impacts of cyclones, crown-of-thorns starlish, and
other natural processes to the Reef,

2. Operations Program � Aimed at finding solutions
to problems associated with increasing human use of
the Reef, particularly tourism and recreational
activines.

3. Engineering Pmgram � Aimed at developing new
engineezing practices for the design, construction and
operation of Reef facilities and coastal developments,

4. Edvearion Program � Aimed at providing
scholarships and support for outstanding tertiary
students to conduct research into special areas,

5. Kvrension and Traiaing Program � Aimed at
facilitating interactive communication with Reef
industry groups, researchers and management
agencies, and distributing research results.

The Centre was established to keep pace with rapid
ruazine industrial, policy and technological change. It has
increased private investment in R&D, and therefore
industry involvement and commerctalisation of research
beneizts. It bas helped build a new partnerships between
knowledge providers and knowledge users.

Australia's national CRC Program is bridging the gap
betweeri reef researchers, educational institutes,
government managers and pzivate industries. It supports
long-teriu high quality scientific and technological research
which contributes to Australia's nattonal objectives,
induding social and economic development.
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But am type of network demands cooperation to be
effective. The reason for undertaking collaborative
research is to get some advantage � to achiexe something
that would be more dif6cult or more unlikely to achieve
without coHaborauon. Advantages can flow to indi~iduals,
orgaxusations and regions through coHabo ration.
Collaboration helps:
~ get access to inteHectual or physical resources
~ spread the risk or the cost of some ventures
~ learn from your partners
~ build community support and participation
~ access additional funds tatgeted at issues
~ set industry standards, methods or approaches

The Future: Tourism artd the Reef

Tourism in the Great Barrier Reef region has potential to
double over the next decade, particularly with the Svdney
2000 Olympics. Sustainable development wiH require the
maintenance of balance between the conservation of Reef
quahties and use by tourist and other industnes.

Tourism activities on the Reef are mostly environmentaHy
oriented towards appreaation of environmental features
and qualities rather than resource harvesting. It is
anticipated that the "ecotouxism" direction wiH expand
 Deparmtent of Tourism, 1994! and as a consequence the
tourism industry will be fully reliant on: maintenance of
high water quality, relatively pristine environmental
features and a diversity of settings, access to key resource
sites on the Reef across the wide geographic range, and an
ability to meet tourist expectations foz a range of
experiences and quality of experience within a variety of
settings,

Managing the implications of the external issues on the
sustainable development of the Reef will require an
awareness and understanding of scienti6c findings and
consultation by industry and Reef managers with other
national and state xnanagement agencies. The internal
issues will require information and consultation within the
interest groups of the Reef. Here, resource allocation and
an array of social elements largely dealing with access and
amenity are the central issues.

The Reef area is not unique in having conQict between
commercial and recreational fishing interests over access
and entitlement to fish stocks. While commercial 6shezies
operate a major industry in the Great Barrie Reef
 economicaHy valued about A$400 million pa; Dziml,
1994!, recreational 6shezies are considered to be of about
half that value and compzise a signi6cant part of the
touxism and recreational use of the Reef, Commeraal
operations are working to improve financial return with a
constant or diminished catch by value-adding initiatives.

Part of the recreational ftshen  tourism sector! are
practising catch and release, but resource harvesting for
tabie use remains a primary goal. Access and allocanon of
the apparentiy fiiute fisheries stocks remains at issue.

Broad public concerns have been expressed about
retention of areas of the Reef devoid of structures

 mootings, pontoons!, especiaHI near population centres,
In the Cairns region of the Great Barrier Reef, a No
S/ro'turx Sub Zone has been introduced covenng 22~i'n of the
reefs in this relatively high visitation sector. "Carr!mg
capacity" is a major issue; a current dif6culty is
understanding of the term and translation of perception to
reahties in a xneasurable way to guide Reef managers xn the
ecoIogicaHy sustainable use of the Reef.

Resoludon of the social issues  principaHy access, amenity,
and opportunity for a range of' visitor experiences!
through consultative processes seems less tractable at this
stage; government determination looms large, The ma~or
dxfficulty is the lack of coherent databases and informauon
to subtend the emotional arguments of interest groups.

Reef management agencies need to mamtain a rational and
dynamic approach to environmental and social balance in
use of the Great Barrie Reef, gain enhanced knowledge
of the ecosystems and their response to ixupacts and
uuportantly, sustain an understanding of the thresholds
for maintenance/growth processes in Reef ecosystems.
Scientific research needs to actively address Reef issues
through applied science, delivering timely and
unambiguous outcomes to managers and industry, based
on data, not dogma. '?lxe new joint venture-CRC Reef
Research Centre � between the tourism industxy, Reef
managers and Reef research institutions, supported in part
by the Australian Government will contribute significantiy
to the provision of useful saentific results from its issues-
driven, applied research approach.

Continued and enhanced consultation and an adaptive
management approach will assist the process and
outcomes. Reef managers and the tourism industry are
wozhng to put in place codes of practice foz sectoral
activities and key Reef sites. Industry self-regulation and
accreditation schemes are being devdoped. These
incremental and cooperative developments are part of the
process of developing maturity in the tourism industry and
Reef management agencies.
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A bst'l'Bc/: 'Fcosourisrn arrd communi sybased tourism arv gro nrsh
niche marketsin sourism Thr's case sysrdy presenrs theinoo/oement of a
communing and /oca/ enrirronmens censm to estabilsh a communiey
based ecotoun'sm pmducr, in the Sydney seasrde recon' of Man/y.

The study discusses the posensr'a/ for communiey based ecosourism
rrirthin cr'sr'es such as Sydney. To examine skis, a rvgion a/mady
successful in sourism and containing a urea/rh of natural assess ryas
rhosen for rernero, This area niryhin sighs of Sydney's skyscrapers
includes na0'ona/parks; other «asura/ bush reserrres, beaches, marine
and harbour reefs of sign rfrcans bi o/ogs'ca/ i nyeress and built
enoimnmens ni rth sigrnfrcans herr'sage. Wd by the Manly Enrnronmens
Censre, yhere is strong communi yy inseyess irr the enor'ronmens, and
desire so exp/ore she posensra/of sourism ar a means of consernass'on
educayion andincomegerrerasion.

The ojbecsioes of thisini us/ssudy nrerer
~ yo inrresrrgase and descrr'be the enrrsronmens/ she enrriyonmenta//y

minded communisy and she small business communisy i nero/rredin
souyism;

~ so inoestigase posensia/ nrays for these shme insernsss so inseracsfor
musua/ adoanyage of ecokgica/ and ecrrnomr'c sussainabi/isy, and
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educasiona/maseer'a/s ro penmoye and sussar'» communisy based
ecosounsv»in a ciyysaspe; and prtrrnde a mode/for commum'p
i nrro/tremens in Soars'sm planning.

The paper nr/// high/rghs hon /he partnership besrrreen commueip and
enrrironmentis essensr'a/in the sussainab/e tourism ec/uasion, It
con/ends shay sussarnabrhyy rec/sures:
~ valuing a// e/emenss thar make a sourism produce � yhe nayurtr/

assess, she commumyy consexs, the fenancia/poyentia/ and she
infrastnvctun,

~ insegrasi ng al/e/emenys
~ deoe/ops ng coopeyrssrrre parsn ersbips

Xeywosdss ecoyourr'sm, community, enriryonment, parsnership,
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Introduction

Ecotourism and commurutl-based tounsm are malor
growth areas. There appears to be advantages in regional
economics, sustainability of the industry and eco!oycal
sustainabihti over more tradinonal inass tourism, in this
trend. One tends to think of ecotourism as invohing s
relatively undegnded natural environment remote fr<rm
malor urban areas. However, Sydney NS%' is fortunate in
bemg one of the few major cities in the world to have large
areas of natural bushland within its boundaries and in

particular, is fortunate m being intersected by large areas of
waterways. Therefore there is a potential to add ecotounsm
to Sydney's already valued tourist activities. Sydney is a!so
fortunate in ha~kg ecologicaUy minded community
interests. This includes groups such as the NSW Wildlife
and Rescue Service, various regional and local
conservational societies and bush land regeneration groups.
Thus, an opportuiuty exists to combine eco and commuruty
based tourism with aU their advantages of sustarnabihty in
the ecological, social and economic senses.

The question arises � v"hat is the potential for a sustainable
cornmmuty based ecotourism industry within cities such as
Sydney. To examine this, a tegion already successful in
tourism and containing a wealth of natural assets was
chosen for review, with a view to establishing a twelve-
rnonth study into this activity, This area, Manly, is within
sight of Sydney's skyscrapers and yet includes national parks
and other natural bush reserves, beaches, marine and
harbour reefs of signilicant biological interest and built
environment with significant heritage, Manly commuruty,
led by the Manly Environment Centre, also has strong
community interest in the environment, and has been
proactive in exploring the potential of tourism as a means
of conservation education and income generation,

Background to the Program

It is our contention that a sustainable industry will be one
that is wdl integrated, planned and managed with other
industries and with the "host community." Tounsm
literature supports this position. The role of the host
community has been stressed by many authors, and
community participation in tourism planning much
discussed. But there is little evidence of successful

plementation of this approach, Community participation
is considered an important aspect of decision making in
many areas but mostly not within the context of the
development of an "industry." It is particularly important
in tourism because it is so reliant on public goods for its
product, and the goodwill and co-operation of local people.
How tourism is managed depends on how it is viewed.
Mere is, for example, debate about the status of tourism as
an industry.
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Tounsm is an unusual phenomenon, because despite its
obvious economic importance globally, it defies common
defirutton of an industry. It does not produce a distmct
product; the customer, the tourist, consumes 'product' from
many different businesses, and these businesses, such as
transport, entertainment, food service and so on, may noi
differentiate the 'tourist' customer from others, and may
n.ot even see themselves in the tourism business, hence the
supply-side of the market is il! dehned; hov: revenue from
this 'industry' is counted is therefore quesaonable; and the
consuiuer travels to the product. Most of these features
make it unusual. Without wanting to extend the discussion
about whether it is or is not an industry, it is important to
realize that there are several unusual characteristics of tins
anportant econoauc activitv. The characteristics are
inherent in the difficulaes encountered bv tourism planners
and regional tourism managers, without attempting to cast
the nei even wider to also consult the wider community in
plaaiung processes. Yet, it is important.

Murphv �985! states "whether one classi6es tourism as an
industry or not, one cannot ignore the resource base which
is its raisss» d'esse, or the delivery system which permits
people to utilize those resources, if tourism is to be
understood and managed for the bene 6t of society.
lvfodern tourism raust develop and protect its attractions."
A.s Murphy identifies, it is a resource-based 'industry.'
These resources are the social setting of the tourist
experience and product; the environment and the
'uniqueness'  cultural context!. These are aH public good
resources which the 'industry' or 'businesses' do not own or
even have responsibility for their management. Yet they
'sell' them as part of the tourist experience. Hence, these
resources require very careful management, and normal
business practices, or management and planning strategies
are not necessarily appropriate for the partiaHy
industriahzed  Leiper, 1989!, highly fragmented and
transient nature of tourism.

The move toward greater public participation needs equally
careful consideration. Simmons �994! suggests
"mecharusms must be chosen to match the desired output
from participation aad the current stage of planning."
Wearing gr McLean �996! include an excellent section on
techniques for community participation.

To further complicate the process, there are many variables
beyond the control of those responsible for tourism
planning aad maaagemeat. Not the least of these are the
different value systems of the tourism business, the host
community and the visitor. To the host community, the
assets, the public goods are the heritage and essence of the
cominuaity. For the visitor, who by de6aition does aot
belong and does not remain at the location, is investing
discrerionary time and income  and often relatively large
amounts of the latter!, oa the visit. They usuaUy intend to
'get good value for money' aad 'make the most of the visit.'

They may not expect or intend to return and so vAll
perceive the assets from a very short tenn perspective.
Likewise, the business operator/owners'developer mar not
belong to the local community, or region or even host
country. Like the tourist, thei will be interested
maximizing their return, and mai' have veri short term
oblectives with httle knowledge or regard for the desires or
aspirations of the host community. These differences
create mani ethical, social and economic concerns. The

planning process can help to ameliorate these if n assists in
the formation of a shared commuiutv vision for that
community, and helps to define and articulate the
community's shared values for their social, cultural and
ecological environment. This would enable and empower
local government authorities to make mfoaned
development decisions, and assisi tourism marketing efforts
to attract visitors who are more aware of the local assets
and their importance to the commuiuty,

Most tourism planning is business/econorrucally-oriented
with numeric goals of ever increasing numbers of visitors.
There are many examples world wide, and suf6cient
experience and knowledge to know that 'more is not better,'
either for the small businesses involved in tourisin  the
concept of 'pro6tless volume'! or the local community or
the visitor. All are dissatished as a location becomes
'popular', crowded and spoiled, Hence the way the local
tourism 'product' is conceived, developed and sold has
considerable impact on its sustainability.

Substantial amounts of government tourism marketing and
infrastructure dollars are spent supporting the large vertical
operations as they are the most visible; and vertical
marketing strategies are seen to be very ef6cieat. Only
those companies involved in the vertical integration bene6t.

A sustaiaable approach that encompasses social, cultural
and environmental dements not only economic elements
involves horizontal integration aad provides bene6t to the
wider community, aot only those generating an iacome
 through thar business or employment! from tourism. For
example, local culture should feature in all tourism, aot only
in 'cultural tourism.' "Community cultural planning i» aa
important building block ensuring that programs of cultural
tourism bene6t residents and tourists alike"  Scott, 1991!.

Sustainability requires:
~ valuing all elements that make a tourism product

�! the natural assets,
�! the community context,
�! the 6nancial potential, aad '
�! the infrastructure

~ integrating aH elements in an authentic way
~ developing co-operative parmerships which ainiiaize

cost, and maximize bene6t/ef6ciency
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Benefits to residents from this approach, which remain after
the tourists hase gone may include:
~ reseal and maintenance of the enrironment, hentage

and cultural features, and
~ enhanced and developed 'cultural captral.'

Culture is a whole way of life with material, rntegectual and
spintual content. ]t is related ro a place, to a community and
its people. It has elements of the past  heritage!, present and
future  Young, 1995!.

Toutism involves the visitor expenence of the 'way of life
of the locals,' There is an element of learning. Learning
about history, geography, social science, natural science,
customs, food, religion, etc.

The essence of the tourism product involves:
~ sense of place/pride/history
~ uniqueness

~ auth en tlctry

These are equagy desirable and part of the successful mix of
any regional tourism activity, not just 'cultural tourism.'
These elements can come only from localized, community-
based, horizontal integration. "Tourists want to go where
locals go � to be part of the local scene"  Coombes, 1995!.
The element of learning, of cuziosity, of exploring other
cultures is in aH forms of tourism. The extent mav vary.
The focus should be to enhance local assets through
tourism, rather than tailor culture to partrcular tourists.
That is, it should be supply led not demand daven.

Communities can share their region with visrtors, enhance
the return to aH the comraunity and «nhance civic pride.
Sporting ev'ents, general exhibitions, festivals, local
shopping which are an integral part of the commuruties' life,
are part of touzism.

Like aH development, tourism must be planned. Not only
so that touriszn is profitable, but so it is acceptable and
hence sustainable. Success depends on how that planning is
done who is involved and the aims and objectives.
Countries like Thailand with a very rich culture planned for
cultural tourism. They achieved a 317% growth over ten
years  Murphy, 1991!. Massive success, or was it? We are all
aware of the sigai6caat costs to the host Thai' community
and their values. Craik �995! warn that cultural touasm is
developing as a new niche in response to economic czises;
exhaustion of traditional attractions such as beaches aad
fauna; the shift away from mass touasm and demands of
more sophisticated tourists. As the impetus for this
development has beea econoraic imperative rather than
altruistic search for a more sustainable form of tourism,
cultural tourism itself may exacerbate problems rather than
solve them.

The community needs to be exerted and sag to share,
but also needs to agree to and understand the lunits, The
concept of the "Lrmrts of Acceptable Change" are
discussed most often in relation to natural assets such as
Nadonal Parks. There are many other assets that the
commruuty values which need to be protected. With good
planning, tourism can not only protect but enhance these
assets by raising awareness of their value.

lf locals rdenafy what elements of their commuruty are
important and why � locals learn more about themselves.
Tounsts wiH value what locals value if planning encourages
them to do so. The creaaon o f appropriate tourist
mformation, transport systems, signage, and hospitality can
reinforce those values. Building cultural training into
human resource development for the industrv can asstst ro
czeate mformed and enthused hosts.

How do smaH business operators 'capture' those essences
and involve a sense of place and commuruty in their
product? We believe Tourism Partnering is the answer. The
concept of partnerships across small businesses,  local, state
and federal! goverruuent and community allows the creation
of supportrve networks, They enable "no risk venture" or
"win/win enterprise" to develop, The basis is that aH
partners value sharing rather than the conventional
parochial competitive approach to doing business. Parr of
the process of forming partnerships needs to involve
'cultural mapping' of the regions assets, values aad identtty.
Local government, tourism organizations and smaH business
aH need to participate together with community groups.
Consultation is not enough.

Partnerships can form around geographic location�
precincts-themes-acrivities. They can link the obvious such
as local government with community, or one operator with
another. It is necessary for tourism operators to link with
community through parurering, if there is to be an authentic
cultural element,

Parurerships can be exciting and link the ualikely to create
new product, new ideas aad opportunity and interest.
Synergies are created. Large and small business can benefrt
equally, Non-tourist operations aad the general public will
bene 6t.

Successful Tourism Partnering is ~here business and the
resources of tourism develop hazmozuous and sustainable
relationships,

Tourism Partnering takes advantage of existing tourism
markets through aggregation of enterprises and touzism
resources into non-competing uaits to form high yielding
opportunities. The business opportunities in tourism
parmeriag caa be described in marketing parlance as
"horizoataHy ratggrate,"
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This description compares with the high volume tourism
market typified in much of Australia's internanona1 tounsm.
i~Inch of the volume business touxism generated out of'
operanons from Asia and North Amenca can be best
described as "vertically integrated." 3 extical integranon
involves operanons "owning" the custoinex foz a large part
of the tounsm experience through company "owned" travel
agents, accommodation, shopping expenences and
transport arrangements. The organizations created to
represent this sector of the industry are also vernca1  and
narrow! in their focus.

Table 1 iHustrates this difference with mainstream most
often represennng vertical structures and soft involving
horizontally integrated operations:

'Table 1. ickexstaff, 1995
Mairistream or "Hard"

Tourism

"Soft" Tourism

small group size
home-based companies
low volume/high inazgin
substance
benefits
diverse

integrated
client-driven
based around existing
Features
"1 understand"

large group size
office-based companies
high volume/low margin
appearance
features
consistent
isolated
industry-driven
based around purpose-
built features
"been there done that"

To be successful and sustainable as a small, non-integrated
business in tourism, the enterprises can join forces with the
resources which make up the tourism product
~ the community, its precincts, its axts, its businesses, its

government;
~ the environment, cultures and history � aH of which

have a shared ownership bestowed in the community
and its participation in the tourism process; and

~ the tourism businesses and the associated tourism
support infrastructure involving local govermnent,
regional development organizations, transport
infrastructure.

Tourism business can become hoxizontaHy integrated by
alignment across a category, such as:

Nature based operators working wiith artists,
interpretative guides, transport and accommodation in
their region.

The benefits to individual tourism businesses arise from
their capacity to compete and gain access to new tourism
markets. This means the new business that is generated
through Tourism Partnexing is potentially higher yielding
 more pro&table! and more sustainable in terms of the
community's ownership of the resources.

~ RegionaHv based galleries, museums, attracnons linked
uith adventure tours.

~ Theme-based product  heritage, nature, adventure,
entertamment! links across regions and inter-reyonal
markets.

iblarket segments which suit integration include; heritage,
environment, entertaiiunent, scenic, arts  visual, performing,
craft-based, culinary!, rural  or regional industry, i.e.,
military, mantime, education, forestry etc.!.

Partnering aHows for growth of tourism entexpnses,
broadening the market opportuzuties and minimizing the
impact of smaU individual businesses competing in a market
beyond their size and mass, The higher the local content,
the more authentic, the more appeaimg and the greater the
community becomes part of the product, Tins m turn
facihtates greater ongoing participation in the touxism
planning process, which must involve constant evaluation,
monitoring and reconsideration.

Oelzichs �994! explains:

The landscape  regional, setting or site! values are
some of the most widely distributed, most
accessible, most abundant, most productive, most
cost effective and most efficient to access, most
conservable, most protectable, most sustainable,
most community friendly ways of establishing and
guaranteeing a "unique seHing position." Thim, is
it not the most sensible way to go, to draw the
theme and puxpose of a tourism activity from the
landscape  ecology overlaid with culture! to use as
the foundation for ones tourism venture, town,
regional, oz even a national tourism plan

elements of successful Tourism Partnerships is:

coHaboration

community participation
developing high yielding sustainable business through
non-competitive partnerships utilizing horizontal
tourism segments which exist in your region
aH partners are equal
developing a genuine sharing attitude in a "wm/win"
or "no-risk enterprise"
a management plan with clear structures for
involvement and dear objectives
identify aH stake holders with an interest and make
involvement non-threatening and enjoyable
exnbrace the communities and the resources which
sustain your touxism business
identifying the 'assets' and 'values' of the cominunity
through a process of 'cultural mapping' and determine
limits of acceptable change to these assets
czeating a unique and interesting tourism
product/precinct
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Manly Ecotourism Partners Case Study

In this case study we seek to illustrate an evofnng
partnership of environment, commututy and tounsm.

The ihfanly peninsula is situated approximately 12
kilometers east from the center of Sydney. Lt has uruque
assets for a cityscape Surrounded by ocean and estuarine
waters, it is endowed with nattonal parks and has a strong
community interest tn promotion and protecnon of Its
natural assets. The area is a major tourist destinauon, at 8.5
milhon visitors per annum Pifanly Vtsitors Informanon
Bureau!, ihfanly already offers a variety of emmonmental
experiences for tourists, including scuba divsng and
bushwalking throughout its national parks and reserves.

Led by the Manly Environtnent Centre, the area has
developed a strong community environmental culture, The
Centre is a focal point for Local conservation and
community groups. It has extensive contact with voluntary
conservation groups working to preserve and enhance the
natural environment, Education is a strong focus of these
groups. They have extensive Local knowledge and
experience of their local environment which they enjoy
shaang with residents and visitors ahke, In this situation a
untque opportunity exists for a ctty area, to integrate
community, ecological attributes and tourism.

It has been proposed to invesugate the opportunity to link
these co-developing interests with the following potential
bene 6ts:

for the community, a greater understanding of the
value of lvtanly's ecological attributes by others,
enhancing support for their activities;

~ for the tourist, providing contact opportunittes with
the local environmental culture and community � a
true basis for endemic tourism;

~ for the business community, enhancement of the
attraction base for "long stay" and "returning" tourists;
and

for the environment, an opportunity to control access
and increase protection of sensitive ecological areas by
only allowing guided tours in small groups and
involving tourists in the environmental
restoration/protection process.

The project, to take place over the next 12 months,
proposes to identify local ecological assets such as rock
platfoans, distinct bushland, native fauna habitats and
restoration projects, suitable for the production of packages
for education of interested ecotourists. These packages
when produced would identify the local community groups
associated with restoration and regeneration of native flora
and fauna  such As WIRS! and would show how these
groups are protecting the environment. The project would
also identify touast interests and needs with the help of

local tour operators, These packages would be designed tor
marketing of the product as well as provtding educauon
concerrung the surnval of native habitats and their speaes
witfun a city landscape. The project mll then produce a
pilot package invol~mg the appropriate communin group.

What are the Objectives of the Project?

~ To promote value of the natural envtronment by
linking the environmental attributes of a regton and the
community associated wsth then protection to
economic activttv assoctate with tounsm,

~ To use this process as a model for other regions which
are currently urbanizing. The objective being to
demonstrate that preservation of the Local natural
environment is compatible with economic activity in
the form of ecotourism.

The development of a package would bring together
tourists with an interest in nature based tourism and a
voluntary conservation group dedicated to education and
preservauon. It is hoped that this will be a model project
for communities across Australia,

The package would include tours, of local bushland, for
small groups of tourists. This would incIude a local guide
and the opportunity to meet a wildlife or bushland cater
who would personally expand upon the role of their Local
group. Opportuniues for the tourist to become involved in
wildlife or bushland care will be identified.

An information package for the touast to take home which
would not only enrich their personal experience but which
they could share with their relatives and faends,

Manly Keototourism Partners Preliminary
Study

However, in order to initiate this program the question
arises, "what is the situation now?" To answer this, a
preliminary review was undertaken by the University of
Western Sydney-Hawkesbury, and the Manly Environment
Centre. The objectives of this review, were to deteazune
the numbers environmentaL assets in the Manly region, the
numbers of active community groups with the potential and
interest to be involved in tourism and to identify the types
of business interests associated with touasm in the area.
These objectives were address by investigation of tourism
research literature�Manly regional hterature and by
attending meetings with community and tourism interests
and local government,
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The rexiev. revealed that: i~fanly has numerous
envtronmental assets; the major ones include the folfowmg:
~ 25 km of harbour and ocean frontage,

~ 19 beaches,

~ 49 bush reserves,

~ North Head, sandstone cliffs, coastal' heath vegetation
 National Park!, and

~ Harbourstde Walk, sandstone cliffs, coastal heath
vegetation  National Park!.

iXfanhy also has numerous enmronmentaHv-tninded
community groups. The current active groups include:
~ Bushland Volunteer Network

~ Cabbage Tree Ba» Consultative Group
~ Wildlife Information and Rescue Se~~ce  %'TRS!
~ A.ssociation for Growing Nanve Plants
~ Project AWARE Workshop Participants  rock

platform awareness!
~ Anglers Action Group
~ Manly Comtnunity Streamwatch Teatn  %'ster Quality

Morutoring of Manly Lagoon!
~ 12 Precinct Groups  Communitv Representatives!
~ Save Manly Dam catchment  Resident Group!
~ Manly Lagoon Residents Committee

Manly Waste Action Group
Bird watching groups

As would be expected, tourism at Manly involves a large
number of smaH businesses from tour operators to retail
outlets and accommodation providers. It has been
estimated that tourism generated employment at Manly is
approximately 2000 jobs  Larcombe &. Associates, 1993!.

Interaction Between Environment,

Conununity,and Business

It was identified that there has been significant tourism
interest in Manly's natural assets � it's beaches, national park
and reefs  although the interest at this time is generally short
term and of a mass tourism nature!. This activiry has quite
extensive involvement of smaH business, Quite separately,
there is strong community interest in the restoration and
protection of the region's same natural assets,

Needs of both tourism and the environmental community
have emerged from this preliminary investigation. These
include:
~ for tourism, ways of extending stays of visitors to the

area, and
~ for the environmental community include support in

valuing the environment and help to undertake
remedial and protective works,

The objective ot the proposed ptlot study is to achieve this
mterac tron.

On the basis of ttus initial investtgation, UWS-H in
conjunction uith the Manly Envtronment Centre and the
ibfanly Tounst Associatton wiH conduct the 12-month
program, as outlined above, to link the tounsm commusuty
and the em~ronmental communih together to promote
ecologtcaHv sustainable development and provide a pilot for
the res  of' Stdncy and other urban centres. The program
supported by UWS-H Sustainable Futures Program wiH be
reported at the Tourism Research Conference to be held in
ihfanlv m 1997.
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Introduction

SURFING THE VIRTUAL COAST:

CMT COMMUNICATION AND
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Absrracrt Il> tbe gear 20t0, the coastal poputatro» of the
U»rted Statesis exacted to drarnatr'calli increase in siZe, srvelilrrg by
ne~: 27/o above 1 980 hnelr as more tharr t5t nrillion addr'tronal
peopb move inta coastal counties.

The recreational activities of «erv ress'dents, throngs of tourists and
increasing numbers of enterprises servi»g them arr increasing the
pressures on fragile avast' resources. P'hik stricter enforcement of
regulate'ons carr reduce some of the anticipated environmental
degradatio», expanded i»formats'on and edvcation are critical to
advancing a/rpnppnate human behavi ors.

The chalfnrgc is hon best to deb'ver that informati orr in a manner that
encourages people to take prrronal responsibiht! for decreasirrg ther'r
onn impact on tbe envsronment, Thrs enormous ed«cational task is
made dificult' by suepping reductio»sin pubbcfundrng for trrrditional
outreach astir»tres such as rvorksbops, classes and pubb'catio»s.

derv ekctronsc tooh are being eephyed to address tbe challenge of
coastal and mari»e tourist»  C3fT! education. The inraginative use
of emeginginformation technologyis a strategic resgensefor addressing
the grorvsng demand for ed«ca@anal o«treach rvith a shrinking set of
h«man and fr'nancial rrso«rces.

Our piprr Jrresents thnre euar»ppks of tecbniclues being used to baud
C3fT comm«»icatt'o» and collaboration. These i«chider 1! applying
Lo» PorverrSf Radio technology to CRT edruution, 2! distrrbuting
CAST ed«cational resources aia tbe Internet and W'orld Inde IFeb,

3! forming a "virt«al CMT comus«ns'ty. " Session ~+pants rvill
gcn'» a» understanding of tbe stre»gths and pigallr of each strategy
Presented

Soyworclo: dutarur education, lon prrver radio, Internet/ VWW,
nerserkrd compp«tsng

By the year 2010, the coastal population of the United
States is expected to dramatically increase in size. The
nation's coastal population is expected to swell by nearly

2~'to From 1980 levels, with more than 151 milhon

addiuonal people movmg into coastal counties  Culhton,
1993; Edwards, 1989!. The recreational acuvities of new
residents, throngs of tourists and increasing numbers of
enterprises sewing them are increasing the pressures on
fragile coastal resources. XVhile increased enforcement of
regulauons can help reduce human degradation of the
environment, expanded information and education are
critical to advancmg appropriate human behaviors.

The challenge is how best to deliver that information rn a
manner that encourages people to take personal
responsibility for decreasing their own impact on the
environment. Tins enormous educational task is made

dificult by sweeping reductions in public Fundmg for
tradiuonal outreach activities such as workshops, classes
and publicadons chrected at coastal residents, tourists and
recreation enterprises.

Communication systeins can serve as an informauon
bridge, expanding the awareness of visitors and residents
alike by alerting them to recreation opportunities,
encouraging appropriate behavior and enhancing resource
appreciation and stewardship,

Hew electronic tools are being employed to address the
coastal and marine tourism  Ch~ educational challenge at
hand. The imaginative use of emerging information
technology is a strategic response for addressing the
growing demand for educational outreach with a shrinking
set of human and 6nancial resources. This paper shares
insights on how cities, parks, businesses and governmental
agencies can use emery'ng inforination technology to
conununicate with visitors and/or related CMT enterprises,

Distance Learning via Low Fower Radio

We are witnessing a rapid expansion of distance learning
through the creative use of digitized electronic technology.
Application of distance learning technology to tourism is
characterized by the deliberate use of educational media by
visitors to enhance the quality of their leisure time
 Verduim and Clark, 1991!. One communication medium
rapidly emerging as a tourism inforination tool is Low
Power AM Radio  LPR!.

LPR made its debut in the late 1970s as a traveler
info rtnauon source on traf6c, highway and weather
conditions. During the following decade, the U.S. National
Parks Service deployed Low Power Radio to provide
visitor information on park attractions, safety tips and
camping sites. These successful applications encouraged
other orgaiuzauons to consider LPR as a visitor
information tool,
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By definition, LPR is a low wattage radio station which
broadcasts information on Aibf frequencies. Lott, power
Aibl transmitters fall into two categories: systems operanng
wtth 100 milliv att  mw! power output or less, and those
systems which operate with more than 100 milliwatt power
but less than ten watts. Both gyes hold potential for
providing coastal travel information along mth targeted

formal education  AlcFadden and Shoaf, 1979!

Regardless of the signal strength, LPRs funcnon with four
system components:
l. an audio recorder to record and repetitively plav back

voice rue ssages;
2. a verncal antenna;
3. an AM transmitter to bz'oadcast that message; and
4. signs alerting travelers to tune zn to an AXf radio

frequency so they can receive the broadcast over their
vehicle radios.

During Low Power Radio's advent, audto messages were
recorded on a tape. The inherent problem of tape wear
caused performance difficulfies and required frequent
maintenance. With the use of digital technology, recorders
are now more dependable; messages can be recorded or
altered via telephone, and the technology allows for the
storage and variable sequencing of up to 32 broadcast
messages.

The least powerful TIS radio station typically broadcasts
with 0,1 watts of power, covenng an area of about .5 miles.
Such a station's limited broadcast range is offset by
increased flexibility in use. No lice~sing is required under
U.S. Federal Communications Commission  FCC! Rules-
Part 15. The AM frequency may be chosen from unused
channels available in local areas. Almost any message
contents may be broadcast, including commercials.

The most powerful TIS radio station. typically broadcasts
with ten watts of power, covering about 2.5 miles of
relatively flat terrain. In some areas, broadcast information
may be heard for up to 20 miles. For this reason, ten-watt
A.M radio stations must be licensed by or in associafion
with a governznental unit if operattng in the United States,
Frequencies 530 kHz and 1610 kHz are currently available
for ten watt AM travelers' information broadcasting in the
U.S. Recently, 1620 kHZ became available for the purpose
under the FCC's expansion of the AM radio band to 1700
kHz.

CMY App1ications of Low Pomer Radio

During peak tourism seasons, many coastal highways are
dogged by sightseers' vehicles. When interpretive signs are
placed in smail turnout areas, they can cause trafhc
congestion or accidents. As compared to road signs, radio
can be a more appropriate informal learning medium and

dispersion strategy for travelers. Not only that, but the
medium can be accessed from water as well as on land.

The use ot a ten watt LPR can revolutioruze coastal

interpretation along linear coastal highways or within
waterfront corrununities. Natural or cultural resources
"dtstance learntng" can take the form of a gtuded tour of
expansive coastal areas. With a broadcast diameter of
about 5 miles, tlus option can also protide a broadcast
message to fast movmg vehicles. Here again, general
tourist information provided by LPR can be augmented
with educational messages encouraging appropriate care
and use of coastal resources.

Chambers of Commerce in Oregon are using ten watt LPR
umts to provide general tourist information augmented
wzth educational messages encouraging appropnate care
and use of natural resources. In rural Oregon, the Oregon
State University Extension Forestry unit has created a
network of four LPR stations to provtde educational
information concerning Forest resources. Sea Grant
specialists zn Florida and New York State have uutiated
LPR stations in the Florida Keys and Hudson River valley
to share research and other information.

Enterpzises such as mazinas and boat launch ramps can use
LPR to share information with recreanona! boaters on
available services, safety mformation and tips for protecting
water quality. At the mouth of the Columbia Rzver, for
instance, a ten watt LPR station is transmitting boating
safety information which includes scheduled cargo ship
movements and retransmission of NOAA weather radio
broadcasts. Broadcasts also include angling and Gsheries
znanagetnent information of mterest to recreational Gshers.

The future of LPR as a nature-based tourism education
tool is also promising. For instance, a,5 mile LPR station
could be used to provide on-site interpretive information at
the scene of a marine resource disaster event such as a
vessel grounding, oil spill, massive shoreline erosion or
exotic species intrusion. Beyond expLuning to visitors the
immediate significance of what is taking place, the LPR
broadcast can also encourage personal actions to reduce
the recuzrence of such events in the future.

Coastal resorts and parks can use .5 mile LPR transmitters
to broadcast interpretive infozmation about nearby
tidepools, wildlife viewing areas or ecosystem restoration
sites. In Reedsport, Oregon, this type of LPR application is
being used at an elk viewing area. Visitors to this coastal
site park their vehicles in a designated area and tune into an
LPR station For a narrated Geld trip of the local habttat and
behavior of these beautiful animals. 'Ihis LPR broadcast
also encourages use of appmpziate stewardship practices to
maintain the ecosystem being observed.
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In considering the use of Low Power Radio for outreach
comiuurucations, key questions include:
~ Who is the target audience and where/when are they

expected to receive the LPR broadcast?
~ What are the communication objectives for dus LPR

apphcation?
Which power level of LPR transmitter is appropriate
for this applicanon?

~ Who will be responsible for planning, equipment
purchase and installation of the LPR unit?

~ Who will be responsible for changing the message
contents and quality of broadcast?

~ How wiH the LPR's effectiveness be evaluated?

~ WiH this LPR be a "stand alone" unit or part of a
network of other transmitters located in a region>

~ How will potential hsteners be alerted to the
broadcast?

As with aH communications, successful use of Low Power
Radio is made possible through good planning and
implementation activities.

Sea Grant Spins the Web

By now, thanks to the popular press, most people are at
least passingly familiar with the phenomenon of the World
Wide Web. Developed by a young British prograinmer less
than a decade ago  Berners-Lee, 1996!, the Web-with its
intuitive, point-and-dick navigation, its ability to display
pictures and sound as wdl as text, and the relative ease of
setting up a Web server � has driven the recent explosion in
public interest in, and use of, the Internet.

Research indicates that somewhere between 20 to 30
million people around the world already use the Internet
on s regular basis. This consumer interest is fueling the
construction of World Wide Web pages, the Web's
graphical interface with information seekers, The Web is
presently stocked with more than 22 million pages of
content, with an estimated one miHion new pages being
added each month. These statistics suggest this
communication tool is not a passing fad but perhaps the
most pmfound new communication tedmology since the
invenfion of the printing press almost 600 years ago
 Wiener, 1996!.

When the Web boom began in late 1994, Oregon Sea
Grant hsd already spent nesdy five years experimenting
with new means of providing information to its dient base
and its own remote staff vis other rdstively new on-line
tools  DeYoung and Foley, 1991!. A limited number of
Sea Grant documents hsd been made available thmugh an
e-mail server known as Almanac, and a graduate intern
with computer skiHs had been hired to help develop e-mail
networking cspabgittes among Oregon Sea Grant staff and

rneinbers of the state's Ocean Policy Advisory Comnuttee
 OPAC!.

In addition, Sea Grant had purchased a Sun SPARC Stanon
20 computer with a 5.2 GB hard drive and 96 WiIB of
random access memory � a computer designed specificaHy
for use as an electronic information server. The intent wss
to devote at least part of the machine's substantial capacity
to establtstung a Sea Grant presence on gopher, a text-
based informanon search-and-retrieval system used
primarily by universities  and now largely being supplanted
by the more versatile World Wide Web!.

With the hardware in place, a part-time computer expert on
board and a vacancy on the program's communications
staff, Oregon Ses Grant found itself uniquely positioned in
early 1995 to take advantage of the rapitHy expanding
phenomenon of the World Wide Web. Internal discussion
focused not so much on whether Sea Grant should become

a presence on the Web, but on how to do it.

Discussions focused on questions not unlike those raised in
other orgaruzattons considering their own first forays into
Internet publishing: Who is the audience for Sea Grant
Web content? How is that audience likely to change or
grow as a result of the new medium? How does the
potential Web audience compare with Sea Grant' s
"traditional" audiences � the research community, coastal
residents and business, educators and their students? What
information belongs on the Web? How do we address
issues of copyright, document security, design and staff
privacy? How do we track who actuaHy uses our site,
versus who we expect to use it? How do we design on-line
documents so that they are useful, attractive and still
available to low-end users? How do we make sure our own
staff, some of whom are located in small coastal towns with
only minimal Internet access, can contribute to and benefit
from the information on our Web site? Because Oregon
Sea Grant is part of a national network of Sea Grant
CoHege Programs, how would our site fit with that larger
network and its emergmg World Wide Web plans?

Sea Grant's graduate student computer expert and a newly
hired communications staffer spent the spring of 1995
learning the fundamentals of Web site devdopment and
management, and drafting pmtorype Web pages for review
by the Oregon Sea Grant administration and program staff,
The Oregon Sea Grant Web site made its "official" debut
in early July, 1995.

Applications of the %'eb

Nearly a year later, even some early in-house skeptics find
themselves using the Sea Grant site regularly as a reference
for program-rdated material. Some have begun to request
their own Web sub-pages for speciac purposes, from
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puhhcizing academic conferences to promoting networking
among consfiruent groups. Afost Oregon Sea Grant staff
have Web access, and a few, according to server access
statistics, log on to the Sea Grant site almost daily.

Sea Grant staff across the nation report 6nding the Web
useful pximarily as a reference tool. ln Oregon, staffers use
the Web to look up staff phone numbers, mail and e-mail
addresses; to access program news releases dating back a
year; to access current and back copies of Restoranon, our
watershed newsletter; to look up and order items From our
publication catalog  wlule we do not yet offer interactive
on-hne order forms, we do have an order form they can
print and send b> e-mail or postal mail!; to refer to
currently funded research projects, and to link to other Sea
Grant programs across the country, including a searchable,
nanonwide staff directory which is updated much more
regularly than its paper counterpart  jacobs, 1996!.

Latest server statistics indicate that the Oregon Sea Grant
server is receiving an average of 218 informauon requests a
day � better than rune such requests per hour, Although
the activity is low by compaxison with the most popular
commercial sites, the numbers are signi6cant when
coxnpared with similar requests received by telephone or
mail. Nine such phone caHs in a single hour would be
considered unusual; 218 letters in a angle day asking For
Sea Gxant publications or program information would be
phenomenal.

Are traditional constituen'ts using the pages? That is
dif6cult to quantify, since the statistical trachng program
identi6es visitors by the Internet address of the
computer/server where their requests originate, and not by
individual user ID; one machine may host many users.
AnecdotaHy, we can con6rm;

'Web pages concerning three separate conferences, two
regional and one international, have brought on-line
requests for conference registration materials.

~ E-mail to the Sea Grant Webmaster brings several
requests per week for additional information; those
requests typicaHy come from state and federal agency
staffer s, researchers interested in grant funding,
teachers and students in coastal public schools, and
members of various communities of interest,
fishermen's associations, for instance, and watexshed
restoration councils.

Most of our remaining e-mail contacts come froxn
managers of similar ar related Web sites who want to
be added to our long "hot list" af on-line ocean and
coastal resources. Many of them agree to list our
pages in return.

~ Oregon Sea Grant's publications coordinator reports
increasing numbers of pubhcation requests from
people who say, "I saw this on the web,"

Because Oregon Sea Grant got "out of the gate" early, we
were able to plat an influentia role in subsequent network-
wide talks aimed at establishing a cohesive national Sea
Grant Web presence. The authors of tlus paper both
served on a task Force that hammered out guidehnes to
make sure that program Web sites reflect the strength of
that national network v"bile still maintaimng their state and
regional identities  NSG Electronic information Task
Force, 1996!. At this writing, 26 of 29 Sea Grant programs
have active Web pages, as do Niafional Sea Grant gacobs,
1996! and its media relations of6ce  Sherman, 1996!.

The next step is the development of regional or nafional
' "specialty" pages aimed at specific sectors of the traditional
Sea Grant constituency. Oregon is again at the front of the
pack with the development of a set of Web pages devoted
to Coastal Recreation and Tourism. A.lthough physically
housed on the Oregon server, this web page wiH "belong"
to the entire National Sea Grant network and incorporates
contributions from Sea Grant prograxns across the country.
It wilt serve as a central repository for coastal recreation
and tourism rnOOmaatiO, aS well aS an information Support
tool fox the Sea Grant MarinaNet Project,

Virtual Communities: Collaboration Tool of
the Future

For the past three decades the National Sea Grant College
Program goal of enhancing appropriate use of ocean and
coastal resources has been carried out by a network of
universities throughout the United States. This applied
research, outreach and education is cooperatively
supported by the U,S, Department of Commerce  NOAA!,
states, universities, local government, and private sources.

With more than 375 xnarine outreach staff spread across 36
coastal states and territories, Sea Grant is chaHenged to 6nd
innovative ways to meet the information and educational
needs of its staff, as weH as its constituents. Too often the
high cost of travel and long-distance telephone charges
discourage professional collaboration among Sea Grant
outreach staff based in far-flung locations, The
decentralized nature of Sea Grant can also make it
cumbersome to respond as a national network to CMT
questions of coastal clientele,

Despite financial and geographic roadblocks, the need for
Sea Grant staff to coHaborate with each other and their
clientele has never been higher. Exploding coastal
populations are placing stress an limited, fragile natural
resources. For community, business and agency leaders,
information provided by marine outreach professionals is
critical to sustaining economies and ecosystems.
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Conclusion
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To overcome vexing communication roadblocks, Sea
Grant is using the Internet to foster coIIaboranon both
within the network and without  DeYoung, 1995!. Until
the invention of the Gutenberg printing press in the 15th
century, information could take centuries to spread across
the civilized world. Now networked computing is banging
ideas to people and encouraging collaboration in their use
at light speed. Recognizing tbe strategic importance of the
Internet as an "information appliance," Oregon Sea Grant
is working with others to form networks of virtual coastal
communities.

A ~~al commuruty may be dered as a group of
individuals with siznilar interests brought into fellowship
across space, time and culture through the use of
telecommunication technology. The ease of
communication within these virtual communities
encourages collaboration among the members.

In its sunplest form, a virtual community ts an electronic
mazlgroup, Mailgroups are formed by entering the
dectronic snail addresses of subscribers into an information
server, a computer equipped with software designed for
t}us purpose, Mailgroup members can communicate with
each other, as a group, by using a single common email
address. The server sends the messages to all members of
the group, without the sender having to individually
address the note to each group member, This also insures
some degree of message security within the defnied
community, which is growing in importance to enterprises
and public agencies ahke  Spar and Bussgang, 1996!.

In the formation of virtual coaununities for outreach
communications, key questions iacludei Who is the target
audience and are its members equipped to participate in
electronic mailgroups? How will mailgzoup administration
be handled in terms of adding/deleting subscribers?
Should the group be open to the world at large, or to a
de6aed set of member? What are the communication
objectives for initiating such a virtual community? Will
"rules of the road" be created and shared with subscribers?
Who will be responsible for insuring computer hardware
aad software functions appropriately? What is the duration
of this virtual community? How will the mailgroup be
znanaged under conditions of too few or too many
subscabers?

Oregon Sea Grant staff now use in-house mailgroups to
cotnmunicate with their ia-state colleges, saving time and
money in the process. Additionally, Oregon Sea Grant
hosts 26 electronic mail groups on various topical themes
within the National Sea Grant network. Togethez, these
mailgroups connect more than 486 subscribers, ranging
from Sea Grant 6eld staff, communicators and
administrative leaders to such diverse marine clientele as
port managers, teachers and hazbonnasters.

Our newest electronic mailgroup connects Sea Grant staff
across the nation with marina operators, private
consultants, scholars and regulatory agency staff.
Sponsored by 'AfarinaNet, a two year project linking Sea
Grant resources vitb the marine trades industry, the
mailgroup is just one of several tools for enhancing
communicanon and the exchange of ideas. Several other
Sea Grant programs have followed Oregon's lead and
established mailgroups on their own information servers.
A relatively complete listing of Sea Grant mailgroups can
bc found at: kttp://seagrant.orst,edu/mgroups.html.

New residents, throngs of tourists, and the enterprises that
serve them are all increasing the pressures on fragile coastal
resources, %1ule increased regulatory enforcement can
reduce some of the environmental degradation that ran be
expected to result from these pressures, it wiII take
information and education to change the human behaviors
that threaten our coasts.

The challenge is how to deliver that information and
educarioa in a timely fashion that encourages people to
take personal responsibihty for decreasing their
environmental impact, This enozmous educational task is
made difficuh by sweeping reductions in public funding for
outreach with coastaI residents, tourists and recreatioa
enterprises,

New electronic tools can help address the challenge of
coastal and marine tourism education, The imaginative use
of emery'ng information technology is a strategic response
for addressing the growing demand for educational
outreach with a shrinking set of human and financial
resources, To meet the nation's coastal educarional needs,
Sea Grant professionals are collaborating with each other
and clientele by using emezging digital technologies. 'Hus is
integrating the Sea Grant system across state lines in a
fashion never before dreamed possible. The result is high-
quality marine outreach being delivered across the
continent to a broad spectrum of coastal aad maaae
audiences.
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MANAGING CORAL REEFS FOR
ECOTOURISM

Donna J. Lee
Universtty of Honda  United States!

ribs''ACt Among the largest and most economica!p developed
reef @stems are those in the svarm coastal n aters of Han ait, Florida,
and Australia. These regions have spined htcratsve industrtes rn
commerce'alfishing, ocean recreation, and coastal tounsm. The vdaltg
of these industrt'es re/ on healthy reef ecogstems, yet pollute'on,
crowding and over use has caused severe degradation. This paper
desert'bes reef management strategt'es for achieving long term,
sustai nable, ecotourism use.

Xeywordst coral reef management, ecotourt'sm, economics,
sustainable use

Coral reefs are biologically diverse, highly producttve
ecosystetns providing the habitat for one-fourth of the
world's marine species. Among the largest and most
economically developed reef systems are in the warm
coastal waters of Hawaii, Florida, and Australia. These
regions have spawned lucrative industries in commercial
fishing, ocean recreation, and coastal tourism. The vitality
of these industries rely on healthy reef ecosystems, yet
pollution, crowding and over use has caused severe
degradation. Efforts to protect, conserve, and restore coral
reefs have been underway for more than three decades,
with mixed success.

Coral ecosystems are found in dean, warm, shallow marine
waters dose to land. Coral grows best in .035 ppm salinity
at 20 C. Corals are easily stressed by turbidity which
blocks sunlight and inhibits photosynthesis; warttung which
causes bleaching, nutrient loads which allow starfish, algae,
sponges, and moliusks to multiply; toxins which reduce
resisnmce to disease; and physical contact which erodes,
breaks, and kills coral. Agricultural culrivation, timber
harvest, and building construction along the coast erode
top soils causing sedimentatton. Soil sediments disrupt
natural processes by blocking sunlight and smothering
corals, Thermal pollution from po~er plant cooling and
upstream fresh water diversions warms marine waters
causing corals to lose their symbiotic algae, a process
referred to as coral bleaching. Without the algae, corals
can starve to death. Organic and inorganic nuttients loads
arise primarily from fertilizer runoff, sewage spills, and
septic leaks. Toxins enter the system from pesticide
runoff, industrial waste dumping, urban storm drainage,
and marine oil spills. Physical destruction occurs whenever
divers touch, trample, and break coral, and when boaters
drop anchors and fish traps directly onto live coral.

Economics of Coral Reef Management

Coral reefs buffer the shore from coastal wave action
protectmg urban and agrtcultural development and
stabilizing land based ecosystems such as mangroves and
coastal forests. Heahhy reefs support biodivcrsity by
provtding the sheber, habitat and breeding grounds f<>t a
wtde range of animal and plant life including commerctal
Esh species such as grouper, lobster and snapper. Tourists
from around the world travel to desttnarions wtth
accessible reefs sites for snorkehng, diving, and swimming
and tn return, provide income to the local economy tn the
form of expenditures for hotel accommodations,
restaurants, tour packages, and park admission fees.

Reef management costs may include: expenditures for
enforcing use restrictions; opportunity costs of exduded
uses; educational outlays to teach reef apprecjation and reef
behavior, and to enlist public support for conservation
measures; construction and maintenance o f on- site
facilities; and expenditures for off-site pollution control

Measuring Reef Quality

Indicators of coral reef quality are needed to help managers
identify problctn areas, target scarce resources, establish
management goals, and provide a gauge for evaluating the
progress of conservation activities. Some examples of reef
quality indicators are.
~ Coral abundance

~ Coral species diversity
~ Fish abundance

~ Fish species diversity
~ Presence of indicator species
~ Water clarity

Reef Management Activities

Reef ecosystems that are
stressed by over use  too many visttors! and uses that are
counterproductive to conservation goals  c.g., coral
harvesting! may respond well to use restrictions,
Restrictions may hmie �! the ~ of uses allowed on the
reef, �! the number of users on the reef at any one time,
�! the kuationswhere acceptable activities arc allowed, and
�! the rtnee when public access is allowed on the reef.

Development of on-site facilities, at a reef park for
example, can help reduce the stress on the reef ecosystem
from heavy use while maintaining high use numbers. Some
common on-site facihties are: �! Parking and jvaiksvays.
Paved parking lots and ~ys to an onshore site make
the reef ecosystem accessible to a wider range of visitors
and can help reduce erosion from foot and automobile
traffic. �! Pub/i c restrvoms, trash receptacles, and shtnvers.
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Figure 4. Economic use value of alternate mattagement'scenarios.
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Summary Points

References

Restrooms and trash cans reduce on-site pollution, help
mamtam beach and water quality, and unprove the overall
experience of beach patrons. �! AIoorin~ and marker buo>z.
At offshore reef sites, improperly placed boat anchors
break coral and stir up bottom sedimems. Permanent
mooring buoys provide boaters with a secure mooring at
the site in lieu oF anchors. Marker liuoys indicate areas that
are protected or restricted use.

ll . Pullutants generated off-
site such as soil sediments, nutrients, torins, Fresh water,
and heat, are transported to the reef site rn surface runoFf,
surface water systems, groundwater flows, and xnaxine
currents. Broader based policies beyond the scope of park
management may be needed to reduce waste flows from
the following sectors;  I! agric»it»ra/  cultivation, irrigation,
fertilizer and chcriucal treatment!, �! urban  yard fertilizer
and chemical use, motor oil disposal into storm drains,
leaky septic systems!, �! r'»dusty   cooling, waste
production!, and �! marine  waste disposal, accidental oil
spills, harbor acuvities, sea walls, sand replenishment!.

Sustairtable Reef Ecotourism

Reef quality may be sustained
perpetually at many different levels of quality. If visitors
are the primary source of degradation to the reef, then the
visitor numbers will determine the level of reef qualitv that
can be sustained over time, Figure I illustrates how
sustainable reef quah'ty  on the vertical axis! decreases as
visitor numbers increase.

desired sustainable reef quality level will detexmine whether
the reef management goal is to develop, conserve, or
restore the site over time. A virgin reef to be managed for
conservation use will require a plan to carefully develop the
reef, Development activities will degrade the reef over
time until the desired sustainable level of quality is reached.
If the initial quality of the reef is already at the desired
level, then the management goal wN be to conserve the
reef, that is, maintain the reef in its current state. If the
reef to be managed for ecotourism is in a degraded
condition below the desired quality level, then the
management goal will be to restore the reef. Conceptual
trajectoxies for reef development, conservation, and
restoration are shown in Figure 2.

need of restoration. The aggressiveness of the restoration
plan will deterxxune the rate of recovery, that is the amount
of ume it will take to reach the desired level of reef quality.
Rapid restorarion of the reef, for example, may require
closmg the site to aII uses for several years or more. A
slower restoration plan might allow limited use of the site
until the desired level of quality was reached. Figure 3
depicts the divergence between these two recovery paths.

Note that the rapid restoration plan reaches the desired
quality level sooner  tl! than the slow path  t2!.

Ec nomi s n f If we allow that
the economic use value of a coral reef site can bc
deterrruned by rwo variables, the quahty of the coral
ecosystem  Q! and the number of visitors to the site P'!,
then under the rapid recoverl path, the reef proridcs no
use value while the site is closed to visitors  before tune tl!
and Full use value u hen the site is re-opened for use  after
time tl!. %'ith the slow recovery path, use value from the
site increases gradually as the reef recovers over time. The
economic use value of the rapid and slow recovery paths is
shown in Figure 4.

If we assume the costs of managmg the site under rhe two
scenarios are the same, then we can compare the scenanos
by computing the discounted present value of each path.
In Equation �! below, W is the present value, t is time in
years, r is the social discount rate, V is the use value, Q is a
measure of reef quahty, and N is the number of visitors per
year.

If %', the present value of the rapid approach path, is
greater than the present value of the slow path, then it xnay
make sense to dose the site to the public for a few years
until the coral has a chance to regenerate. Conversely xf the
present value of the slow path is greater than the present
value of the rapid path, then inaintaining the site for public
use while the coral slowly regenerates would be preferable,

Effective management of a coral reef ecosystem for
ecotourism use requires:
I. Identihcation of existing and potential stresses,
2. Selection of appropriate indicators of reef quahty,
3. Determination of desired sustainable quality and use

levels, and
4. Development and section of management strategies

for achieving sustainable goals.
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AN EVALUATION OF COASTAL

TOURISM ACTIVITIES IN THE

ANTARCTIC PENINSULA

REGION

Thomas G. Bauer

I ictaria University af Technology  Australicr!

Antarctic Peninsula region, are accessible to pawing
passengers. Tounsts are drawn to this last fronuer foz a
variety of reasons incluchng the scenic grandeur, the
wildlife and historic events such as the explorations of
Amundsen, Shackleton aud Scott. The images created by
the history of Antarctica are strong and vivid � they speak
of heroic deeds, of sufferings, of glory and defeat and as
such they aze very human, spanning the spectruzn of
human endeavor and experience.

Absrtactt The Antarctic Peninsula is the u arid's premier crur'se
desti natian and near/y all Antarctic taiirist activities take p/nce in the
masta/ pnes af this ice-caverrd ngia». The ~ auth'nes the
mechanics af Antarctic cruises cind discusses the interactiaris herren
Antarctic taurists a¹d the Antarrtic e¹rriranment. Appraximate/y
9,000 taurists, i' he highest number ever, virited Antarctc'ca during the
t995-96 summer season aboard a variety af vesse/s; The viritars
hind at same 70 caasta/ sites  Stanehause, 1994!, encau¹ter a great
variety af Antarrti c rvi/dt's je and vc'enr same af thc' mast spectacu/ar caid
climate sceneryi n the nrar/d.

As taurist «ushers have increased, the taurist-¹ri/dhfe encaunter has
came under incrraring scmtir0r. Drarving an the i/teraturr ar nre//as
an persana/ ahservatians af Antarrtic tourism, the anther cha//enges
thc natian that Antarctic taurism ini ts presentfarmis a ma/ar threat
ta Antcrrrtic fauna and f/ara. Antarrtic taurirmis at pnsent the
mast rural-manage'd taurism i¹ the rvar/d, but tamiim @@ravens cau/d
neverthe/ess be ficrthcr impraved if a mare integrated apprnach ta
taurism management n as taken.

The paper rrcammends that the shauld /re hetter cammunicatian
arnang Antarctic taur aperatars and amang expeditian /eaders with
regard ta dates and times during nrhich thy pk» ta visit Antarctc'c
nri/dhfe rites. A» irnpraved caardcnatian afitinmries nrau/d /end ta
avaidance af over-vcsitatea» af certain rite and thus ta a rvductian in
the patentia/ for negative envsranmentn/ impacts. Because af the
'expedite'an ' e'nsage af Antarcti cruises and the cammerria/interests af
the variaus aperatars the prapa sad appraach nri// nat he easilr achieved.

Xeywverb. Antarctica, taurism, enrnrrnsmenta/impacts, taur
rrPeratars

Introduction

Antarctica is a continent the size of the United States and
Mexico combined and has been variously described as the
highest, driest, coldest and windiest of the continents. It is
the wodd's last gzeat wilderness where many areas have
never been visited by humans while others have only rarely
been set foot upon. Antarctica ts also the last tourism
frontier and as such, is in a class of its own. Remote, far
removed &om the population centers of the world, with no
indigenous population, and with no scheduled transport to
gain access, it can appear as distant as the moon. But
unlike the moon, as yet out of reach of the pleasure seeking
tourist, the coastal regions of Antarctica in particular the

Background to Antarctica

Users and Visitors

Antarctic resources have been exploited since shortly after
Captain James Cook discovered South Georgia during his
third voyage zn 1775. His reports of the abundance of
whales and seals drew whalers and sealers to the region
which severely decimated existing stocks and drove spectes
such as the blue whale to near extinction. Today
commercial 6sbing carried out in the Southern Ocean
provides the 6sh markets of the world with an abundance
of 6sh, squid and kzill, Furthermore, Antarctic icebergs
have in the past been used to provide fresh water to the
crews of exploang vessels. It also looked as though
Antarctica may be subject to mineral exploitation and
during the 1980's, the Antarctic Treaty Parties were
negotiating for a Convention on the Regulation of
Antarctic Mnezal Resource Acnvities, This convention
was never rati6ed and instead, in 1991, the Treaty Parties
negotiated the Protocol on Environmental Protection to
the Antarctic Treaty, more commonly known as the Madrid
Protocol, Under the Madrid Protocol all human activities in
Antarctica are subject to scrutiny via an environmental
assessment program and all mining or mineral resource
activities are banned inde6nitely.

From the early days of human involvement in Antarctica.
the biggest 'uses' of Antarctic. resources has been science.
Since the International Geophysical Year in 1957 � 58,
thousands of scientists have spent time unlocking the
secrets of Antarctica for the bene6t of humankind, Some
of these developments indude signi6cant improvements in
weather forecasting, the detection of the 'hole in the ozone
layer' ancl developments relating to global warming.
Antarctic scientists and their support staff occupy some 40
perznanent, year-round bases in Antarctica. Headland
�994:279! estimated that their occupants account for
99.48a/o of all human impact on the continent. Me other
0.52'/a are attnbutable to Antarctic tourists who visit mainly
the coastal areas of the continent and its off-shore islands,
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Structure of the Industry

Cruise Tourism in Antarctica

The Antarcnc Peninsula is the world's most remote and

arguably most exotic cruise destination. Cruismg is
practiced world-wide in places such as the Caribbean
Islands, the Mediterranean and the South Pacific, wnh

millions of passengers annually taking part in this acts~sty.
Antarctic cruising began on a regular basis in 1966 and it
has been the most dominant form of tourism ever since.
During the 1995 � 96 season a record number of some 9,000
 International A.ssociation of Antarctic Tour Operators
estimate! passengers reached the Antarctic by ship.
Antarcnc cruise tourism is controlled by a relatively small
number of major players. Antarctic tour oper'ators have
foined forces and in 1991, established the Internauonal
Association of Antarctic Tour Operators  LE%TO! as 'a
means of pooling resources and promoting thoughtful
legislation that is compatible with the responsible tourism
that operators have exhibited m their history'
 Splettstoesser and Folks, 1994:235!. The major operators
are Mats'ne Expeditions  Canada!, Quarto Expeofitions  USA!
and Hauteur Tourt  Germany!. These three compames
basically control ship-borne Antarctic tourism by virtue of
their access to ice-strengthened vessels suitable for
Antarctic conditions. With the exception of Hanseatic Tours
which runs the up-market vessels Brrrnen and Hauseats's;
most vessels operating regularly in Antarctica are of
Russsan or Estonian registry. This poses some interesting
legal problems should one of these vessels get into
difhculty or cause a marine emergency. Several Russian
vessels for example, are owned by the Afurruansk Shippisg
Conrfsa@, chartered by a company based on the Isle of Man,
and marketed through companies like guar% Expodits'ons
who act as General Sales Agent and which, in turn, sub-
lease these vessels to companies such as Afousstain Traool
Soho', Zegrahns ~di tsous, Adoouturo Asmaatos or
GhfhfS/1Vorid ExPcdi tions.

The establishment of an industry driven tounsm
association with the main aim of preserving the resource on
which the industry is based is fairly unique. It shows that
the operators are serious about protecting their 'golden egg'
resulting in a win-win-win situation. The visitor surveys
conducted by this author indicate that tourists are highly
satisfied with their Antarctic tourism experiences. At the
same time, tour operators have a profitable business and
the Antarctic environment is afforded protection. The
underlying assumption used in this case study is that the
current tour operators have acquired superior Antarctic
operations experience, are prepared to subject themselves
to their own code of conduct, as well as to follow the
various recommendations and requirements under the
Antarctic Treaty System, Several companies including
Adoonturo Kotsoork lutornatioual, +sark Expedite'ons and Marino
Expeditions, have already carried out independent

environmental unpact assessments of their 4ntarcnc
operations. This mill be standard procedure once the
lifadrid Protocol has been ratified.

The Mechanics of Arstarctic Cruising

Cruise vessels can only reach Antarctica during the bnef
southern summer months of "november ro 4ifarch. For
departures to the Antarctic Peninsula, where over 95'ia of
all tourism takes place, vessels leave mamh. from the ports
of Ushuaia  Argentina!, Punta Arenas  Chile! and Port
Stanlev m the Falkland Islands. A limited number of
departures to the Ross Sea and the Austrahan Antarctic
Territory are also available from Hobart, Christchurch and
Bluff, Cruises frosn South American ports are usually of
ten-day duration with some lasting as long as 18 days.
During a typical ten-day cruise, from Ushuasa to the
Peninsula and back, passengers wiII only spend five days
cruising the Perunsula region. The rest of the time is spent
crossing and re-crossing Drake Passage, one of the
roughest stretches of water m the world. Once the
Peninsula has been reached, passengers undertake several
landings a day using Zodiacs  inflatable craft!. In contrast
to other cruise destinations the Antarctic Peninsula region
does not feature any tourism specific infrastructure. There
are no jetties, wharves or piers that would facilitate
landings, As a result, there are snany so called 'wet'
landings dunng which passengers are required to jump into
several inches of icy water and wade ashore, Shore
facilities such as boardwalks or marked paths do not exist.
Shopping, one of the most popular past-times of cruise
passengers in other cruise destinations, is limited to stamps,
stickers, pins, T-shirts and sweat shirts at some of the
scientific stations. The United States Pabuor Station on
Anvers Island has the best selection of souvenirs on which
this author observed passengers spending hundreds of
dollars,

While shore visits on cruises in other parts of the world
often last for half a day or more, Antarctic shore visits last
for only a few hours at a time. The duration of time spent
ashore is direcdy proportional to the number of passengers,
with passengers aboard ships such as the 400+ passenger
Afarro Pob spending the least time. Apart from a few
inhabitants at scientihc stations, tourists encounter no
local population. Thus, the scenery and the wildlife at the
shore sites visited provide the exclusive purpose for
snaking landings. There are no pubs where tourists could
down a few glasses of red to make up for a less than
sansfactory shore experience. What they see is what they
get and by all accounts they are happy with it.

Tourism Management in Antarctica

Tourism management in Antarctica differs from the
management of tourism in all other locations for one major
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reason: Antarctica is not in the domain of a single country,
individual or corporation. Despite the existence of claims
by seven countries  Australia, Argentina, Chile, France,
Great Britain, New Zealand, Norway! to slices of varlmg
size of the continent, there is no universal acceptance of
these claims to ownership, Two of the most active
participants in Antarctic explorauon � Russia and the
United States � neither lav claim not do they accept claims.
Antarctic aFfairs are controIIed by the countries who are
signatories to the Antarctic Treaty of 1959. The Antarctic
Treaty System now encompasses recommendations
regarding the protecnon of Antarctic wildlife including the
Convention on the Conservation of Antarctic ihlatine

Living Resources, the Antarctic Seal Convention and the
Madrid Protocol. Tourism specific recommendations have
also been passed, in particular, Recommendation X5 Ill-1
which was adopted in Kyoto in 1994. In addition, tourists
from any of the signatory countries are also subject to their
countries' Antarctic legislation. The difflculty faced by the
Treaty Parties in managing tourism is thus not so inuch the
absence of rules/guidelines/recommendations, but the
question of how these guidelines can be enforced in a
region as remote as Antarctica.

Members of IAATO are also aiming to strengthen their
commitment to Antarctic preservarion and have developed
common sense visitor guidelines, which as long as they are
complied with  and all indications including this author' s
observation of tourist conduct show that they are!, wiH
ensure the sustainable use of the Antarctic resource base
for coastal, ship-based tourism, Essentially, these
guidelines are those that would apply in any national park
or protected area in the world and include: minimum
distances from wildlife, no smoking and httering ashore, no
souveniring and no interference with science activities,

Carrying Capacity Issues

The issue of carrying capacity of tourist resources is one
that is raised in many destinations, particularly, if they are
natural attractions. 1Vlathieson and Wall �982:21! deflne it
as; 'the maximum number of people who can use a site
without an unacceptable alteration in the physical
environment and without an unacceptable decline in the
quahty of the experience gained by visitors.' Psychological
carrying capacity can be seen as the number of people who
may be present at a site before the visitor perceives it to be
crowded. Clearly this depends very much on the country
of oayn of the visitor and the respective population
density. In the Antarctic context where smaH groups of
100 people maximum are aHowed at any one sit«at any one
time, the notion of psychological carrying capacity applies
more to the fact that tourists show negative reactions when
they spot another cruise ship in the area, This, to them, is
an invasion of their private sphere of exdusivityafter aH
they have spent between $5,000 and $10,000 for the
privilege of seeing Antarctica. At that price, they are not

g to share their experience with other tourists. The
physical carrlmg capacity of landing sites in Antarcnca is
usuaHy not a problem provided groups are kept to theu
current size.

The Tourist-Wildlife Encounter

PracticaUy aH animals encountered by Antarctic tourists are
niarine animals  penguins, seals and flying sea birds!. Thus,
they only come ashore to court, mate, breed and raise their
young. No fully conclusive stud! as to the susceptibihn to
disturbance of the various kinds of wildlife has been
carried out but there are at least two studies that can

provide an indication. With regard to the aHeged decline in
penguin numbers attnbuted to the presence of tourists
Fraser, an Antarctic scientist with a long record of
.antarctic research states:

...it is known that penguin populations on the
Antarctic Peninsula have been in a state of flux,
increasing or decreasing, since at least 1945, and
that these changes have been species speciflc; that
is, some species, such as Adelie Penguins, have
been decreasing while others, such as Chinstrap
Penguins have been increasing. This is the natural
pattern of variation....According to our long-term
data, however, the environmentalist daiins cannot
be supported, in that changes in the populations
of the area's penguins have exacdy matched those
evident for the Peninsula as a whole....In short,
there is simply no evidence to support a direct
causal link between tourist visits and population
changes in penguins  undated:2!.

Nimon, Schroter and Stonehouse add to this observation
that weH-controHed tourists pose only margmal threats to
local penguin populations. After studying visitor � Gentoo
penguin interaction on CuverviHe Island they found:

We conclude that the reactions of nesting
penguin s to visiting humans depend on the
visitors' behavior, and the presence of a well-
behaved visitor changes, only momentarily if at
aU, the awareness of a penguin with no prior,
adverse experience of humans. Thus, efforts by
tour operators, Antarctic Treaty authorities and
others to encourage non-disruptive behavior in
visitors are not misplaced' �995:415!.

Penguins do not seem to be at ask from tourists but with
regard to petrels, in particular the wandering albatross, the
situation is different. Because of the relatively small
populations of these birds stricter guidelines as to the hma
and «bee these birds can be visited should be developed
and implemented if disturbance is to be kept to a
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Impacts of Antarctic Cruises

A number of negauve impacts have been attributed to
visiting Antarctic tourist. As Hall �992:5! points out:
'undoubtedly, the most serious concerns surrounding
tourism in Antarctica are focused on the potential impacts
of tourism on the fragile Antarctic environment.' In line
with most other authors he identifies the environmental
unpacts of ship-based tourisin as: 'Transient environmental
effects, although pressure may be placed on regularly
visited attractions; oil spills; disturbance to wildhfe;
potential introduction of bird and plant diseases; and the
introduction of exotic flora' �992:6!. In contrast to
academic authors, writers in the popular press suffer from
what the author has termed 'Astfoariphabia  Bauer,
torthcoming 1996!, the fear of the Antarcuc tourist. Ivlany
of these writers exaggerate the problems associated with
Antarcnc tounsm and in their haste to condemn Antarctic
tourists, overlook some of the facts about Antarctica which
include the size of the continent �4.2 million sq. km of
which humans use onlv 0.0003o/o! and the profusion of
most species of Antarctic wildlife, There are, for example,
nuHions of King, chmstrap and Adelie penguins as weV as
several miHion seals in Antarctica. Only a very small
proportion of these will ever come within sight of tourists.
This abundance of wildlife indicates that unlike, in the
Galapagos Islands for example, numbers of Antarctic
wildhfe are high  with the exception of a few species of
petrels and terns on the sub-Antarctic IsLmds! and that
there is little danger of extinction through tounst activities,
Possibly because the public is in general not weH informed
about the region, Antarctica has developed a mystique
which, at times, seems to make rational debate about the
encounter between humans and wildlife impossible.

Antarctic Tourism Observed

During two cruises to the Antarctic Peninsula region, the
author observed tourism acuvities on a day to day basis,
Usually two to three Zodiac landings per day were carried
out and 18 differeiit sites were visited in the process.
Passengers spent between 2 � 3 hours ashore at each landing
site. After landing passengers were advised of 'No-Go
Zones' such as the Site of Special Scientific Interest  SSSI!
near the Polish Arctowski Station and were given another
reminder of the IAATO and ATCP guidelines for tourist
behavior in Antarctica. This author did not observe any
viilKB damage to the Antarctic environment. Most of the
tourists stayed relatively dose to the landing site where they
were more or less in view of a lecturer/guide or the
expedition leader. These observations are in line with
observations made by Stonehouse that 'passengers ashore
are ahnost mvariabiy weH behaved and that he 'has yet to
see one drop htter, knowingly trample vegetation or
interfere seriously with wildlife' �994:202!.

Conclusions and Recommendations

In the opinion of this author, Antarctic tourism is at
present the most wcV-managed tourisru in the world but
there is no room for complacenci. Tounsm operations
could be further improved if a more co-operative and
integrated approach to tourism management uas taken.
Hetter commurucation among Antarctic four operators and
among expedinon leaders wtth regard to dates and times
during v.hich they plan to visit Antarctic wdditfe s>tes is
needed. This co-ordination is, at present, verI much ad-
hoc. It is left to the individual expedinon leader to
approach his colleague from another ship while in port or
via radjo to discuss his plans for the next voyage.
Expedition leaders are not bound by any axed itinerary as
aV published itineraries clearly state that they are subject to
change without notice. I'hus, published itineraries can only
be seen as an indication of where the cnuse might go with
the expedinon leader being in fuH control of the Anal
destination decision, With 14 ships operating in the
Antarctic Peninsula region during 1995 � 96, and more ships
expected during the next few seasons, a lack of co-
ordination among expedition leaders wtth regard to their
daily destinations can be expected. This can lead to traffic
jams' with ships anchoring off a potential landing site and
resulting in higher than necessary numbers of people
visiting the same site within a short period of time. An
improved co-ordination of itineraries would avoid over-
visitation of wildhfe sites and thus, to a reduction in the
potential for negative environmental impacts. It is
interesting to note that an approval system for visiting
scientiiic stations has existed for several years while no
such system is in place for the, arguably, more sensitive
wildlife sites. Because of the 'expedition' image of
Antarctic cruises which demands a certain element of
calculated flexibility as weH as the commercial interests of
the various operators, this doser co-operation wiH not be
easily achieved. It must however be accomplished in order
to sustain the resource on which Antarcttc tourism is
based. A more comprehensive modd for an integrated
approach to the management of Antarctic tourism would
involve not only operators and expedition leaders but aH
players including Antarctic Treaty Parties, Managers of
National Antarctic Programs  COMNAP!, IAATO
operators, expedition leaders, lecturers, crew members of
cruise vessels and tourists. The key to a successful
integrated approach to the management of Antarctir
tourism is the estabhshment of structured and continuous
lines of communication between these players. Only if
such a system is in place will Antarctic tourism be
managed in a long term sustatnable fashion.

In summary, ship-borne tourism to the Antarctic Peninsula
has to-date been an example of how tourism and nature
can co-exist without unacceptable detrimental effects. As
the number of Antarctic cruise passengers increases  some
estimates are as high as 20,000 by the year 2000!, the more
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co-ordinated approach to the management of Anrarctic
rounsm suggested above must be implemented.
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THE IMPORTANT PLACE OF
MARINAS IN NAUTICAL

TOURISM AND THE
CHALLENGES TO FINDING

PLACES FOR THEM

Ron Stone

lVational Marine klanufacturers A ssoci ation Fy?ni ted States!

Abstract: Thispapergives an overvr'erv f omarinasin the I?nr'ted
States � their e~~str'ng numbers, si ~w, locanon, and econo¹eic
significance; the necessary role of government in ncrrational boating
faciilties developnreit; the marine rnanufaituring and tourist
industries' vested interests in boat access to recrrational rvatersc and

regulatog and multrp>le rvateirvay use confh'ct problems surrounding
boatingfaciktres development, Because of the CAST t996 locale, the
focusis on marinas in the Pacific States

Recreational boating facihties developers todcit arr embattled @
environmental issues, scarer'tl of desi'rable rvaterfront proper+, and
spirited, ofienlimes aery'monious cornpetsison by other nater users. The
paper uvighs the importance of marirras to national, state and heal
economies and thefufsm' of the boating rndustry and nautical tourism
against cense'derations of environmentalimpact and safety. Long-terra
pob'cy recommendatrons are nrade for nreeting the chalbnges to
recrealional boating face'heirs development.

Special ~entio» is given to increasing government recognition thai
marinas are an asset to t'heir community, and the various says
goterenrents bane found to nurture, protect, arid even partner in
boatingfacihties development.

The author bases his obserrations on a hfe-long career i» the
recrrational boating industry and the several hats he rvears as the
director of the boating facihtres ~ent of the national trade
associado» for the recreate'onai rnarine manufacturing industry, dje
secretariat to a state governments' organization for boating access, and
the secretary to the boating fact'kh'es committee of an int nvuOona/
council of nyarineindrestry associations

Recreational boating is big business in the United States.
The manufacturing of boats and associated equipment is a
$17.2 biHion a vear mdustrv employing half a miHion fuH
and part-time persons.i

The large and diversified Ameacan boating industry comes
From the vast size and diversitv oF the nauon's boatable

water. The United States boasts 83,000 nules of coastal
shorehne and more than 88 miHion acres of inland lakes

and overs. The great majority of these surface waters are
In the public domain and are by right accessible to the
pubhc for aH manner of water based recreation. More than
half the nation's population hves witlun 50 miles of
navigable waters, That close proximity is a large factor in
the populaaty of the ownership and use of boats for
farnilv-oriented recreation.

In 1995, recreanonal boat ownership in the Uiuted States
was esumated to be 16,724,000 craft of aH t>Ties. This
estimate is based on records of manufacturers' annual uiut

sales of boats,i backed up by government boat registration
figures.r Two-tlurds of the recreational fleet, or more than
11 nullion boats, are registered by law with state and
territorial governments. In addition, there are more than
half a million larger, ocean-going pleasure yachts which are
documented by the U.S. Coast Guard. In recent years,
boat registrations have grown steadily at a rate of two to
three percent per year nationaHv. The Pacific Coast States
of California, Oregon, Washington, Alaska and Hawaii
alone account for 11.38'/o of the total number of boats

nationwide.< The national per capita average ownership of
recrearional boats is about one for every 22 to 23 persons.
These Iigures represent boat ownership, not the number of
people who actually participate in boating.

In 1995, an estimated 76,828,000 Americans particIpated in
recreational boating one or more times during the year,
This takes into account passengers or guests aboard a boat
m addition to the owner/operator as weU as renters of
livery and charter boats, In other words, last year about one
out of every four Americans went boating at some time.

Keytvrrrdni marrnas, Pacific States, recreational boating

The object of this paper is to give the reader an overview
of marinas' in the United States � their number, size, and
economic importance to national, state and local
economies in general, and to the nautical tourism industry
in particular. The author's perspective is based upon a life-
long career in the recreational marine manufacturing
iridusuy. z

With more than 76 miHion Ameacans making use of more
than 16 miHion boats on our nation's waterways, and with
exceHent prospects that more people will be attracted to
boat-based recreation as the econotny improves, medical
science mcreases average life spans, and there is more time
aad money for leisure tune activity, the United States is
faced with a growing supply and demand problem with
boatiag facilities. This is of great concern to the maane
manufacturing and touasm industries. The lack of
convenient parkmg space for bigger boats that depend on
maanas and the scarcity of convenient access to water for
smaller trailerable boats that depend an launching ramps
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can make a big difference in the perception of boating as a
quality recreation experience. That perception of how
convenient and safe it is to get out on the v ster can be
decisive in whether one chooses to buv a boat and

associated equipment, It can be critical to the toutism
industry m terms of where one chooses to enjoy boat-
based forms of recreation.

The manne manufacturing industry keeps close count of
the nuinber and location of wet slips, dryland stozage space
for boats, and small boat launctung lanes throughout the
nation,

Currently, NiXB,fA is able to verify ",900 marinas
nationwide. The YiXPLX Marina Inventory provides the
name, address and telephone number of every marina listed
and the body of water on winch it is located. Also, it
shows how many berths there are for boats from one
marina to another, or totally from state to state, region to
region, and nationwide. This data is widely consulted by
mazine manufacturers, marina consultants, government
recreation planning agencies, touxist bureaus and others
who are interested in market size and location. It is

extremely valuable information, very likely the most
comprehensive of its kind. It makes the case that many
locations do not have nearly enough parking space for
resident and transient boats.

ln aH marinas known to us at this time, there are only
711,900 wet slips. Of these, nearly 23'/o are on the Pacihc
Coast; another nearly 60'lo are located on other coastal
watexs of the United States and the Great Lakes, The

smaHest percentage is scattered around the relatively
smaller inland lakes and rivers.

Compounding the widespread shortage, there have been
seaous chaHenges to recreational boating facilities
developtnent in recent years by cosdy environmental
restrictions, competition for rapidly diminishing desirable
waterfront property, and resistance fzom waterside private
residential property owners who do not want to share what
they view as their water alone with outsiders, The boating
industry is striving to meet these chaHetzges by publishing
the demonstrable benehcial economic benehts of a boating
facility to a community, by proving that marinas are
environmentaHy sensitive and responsible, and by rationaHy
taking the position that boat trafhc problems can be
handled by zoning the use of the water by area or time of
day for different activities or by more effective
enforcement of existing boating safety laws, but never by
limiting boat access to public water,7

There is a great deal to be said in favor of marinas as a
magnet for economic development and the promotion of

nautical tourism. A marina provides jobs staitmg with the
on-site labor needed to build the facility. The economic
benefits connnue in the ripple effect a marina has on the
surrounding community through boaters' demand for
goods and services such as restaurants, sporting good
stores, bounques, gasoline stations and hotels. It is good
tor tourism. In fact, increasingly marinas are being touted
as destination point resorts for cruising yachtsmen.
Further, marinas are a boon to the commuiuty bv
contributing to local taxes for zhe support of commuruty
services. rMarinas beautify the neighborhood and enhance
property values in a community where they are often built
on the site of an abandoned factory or derelict wharl or
pier.

EIany cases can be cited where recreational boating
facilities development has opened the door to the revival of
decayed urban waterfronts. The City of Baltimore,
Maryland's Inner Harbor Development Prolect is a perfect
example. Where once there were unsightly slums and
abandoned factories and waxehouses bordering the
Patapsco River, today there is a dynamic complex of
aesthetically pleasing and econotnicaHy successful marinas,
restaurants, retail stores, hotels and inuseums that have
made Baltimore a center of nautical tourism, The benehts
are not limited to boaters. Inner Harbor draws millions of
non-boaters every yeax for the enjoyment of its public
proinenades, affordable shopping and dining, harbor
cruises, a highly regarded waterfront aquarium, and an
array of permanently docked historical ships that are open
to the public. People like to come down to the waterfront
just to look at aH the pretty boats. Marina development has
proved to be the start of waterfront revitalization in other
cities from coast to coast � Boston, Toledo, Cleveland,
Racine, Wisconsin, San Francisco and Seattle.

There is increasing evidence that governments recognizes
the value of marinas in how far they are willing to go to
hnanctaHy assist in maana development and preservation.

Throughout the United States, there are examples of state
and local governments that have created tax incremental
hnancing districts. In these districts, aH of the real estate
and sales taxes paid by the marina are ploughed back into
utilities or other community services benehting the marina
instead of being absorbed into general revenues.

Afore than two-thirds of the states as weH as the federal

government dedicate taxes collected on gasoline purchased
to propel motor powered boats to specie funds to enhance
boating safety and facilities and services.s Under 1992
Federal Clean Vessel A.ct Amendments, Congress set aside
$40 million Izom gas tax collections in competitive grants
to states over a hve-year pexiod to install boat sewage
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pumpout stations at marinas. Pri» ate marinas mai
participate in this grants program through their designated
state agency, t!Titcallv as much as $15,000 per facility. 1'or
a tune, the State of Califoriua used state marine fuel taxes
credited to a Harbors Revolving Fund as the basis for loans
to private as well as public marinas for development and
expansion.

Governments also have been known to provide assistaiice
to preserve the use of waterfronts for recreational boaung
facihties. This is called "blue belting."

The idea is to provide sufficient financial incentives to
marma owners to keep property in use for boaung that thei'
might otherwise be tempted to sell out for a greater return
to non-boaung, non-water dependent users. Blue belong
takes many different approaches, including:
1. Preferential propertv tax � the marina is taxed

according to its income earning pote nual as a
recreational boating facility rather than according to its
actual market value.

2. Deferred tax � taxes are deferred, but repavment with
interest is required in the event the xnatina is
converted to a non-boating, non-water dependent use,

3. Purchase of development rights � government pays
the marina owner the difference between the fair
market value of the land and the value of the property
as a recreational boating facility; the marina owner
retains ownership and operation of the facility and the
government ensures that the property will be
developed for no puxpose other than boating.

Instances of governments getting directly involved in
inatina development and ownership have increased
significandy in recent yeaxs, This is largely a result of
pubhc pressure to build mote recreational boating facilities,
plus recognition that marinas can be a lightening rod for
economic development and the revitalization of decayed
waterfront property, To their ' great sausfaction,
govexnments have discovered that the income from shp
rentals and taxes from businesses that have grown up
around the marina go a long way toward retiring revenue
bonds or other means used to 6nance the marina
construction.

More and more, one hears about governments going into
partnership with private developers on manna projects.
Government builds the facility, then leases it to an
accredited deveIoper with a knowledge of the boating
business and a knack for making a profit Customarily
under these lease agreements the developer is totally
responsible for staf6ng, promotion, slip tentals, and all
other things that go into the operation of a marina.
Govexnment has the best of both possible worlds. It is

rejieved of the responsibility of performance in the
operation and maintenance of the marina. The burden of
making a profit is on the private lessee, and government
gets to collect the taxes.

To recapitulate, there are several major challenges facing
manna development today: �! greatly hnuted space for
development; �! multiple use conflicts on increasingly
crowded bodies of water; �! em~onmental restrictions; �!
length of time it takes to get a pro!ect through the
permitting process; and �! the need for venture capital in
both the public and private sectors,

Some long-term policy recominendations for meetmg these
challenges.
~ A Hational Boat Access Heeds Assessment i» needed

to document the case that there are not enough
facilities to accommodate extstmg and projected
demands. Boating interests are well advised to
develop and periodically update a comprehensive
faciliues development and expansion plan.

~ The tourist industry is an important stakeholder in the
future of boating, and should take a greater interest.

~ Develop a coinprehensive, computerized boating
faciliries information network with GIS/GPS mappmg
capability to help boaters to locate desired facilities
and services.

~ Where commercial matinas are not viable, there
definitely is a place for government-owned facilities,
There needs to be clear-cut government policy for
protecting adequate pubhc access to boatable waters,
reconciling the public's right to use of public waters
for recreation with sustainable development and the
ability of different water bodies as natural resources to
accommodate multiple water uses.

Discussions at eadier international conferences on coastal
and marine tourism have brought out that the recreational
boating facilities shortage is a universal problem. This
paper has endeavored to give you only the American
perspective, but it is meant to suggest some uruversally
applicable strategies for dealing with the problem.

ENDNOTES

A marina is defined as a facility located on the
water that provides parking space for recreational
watercraft at docks, moorings or on dxy land. It is
distinguished from a boatyard which is xnainly a
recreational or commercial boat repair facility.

Ron Stone is director of the Boating Facihties
Development Department of the Hational Marine
Manufactures Association  NMMA!, a national trade
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association in the Umted States representtng more than
1,'?00 recreational boat, marine engine and associated
equipment manufactures. He ts also secretary to the
Boating Faciitttes Committee of the Internanonal Council
of Alarine Industry Associations  ICOMIA!, and the States
Orgaruzation for Boating Access  SOBA!.

"Boating 1995" � the latest annual stattstical
report by NAIMA on the size of the recreational boaung
market, providrng state by state breakdowns of unit sales of
boats and associated equipment.

"Boating 1995," supra.
"Boating Statistics 1995"  !une 1996! � L'.S. Coast

Guard annual statistical report on the number of regtstered
boats, state by state.

"Boating Registration Statistics � 1993"- i'AD,LA
analysis of' registered boats, by length, method of
prop ulston and hull composition.

Remarks by Ron Stone to the Workshop on Safe
Boat Carr!mg Capacity, Michigan State University, August
17, 1995,

"Marine Fuel Taxes for Boating," - a primer by
the States Organization for Boating Access published as
part of its 1991 Annual Conference Proceedings.
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A&SrtaCt; purchaserS Of the sma//ett p/eacure craft to grandett
vessels prope//ed the US, hoaing business to f17.2 bililon i» 1995
ooera//sales. Thi s is a 22'fo sales increase o~ the prior@ear and the
third consecu¹'oeyear of recreational boati ng retar'/ sales grv nnh,

This retail sales e~/os/on of recreationa/ vesse/s is njirrored &jr
increased boating act/city in tratenrays around the country. P'or
instance betyoeen 19B2 and 1992, the total nuInber oj boat use in
Oregon increased by 67e/e. Hence p/anni ng for appropriate
recreational boating access is needed to ease overcrvsoded moorage sites
and enhance soatersvay safety, yohi/e avoiding the degradation of
sensi¹ue cu/uatic habitat.

To address these cha//enges along the Ongon's portion of the
Columbia River, ajointjy sponsored «snoersity and agency study of
recreationa/ boating needs and appropriate access rites seas conducted,
f esearch methods included: forrna/ suneys and infornsa/ on-site
kuusst'ons with rennr¹'ona/ boaters; uppraisa/ of phynca/ historical
and cukuml attributes of potential sites/ and, ngulatory ageng
interleyes.

As a resu/t, Oregon State /yfarine Board /0$!UIB! has invested over
gB00,000 to date on near boat launch ramps and transs'ent nsoorage
for cruising heaters; The OSMB is planning adds'¹'ona/i nvestnsents
for recreate'ona/ boating access along the Co/unshy'a Riser consistent
toith bi-state prsors¹es of stakeholders. These bi-state peri ori¹'es uvre
iden@fied by key sta/echo/dere dur/ng a cvnsensus deoe/opneent
yoorksbop cosponsored by Sea Grant Prvgranss in Oregon and
Wurhington, nnth recreationa/ boating agencses from both states,

Since recrea¹'onal boa¹ng ac¹tn'ty e's fungi» nsany parts of the
~/d, the /essvns of thi ~~~ ~1/be valuable to those seeking to
ba/ance nrem¹'on based econonyic deeelapnsent yes'th coasta/ resources
prvtec¹on. Recvnsnsendations fabri ni¹a¹ng sinyi /ar pro!ects is prvvided
to enab/e others to appmprustep gusde the grosoth of recreational
boa¹ng.

~ywordnt recreationa/ boa¹ng boat /auncb ransps, boat neoorage,
cv//eel ve decisio» nsaking

Purchasers of the smallest pleasure craft to grandest vessels
propelled the U.S. boating business to $17.2 billion in 1995
overaH sales, This is a 22'/o sales increase over the prior
year and the third consecutive year of recreational boating
retail sales growth.

This retatI sales explosion of recreational vessels is
mirrored by increased boattng acnvity in waterwavs around
the country. For tnstance between 1982 and 'l992, the total
number of boat use in Oregon increased by 67'o  Obern,
1993!. Hence plannmg for appropriate recreational boating
access is needed to ease overcrowded moorage sites and
enhance waterway sakty, while avoiding the degradation of
sensittve aquanc habitats and cultural resources.

To address these challenges along the Oregon's portion of
the Columbia River, a jointly sponsored universtty and
agency study was conducted to assess recreational boating
needs and appropriate access sites. This led to the State of
Washington sponsoring public boating access studies along
their portion of the Columbia River. These studies formed
the basis of a bi-state workshop of key stakeholders which
identified public boating access priorities for the waterway
as an integrated system.

Since recreational boating activity is expanding in many
parts of the world, the lessons of this bi-state experience
will be valuable to those seeking to balance recreation
based economic development with coastal resources
protection across jurisdictions.

Background and Froblem Description

The Paci6c Northwest has long been a destination for
those seeking a better life. However, not since the
celebrated immigration period of the Oregon Trail has the
rate of population growth been faster than today. Between
the five short years of 1985 to 1990, more than 400,000
new immigrants arrived in Oregon~bout 220 new people
a day  Frohnmayer, 1993!.

This in-migration is having significant consequences on the
rey'on's outdoor recreation participation rates and natural
resource base. During 1982 � 1990, the total number of
days of recreational boat use in Oregon increased over
58'/o  Obern et aL, 1993!. The Columbia River and
Willamette River systems accounted for over one-balf of all
boating by Oregon registered boats in 1990.

A surge in recreational boating on the Columbia River is
most pmnounced adjacent to metropolitan areas. There,
residents with higher than average incomes are purchasing
and using boats on the River. This is leading to crowded
facilities and dangerous nutnbers of boaters congregated in
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a small area. For ttus reason, additional pubbc boating
access is required to ineet the needs of recreational boaters.

Description of Boating Studies

To address this challenge, the Oregon Sea Grant College
program initiated a comprehensive boating study with the
state's marine recreational safety agency, the Oregon State
iblanne Board  OSXifB!, Washington Sea Grant and the
Washmgton Interagency Committee on Outdoor
Recreation  LAC!. Sea Grant is a national uruversity
program concerned with conducting research and
educarion for the wise conservation and use of coastal

resources, As such, it serves as a bridge between university
resources and real world issues.

Over the course of 6ie years, Sea Grant faculty employed
four university graduate students to identify the access
needs of recreanonal boaters along various sections of the
Columbia River. Research methods used in these studies
included: 1! written suxvevs of a broad cross section of the
recreational boating public; 2! on-site mtercept surveys of
Columbia River recreational boatexs; 3! a physical appraisal
of the rior and land adjacent to prospective sites, and
4! in.terviews of key regulatory agency personnel and access
facility providers.

This collaboration allowed graduate student researchers to
engage in practical 6eldwoxk, produce valuable public
planning documents and multiphed the energy and
resources of co-sponsors for public beneflt. These
comprehensive plaiuung studies evaiuated facility siting
options based on natural resources, recreational boater
needs and cultural resources at each site. This effort
sought to promote a systems approach to planning for
xecreational boating access among the various partners.

During 1991 � 1996, the Columbia River was studied and
planning documents completed froin Astoria, Oregon to
the Txi-Cities in Washington. This induded over 465 xivex
miles Columbia River riparian areas. Iviore than 93
potential public boating access sites were identi6ed by
boatexs. Of sites studied, 58/o are considered to be
promising, while the balance are considered undevelopable
according to established criteria  Cassell, 1991; Burr, 1993;
Cerveny, 1995!.

Several criteria were considexed in the process of
identifying proinising sites for transient moorages  See
Appendix!. Generally, sites need to have certain physical
attributes for development and safety, be appropriately
spaced for optimum use and connectivity, be attractive and
near wildlife or cultural sites without harnung them. Water
quahty is a signi6cant factox in that sanitation was one of
the inost visible dif6culties noted during on-site surveys,
Ownership of property is not a signi6cant factor in

deiernuning site priorities. If a site is lughly desirable and
the public interest there are methods available to

purchase them.

Description of Stakeholder Priority Setting

A key systems management question for the future of
Columbia River recreational boatmg is how multiple states
and jurisdictions can provide for addtnonal recreanonal
launch ramps and inoorage facilitics without signi6cantly
degrading natural and cultural resources. The decision
making process by which stakehoklers plan for future
boating access is as critical to the long term sustainabtitty of
Coluinbia River boating as the recreational facilities
themselves. An effective process sets the tone for future
working relationships among key stakeholders and reduces
the chances of unnecessary duplication of facilities,

A bi-state workshop was held to involve key stakeholders
in a process to prioritize existing and potential sites and
facilities for expanded boater access. The study area was
the Columbia River from Astoxia, Oregon to the Txi-Ciries,
Washington, The participants were public boating facility
managers, members of boating organizations, university
extension faculty, outdoor recreation planners, and ports
managers, and waterway association members. The
interests of a wide range of recreational boaters were also
represented through the results of the university surveys,

Designing workshops for such a complex set of public
issues and parmers is challenging. There is considerable
research on effective processes in the 6elds of
interpersonal relationships and conflict  Hocker and
Wilmot, 1991!, and in the corporate world  Setige, 1990!.
There is also emerging work within public organizations .
 Bryson, 1990!. However, there is very little published on
how to design effective processes where the nature of the
problem brings together such a mixed group of participants
who need to come to consensus on dif6cult issues � and
who are responsible to the public for the outcome. The
recent work of Bergstxom et al. �995! and Allen �990!
provide sotne helpful guidelines for collaborative problem
solving in the public sector.

A key understanding in this effort is that an effective
process inay not be ef6cient in terms of time. There is an
important distinction emerging between traditional forms
of public "input" to a primarily internal decision making
process, and more effective forms of true pubhc
"involvement" in the decision making process.

In traditional decision making de6ciencies are idenii6ed by
staff, options to the de6ciency are internally examined,
proposals are submitted to address the internally de6ned
problein and axe evaluated internally, plans are formulated,
public heaungs are announced and conducted, plans are
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sold, objections are overcome, appeals are deah with. This
approach worked pretty well when the problems were
isolated and staff had the expertise to solve the problem.
Today, most of our most pressing public issues are tughh
interconnected with responsibility spread among a vanety
of entities. Topical expertise often has less to do ssith
solsmg these problems than docs eflecnvclv managing
diverse, stronglv held news.

A more effecm e form of decision making in this context
incorporates the affected parues early and throughout the
process. In this approach the perceived dc bctency is
onginally identified internally but selected members of the
public  a task force! are invited to determine whether there
really is a problem and whether any action is needed. Next,
the nature ot the decision is jointly defined  are we
addressing symptoms or root causes?!, and criteria are
established tor making that parucular decision. A.t this
pomt a variety of options are developed, and then
exaixuned usmg the criteria as a screen.

Thereafter an open public meeting is scheduled to describe
the process used to date and introduce the task torce
members. All of the options are presented along with the
decision critexia and reasons are explained for rankings.
The task force recommendation is offered. If there is
more than one, the strengths and weaknesses are
considered for ea&. A decision based on this information
is implemented. Any appeals can be addressed with a clear
public record of the process. The philosophy and elements
of this approach was used to design the bi-state boater
access workshop.

The Problem and the Process

The problem addressed by this workshop was a perceived
lack of adequate facilities for recreational boatexs along the
Columbia River, This perceived problem was con6rmed
through the university studies of boater needs and through
discussions with related individuals and organizations. The
type of action needed was a pxioxitization of facility
expansion and development option. Stakeholders were
identified to provide advice to the organizations
responsible for facility development, This was not a
decision making group, but an advisory group.

The puxpose of the group work was, therefore, to review
and discuss the potential sites for expanded recreational
motorboat access and transient moorages in the study area,
and make recommendations for facility development over
the next five years. The further challenge was to design a
process where people familiar with the topic could explore
reasonable alternatives for development and offer
recommendations � in only a few hours time. The process
of prioxitizing sites was an afternoon "work activity" within
a full-day workshop.

Before breaking for hinch, a tacilitator outlined the
a fternoon agenda and proposed ses eral criteria Ior
prioritizing sites. The criteria for prioririzing sites were
developed bv the planning teain and proposed to the group
for validation. They were based or> the cnteria used in the
studies outIincd above and are presented in Appendix.
Since establishing hard criteria effectively "frame" thc
discuss~on and priorttizattoti process  which is important
for gauung useful information!, it is important for thc
parncipants to agree upon the criteria, After discussion
and clafitication, the criteria were agreed to by the

parncip ants.

Large computer-generated color maps of four secxtons of
the Columbia River created and provided to bxeakout
groups showing thein the location of existing facilities,
Pacilitators helped each of these groups come to agreeinent
on where unproved or transient moorages and boat ramps
were most needed. Facilit! siting recommendations were
determined based on then congruence with the decision
criteria presented earlier, Through a balloting process, each
team identified five priority sites from among thirty to forty
promising sites identified in university studies. The
breakout groups then reconvened and reported the
prioxitized sites for their section of the Columbia River.
The large group then discussed the prioritized sites from a
"whole-river system" perspective. That is, evaluating the
choices froin each section to see if they led to an integrated
plan for developinent,

The 6nal product of the group work was a large map of the
study site with the prioritized transient moorage and ramp
sites indicated by colored flags, flip charts docuinenting all
sites discussed in small groups  including those that were
not top priorities!, and the criteria used to establish
priorities.

Results and Conclusions

Pxiorities for recreational boating facilities for the next five
years were identified through a major workshop of key
stake holdexs from the states of Oregon and Washington.
Results of this project will be used by state, country, and
city agencies to develop new transient boater mooring
facilities in appropriate ates. To date, the Oregon State
Marine Board has invested over $800,000 for the
development of several recommended sites along Oregon's
portion of the Columbia River,

Rdated enterprises such as boat yards, bait shops, marina
operators, etc., are also using this applied research
information. For instance, univexsity studies documented
that many boaters avoided dams rather than locking
through because there was no safe tie-up while waiting
one's turn for passage  Burr, 1993!. As a result, the new
Bonneville Dam locks are being designed to mclude safe
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moorage with simple instrucuons on how, to lock through
and communicate vsth the lockmaster.

The increase in recreational boaters in Oregon, concurrent
with a significant increase in population statewide, wtil lead
to higher usage of the Columbia River by both recreational
and commercial vessels. The orderly development of a
network of transient moorage factiiues and boat launch
ramps along the nver w%

assist m reducing boater confhcts,
2. provide a safe, pleasant experience for recreanonal

boaters,
3. minutuze adverse impact on the eni~onment,

particularly nparian habitat and water quality, and
4. coordinate access facihty decisions being inade by

numerous junsdictions and agencies along the
Columbia River.

Through longer-term plaruung processes we hope to
provide a means for protectmg the boater, the environment
and quality of life valued by so many, As growth and
diversi&cation takes place, a fundamental challenge will be
to retain natural resource amenities and be responsive in
providing appropaate boating access infrastructure.
Toward this end, the following recommendations are
offered for others planning the expansion of recreation
boating access:
1. Use a systems approach � avoid a short termed, single

site orientation when con stdeang future boating
access.

2. Work closely with stakeholders � survey and engage
those who will be using future access sites to learn
their interests and recommendations;

3, Develop management criteria � develop a list of
cateaa which serve as a tool to identify the most
appropriate sites  see Appendix!,

4. Foster public involvement � create opportunities to
involve users to determine critical problems, help set
priorities For future development, and build political
support for the projects.
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Appendix

The criteria used in the boating srudies and workshop are
listed below,

Generally;
~ Don't worry about achieving parity in the number of

sites between the Oregon and Washington sides of the
aver, or among the upper or lower reaches of the
study site. Think pamarily about the needs of
recreational boaters,

~ Boat hoists and combinations  ramps and moorages,
hoists and moorages, etc.! can also be proposed.

~ Consider the sites in terms of appropriate physical
setting and design standards,

~ Consider the cultural and community impacts  both
positive and negative!,

~ Consider the enviromnental impacts.
~ Consider the political reahties of developing the site.
~ There are existing or emerging "great opportunities."

Tzailslellt moorages:
~ Sites need to be reasonably close  less than 10-'I 5 nules

apart!,
~ Sites need to be in areas of low wind and wake.

Sites need to be at least six feet deep.
~ Sites need to be adjacent to signi6cant amenities or

other attractions.
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Boat ramps:
~ Improvements to emsttng ramps should bc priontized

over new ones.

Sites need to be near to popuiated areas  boaters!.
Ramps must meet the needs of' recreattonaI boaters.
Sires will be preferred that are ad]acent to publicly
owned land for access.



SHORE BASED RECREATIONAL

LIVERY  RENTAL! BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT; BUSINESS,
SAFETY AND REGULATORY

COMPONENTS

John Donaldson
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Abort'acts The sharr based recreate'onal rental business bas been

undergoing a mj'aor tvolution over the past decode. The advent of
relative! inexpensive personal' tvatercrafi; rtnth thetr broad appeal to
causal boating expen'ences, has increased the level and scope of rental
ronrpanies at beachfront locations throughout the tvorld. Thisin turn
can &ad to i ncrrass'ng conccrrts on the part of pubbc safes officials and
those rrsponsiblt' for tourism po hct

Elements of the lr'vms' operati on i nrtuding marketing, safestt and poh'g:
management ran be identified as inrporrant to development of pofig'
consistent tvr'th the toun'sm and other eronomic tenents of a rommuniy.
The experiences of hundredt of corrrnruns'ties that roust'ncP deal tvitb
been'es thrrtughout the Umted States senv as exarnpbs of both the
bcnefsts and the chalkngcs of this non-coeremptive ncreatsonal
attraction. A revietv of hotv these communities have adapted to thc
chartges tvill helpi itustntte shat opporr uni lies artd pi tfalh extst.

The individual h'very op@alton itself is a model of entrrprrneun'al
opportune'p. It is a form of business that allons an individual of
modest means to enter a service related business, tvhile at the same

time provtdsng tounsts anth a quakty experrence that shorvcases the
uraqucncss of the heal man'nc environment. The market access needed
to su'mulateforrnation of tht's trpe of busi ness is const'steat rvith matey
other aspects of tvaterrrdc and marine roun'srn of both the consumptr've
and rtotr consumptsvc natator

~rdst peesonaltvater-creaft, marketing, cconomicimpact

Introduction

The concept of a sustainable coastal marine tourism
activity as I view it would include the psemise that at the
end of any given day, when business for the day was
complete, there would be no noticeable change to the
waterside environment from any previous day. The local
mazine tourism activity environment would require no
displacement of existing resources or changes to the
envizonment for that activity to function normaHy. It is my
position that a marine livery  rental! operation that includes
personal watercraft  PWC! would fuIEII such criteria. The
specihcs of such a livezy operation are, as demonstrated by
actual practice at hundreds if not thousands, of locations
around the United States and elsewhere, uncomplicated in
nature. However, in many areas, the public policy issues

and recreation management tssues involved are qutte the
opposne.

Before I discuss the policy and regulatory issues such a
hvezv could involve, I would hke to give an overview of the
econonuc factors. Without an economic benefit, the
development of any commerctal operatton zs unlikely and,
if initiated, is usually doomed to failure. With waterfront
livezies, as amply demonstrated by the hundreds of such
business all across the U.S., there can be a stgnificanr
economic benefit ro the operator directly and indirectly to
the local commurutv.

PWC Liveries and Economic Impact

Such liveries have existed in many forms for years and
would generally include rentals of shoreside recreanonal
items induding canoes, aiz mattresses, snorkeling gear,
outboard engine powered fishing boats, row boats, beach
chairs and mats and even smail sail craft. However,
increasingly now days one Ends a substanual element of the
Enancial benefit to the livery operator results from the
inclusion of PWC in the mix of equipment available for
rent at the livery location.

Interviews with vanous livery operators indicates that
w'here the location is particularly well suited for PWC
operation, PWC rentals creates the malority of the cash
Qow and the majority of the transactions at the site. In fact
at a substantial number of the sites, the PWC tnay be the
only piece of equipment available for rental. The location
may have other marine related activities such as a fuel dock
or mazina, which would have been the initial reason for
location at the water's edge, and the addition of a PWC
livery required no additional capital improvements, One
element of business operation that will be discussed later is
the responsibility of the site operator for the safe and
responsible use of the rental equipznent. The point of
dwelling on this PWC domination of many waterside
liveries is to highlight that such a business venture is not
only viable, but from the business perspective may be less
risky in terms of return on investment. This return on
investment is in comparison to almost any other type of
waterfront livery activity, livery os otherwise. Also the
various interviews conducted for this paper mchcated that
the margiztal return on investment, ie., the increase in
business revenues from PWC liveries may b» the highest of
any type of investment in livery related products a
vraterfront rental can make.

The empirical evidence suggested by the dominance of
PWC-only acttvzties at many locations is that facihties and
shoreside conditions are a major factor in the "product"
that a livery may be able to develop for consumer
consumption. For example there may be Iiznitations based
on depth of water, the ability to expand or even install
docks, a number of aheady existing structures, biological
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environmental constraints, or any of a number of
conditions that v'ould preclude other types of waterfront
construction or development. A turther point of
consideration is that the PWC 1ivery is possibly the least
sensiuve to an idea! waterside "retail" en~~onment relauve
to potential cominercial success. By tlus I mean that it is
very likely that modificauon or additional construction or
development on the waterfront may not be necessary.
Factors of zoning and u aterway regulation are also
involved in siting of hvery locations, but the two dominant
factors for most operators is water access for the
equipmeat and access to a stream of potential consumers.

The idea of an optimum waterside environment is what
one expects to Gnd in tourism brochures and pamphlets,
i.e., wide sandy beaches with tranquil waters, tree hned, and
sunny. In this sort of eni~onment, tourism can support
multiple activities at a livery as suggested earlier. However,
mam coastal areas either lack such an idealized waterfront
or have other impediments such as rough seas, rock strewn
bottoxns, less temperate water or lack of access, generally
because of pnvate property ownership of the beachfront.
In such a situation where the waters may not generaHy be
suitable for the most casual of water recreation such as
swixuming, snorkeling, etc,, there is still the opportunity for
a livery involving a PWC while maintaining the
aforementioned negligible impact on the surrounding
environment.

A typical example of such a range of development can be
found along the Dade County, Florida  hfiami area! coast
and inter-coastal waterways. Beach frant on the Atlantic
one finds a mix of high-rise developments, divided
between condominiums, resident hotels, timeshares and
normal hotels. On the intercoastal side of the barrier
islands one also fmds hotels, and condos, as weH as
marinas, boatyards and the occasional park. The significant
difference is the A.tlantic side has the wide, sandy beaches
with usually tranquil currents aad generally modest wind
chop type waves. The intercoastal waterfront generaHy
features no beach, has frequeat bulkheads or other types of
traditional boat docks and is not characteristically, water
contact sport oriented  ke., swirnxaiag, saorkehag, diving,
water-skiing, etc,!.

Ia both instances however, where permitted by other
constraints such as speed or ownership restrictions, PWC
liveries flourish. One particular stxetch of the intercoastal
waterway in Hollywood, Florida, supports six PWC liveries
and fmds ample tourist support because of the proximity of
a state highway and numerous hotels. At the same time,
the extent of facilities improvements needed for these
operations include iastaHation of lockable storage facilities
on pxeviously existing docks and in one instance a davit
mounted on the bulk-head of an existing motel.

The idea of entrepreneunal access to an opportunin like a
PWC livery is in fact bolstered by thc low business nsk
compared to return on investinent inenuoned above, the
low  relativelv! iiutial investment, the absence of a
requirement for sophisticated business controls or training,
and the low level of investxnent outside the rental
equipment  for capital improvements such as tacility
development or improvement!. This latter point codd be
compared to marina development, for example, where not
only are modifications to the waterside environment
needed but there are inevitable changes to the submerged
land under marina docks and around pxhngs. Such marine
developinent related environmental changes codd certainly
be mitigated by careful site work and design, and use of the
significant advances in recent vears on more
enmranmentaHy sensitive manna building practices. The
fact remains that the investment costs for marina
development and for most other capital projects on the
shore are far, far beyond the means and vision most
individuals who might otherwise have the entrepreneurial
drive to start a tourism related business.

Up ta tlus point I have uses primarily hvpothetica!
concepts to suggest the value to the community of PWC
oriented hveries. There are data available that provides a
concrete sample of the potential economic benefits of
PWC liveries. In a report prepared for the Personal
Watercraft Industry Association in May of 1996, Thomas J.
Murray and Dr. Richard J, McHugh' did an aaalysis of the
"Economic Activity Associated with Personal Watercraft
use in Monroe County, Florida," They used both
interviews with PWC livery operators and other sources
induding Monroe County specihc U,S. Government
surveys to reach their fmdings.

Mr. Murray and Dr. McHugh identified three sources of
economic impact: 'direct' market impact front sales of
goods and services to the public, 'indirect economic
activity' generated by the support services required for
direct market sales  including fox exaxaple payments of
rents, fuel purchases, misc. business costs for the PWC
business, etc.! aad 6naHy the impact of expanded
employment and cash flow ia the wider community,
refereed to as 'induced' economic impact. More detailed
discusaon of the ecoaomic moddiag was beyond the
scope of the "Economic Analysis..." report but can be
found in IMPLAN, a model developed by the U.S.
Forestry Service for use in calculating the fuH economic
impact of any local economic activity.

From the "Economic Analysis..." work it was determined
that there were between 45 and 55 PWC rental operations
in Monroe Couaty at the time af the NOAA study and that
these liveries had between two and seven PWC available
for rent. The general reatal was to one or two persons with
each number being evenly reported. The average rental
charge was $40.00 per half hour, aad while other packages
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of rental use are typically available at higher fees, levels of
participation could not be readily estimated, The number
of livery PWC available for use during the NOAA survey
was estimated by iWIurral to be approximateh 250 PWCi
and tlus data was collaborated by independent sources in
ihfonroe Countv,'

Quoting from "Economic Analysis...":

The number of revenue trips per year equaled
from 42,013 to 63.019 for the two months based
upon the NOAA tourist survey information on
'PWC rental participants' and informauon
regarding PWC rentals from local rental
businesses. The range of estimates is based upon
the assumption that not all the rental tn ps
 ' participants'! are with one nder, The single nder
assumption may somewhat overstate the rides
based upon industry information. Further, the
consideration of an average number of rides of
1.5 will further balance against any upward bias in
use of the July-A.ugust sample for aimual
estimations. The average revenue per rental trip
is assumed to be $40,00 and the July-August, 1995
period is assumed to be 'normal' for PWC rentals
in the Keys [Monroe County], Given these
ranges then the gross revenues for PWC rental in
1995 are estimated to have ranged from
510,083,040 to $15,124,560.

The gross revenue numbers do not include the second and
third levels of economic impact discussed earher. To get
the full measure of these factors, the IMPLAN model
estimates an expenditure multipher for this mix of
spending in Monroe County to be 2.21~. The direct iinpact
of $10.1 � 15.1 million thus translates into total impact of
$22.3 � 33.4 million, or an average estimate of $27.8 million.
When combined with the further calculation that each
PWC generates approximately $40 � $60 thousand gross
revenue for the owner based on the 250 units in use
number, one sees the potential economic engme the PWC
livery can be, both for the community and for the
individual operator.

To reiterate the earlier point re~ the economic
impact of PWC oriented liveries versus the capital
investment in infrastructure to support the activities,
Murray and McHugh found~:

In an area like the Keys, locarion and water access
are dearly a limiting factor for watercraft rentals.
Three primary locations can be characterized;
1, Rental operations located at existing maanas

and resorts;
2. Rental operations located on relatively

unimproved waterf'ront; and

3, Rental operanons located on trailers and
floats.

These specific descripuon of rental sites are consistent wnh
the vast majority of locations throughout the rest of the
U,S. and are a strong indicator that a requirement for
development or disturbance of the waterfront environment
is generalh' not a factor in the operation of a PWC onented
livery.

Once the economic value and impact of PWC are
understood, it would be logical to look at the other unpacts
of PWC liveries, those issues that are regulator and policy
in nature.

PWC Liveries and Public Policy and Regulation

Over the past live years no single subIect has hail more
discussion or more focus in the realm of recreational

boating policv than the regulation of personal watercraft.
This discussion and focus extends from workshops m
National Association of Boating Law Administrators
annual conferences, to the sub committee within the U.S.
Coast Guard organized Boating Safety Advisory Council,
to task forces at the state level in several states. Further,
occasionally legislative and regulatory approaches are
challenged in court by the Personal Waterci'aft Industry
Association  PWIA! when in the PWLK's opinion, the
specific approach is unduly arbitrary and egregious. The
obvious implication of this volume of public discussion
and focus is that the recreational waterway managers in
many locations have issues rdated to the use of PWC that
defy a simple or pat solution. In many instances, PWC
liveries are a factor in this public policy debate and may
frequently be portrayed as one of the root causes of
controversy in a particular community.

Background

The personal watercraft industry is the relative newcomer
to the world of recreational boating. The first mass
production of PWC began in 1974 when Kawasaki
introduced the est Jet Ski, the "stand up" style of craft.
The industry sales growth began gathering momentum
substantiaHy in 1987 with the introduction of the "sit
down" style of craft, and by 1995 PWC accounted for over
1/3 of aII boats sold, numbering approximately 200,000
units retailed in the U,S. Extensive demographics that
define the purchaser of PWC exists with the various
manufacturers and with others, but the demographic data
on reuters has not been gathered. Also of note, while the
U.S. market accounts for approximatdy 90+or'o of total
world sales, many of the issues debated in the U.S. are
quite relevant elsewhere, and if fact are generating the same
levels of interests in legislative or regulatory solutions to
issues.
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Issues

I have aUuded to a number of issues associated uirh the

private and rental use of PWC thar usuall> are laid at rhe
feet of recreational managers and policy makers to resolve.
I have found that those who wish to consider restncting
the recreational or rental use of PWC are usuall> vntbour
much factual information on the construcuon of the craft,
rhe performance characterisrics of the craft, the
demographics of the owners or a sense of context
regarding the broad spectrum of boating safety issues. Nor
for that matter do those who v~sh to linur or restrict the
use of PWC have data on any types of environmental
impacts such as noise, benthic disturbances, wake energy,
etc. What usually provides the motivation for the calls to
restrict PWC are urhat I refer to as "user conflicts," or the

feeling by one group of recreational waterway users that
their particular use of the resouxce has preeaunence versus
other uses. The classic example of this can be found once
again in ivfonroe County, Florida � the Florida Veys.
There was a recent fund raising event for a local chanty,
sponsored by a flshing guide organization, featuring $1-per-
smash with a sledge hammer on a PWC. Similar conflicts
exist between many other user groups and PWC, including
aiany ensironmental groups.

The sources of the conflicts with PWC stern pnmarily from
the operational charactensacs of the PWC, most uniquely
its ability to operate in shallow water, perhaps as shallow as
12 in. without damage to the crafr. While aII manufacturers
warn against use in water depths of less than 2 ft., both to
protect the equipment and the bottom, and to help prevent
accidental gxoundings, users are frequendy unfamiliar with
the water depths and the craft do not provide feedback on
depth, This shallow water capabihty results in operation of
PWC in areas that have tradiuonally had little or no
recreational power boat trafflc, and have been regarded in
many cases as isolated. When an outdoors person Gods
their heretofore isolated location now accessible and visited
by any number of PWC, they can be resentful, defensive,
and activated  activated to turn back the hands of time to
when only they were visiting the particular site!. In many
cases such remote access would be achieved by a paddle
boat, canoe or kayak, leadiag the so called float boaters to
become one of the interest groups motivated to restrict
PVJ'C. The same scenario can be developed to undezstand
why surfers, flshermea, ox sailboaters are frequently
involved in supporting their own puxgatives at the expense
of other users of the recreational waterways.

The second concern frequently raised by those seeking to
regulate PWC use is the issue of safety, with the context
being safety of all the recreational waterway users. Boating
safety is a topic that in the U.S. enjoys an almost
unbelievable amount of attention from pubbc and private
agencies. Briefly, tbe U,S. Coast Guard has overall
aiithoaty for all marine safety including recreational

boaung. Tbev use a number of mechaiusms for effecave
application of this authonn including delegation; such as
transfer of funds and sponsorship of volunreer
orgaruzarions to delegate the responsibilitv for recreanonal
boaung safeh to state control as weII as supporting the
educational acnvities of the Coast Guard Auxiliary and rhe
L'.S. Power Squadron. The result of tlus multilayer
approach ro l>oaring safery is that there are many, man1
professional safery and enforcement officials who spend
the majority of their working life improving safe usc of
recreational boats.

It is against this backdrop of compeang interesrs for use of
the recreational waterways and concerns about safety thar
the use of PWC must be measured from the perspective of
pohcv and regulaoon. Further wittun tlus context, the how
and what to regulate in the case of PWC bveries becomes a
subset that regulators and pohcy makers could clearly
approach with a separate perspective. While being
influenced bv the perceptions and attitudes of the larger,
private ownership aspects of PWC use, PWC liveries
account for less than 2'/o of the annual sales of the industry
and less than 1~'0 of the estimated PWC actively registered
nationwide. In fact, at Yamaha Motor Co. U.S.A.
applications for public safety use of PWC such as maxine
police, rescue squads, or lifeguards runs approximately
twice the annual rate of rental craft sales. The conclusion I
would suggest is that while reasonable and clear regulation
of PWC-oriented liveries is a valuable and appropriate
aspect of tourism management, such regulation does not
need to be burdensome or overly restrictive of the access
to the tourism marlr.et.

Regulatory Suggestions

The pximazy purpose of regulation of a livery should be for
the protection of the renter of the vessel and the protection
of any other users of the waterway where the livery is
located. Without question, success of a tourism industry is
predicated on the quality of experience that the tourist has
from the time he departs his home until he retuxns home,
And this expexience of course is enhanced by his abibty to
share with his "friends back home" the sense of relaxation
and rejuvenation his trip provided him. The visitor should
not only have an expectation that his choice of tourism
activities are safe for him, but that they also do aot create
any burden on the local ecosystem or local community.

The manufacturers of aII PWC have comprehensive
warning and caution'information on wammg labels on their
craft as weII as repetition of this information ia the owners
manuals supplied with the craft. Reproducing that
information in this paper would not serve to guide policy
makers but it is recommended that a review of the
manufacturer safety information can help with
development of a foundation for bvezy policy.
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ENDNOTES

Conclusion

Clearly an important factor, if not the mosr importam
factor is the minimum age of the operator, All
manufacturers recommend a minimum age of 16 and
some states in the U,S. have adopted a muumum age
for rental of 18 >ears old,

~ Wearing of a lifejacker ar all time of operation by the
vessel operator and anr passengers is akey safety step.
In the U.S., recreational vessds are reqrured ro
CARRY lifejackets for every person on the craft but
some states have legislation that mandares the wearing
of hfejackets by all PWC operators and passengers.

~ PWC should never be operated at night. At present,
no manufacturer supphes PWC with lights nor makes
any provision for installation of lights,

~ In Monroe Countv  the Florida Keys!, the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration  NOAA!
has proposed that hveries have a defxned use area
mazked by buoys and that the entire use area be visible
from the hvery base location.

~ NOAA also has proposed that aII liveries have a
"chase boat" and operator ready at all uxnes to
monitor activity and to be able to respond to renters
who either stray from the rental location or expezience
other needs for assistance.

~ Liveaes could be required to have evidence of liability
insurance to provide an additional measure of
protection for tourists who might suffer an injury
during operation of the craft as well as protect the
local community fzom financial rislr..

~ Liveries could be required to offer a video tape
orientation to renters to insure a consistent and
complete orientation to the PWC prior to rental. All
manufacturers offer a safe and responsible use video
tape at no charge to each purchaser of a PWC. In
addition, the Personal Watercraft Industry Association
has a video on rental safety available at no charge,7

~ Liveries should be required to have a business license
issued by the local jurisdiction as a means of
documenting ownership as well as assisting waterway
managers with trackiag waterfront activity.

These are examples of the types of elements that local
communities may wish to consider when they consider
PWC liveries, These conditions for business contxol are
not meant to be all inclusive but more to be examples of
the types of seasonable and definable requirements a livery
can adopt without iaterfeaag with their ability to operate.

My conclusions are that under most circumstances where
waterfront tourism is an existing element of the local
econoxny, a PWC livery can not only be established but can
Qouxish. Further, because the initial capital investment is
very modest, aad oaly elemental business skills are the

bas~c requirements, loca! entrepreneurs can readily form
this type of business, make a good Irving, pro~ade
addinonal cornmuruty employxnenr, and financial stimulus
in the commurury, This all can be accomplished with x ery
muumal impact on the coastal zone emmonment. The
scope of regulation and enforcement to oversee a safe and
responsible establishment of a pWC based livery is xmnor
in comparison to permitting and overseeing other eyes of
business development in sensitive environmental areas.
Resources are available to assist in the development of
appropriate busmess and safety controls from the
preciously mennoned sources. Finall, the econonuc value
to the community can be very posiave and the activity itself
can provide an opportunity for the community to showcase
its manne recreanon resources.

r i%fr, Murray is a consulting resource econoxxust
and Research associate in the College of Business at the
University of South Floxida, Tampa, Florida, and Dr,
McHugh is currently a Sexuor Associate Professor at the
Georgia State University College of Business
Administration, Atlanta, Georgia.

Linking the Economy and Enx~nment of
Florida Keys/Florida Bay, Preliminary estimates of
tourist/recreational uses of the Florida Keys, July-August,
1995. Prepared December 1995 by Vernon R. Leeworthy
and Peter C, Wiley, Strategic Environmental Assessments
Division, Of6ce of Ocean Resources Conservation and
Assessment, Nation Ocean Service, National Oceaxuc and

Atxnospheric Administration.
At the tixne that 250 rental unites were identified

in Monroe County, the total number of PWC determined
to be registered in the county was 1,362 and the total
number registered in the State of Florida was 5B,207.

Ray D aquas, independent PWC repair service
operator based on review of his sales and service records.

Murray, T,J,and R.J. McHugh. 1996, Economic
Activity Associated with Personal Watercraft Use in
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Personal Watercraft Industxy Association,
Chicago, II��12! 946-6200,



SEA KAYAKS AS VEHICLES FOR
SUSTAINABLK DEVELOPMENT
OF COASTAL AND MARINE

TOURISM

covering over a metal or wooden frame wtuch allows them
to be collapsed for transpoxtauon. Although better surted
for river use, inflatable kayaks can also be used for touring.

Advantages of Kayaks

Jerry Wylie
L'.S. Forest Semi ce  T Trrited States!

Howard Rice
Rice and Assocr'ates  Vni ted States!

Absttacrt Because they are inexpensr'oe, safe, easy to learrc and
enrnronr¹entally friendly, thc rnoderrr sea kayak has emerged as an
ideal roatercrufi'for explorin coastal egi ons and to obseroe rvitdtrfe rn
clui t and solitude. Sea kayaki ngis one of the fastest geo w'ng segment
of the marine sport industry and there is a rapid/ expands'ng
interrrational enaeket for kayak touring to eidetic desti nati ons
nnrefdnride. This srnrpk technology has the potential to open up coastal
enoi rvnnrents the n ay SCUBA opened up the underreatee svoeld.

Four gpss of kayaking are described: Recreational, Ecotourisnr,
IVilderrress, and Adoenture. Xyak experiences and partiripant are
defined by various nrrbces of thesefour basi c types.

Trrro ¹rodelr an used to ilhtstrate the role of sea kayaking in the
sustainabk deoelopenent of coartal and nrarine tourt'sen. The frrst is
an assessment of the mature sea kayaking irrdustryin Beh'Zr,, Central
America. The second modelir 34icrvnesr'a, r¹berr the industeyis rn
a» eacly stage of deoeloprnent. In both cases, inforrnatr'on is presented
regartting the econorrsic, social, educationcrl and enrnronrnenlal aspects
of sea kayakingin deoehpi¹g counter'es.

Xeywordsc sea kayuki ng kayak coastal ecotourism, Bek@,
Aficronesia

Sea Kayaking

Sea kayaking began thousands of years ago with the 6rst
Aleut and Greenland skin-on-frame boats. Today's sea
kayaks are direct descendants of these eady types and are
essentially the same boats except for the use of modern
construction techniques and materials. They come in two
general types: sit-inside and sit-on-top modds.

Sea kayaks, also known as "ocean" or "touring" kayaks, are
not to be confused with river-running kayaks. These
whitewater kayaks are less stable and often associated with
river rapids and danger. Although super6ciaily similar, sea
kayaks are an «ntirely different boat. They are much
longer, averaging 14 � 17 ft., are more stable and sometimes
have rudders, Sea kayaks are built for one or two paddlers
and may be equipped for long distance travel and even
sailing. Some sit-inside expedition kayaks have a fabric

%uhIn the last 10 years there has been an explosion of
interest in sea kayaking. The reason for the populartty and
phenomenal grove rate of tins sport is do to its many
advantages.' These tnclude:
~ Safety � sea kayaks are very stable and seaworthy.
~ Easy to use � anyone can leam to kayak m minutes.
~ Easy to transport and store � no need for moonng or

trailer.

~ Simple technology � easy to maintain.
3'ersatilc � can be used on virtually any body o f water.

~ Low cost � under $1,000 for a quality entry-level boat.
~ Good exerctse � its today's healthy hfestyle.
~ Family activity � suitable for all ages.
~ 'AIinimum impact � quiet, human-powered and non-

.polluting.
~ Multi- functional � can be used for many different

recreational purposes.

The Sea Kayak Market

The primary market for sea kayaking is North American
 Canada and the USA!. Developing markets are in Europe,
the UK, Austraha, and japan,

In 1991 the Specicdyy Traoel Inderc included 25 companies
with 35 trip venues  states or countries!. In 1996 this
jumped to 61 companies and 112 trip venues. The
different destinations and the number of tour operators at
each location are shown in Table 1. Although this is just a
rough snapshot of the sea kayak industry in North
America, it dearly shows the rrxnarkable growth tn the
sport in the last five years. As indicated by the number of
tour operators advertistng in 1996, the major kayak
destinations are;
1. Canada/Continental USA �7!
2. Oceania  Pacific islands, Australia, NZ! �4!
3, Central America �6!
4. Asia �4!
5. Mexico �3!
6. Caribbean �!

Although not as popular for the North American market,
other major sea kayaking destinations include Scandinavia,
the United Kingdom, and continental Europe.
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Table 1. Sea kayak destinations advertising in the 1996 specialty travel index.

Sea Ka ak Deetinations

Advertisin ln the 1996 S ecia Travel Index

 Number of operators shown in parentheses!

Table 2. Summary of sea kayaking attractions in Micronesia.

Summa of Sea Ka akin Attractions In Micronesia

PalauKosrae

'Rock Islands

'Extensive lagoon
'Marine lakes/jellyfish
*Babeldaab Island rivers

and waterfalls

*Dugong and crocodiles
*Yapese stone money
*WWII sites and planes

*Large mangroves
'Mangrove channels
*Terminalia grave
*Lelu ruins

Mariculture center

*Outrigger canoes
Walung village

* Alaska �7!
* Australia  8!
* Bahamas �!
" Baja California �!
* Belize �!

British Columbia �!
British Virgin is, �!

* Bolivia �!
* California �!
* Chile �!

Costa Rica �!
Dominica �!

* Fiji �!

Greece �!
* Greenland �!
* Guatemala �!

Hawaii �!
* Honduras �!
* Irian Jaya �!
* Maine �!
* Mexico �!
* Michigan �!
* Mongolia �!
* Montserrat �!
* New Zealand �!
* Papua NG f3!

*Nan Madol ruins

Reef islet camping
*Large mangraves
*Protective lagaon
*Ant Atoll

*Mountain hikes

*Outrigger canoes
'Cultural centers

*Swimming in rivers
and waterfalls

* Philippines �!
" Portugal �!
* Scotland �!
* Solomon is. �!
* Tasmania �!
* Thailand �!

Tonga �!
* Trinidad �!
* Utah �!

Vietnam �!
* Washington �!
* Wisconsin �!
* Wyoming �!
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Ecotourism Kayaking

Wilderness Kayaking

Adventure Kayaking

Reczeatiotzal Ktryaking

Size of the U,S.A. Kayak Market

Recent data from the National Survey on Recreation and
the Environment  hJSRE, 1995! showed that an esumated
2.6 million Americans, or 1.3' o of the populauon, age 16 or
older kayaked at least once during 1994 � 95. Although dus
number includes both sea kayakmg and whitewater
kayaking, the vast majoriu are assumed to be sea kayakers

The Trade Associauon for Sea Kayaking  TASk! estimates
that there are 300,000 active sea kayakers in the USA and
that approximately 75,000 boats were produced or
imported into the U.S. in 1995. These data are sketchy at
best because many companies are unwilling to release these
numbezs for fear of encouraging new competition within
the mdustzv.

Sea Kayaker Fsychographics

A cursory review of the advertisements of 60 kayak
businesses in the April zssue of 3'eee Kjyrakee magazine
suggests that the %orth American kayak touring market can
be characterized by an interest in the following  in order of
zmportance!: ecotourism/educational travel, wilderness or
pristine areas, soft adventure, improvmg paddling shHs,
hobbies and other outdoor recreatronal activities, and hard
adventure.

Types of Kayak Tourism Froducts

Sea kayak tours can take many different forzns, They range
from hourly rentals and day trips for snorkelmg,
bizdwatchmg, and exploration to tnulti-day excursions.
Multi-day trips can either be point-to-point, or base camps
which allow more time to explore a particular area,
Accommodations can include tent camping, live-aboard
boats, rustic cabins, hotels or resorts, or home-stays,
Currently, most sea kayak out6tters prefer camping or a
combination of camping and devdoped facilities.

Potential Niche Markets for Sea Kayaking

We have tentatively identified four baste types of sea
kayaking each representing a potential niche market. Based
largely on the work of Paul Eagles  Eagles 1995!  see Table
3!, they are a useful way to differentiate the kayak touring
market. They are briefly described below, A more detailed
discussion is provided in Wylie and Rice �996!. These
categories are not mutually exclusive and there wiH be
overlap between them, Various combinations will provide
the package of experiences and personal benefits desired.

Outdooz recreation to enjoy nature, to relax, and to have
fun, frequently in the company of others. The level of

physical risk and chaHcnge is low. Aerobic exercise,
pursuing hobbies and learrung oz refimng kayaking skiHs
can be important iuotivauons. Pnmarily a dayiiine actirity.

Participants are pnmarily interested in improving their
kJiowledge and discovering nature through high quahty
information aud obserimg unusual or spectacular species
and ecosystems, such as whales, coral reefs, oi' tropzcal rain
forests.

Intense, personal experiences in a setting free of the
obvious eiddence of human impacts. Challenges and risks
aze moderate and an important part of the ovezaH
experience, as are solitude and primitive camping.

The experience Focuses on challenge, thziHs, excitement,
and personal accomplishment by overcoming nature and
shazing this experience with others. Involves travel
typically to remote places known for their natural beauty
and physical attributes. The level of physical effort and risk
ranges from moderate in "soft" adventure to high in
''hard" adventure kayaking.

Behze and Micronesia-Two Models for Sea

Kayaking

Belize and Micronesia  Figure 1! are used to iHustzate the
role of sea kayaking in the sustainable development of
coastal and marine tourism. Belize is an estabhshed sea
kayak destination. Micronesia represents areas in the eady
stage of development, There are some stziking similarities
and marked differences between these areas.

~ Relatively smaH land area with developing economies.
~ Limited resources and growing populations.

Wodd-class reef and rain forest ecosystezns as tourist
attracrions.

~ World-dass kayak venues.
~ Heavy emphasis on tourism, especially SCUBA diving.
~ Interest in ecotouristn as an economic development

option.
~ Strong traditional cultures.

Major archeoloycal ruins.
Opportunities for reef/jungle combination tours.
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The U.S.A.. is Behze's malor tounsm market,
The U.S.A. and Japan are Micronesia's inajor tourism
markets.

$400 airfare for U.S.A, gateway ctnes to Belize.
$1600 airfare for U,S.A. gateway cities to ~%micronesia.
Belize kayak tours are primary attractions.
Micronesia kayak tours will be primary attractions and
add-on tourism products.
Belize sea kayaking emphasize Adventure and
Wilderness niche markets.

5ficxoncsia sea kayaking will probably emphasize
Recreational and Ecotouristn niche maxkets.

Sea Kayaking in Belize

Although still only a small part of the total tourism market,
kayaking and combination kayak/jungle tours are
becoming very popular in Belize. Outiitted sea kayak
touring in Belize began approximately 12 years ago with
one small operation in Placencia Village, Today, there are
seven outhtters operating in Belize that spectahze in sea
kayaking and combination kayak/jungle trips.

A survey of sea kayak busmesses operating in Belize shows
a steady growth rate for the past live years. Between 1991
and 1995 the number of kayakers increased by over 400o/o
Annual increases range between 21'/o and 82'/o.

485 885 1,120 1,354
51o/o 82o/o 27o/o 21 /o

4 ofkayakers 320
'/o increase

We estimate that sea kayaking and related tourism in Belize
generates nearly US$2,000,000 annually in gross revenues.
Since there are no locally-owned sea kayak operations, a
large part of this goes to the foreign owner/operator,
However, perhaps as much as 60'/o is spent locally. ate
economic benefits of these dollars is felt throughout the
countxy as the sea kayak operators purchase food and
supplies, pay local employees, hire boats, and patronize
local hotels and restaurants. Local guides, drivexs, boat
operators, fishermen, and other Belizeans involved with
kayaking also spread these dollars to villages and towns
throughout the country.

en s O Ka
56m. Sea kayaking in Belize appears to have little negative
impact on the environment. All companies practice low-
impact camping on small islands and camp only with
perriussion from landowners. Kayakers do travel into
more remote regions unused to outsiders. However,
contacts with locals seem to be positive as long as local
customs are respected.

Tourism, including kayak tourism, has developed so
quickly that local officials are still reactmg to the changes
the growth has brought to Belize. Among these challenges
are training and certifying guides and other tourisin-related
personneL In addition, collecting permit fees from
operators, policing national preserves where kayakers
travel, and estabhshing designated camping areas on
outlying atolls all need to be addressed.

Kayaking Opportunities in Micronesia

Except for a single small operator in Palau, there are
currently no commercial sea kayak products available in
ihficronesta. However, sea kayak operators are being
senously considered in Kosrae, Pohnpei and Yap.

T~h!~@+. In 1995, an assessment of sea kayaking
opportunities was conducted on Kosrae, Pohnpei, and
Palau  Wylie aud Rice, 1996!. All three islands were Found
to have excenent opportunities for high quality sea
kayaking  Table 2!. Individually and collectively, they can
supply a wide range of opportunities for the Recreational
and Ecotourism kayak niches. Although there are fewer
opportunities for Wilderness an.d Adventure kayaking,
these types of experiences can also be found. Actual trips
will be a combinarion of these four types.

We anticipate the primary demand for sea
kayaking in Micronesia, for the short term and long term,
will be for Recreational and Ecotourism kayaking
experiences, This will include both day trips and multi-day
tours. Recxeational kayaking may actually provide the
foundarion for aQ other niches, with the closest connection
being with Ecotouxism kayaking. Since the attractions for
these niches are very similar, considerable overlap between
these activities is expected.

There wjil be two basic types of markets for sea kayaking in
Micronesia: 1! Tourists who come for reasons other than
kayaking, and 2! Visitors who are prtmarily attracted by
kayaking, We recommend selling add-on kayak tours to
those who are already coming to the islands and developing
high quality kayaking tours and advertising to specifically
attract kayakers. Types of groups who might be interested
include environmental organizations and schools that
specialize in outdoor leadership, wilderness therapy,
survival, or environmental education. Nationalities that
will be most interested are the Americans, Canadians,
British, Germans, Australians, and New Zealanders, The
Japanese may also be a target market, especiaHy Young
OF6ce Ladies and members of sports clubs.
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Conclusions

References

With its world-class natural

zesources, lvticronesia has the opportunity to becoane one
of the best known sea kayak destinations in the world. The
most critical steps to achieve this goal are:
1, Proper information and assistance for independent

kayakers who are presently discovering this region.
2, Development of local kayak tour operators with

professionally-trained guides and high quality
equipment

3. Properly packaged, multi-island tour products,
4. A coordinated tnarke ting plan with a minimum

commitment of 5 years.

Many forest attractions
are not found elsewhere and gave Micronesia an advantage
over other kayaking destinations. These involve "user-
friendly" mangroves and forest sites, such as the giant
Terminalia and mangzoves on Kosrae and Pohnpei. A
forest-based inarketing strategy would position hficronesia
as being different from other tropical kayaking destinations.

The people and cultures of the region are unique and
should not be overlooked when desigrung and advertising
tour packages. These aze things that are very common to
locals but are extraordinary to visitors. They include
language, architecture, outrigger canoes, food, crops,
clothing, tattoos, crafts, and church activities. In particular,
kayak tourism can support tradinons of making and using
outrigger canoes, Sea kayak tours that combine modem
kayaks and traditional outriggers would have an added
dimension that is not available in most other destinations.

What Can Micronesia Learn From Belize?

There are several things Micronesia can learn from Belize.
Fmt and foreanost, they can mininuze potential impacts
and maximize potential bene6ts through proper planning
and preparation. Once kayak tounsm dollars begin to flow,
it will be dif6cult to alter the course of the industry.
Second, to encourage the development of locaHy-owned
kayak operators and professionaHy-trained local guides.
Third, they can be aware that kayakezs are not aH the same.
Develop unique products that serve all four kayak niche
markets and connect visitors to forest and cultural
attractions.

Sea Kayaking as a Tourism Strategy in SmaH
Developing Countries

There are several advantages for adopting sea kayaking as a
tourism development strategy in smaH, developing
countries: 1! A relative small tnvesnnent is needed
t,'$15,000 � $20,000!. 2! Unlike SCUBA dining, it does not
require highly technical training or eqinpment or critical

safety standards to maintain it. Because it is based on
simple, human-powered equipment, a kayak operation can
function in areas where there is no technological support or
expertise. 3! It can operate in virtually any area with good
quality marine, lake, or river environments. 4! It 6ts well
with and supports traditional 6shing/water-based cultures
and cotnmunities, 5! It attracts the "right" kind of visitors
who are interested in and respect the local environment
and culture; and 6! It has greater potential to distribute
bene6ts to rural areas. These bene6ts include pro6ts, jobs,
camping and entrance fees, taxes, tourism diversi6cation,
environmental education, resource conservanon, and
preservation of cultural traditions.

However, there are a few cautions: 1! Sea kayaking will not
be a high-volume business; and 2! Sea kayakers will expect
and demand a high-quality experience, including pnstine
environments, high-quahty equipment in good condinon
 especiaHy sit-inside kayaks!, good interpretarion, and
professional tour guides.

hfaturaI Connections Between the Sea Kayaking and
Dave Industry

Divers are natural customers for kayaking. They are
athletic and comfortable an water, they like adventure, they
are frequently interested in wildhfe and coastal
environments, and they have free days before and after
flying when they cannot dive for safetv reasons, Kavaking
can also provide supplemental business for diving
operations during low seasons. hot only can sea kayaks
help diversify existing SCUBA operations, as add-on
products for divers and non-diving partners, they are ideal
vehicles for connectang divers with forest- and culture-
based tourism. In addition, specialized kayaks can directly
enhance diving opportunities by tzanspoztang SCUBA.
divers to otherwise inaccessible dive sites,

Kayaking can take advantage of a truly fascinating
envizonznental niche: the intersection of sea and land.
These shaHow waterways are underutilized and
underappreciated, yet they contain ianportant resources and
world-class attracuons, The problean is access and
awazeness. These special places have been dif6cult to
reach and largely ignored, until now. Kayaks could easily
open up coastal mangrove and rain forest envtzonments
the way SCUBA opened up the underwater world. Areas
hke Behze and ilficzonesia are well-positioned to be leaders
in the development of this "new fronrier" in tourism.

Eagles, P.F.J. 1995. U nderstanding the market for
sustainable tounsm. In; Li ateiag tourism, the
ersui rouvsest t, and sustai uahi/i tt topee' uotusrse ot papers
!rosss a q>eeiat session of the ajinua  meets'eg of the
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SEACANOE THAILAND-LESSONS

AND OBSERVATIONS

John "Caveman" Gray
Srr'nakharinrvirvt Univocity, Bangkok  Thailand!

AbSrt'aCt: SeaCanve is an internationa//y aCC/at'med, /oca//y
otv¹ed 'Ecockue/opmcnt" /aboratory proving that  A! /veal people can
manage a sustainabk "Ecotourism "prj oect and  B! profrtabikty rvith
se/fimposed volume controls, prvfcssiona/ standards and cnilghlened
management is possibk in ASErCM

Wtth a dramatic ncn @<!edition gcnrr, 'Vi'duJ Sea Caving,"
ScaCarroe attcu'ncd its se/fimposed volume kmits i¹ on/y ttvo yearr,
SeaCanoe then began turm'ng arvay ovcrf/orv bookirrgs. Despite the
complexity and dangers invoked, opportunislic copy+alt immediate/
began operations These ''Eco pirates" openly adnutted they tvere over
impacting n'tes nnth no knosvtcdge of conservation, natural history or
sea kayaking.   /knoiv rvhat I'm doing is rvrvng," claim sevcra/
Eco-psrates, "but there is no /arv to stop me. '! Businessmen rather
than conscrvatt'onrsts, ther only interest is cutting costs and
maxtmi png profrts

Can vohrme current/y exceeds 500o/o of suggested /imits � tvith no
safety or conservation concerns. Government gus'dcknes rrmai¹
no¹extstent.

"Eco psrrrtes" create serious issues, cspccia//y i¹ rbia's ckmate of
piracy and uerubstantiafcd markets'ng c/ai¹ts. Can intcrnatiorra/
standard sustar'nahi /ity survive /oe-cost hsgh- volume, high profit copy-
catsP lFil/ ''Ecopiratcs" «/tinrate/y dcslmy thc P/anets ferv
nmainingprr'sttne habt'tasse

The Scenario

SeaCanoe was established in 1990 to serve as an ideal

conservation-based "Ecodevelopment" inodek One goal
of the cxpertment is to see if a purely private company that
does all things "right" can flourish and prosper. Operating
in small tidal sea caves the company "discovered," volume
lirtuts became a cornerstone of SeaCanoe policy.

Since tidal sea caves � filled with rapid tidal currents, fragile
stalacntes and yet-to-be studied Ecosystems � are a new
genre, SeaCanoe was cautious, Trip size went from two to
four to eight to ten and finally twelve passengers per day
As demand grew; local partners  who invested none of
their own money in SeaCanoe! argued that the caves could
carry fourteen passengers per trip. Experiments proved
the increase was acceptable, but larger groups would
experience cave congestion, especially on fast-moving
spring tides.

Gliding across the water with a "No Touching, No Talking,
Ho Smoking" policy closely supervised by highly trained
guides, SeaCanoe can access chff-lined tidal lagoons
through tidal sea caves with no environmental impact.
Body heat and lighting create adverse impact in dry caves,
but are not a factor in sea caving � body heat is absorbed
and carried out with tidal currents; passengers carry hand-
held dive lights.

Economic Response to Self-imposed Volume
Limits

Sohrtions cxr'st, bul require government cooperation. Unfortunate/y,
Ecotourrsm consu/tantsfrvr/uenting the region remain rnnera//y poor,
yet somehon AJEAlV must barn lo imp/ement marter p/a¹ni¹g
prior to Ecodcvcbpment.

Prospects've operatorr and bureaucrats must joint/y dembp business
structurrs, prvfessiona/standards, natun interpretation, volume /imits,
marketing and perms'ttr'ng criterra that protect /oral vr//ages, ajdacent
habi tats and origina/ entrepreneurs before beginning operations.
Work permit and business formation programs encouraging
rcsponstbb Ecodcvelopmcnt sborrld encourage joint ventures bettveen
vi//age otvners and ssncerc 'Kcvdevelopers. "

Keywords: That/and, ecodcvelopment, sea kayaki ng

SeaCanoeis a great neu conceptin
adventure trave/~ideal
Ecotottrism model with excirt'ng and
innovati ve new economics.

-Dr. John Hemming,
director, Royal Geographical
Society, London

As demand grew, SeaCanoe operations manager Soonthom
"Mut" Sagulsan, devised a trip schedule where two escort
boats, each with 14 passengers, visited completely different
sites. Trips would never even see one another. The system
worked, and SeaCanoe increasedcapacity to 28 passengers
per day. Market demand was now great, and a third escort
boat was tned.

SeaCanoe discovered that while boats might meet at lunch
stops, discrete prograins could still be designed for each
tnp. When one manager knowledgeable in tidal sea caving
set daily programs, there were still no trip overlaps or
cnviromnental impact. The greatest concern was taming
the crab-eating macaques and white bellied sea eagles in the
lagoons. The wild macaques were "learning" the kayaks,
voluntanly approaching tours out of curiosity.

Capacity was 42 passengers per day. Most partners agreed
there were no new options to increase capacitv while
mamtaining environmental responsibility.
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Once this self-imposed capacity. was attained, one partner
argued vigorously for unrestricted vohune. A Thai-Chinese
university graduate from Bangkok nicknamed "Sua Non"
 " Sleeping Tiger '! because he never learned kayaking, sea
caving or conservation concepts, Sleeping Tiger's stzicdy
monetary arguments were refuted by both Western
advisors and local partners.

Subsequently, Sleeping Tiger attempted a take-over and
eventually left the company to set up the 6rst copy-cat
operation. Since Sleeping Tiger never learned SeaCanoe's
tidal technology, he rook along one of his own hires, a
suspended heroin addict guide SeaCanoe put through four
rehabilitation programs, After the addict showed the new
staff how to foHow SeaCanoe, he was 6xed. A month later,
the new copy-cat operation also 6red Sleeping Tiger, who
went on to form a second copy-cat. He was fired from
that company after formarion as weH.

Two more Thai comparues were formed for a total of four
Thai-owned copy-ca.ts. One Western dive operator also
offers small scale trips for his guests, but consciously tries
to avoid crowded sites. Although this operator has no sea
kayaking training, his operations are not an environmental
factor.

However, six companies now book up to 150 guests per
day in small caves that can open and dose with the tides in
as Httle as eight minutes. SeaCanoe reached the sites' viable
carrying capacity � 42 passengers pei' day, before any pther
companies were formed. Any added volume degrades the
experience and the environments. Even worse, these
"ecopirates" are neither kayakers, cavers or
conservationists, so the 100 plus entries a day they generate
are not environmental responsib[e. The ecopirates offer no
staff training and pay low wages that force then staff to
"work the tip" by allowing their guests to smg in thc
lagoons, climb mangrove trees, smoke, take live seasheHs
and stalactites as souvenirs,

IronicaHy, SeaCanoe marketing is so strong that the
trademark became a generic term � aH Phuket visitors who
want a trip ask for "SeaCanoe"  and aH the ecopirates claim
they are the original "SeaCanoe"!. Ironically, if SeaCanoe
owners had violated their own self-imposed limits and
accepted unlimited bookings within the SeaCanoe format,
envuonmental impact would be reduced,

SeaCanoe continues true to its word � vo/ume is nov 16

guests per trip, but no more. Every day, sales staff see
their "turn aways" at the dock with another operator.
EspcciaHy in Thai societv, these owners and staff deserve
great respect for their resolve with volume controls.

This one point alone proves that no original operator in
A.SEAN societies can live up to their environmental
principles without the assistance of goveriunent
protections. In Asia, unsczupulous copying of Western
creativity is ohen regarded as a status occupation. Volume
liznits � especiaHy self-imposed � are regarded as foolish.
In the eyes of the Asian yuppie enixepreneur, a responsible
operator practicing self-imposed voluzne limits exists to be
exploited.

It should be noted that prior to commercializing the caves,
SeaCanoe met with Marine National Park of6cials and

presented the above case. Commercialization began only
after Park of'6cials agreed to linut entries. To date, no
attempt has been made to set professional standards or
limit entries.

In tfus case, at least, various Thai agencies are consistently
derelict in their duties. Even the Tounsm Authority of
Thailand � whose mandate is promoting tourism � only
became actively involved once the issue became an
international embarrassment, T,A,T. of6cials now claim

they have no legal authority to implement controls.

Need for Government Regulations

In one sense, the SeaCanoe experiment is a failure. An
attempt was made to prove that industxy-wide self-policing
would eliminate the need for government regulations. In
the West, where sea kayaking trips are run by actual sea
kayakers, this scenario may be possible. However, in Asia,
where sea kayak tours are run by ruthless opportunists,
strong government regulations backed by tough
enforcement are required. Without non-corruptible,
conservation- focused and well enforced planiung,
unregulated "nature" tours wiH over-impact the habitats the
"original" is trying to protect.

Worse yet, these micro-planning scenarios are only
precursors of the larger problem. Without mastez
plaiuung, there is no hope for ASEAN environments,
marine or terrestrial. For example, this author suggests that
without immediate, well enforced environmental planning,
the entire iXfekong Basin wiH be devastated within 15 years.
By 2010, the waters of the Mekong will not even reach the
Vietnamese border, let alone the South China Sea. A blend
of iwo planning models provide the only hope for South-
East 4sra.

The first model, the State of Hawai'i Xfazine Resources
iXfanagement Plan, combines the input of acaderiucs,
governments, commercial operators and recreational users.
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However, it works only in a non-corruptible society that
encourages citizen participation. Most South-East Asian
cultures suppress citizen participation, particularly where
rural villagers must stand up to "Coat-and-Tie" Capital City
entrepreneurs. Of course, Asian bureaucracies operate on
the principle of corruption, which also taints objective
master planning.

The second model is the Municipality of Puerto Princessa
in Palawan Province, the Philippines. Mayor Edward
Hagedorn, now in his second term, uses both the gun and
the courts to sttictly enforce laws against dynanute and
cyanide fishing, iHegal logging, traffic, litter, firearm and
drug laws with an iron fist. Puerto Princessa's Baywatch
program, administered by the ibfayoz's father-m-law, has
been shot at, bombed with dynamite and threatened with
death, but they have established Pzincessa's waters as a
"Safe Zone" where illegal fishing boats are confiscated and
environmental violators � induding national level
officials � either go to prison oz pay stiff fines.

Puerto Princessa is the fastest growing mumcipality in the
Philippines, with inbound migration from throughout the
nation. "Puerto is clean and orderly" is the number one
reason given by immigrants for inoving to Pnncessa,

Professional Standards and Volume Controls

On the open sea, there is little need for volume controls.
However, one must eventuaHy contact land. In the sea
kayaking industry, put-ins and take-outs, campsites,
waterfaH hikes, etc., might be sites requiring volume
controls. Land caves are so complex, fragile, and
consizicted that they always require volume controls. Sea
caves are no exception. Limestone tidal sea caves cannot
survive without them.

The only question is how much volume can each cave
responsibly accept. In ASF 'iN societies, scientists
determine carrying capacity.

Professional Standards are developed to insure customer
safety and environmental responsibility. When services are
for hire, standards help "guarantee" that the provider
actuaHy knows what they are doing. This guarantee is even
more important in societies where false advertising claiins
go unchallenged and guides think they are experts after
three days on the job.

Protecting Local Villagers 8e Habitats

Coinmunity-based nature tourism strives for rural
prosperity through environmental protection. To achieve
this, villagers must have a vested economic interest in
habitat protection. Conservation must generate more
revenue for the viHage than illegal logging or cyanide
fishing, or the program will not be sustainable.

Unfortunately, rural villagers have little business
knowledge, know nothing of professional standards, and
have an almost hopeless chance of marketing to
Westerners. If they do achieve success, they draw the
interest of the big city entrepreneur, in Thai, "Naw Wai
Laang Lok," the "Man with the Long Pants."

These fellows have Invesnnents in many industries. Their
only cnteria � that they maximize return on investment.
They don't care if it is a hotel, steel mill or Ecotouzism
operation. If they achieve a handsome return, they will be
there � and they ruthlessly exploit their own counizymen
far worse than any Westerner. Good hearted but na'ive
viHagers don't stand a chance.

It should be noted that while the "Naw Wai Laang Lok"
may steal the business, in many cases the greatest exploiters
of rural viHagers are the large American "Ecotourism"
companies who print a fancy brochure and overcharge
adventure trip by up to 300 � 400'lo. Both rural vtHagers and
Western custoiners are zipped off so the staffs of Bay Area
wholesalers can drive imported cars and travel business
class with Gucci luggage.

In a perfect, incorruptible world, professional standards
limit industry access to people who are at least willing to
leam an activity. PADI is remiss foz not requiring an
experience requirement, but at least people have to know
what a regulator is before they are allowed to guide oz
teach SCUBA. The same concept should apply to aH
nature-based tourism activities � especiaHy on the sea, A
commercial boat captain is well credentialed; why not a sea
kayak guide, who depends upon muscle power and cannot
be in every kayak>

Villagers, especially local fishermen, are immensely talented
seamen, and easily adapt to sea kayaking with proper
traizung. Professional standards are easily obtainable to
these people, and help keep the industry m their hands,
away from the "Naw Wai Laang Lok," an extremely
important point in Asia,
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Suggested Permitting and Business
Formation Concepts

A.s with the Hawai'i i~e Resources Plan, scienti6c

surveys should form the basis of any master plan. In South
East Asia's limestone, particular emphasis must focus on
limestone structures, especially sea caves, Suggested
activities along with carrying capacities aught be
recommended for each particular site, avatlable to quali6ed
operators only by permit. Quali6cations might include
international standard "activity" credentials such as PADI
provides for SCUBA, an environmental credential,
hfeguard, 6rst aid, and the basic national tour guide
credential.

User fees of 2 � 5'/0 of trip should go into special "6shbowl"
funds earmarked for enforcement and permit oversight,
To avoid corruption and inef6ciencies, user fees should
never go into general funds. Each country should form an
"Untouchable" corps of environmental enforcers. In
Thailand, this may be a special unit of the King's guard. In
other ASEAH countnes, it should report directly to the
head of State.

ASEAN countries have provisions for outside
entrepreneurs, but requirements and bureaucracies are set
up to work permit multi-national corporate executives.
The process should be adapted to accommodate nature
tourism "coaches." At the same time that work permit and
partnership requirements should be loosened, countries
accepting these coaches should provide a screening process
to guarantee the professional claims of each applicant.

Strategies for Ecodevelopment

Each country must develop its own style of Ecotourtsm
matchmaking. Bureaucratic excuses aside, the ASF tH
country offering the best business formation aud applicant
screening systems will produce the most top-quahty
Ecodevelopments. That country's villagers and Eco-
systems wtll be the region's major bene6ciartes.

The Coach

Virtually all adventure and nature tourism programs requjre
an outside coach to achieve international standards oF
acnvtties, service, nature interpretatton, management aztd
marketing. For example, Thai domestic ccotourism efforts
are encouraging, bur hght years behind inrernauonal
standard. They lack themed nature tnrerpretation or
experienced experts in activities such as white water raftrng,
canng or sea kayaking. In disciplines where acadeuucs still

do not understand the basics, we simply cannot expect an
untravded villager with a fourth grade education to know
how to serve or market to Europeans or Americans.

Like it or not, a coach is a pragnmttc necessity, and if a
country truly wants corumunity-based nature tourism, they
must develop a planning system that matches up the local
villager with access to sttes with the coach with expertise in
an activity and the vision to succeed commercially.

Local entrepreneurs with a smcere commitment to Nature
tourism could form an ef6aent third point in the "Coach-
local villager" team. However, environmentally concerned
entrepreneurs are a rare anunal even in the West. In
almost seven years in Thaihmd, we know of only one Thai
entrepreneur who is in the 'Ecotourism" industry to sausfy
conservation goals.

Also, a basic concept for envitonmental regulation is that
you can not turn back the clock, Once m, it is dif6cult to
force operators out � no matter how bad they may be.
Stringent professional standards are the only possible
option to eliminate existing, low quality eco pirates.
Therefore, master planning must be accomplished prior to
ecodevelopment.

Criteria might include:
~ Economic needs of a particular village
~ Need for neighboring habitat protection
~ AMity to protect existing cultures
~ Commercial viability of the site

Once master planning is in place, it can be enforced wtth
permitting by a non-corruptible high level public board
such as the Palawan Council for Sustainable Development,
a permitting body headed by Gov. Salvatore Socrates that
also mcludes several national level cabinet ministers and

deparbnent heads.

The Council considers each commercial application on a
case-by-case basis against the Palawan hfaster Plan for
Sustainable Development, and issues speci6c and stringent
guidehnes with each commercial permit. Operators not
following their custom-made guidelines face the loss of
their permit,

"Joint Venturing" with National
Development Planners

If "commututy-based tourism" or "adventure travel" or
"ecotoudsru" is to actueve the promise of habitat
conservation via commercialization, extreme cooperation is
required. Bringing together Free lance enviruruuental
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Sad Realities

Addendum 1

Entrepreneurs with high level ASEAN bureaucrats in a
non-corruptible system may be an insurinountable task,
Unfortunately, it is the only hope we have.

When SeaCanoe began operations in 1990, 90 fo of
Thailand's mangrove had been lost since 1900, In the past
five years, shrimp farms have claimed another 7/o of the
remaining 10o/0. In the Philippines, large 6sh are rare even
in protected reefs. Most Philippine reefs � and almost all
Indonesian reefs � have been dynamited, bleached and
cyanided. In Vietnam's Halong Bay � a World Heritage
Zone � isLmds are dynamited above the watedine for
construction materials, Fishermen in all these countries
complain of smaller and smaller catches.

There is virtually no environmental awareness in ASEAN's
emerging economies. One of Thailand's best hopes is
Khun Pradech Phayakvichien, the Tourism Authonty of
Thailand Deputy Governor for Planning. However, other
T.A..T. executives argue that SeaCanoe should be happy-
we have rreated 6ve other companies, dozens of jobs and
sea canoeing has a iuajor impact on Phuket's econoiny.
Never mind that there is not a single trained kayaker
outside SeaCanoe. The Ecopirate owners all prefer a round
of corruption golf with a bureaucrat to actually kayaking.

With all Thai ecopirates speaking out against professional
standards and volume controls, no government agency has
the conviction or responsibility to develop standards, or
implement volume controls � least of all the National Park
Service, the uhimate landowner. After initially agreeing to
accept SeaCanoe's self-unposed voluiue controls, every
Ecopirate has been allowed to operate with no controls
whatsoever. When SeaCanoe located and released gibbons
on a pristine island, the NPS guards assigned to guard the
gibbons began poaching timber. A recent World Heritage
survey team of Thai academics dropped Phang Nga Bay on
the basis of over-commercialization and lack of planning.
 Combined sea kayaking operations bring no more than
150 of the several thousand park guests per day.!

It takes a marriage of sincere, non-confronuve, altruistic,
Western, envtronmenfalists cooperating with their local
NGO counterparts, sincere and soptusticated local
entrepreneurs, and their village parmers  who readily adapt
to conservauon once exposed to the concepts! working
together with sincere bureaucrats to develop the system
required to save ASEAN's magical marine environments.

The concept may seem impossible, the task
insurmountable, but after seven years of practical
experience, such a systems seems to be ASEAN's only
environmental hope, Unfortunately, at the rate things are
going, ASEAN habitats will be lost long before they are
discovered,

THE NATION, Section A-8, Thursday, June 9, 1994

Asia 'Key to Planet's Environmental Salvation'

Reuter, M iNILA � The battle to save the planet from
environmerital destruction will be won or lost in Asia, a top
conservationist has told a conference on biodiversity
conservation m b4ruia.

"A.sia has become the primary engine of world growth,"
said ihfaurice Strong, secretary-general of the 1992 Earth
Summit in Rio de Janeiro. "But there is a real danger that
many Asian nations will repeat the patterns of
envitonmental destruction which characterized [the West'sj
industrial revolution." This, he said, would be "patently
disastrous,"

There is little hope of a global shift towards development
that pays attention to environmental concerns unless Asia
does so.

"But any visitor to [the Asia-Pacific region! today could not
help but be concerned at the lack of any great evidence on
the ground of this increasing awareness and comnutment at
the policy level," Strong said.

"It would be no exaggeration to say that the battle to save
our planet � will be won or lost in A.sia," he said.

Strong, currently chairman of the Earth Council set up
after the Rio Summit, was speaking during a tbree-day Asia
Pacific Conference on Biodiversity Conservation at the
Asian Development Bank headquarters in ilfanila. He said
there was little evidence, at least at the level of
governments, of any major changes since the Rio
conference.

The fundamental shift in attitudes necessary to stop the
world from dving has not taken place, he said.
"Fundamental change does not come quickh or easily," he
said, adding that there were still grounds for hope.
However, he added that more progress has been made
outside government circles.



"There has been less progress than we wanted from
governments, but more than we expected from citizens,"
he said.

Addendum 2

TWO YEARS FROM PATTAYA: IS THERE ANY

PROGRESS?

On Tuesday, A.ugust 9, 1995, Mr, Noah Shepherd, General
Manager of Sea Canoe Thailand, Ltd. delivered a
presentation entitled "Sustainable Developraent of
Tourism: Case Studv from Phuket, Thailand." According
to Conference proceedings, The South East A.sian Srxninar
on the Management of Coastal Cities and Town"
 Locahzing Agenda 21! was orgaxuzed by the Advisory
Committee on the Protection of the Sea  ACOPS!, the
local government Development Foundation  LOGODEF!;
International Union of Local Authoxiries, Section for the

Asian and Pacific Section  IULA-ASPAC! Jakarta; Urban
Management Programme  UMP! of the United Nations
Center for Huxnan Settlemeats  UNCHA-Habitat!; the
VJorld Bank and the United Nations Development
Programme; Regional Coordinating Unit for East Asian
Seas Action Plan of the United Nations Environment

Programme  RCU/EAS of UNEP!; the Intergovernmental
Oceanographic Commission  IOC! of UNESCO, the City
of Pattaya, with the assistance of the Government of
Sweden.

"The main objective of the seminar is to enable local
authorities in the South East Asian region to address the
issues of coastal resources protection and ultixnately to
enable then to formulate and implement coastal zone
management plans m this respective jurisdiction."

As capsulated on page 11 of the Seminar's "Summary of
Proceedings," iXIr. Shepherd's talk covered the following
basic concepts: "Mr. Shepherd gave a background for the
establishment of Sea Canoe Thailand Company, a company
based in Phuket, Thailand which specializes in recreational
adventure tourism and which gives priority to the
conservation of the environment. He made mention of

some salient features that contributed to the success of the

company such as involvement of local share owning staff
and managers. He underscored that Sea canoe has evolved
into an active environmental campaign having put into
practice its pxinciple of putting the environment above
profit. According to hun, the company provides high
quality recreational adventures specializing in natural
history and cross-cultural education, As an eco-tourisxn
environmental campaign, he stressed that visiting guests
havero adhere to a smcr ser of rules rri such pxistixre sites as
caves. Such rules involve the no touching, no talking, ao

eating, no drinking, no smoking and no collectioa of
souvenirs in order to preserve these historic places."

Before concluding oa August 10, 1994, the Conference
adopted a "Declaratioa on the Mmagement of South East
Asian Coastal Cities and Towns," becoming the official
policy of participating agencies, The participating
organizations strongly encouraged local authorifies to adopt
the guidelines include the following "Recommendations on
sustamable eco-Touxism,"

Page 28 of the Conference proceedings addresses
"effective environmental eco-tounsm." These cnteria and

strategies are remarkably parallel to positions conceived
and subsequently substantiated by the SeaCanoe modeL
1. Involve local people in planning, ruanagement and

ownership of projects.
2. Understand and preserve local customs.
3. Prioritize the actions required for preservation of the

local envirorunent.

4. Prioritize a platform for the environmental education
of local people and visitors.

5. Provide trained and qualified staff to facilitate the
establishment of an Eco-tourism business.

6. Introduce internationally-recognized standards of
safety.

Local and national govermnents should:
~ Discourage any commercial development within

national park boundaries unless that commercial
development helps fund and maintain the park aad
does not already affect the environment.

~ Provide zoological or botanical sanctuaries, or both,
within sensitive areas.

~ License any commercial establishment using the
guidelines as m one to six above.

~ As necessary, allocate zones in which operators can
carry out business.

~ Set volume limits for environmentally-sensitive areas.
~ Provide a public education programme to encourage

environmental awareness.

For a full copy of seminar proceedings, contact:
Dr. Chamniera Vorratrichaiph, Project Coordinator
Thailand Enxironmental Institute  TEI!
210 Sukhumvit 64

Bangchak Refinery, Building 4
Prakaaong, Bangkok I0260 Thailand
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KAYAXBN G PARADISE:

DEVELOPING KAYAkHNG AS A
TOURISM ACTIVITY IN THE
REPUBLIC OF PALAU

Lisa M. King
Lrrusvrss'ty of Hareaii Sea Grant ljrfarine Erctension
Palau Community Colkge' Cooperatroe Researclr and &dension
tp ala~!

Absmc» ~king ~s inerrant agree that the best
rearm nrater tour kayaking in thr roorldis i» fhe Reprsbbrc of Palau.
Visitors paddkirr char blue hsgoonr for a chance lo vicar sea turfks,
sunken rea planes, explore secbrded sea cases, or band on pabn-shaded
beaches and admire Palau's phenomenal scenery. For the more
adeenfurour, risvr kayaking ugers opportunities to eiero stunning
nraterfatlr, or, in the quiet mangrooe channels, pot an endangered
crocodik. Nou hrrr eire can a oisitor find ruck a diiurre array of easily
accessible kayaking oprions as Palau.

Kayak companies ary discnrrerz'ng and acfirrely prvmoring a nese
spectrum of prernously unknonrn, ooerlooked, or rarely used coastal
curd snorkelingrites arith high rnsifor appeal Prem'one, visitafr'on fo
these arras had been regulated by access probkms, four guide
arvareness of the rite and the abiilty fo pnd s'ts actual location.
Increased rnsitafion to parts'cular nfes carries roith it concerns about
mirnmi <w'ng vise'tor impacts and enhanang oisifor safety. Although
present kayak congeries are careful concerning si fe usage and are self-
reguhrfing, as key site infonrrafs'on becomes cornmo» knonrkdge,
encrust by other four companies nrill become a problem.

Ar Passu moses to droernfy ifs tourism base asvsry frvm diuing and
into a oariefy of other lose impact sustcunabk acfssirties including
kayaking, general tourism guideh'nes and regubstions as uvll as specific
tour guide education rzqraremenfs need fo be deoekped and adopted.
Recommendations sonar+'ng the carryr'ng capacity of certain visitor
rites, as nrell as decisions concerning the quah'fy of a or'sifors experr'ence
u'bile at there sites, need fo bs addled before aetn'mentalimpacts
occur fo these beautiful and ofterrfragi k areas

Leywordsc kayaks, kayaking, Republic of Passu, Microneria,
tour guide educariorr, dim'ng

The Republic of Palau is a stunning archipelago of over
500 lush jungle-covered islands nesded in the Western
Pacific. Located south of Guam, north of Sew Guinea
and east of the Philippines, the island nation is part of the
Caroline Island Group of bliczonesia. With a population
of only 15,000  U.S, Bureau of the Census, 1990!, Palau
remams a relatively unspoiled paradise above and below
the water in the eyes of most internafional travelers .si.s
several large-scale resorts begin the permit process, and

with increasing air service from Asian rim countries, and a
new multi-faceted marketing strategy in the planning phase,
Palau seems destined to be the next "soon-to-be-
discovered" visitor mecca in the Paci6c by travelers seeking
scenic vistas, deserted beaches, exotic tropical isLmds,
excellent seafood, a laid-back lifestyle, and the best diving
in the world.

Overview of Falau's Current Tourism Market

Palau has been known as an outstanding dive location since
the 1970's. In 1989, the Conservation Education Diving
Azcheological Museum  CEDAM! in the United States
designated Palau's reefs and underwater scenery to be the
best ot seven sites identified as the Seven Underwater
Wonders of the World, as has the Smithsonian Institute
 Otobed and shhiava, 1994!. Due in part to this unique
recognition, the Republic's visitor industry has been
experiencing steady growth since 1989 when over 26$0l!
visitors arrived in the country. With an approximate 15'/o
growth rate for the past 6ve years, visitor figures topped
over 53,000 m 1995, with 65a/a of those visitors tzavehng to
Palau to dive. In 1995, tourism generated approximately
$20 million in local revenues. The Palau Visitors Authority
 PVA! anticipates visitor arzivals to double to over 100,000
in the next four years  PVA, 1996!,

The maintenance of Palau's tourism industry is largely
dependent on Palau remaining a popular and sigruficant
diving destination. Recent reports af6rm that Palau has
ample natural and cultural assets with high visitor appeal to
expand its tourism base from solely diving and into other
nature-based touziszn markets  PATA, 1993; Bell, 1994;
Wylie, 1994! such as forest-based tourism, river running,
tours of prehistoric and histozic sites and kayaking.

In response to these 6ndings, the PVA is working to
develop a broader international image by recognizing and
proznoting a variety of alternative tourism activities such
tour kayaking  King, 1996!.

The Appeal of Rock Island Kayaking

International kayaking experts are just now discovering
what local kayakers have been saying for years, that Pa!au is
a world class location for warm water, ocean tour kayoing.
Visitors are reahzing that kayaking in Palau is a much snore
multi-faceted sport than diving. Even beginning kayakers
can easily glide through Palau's calm, blue lagoons and bird
watch, view sea turtles and sunken sea planes, explore
secluded sea caves, land on palm-shaded beaches, or
snorkel the best coral reefs in the world. For the more
adventurous, Palau's river kayaking offers opportunides to
paddle up to sun-dappled waterfails, or, in the mangrove
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channels, spot an endangered crocodile. For visitors who
only have tixne in the evening, sunset paddling offers
memorable moments such as listening for the twilight
return of the Audubon shearwaters with their eerie cries, or

watching flying fruit bats, that are frequently considered
one of the highlights of their visit to the islaad. Night
kayaking offexs cooler temperatures and a unique occasion
to observe swirls of golden-blue biolununescence,
silhouettes of the famous Rock Islands, and the chance to

star gaze from quietly dripping sea caves. Nowhere else m
the world can kayakers encounter such a diversity oF Fun
and unique experiences with such easy access from a
country's capital city. Kayakiag appeals to families, as well
as couples and solo paddlers, who are drawn to the activity
by the sense of adventure, the peace and quiet, and Palau's
phenomenal natural beauty,

Safety is another reason why visitors are willing to yve
kayaking a try in Palau as the waters inside the huge lagoon
are warm and calm, so hypothermia and the fear of tipping
over is mixximized. The baghtly colored sit-on-top kayaks
themselves are completely user friendly and people adapt
to them easily. Beginners like being dose to the Rock
Islands, and the fact that the water is clear and they can see
the reef underneath theta, AII of this allows people to relax
and enjoy their Grat kayaking expexiencing.

History of Kayaking irt Palau

The Grst kayaks were brought to Palau in the late 1980s.
At that tixne, the kayaks were the sit-in kind, for the
personal use of four ox Gve local kayakers, all U.S.
expatriates. The activity was not actively proxnoted ia the
country until 1993, when the University of Hawaii Sea
Grant Program established an extension agent position in
Palau, whose mandate, in part, was to identify and develop
sustainable ecotourism projects. The poteaaal for sea
kayaking as an alternative tourism activity had been
mentioned in recent report drafts  Bell, 1994; %ylie, 1994!.
The extension agent laid needed groundwork for the
kayaking industry by bxinging in two of the Gxst plastic sit-
on-top kayaks and identifying sites with high visitor appeal,
designing tour routes, giving many coaununity members
their Grst kayaking experience, and assisting the Grst kayak
companies.

In April 1995, the first kayak business, Adventure Kayaking
of Palau, Inc. opened with a fleet of five two-person kayaks
and a single seater. In 1996, a second kayak company,
Palau Kayak Tours, opened for business with six doubles
and two single seaters. In addition, one of the dive shops
began renting kayaks From one of the already established
compaxues to give then own occasional specialty paddle
toiixs,

In late 1995, the Palau Pacific Resort, a Gve-star resort
owned by Pan Pacific, purchased three Ocean kayaks for
theu guests to paddle, and several more expatriates brought
in sit-on-top kayaks and used them regularly.

Palau held its Grst triathlon during April 1996 in honor of
Earth Day. The three day event, in which participants
walked, bicyded and kayaked down the length of
Babaldaob, a 27-mile long island, was filxned and shown on
the local TV station. Kayaking is now a well recognized
recreational activity enjoyed by Palauans, expatriates, and
vlsito rs.

Struggling Though the First Year

Though Paiau offers an exotic and unique nature
experience for both beginning and experienced kayakers,
kayak companies are Gnding it a challenge to reach
potential customers, The Grst year of commercial kayakiag
from ofay 1995 � April 1996 only grossed roughly $32,000
with approximately 600 customexs, These Grst year
statistics are not indicative of the bright future for kayaking
in Paiau. Both kayak companies experienced serious start-
up problems during their Grst months of operations. Ia
addifion, the atypical November 1995 through April 1996
weather pattern coasisted of weeks of doudy and rainy
weather interspersed with occasional days of sunshine,
substantially diminishing customer interest in additional
outside activities.

Heightening general awareness about kayaking to
prospective customers is essenual since not only is kayaking
a new sport in Palau, but generaUy throughout iificronesia.
Travel wxiters, after a day of paddling, are eager to write
about their new adventures. Acdosx Asia, So< Kayak', and
Pacifiia, the inflight magazine of Continental Atrlines, will
all soon feature articles on kayaking in Palau.

Currently, kayak companies are targeting divers already in
the country, all of whom are recommended to take a day
off from diving before they fly home to avoid
decompression sickness. The companies are conducting
regular slide presentaaons at major hotels and resorts,
offering free kayak dasses and demonstrations, placing
signs at busy intersections, and distributing brochures.

They are also diligently educating tour packagers and
wholesalers that Palau has something new and dynamic to
offer visitors. Breaking specifically into the A.sian tour
package market will be aa important step. In an exit survey
conducted by the PVA between July 1994 � June 1995, 68v.'0
of visitors to Palau came on package tours. The other 31~/o
consisted of mainly Axnericans who traveled to Palau on
thea' own with the remaining one per cent combing solo
travel with a package  PVA, 1996!.
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Palau's Kayak Customer

Palau kayaking tours are designed to meet the needs of two
types of customers: American and Asian. Considering that
Americans do not typically travel on package tours, and ran
make vacation choices whilst on-island, it is easy to
understand why this group comprises over 90% of the
kayaking customers. Since shopping and restaurant
opportunities are limited on-island, these travelers tend to
schedule an activity that will take the entire day, so fuH day
tours are preferred.

The few Asian travelers who can get away from their tour
package, or, are travding on thetr own, are 6rst-time
kayakers and prefer a two or three hour kayak experience.
They frequently take roles of photographs and appear to
appreciate the opportunity to talk among themselves as
well as view Palau s stunning environment m a new way.
When the tour is 6nished, Asian customers comment on
how tired they are, but frequently stop by the next day to
remark on how good they feel and how surprised they are
not to have any sore muscles.

For safety reasons, both kayak companies rent kayaks only
to residents of Palau. Though, a large percentage of their
customers are locals and expatriates, rental fees are low;
therefore, a proportionately small percentage of income for
both companies.

The Need for Regulation and Management
of Tour Sites

Kayakers are discovering and actively promoting an entirety
new spectrum of previously unknown, overlooked, or
rarely used land, coastal and snorkeling sites wtth high
visitor appeal. Previously, commercial visits to such areas
were regulated by access problems, awareness of the site
and the ability to 6nd its actual location. A.s information
about these sites graduafly becomes general knowledge,
there is a growing concern about minimizing visitor
impacts, maintaining the quality of the visitor experience
and enhancing safety at these areas.

Take the foHowing example. Kayak companies offer
occastonaI visits to a certain secluded, marme lake
containing thousands of stingless jeHy6sh, named Jeflyhsh
Lake Koror. Kayakers tie up their boats in a shallow bay
and proceed to hike a moderately strenuous 20 minutes to
the marine lake. The lake edge is runmed with overhanging
jungle trees, and no one else is in the lake. The guide
discusses the biology and of the lake and proper lake
etiquette as the tour group listens attentively, then the
group quietly ventures into the lake to experience the
sensation of floattng wtth thousands of harmless jefly6sh.
However, unagine how different the expenence would be if

the group had met several other tour groups talking loudly
along the trail, one throwing a plastic water bottle deep into
the jungle, then coming to the lake edge to see 40
snorkelers already in the lake, two of them throwing
jeHy6sh at each other.

To date, only a small number of tours have been to
JeHyflsh Lake Koror. However, as Palau's tourism
increases, so wiH the number of tours and tour companies.
A.s other marine-related tour businesses realize there are
doser locations with similar visitor appeal, nearby sites,
such as JeHy6sh Lake Koror, wiH become more frequently
and heavily used. Although many tour sites can stand
heavy visitor traf6c, the quality of some sites would be
irreparably diminished by the actions of a dozen
unknowing people.

As Palau moves to diversify its tourism base away from
diving and into a variety of other low impact suseunable
activities including ka~, general tourism guidelines and
regulations as well as speci6c tour guide education
requirements need to be developed and adopted in the very
near f'uture. Recommendations concerning the carrying
capacity of certain visitor sites, as weH as decisions
concerning the quality of a visitor's experience while at
these sites, need to be addressed before detrimental
impacts occur to these beautiful and often fragile areas.

The kayaking industrv in Palau, after a difGcult beginning,
continues to estabhsh itself as a "must do" activity in Palau.
The' Palau kayaking experience sells itself, with many
visitors exclaiming that if they had had more time, they
would like to have paddled more, The 6rst year start-up
problems of both companies have been, by and large,
solved. Promotion of Palau as one of the best kayaking
Iocattons in the world is being set in place by the PVA, and
international experts are just beginning to discover that
Palau reaHy is a warm water tour kayakers paradise. As
tour packagers and independent travelers discover kayaking
as an additional reason to vacaflon m Palau, especially
those visitors w'ho live within Micronesia, Palau's
reputation as one of the best kayaking areas in the world
wiH be increasutgly recognized,

ln order maintain the integrity, conservation and quahty of
the visitor experience at aH tour ates, an overall tourism
plan needs to be developed and implemented.

Bell, Fred. 1994. Palau Forest Plan and Ecotourism
Inventory. Draft of report to the US Forest
Service.
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NATURE-BASED TOUMSM

DEVELOPMENT IN SOUTH

CAROLINA
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Abs~ctt Tounsvn is South Caroh'na's second largest industry,
nnth a g1 3 bilhon per yaurimpact o» thc state's economy. Clustered
near Hilton Head, Cbarlcsto» and Hyrtk Beach, traditional golf,
tennis ana' beach reacted actt'oe'ties form the largest parts of the South
Carohna touryst caynonry. Hoyueoer, abundant and relatiocly
undisturbed natural resources in ckse proxims'ty to deoelopcd areas
make South Carohna a» ideal setting for domestic nature traoel.
Kith tbc conte'nuing support of thc National Coastal Resources
Research Institute PVC1U!, staI'andfacult!t of South Caroh'na Sea
Grant and Ckmson Unioersitt hase yuorkcd to estabb'sh the value of
nature-based tourism as a tool for sustainable +eral econonu'c
dccehpmcnt yohik concern'ng natural rcsourres and prescres'ng the
«niquc character of snsall coastal communitics Their efforts and thc
yrork of matey oohsntecrs hase led to the estab''shmcnt of the South
Caroh'na 1Vaturs-Based Tourrsns Association, an cduca6onal
orgcmiqation of corrmmyu'ty leaders «aturul resounr managers and
tourism businesses, Thc Auocia6on 's accomp&hmcnts i nciudc the
pubs'cation of ootuntary gsudcbnes for nature-based tourism planning
and management, a bi-month@ ncyosktter, three annual state-teide
nature-based tourism educational conferences, and a series of in-seryn'ce
trainings for practici ng natural resourye i nterpreters 1n 1996; the
Arsociatio» nn'h' begin a project to create a state-unde directory of
South Carohna nature-based tourism businesses and resources. The
dsrcctory trill provide the basis for a pt1otinduslry marketing effort, a
subsequent analtsis of silsstor satisfaction, and a preilminart attempt
to assess the economic snspact of nature traoelzrs.

J&ywords: nature-based, tourism, conservation, planning, rural
economic dcnettopmcnt

Background and Introduction

The South Carolina Setting

Charleston on the central coast and Hilton Head in the
south. Between Myrtle Beach and Charleston lies the
Santee River delta and the Francis Marion National Forest.
Just south of Charleston, along U.S. Highway 17, is the
ACE Basin, a 350,000 acre expanse defined by the basins
of Ashepoo, Combahee and Edisto Rivers.

A thriving tourism industry combined with abundant and
relatively undeveloped natural resources and the state' s
location within a day's dave of almost half the population
of the U.S., to make South Carolina an ideal domestic
nature-based tourism destination. But for all its potential,
nature-based tourism, if not carefully planned for and
managed, could harm the resources xt depends on.
Therefore, the challenge is to engage all stakeholders m the
development of a nature-based tourism industry to
integrate, or balance, the need for economic development
in rural coastal areas with the need to conserve our natural
resources. This is a strategy of inclusion, consensus and
optimization.

Defining Nature-Based Tourism

"Nature-based tourism is responsible travel to natural areas
which conserves the environment and improves the welfare
of people." This ts the Scotourism Society's definition of
"ecotourism" and also the definition adopted in South
Carolina by the South Carohna Nature-Based Tourism
Association  SCNBTA! for "nature-based tourism," Why
is this kind of tourism vanously called "ecotourism" or
"nature-based tourism?" Perception is reality. ln South
Carolina, nature-based tourism organizers feared that an
"eco" label might cause the concept to be misperceived as
a sign of exclusivity by more conservative or traditional
natural resource users such as campers, hunters and
fishermen. Organizers also reasoned that because the key
element of the definition of both eco- and nature-based
tourism is conservation, then hunting and fishing  both
well-managed, and thus non-consumptive of total
resources! could be considered a subset of nature-based
tourism. Organizers decided to include the broad
spectrum of activities under the umbrella of nature-based
tounsm so that it would not seem to be exclusive or elitist
in concept or practice, believing that the place from which
to educate is from within the organization.

Tourism is now a $13 billion industry in South Carolina,
with about $7 billion of that total generated m three of the
state's eight coastal counties. The industry's growth
represents both opportunines and challenges for natural
resource conservation and rural economic development on
the coast.

Tourism development on the South Carohna coast >s
clustered in three areas: Myrtle Beach on the north coast,

Planning for Nature-Based Tourism

Achieving a balance of economic development and natural
resource conservation through nature-based tourism
requtres good planning involving all stakeholders, including
rural residents, public and private natural resource
managers, tourism businesses and tourists. The key to
good planning for nature-based tourism lies m matching
activities with the most appropriate natural resource areas.
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More sensitive natural resource areas might be appropriate
for very low impact activines of small numbers of
wilderness campers, for example. Less sensitive areas
might be developed mto nature and visitor centers with
interpretative programs able to accommodate large groups,
the disabled, elderly and others requiring more
infrastructure  parking lots, ramps, walk ways, etc,!.

Ross Dowhng outhned a planning process to match natural
resources with appropriate tourism activities  Dowling,
1993!. Dowling's model is now being examined for its
potential as the basis for a joint effort by the South
Carolina Department of Natural Resources, the South
Carolina Department of Parks, Recreation and Tourism,
and the South Carolina Sea Grant Consortium to create s
nature-based tourism plan for the ACE Basin region
located between Charieston and Hilton Head.

Nature-Based Tourism in South Carolina

Initial Work

Nature-based tourism became a focus of attention in South
Carolina in 1990 when Margaret Davidson, South Carolina
Sea Grant Consortium director, and Robert Becker,
director of the Strom Thunnond Institute at Clemson
University, began to loot at the changing fabric of the
state's rural coastal communities. As the traditional

economies of agricultur and 6shing lost ground to tourism
and residential retirement development, traditional ways of
hfe in many small towns were threatened. In fact, even the
physical appearance of many communities was changing
under developmental pressure. Some welcomed the
changes and others were concerned about the loss of the
small town heritage that makes rural South Carolina
unique. Davtdson snd Becket began to consider rural
development alternatives which tended both to conserve
cultural and natural resources and offer opportunities for
economic growth, Nature-based tourism is one such
alternative.

In partnership with the Nanonal Coastal Resources
Research Institute  NCRI!, Davidson and Becker began to
explore nature-based tourism as a tool for rural economic
development on South Carolina's coast. In their initial
work investigators began to identify nature-based tourism
businesses already in existence. They interviewed the
operators and began to understand something of both the
challenges they faced in operating their busmesses and the
tlungs which made them successful. Investigators also
attempted to draw a socio-econonnc propre of nature-
based tourists with an interest in nature photography. The
goal was to identify a segment oF the nature travel market
and help operators target that group in their marketing
efforts. The products of Gus tnitial project included several
videos of nature-based operators relating how they got

started in the business and the problems they faced; s
bibliography of nature-based tourism to assist other
researchers; and a publication which offers guidance on
how to start a nature-based tourism business. A related
publication, "Developing Naturally" by Dr. Thomas Potts,
wss published in 1995 by the Strom '%urmond Institute.
It is a guide for communities interested in exploring their
potential as a nature travel destination.

Continuing the partnership with NCRI in 1992, Robert
Bacon and Dr. Lorin Toepper, then director of Clemson
University's Recreation, Travel and Tourism Institute,
created an outreach mechanism for previous snd future
nature-based tourism information in South Carolina.
Bacon and Toepper established s pilot Grand Strand
nature-bssed tourism organization using the concept of
"satellite" nature-based tourism development, The concept
of "satellite" nature-based tounsm development uses the
existing tourism base in the Myrtle Beach area to draw
visitors into a.djacent rural areas for, at least, part of their
visit. Nature-based tourism, as a niche market, enhances
the existing tourism industry by expanding the available
product mix, diversifying the kinds of activiries offered snd
offermg s product winch is viable in the off-peak fall and
wtnter seasons. Nature-based tourism benefits rural areas
by providing a flow of visitors to local shops and
restaurants, and creates business opportunities far residents
with knowledge of local natural resources. Such nature-
based tourism entrepreneurs, who may be the sons and
daughters of farmers or Gshermen, could use their
familiarity with local streams, rivers and marshes to start a
canoe livery or wildlife guide service. Entrepreneurs might
also establish bed and breakfast inns or "eco-lodge"
accommodations. The "satellite" development concept
addresses a "chicken or egg" problem of how to begin to
attract visitors with limited existing tourism infrastructure.
Day visits by nature tourists provides an initial flow of
visitors into rural areas, stimulating an increased demand
for products and services which can lead to the
development, or expansion, of a variety of small local
businesses. The emphasis on local businesses is important,
because nature-based tourists enjoy experiencing both
natural and cultural resources with the "local" flavor which

helps to make these resources unique.

As the involvement of the South Carolina Sea Grant
Extension Program m nature-based tounsm grew, a
tourism speciahst, Tamela abler, wss placed in the Myrtle
Beach area to provide educational snd outreach services to
existing and start-up nature-based tourism businesses and
to develop a working relationship with the established
tourism industry. Kibler hss worked closely with Dr. Lorin
Toepper, former director of Clemson's Recreation Travel
and Tourism Institute  RTTI! snd with Dr. Bill Norman,
his successor. Toepper and Norman have provided an
academic and research base upon which Kibler has
developed programs in the A lyrtle Beach area and
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statewide. An example of Kibler's outreach acttvity axnong
rural communities is a water trails workshop she organized
to extend the successful model of the Edisto Canoe and
Kayak Trail Coxnxnission in Walterboro, South Carolina to
other communities with similar riverine resources.

The South Carolina Nature-Based Tourism

Association

The success of the Grand Strand task force stimulated
interest in creating a statewide organization. Bacon,
Toeppet, Kibler and the members of the Grand Strand task
Force organized the state's 6rst nature-based tourism
conference in hfarch 1993, Speakers, xncluding Dr, John
Hunt from the University of Idaho's Department of
Resource, Recreation and Tourism hlanagement,
introduced nature-based tourism to 125 interested
conference participants. The conference speakers
addressed the potential impact of nature-based touxism on
local bustnesses and communities, and extended much of
the infoxmation gathered through Davidson's and Beckex's
earlier project, including a socxo-economic characterization
of the nature-based touxist, The conference provided a
6rst opportunity for existing nature-based business
operators to meet and exchange ideas. It also drew
participants fxom the established tourism industry,
provxdmg an opportumty for them to become aquatinted
with the potential bene6ts to them of nature-based
tourism. The conference received wide press coverage in
local newspapers and also recexved a mention in USA
Today.

The South Carohna Nature-Based Tourism Association
 SCNBTA! was formally established at the second
statewide nature-based tourisxn conference in March 1994.
OF6cexs were elected, and a constitution and by-laws
adopted. The association was formed as primarily an
educarional organization to encourage and plan for
sustainable nature-based tourism. Organizational
objectives include the establishment of voluntary standards
and practices; the development of interpretatxve quality
control xnechaxusms; the development of in-service training
for natural interpreters; the provision of business assistance
to members; the planned development of a nature-based
tounsm industry in South Carolina tncluding all
stakeholders in the planning process; and enhanced
industry impact through coQective markettng and
promotion activities, Organizers opened membership in
the Association to all industry stakeholders, especially
representatives fxom communities, natural resource
managers and tourism businesses.

Prior to the election of association of6cers, much of the
leadership for nature-based tourisxn orgamzation was
undertaken by Bacon, Toepper and Kiblet in conlunction
wxth their NCRI grant. Between the 6rst and second
conferences, Bacon, Toepper and Kibler identified leaders

to form the slate of nominees to head the Association. The
nominees tnciuded: for president, Charlie Sweat, the chair
of the Edisto Canoe and Kayak Trail Commission; for vice
president, Jim Koenig, the director of Camp St.
Christopher, a barrier island environmental education
program; for secretary, Tim Todd, the president of the
South Carolina Association of Tourism Regions; and for
treasurer, Vicki Scott, an interpreter/guide from Capt'n
Dxck's Explorer Cruises, z nature tour operator in Murreil's
Inlet. The slate of nominees became the Association's 6rst
elected of6cers in iVhrch 1994, Bacon, Kibler and
Norman, Toepper's successor at RTII, all now serve on an
advisory board appointed by the president. In addition,
Kibler functions as a part-time staff assistant to the
SCNBTA board.

One of the 6rst decisions of the SCNBTA board under it' s
elected leadership, was to organize the Association as a
private, non-pro6t educational organization. The secretary
obtained a federal iden ti6cation number and state
recognition for the Association's non-pra6t status, A
Charleston attorney has agreed to provide his services on a
prv borxo basis and is now working on the Association's
apphcation for Federal 501 C� tax exempt status,

Association by-laws, drafted by Bacon, were also approved
at the second conference. 'IIxe by-laws established a Board
of Directors with representation from each of the state' s
ten touxism regions. The tourism regions are operated as
pnvate, non-pro6t entities and supported, in large part, by
the South Carolina Department of Parks, Recreation and
Tounsm. The link between the Association's structure and
that of the cxxsttng tourism regions, provides the
Association with a support system and useful links with
touxisxn policy making within state government The
director of each of the ten tourism regions appointed the
lixst board member from within each region. Thereafter,
board members will be elected by association members.
Provtdtng a regtonal structure also allows for greater
interaction axnong mexnbers within a region, sets the stage
for cooperative marketing and allows for the industry to
develop at different xates within each re@on.

In 1994, based on the interest generated by the 6xst natuxe-
based tourism conference, Bacon and Toepper were able to
secure a place for nature-based tourism on the program of
the South Carolina Governor's Conference on Travel and
Tourism, the tndustry's largest and most prestigious event
Bacon and Toepper assembled an international panel From
business and academxa to address the audience on the
nature-based tourism market and the issue of sustainabtiity
in tourism developxnent.

Meanwhile, in 1993 Davidson and Bacon convened a
group tncluding academics, business people and public and
private agency repxesentattves to consider how to plan for
and manage sustainable nature-based tounsm in South
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Carolina, The outcome of a series of meetings which took
place over a year's time was "Guidelines and
Recommendations for Nature-Based Tourism Planaiag
and Practice in South Carolina." The guidelines were
developed to address the roles of communities, resource
managers, tourism businesses and tourists in contributing
to a sustainable nature tourism industry. The group
bene6ted greatly from the generosity and cooperation of
the Ecotouristn Society in providing it with examples of
similar guidelines from around the world. Because the
general nature of nature-based tourism guidelines remain
relatively constant frora place to place, the South Carolina
group reviewed the guidelines, selecting those most suitable
for the South Carolina setting and modifying them to
address South Carolina speci6c issues.

The SCNBTA membership formally adopted the guidelines
at the third nature-based tourism conference in 1995, The
guidehnes constitute the Associadon's of6cial set of
standards and practices to guide the industry's planning
activities and the member's sustainable business practices.
The guidelines were published by the Association with the
assistance of NCRI and the South Carolina Sea Grant
Consortium and distabuted to the membership, in
response to mailed requests from around the country and
at tourism industry gatherings, such as the 1996 South
Carolina Governor's Coafereace on Travel and Tourism.

South Carolina's fourth nature-based tourism conference
will be held in November 1996 in Myrtle Beach. For the
6rst time this year, the-SCNBTA board voted to use the
services of a meetiag planner in putting together the
conference. This dectsion was a concession to the
individual board members' increasingly busy schedules.
With other jobs or businesses to rua, attending to the
details of putting on a 6rst class conference simply became
too demanding. Using the services of meeting planners has
freed the of6cers and volunteers from the routine
organizational chores and allowed them to focus more
attention on planning the conference's educanonal
programs and 6eld expeaeaces.

Hiring the meeting planners was 6naaced through
membership dues, conference registrations aad most
especially the proceeds from auctions conducted at the two
previous conferences. Live and silent auctions are both
fua aad entertaining for the participants and have proven
to be aa excellent fund raising tool for the Associadon,
Volunteers from the conference committee solicit items
from tourism and nature-related businesses around the
state, Donated auctton items have ranged from T-shirts to
vacation weekends to a sea kayak. Over $2000 were raised
within a 2-hour period at both auctions, The sale of
conference spoasorships  coffee breaks, dinners, lunches
and 6eld trips! is another funding mechanism used wtth
success by previous conference organizers. 1tus year, the
meeting planners uil1 take charge of much of thc

sponsorship solicitation activity as well as negotiate
favorable rates for accommodatioas aad meeting space.
The board anticipates that through these efforts the
meeting planners will generate the funds necessary to pay
for their services. Sttll, hiring meeting planners represents a
calculated ask for the Association, which is responsible for
the fee regardless of the outcome of the conference.

In 1996, NCRI has again funded a joint two-year project of
the SCNBTA, South Carolina Sea Grant Extension and
Clemson's RTTI. The project is designed to create, market
and evaluate nature-based vacation packages and
itineraries. Susan Reid, the South Carolina Sea Grant
Extension Community and Business Development
Specialist, joined the project staff in plaaaiag this project.
The goal of the project is to transform an unrelated series
of nature-based tourism activities into coordinated nature
vacations.

In order to enhance the attractiveness of South Carolina to
nature tourists aad estabhsh South Carolina as a nature
tourism destination, the project planners reasoned that it
was necessary to promote the entire industry aad provide
easy access to its individual businesses. There is a business
in the Myrtle Beach area caUed "Myrtle Beach Golf
Hohday." It is a magazine which lists participating golf
courses and accommodatioas. Using this service, golf
vacationers caa, with a single phone call, make aH necessary
golf and accommodation reservations for an entire
vacation. Golf courses and accommodatioas beae6t from
cooperative marketiag and the vacationer has convenient
access to all the information he needs.

The creation of a South Carolina Nature-Based Tourism
Business and Resource Directory will provide aature
tourism businesses and nature travelers with the satne
bene 6ts. In addition, the directory will serve as a
metnbership tool for the SCNBTA. Again, the project is
modeled after another successful publication, the "Bed and
Breakfasts of South Carolina." This guide was published
by the South Carolina Bed and Breakfast Association with
grant support from the South Carolina Parks, Recreation
and Tourism Department  SCPRT!. Because tt was
produced with state money, the guide must list all bed and
breakfast inns, not just association raembers. Members,
however, receive enhanced listings which include
promotional tag lines, the Association logo and a
designation of association approval. Non-members are
simply hsted by name address and phone. Nature-based
project organizers are working with the staff person at
SCPRT who assisted the bed and breakfast association wtth

its guide.

Bacon, representing the SCNBTA, has applied for a 50/50
matching grant from SCPRT under its Tourism markctiag
Partnership Program to help support the development and
marketing of the nature-based tourtsm gtude. On the
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technical side, the guide will be produced in a standard rack
compatible 4" by 9" format. The guide wiH also be created
on-line for worldwide web access and facilitate updated
listings between hard copy revisions. Norman is directing
the data collection effort for the guide and is now
supervising a pilot project to create a guide for the Grand
Strand region. Kibler, working with a student from Coastal
Carolina University, is testing data coHection formats and
methods in preparation for the statewide effort scheduled
to begin this summer. The anticipated publication date for
the guide is November 15, 1996 in conjunction with the
annual SCNBTA conference, The back-up date is in early
February 1997, in conjunction with the South Carolina
Governor's Conference on Travel and Tourism,

The "SC Nature-Based Tourism Business and Resource
Guide" wiH be distributed by the Association and SCPRT
at travel industry trade shows; at South Carolina Welcome
Centers; by mail in response to individual inquiries; at
individual businesses; in state parks; and via the world-wide
web through the linked home pages of the South Carolina
Sea Grant Consortium, the South Carolina Parks,
Recreation and Tourism Department and the State of
South Carolina. The guide is also designed to be used by
travel agents and receptive tour operators m assisting them
and their clients with vacation and tour plamung.

Finally, the SCNBTA has begun to address issues of quality
control in the interpretation of natural resources through a
series of educational seminars. These seminars are being
conducted under the direction of SCNBTA. Vice President
Jim Koenig, director of Camp St. Christopher and
environmental Learning center on Seabrook Island, in
coHaboration with the education program staff of the SC
Department of Natural Resources' Marine Division. At
these seminars, natural resource scientists from the
departznent and the state's universities will provide the
state's public and private resource interpzeters with in-
service training to hdp ensure the accuracy of inforznation
provided to the traveling public. Eventually, the
Associarion would like to offer a certi6cation program for
interpreters, perhaps modeled after the one required by the
City of Charleston for its historic tour guides.

In conclusion, over the past five years wlule many have
contributed to setting the stage for the development of a
sustainable nature-based tourism industry in South
Carohna, much still remains to be done. Little has been
done to address the issues of natural resource carrying
capacity for nature travel. A.lthough now being discussed
by South Carolina Sea Grant, the South Carolina Parks,
Recrea non and Tourism Department and the South
Carolina Department of Natural Resources, no regional
planning process has yet begun, The SCNBTA is still a

young, fragile organization which must engage and
maintain the interest and participation of many more
members to ensure its continued success. It must produce
meaningful outcomes for its members and maintain an
active voice within the tourism industry as a whole.

Finally, Davidson, Becker, Bacon, Toepper, Norman,
Kibler, the SCNBTA board and aH the other industry
leaders have aH realized from the beginning that raising the
awareness of nature-based tourism among state natural
resource agencies, community leaders and the tourism
industry was only the 6rst chaHenge. The next and most
important challenge hes in 6nding and maintaining a
generally accepted and workable balance between
economic development and the conservation of natural and
cultural resources. If we can 6nd that balance that, we will
have gone a long way toward preserving those resources
which have made our state an attractive and unique place
in which to live, work visit and play.

Dowling, R 1993. An EnvironmentaHy-based Planning
Model for Regional Tourism Development
Jounraj of Szizzaizzabk Torrrisrrs. 1�!:17-37.
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marine mamma/s. A ma'rl-out c/uestionsunre sent to all  -390!
commercia/ openztors xoas used to prufi/e the industry. The major
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habi tats targeted by each,

¹xe Zealand's mari nc tourism industry ts stillin its infancy; most
operations are small, /oca//y contro//ed businesses, and haec eootoed
¹ithin the past fsxIe years. ki'fdic oiexring is the most common
artieity, nn'th more than 44o!o of operators noting marine mammals
and 78o/o seabsrds as their /eey attraction.
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In response to the demand for travel and adventure,
tourism is now the world's largest aud most rapidly
growing industry Pi,fiHer and Kirk, 1993; Snow, 1990!. In
line with this trend, tourism is New Zealand's fastest
growing industry and its largest earner of foreign exchange,
contributing close to $NZ4 billion in 1995. A thriving
domesnc tourism industry generates a further $NZ4 bilhon
a year, making touxism worth some SNZ8 billion a year,
and contributing more than 5'lo to the country's gross

national product  NZTB, 1995!. This growth rate for
tourism is somewhat higher than the current world average
of 3,8'!o per annum  Endicott, 1996!, For the year ended
June 1995, visitor arrivals to New Zealand were 1.37
million, an increase of 11'!o over the previous year. It is
projected that the annual number of overseas visitors wiH
exceed 2 miHion by the turn of the decade  NZTB, 1995!.
By comparison, New Zeabnd's current population is only
3.5 million  Statistics New Zealand, 1995!.

New Zealand �69,000 kmr! lies in the southwest Pacific
and comprises two main islands  North and South! at
temperate latitudes  -34-47' S!. The country also indudes,
however, a number of sinaHer islands from the subtropics
to the subantarctic. New Zealand has a diverse marine
environment and an intricate coastline some 15,000 km in
length. By world standards much of the country's coastal
and inarine environment is pristine or still relatively
unimpacted by human activity. An estimated 483,000
international visitors participated in marine touxism related
activities in 1993  NZTB, 1992 � 1993!. Whilst ttus
represents only 27o/o of the total visitors surveyed, it is
expected that coastal and maxme tourism wiH become
increasingly important. For instance, in the same survey
scenic boat cruises  and short bush walks! were identified
as the most popular activities.

The predominant style of tourism in New Zealand is based
on wildlife, wildlife areas and scenic beauty, with nature-
based tourism given considerable prominence in New
Zealand's domestic and international marketing strategies.
With the rapid expansion and diffuse nature of tourism in
New Zealand there has been very little documentation of
the extent of maxine tourism in the country. It is thus
imperative that the maxine species and habitats targeted by
tourism are identified and environmental unplications
assessed if this growth is to be tnanaged sustainably,

This paper documents the current status of marine tourism
and quantifies the major types of attractions and activities.
In addition it addresses some of the issues regardmg the
sustainability and future growth of the industry.

For this study marine tourism was defined as commercial
operations visiting natural areas for the purpose of diving,
fishing, marine mamxnal and seabird watching, cruising and
tour boating. A survey of aH marine tour operators was
conducted during Septexnber and November 1995. Names
and addresses of operators were obtained by writing to aH
the visitor information centres in New Zealand that have a
coastal interest. In addition, a search was made through
the YeHow Pages of aH the telephone directones under the
key word/phrases "charter services-boat and launch
charter, divers and diving tuiuon, fxshittg trips, tourist
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attraction and tour services, sightseeing and excursions." A
direct mail survey was selected as the most appzopriate and
economic method for collecting the data give~ the large
number of tour operators dispersed throughout the
country.

A total of 376 operators were initially identiiied as having
some type of marine attraction component included in
their tour, To maximise the response, stamped return-
addressed envelopes were provided, and follow-up
telephone calls were made to all those who had not
returned completed questionnaires after three weeks.
Twenty-seven surveys were returned as undeliverable. The
possible survey sample was therefore xeduced to 349. A
total of 190 responses were received giving an overall
response rate of 55'lo. The data were collated and analysed
using the program SPSS for Windows.

Objectives of the survey were: �! To obtain profile data on
tour operations and the marine tourism industry as a whole
 e.g., locations of operations, types of trips offered, and key
attractions!, �! To identify possible environmental
concerns, specifically the species and habitats perceived as
vulnerable to tourist pressure. �! To investigate the
attitudes of the tour operators to the current and future
management of the industry, This paper reports results of
the first two objectives, examines the characteristics of
New Zealand's marine tounsm industry, and discusses
some of the management issues that need to be addressed.

Results and Discussion

Pro61e of the Industry

There is a marked seasonal pattern in numbers of visitors
participating in marine tourism activities, with a distinct
peak over the summer months December to March
 Figure 1!. A similar pattern is shown by total international
visitor arxivals.

New Zealand's marine tourism industry is still in its
infancv; 61 /o of operations have developed within the past
hve years  Table 1!. 43'lo of the respondents indicated that
they dose for a period of two weeks or more during the
year. The closure usually coincided with the winter months
June to August and was primarily a result of weather
restrictions or lack of tourist demand. Together these
factors contribute to a difficult operating emmonment
where an operation must be able to support itself over the
winter lull in tourist numbers to remain commercially
viable. Also, the industry is largely composed of small,
locally owned and operated businesses. Overall, 82,~o of
the operanons employ less than three staff members, Small
operators are relatively uncontroUed except bv market
forces wlucb raises the issue of new operators risiting areas
without an adequate knowledge of the resources,

Activity and Attractions:

The price of touxs varied considerably depending on the
activities offered, but averaged NZ$30-35 per hour. 72'/o
of operations used powered boats, 15 le yachts and 16/o
kayaks. The use of powered vessels provides access to
locations and wildlife previously inaccessible to visitors.
This highlights a concern expressed widely in the htexature
that, increasingly, nature tourism activity consntutes
traveling to relatively undisturbed locations with fragile
ecosystems or endangered and threatened wildlife  Butler,
1980; Kozlowski, 1985; Boo, 1990; Cellabos-Lascuzian,
1991; Hawkins and Roberts, 1993; Jacobson and Lopez,
1994!. In addition, species in these areas are unused to
human presence and often more sensitive io disturbance
 Klein et al., 1995!.

New Zealand's marine touzistn industry encompasses a
diverse range of activities, the inajor ones being cruises,
hne lxshing, seabird and marine niamm;d watching
 Figure 2!. Wildlife viewing is tbe most common activity,
with 44 /o of respondents noting inarine mammals and 78 lo
noting seabirds  induding penguins! as a key attraction of
their tour  Figure 3!. Many operatoxs �2e/e! noted a wide
range of attractions ranging froin historic sites to sea caves
and the general marine vista, These attractions, grouped as
scenery, in Figure 3, account for the large proportion of
operators in this category.

Dolphins were the species targeted most frequently, with
22'lo of operators identifying them as a key attraction.
There are four dolphin spedes commonly sighted in New
Zealand waters: common  Delphi«tes delphis!, botdenose
 Tarsiops t «eattes!, dusky  Lagenorby«eh s ob res! and
Hector's dolphin  Cephakrhy««s beetosz!, the latter endemic
to New Zealand  Slooten and Dawson, 1994!. New
Zealand fur seals  Aszto q>hales jorstett! and penguins were
the next most coinmonly targeted species. The viewing of
penguins involves blue penguin  Etedyptsela s«i«or!, Fiozdland
crested penguin  Eudjiptes psshyrhy«th«s! and the yellow-eyed
penguin  Aegadyptes a«tzpodes!, recognised as the world' s
rarest penguin. Thirteen respondents identified whales as a
target attraction. New Zealand is the only place in the
world where resident sperm whales are close enough to the
shore to be viewed on a commercial basis, Other transient
cetaceans are also viewed on an opportumstic basis. One
of these is the rare southern right whale which has been
sighted regularly m New Zealand waters for the past few
years  Department of Conservation, 1995!,

Many wildhfe enthusiasts have a particular fascinanon For
marine mammals  Kovacs and Innes, 1990; Simonds,
1991!. Commercial whale watching worldwide has grown
spectaculaxly over the past decade, abnost doubling
annualiv in terms of revenue and passengers  Hops, 1995!.
The abundance of marine mammals inhabiung i Jew
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Figure 3, Key attractions targeted by marine tourism operators in New Zealutttl  N=190!.

Figure 1. Seasonal pattern in visitor numbers participating in marine tourism activities compared with
the trend in total international visitor arrivals for the 1994 season  Market research NZTB /Statistics
New Zealand!.
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Zealand's coastal waters will continue to attract increasing
numbers of visitors, creating cornme rcial pressure to
expand the current level of activity. Care must be taken to
weigh up the thxeats and opportunities with management
deasions based upon rigorous environmental iinpact
assessment.

To date there is no system in New Zealand which can be
used to ensure operations are ecologically sound, To
achieve sustainable management there is a need for
industry-wide environmental standards ensunng operators
have adequate guidehnes and knowledge about the
ecosystem in wtuch they are operating, The governmental
body charged with consexvation matters in Hew Zealand is
the Department of Conservation, consequently it has the
most signihcant and direct role in adrninistering marine
tourism. It must be noted that where marine maminals are
not encountered, the Department has no powers of
regulation over marine based tour operations, such as
seabird or general aquatic viewing. The Department has
adopted a very precautionary approach to any increased
commercial marine mammal watching  Baxter and
Donoghue, 1995!. The lack of information to guide
management necessitates this approach. Ail marine
mammals around New Zealand are fully protected under
the Marine Mammals Protection Act 1978. In 1990
regulations  promulgated under the Act! were introduced,
establishing a permit system speci6cally for the control and
management of xnarine mammal watching. These were
revised in 1992 in response to the rapid growth of marine
mammal watching around the country, The regulations are
based upon research conducted overseas, and the results of
two New Zealand studies which assessed the impact of
maxine mammal watdung on spexm whales  Baker and
ivfacGibbon, 1991; Gordon et al., 1993!,

Few respondents noted marine reserves as a major
attraction on their tour  Figure 3!. This may reflect the
stnaU number of marine reserves in the country �3 have so
fax been established under New Zealand's Marine Reserves
Act 1971! and their location generally away from key
tourist destinations. In addition, 11 of the 13 protected
areas have been created within the past five yeaxs.
Recovery of natural resources in an undisturbed area is a
gradual process, hence changes in the environment
generated by protection may not yet be clearly visible.

Environmental Concerns

Respondents were given a list of marine attractions and
asked to note any which they considered particularly
vulnerable to pressure from tounsts in their locahty. In
addition they were asked to identify how much of a
detrimental environmental effect they felt a list of 10
different scenarios could poteiih'a@ have on the species or
habitats visited during a "tour /ike theirs"  responding on a

four point scale from 1 � major detrimental effect to 4 � no
detxiinental effect!.

Respondents were then grouped on the basis of their target
attraction. This enabled us to examine the degree to which
the operators felt their particular key attraction was
vulnerable to tourist pressure and the actions during a tous
like theirs, which may have a notable detrimental
environmental effect on the key species or habitat
identi6ed. None of the four key taxa noted above was
regarded as being particularly vulnerable to tourist pxessure
 Table 2!. Concern about actions that might affect the
species or habitats targeted related mainly to; increasing
amounts of htter, and overcrowding by tourists spoiling the
'naturalness' of the sites visited  Table 3!, Very few
operators considered that detximental effects would arise
From such actions as touctung, noise, or the general
presence of tourists, even though these have been
identi6ed elsewhere as potential problems associated with
wildlife viewing, Reliant as they are upon sound for
communication, prey detection and orientation, marine
mammals may be especially vulnerable to noise disturbance
 Reeves, 1992!, An echolocattng animal has the problem of
discriminating the echoes from its target from general
background noise, Anything which increases the level of
background noise, uch as vessel traffic, could reduce the
ef6aency at which it can perform an echolocation task
 Gordon et al,, 1992!, yet none of the operators targeting
marine mainmals identihed noise as a potential concern.

This mdicates that targeted animals are either not affected
by current levels of marine touxism activity, or that
operators are unaware or not prepared to acknowledge an
impact. The terms paiccik'a$ ' and 'roicr i/&yaarr' were used
to try and take the onus off the individual and rexnove any
inherent bias in the question. If in fact operators do not
perceive their type of tour to have any potential effects on
the species or habitats targeted it may raise an issue of
concern to xnangers as they encounter the problem of
txying to effect change in the industry without wiHing
participants,

Conclusion

New Zealand is endowed with spectacular coastal scenery
and unique marine wildlife. Marine-based tourism is likely
to become increasingly important in blew Zealand. The
relatively successful management of marine tourism to date
is potentially a result of the industry still being in its early
stages of development. As the industxy continues to grow
there will be an increasing need for proactive coordinated
planning if negative impacts are to be mirumised and the
environmental, social and econouuc returns maximised.
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Table l. Number of years marine tourism operations have been established in New Zealand.

Number of o erations Percent of o erators Cumulative ercentYears of o ration

61.4116 61.40-5

22,2 83.65-10

8.4 92.110-15

2.2 94.215-20

1.020-25 95.2

25+ 4.8 100.0

Table 2. The number of operators targeting the four most frequently identified attractions and the
proportion of those operators indicating the target attraction was vulnerable.

Number of operators targeting Vo of operators indicating speciesTarget Attraction

the attraction n=l90! vulnerabilitv

Dol hins 42

50Sea Is 35

Penouins 4535

13Whales

Table 3. Actions that operators identified could have a major to moderate environmental effect on tbe
animals or habitats visited during a tout like theirs  only includes actions of concern identified by >
50% of the operators!.
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This paper highlights some of the issues emerging in New
Zealand's marine tourism industry. In particular, the
operators pexception that touxism does not impact the
environment, despite the long catalogue of literature
documenting the environmental impacts which result from
tourism. Managers are bkely to encounter incxeasing
resistance as they try to regulate the industry. To achieve
sustainable management it is vttal that research and
monitoring keeps pace with rising tourist numbers.
Resistance to regulation will be alleviated if operators and
the general pubhc can see management policies are not
formulated in an ad hoc manner but are based upon
robust, scientiflcally defensible research,
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Abtttmct: Currently i» Japan, for the purpose of heakh care,
re/axats'on ar rue//' as ncrea6on in the coartal area, a research aine at

and/or use ocea» ncrtural e»oironme»tcrl e/er»e»t is conducti»g and
Talarsa-Therapie is one of oscar»pcs, This paper reoie»rs the
ultrasonic propertses of cmsAgt ruaee processes and the'r efiect on
hsrmarU frrrns the r»ere point of rrlaxationin the rtrartrd area, as urge
asfindi ng »ere oatuei» the sr»seta/area, hy the «A'nxronic nrhichir ne»r
eoatuuti»g sca/e, Specsfrca@, the p~ descrrhes the characters'sties of
u/trasonic noire i»»raues and eoa/»ates their pote»tia/ to act as a
preoiously unesco//used measure of cour&/ ruaoe prruesses and as an
influence o» huora» physio/os. Iti s %no»r» that these reaees reach the
brai» through the s/ei» and c»rhorne rribratio»s � these sumuh' are
he/s'erred to haut some inftue»ce o» brai» function and information
processr'»g. Rece»t studres in the fee/d of music, for rnstance frons
a»a/yses of Garne/a» music in BuZ, hase reported that u/ rare»ic
reaeesi »fluence the hrain hy vita/iZi»g the a/pha»rave. To determine
the esctent of these influences from coastal pnvcssrs, studies reere
carried our' using both artrfscially produced u/traso»ic noise and aetna/
coastal roasv noire. Itis escpected that app/ication j othis res»/t to
coastal regio»»eay add nen menu to the eco-tourr'sm, The
insp/ications of these fi»dings for both the measurement of coasta/
processes and on understandsng hunra» i»teraciton rrirth coasta/
eneironrne»ts are dsscrrssed and further research «eeds outlined

Keywords: sound of coasta/ruarre, ultrasonic»rave, a/pha ruaoe

Introduction

According to our questionnaire survey on the appeal of
coastal areas, many subjects said that the sound of waves
was one of the agreeable environmental Factors  Nagata,
1993!. The sound of waves differs with the shape of the
sandy beach, artificial coast or bay, the inctuie of the sea
floor and other tactors. Where the coastline is long, waves
break one upon another, producing a sound that can only
be perceived as a noise. Studies conducted so Far have

pointed out that the rhythm and the sound volume of
woes are important factors in making people comfortable.
In recent years, attetnpts have been tnade to apply such
fmdings to the construction of wave-absorbing structures
 embankments, breakwaters, etc,! and generate agreeable
sounds of maves while analyzing the appeal oF the auditory
environment in coastal areas  Nadaoka, 1995!. In
Germany, France and other countries in the Mediterranean
area, healing through the use of various factors of the
natural environment in the ocean and coastal areas
 thalassotherapy! is practiced. AIso, intensive efforts are
being made to explore mays to utilize environmental
resources in coastal areas and, thus, to create a new
attractive environment harmonious with nature. In the
present study, the sound of waves is assumed to be a new
environmental resource in coastal areas. We consider it is
important to evaluate sounds inaudible to the human ear
 ultrasonic waves! in addition to the audible sound of
waves  8Hz to 20kHz!. To explain the effects on humans
of ultrasonic waves contained in the sound of waves, we
will provide the results of physiological measurements aud
sensory tests  evaluation of sound quality!. We wiH also
discuss the properties of the sound of waves and
ecotourism.

Method of Experiment

In the expenrnent, 14 students with normal hearing  nine
male students and five female students! were confmed in
an anechoic room, as shown in Figure 1, and exposed to
ultrasonic waves recorded in a natural coast and artiflciaHy
generated ultrasonic waves, and their brain waves were
recorded to see how the appearance of the brain waves
varied with sound pressure and frequency, The experiment
was conducted according to the following method.

Implements for the Expemnent and Sounds Presented
to Subjects

Figure 2 shows the arrangement of implements for the
expenment and the scene of the experiment. A.s shown in
Figure 3, sounds presented to subjects were of three types:
audible sounds, artificial ultrasonic waves superimposed on
audible sounds, and natural ultrasonic waves superimposed
ou audible sounds. The subjects were exposed to each type
of sound on the master tape for 26 minutes. Three kinds
of sound fields were created by combining different
degrees of sound pressure �5dB, 45dB and 55dB! and
different frequencies �5kHz, 35kHz and 45kHz!, Figure 4
shows the frequency bandwidth of natural ultrasotuc
waves. For each subject, the brain waves on both sides of
the front oF the head as weH as the pulse were recorded.
To find out how the sound of waves was perceived,
sensory tests using 25 pairs of adjecuves on the seven-
grade evaluation system were perfonued.
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Figure 4. Three types of rhe sound source.

Figure 2. Frequency bandwidth of natural ultrasonic waves.
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Results of Measurement

Effects of artificial ultrasonic waves with different
frequencies

A compatison of the effects of supersonic waves with three
different frequencies �5kHz, 35kHz and 45kHz! showed
that the greatest change in brain waves occurred when the
frequency was 25kHz. Some subjects showed brain wave
changes in response to both 25kHz and 35kHz waves. It
can be inferred from this that somewhere between 25kHz
and 35kHz and doser to 25kHz, there is a certain
frequency which produces the greatest effect on brain
waves. Table 1 gives the number of subjects whose alpha
wave appeared m response to ultrasonic waves wtth each
chosen frequency.

Table l. Number of subjects of observed alpha wave vital in

When the frequency was 25kHz, the alpha wave was
activated in 13 out of 14 subjects. Figure 3 shows a typical
example of how the brain waves of such subjects changed
with the passage of time.

Effects of Artificial Ultrasonic Waves with Different
Degrees of Sound Pressure

As shown in Table 2, ia which the effects of ultrasonic
waves with different degrees of sound pressure �5dB,
45dB and 55dB! are compared, 13 out of 14 subjects
showed much activity in their alpha wave when the sound
pressure was 45dB, Eight subjects showed alpha-wave
activity also when the sound pressure was 55dB. It can be
utferred from this that somewhere between 45dB and 55dB
there is a sound pressure zone which produces the greatest
effect on brain waves. Figure 6 shows a typical example of
how the brain waves of such subjects changed with the
passage of time.

Table 2. Number of subjects observed alpha wave vital in

Effects of Natural Ultrasonic Waves With Different
Degrees of Sound pressure

As shown in Table 3, both natural and artificial ultrasonic
waves elicited the greatest reaction when the sound
pressure was 45dB,

Table 3. Number of subjects observed alpha wave vital in

Comparison of Artificial and Natural Supersonic
Waves

Figure 7 shows how artihcial and natural ultrasonic waves
produced different results. Brain waves reacted more
strongly to natural supersonic waves than to arttactal
ultrasonic waves. The probable explanation is that,
whereas artificiaI ultrasonic waves are made of a single
frequency, natural ultrasonic waves have a wide range of
frequencies, as shown in Figure 4.

Reaction Time of Brain Waves

Allowing for individual variation, subjects showed rcacttoa
in their brain waves  the alpha wave! 20 to 40 seconds after
they were exposed to artihcial snd natural ultrasonic waves.
Generally, the reaction time of brain waves was short when
the audible range was narrow, and long when the audible
range was wide. Table 4 shows the reaction time of the
brain waves of all subjects.

Table 4. Reactton mme of brain waves.
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USING SOCIAL SCIENCE
RESEARCH IN THE

AUkNAGEMENT OF COASTAL

WILDERNESS SETTINGS

Rick Rollins
Department of Tourism a»d Recreation  Canada!

AbSCSCrt Although there escrsts a signifrcarrt h'terature deah'ng
rvith visitor usa»ager»cut i» terrrstrial areas, reicrtiveif htt/e research
exzsts to inform us aborrt rirsitor management of coastal rvilderriess
areas. Coun'al rvilderrress areas arr particularly assr~inc to vr'sr'tort
i» pars becarrse soferv of the desirabk coastal regions r'n the rvorld are
protected i» any kind of wilderness conditr'on. These set&gs are
usual highly diversei» flora andfauna,yet aie e ctnmtty fragile and
di ficu lt to sustain for tourrsns or other purposes. As a result, thr cost
to manage such areas is ofteri high, conrpaed to other ttpes of
nrrlderu est settings. Hence coastal areas are ~lar5 challenging to
manage in a rviideruess condition,

This paper describe ho» survrtr research can hr used to deal with
croredsng, the control of visitorirnpacts, and tbe estab''shment of user
fees. Within she framervork of these management issues, the pqvr
exte»ds the rviiderrress h'teraturein such important areas as carrying
capacsty, ctuotas, reservation systems, and rvillingness to pay
 contingent vaheali os!.

Thr's paperis s'ihrstrated rvith vr'sitor survrtrs and management actions
intrvducedi» the West Coast Trail »rilderness area of Pacific Rim
1Vauonal Park, located on the ¹est court of Canada, Visitor
research rvas used to estabhsh a quota of 52 peopk per day, a
telephone reservation system, and a user fee of CAX455.00 per
persorr. Surveys indicated that v'rsdors supported these measures, and
felt that croivdrng and resole inrpcr'rrnrent had been reduced to
acceptabk levels

Xeywos'dot rvilderness management, satisfaction, carrying capacity,
quota, rvi lli ngness to p~

Introduction

The attraction of coastal areas for tourists is well known,
and has resulted in the development of znany island and
coastal settings around the world for intensive Forms of
tourism. Mazinas, resorts, hotels, restaurants are examples
of the kinds of tourist venues developed in attractive
coastal settings. However some coastal settings have been
managed for less mtensive wilderness experiences. In
Canada, Pacific Rim National Park and Pukaskwa Nauonal
Parks are two examples of coastal wilderness setrings where
few faciliries are found and human influenced change rs nor
srgruficanr.

Compared to terrestrial wilderness areas, coastal wilderness
settings are often more fragile and dif6cult to sustain as
tourism destinations, without compromising the pristine
nature of the resource base or the wilderness experience
provided. Crowding, and damage to natural features are
significant management issues affecting the quahty of
touzism experiences. The purpose of this paper is to
exaznine approaches to wilderness management in coastal
settings, and how management can be supported with
visitor research, drawing upon studies conducted on the
West Coast Trail wilderness area of Paci6c Rim National

Park.

Wilderness Management in Coastal Areas

Wilderness areas are pristine natural settings, with few
facilities, and little evidence of human induced change.
These are places where natural processes and natural
energy flows are sustained "as they extsted in the absence
of human influences"  Hendec, Stankey, and Lucas, 1990!,
The associated tourism experience is usually characterized
by opportunities for solitude, spiritual integration wtth
nature, learning about nature, challenge, and self rehance,
This wilderness experience differs from the expezience
provided in more developed natural settings, where easier
access is provided, more facilities are provided, a greater
management presence is provided, higher densities of
visitors are accepted, visitor impacts on natural features are
more pervasive, and other types of use of the area may be
more evident  e.g., urban development, logging,
commercial 6shing!. Natural tourism settings can in fact
be arrayed along a continuum from the primitive to the
modern, by varying each of these management factors
 Clark and Stankey; 1979!.

Coastal settings can also be developed to diffezen.t levels,
depending on the planning objectives and visitor
experienre provided. ln this paper, the discussion
concerns only those settings at the primitive or wilderness
end of the spectrum. This is not to suggest that other types
of coastal tourism settings are of lesser value or
significance. Coastal wilderness areas however are
somewhat less numerous, and often are significant for
ecological/scientific reasons as well as tourism values. For
this reason, the management of coastal viildemess is
particularly challenging.

Management of wilderness azeas has come to mean the
"management of human use and influences to preserve
naturalness and solitude"  Hendec et aL, 1990!.
Appzopziate wilderness management strategies rnc!ude
techniques such as the following. Iimrring use  rationing
use!; dispersing use; limiting party szze; limiting length of
stay; providing information on minimal impact camping;
concentrating use; prohibiting certam kmds of' use;
separaung rncompattble uses; and, cequrzing reservations.
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More controversial wilderness management strategies
include the foHowing. providing more Faciliries  such as
toilets, tables, and garbage containers!; providing more
enforcement of regulations  such as more frequent patrols
by park wardens!; and, hardening heavily used sites to
protect against resource damage  e.g., high. standard trails;
provision of tent pads at campsites!. These strategies are
controversial because some people feeI such measures
represent too high a level of development or management
presence for designated wilderness: the naturalness of a
setting is diminished by such actions,

Some of these strategtes have emerged out of the carrytng
capacity literature, which suggests that there exists some
level of visitor use beyond which unacceptable impacts
occur-impacts to the resource, or impacts on the
experience  e.g., crowding!. Many dif6culties have
emerged with this approach  Graefe et al., 1984!, For
example, who determines what is an
acceptable/unacceptable resource impact? Who
determines what is unacceptable/unacceptable level of
crowding? Should managers make these decisions; should
tourism operators make these decisions; should visitors
make these decisions? Is it possible to anive at consensus
between these groups; is it possible to arrive at consensus
within any one of these groups? Research has indicated
that managers often hold different views than visitors, and
that visitors vary considerably in their preferences for
wilderness conditions,

In summary, coastal wilderness areas face similar visitor
management challenges as found in other types of
wilderness settings, in terms of crowding and resource
impacts. However, coastal wilderness areas are particulady
dtf6cult to manage, for the foHowing reasons:
1. It is often difficult to disperse use away from

congested areas.
2. Coastal environments are particularly sensttive to

hutnan impacts,
3. The cost to manage these settings can be high.
4. Lack of consensus of acceptable or appropriate

management conditions,

Wilderness Management on the West Coast
Trail  Paci6c Rim National Park!

ihlany oF the wilderness management issues described in the
literature have occurred at Paciflc Rim National Park, in
rhe designated wilderness area known as the West Coast
Trad, Located on the west coast of Vancouver bland, the
area is characterized by a variety of spectacular beach
settings, flanked by lush temperate old growth rainforests.
Opportuniries are exceHent for observing whales and other
manne wildhfe. The hiktng expenence tncludes beach
walking when tides aHow, and a rough trad carved through
the dense forest. This trail is made qutte physically

challenging due to the numerous bogs, streams, and gullies
to be crossed, as well as the weather which can be very wet
and stormy,

Twenty 6ve years ago the West Coast Trail was not weH
known, and was biked by only a small number of people.
Over time, tnore people heard about this magniflcent
hiking experience, and use levels rose sharply. As a result,
visitors began to raise concerns about crowding and
undesirable impacts on park resources. Park managers
responded by making improvements in trail standards to
protect the heavily trampled vegetation and soils. These
tmprovements included the construction of boardwalks,
ladders, bridges and cablecars.

Visitor surveys conducted in 1984 and 1989 revealed
concerns regarding crowding, muddy trail conditions, litter,
human waste, need for a second information centre at the
southern trailhead  Port Renfrew!, feny service, and the
effects of nearby logging, The management response to
these concerns included the Following, hmit of group size
to 10 persons; quota of 52 people allowed to start each day;
reservation system; toilets at campsites; more regular trail
maintenance schedules; and, establishment of a second
visitor information centre, to provide information on trad
conditions and minimum impact camping.

These management responses were criticized by some
people, Feeling that use levels should be restricted further,
and that actions aimed at hardening the trail in some fragile
actions and providing toilets detracted from the wilderness
character of the experience. Parks Canada implemented
these measures partly because ol the lack of other options,
For example, it is dif6cult to disperse use because the West
Coast Trail is located in a narrow protected band skirting
the shoreline, the area is heavily forested and dif6cult to
penetrate away from the estabhshed trail, and visitors are
most tnterested in the expenence located at the forest-
beach interface. In short, the opportunity to redistribute
use to other areas in the park is limited.

Nevertheless, park staff felt the need to return to the public
to determine the acceptability of these measures, so a
visitor survey was conducted in the summer of 1993, using
mail survey techniques developed by Diflman �979! to
encourage high response rates and response quality, A
total of 768 completed usable questionnaires were
returned, representing a response rate of 66%. This sample
size allowed for a calculatton of a marin of error ot plus or
nunus 3.3% at the 95% con6dence level.

Visitor Perceptions of Wilderness Conditions

In order to measure visitor acceptance of the trad
condiaons and prm aihng management strategies,
respondents were asked to assess the quality of their
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experience, and what contributed or detracted from their
expenence. Past experience with surveys of visitor to this
area suggested that visitors like to be consulted, particularly
if they feel their opinions will have an impact on the way
the setting will be managed.

We asked visitors to indicate how they felt about each
aspect of their experience, using a 6ve point rating scale:
very dissarisfied; somewhat dissatisfied; neither; somewhat
satisfied; and, very satisfied. Nearly everyone in the sample
indicated they were somewhat safis6ed or very sattsfied
with their experience, but when they were asked to
comment on specific aspects of their experience, a number
of concerns emerged  Figure 1!: frequency of staff patrols;
garbage at campsites; condition of boardwalks; human
waste; privacy at campsites; and, condition of outhouses.
These are all factors where at least 30'/o of the sample did
not indicate they were somewhat satisfied or very satisfied,

Although some of these concerns are fairly significant to
some visitors, park managers decided they were unwilling
to create more facilities, or provide more warden patrols.
Even though as many as 30/0 of respondents indicated
concerns, park staff felt any additional management
presence would detract too much from the wilderness
experience they wished to provide. This response is
consistent with some of the wilderness literature which
argues that management actions should be driven by
management objectives, rather than relying exclusively on
visitor preferences  Hendec et al., 1999!.

Acceptability by Visitors of the Quota System

A quota of 52 people per day entering the trail was
implemented the previous year. This management action
was aimed at reducing crowding reported in previous
visitor surveys, and reducing visitor impacts on natural
features, Previously, use levels had not been controlled
and had reached 10,000 people, most of whom visited
during the peak period of July � August, The quota of 52
people entering per day was deterrruned by taking the prior
annual use level of 10,000 people, and redistributing this
use evenly throughout the entire season, running from
i%lay I to September 30. Hence annual use levels were kept
constant, but daily use levels were greatly reduced in the
peak season by shifting visitation more into the shoulder
seasons,

Visitors were asked to comment on the quota system,
crowding, and perceived resource iinpacts. i%lost visitors
 i. "o! were satisfied with the quota svstem. but a
significant number �7 /s! felt the number of people
encountered at campsites was too high  Figure 2!.
However, nuinbers of encounters on the trail were riot as
large a concern. Perceived impacts on park resources  e.g.,
hirer, damage to vegetation! were viewed as unacceptable

by 26'/s of Canadian visitors; but only 9'/o of German
visitors objected  Figure 3!.

With thts level of visitor support, Parks Canada deeded to
retain the quota system at 52 people per day, recognizing
however that support for this approach was not unanimous
and approximately 25s/s of current visitors would prefer
fewer encounters.

At a theoretical level, these findings appear to be consistent
with a significant body of literature dealing with perceived
crowding in natural settings, For example, Grammann
�982! argues that a situations will be evaluated as crowded
not when contacts reach a certain level; rather, when the
number of contacts restrict or interfere with a desired goal,
such as achieving solitude or estabhshing a campsite. !n
this study, hikers felt more constrained at campsites  which
were limited in size!, compared to the situation on trails
where the number of encounters may not have constrained
people as much as at campsites.

Acceptability by Visitors of the Reservation
System

Reservation systems are not always favored by wilderness
writers, because visitor behavior is controlled rather than
influenced, thus diminshing the Freedom of action
associated with wilderness experiences  Hendec et al.,
1990!. However, when a quota system is implemented, a
reservation system is more supportable, in that people can
be guaranteed the opportunity to visit an area where use
levels are controlled. On the West Coast Trait, up to 40 of
the 52 places available in the duly quota are allocated for
reservations; the remaining 12 places are available on a first
come, 6rst served basis.

Visitor opinions were mixed regarding this reservation
system, with 26'/0 opposed, Reasons for this mixed
response were explored with a series of follow-up
questions, illustrated m Figure 4. Although many people
felt the reservation system made it "easier to plan ahead,"
many Felt this made it "more difficult to hike the trail on
short notice;" it was "difficult to phone to make a
reservation"', it "detracts from the freedom of a wilderness
experience," or, "rhe CAR
5 fee was a concern."

Parks Canada responded by retauung rhe reservation
system, but improved the telephone system by
implementing a 1,800 telephone number developed by
Tourism B.C. For all accommodation listings tn the
proimce, Use of this reservation system remains high. In
the two years since tlus study was conducted, rhe
reservauons for the season are sold our within three davs.
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Summary

Acceptability by Visitors of a Proposed User
Fee System

User fees have been criticized because, like a reservation
system, they regulate or restrict visitor behavior rather than
inQuencing or modifying visitor  Hendec et al., 1990!.
Speci6caHy, user fees are criticized because they may
constratn those unable to pay a fee. However, fees were
considered for the West Coast Trail because the budgets
for managing national parks in Canada have declined
dramaticaHy in recent years due to 6scal restraint policies of
the federal government, whde at the same time, the
number of national parks has mcreased.

The limited literature addressing wiHingness to pay to travel
in a wilderness area suggests the maximum acceptable pace
is about CAN$25 per person  Fedler & ilfdes, 19S6;
Lindsay et al,, 1992!. A national public opinion poll had
indicated support in principle of estabhshing a user fee at
heavily used backcountry areas in national parks  Reid,
1993!, However, the determination of how tnuch visitors
were wiHing to pay to hike at particular settings such as the
West Coast Trail was not known,

Respondents were provided with the informafion that the
cost to taxpayers in Canada to maintain the West Coast
Trail was C.M$65 per hiker. How much of this CAN$65
did they feel was fair to charge people to hike the West
Coast Trail? Responses in Figure 5 indicate that 85'/o of
the sample were prepared to pay at least C.~$25, although
Germans were less willing to pay a fee at the higher end of
the scale. Subsequent analysis by mcome level showed no
signi6cant variation by lower or higher income groups.

Possible reasons for this result are as follows.'
1. Respondents were provided with the real cost to

manage the trail. This information was not provided
in other studies reviewed.

2. Hikers were assured that the revenues collected in the
user fee would be retained in the park for trad
maintenance, and should not be collected in
consolidated revenues by the federal government.

3. People already spend considerable sums for
equipment and food; so the user fee may be rather
small in comparison.

4. Hikers may be comparing this fee with the cost to stay
in commercial campgrounds or provincial parks
 generaHy between CA%$12-CAN$16 per night!.

5. Hikers surveyed can relate their opinions on a user fee
to high emononal feelings as a result of their hiking
experience.

It ts also important to mention that wiIbngness to pay
measures have been criticized on at least two levels;
"strategic bias," and "hypotherical bias"  Bishop &
Heberlein, 1990; !ohnson et al., 1990!. Strategic bias refers
to the tendency of respondents to dehberately provide a

lower or higher wiHingness to pay response compared to
their true feelings. Hypothetical bias refer to the dif6culty
many people have in assigning a monetary value to a
commodity not normaHy sold or purchased in the market
place. Both of these concerns were addressed in the West
Coast Trail survey. First, hypothetical bias was mitigated
by providing hikers with the actual cost to manage the
West Coast Trail, Hikers could provide what they felt was
a reasonable user fee, given the true actual cost of
managing the trail. Strategic bias was addressed by
provtding a relatively low consequence. The maximum
consequence was CAN$65, which compares favorably with
the cost of other camping opportunities in commercial
campgrounds or provincial parks. Finally, it should be
noted that these results are snore an indication of
"acceptance to pay," rather than willingness to pay. We
suspect that visitors would probably pay even more than
indicated in these results, True willingness to pay estimates
may be difficult to determine, but we feel these results
indicate a strong acceptance of the principle of paying a
fee. Tins ts significant finding, within the context of a
national park system where user fees were virtuaHy non-
existent at the time this study was conducted.

As a result of this research, Parks Canada decided to
implement a user fee of CAN$65 per person to hike the
West Coast Trail. During the last two years, the quota and
reservations have been 6Hed to capacity, with few
objections. Similar studies conducted in Banff and other
national parks have resulted in the introduction of user fees
in other national park wilderness areas in Canada  Parks
Canada, 1995!.

This paper describes how concepts of wilderness
management can be applied to coastal wilderness areas. In
coastal areas, management for wilderness is constrained by
the foHowing.
1, The dif6culty in protecting coastal areas m a

wilderness condition, given the high demand to use
these places for other purposes, or for intensive forms
of tourism development.

2. The difficulty in dispersing people away from the
marine interface, where crowding and resource
impacts are most severe.

3. iblarine settings are particularly sensitive to visitor
impacts.

4. The cost to maintain ecological integrity in these
semngs ts often higher than in other types of
wilderness settings.

Of the management issues described for the West Coast
Trail, site hardenmg and trail destgn  bridges, boardwalks,
ladders, cablecars, toilets! are viewed by some people as
controversial and a departure from the simpler forms of
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UNDERSTANDING FATTERNS
OF TRAVEL IN THE GREAT
BARRIER REEF REGION:

IMFLICATIONS FOR

j.MANAGEMENT OF COASTAL
AND MARINE TOURISM

Gianna Moscardo
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Abstracts A critica/ component of managing cnasta/ and marine
tounsm s's «nderstanding the patter»s of tourism ure of these anar.
The Great Bavviev Reef  GBR! is orie of Australia's mj aor tounsrn
dvarvcards visited by mart than 1,3 mili/on commerria/ tourists in
1994. Despr'te this significance then is virtually no data avai/ah/e on
the patterns of «ie of this area by tourists A search of the tounsm
aird enur'err»me»ta/ mana@ment /r'terat»re indicates that such
infonmation ahnul tounstsisgenerrs/ty scans. I» rrsponse to this gap
in the svsearrh data one of the cory r/ueW'ons guidi ng a mjaor nsearrh
pentectfocused o» tourism and the Gnat Barrier Refit this one of
undmtandrng ruhesr and hn¹ toenail access the GBH The present
paper rvrl/ report on a survey of over 7600 toner'sts to the GBR rvgr'on
ruach included r/uestr'ons designed to elicit infosmah'u» on numherr of
trips to the GBR, points of departure and types of operations used.
The survey aho measured uan'ous suer'o-demographic a»d
guychngnrphic detai/s of tbe tourists. The sesu/nng data prrruides truo
/eue/s of i»fosriratr'on on coasra/ and marine tounst hehavr'our in the
GBR regin», The first /eue/ is an overall patter» of inhere and ho¹
visr'tors access the reef. Tbe second /eue/ rnid' examr'»e the re/ati onships
hetrueen trave/pattesrrs and visitor cbaracteristiix The truo ma/'or
r/uewons to be addressed i» the paper ave conarmd rvrth the
identification of patter»s of mari ne t'ourist behaviour and explanations
of this behauiour. The arrsrvers to these r/uestions are of srgnrfrcancei»
deue/oping models to explain and predict aorta/ and marine touasm
patterns

Eiyworejnr trave/patterns, vi sr tor segments, sustar'nab/e tourism

Research Needs For Strategic Tourism
Panning in Coastal and Marine Settings

Currently in the field of tourism two concepts are seen as
essential for the successful managemem oF tourism. They
are the principles of ecological!y sustainable development,
and strategic planning. These two interrelated concepts
focus on the quahty of both the tourism experience and the
setnng for tourism, and are critical to the successful
management of tourism in coastal and marine settings,
particularly in protected areas. In establishing a framework
for research needs to support the management of tourism
in these setnngs it is important to review the malor
components of these two concepts.

It is appropriate to begin with the principles of ecologically
sustainable development as these provide the broad
framework within which strategic tourism planning
operates, In Australia we have had the bene6t of a federal
government sponsored process of examining what
ecologically sustainable devdopment means for tourism.
The ESD Working Group concerned with tourism �991!
suggested that an ecologically sustainable tourism mdustry
would be one which:

~ considers carefully the quality of experiences offered,
does not diminish the range of educational,
recreational and environmental activities available to

present or future generations,
~ protects biological diversity and maintains ecological

processes and systems,
~ ensures the cultural integrity and social cohesion of

communtnes.

To achieve such a tourism industry as described above
requires regional strategic planning. The major elements
and principles of in strategic planning for tourtsm are
described in Gunn �994! and Hall and McArthur �993!,
'Ihe most important point for the present paper from
discussions of tourism strategic planning is the need for
planning to be based on research information, In particular
research into tourists and the structure of tourism in a
region is seen as important for effective planning. These
are the elements, however, most often misstng from the
process of planning and management of protected areas.
hfany authors have suggested that there has been too much
emphasis, often as the result of poEtical pressure, on
development or implementation rather than research and
evaluation  Dowling, 1993; McArthur and Hall, 1993;
Gunn, 1994!. 'The long-standing reliance on 'gut feeling'
is being overdone and cannot be seen as reliable m the
dvnamic world of the visitor" P IcArthur and Hall, 1993, p.
267!.

Issues in Marine Protected Area Management

Kenchington �993! proposed three major components of
marine conservation management. These were
management of structure  or the preservation of viable
examples of the ecosystems under protection!,
management of process  or the maintenance of those
process necessary to sustain biological processes in the
protected area!, and management of amenity or the
provision of options for human use of the protected area!.
It is this last component of management that is most direct
relevance to the present discussion. ihfanagement for
amenity involves decisions about the location and gee ot'
access and Facilities provided for human use, and the
regulation of different uses. It has long been recogrused in
the recreation and protected area management literature
that managers have a major influence on ~~sitar
experiences through the way in which ther provide sertings
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Figure l. Overall patterns of travel in the GBR Region.
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for activities  Driver and Brown, 1978!. Thus it is the
management of amenity that most directly impacts upon
the nature of tourism in a region.

Research Needs: A Summary

In summary, we must understand and research the
foHowing aspects of tourrsm in order to effectively plan
for, develop and manage quality sustainable tourism to
marine and coastal settings.

'Gus first research

area refers to a generating a detailed description of tourist
use of an area. Such a description is necessary if managers
are to be able to idenfify such things as sites of potential
impact or use conflicts, or locations for facthty provision.

In order to make sound

decisions on matters of access and factlity provision
managers must understand the factors which influence the
expertences sought by visitors, These decisions must be
guided by information on the motivations and expectations
which guide tourist decisions. SpectficaHy, it is must be
recognised that there are different types of tounsts, or
market segments, each with a different profile in terms of
activities sought, motivations and expectations.

v As

previously noted, it ts also necessary for managers to be
able to predict future trends and requirements. Such
predictions require both an understanding of larger forces
in tourism such as changing patterns of travel opporturuty,
and the processes which create existing patterns of tourist
acfivlty,

The Present Study

The Great Barrier Reef ~farine Park  GBRMP!
encompasses an area of nearly 350,000 km2 stretching from
Iatttude 10.5 to 24.5 degrees along the coast ot Queensland.
Much of the Great Barrier Reef World Herttage Area ts
included in rhe Marine Park. The GBRXIP contams 2,900
reefs and 250 continental islands  Ottesen, 1988!. The
Great Barrier Reef  GBR! is a ma1or tourist attraction with
more than 1.3 miHion commercial visitors in 1994. The
growth in tourtsm to this marine protected area has been a
cause For concern over sustatnability and impacts in recent
years wirh agreement that much more research mto tourist
use of the region is necessary  Kenchington, 1993;
Benzaken, 1993!, In particular tnformation on the spatial
distribution and types of tourist mstting the GBR has been
tdenufied as of particular value to managers  Benzaken,
1993!.

The present paper will report on these two aspects of
tounsm ro this regton using the informatton gathered in a

major survey of visitors to a region adjacent to the Central
Sectton of the GBRMP. The survey results wiH be used to
investigate overaH patterns of use and the relationships
between patterns of use and visitor charactensttcs. Thus
the present paper is concentrating on the first two aspects
of tourism described in the summary above and seeks to
use data on these aspects to examine the fifth aspect of
understanding the factors which influence the structure of
tourism. As the fifth topic is of direct interest to a broad
audience thts paper will concentrate on examining the
relationships between travel patterns and visitor
characteristics.

Method

A total of 1,664 surveys were collected from visitors to the
North Queensland region. The aim of the research project
was to gather information about reef tounsm from as
broad a range of vtsitors as possible. To achieve this aim
surveys were handed out at local and regtonal tounst
information centres, at transport modes such as ferry
terminals, major tourist attractions and on a vartety of
commercial reef tourism operations. These operations
included day trip operators using large catamarms with
pontoons moored ar the destination reef, large catarnarans
visiting sand cays, smaHer boats traveling both to reefs and
to tslands, cruise boats and dive trips. The overaH response
rate was 80'/o.

International visitors accounted For 360/0 of the sample,
with a further 23/0 interstate visitors, 33'/0 residents from
coastal regions adjacent to the GBR and 9'/o visitors from
other parts of the region, The average age of the sample
was 37 years  Std Dev = 15! with a median age of 33 years.
The mean length of stay for visitors not on a recreational
day trip was 25 days  Std Dev = 47!, although more than
half of the sample were staying in the region for less than
12 davs.

Results

Understanding Patterns of Access

Respondents were asked to use a map of the region to
indicate their actual and intended travel itinetary. They
were also asked about actual and mtended visits to the
GBR focusing on the types of' operation used to access the
GBR and points of departure. Figure 1 provides a map of
the region under study showing the thstribunon of msttors'
stopovers. The figure also provtdes the distnbuuon of
departure points used to access the GBR. Tourtsts appear
to travel extensivelv throughout the coastal regions
adjacent to the GBR. The prominence of Towns~iHe as a
departure point for reef tours reflects the restncttons of the
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survey region. Cairns and Port Douglas are the major
departure points for coiuiuercial reef operations.

As the major focus of this paper was on investigating the
relationships between travel pattexns and visitor
characteristics the data were examined to identify travel
patterns. Thus exaxnination indicated that visitors could be
segmented or categorised on the basis of their reef travel
behaviour,

Five main groups were identified:
1. Visitors who had not been and were not going to the

reef on this trip to the region �4'/o of the sample!.
2. Visitors who had not been to the reef when surveyed

but who intended to go while in the region  9.4'fo of
the saxnple!.

3. Visitors who had been on one reef trip during their
stay and did not intend to visit the reef again �4'lo!.

4, Visitors who had been once and intended to go again
during their stay  9 fo!.

5. Visitors who had been to the GBR more than once
dunng their stay in the region �2'to!.

Three travel pattexn groups were chosen for further study.
The last two groups were combined as the only difference
between them was the time they had spent in the region
before being surveyed, and the second group was removed
from further analysis as it was not possible to detertxune
whether their actual behaviour would match their

The two groups who had visited the reef were used to
further examine patterns of reef access. Table 1
sumxnaxises the date on types of reef operation used and
points of departure for these two groups. Clearly day tnps
using large catamarans traveling to pontoons moored at a
reef are popular operations especially for visitors who
travel only once to the reef, Visitors who go more than
once are more evenly spread across the different types of
operation. Of particular interest is the difference between
first and second txips for those who go to the reef snore
than once. More detailed analyses of this informanon
suggested that these visitors sought vafiety in their reef
experiences with 74'/o choosing a different kind of
operation for their second trip to that used on their first
trip. This was particularly the case for large da> trip
operations with 83/o of the visitors choosing a diFferent
wee of operation for their second experience. Visitors
going on dive trips were the most likely to repeat that
experience �7".o repeated a dive trip!. The respondents
also chose variety in their departure points with nearly 70'<o
choosuxg a different location for their second txip.

Relationships Between Travel Patterns and Visitor
Characteristics

The major question driving the analyses reported in this
section was why do some people not visit the reef, why do
some only visit once, and why do some repeatedly visit the
reef? To answer this question a number of visitor
characteristics likely to distinguish among these three
groups were explored. The chatactexistics investigated
included sociodemographic features  such as length of stay
or transport used!, activity participation and motivations
for, or benefits sought from travel expexiences.

Table 2 contains a summary of the analyses conducted for
sociodemographic and trip featiires. Only analyses which
found differences between the groups significant at the .01
level are reported. The results reported in Table 2 tell us
that visitors who do not go to the reef are older, more
likely to be traveling with children, more likely to be usmg
thar own vehicle, to be staying for a shorter tune and to be
interstate visitors. It is also worth noting that the biggest
differences were usually found between this group and the
two groups of actual reef visitors. It is noteworthy
however that repeat reef visitors did have much longer
trips and were more likely to be international than were
visitors going to the reef on only one occasion.

Significant differences were also Found among the three
groups for activity participation and these are summarised
in Table 3. Two major points can be made about the
results in Table 3. Firstly, the "Don't Visit" group
genexally have low rates of participation across the fuH
range of activities. Secondly, in this table the largest
differences usuaUy tie between those who visit more than
once and the other two groups. Tins is parucularly the case
for xnoxe physically strenuous activities such as walking and
rafting and for the more nature-based activities such as
seeing wildlife and bird watching.

The final set of characteristics which were mvestigated
were the benefits sought from travel. Table 4 provides
information on the travel benefits sought by the three
groups. Again, a clear pattern emerges with the "Visit
More Than Once" group valuing learning and excitement
more highly than the other groups. The "Visit Once"
group place the highest ~slue on the social benefits of
travel. Investigations were also conducted into the levels
of satisfaction expressed for reef expexiences by the two
groups who had visited the reef. There were no difference
between the two groups for overall sansfacuon but the
repeat visit group were more likely to say they ~ould visit
the GBR again if thev returned to the region  87",~o versus
Qo/!

The iesearch identxfied three main h~s of visitor to the
coastal regions adjacent to the Great Bamer Reef. The
First group who did not visit the GBR can be descnbed as
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older, more likely to be local residents, travelling with
children for shorter stays with low levels of activity
participation. The second group who visit the GBR only
once during their stay in the region were younger with
shorter stays in the region and moderate levels of activity
participation particulady for more strenuous and nature
based activities and with mainly social travel motives. The
third group of repeat reef visitors were the youngest, most
active, most mternational, with the longest stays and
motives related to self development and nature experience.

Discussion

The visitors profiles described in the previous section are
consistent with other major suzveys of visitors to this
coastal region. None of the previous studies, however,
investigated actuaI reef travel behaviour and so were not
able to connect these visitor or market segments to types of
operation used or frequency of reef traveL The present
study provides this connection and these results on the
relationship between travel behaviour in a marine protected
area and visitor characteristics has valuable implications for
managers.

Several important management imphcations can be drawn
from the results which have been described. The 6rst and
most important is that of growth and change in demand for
operations. ClearIy there will be continued growth in
deiuand for reef operations with growing visitor numbers
to these coastal regions and this will provide continued
support for large day trip operations which are the
preferred option for one time and first time reef visitors.
As the region matures as a destination, however, and
attracts higher proportions of repeat visitors, the present
study results suggest greater demand for smaller more
specialised operations at a greater variety of locations.
Demand is likely to both support existing high use nodes
and spread use to other areas. Currendy the Great Barner
Reef Marine Park Authority allocates two types of permits
to commercial tourist operators � site specific and roving
permits which allow the operator to move around several
reef locations, Roving permit operations are harder to
monitor and control. So the increased demand in currently
low use areas wiH be for smaller boats with roving permits.
Given that visitors usmg these operations are more active
and more interested in reef contact, then this increased
demand wiH result in more pressure on a broader range of
sites.

Managers then are faced with the dilemma of allocating use
or access to two growing but not necessarily compatible
uses, thus large site specific day trip operations and smaQer,
roving, more reef intensive operations. If, as this study
indicates, there is a tendency to move to smager, inote
specialised operations, thenmauagers need to understand
thai current allocations of access to any one particular type

of operation may restrict future growth and opportunities
for other types of operations.

FinaHy, the visitors who do not go to the reef need to be
considered, Why doesn't this group go to the Great Barrier
Reefi' It could be that the appropriate opportunities are
not available. In that case further research could indicate
new opportunities f'o r tourism operators. It could be
argued that encouraging more reef visits is inconsistent
with sustainable use. It should be remembered, however,
that this group are less hkely to be exposed to
interpretation about the reef  they were not sigm6cantly
different to the other groups in their use of land-based
interpretive settings such as aquaria! and less likely to
support its conservarion.  The study found that this group
were consistently, although not significantly, less likely to
describe the Great Barrier Reef as valuable, living,
complex, unique, fragile or beautiful! More than half of
this group live on the coast adjacent to the Great Barrier
Reef and so their reluctance to visit the reef is a lost

opportunity to promote more sustainable behaviours where
thev tive.
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USING INTERPRETATION TO
hVkNAGE VISITOR BEHAVIORS

IN FRAGILE COASTAL AREAS

focuses on how an interpzetive plan was developed and is
being implemented along a sand dune and wetland area in
central New York state,

Diane Kuehn
¹su York Sca Grant  United States!

Abstract Visitor usc of fragik coastal areas oPen causes
prubkms such as erosion of sand dunes and destruction of tvildisfc
habitat. Alanagsng visitor behauior pattmrsin these arcasis crucial to
preserving them. Intcrprcta6on  i.e., educating ut'sttors about resources
and attractionsin an entertaining say! is animportant utcchasnsm
for managing visitor behauiorr. Byinspkmcnting a carcfu@ planned
i nrerprctiuc progrant rhatinctudcs thc development' ofinterpretive segns,
publications, andevcbibits and hiring ofinrcrpnn'uc staff,theimpacrs
of visitor use ca» be ruducccL Thc planning process r'nuolves
inventorying coastal resources; idcnhgpng objectives and ~h, and
inspkmentt'ng and cuahea&g thc pkrn, A case study of theintcrpretivc
prograuz developed for the Eastern Lake Ontarto Dune and Wi,'dand
Area, a 1 7 � mik st'retch of sand dunes and tvetlands ahng Lake
Ontario's eastern shore in Wctu York state, tvill bc discussed
Interpretive signs, pubbcatsons, and st@gare used in this progranr to
decrees visitor i~cts in thc area, This program coorzbnates thc
actiui ties of the ttvu stare agencies and one notfor profer group that
otvnproperytin the area, makingitpossebk to mateinterpnn've szgns
and pubh'casions that meet visitor and trident needs, are suitabk to
thc coastal cmirunmcnt, arc consistent throughout tbe area, and arc
econoruical to produce. Program cuahustion is currently undenvay and
includes measure'ng the su-vegetation of bcachgrass on dunes eroded by
uisttor «se, and observing visitor use patterns. Positive feedback has
been rccetued from private property otuncrs and state and local
agencies,

Leywordsc interpretation, i nterpretiue pbsnning ¹etlands, sand
dunes

Introduction

Coastal areas are often susceptible to damage caused by
visitor use. Sand dune erosion, sand infiltration mto
wetlands, and loss of wildlife habitat are a few of the issues
that fare coastal areas today. These issues are not likely to
decline in the future. Visitation to coastal areas is expected
to increase mto the next century as more and more people
participate in water-related activities such as boating,
su~ning, and Iishing  Cordell, 1990!, Because of this,
f'nding a way for visitozs to use coastal areas while
preserving these fragile resources ss crucial,

One method that has been found effective for lowering
sos>tor impacts is mterpretation. Bv educating visitors about
the damage that mcorrect use of coastal areas causes and
enabhng them to correct these actions, the destruction of
coastal areas can be greatly reduced. This presentation

Background Information

Along Lake Ontario's eastern coastline is a 17 � mile stretch
of sand dunes and wetlands, New York's only freshwater
dune ecosystem  Figure 1!. Thts area is comprised of three
Wildlife Management Areas managed by the New York
State Departznent of Environmental Conservation  DEC!,
one state park managed by the New York State Office of
Parks, Recreation, and Historic Preservation  OPRHP!,
two natural areas  one managed by the DEC! owned by
The Nature Conservancy  TNC!, and many privately-
owned propcrttes.

Visitor use is high in the area. Visitor use studies conducted
from Memorial Day Weekend through Labor Day
Weekend in 1988, 1989, and 1990 show that the mean
number of one-hour summer visits to state-owned
properties varied from 73,500 at Southwick Beach State
Park to 26,400 at Deer Creek Wildlife Management Area.
Of these visits, 67.P/o were for beach use, 18.0'!o for
swimming, 7.P/o for dune use, 1.3'r'o for camping, and 0.3'/o
for off-road vdude use  Bonanno et aL, 1990!.

Dune erosion caused by visitor use is a contmual probletn
in the area. Activities such as ~ or riding vetucies
across the dunes kills the American beachgrass that holds
the sand in place, causmg dune erosion. Once erosion
begins, sand filters into the wetlands once protected by the.
dunes, hazming wildlife habitat and decreasing the quality
of recreational opportunities there.

In order to educate the public about the fragile dune and
wetland environment, a group called The Ontazio Dune
Coahtion  TODC! formed in the mid � 'l980s. Members of
the group included state and local agency representatives,
and metubers of local community and not-for-profit
groups. Early efforts of the group included hiring a dune
naturalist and holding an annual Dune Appreciation Day
during which the dunes were planted with beachgrass and
naturalist-led hikes were offered to the pubhc.

The combined efforts of the naturalist and the Dune
Appreciation Days increased public awareness of the
problezns facing the dune and wetland area, and, to a
certain degree, reduced pedestrian and visitor trafnc over
the dunes. TODC realized that a more comprehensive
interpretive effort was still needed. In 1993, New York Sea
Grant, a founding member of TODC, suggested that a
comprehenstve tnterpretive plan be developed. This plan
would contain a hist of priortttzed zecommendatzons for
interpretation on the five properties in the dune and



l 80 Figure 2. One of the erosion control'
signs developed for the dune and
wetland area.

Figure 1. The five state-managed properties within the Eastern Lake Ontario Dune and Wetland Area
contain numerous access point, trails, and creeks.
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Developing Objectives

Developing a Theme

Implementing the Plan

wetland area open to the public. During the summer of
York College of Environmental Science and Forestry
 SUNY CESF! was hired as a Sea Grant Scholat to develop
the plan.

The Planning Process

Inventorying Coastal Resources

Inventorying involves identifying the resources that exist in
a coastal area. For the Eastern Lake Ontario Dune and
Wetland Area, the resources consisted of the dunes and
w'etlands; local flora and fauna; and numerous trails, creeks,
and ponds scattered throughout the area. Access points to
the trails and waterways were also inventoried, along with
the facilities  e.g., test rooms, hstung piers! located at each.
"Trouble spots"  i.e,, areas of incorrect or high use! as well
as information on the absence or presence of adequate
directional signage were noted.

Several outcomes or objectives were identifled from the
inventory and group discussions with TODC. These
objectives were:
1. To change incorrect visitor use of the dunes by

educating visitors about the effects of improper use on
dune erosion and wetland degradation.

2, To channel visitor use to designated ~ys, trails
and boat routes, dune walk-overs, and state-owned or
state-managed access areas.

3. To interpret information about Flora, fauna, and
wetland and dune habttats to visitors.

Theme development was crucial to guiding the
development of the interpretation in the dune and wetland
area, A theme is the concept or tdea that uruftes or
connects the resources of a region, and is stated in sentence
format. Visitors should have a clear understanding of it
during their visit. The theme developed for the Eastern
Lake Ontario Dune and Wetland Area is; "%'tth a httle

understanding and care, the sand dunes and wetlands oF
eastern Lake Ontario can be preserved for both wildlife
and people."

Identifying Interpretive Recommendations

Interpretive recommendations are developed by
considering the objectives and theme for the area, and
determining the best methods For accompbshing them
through interpre tauon  i.e., by developing interpretive
centers, exhibtts, signs, guidebooks, or taped messages, or
tunng staff!. The recommendations for the Eastern Lake
Ontario Dune and Wetland Area were compiled m a report

1995, a graduate student from the State University of New
entitled "Interprettve Recommendations for the Eastern
Lake Ontario Dune and Wetland Area"  Earnest, 1995!.
The recommendations are prioritized in the report to
enable easy decision making and implementation by state
and local agencies should funding become available. Some
of the recommendations included in the report are below.

. Three series of interpretive signs are suggested for
the area. The flrst, "erosion control signs," are
recommended for instaUation. on the beach in front of the
dunes, especially near high impact areas. A smaH size  9" x
11"! was chosen so that, while stiU visible, the signs would
not detract from the natural landscape.

The second type of sign suggested are directory signs, By
showing where pubhc access points are in the area, these
signs would reduce the use of "unofficial" or highly
sensitive access areas. Interpretive information about
lowenng the impacts of visits to the area would also be
inciuded on them.

The third type of sign are trail signs, This series of
interprettve signs would be installed along a highly-used
trail that travels through Southwick Beach State Park and
Lakeview iWrsh Vrtldlife Management Area, The signs
would educate visitors about the habitat transition from
woodland to wetland to sand dune along the traiL

Q'r~u~ A guidebook to the many trails and canoe
routes in the area is recommended in the plan for
channehng vtsitor use to designated public access areas and
trails, Interpretive information about how to prevent dune
erosion and local flora and fauna wouId also be induded.

Several other recommendations

were included in the interpretive plan:
1. Develop lesson plans on dune ecology For the teachers

of school groups visiting the area.
2. Continue hiring a dune naturalist annually.
3. Increase the patrolling of the state-owned properties

by the DEC.
4. Develop additional trails.
5. Improve the directional signage at designated access

areas,

The devdopment of a dune interpretive center, wtule
tncluded in the plan as a potential option for future
development, was not strongly recommended. Such a
center could potentiaUy mcrease visitation to the area, and
cons equendy dune erosion and wetland degradation.

AU members of TODC have worked together to
implement and fund the interpretive recommendauons,
Each agency has tnstaHed its own interpretive signs, saving
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Promotional Considerations

Evaluation

installation costs. Guidebook printing and sign production
costs were funded by a New York state grant obtained by
the Oswego County Department of Planning and
Community Development. The salary for the Sea Grant
Scholar position was funded by the New York Sea Grant
Institute. Sea Grant staff also designed the signs and
guidebook, saving an estimated 53,000 in design costs,
Dune naturalists have been hired by the DEC, NY Sea
Grant, OPRHP, and TNC, and through foundation grants
in the past.

Certain factors were kept in mind during the design of the
interpretive signs and guidebook. First, that visitors were
being given a negative message during their visits  i.e., "stay
off the dunes"!, This message needed to be communicated
to visitors in as positive a way as possible. This was done
by not only educating visitors about dune erosion and its
causes, but encouraging them to become land stewards
during their visits to prevent it. Next, if visitors are
expected to stay off the dunes, they wiII need to cross the
dunes on designated walkways. A series of walkways is
currently being established, some of which are wooden
structures, others designated paths. Both signs and
guidebook maps identify the locations of these ~ys.
Third, certain site characteristics needed to be considered
as sign materials were chosen. In the past, wood signs and
si~ posts installed along the beach were used for campfire
fueL Aluminum signs and posts were therefore chosen.
Heavy-gauge aluminum signs would also be able to
withstand the fierce coastal environment. Finally, the
linuted budget for the signs and guidebook �10,000! made
it necessary to look for sign materials that could be made
into multiple copies as inexpensively as possible. For this
reason, 6berglass embedded signs were chosen for the area
directory signs and silk-screened ones for the "erosion
control" signs.

Six different -erosion control" signs were designed
and produced; "Poison ivy," " Dunes are fragile," "Dunes
are fragile...use designated ~ys," "Bank swallows,"
"Dune blowout," and "Designated walhmy"  Figure 2!.
These are being posted on state-owned and TNC
properties by the DEC, TNC, and OPRHP. Private
landowners have also agreed to post these signs on their
property.

Fiberglass embedded signs were chosen for the large �0" x
45"! directory sign. These signs are being posted at ten
major access areas throughout the dune and wetland area
on kiosks funded and built by the DEC and Seaway Trail,
Inc,  the planning organization for the Seawav Trail, a
scenic byway along New York's Great Lakes coasthne
which passes through the dune and wetland area!.

~Gd bi~-. Five-thousand copies of the 24-page
guidebook entitled "Sand, wind, and water: A recreational
guide to eastern Lake Ontario's dunes and wetlands" were

printed in 1996  Earnest and Kuehn, 1996!. These are
being distributed by the DEC, OPRHP, TNC, NY Sea
Grant, and other state and loca! agencies.

Qz~g. One outcome of this project that was not
included in the interpretive plan was the revision of a short
four-fold brochure interpreting sand dune and wetland
ecology originally printed in 1985. Ten-thousand copies of
the revised brochure were produced in 1995 by the
Oswego County Environmental Management Council.

Because of the fragile nature of the dune and wetland area,
the interpretive plan suggests that no formal promotion
strategy be implemented. Rather than attracting increased
numbers of visitors to the area, the interpretive program
should continue to focus on lowering the impacts of the
visitors that are already coming.

Prior to the development of this comprehensive
interpretive plan, evaluation of interpretive efforts was
purely observational. Namely, identifying whether areas
that were planted with beachgrass and posted with a "Stay
off the dune" sign were soon trampled or not. Many of the
areas planted with beachgrass continue to be undisturbed
today. However, extensive dune erosion continues in
certain locations, indicating that while the combination of
hiring a dune naturalist and encouraging pubhc
participation in dune restoration efforts was effective, a
more comprehensive interpretive plan was still needed,

Following the installation of "erosion control signs"
throughout the area in the spring of 1996, a formal
evaluation program was initiated by NY Sea Grant. This
program is comprised of two major components:
identrfving the impacts of the interpretation on the visitors
coming to the area, and identifying changes rn the growth
of beachgrass on the dunes, The first component involves
observing visitor use of the dunes in the Deer Creek
Wildlife Management Area, a highly-impacted area that has
been posted with erosion control signs. The second
component involves measuring the revegetation of
beachgrass in dune blowout areas  gaps through the dunes
caused by wind erosion!, and measuring changes in
revegetation annually. The results of this second
component will not be available for several years.

Other outcomes have resulted from this project, The
graduate student hired to write the interpretive plan
successfully completed her i%faster of Science degree. The
state and local agencies involved have a better
understanding of the value of interpretation, and are now
worlung on therr own to implement portions of the
interpretive plan rn the state-owned properties they
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manage. And 6aaliy, the willingness of landowners to
participate in the interpretation program by posting
interpretive signs has been established.

Conclusion

In the past, studies of visitor use have indicated that most
visitors visit the dune and wetland area mainly to use the
beach and lake for recreational activities. An average of 7o/o
of visitors walk through the dunes, and 0.3'/o use off-road
vehicles on the beach and in the dunes, both activities
which lead to dune erosion  Bonanno et al., 1990!, It is this
7.3'/o of visitors that need to be educated about the impacts
of their activities on dune erosion and wetland degradation.

Past interpretive efforts have proven to be effective in
increasing the public's awareness of dune erosion. Through
the development of a comprehensive interpretive plan for
the area, this effectiveness will increase, Although increased
patrols of the area combined with interpretation would be
most effective, declining state budgets do not make this
feasible at present. Increased stewardslup by private
landowners is an important component of interpreuve
efforts in this area. Implementation of more of the
recommendations m the interpretive plan is anticipated
 pending funding! in the future.
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TOUMSM IN FULAU SERIBU:

THE SEARCH FOR

SUSTAINABILITY

Elizabeth Halpenny
The Ecotourisrn Society  Unr'ted States!

Absttae=t: To¹n'sm r'n thi' rcgio» of Pulau Scrih¹, I»donesia har
doubled i» the last seocn yean'. As a n'suit of thir increase arrd
haphuqarddeoeiopment, impacts of this actioity o» thc region and the
marine park found there are non beingfelt. Based o» observations
made during field research i» the summer of t 995, trvo anus nrhcic
greater ssstainabiiity of tourism dcociopmcnt/artirritics ran be rrrost
can'ly achieocd arc through cd»cats'on arid nsodsfscutr'on of toiirion
''trpc." Education of tourists can include appriraches such ar
interpretatr'on trails, marine eco/ega information scssr'ons, and park
signage. Modification of tourism 'type" could inoohrc cha»giirg the
type of tourist sought as a or'sitor to Pulau Seri'bu, nike'ng 'grccning"
coai¹atsons of tourism businesses in thc rcgro», a»d enfoning current
lanrs and guidelines designed to protect thc man»c cnoironment.

Xeywasds roun'sm, coastal, marine, park, conseroation,
sustainabiii ty, management

During this presentation I will deal specihcaHy with two
areas in which I believe the most impact can be made in
creating a more sustainable tourism ia Pulau Seribu, a
coastal region just North of Jakarta. These two themes
oaginate from a very versatile article watten by Dr,
Richard Bulter in 1991, titletl ' fourism, Environment and
Sustainable Development." In this article Dr. Butler
suggested four possible solutions to reduce the pressure of
tourism on an area. These are:
1, Reduce tourist numbers to a level which aIIows the

environment, at once human, natural, and physical, to
function without being under pressure, and to sustain
itself;

2, Change the type of tourism;
3. Change the resource itself into a form that is more

capable of withstanding the pressures oF tourism,
while stiH being attractive to tourists and maintaining a
fair level of integaty and authenticity; and

4. Education of the tourist, the host, the entrepreneur,
and the government, to reduce iinpacts and control
development  Butler, 1991, p, 204!.

Two of these, �! changing the type of tourism, and �!
using education as a tool to promote change, will be the
focus of my discussion here. From observanons made in
the held, I feel these two approaches are the most easily
uaplemented in Pulau Seribu, and currently the most
appropriate.

Pulau Seribu: Tourism and Conservation

When translated into English, Pulau Seribu means
"Thousand Islands." Ia actual fact it is a grouping of just
over 100 islaads. AH islands in this chain caa be reached
by speed boat within two hours. ApproxImately 70 of
these islands, located furthest away froxn the poHunon
effects originating from the Javanese mainland, lie within a
inarinc national park. Ibis park represents one of the hrst
attempts any where in the world to use zones as a method
to manage user activities  a project hrst proposed in the
eady 1980s!. The park which was established in 1982� it
has aow been granted "Marine National Park" status. In
1992 a zoaation plan was hnaHy agreed to by aH parties
associated with the park  Alder et al,, 1994!. Withia one of
these zones � the IUZ, or Intensive Use Zone � lie most of
the tourism resorts which I wiH talk about in this
presentation!.

Visitors to Pulau Seribu have increased rapidly in the last
14 years. Interestingly, almost 70/o of tourists to Pulau
Setibu are Indonesian; the remaining 30'/o are foragners,
although certainly some of these are residents of Jakarta.
The number of tourists visiting Pulau Seribu has more than
doubled in the last seven years �987 � 1994! �7/o-44'/e for
foreign tourists aad 62o/v for domestic tourists!  Halpeany,
1995!, Since little was known about visitors to the islands I
conducted a survey of visitors during the summer of 1995
 this was in partial fulhHment for my Masters in
Environmental Studies from York University!, It was
hoped that through increased understanding of who
visitors are to Pulau Seribu, more informed decisions c.ould
be made about the management of tourists and tourism in
the region. Listed belovr are soine of the hndings from this
survey.

~ Average age of respondent was 36 years old �5 was
the youngest, 72 the oldest!

~ 29'/e of respondents were recreationists, 70'/0 were
tourists

~ 60e/o oF respondents were domestic visitors, 40/0 u ere
foreign  compared with a 70 - 30 ratio shown in tourist
numbers to the islands collected by the local touasm
rainistty!
12'/e were SCUBA divers

~ 41 /o were repeat visitors

Respondents' overaH satisfaction with the trip:
~ 22 /0 very high satisfaction,

50.5o/o moderately high satisfaction,
~ 21'/0 average satisfaction,

5'/0 moderately low satisfacuon
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Top three preferred activities included:
~ Nature Observation �4% of respondents!,
~ Swimming in the Ocean �1%!,
~ Snorkeling � 7%!

Demographics:
~ 77% of respondents were male, 22% were female

73o/o of foreign respondents were Western  not
including Twkey!

~ 27% were from Asian countrtes

~ 72% had completed post-secondary education
~ 27% had completed secondary school

Primary reason for visiting Pulau Seribu;
~ 32% of respondents stated "spending time with family

and friends,"
~ 20% said "fmding a. quiet, relaxing place,"
~ 8% stated "SCUBA diving,"
~ 7% said "expeaence a sun, sand and sea holiday,"
~ 25o/o said "other" factors such as fishing, or that they

were on a company tour

Average length of stay among respondents was 1.5 nights
 Halpenny, 1995!.

hfost of these statistics will have little interest to people not
associated with manageruent of tourism activities in the
Pulau Seribu region. However, there are several lessons
that we as managers and policy makers can take away from
s. survey like this, To expand on this point, let me return to
the two themes that I promised to discuss � themes or
approaches that should lead to a more sustainable tourism
in Pulau Seribu, and other coastal regions hke it

Tourism and Tourist Type in Fulau Seribu

As is usuaHy the case with coastal regions, tourism
development Pulau Seribu occurred in a haphazard
fashion, often without thought to the long term tmpacts to
the envuonruent or local communities. One of the greatest
chaHenges now factng resource managers, conservationists
and business owners in the regton is creating a balance
between tourism development and the marine
environment. As aHuded to earlier in this presentation, a
kev element in obtaining this balance, is to identify the
"t1ye" of tourism that occurs in the region, and determme
if another type of tourism is desirable, as well as feastble.

One way to measure tourism tlute ts accomplished by
identifytng who invests tn the stte and what control the
government has over them. While foreign investment
ext st s in Pulau Seribu  e.g., J apan Airhnes' partial
ownership of Pulau Hantu Barat/Kecil!, the greater
problem of' ownership comes from another form of

external ownership � the majority of islands are owned or
controlled by wealthy Jakartans or government
departments, It ts perhaps the management practices of
the former that is so alarming � as little action has been
taken in the past to curb the activities of these "external"
owners and their impact on Pulau Seribu's marine
environment. Wealth and ties to power msulate owners
from any punitive action.

Indonesta has an extensive set of environmental laws, but
lacks the ability or desire to enforce them. Endenuc
corruption, apathy and ignorance can be three causes of
this problem  Ritcher, 1993!. If a positive relationship
between tourism and conservation is to be achieved,
policies such as Indonesia's environmental unpact
assessment process, AMDAI must be enforced. i%fisuses
of Pulau Seribu's natural environment, as seen in the
"illegal" construction of a golf course on Bira Besar, cannot
continue to happen.

The construction of a golf course on Pulau Bits Besar
makes a good example of the complexities of
environmental law enforcement in the Pulau Seribu region,
and for Indonesia in generaL A controversy has been
simmering in the islands for the last three years. Television
and print media have brought this issue to light, when m
previous years it would have remained taboo. The course
was constructed in 1993 � 94 without a building permit or
an approved environmental assessment. The developer,
PT Pulau Seribu Paradise cannot open the course without
AMDAI approval  Jakarta Posi, 1995! and Jakarta's
commission on environmental impacts has turned down
the developer's envtronmental analysis three times already.
Payment of a 6'  estimated by one source at 200 million
rupiahs or US$100,000! by the developer may not be
enough to appease local groups  Kasus Lapangan Golf
Pulau Bira Besar. Pengelolanva, 1995; Jakaera Pore, 1993!.
The lesson here is, no matter how well-crafted
environmental laws and guidelines are, they will remain
ineffecrive if wiHingness or ability to implement them does
uot exist, The confusion and ambiguity created by the
ineffective implementation of coastal management pohcies
damages efforts by conservatiomsts and tourism businesses
to implement the best strategies for achieving their goals.
This brand of irresponsible tourism and recreation
development must be eliminated if a positive relationship
between tourism and the marine environment is to be
achieved.

To create a new "type" of tounsm several authors have
discussed the "greening" of tourism. One example of this
was put forward by Hawkes and WiHiams. They suggest
eight themes which should be applied to ecotourism and
other forms of tourism, These are:
1. E+aieog, for example in regard to re-use or recycling

of waste ot in the use of energy or resources,
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Emphysstesttistnohvsssesst, so that enthusiastic people can
help to introduce more sustainable forms of practice
into tourism operations.
Redefistieg ssseeess, for example by recognizing and
promoting the idea that fmancial profit is not
necessarily the fundamental driving-force in private
business ventures in tourism.
Gssvirosrsssesstai edsseatirsst assd i etesjsretatioss, where that
includes promoting the deep understanding and
apprecianon of cultural and ecological resources
which are absolutely essential to wise environmental
rnanagernent and sustainable development.
Builder'stg alhassres, for example involving government
agencies, private businesses, resources managers, and
citizens, thereby gaining access to a large pool of
shared resources, information, expertise, and values.
Reugeipsg and dean's'sets mth trade-jofs, for example, the
transport of large numbers of tourists by jet aircraft,
which consume large quantities of non-renewable
fossil fuels and emit much poHution, has to be
considered along with attempts to reduce vegetation
change, pollution, or other effects, in any destinarion
areas operated on a low-itnpact or ecotourism basis.
Cade of insists, i,e,, the need to develop ethical
guidehnes which encompass environmental and
social factors and are aimed at aH parties involved in
tourism, including the tourists themselves,
Afordtost'stg assd envisvasssesstat arsesssseesst, where this refers
to the need for aH sectors of tourism to develop a
means of monitoring the economic, social, and
ecological, effects of their acrivities as a basis for
improved planning, management, and decision-
making.  Hawks and %@iams, 1993; cited in Nelson,
1993!

This rather impressive list of factors makes an exceHent
checklist for indicators of sustainability. Unfortunately, not
enough time is available to talk about each one, instead, I
will discuss two approaches to measuring tourism
activity � which may aid in understanding what type of
tourism is desirable in Pulau Seribu,

An example of "green-tourism" promotion may be found
in the implementation oF Pacific Asia Travd Association's
 PATA! "Green-leaf Awards," designed to promote
"environmentally responsible tourism." Travelers will be
encouraged to support the businesses who have passed
general and sector-specific self-assessment questionnaires.
The Ecotourism Society's "Green Evaluations" represent a
second and perhaps more rigorous example, TES'
approach to Green Evaluations involves using consumers
as on-site monitors, as they are the only group that is
always present on a wide variety of tours, year-round. In a
recent trial run of TES' Green Evaluations consumers,
enticed by the chance to win a trip to Ecuador, completed
an eight page survey of their experience, covenng topics
such as;

pre-departure information
education and information provided while on the trip
tour operator contributions to local conservation
efforts

environmental and social compatibility of
accommodations

what is being done to monitor the business' impact
 Cecil, 1995!

These are just a few exainples of how tourism type can be
evaluated, and perhaps changed. Another approach to
modifying the t!lie of tourism in an area often involves
attracting a different kind of tourist.

Lindberg �991! identifies four types of nature tourists.
These include: �! Hard-Core Nature Tourists,
�! Dedicated Nature Tourists, �! Mainstream N ature
Tourists, and �! Casual Nature Tourists. Categories 2, 3,
and 4 are aH present in pulau Seribu. The Dedicated
Nature Tourist is a person who takes trips specificaHy to
see protected areas and who wants to understand local
natural and cultural history. Promotion of this type of
tourist to Pulau Seribu would benefit conservation in the
area, as they would demand and support activities that
work to conserve social, cultural and natural characteristics
of the region, Efforts to encourage this type of tourist
should be undertaken � perhaps, for example, as research
tours or birding tourism. A serious constraint does exist m
promoting this type of tourism however, as the quality
Pulau Seribu's environment is decreasing rapidly.

The htainstream Nature Tourist is an individual who visits
a destination to take an unusual trip. Few people would
call the "sun, sand and sea" tourism found in Pulau Seribu
unusual, however, by introducing elements such as SCUBA
diving courses, the experience can become highly unique.
As this does happen occasionaHy in Pulau Senbu, there are
a smaH and perhaps increasing number of tourists who fit
this category. By diversifying the types of tourists who visit
Pulau Seribu � tourism managers and businesses may
elongate the life of their own industry through the
diversification of their destinarion.

It seems, judging from responses given by visitors
interviewed during th» survey that I conducted, that a
majority of respondents described their trip to Pulau Seribu
as partaking in nature as an mcidental part of the tnp.
Lindberg would ca!I this group of visitors Casual Nature
Tourists. While this last group of tourists may have little
contact with the environment, they nevertheless can
contribute to the erosion of coastal resources,  e.g� through
waste generation!. This group often lacks fundamental
knowledge about the tnarine environment. Efforts to
educate this group of tourists, about Pulau Seribu Marine
National Park and its environment must be undertaken.
An example of this was found on Pulau Ayer, where trees
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on the island were identified with signs, to educate and
entertam tourists as they explored the island, Similar
examples can be found on Pulau Putri, where visitors can
visit a "zoo" and an extensive aquarium facility. This
environmental interpretauon could be expanded�
increasing the conservation awareness of visitors to the
region. 'Iltis brings us to the second recommendation
made bv Butler that I would like to address � education.

Education

Butler's last suggestion, education, could be vigorously
applied in the Pulau Seribu area. Today I will only talk
about educating the visitors of Pulau Senbu. However,
there is also much work to be done in educating
government of6cials, dive guides and other tourism
personnel, local community members, etc.

Criticism bas been leveled at the park information signs,
which are located at Ancol ~WIarina  the main entry point ta
the island from the mainland! and on the resort islands in
the park. In a 1993 study of the region Cochrane
recommended the signs be redesigned, stating the park's
name is above eye level and the rules are explained in
language too complex for lay persons  Cochrane, 1993!.
When I surveyed visitors to the islands to 6nd out if they
were aware of the park's existence and where they had
learned of it, more than 50'/a stated they did not know of
the park's existence. Of the 49,5o/o that did know of its
presence, only 15'/o of this group learned of it fram park
signs  respondents from Pulau A.yer were includev, even
though the island lies outside the park and a sign is not
present there!. The mast frequent response given as a
source of information of the park's existence was the
category "other,"  friend was the most prevalent response
in this category!, and "media"  Halpenny, 1995!,
Awareness of the park is an important component in
making visitors conscious of conservation efforts, and why
they are necessary,

A final strategy for reaching a park's 6nancial objectives
through tourism is the development of marine ecology
mformation sessions, designed in part, ta entertain tourists
who are staying the night on the islands. This is based on
my experience attending a popular nightly shde show on
reef ecology on the Belizean island of San Pedro. Through
this slide show environmental education of visitors was
converted into a source of income for a marine park
nearby. From responses of the 103 visitors to Pulau Seribu
that I surveyed, 7~'fo said they would be interested in such
an informanon sess~on, Seventy-four percent of those
interested stated they would be willing to pay an average of
US$5.50 for the presentation  Halpenny, 1995!,

These are just some of the areas where an improved
relationship between tourisin and conservation can be

generated. It will fall to NGOs, conservation of6cers,
government planners, community members, and tourism
businesses in the Pulau Seribu region to act on these ideas
to achieve a more sustainable form of tourism.
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Abstract 12$,000 Aboriginal aed Tones Strait Islander
peopb live rvithin 20 kilonrctms of the Austrah'an coastline; this is
nearly half of the indigenous population, Coastal land and marine
and estuarine resources continue to be of great cuhyeral and economic
importance to Aboriginal and Torrcs Strisit lsbsnder people.
Aborigina pcopk currently have no rok in fishers'es managcmcet aed
Aboriginalparticipation in Austraba» marine parrk management hiss
so far been bmsted to onc Abonge'nal member of ths' Grrat Barrier
Reef Afarinc Park Consultative Committee.

The concerns and conPcts expressed by representatives of indigenous
propos reMe to the' lack of opportuestics for involvement i» deciss'on
making mlatieg to Ilelarinc Parks. These concerns embrace a suede
range of issues rcktirrg to tbe nranagemeiit of the resources of the
courtal inc. Furthermore, they arise from perceptions of inadequate
keels of panicspats'oe by Abongieal aed Ishsndcr peopk i» the
management of ¹ hat thy regard as thei r traditional domai ns both on
land aed se the sea. Paniapatio» is seers to bc inadequate i» three
rrspectr, rccogns'tio» of traditional o¹merrhip; tmnt mana~cut
arnrngcmeets; and consultation procedure. Aborigieal communines
arc often expected to take ae Euro-Au~lian approach to organist'ng
representation and operation ¹ithin an Euro Austrailan biireaucratic
frnmnvork If this approach is ahen to the Aboriginal commueite'es,
theni t must logrca@ place them at a disadvantatte i» tbe process of
negotiating Aboriginal rights aed interests,

Aboriginal communities must therforv have the opportunities to
present a pose'tion on joint managemeeti ssues in a manner and setting
that is culturcdly appmpriatc. Commune'ty studies operating from
ivithin Aboriginal comrcunities can provide the mechanism and
techniques for achicvieg this by gicevcly translating issues for
understanoing acnsss cultural bam'ers and produce both more i+ective
management and better understanding.

Xeywordsi marine parks, Australia, Aboriginal ivnimunity jos'et
management

Introduction

Whar modern crvilisarion has

gmnedin knowledlee, ir has
perhaps losrin sagacity. The
Indigenous peoples of the world
rerairr our collective evolvd only

experience andinsights which
have shpped &om ovr gamp. Yer
these hold criacal lessons for our

future. Indigenous peoples are
tbvsindispensable partners as
we rry ro make a successful
transin'on to a more secure and

svsrainable future on our

pn ciovs planer
� Strong �990!

With the increasing focus on marine parks within Australia
and increasing recognition of Aboriginal communities'
involvement in managing these, there is a need to examine
how management frameworks can be formulated that
move away from the existing polarised views and
perceptions of marine parks. Recent changes in the legal
status of Aboriginal sights and ownership of marine areas
have highlighted this.

Marine park management frameworks have to address joint
management, and the facilitation of a cross-cultural flow of
information wiQ promote the development of the cross-
cultural understanding that is vital to resolving issues within
joint managesnent.

The Aboriginal Land Grant gervis Bay Territory! Bill 1986
provided for the granting of "...inalienable freehold tifle to
the Wreck Bay Aboriginal commuiuty over an area of some
403 hectares in Jervis Bay Territory"  C of A., 1986!. Jervis
Bav National Park will thus become "...the flrst park
outside the Northern Territory to be owned and managed
by Aborigines [sic] in a lease-back arrangement with the
Federal Government."  Carruthers and Cant, 1994:12!
Under the lease-back agreement the government will pay
an annual rent to the Wreck Bay community to ensure the
area stays accessible to the public as a national park  Cook,
1994! as per the Northern Territory model.

ln announcing the grant, the Commonwealth Government
iXIinister f'o r the Environment, Senator possession
Faulkner, and tvtinister for Aborigmal Affairs, %fr. Tickner,
criucised the State and Territory governments for not
initiaung sunilar arrangements with Aboriginal groups. as
was recommended in the 1992 Royal Commission Into
Aboriginal Deaths in Custody  RCLADIC! report. i~lr
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Tickner was concerned that while aII the States and

Terrttortes endorsed the report, none put it into practice,
and said 'The Commonwealth's direct opportunities to
advance this agenda are limited given the fact that tnost
parks are under the control of State and Territory
governments"  Carruthers and Cant, 1994:12!. The Jervis
Bay grant was seen to illustrate "...the Federal
Govermnent's comtnitment to reconciliation, as the joint
management of Jervis Bay could not have been achieved
under Mabo legislation"  Carruthers and Cant, 1994.12!.

Jervis Bay is one of 13 coastal and marine conservation
areas administered by ANCA, but is one of only two
coastal nadonal parks under ANCA on the Australian
mainland. Consequently, there is Iitde more that the
Commonwealth Government can do in this way towards
furthering Aboriginal land claims, and in the absence of
positive action from the State governments the onus wiII
rest with conservation groups and Aboriginal communities
and organisations.

The declaration of the Commonwealth National Park for

Jervis Bay in 1992, and the subsequent announcement to
grant the local Wreck Bay Aboriynal Community tide to
the park in 1994  under a conditional lease-back joint
managemen.t arrangement! has included Jervis Bay in a
scenario that may see upwards of 30 National Parks in local
Aboriginal ownership within the next few years  De Lacy,
1 991!. This ownership is currently accompanied by
obhgatory joint management arrangements with
government agencies, under a model developed in the
Northern Terntory for the joint management of Uluru-
Kata Tjuta and Kakadu National Parks. A feature of this
model is the success arising from mvolvement of
A.boriginal communities in consultation and management
procedures and the eventual progression to genuine
Aboriginal control of many of the issues affecting their
communities.

Opportunities for Farticipation in Decision
Making

Tones Saaitis one part of
Ausuaha in which inrligenous
people have a formal
involvementitt the management
of commercial hshing.
Aboriginal people currently ha ve
no such role in fisherie

management and Aboriginal
parrici pau'on in Australian
marine park management has so

far been lt'mited to one

Abongtnal member of the Great
Barrier Reef3fanne Fork

Consultative Committee.

� RAC �992: xxvii!

The concerns and conflicts expressed by representatives of
indigenous people fall into three interrelated categories.
The flrst is the lack of opportunities for involvement in
decision making relating to manne parks, The second
arises from urhat indigenous people regard as inadequate
responses from governments when administrative or
legislative mechanisms have been estabhshed to involve
them in such decision making. The third relates to the
lack of flnanciaI, social and vocational beneflts flowing to
indigenous people from projects that commercially exploit
what they regard as their resources

The above concerns embrace a range of issues relating to
marine park management and arise from perceptions of
inadequate levels of participation by Aboriginal and
Islander people in the management of what they regard as
their traditional domains both on land and in the sea,

"Participation is seen to be inadequate in three respects:
recognitton of traditional ownership; joint management
arrangements; and consultation procedures"  RAC, 1992'.
xxvii!. While this situation is beginning to be addressed-
via the 1992 'Mabo"  Nauve Title! Ruling � there is a clear
lack of techniques to facihtate effective partictpation and
consultation, Aboriginal communities are often expected
to take an Euro-Australian approach to organising
representation and operation within an Euro-A,ustralian
bureaucratic framework, If this approach is ahen to the
Aboriginal commumttes, then tt must logically place them
at a disadvantage in the process of negotiating Aboriginal
rights and interests.

Aboriginal communities must therefore have the
opportunities to present a position on joint management
issues in a manner and setting that ts culturally approprtate.
Community studies operaung from within Aboriginal
communities can provide the mechanism and techniques
by effecttvely translaung issues for understanding across
cultural bamers. The three areas where participatton is
considered inadequate will be brieQy addressed below.

A House of Commons Select Committee in 1837

tound that the "native inhabitants oF any land
have an tncontroveruble right to their own soil, a
plain and sacred right."  Fagan, 1994:8! However,
rhe government persists in avoiding dealing with
moral tssues and rcstncts the discussion of land

rights to questions oF legalis which obviously
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disadvantages Aboriginal cultural perceptions of
marine parks and their use,

Indigenous people are not asking for western-
style ownership, as they don't see their connection
to the land and sea in terms of the w.estern

concept of ownership. Instead, they want
ownership in terms of control. Ann Creek, a
spokesperson for the Kaanju ciau on the Cape
York Peninsula, expressed this sentiment, as she
believes any negotiating must be done with legal
advisers and anthropologists. She wants the right
to sit on the boards of tnarine parks on Aboriginal
land; the power to issue permits and the authority
to say what is done with these lands; and
Aboriginal people to be recognised as authorised
officers of the Park."  Creek, 1992:23!

Effecnve control is thus a central issue for Aborigines. But
this is not the most crucial issue, as the exclusion of

indigenous peoples from the mechanisms of control is
symptomatic of a deeper problem within Euro-Australian
society, Woenne-Green et al. reported �992:8! "...the
major issues for Aboriginal people did not so much involve
the augmentation of their involvexnent in the control and
management of the conservation estate, but rather involved
the limitations placed on their involvement by prevailing
public attitudes and political posinons towards sharing
power with Aboriginal people m decision-making about
lands reserved as part of Australia's national heritage."

Thus the public and politicians are being implicated in
maintaining restrictionist policies at the social, cultural and
economic expense of an indigenous minority group, There
is currently much focus on questions of legality ansing
from various A.boriginal land claims around Australia,
Given that the ihlabo ruhng has extinguished the Terra
Nullius concept in legal terms, the imperative now is to
accept the challenge to deal with the morality of the
situation. This challenge is increasingly being met in legal
spheres and must now be met in the social spheres where
personal morality can achieve what many a law could not.
"The nation and justice would be far better served, rather
than facing a landslide of post-ihfabo litigation, if the
Federal cabinet would sit down with us and negotiate a
treaty, something we sought long before the ilfabo
decision"  Dodson, in CordeH, 1993:11!.

There is no question that A.boriginal participation
in the management of protected areas  while
vitally important! is suborchnate to the basic issue
of security of land tenure to those parts of the
con scrva non estate thai are of cultural

signi6cance to them. Without securit~ of tenure

based on the formal acknowledgment of
Aboriginal tights, governments will continue to
fmd it unnecessary or politically inconvenient to
negotiate with aboriginies on equal terms for the
control and management of conservation areas
 Nuttjng, 1994:30!,

The security of land tenure for Aboriginal groups is
efFected by default. This is via the Commonwealth's Racial
Discrimination Act 1975, which "...prevents States and
Territories treating native title less favourably than other
Forms of title"  Woenne-Green et al., 1992:13!. Adding
considerable weight to the case for moral responsibihty is
Recommendation 315 of the Royal Commission Into
Aboriginal Deaths In Custody  RCL~IC!. This calls for
implementation of recommendations that would create an
environment for equitable joint management of national
parks in Western Australia. The 1992 High Court decision
on native title  the 'Mabo" case! is seen as groundbreaking
in the Gght for recognition of Aboriginal customary rights.
The view expressed in an article by Wootten is that "hiabo
is about people not real estate."  Wootten, 1'! 93:19!
Accordingly, the focus of attention must be broadened to
include socioloycal issues and sociological studies,

As has been wimessed in recent years by the emergence of
literature titles such as "Competing Interests"  Woenne-
Green et al, 1992!, the conservationist principles of park
management are often in conQict with Aboriginal culture
 Horstman, 1992!. Whilst there are indications of that this
situation is changing  Bita, 1994! the divergences between a
Western environmental ethic and an Aboriginal land ethic
are felt by some to be ureconcilable  De Lacy, 1991A!,
During negotiations over a proposed Northern Territory
national park, traditional owners expressed their frustration
as FoHows, "You want to look after that country, aH right,
we' ll look after it for you, you give us a spoon and we'H
spoon feed those lizards, but it's our country and we want
to live there"  Figgis, 1986:28!.

On another level, judging from Kakadu and
Uluru, Aboriginal involvement in Protected Area
manageinent is on the verge of degenerating into
Smoky the Bear style ranger traming where the
role of tradtuonal owners is simply to add an
interpretive and marketable ethnic element to
running the Parks  CordeH, 1993:8!.

Consequent!y, joint ruanagement arrangements For
protected areas need to acknowledge the benefits to be
gatned by all parties in the formal recogtunon of A.boriginal
rights and interests in marine parks, This recogniuon could
perhaps best be achieved by approaching negotiations for
joint management of marine parks from the perspective of
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acknowledging traditional A hoxigxnal knowledge and
practices. In this way, indigenous commuaines can manage
a protected area's xesources in a inanner that is both
environmentally and socially sustainable.

A management structure designed around day-to-day input
by Aboriginal communities and natural x«source agency
staff alike, will see the establisluneni of marine parks which
allow the identification of all expectations for each
individual community. The joint inaaagexneat model that
the Australian Nature Conservation Agency used in central
Australia may bring with it the pnnciples, but not
necessarily all the practices for maria«parks, as the
practices need to be defined by the joint xaanagexaent
paxucipants at each mdividual location.

Aboriginal Land Rights, Ownership, and
Cornmtsnity

In the 1992 "Mabo" decision, the High Couxt of Australia
recognised that in 1788 Aboriginal communities owned the
various parts of Australia under customaxy 'native title'
 Wootten, 1993;18!. However it also recognised the
sovereignty of its own state, Australia. The end-result of
the judgement was that aboriginal people could only iaherit
land that they had maintained custoxaary connection with,
but ", they could lose their title if the new sovereign
disposed of the land m a way inconsistent with their title"
 Wootten, 1993:19!. By this defimtion, in 1992 veer litde
native tide remained. In marine parks however, it is
possible to argue that land usage is not inconsistent with
native title. This would usually not negate the existence of
the park, but would leave the relevant Aboriginal people
with ownership rights that demand respect  Woottea,
1993;20!,

Recognition has thus been given to the role that maxiae
parks can fulfil in furthering the aspirations of indigenous
people for access to traditional sea areas. Access to these
areas is integral to the preservation of culture and
traditional lifestyles, as is gaining access to resources of
economic aad social sigaificaace to the process of self-
determinatioa, In recognising this, there is now the
imp«ra iive to not hind«r this process, and to indeed
actually promote it.

%'hile much of the debate over Aboriginal t«xrxtoaal aghts
has been restricted to land rights, as noted by Allen, ". the
boundanes of ancestral estates do noi abruptly end at the
water line: to indigenous coastal and island people, land
and sea are one"  Allen, 1992:16!. However, the
Commonwealth Land Rights Act  Northern Tera tory!

1976 does not allow indigenous people to claim seawater
country. "Instead, it coafers a xight of traditional use of
marine resources up to 2 km off' the coast of Aboriginal
land- wxthout provtdiag aay xnechaaism for Aboriginal
people to participate in the management of those
resources"  Allen, 1992:16!. "Traditional ownership of
'seawater country' may be generically called Customary
ivfarine Tenure or CRIT. It is a system of property rights
that pre-dates by min«naia the system which Enghsh
colonists brought to this countxy over 200 years ago. But
nowhere in Australia does it have judicial or legislative
recognition � yet. Some legislafion makes provision for
hmited traditional us«of marine resources, but such

provisions more effectively deny customary marine tenure
rather than recognise it"  Allen, 1992:16!,

The United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea

came into effect in Australia on 16 November 1994. This

has potential for enormous flow-on benefits for indigenous
coastal commuaiues. The Coavention allowed for the
declaration of "Australia's Exclusive Economic Zone"

 EEZ!, which effectively extends Australia's jurisdiction to
200 km offshore  excluding areas where aeighbouxiag
borders conflict with this!. This trebles the area in which
Austrdia has pxioxity access to natural resources, and gives
Australia the world's second largest exclusive marine
economic zone  Cxibb, 1994: 1!, In the light of this
increase m our natural x«source wealth, it will be interesting
to note the outcome of a current Aboriginal Claim for Sea
Rights in the Arafura Sea  Nasoa, 1994!, which will
undoubtedly be jomed by other claims as Aborigina and
Torres Strait Islander groups move to regain access aad
managemeat rights to traditional resources within the EEZ.
The potential for a sustainable harvest from the EEZ
worth $30 AUS biihon annually  Cribb, 1994: 2! could
provide coastal Aboriginal coinmunities with tremendous
economic opportuxuu«s and resultant flow-on social
benefits through increased employment and econoauc
independence.

The Supreme Court's recent decision on the Eddie hfabo
case has prompted the Federal Govexnment's current stand
on aboriginal land rights. Implicit m tins stand is the
recognition of the Australian. aborigines' traditional nghts
to ownership and use of' the Australian continent, although
some areas have been excluded from inclusioa; these

include some pastoral and mining leases. Having
recognised this, it must surely follow that decisions relating
to Aboriginal land, heatag«and culture have to involve
aborigines themselves. Decisions as to what sites are
visited, who the visitors are, and the intensit> of use are of
great concern to aborigine, The various states and
texrixories of Australia have differing levels of involvement
of aborigines in this area, but overall, the States are
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regarded as failing in their responsibilities  Carruthers &
Cant, 1994!.

Northern A.ustraha and some of the more recent national
parks have not suffered the separation of Aboxiginal
culture and natural place management that charactenses the
situation in most of A.ustraha. This separation of cultural
and natural resources is seen as a product of the lack of
recognition of  a! Abonginal occupation of the continent in
pre-European times, and  b! that the landscape was the
product of Aborigxnal culture  Sulhvan, 1991! .

This lack of recognition of Aborigxnal culture has even
extended to soxne park managers feeling

...that A,boxiginal site management was m confjxct
with, or ran counter to thexr other management
responsibilities."  Sullivan, 1991:169! Some
commentators on the issue see this stand as

hypocritical gxven that it is ".. aboriginal cultural
heritage value which is exploited in the promotion
of the parks for the economic benefits of' tounsm
 Blowes, 1991!.

In telling a story about the defixung of Aborigtnies, their
lands and their cultures, Barlow makes four points:

Aboxiginies have never had to define themselves,
their cultures or their lands - that definition was

made in the titne before time when the great
ancestral creattve beings brought into existence
land, people, and Law. All other defixutions have
been made, by people who are not Aboxiginies,
for their own reasons. People who are not
Aboriginies continue to define Aboxxgxnxes, their
cultures and their lands for their own xeasons.

These definitxons are effectively imposed on
A.boxiginies so that they are impelled to act m
accordance with them  Barlow, 1991:57!.

Management Frameworks

Aborigtnal cultural themes,
together with the srgni6cance of
protected areas to Abort grnal
people areincreasingly being
promoted by government and
non-go vemrnent conservaa'on
and tourist agencies as values
and attractions of the land as a

tourist destination. Aboriginal
people are st8J Iugelyin an
advisory role with respect to this

appropriation of Abonginal
cxdture.

� %'oenne-Green et al,

�992t375!

The Euro-Australian environmental ethic has tradinonally
placed Science on such a pedestal that practices generally
considered unacceptable within conservation areas have
been permitted "in the name of scientific research." Thus
the collection of flora and kilhng of fauna could be carried
out by scxentists wxth relative impunity. The failure to
recognise Abonginal culture and the importance of ntuals
and traditions to it, meant that Aborxginal groups were
denied an equivalent access to the flora and fauna.
member of the A.ustrahan Heritage Comnussion provides
the Following example: "I have a vivid recollection of a
park supenntendent carefully explaining to a group of
Aborigines why they could not shoot a kangaroo From the
park fox a special cultural gathering they were orgaxusing.
The appearance of a young research sctentist with six
kangaroo carcasses was justified as being "for scientific
research." The researcher got his PhD; the A.boriginal
group did not get their dinner"  Sullivan, 1991:171!.

Problems arising from different perceptions maxine parks
tnclude differing perspectives as to what constitutes
management; what is the purpose of the parks and
protected areas; the role of Aboriginal staff in management
and, whether there is a place for traditional usage of the
lands by Aboriginal people for hunting and gathering, and
holding ceremonies at sacred sites.

The term 'joint management' used here refers to situations
where government agencies and indigenous peoples have
equal representation and authority on management
comnuttees, The current emphasts on developing a
'xnodel' For joint management, that can be transposed From
one situation to another, gives insufficient acknowledgment
to the uxuque attributes of different conservation areas and
the particular relatton ship that local indigenous
communities have wxth these areas.

A. central factor in the success of the joint xnanagement
model ar Uluru was the commissioning of a study
reviewing the Anangu  traditional landowners! perspectives
on the developing managexnent model. This was essentially
a sociological study to document community problexns and
"...to develop, in full consultation with them, realistic plans
for the future of the commumtv"  Young et al, 1991:164!.
The acknowledged success of this study, and xts abihty to
be applied to other developing joint management
arrangements, suggests an unportant role fox comxnunity-
based sociological studies within the protected area !oint
management framework.
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With joint managetnent arrangements currently being
negotiated for Jervis Bay National Park, it is an appropriate
time to incorporate consultation processes to ensure the
inclusion of Aboriginal perspectives into the longer term
joint management process. This may help to overcome
historical attitudes within national park management that
failed to recognise Aboriginal culture and regarded only the
conservation of 'natural resources' as important, This lack
of recognitio~ of Aboriginal culture has even extended to
some park managers feeling "...that A.botiginal site
inanagement was in conflict with, or ran counter to their
other management responsibilities"  Sullivan, l 991:169!,

To adequately address these issues Aborigine people must
play a signi6cant role in the marine parks management
framework, and to facilitate this there needs to be
mechanisms which allow for the cross-cultural transfer of

information and understanding.

Joint management arrangetnents in Australia vary widely
between the States and Teiritories. In the Northern

Territorv for example, "The Land Rights A.ct provtdes for
the recognition of Aboriginal traditional rights in the Form
of a grant of statutory freehold title"  Blowes, 1991!, In
contrast, "Aboriginal people in New South Wales have no
legal responsibility in decision-making about Abonginal site
protection, site management or the destruction of sites due
io development," and "...have no legal say in regard to the
granting of research permits dealing with Aboriginal sites"
 Geering, 1991:208!, Ignis issue causes concern among
aborigines in NSW as they often have different priorines
for restoration or conservation than site inanagement
authortttes  Geering, 1991;211!. Indeed the NSW situation
is seen as so unsatisfactory that Under the proposed
arrangements, genuine Aboriginal involvement in
management is unlikely  Blowes, 1991:6!, Siinilarly, the
situation in Queensland is unlikely to prove satistactory,
with the relevant legislation  the Aboriginal Land A.ct 1991
and the Torres Strait Islander Land Act 1991! being
labelled via a colloquialism as Claytons Legislation
 Woenne-Green et al., 1992!, or in other words, land rights
legislation by name but not capable of producing the
desired outcome.

The traditional Euro-A.ustralian approach of park
management made a distinction lietween natural and
culrural resources. Yiatural resoui'ces u-ere to be

conserved, wtulst cultural resources were to be preserved
For exhibition. Aborigtnal peoples, however, iuake no such
distinction between the cultural and the natural  Bates &
Witter, 1991; Nesbitt, 1991!, as their relanonship with the
land is fundamentally different. Certain sites may have a
special signincance, but the entire landscape has meaning
wtttun their spiritual base, the Dreaintime. "Indeed, the

majority of Aboriginal religions have a centre at a particular
place, be it aver, mountain, plateau, valley, or other natural
feature"  De Lacy, 1991A:1!.

In contrast to tins, Europeans "...practised relationships of
subjugation and domination, even hatred, of European
lands," and "...made little attempt to hve with their natural
communities, but rather altered them wholesale"  De Lacy,
1991A:1!. Abongines lived within the limits of the land by
letting the seasons determine their movement through the
land. Different areas produced food in different seasons,
and as the natural food in one area diminished the

aborigine inoved on to another and allowed the previous
one to regenerate  Kneebone, 1991!. The deep personal
attachment to the land that aborigines have, is at odds with
Western culture and concepts of ownership. Abongines
have traditionally seen themselves as belonging to the land,
rather than the reverse.

Aborigina communities are currently involved with ANCA
in joint management of a variety of conservation areas,
The two most prominent examples are Kakadu National
Park  NT! and Uluru-Kata Tjuta National Park  NT!. The
Agency and Aboriginal participants regard these two
examples as highly successful  ANCA, 1993; Tjamiwa,
1991! and ANCA has been investigating the
appropriateness of introducing a sinular model to JBNP.
Towards this end, members of the Wreck Bay and Jerrinja
cormnunities, from the Jeivis Bay region, have visited
Uluru and Kakadu to examine the 'model' first hand.

This examinauon by the community is sn essential first step
in acknowledging the community's right to act on the basis
of their own observauons and perceptions. This
acknowledginent is an essential eleiuent as it enables
community empowerment via knowledge gained throu@
acnve participation. A.dequate consultanon procedures for
joint management arrangements rely on all parties being
fully aware of all options and proposals, and this awareness
in greatly advanced by active participation,

During the 1980's government nature conservation
agencies were developing initiatives for the greater
involvement of

...Aboriginal people wherever appropriate and
possible in the management of reserved natural
areas, such as national parks. Two objectives of
these iiutiatives [werej to ensure the integrity of
A.boriginal culture  including situations where the
indigenous peoples do not hold utle to the land!
and to combine traditional Aboriginal knowledge
with modem non-Aboriynal conservation
practices  Taylor, 198S:2!.
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A.s Indigenous peoples note, the intcgrtty of their culture
depends on their continued close association with the land,
and fulhihng their responsibilities of looking after their
land, according to the their law  Bogle, 19SS!. Indigenous
peoples see themselves as 'true custodians' of the land and
need recognition of this through involvement in national
and marine parks in negotiating dectstons regarding
research and development, tenure changes, ranger
employment and management decisians  Royce, 1992!.
Their role in management is vital as cultural factors, which
may be beyond the understanding of non- Aboriginal staff,
can determine what is appropriate in land management and
who is to be involved.

At present in Australia there is an alternative approach to
indigenous mvalvement ia protected areas. This approach
entails indigenous community initiatives that have "...the
potential, ultimately, to render both Queensland and
Northern Territory co-management innovations obsolete.
...communities themselves are seizing the initiative and
declaring thexr own indigenous tenure-based protected
areas, without waiting for offlcial recoputxon. By
presenting government agencies with a 'fait accompli', this
strategy shifts the burden and cost of negotiating any
challenges or disputes to the State"  Cozdell, 1993:9!. An
example of this is the Kowaayama A.borigiaal community
an the western Cape York Peninsula, Queensland,

Kowanyama

Kawaayama is aa Aboriginal coxnmunity situated oa the
western side of Cape York Peninsula. The coaununity is
achieving considerable success in negotiating tesource
management arrangements and is respected for its
innovative approach. N ego ttatians with commercial
Gshing interests have led to the voluntary closure of
commercial flshing within ancestral flshing grounds, and
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal user groups have been
involved in the creation of a catchment management
network, Also established is a ranger program that is
'responsive to local cultural and natural resource
preservation prxorities,' and 'community-oriented
interpretive aad educational projects designed to xategrate
traditional environmental knowledge in the schools'
 Cozdell, '1 993:9!,

The communities at Kowanyama and at i~falaabarxa
 approx, 200 km away at Cairns! see Aboriginal
involvement in resource managexnent as going beyond
national parks and marine parks, and point aut that "...it
would be a sad thing indeed if the only land that was cared
for in the future was aatxanal parks and other protected
areas"  Daphaey R Royce, 1991:43!.

Jervis Bay Nationstl Park

The Wreck Bay community at Jervis Bay has been
negotiating with the Commonwealth Govexnment, since
1992, on the issues of Aboriginal ownership, lease-back and
joint managexnent of JBNP. Throughout this period
community members have perceived "...signiflcant
governmental attitudinal problems wtth respect to the
implexuentation of joint management, the main one being
perhaps conflicting deflnitions of what a 'reap Aboriginal
traditional owner might be." As one Wreck Bay member
put it, "...maybe thev are thinking we are just not
Aboriginal enough to run the national park like the people
at Uluru?"  Nutting, 1994:32!,

This assertion however is countered by the views of a
Wreck Bay inhabitant, George Brown, Brown places
himself as a descendent of one of' 'the seven txibes of

coastal NSW that are an closely linked', and that while he
came from ibforuya  NSW!, he included Jezvts Bay as part
of his history  Fortescue, 1994!. Both the Jerriaja aad the
Wreck Bay communities claim a long association with the
area in their film 'We Come From The Land'  Stevens,

1991!, and are pressing for land rights on both State aad
Comxnonwealth land, including Beecroft Peninsula. A
review of cultural factors for Jervis Bay suggests that prior
to European settlement, either the Gurangada or the
Dharumba tribes inhabited the area. Complicating this
further, a linguistics study of the area shows the boundary
line between the Dharawal and the Dhurga dialects cuts the
Bay m half  Zakharov, 19S7!.

Another example of issues encountered in joint
management can be seen ia the Draft Plan of Management
for Taylors Lake Women's Place, near Broken Head an the
far north NSW coast. This land is at present
predominantly Crown land and is being proposed for
gazettal as an Aboziginal Place, undez the National Parks
and Wildlife Act 1974, which enables the hfinister to
declare an Aboriginal Place over any area that "is or was of
special signiflcance with respect to A.bonginal culture"
 s,84!  Appo, 1994!. The lake bed aad water have special
cultural signiflcance to Aboriginal people, and the area was
traditionally restricted to vxsitation by women only. There
is currently concern over the misuse of the area with
resultant degradation of the lake shore and surrounds, and
a deterioration of water quahty.

Creating A Frocess

Adequate time must be given to Abaxxgtaal groups to
comment on particular issues aad development proposals,
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as the process of consultation with the whole cormnunity
takes some time, In the negotiafions over collaboration at
Uluru one of the facilitating features was the allowing of
sufficient time to establish good working relations  Reid et
al., 1992!. There have been instances in Queensland where
only two weeks was given for this  Finlayson, n.d.!. All
interested parties need a chance to comment on the
specific meanings and values a location has for their
community. This is important as particular marine areas
may be included in the traditions of different regional
groups.

An Aboriginal academic offered the opinion that the
approaches to management of East Coast indigenous
peoples would probably differ from the approaches of
commurutres from other regions due to cultural and
historical differences  Bloomfield, 14/10/1994!. In
particular, Bloomfield referred to NSW indigenous peoples
bearin the early impact of European settlement and
attitudes, and as such there is historical nustrust and
animosity, Further differences stem from the scientific
studies that underpin natural resource management. These
rely on detailed and systematic inventories of
environmental data for status assessment and detection of

change. In this way the impacts of events and
developments on ecosystems can be identified over time.
However the underlying assumptions of the people
desrgxung dus research affect, in a fundamental way, the
nature of the goals that are sought and the results that are
achieved. Joint management arrangements require that the
human dement be incoxporated into the natural resource
management framework, and thus social science methods
need to be employed, Like the earth sciences, social
sciences need mventones to complete studies, but social
science inventories need data on people. 'Community
Studies' is an approach eminently suited for application
here as it encapsulates a variety of conceptual frameworks
for providing such data and analysing a community over
time.

A final point on this topic is that traditional ecological
knowledge may not be obvious to the western-trained
scientist as it may be disguised in the form of cosmology
and ritual  Woodley, 1991!. The community studies
researcher who becomes more familiar with Aboriginal
traditional knowledge and mcamngs wdl be able to extract
an understanding ot this ritual for a crosscultural
intexpretation. In Australia, where indigenous peoples have
managed the land and coastal resources as part of their
culture and spirituality for over 40,000 years, the joint
management process must be based on an understanding
ot tradrtioiraI ecological knowledge it arrangements are to
be sustainable borh eirvirorimentaIIy and socially.

Aboriginal Land Rights needs processes in marine parks
that will facilitate cross-cultural understanding between the
European invaders and the largely dispossessed indigenous
peoples. Policy and process are about people, their culture,
and the nature of the mteraction between them. Perhaps
their most direct application to the joint management
process is that they can offer an "...opportunity f' or
examining the impacts of externally induced changes on
the social structure of locahsed social systems"  Wild,
1984.'8!. Thus they may be applied duectly to Aboriginal
communities negotiating for access and management rights
in the conservation estate.

For effective co-operative management mechanisms to be
established in marine parks and other conservation areas
there needs to be trust and respect between the traditional
custodians of the land and the more recently arrived park
management agencies. This respect and trust can only
come through understanding and goodwill. For this to
happen both parties must understand the other's culture in
order to come to terms with each other's interpretation and
perceptual view of any given situation, This understanding
requires facilitation across a significant cultural divide.

The role of culture in interpersonal dealings rs more fully
explained below:

.�cultural learnings influence the perception of
other people. Developing crosscultural
understanding involves perceiving members of
other cultural groups posinvely. By
understanding the basic principles of person
perception, and the natural effects of one's own
cultural expenence and Iearnrngs on perceiving
other people, unproductive explanations of
crosscultural misunderstandings as prejudice or
even lust differences may be replaced with
productive methods of avoiding
misunderstandings and stimulating positive
perceptions of other people. How we perceive
other people affects how we behave towards
them and how they, in turn, behave towards us"
 Robinson, 19SS:49!.

To effectively deal with cultural differences within the joint
managexnent framework there is thus a need to include
social science approaches and methods.

The Commonwealth Government is alone in its efforts to

establish joint management arrangements with indigenous
peoples for protected areas in Australia. Four national
parks in the Northern Terntorx currently have joint
management as s result of commonwealth actroir, and
Jerks Bay, YtSW is soon to be added to this list. The State
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governments have been openly criticised in the media by
Federal Ministers and have not responded to defend their
position. This is not surpxising given the State s policies
and legislative arrangements on the issue. In 1992,
Woenne-Green et aL �992! pxoduced a comprehensive
review of Aboriginal participation in the Austrahan
conservation estate, which highlighted the general lack of
legislation or policy to effect any change of the current
system.

Exceptions to this are Queensland's Aboriginal Land
Rights Act 1991 and Torres Strait Islander Land Rights Act
1991, and possibly South Australia's National Parks and
Wildlife Act 1972. Me Queensland legislation is not likely
to promote the joint management situation due to the
inclusion of a "lease in perpenuty" clause which is
unacceptable to Aborigina groups, However, a review of
the South Australian Act has the potential to provide a
statutory means for negotiations of Uluru-style joint
management arrangements, and "�,the negonations for the
Witjira National Park illustrate the potential for arrivin at
a detailed negotiated agreement between Govenunent and
Aboriginal people for the joint znanaipment of a national
park in the absence of supporting legislation, provided
there is a positive assertion of the Govermnent's will"
 Woenne-Green et al, 1992:23!,

New South Wales has proposed Ielpslation which would
partly address the current lack of goveznznent initiatives but
substantial action on this issue has not been seen. Indeed
Government pohcy on coastal issues would seezn to
indicate that action is very unlikely. The Draft Revised
Coastal Policy for NSW  as proposed by the Coastal
Committee of NSW! fails to mention Indigenous Peoples'
issues in its introductozy chapter, accords tb.em almost two
lines in the Significance of the Coast' chapter, and in the
hfalor Issues' chapter Aboriginal interests are only very

brieIly mentioned as a hexitage item within national parks
and protected areas, and not mentioned at all in regard to
aquatic reserves or toutism. The single zemaizung
reference to Aboriginal interests is as part of a general goal
'to protect and conserve cultural hezitage':

The protection of Aboriginal cultural heritage is
essential for contemporary Aboziginal people and
important for non-Aboriginal people as part of
the historic development of the country  NSW
CC, 1994:61!,

Ii is interesting to note here, that a requirement of the
Coastal Committee's review process was "...that it be
undertaken in close consultaiion with the community"
 NSW CC, 1994 1!. As proposals for Jervis Bay are
mentioned in the policy, and no mention is made of

Aboriginal community involvement, one may well wonder
as to the government's commitment in this area. Similarly
interesting is the txeatment of Aboriginal interests in the
1993 Annual Report for the NSW Department of Planning
 NSW DOP!. The sole mention here is that Jervis Bay
"...is significant to Aboriginal residents in the area and
communities along the NSW south coast"  NSW DOP,
1993:40!. A.part frozn the Aboriginal residents in the towns
in the Bay region, there are also two distinct, and high
pzolile Aboriginal communities. By neglecting to mention
these two coznmunities, and by juxtaposing the lesser term
'residents of the area' with the broader tenn communities

along the NSW coast,' the DOP appears to be attempting
to decrease the legitimacy of local Aboriginal interests. As
mentioned in Section 3.2, language is an important
identifier of attitude and the attitude conveyed by the NSW
Goveznznent's statements here is not a positive one. This
lack of acknowledgment of Aboriginal interests contrasts
sharply with the Commonwealth Government's perception
of the role of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
communities. Acknowledging the histozical and current
associations of Austrahan indigenous peoples in the coastal
zone, the Commonwealth states that

Present and future management of the coastal
zone must therefore incorporate mechanisms that
recognise and ensure that the rights, roles and
interests of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
conununities, including community councils and
their representative organisations, are
incorporated into the management process
 DASET, 1992:5!.

The current negotiations for joint management
arrangements at Jervis Bay look set to provide NSW with
its first jointly managed national park � albeit on
commonwealth territory and it is therefore an
appropriate time to acknowledge the mechanisms that have
been incorporated, and that are achieving positive results.
The Mutitjulu experience highlights the success of social
sciences approaches to joint management, and the evidence
from around Australia indicates the importance of
acknowledging differing cultural perspectives which enable
a sound basis for joint management arrangements,
Further, international studies in the 6eld of participatory
action research show the enormous potential for the
combining of indigenous community development and
natural resource management. The natural resource
management agency, the local Aborigina commuzutv, and
the ~oint management process at Jerks Bay all stand to
benefit greatly from the recognition of the lessons learnt in
other areas.
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The European-style legal system that currently operates in
A.ustralia is under constant scrutiny, adjustment, and
adaptation. In joint management arrangements such as at
Uluru � Kata Tjuta, two separate and distinct legal systems
are operating side-by-side  Bogle, 1988!. The inevitability
of conflicting viewpoints requires that there be the
resources and expertise to appropriatdy handle questions
of differing legalities. However, the actual situadon m the
coastal zone is far frotn adequate in these terms: "Those
responsible for managing coastal zone resources 'on the
ground' have the greatest need for resources and expertise
but in most cases have limited capacity to acquire them"
 RAC, 1992; xv!, Successful joint management should aim
to combine the different levels of expertise and resources
from marine park management agencies and Aboriginal
communities.

A step towards Fuller recognition of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander cultural legitimacy was taken recently when
Aboriginal Affairs Monsters and Attorneys-General from
across Australia prepared to incorporate Aboriginal
customary law into the nation s rnainstreatn legal system.
This would mean Aboriginal communities may be exposed
to dual systetns of law  McLean, L, 1994!, but would also
allow the application of Aboriginal law to many resource
management issues. Community consultation procedures
and an equitable joint-managetnent negotiation framework
are essential in the success of this process.

The Relevance of Social Sciences to Marine

Park Management

Approximately 14% of the Australian coasthne and 33% of
the NSW coastline is included in conservation areas

 HORSCERA, 1991:23!, and can thus be subject to
Aboriginal land claims. With over 85% of Australians
living, working and playing on the coast  RAC, 1992; xxi!
conflict over access and management of these conservation
resources is inevitable and needs to be anticipated.
Accompanying this anticipation there needs to be
appropriate, community-focused mechanisms for resolving
this conflict, If the issue at the centre of the conflict

revolves around something as elementary as a belief system
 as is the case with joint management negotiauons!, then
much work needs to be done with the comrnunifles/parties
involved to negotiate effective comprotruses.
community studies approach to consultation within the
negotiation procedure is appropuate as cultural factors are
crucial in determining the nature of any joint management
arrangements.

Increasingly the imperative for natural resource managers is
to take a holistic approach to joint management of marine
parks. To do this they must consider not only the
resource s! for which they are directly responsible, but also
those factors which have effects upon their areas of
responsibility, as well as the effects that their resource
management has on others. The rccognitton of A.borigmal
cultural perspectives and the concentration of their
population in coastal areas historicaUy gives them
sqpuficant rights to be manne park managers and a part of
management frameworks. Additionally environmental
science studies are essential in idenfifying and resolving the
multitude of envtronmental problems that stem directly or
indirectly from the activities of people. However, many
management problems ause From the way people interact,
and to adequately address these and Aboriginal
perspectives there is a real need to integrate sociological
studies into the broader held of coastal and marine

resource management,
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MARINE PARKS hhtkLAYSIA:

TOURISMs IMPACTS AND
CONSERVATION A%ARENESS

Jenny Lai Fing Woog
Centre for Coastal Development, blarine Environment and Itsourccs
Afaritime lusts'tuse of Afalaysx'a  hfIhfA! tMaktysia!

of total travel receipts when compared with 1985 figures
 Government of Malaysia, 1991!. In 1994, the number of
visitor amvais remained high at 7.2 xnillion and total
touxisin revenue doubled to R'VI 8.3 million  USD 3.3
million!  NSTP, 1996!.x Today, Malaysia has displaced its
neighbours, Singapore, Thailand and Indonesia, as the top
ASE.~ tourist desnnation.

Tourism anti the Environment

Absttact' Onc of tbi inanagemeitt goats of Ma&@sea 's marine
parks is so encourage tourism and recreational uses nhich arc
compatibk tvith the primary goal of conserving natural msourm. The
recent rapid, unexpected grvnth of ton/urn poses netv chalknges for
park management. This may requim a reassessment of the present top-
doxvn, activityfocused management approaches, overlapping

j urisdic6o» of laird and tvater rcsoiirres and external threats to ensure
rgectsvei mpact management.

This study xvas aimed at gaining some pre&binary understanding into
thc tourism phenomenon, using Payar Island Marine Park as a case
rxampk, This smal/ case study tvas a quick analysir into a h'ttk
studied silxiation. Respondents tvere asked to identsfft
tourism/rvcrca6omd activities in the Park, impacts of tourt'sm and
from extcrna/ threats and ~s of management and interprets've
activituts theyfclt tvcre squired for touarts ' ejeoymcnt of this Park as
xvell ar for conservation of resources Bight maeiixc park managers,
tvith txtrvcsi nvolvcmenti n the pktnning and management of this Park,
ansxvercd a questionnaire survey as tvell ar provided additt'onal,
environment-related information about the park through personal
communication, I» adds'tt'o», face-to-face intcrvictvs xvcrc conducted
tvsth hvelve tour operators based i» Lnrgkcnvi Isksnd. Descriptive
s'tan's6cs are given to provick prchminaryinsightsinto the ttvo groups'
pcrcepts'ons on tourism and conservatio¹, Both managers a¹d tour
operai'ors agreed that it is important for masxne parks to be psrnected
i¹ perpetuity. ivfarine parks should also he psrtmoted as arras for
enjoymcnt, karning and appreciation. Hoavevr, tour operators felt
fhatinformalion required forinsttlhng atvarencss about fhe park is
iixadequate. Imph'cats'ons of these findings and other perceptions o¹
management and conservation for pktrning management and
interpretation asy prescntccL

Keywords: Marin Parks Afalaysta, marin tourism, rmpacts;
management, environmental education

Introduction

Two highly successful "Visit Malaysia Year" campaigns in
1990 and 1994 incorporating aggressive international
marketing of the country's tourism attractions by the
ihfinistry of Culture, Arts and Tounsm PIOCAT! has
launched Malaysia as a new and promising entrant in
international tourism. In 1990, Malaysia welcomed six
million visitors to the country, bringing in a total of RXI 4,5
million  USD 1,8 million!' in travel receipts. These figures
reflected a rwo fold increase in visitor arnvals and a tripling

bfany ot' Malaysia's tourism attractions are nature-based,
located in lush and verdant hills, forest reserves and
national parks, rivers, waterfalis, sun-soaked golden
beaches to idyllic islands. The country's rich natural
heritage is being promoted as offering alternative tourism
expexiences; promising visitors naturaI, ecotourism
experiences and adventure,

At the same time the Governxnent promotes these natural
assets aggressively in the tourism market, she also realizes
that sustainable nature tourism development requires
effective environmental protection and management. Thus,
it is within the Federal Government policies to ensure that
touxism programmes and projects are implexnented with
minimal environmental degradation.i Most tourism
development projects located in natural settings are listed
as prescribed activities under the Environmental Quality
 Prescribed Activities!  Enimonmental Impact Assessment!
Order, 1987, conferred by section 34A of the
Environmental Quality Act, 1974 and environmental
impact assessments are mandatory. In addition, MOCAT
has comxnissioned the World Wide Fund for Nature
~, Malaysia! to draft a National Ecotourism Policy to
provide a bluepxint for the sustainable development of
nature and eco-tourism in the country.

Coastal and Marine Tourism

Although Malaysia has often being placed in the
international limelight for being home to the world's oldest
tropical rainforests, another part of her natural hentage is
her lesser known but equally diverse marine heritage.
Although the beaches and islands with surrounding crystal
dear waters have been traditional lures for both domestic
and foreign visitors, the coastal and marine tourism sector
itself is a new aud emerging sector. There is a txemendous
paucity of statistics  beyond visitor numbers! and
information speci6c to this sector,

In soxne ways, tourism grovrth has brought about
mfxastructure, modern amenities and economic
developinent to many rural coastal areas. At the same tune,
uncoordinated and poor planning in many cases have led to
negative impacts such as coastal erosion, sedimentabon,
coastal pollution, conflicts of use and rising costs of living
fox local communities. Presently, the planning,
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development and promotion of the coastal and manne
tourism sector and its related products come under the
general umbrella of the tourism sector. However, the rapid
speed at which this sector has been developing in unique
coastal and marine environments warrant that it be given
special and separate attention in pohcy formulation,
planning and managexnent.

With this background, this paper would like to focus
attentxon on some very special marine environxnents, that
is, the marine parks of Afalaysia. Marine parks are among
the natural assets being proxnoted as tounsm destinations.

Malaysia currently has 38 marine paxks under Federal
jurisdiction. Mesc marine parks, starnng from the
shoreline  at the low water mark! to two nautical miles
offshore, were established under the Establishment of
Marine Parks Order, 1994, conferred by the Fisheries Act,
1985. The Payar Island Mvne Park is the only one located

the Straits of Malacca, while another 34 islands in the
South China Sea, off the states of Terengganu, Pahang and
Johore, have been gazetted as parks  Figure 1!. Under the
IUCN classi6cation of protected areas, the marine parks of
Malaysia fall under Category II � Rational Park. However,
these parks come under multiple jurisdiction. The
Department of Fisheries, Ministry of Agriculture, has been
given the responsibility for the development,
administration and management of the waters and
resources within these marine parks; but the land or islands
adjacent to the parks belong to the respective State
governments.

The overall goal of Malaysia's marme parks as stated m the
Marine Parks Policy is ". � to protect, conserve and manage
in perpetuity marine enviroiuuents of s>gmficance and to
encourage public understanding, appreciation and
enjoyment...by present and future generations"  Ch'ng,
1990, p. 2!. Under this goal are four inain management
objectives. Resource protection is the chief objective.
Recreational uses compatible with the marine environment
are encouraged makuig visitor management the second
objective. To promote understanding and appreciation of
these marine environxnents, intexpretive manageinent is the
third objective. The fourth objective is research
management. In addition, marine park policies are
formulated through a consultative decision-making process
by the National Advisory Council for Marine Parks and
Xlarine Reserves, forined in 1987.

Tourism in Malaysia's Marine Parks

Tourism use of Malaysia's marine parks has been on the
nse the last five to six years. Although still considered at an
infancv stage, ttus phenomenon ts posing new challenges to

managers of these parks, whose traditional responsibility is
natural resource management. Its advent and rapid take-off
has left park managers without the adequate "know how"
on dealing with tourism-resource use issues. The top-down
and acnvity-focused approaches to planning and
management of marine parks have offered little insight into
the management of tourism/tourists and resulting impacts.
At the same time, tourism in Malaysia's marine parks has
yet to be well-documented, inonitored and ev aluated,
leaving park managers with insufficient objective
inforxnation for decision-making and actions. Park
managers faced with this new, daunting challenge, are
guided only by broad management objectives and a lot of
intuitive, subjective judgments in their management of
tourists' behaviour and negative impacts on the reefs and
other marine resources. Responses to impacts are often ad
hoc and reactive in nature rather than proactive and
planned with foresight.

The case study presented in this paper is aimed at
developing some preliminary insights into this tourism
phenomenon; which up to the present, has not been
comprehensively assessed. The Payar Island Marine Park is
used as a case example; to illustrate the status quo of
tourism at one of Malaysia's marine parks. Popular
tourism/recreational activities were identified.
Respondents, consisting of park managers and tour
operators, were asked to tdenttfy the types of management
and interpretive activities they felt were necessary for
tourists' enjoyment of the Park while simultaneously
ful6lling the conservation objective. Their conservation
awareness on threats to the Park were gauged. Imphcations
of 6ndings for present manageinent and interpretation
strategies are presented in the case study.

Marine Park Tourism: The Case of Payar
Island Marine Park

Geographic Scope of Study Area

Located approximately 35 km from the mamland coastal
town of Kuala Kedah in the north-western state of Kedah,
the Payar archipelago compxises four islands: Payar, Kaca,
Lembu and Segantang. The Marine Park, gazetted m 1990,
is strategicany located between the two islands of Langkawi
to the north and Penang to the south; the latter two islands
are highly developed tourist destinafions  refer to Figure 1
for loc anon!,

payar Island, with an area of 31.2 ha., is the largest island in
the group. It is also the only rsland with sandy beaches of
significant size, two of which are 100 � 150 m long. The rest
of the island is rocky, made up of steep cliffs, gullies and
water-line caves. The other three islands, Kaca, Lembu and
Segantang, are rock1 outcrops.





Ecological Features

Methods

Sample

Instrument

This group of islands has been considered ecologically
sigru6cant because:
~ it has the only clear water coral reefs on the west coast

of Peninsula hfalaysia and one of the few coral reef
systems in an Indian ocean environment within
hfaiaysia; and

~ diverse habitats can be found within a relatively small
area; 35 coral genera, 92 marine invertebrates and

~ 45 genera of 6sh have been recorded  Universiti
P ertanian Malavsia Expedition, 1982!.

ln addition, the south-western tip of Payar Island, known
as the "Coral Garden," has a proli6c cover of soft and hard
coral varieties such as the multi-coloured Dcsdrvnrphthya,
gorgonian and Tahartrra corals and in deeper waters,
Dtsatvphytka and small colonies of black corals  Astipalhrr
rp.!. The reef systems around the islands act as important
breeding, nursery and feeding grounds for many 6sh and
manne life.

On top of marine life, Payar Island itself has a lowland
dipterocarp forest cover. The other islands, being rocky in
character, support sparse vegetation and stunted bushes
 Aikanathan and W'ong, 1994!.

Tourism Attractions and Facilities

Before the advent of tourism, the waters around the islands
were fertile 6shing grounds for 6shermen from the coastal
communities in Kedah. The main island, Payar, was used as
a shdtering place by 6shermen and their vessels. Since the
establislenent of the waters as a park, 6shing is prohibited
within the two nautical mile  nrn! zone, The lack of fresh
water sources on the islands have also deterred human

settlements,

The marine park is accessible from at least three main
points, Penang  at a distance of 32 nm! and Langkawi
�9 nm! as well as from the mainland, froin Kuala Kedah
�5 nin!. Since the establishment of the park and provision
of easier and safer access, visitation numbers have
increased many fold, from a low 1,373 visitors in 1988 to a
staggering 70,419 visitors in 1995,  Figure 2 illustrates this
dramauc increase in number of visitors; 1996 6gure up to
the month of March!.

Park authorities have built a jetty on the main island of
Payar, where tour operators bringing in visitors by speed
boats may moor their boats and allow visitors ro
disembark. Payar houses a Visitors' Centre where various
exhibits on marine life in the islands are displayed, The
Park has also provided picnic facilities, tables and benches
and a restroom, at the main beach area for day trippers to
rhe island. Overnight camping is allowed with a permit but

is limited to a physical capacity of 30 permits at any one
time.

Without doubt, the rich marine life and clear waters, with
an average visibility of 10-20 m �0 � 50 feet!, are the main
attractions at this marine park. Another major attracuon are
the 200 or more "baby"  juvenile! black-tipped sharks,
which swim up close to the main shoreline at Payar Island.
Snorkelling and diving are the main water-based recreanon
activities in the Park. Mooring buoys have been installed by
the Department of Fisheries at several popular dive spots
in the Park.

Off Payar is a floating pontoon serviced by a privately
operated catamaran  the only one in the country!, which is
capable of carrying a maxenum of 162 passengers daily
from Langkawi to the Park The catamaran operator
provides visitors a full range of facilities such as an
underwater observatory, glass-bottomed boat rides,
snorkelling and diving opportunities.

The lack of published studies on the tounsrn phenomenon
in ibfaiaysia's marine parks makes it difflcult ro de6ne
problems and issues surrounding this sub-sector. Yet,
tourism is developing so rapidly that objective data on it
must be quickly obtained and information organized for
the formulation of better and more effective policy
guidelines and management alternatives.

To provide preliminary insight on the tounsm situation at
Payar, a quick survey was carried out. Respondents to the
questionnaire survey were drawn from two groups deemed
as being confronted by issues on the subject:
1, Department of Fisheries  DOF! personnel who are

directly involved in the administration, planmng,
policy-making and/or day-to-day management of the
Payar Island hfarine Park; and

2. tour operators who regularly conduct tours to the
marine park,

A total of eight staff from the DOF were requested to 6ll
in the questionnaire. They were from the DOF
Headquarters in Kuala Lumpur and the State DOF in
Kedah.

The survey questionnaire consisted of seven sections
covering topics on perceptions on the role of marine parks
in general, identification of recreation/tourism activities,
purpose of visit, features of the marine park, park
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Figure 2. Number of visitors to Fayar Island

Tab!e 1, Motives rated as important.

Note: Based on the mode for each motive item. For second cohunn, value in parenthesis is rating by
operators and for third cotumu, value in parentheses is ratmg by managers.
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management, facilities and information, conservation
awareness, features of the park important for diving and
snorkelhng and trip satisfaction. This article deals with the
first six topics.

The majority of questions required respondents to indicate
their response on a 5-point Likert scale. Number of items
varied from question to question, Descriptive statistics
From the data provide a preliminary overview on tourism at
Payar and the perceptions of both managers and tour
operators on several management and consetvation issues.

Results

Recreation/ Tourism Activities at Payar

All the park managers agreed that water-based activities
such as summing, snorkelling, and SCUBA diving, and
nature appreciation activities such as photography,
underwater photography, learning about the marine
environment, nature walks, and bird watching should be
encouraged among visitors. These activities, if underutken
within certain codes of practice, can be compatible with the
conservation objecuve of the Park. Most of the managers
agreed that other activities, camping, relaxing on the beach
and fish feeding, should also be encouraged,

However, only half of them agreed that activities like
picnicking, canoeing and sun-bathing should be
encouraged. This could be because of concerns over
littering by picnickers, damage to corals in shallower water
by careless canoers and nude sun-bathing contradicting our
cultural values,

The majority of the tour companies interviewed were
established over the last three to four years, Most oF them
started tours to Payar only in 1994, when the number of
visitors increased dramaticaily. Visitors are mainly From
Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong  the first three being the
majority!, Europe, Australia and New Zealand. Other than
the catamaran operator who caters for large groups,
average size of group may vary from 10-15 persons/group
to as high as 25 � 30 persons/group.

The tour operators reported that thar tour groups
normally participated in the following water-based
activities: swimming, snorkelling and SCUBA diving; nature
appreciation activities: photography, underwater
photography, learmng about the manne environment  yet
there are not many interpretation programmes at rhe Park!;
tish Feeding, relaxing and sun-bathing. One third of the
operators surveyed provided box lunches for their groups.
'I'he others preferred to take their tour groups to islands off
Langkawi  as part of the island hopping package! where
BBQ picnics are allowed.

Nature walks along the trails provided in the island is not a
favourite activity among visitors. The operators reported
that none of their guests engaged in bird-watching,
canoeing and campmg, although these activities are allowed
and/or encouraged by the management,

Purpose of Visit

Afofive of visit is a seldom studied topic in park
management, yet knowing the motives of users for visiting
a place or engaging in particular recreation activities is
essential for consumer market segmentatton and designing
strategies for visitor impact management Both managers
and operators were asked to rate the importance of motive
items" for visitors to the Park,

While both managers and operators agreed on the
importance of some motives of tourists to the Park, there
also were differences  not statistical! between the two
groups in their rating of importance of other motives
 Table 1!. On the ~hole, managers tend to have no opinion
over inany of the motive items, The operators appeared
more confident in assessing the motives of their visitors,
rating each item as either important or not important,
rather than taking a middle stand of "no opinion."
In addition to those items noted in the third column of
Table 1, managers also had no opinion over other motives
such as experiencing solitude, keeping physically fit, getting
away and feehng free and bang with members of the
group. Operators, on the other hand, rated these motives
as unimportant, Getting exercise was the only motive item
rated as unimportant by both groups.

Tour operators were also asked as to whether the island's
protected status influenced their tour group's decision to
visit. Seventy-five per cent �5%! of the operators agreed
that the island's protected status was an iinportant factor in
their group's decision-making and had some influence on
their choice of destination. One, a dive operator, reported
that the island's protected status was the main reason For
thar dive groups' decision to visit.

Features of the Marine Park

Managers and operators were asked their opinions on the
features  both physical and social conditions! of Payar
which they considered important for adding to the
experience of an enjoyable visit. Both groups agreed that
bio-physical features such as the fish, present condition oF
coral reef, other marine life, good water quality and the
opportunity fot fish feeding were important and strongly
added to an enjoyable visit  a median rating of 4 � 5!. Only
50% o F the managers felt that the lowland rainforest
covenng Payar added to an enjoyable experience compared
to 75% of operators who rated this item as moderately or
strongly adding to the experience.
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In terms of encounters, the respondents rated four items:
e Boat traffic. Both groups agreed that the present level

of boat traffic at the jetty area moderately lessened
enjoyment at the Parlr.  median rating of 2-2.5!;
Present number of visitors at the Park, Seventy-6ve
percent oF the managers felt that the present numbers
either moderately or strongly added  rating of 4 or 5!
to an enjoyable experience, while only one-third of the
operators felt likewise. The other one-third perceived
the present number of people as moderately or
strongly lessening an enjoyable experience  rating of 2
or 1!. Others reported that the present number neither
added nor lessened visitors' enjoyment;

~ Swimming/snorkelling in overcrowded surroundings.
Half the managers rated this item as moderately
adding to the experience while another third Felt it
moderately lessened. However, two-thirds of the
operators perceived this condition as moderately or
strongly lessening enjoyment  zating of 2 or 1!;

~ Boats coming too close to swimmers/snorkellers.
Both groups agreed that boats which move too close
to the recreationists strongly lessened enjoyment.

Other coaditions which both groups rated as moderately or
strongly lessening tourists' enjoyment of the Park were
observing visitors not obeying regulations and seeing litter
on the beach and in the water  median rating between 2
and 1!.

Crowding

In separate questions concerning crowding on the
beach/picnic area, swimming/snorkeliing area and in the
marine park on the whole, the operators Felt that both the
beach/picnic area �5'/rr! and the marine park �8'/0! were
moderately to extremely crowded  a median rating of 4!,
Crowding on Payar was a bigger concern during hohday
seasons. The swimmmg area was perceived as being only
slightly crowded �5/rr of the operators, a median rating of
2!.

Almost all the managers, on the other hand, rated the
beach/picnic area as the only area being moderately to
extremely crowded. They were divided in their opinions on
crowding in the other two areas, Half of the managers felt
that the swimming area and the Park oa the whole were
crowded, the other half felt that crowding did not pose a

problem.

Park Management

Managers and operators were asked to rate the importance
o F vanous park management activities necessarv for
ensuring the protection of the Park ernmonment. These
management activrtres were categorized into four
categories.

comprising
designation of zones For various recreational activities,
creation of buffer zones between conflicting activities,
provision of mooring buoys, more developed facilities
 such as chalets, restroom s!, maintain a more
undeveloped recreational setting, and stzictez controls
on development projects in the Park,'

comprising strict
enforcement of regulations, increase in frequency of
patrols, number of park rangers for better
enforcement and penalties For violation of Park
regulations;
AT comprising restriction of
total number of visitors, establishment of visitor
quotas on weekends and public holidays only, control
of' nuznber of dive groups, restriction of large groups
to certain areas, and hmitation in length of stay in
Park; and

vii n comprising more signboazds
on Do's and Doa'ts, ensuring the picnic area, trails
and swimming/snorkeliiag area are well maintained
and free of litter.

Figures 3a � d present the number of managers and
operators rating the individual activities as important to
extremely importaz t for ensuang the protecuon of rhe
environment. There were only two activities, strict
enforcemeat of regulations and stricter controls on
development projects in the Park, in which both managers
and operators agreed unanimously as important to
extremely important for protecting the environment. Most
of the respondents �0/o of the managezs and 80/0 of the
operators! felt that it was important to provide a more
undeveloped recreational setting, that is, limiting the
number of man-made structures on the Park, The groups
were not m Favour of more developed facilities such as
chalets or a restaurant, with the exception of restrooms.

Ail the managers rated activities within the
enforcemenr/regulatory and park services categories as
important to extremely important for park protection
 Figures 3b and 3d!. These activities can be described as
being structural or institutional in nature, that is, these
activities are undertaken, regardless, because they are
dictated by regulations or within the work functions of the
managers.

Most oF the operators, on the other hand, were more likely
to rate those activities which did not curb the development
of tourism or activities which enhanced the tounsm
experience oa the Park as important to extremely
important for protection ot the Park as well. For rnstance,
only one-third or less of the operators Felt that restriction
or control of numbers of visitors or length of stay  Figure
3c! as important or extremely important for park
protection. On the other hand, almost all the operators
agreed that planning through zrrrrauorr, provision af buffer
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zones and mooring buoys  Figure 3a! and the provision of
park services  Figure 3d! as important to extremely
important toward the protectron of the Park, while
simultaneously these activities also contribute toward more
satisfactory experiences among visitors.

Park Facilities

With the exceptiorr of the catamaran operator  who does
not depend on park facilities!, the operators rated park
facilities such as toilets, wastebins, picruc facilities, shelters
and mooring buoys as betng inadequate to extremely
inadequate  median rating of 2 to 1!. On the other hand,
the ruanagers fek that the park facilities such as wastebins,
picnic facilities and mooring buoys, were sufflcient for the
Park  median rating of 4!, They agreed wrth the operators
that the existing toilet and shelters were insufflcient, While
most of the managers rated the existing jettv as being
inadequate, only half of the operators agreed likewrse.

Park Irsforznation

At least two-thirds of the operators who responded to the
survey reported that information on the Park and rts
conservation aims, such as on natural history, terrestrial
flora and fauna, marine resources and maps of trails and
points of interest, were inadequate ro extremely inadequate.
A few did not know such information was available. On
informatron regarding regulations of the Park, only half
said that it was adequate.

On the whole, managers felt that information on the Park
was more or less adequate. They were divided over the
adequacy of information on natural history and marine
resources; only half of them thought such information were
madequate. At least three-quarters of them agreed that
information on park regulations were adequate ro
extremely adequate, The only exception was the availability
of trail and points of interest maps, which 75% of them
said that such marezial was inadequate,

Sext, both groups were asked ro rare the rmporrance of
various types of information  and which should be
included m park management or tour objectives! which
either party could provide to visitors to enhance their vrsit
while at the same rime help conserve nature. Both
managers and operators agreed that it was important ro
extremely important to have the Following types of
information  based on the ruode ranng of each!:
~ on the types of facihues available;
~ type of recreation activities allowed/disallowed;
~ proper behaviour For tourtsts;
~ on natural hisrory, terrestrial flora and fauna and

marine resources;

~ on Park regulations; and
~ direcuonal signs along trails.

They agreed also that it was important to have special
manne education prograrnmes for children and teenagers
msiting the Park,

The groups were more divided as ro the importance of
information on average number of visitors, history aud
cultural background of the area and the availability of maps
on trails and points of interest. While most of the operators
 at least 80%! thought maps and information on history
and culture were important to enhance the experience of
visitrng the Park, only half the managers felt likewise.

Interpretation Methods

All the managers were in agreement that a variety of
methods is necessary ro communicate the kinds of
information  idenu6ed as rmportant earlier! to visitors. In
interpretation planning, their choice would be to use
brochures, signboards, exhibits and audiovisual
programme s at the visitors' centre, face-ro-face
communication and brief talks by park rangers and labelled
trails for effective communication with Park visitors and
help the latter become aware of and better appreciate the
envrronment.

The majority of operators  at least three-quazters of them
in each case! responded that brochures, signboards,
exhibits, audio-visuals and labelled trails should be used as
means of interpretation or communication with visitors at
the Park, However, less than half were in favour of direct
communication with park management, that is, face-to-face
communicatron wrth rangers and talks by the rangers.

Conservation Awareness

While ruanagers and operators thought it important to
leave marine parks  in general! undeveloped and untouched
by human's  median rating of 4 by both groups!, on the
one hand; they agreed that it was more  extremely!
important that such areas be improved and developed in
ways that prevented damage and destruction and be
protected for present and future generations to enloy
 median rating of 5 by both groups!. Therefore, it was

portant ro promote activities such as drving, snorkeRing
and nature walks to help visitors enjoy and appreciate the
natural setting of the parks  median ratings of 4  managers!
and 4,5  operators!!.

In addition, both groups felt it equally important to employ
effectrve mearrs of passing on information ro people to
make them more aware of and better appreciate the
country's marine heritage  median raungs of 5  managers!
and 4  operarors!!, iXIarine parks, in general, should not
cater as much for commercialized actrvities such as picnics
and barbecues and organized games sports and facrlities
like hotel!resorts  medran rating of 2,5  managers! and 1.5
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 operators!. Finally, marine parks should be itnportant
places for and bene6t scienti6c study and research.

Threats Facing Payar Island Marine Park

Managers and operators were asked to rat= their level of
agreement on whether certain external and tourism
activiues posed a threat to the Park  see Appendix 1 for list
of activities!. Managers were very much divided over
whether the rune threats from external activities and ten
threats from tourism posed a danger to the Park. Less than
half of the managers agreed that the nine external acuviues
were threats to Payar, On tourism impacts, only slightly
more than half of the managers agreed that irresponsible
acts by tourists and divers, the trampling of corals and
htter/garbage presented threats to the Park.

In compaason, as shown in Table 2, operators agreed to a
greater number of activittes perceived as threats faciag
Payar. They were divided over three items only, small-scale
fishing, the clearing of mangroves and overcrowding from
tourism, half of them perceiving these activities as posing a
danger to the Park and the other half did not.

Discussion: Implications of Findings

Several general statements based on the Gndings of the
study can be derived:
~ both managers and operators agreed that it was

important for maane park.s to be protected from
degradation and damage and be set aside for visitors
 present and future! to enjoy and appreciate the
natural environment of the parks;

~ on the whole, both groups seemed aware of the
conservatioa objective, needs and issues facmg Payar,

~ the trend of increasmg visitor numbers to Payat is
expected to continue, until at least some form of
"optimal capacity" is deternuned for the Park  in
addition to physical capacity!. Crowding, an issue
identi6ed by the tour operators in this study, may pose
an additional and greater threat to the long term
sustainabtiity of the Park's resources and the tourism
industry itself. This study revealed a difference in
perceptions on crowding between managers and
operators;

~ furthermore, this study indicated several differences
 although not statistical! between percepaons of
managers and operators on several planning and
management aspects of tourism and conservation in
the Park;

~ operators tend to be greater aware of the needs of
their clientele  more customer oaented in tourism
management!, as indicated by their iuore definitive
stand on unportance of motives, park management
and interpretation activities necessary for ensuring

enjoyable visits, In comparison, managers seemed to
be snore activity aad supply focused in their
perceptions of touristn maaagement;

~ a greater number of operators agreed that external as
well as tourism activities can pose a threat to the well-
being of the Park, compared with the managers who
were divided in their opinions; and

~ the tour operators indicated that there was a serious
lack of information on the Park while the managers
agreed that park infortaation was more or less
aderluate. However, both groups agreed that a vaaety
of information ranging from facihfies available,
regulauons to proper behaviour, delivered using a
variety of methods, was important to enhance
enjoyment and appreciation of the Park's resources,

Conservation Awareness

Respondents in this case study showed a shared
recogrution of Marine Parks as areas of protection and
consetvauon, This is a positive 6nding towards upholding
the objectives and values formulated with the
estabhshment of hfarine Parks; namely perpetual protection
and provision of opportuaities for the appreciation of
natural environments.

From this study, it is not known why operators took a
more collective stand  that is, a larger number in
agreement! in their perceptions on activities which present
threats to the Marine Park, while managers were more
divided in their opinions. Perhaps, the potential threats
from certain external aad touasm activities were not only
to the Park environment itself but to the long term
economic sustainabihty of the tourism industry as well. On
the other hand, perhaps managers fdt they had some
measure of control over the manifestation of certain threats
like fishing activities, irresponsible tourists' behaviour and
boating in the Park; they being the regulatory and
enforcement body.

nevertheless, there was unanimous agreement for stricter
controls on development in the Park, Operators  80/0! also
showed a preference for the provision of a more
undeveloped recreational setting with a ininimum number
of man-made structures and rated resort building as a
threat to the park environment. However, final decisions
on land use on the islands rest with the state government.
It is hoped that the recent adoption of a national plan for
the management of coastal resources by state governments
 inc!uding the State of Kedah! will provide the foresight m
ensunng strict control over development in Payar Island
Marine Park.

Control of development withut the Park alone is
insuffioent to ensure protection. KVell planned
development aeeds to be extended to adjacent coastal areas
to curb erosion and sedimentauon that may lead to the



Table 2. Awareness axnong operators of threats facing the tnarine park.

~ external activities

tourism activities
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destruction of reefs and other marine life in Payar.
However, two activities, the clearing of land on the
mainland and of mangroves, were rated by less than half of
the managers and only half of the operators as potential
threats facing the Park. Yet, the proximity of Payar to two
highly developed islands, Penang and Langkawi and to the
mainland increases its vulnerability to the threats of
erosion, sedimentation and pollution. Very often, the
openness of tnarine environxnents to threats resulting from
development in adjacent areas is not realized until too late.

Coordinated and integrated planning and the forinulauon
of complementary pohcies between both State and Federal
governments are urgently needed. The setting up of a
National Advisory Council for Marine Parks and State
Consultative Comxtuttees for coastal planning and tnarine
parks were for the purposes of consensus building and
coordmated planning and development between State and
Federal authorities. Despite this, the State Governments'
environmental consciousness of the values of marine
protected areas and their role in the protection of such
resources are still fairly new issues on most States' agenda.
State governments are beginning to realize that marine
protected areas are the "golden eggs," as it is the States that
stand to gain most from the economic benefits of tourism
and conservation,

Planniog and Management of the Park

Motives

Managers' lack of opinion over many of the motive items
could be because they have less personal contacts with
visitors and/ or very little knowledge about the types of
people who visit the Park. Yet, knowledge of recreational
user motives is useful m the planning of recreational
settings and interpretation programmes, ~ing
confhcts and controlling inappropriate behaviour for the
enhancement of the recreational experience at the Park.
Since motives are useful in marl-et segmentation, the
incorporation of motives  compatible with park objectives!
in the management of settings may be used to displace
visitors with contradictory morives  for example, extractive
motives! to other areas.

Crowding

Managers and tour operators were divided as to whether
the Manne Park on the whole was crowded but both
agreed the beach/ptcnic area as having a crowding
problem. In contrast to operators' opmion, three quarters
of the managers perceived the present number of visitors
as adding to the enjoyment of the Park. These two groups
w'ere also divided tn their agreement over whether
overcrowding as a result of tourism was a problem for the
Park.

While an increasing number of visitors does not necessarily
equate with greater impacts from increasing use of the
Park, the rising numbers do give rise to management
concerns. From the mixed responses on perceptions of
crowding in this study, there is a need to refine
measurement of the concept, establish social and physical
indicators associated with crowding and to establish if
crowding is indeed an issue before appropxiate
management strategies can be formulated, Owing to the
facts that multi-nationals visiting the Park may have
dtffering perceptions on crowding, as inQuenced by their
individual socio-cultural backgrounds, and that tourism in
the Park is still largely popular  mass! nature tourism, the
scope of research on crowding is very wide but yet
untapped.

Management is still based on limitations imposed by
physical carrying capacity. At present, researchers from the
World Wide Fund for Nature  WWF Malaysia! are working
with the Department of Fisheries  DOF! to establish some
forxn of carrying capacity for the Marine Park. To take this
one step further, the Maritime Institute of Malaysia, tn
collaboration with the DOF, will be organizing a workshop
on impact management  in August 1995! in which the
"Limits of Acceptable Change" fraxnework will be assessed
for use in .'vfarine Parks, Payar included. Crowding wilI be
among the issues to be discussed in one of the workshops
on social impacts.

Management Activities

Both managers and operators rated the activity, strict
enforcement of regulations, highly necessary for the
protecnon of the environruent. In addition, both groups
agreed that visitors' who do not obey park rules moderately
to strongly lessened other tourists' enjoyment of the Park.
Operators also felt strongly against irresponsible behaviour
among visitors such as irresponsible SCUBA diving,
trampling on or pilfering of corals and littexing. Yet, it is
insuf6cient to rely stncdy on regulatory control of activtties
and behaviour. Effective management calls for a variety of
resource and visitor xnanagement strategies.

In this study, all managers were in favour of activities
categorized as enforcexnent/regulation and park services. It
appears that these preferences are in line with the top-
down and activity focused approach used in park
management. While the majority of operators also agreed
that activities under these two categories are important,
they were not as much in favour of actions which restricted
or limited visitor numbers or access in the Park  in
comparison wtth managers who thought visitor
management activities were almost as important!. This
result seems to indicate that tour operators perceived paxk
management as the responsibility of the Authority and
management, and if possible, should not lunder then tour
activiues. Such perceptions would be in line with tour
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companies' objectives of providing satisfactory services in a
highly competitive tourism markec

Both groups rated planning activities such as zoning, the
creation of buffers and the placement of mooring buoys as
important, These activities require a specific zoning/
management plan for the Park, which none is in existence,
Under the Marine Parks Policy, several types of zones were
identified for the planning and management of the Parks
but at present, zoning remains only oo paper. The Parks
are being managed under one general management system
with little consideration for the differences m marine and
geo-physical characteristics, tourism use and level of
development, socio-cultural and demographic make-up and
management philosophies of state and local administrations
of individual parks. While it is within the legal capacity of
the Minister of Agriculture to make regulations specificaHy
or generaHy for zoning and management  Part IX, Marine
Parks and Marine Reserves, of the Fisheries Act, 1985!;
zoning, if done at all, is soll largely a physical planning
exercise. Yet the bene6ts of zoning  whether the basis is
temporal, spatial or type of use! are multiple, especiaHy in
view of the potential conflicts from increasing visitor
numbers and use. It not only minimizes confhcts but
stipulates the setting of clear and specific management
objectives/targets for each zone to ensure systematic
management.

Whatever the choice of management strategies considered
most appropriate by the Authority to manage both
resources and visitors, the cooperation of users is essential
in ensuring effecnveness. Tins takes more than enforcing a
rule, it takes educarion of and commutucation with users.

Based on the hndings of this study, two areas of present
management are of concern. First, the majority of
operators rated park facilities, in particular, toilets,
wastebins, picruc facilities, shelters and mooring buoys, as
inadequate to extreinely inadequate. On the other hand,
managers in their supply oriented approach perceived these
facilities as being adequate. As part of tourism
management, managers should look seriously into these
complamts by the operators, In view of the lack of land at
the main beach area and further addition. of faciliaes might
lead to more congesrion, managers might want to look at
the alternative of adding such facilities at the other three
beaches  but shorter strips! and diverting some of the
smaller groups there. Of course, this alternative has to be
weighed against the impacts that ought result through the
dispersal of users.

The second area of concern is fish feeding noted as one of
tbe main attractions at Park, Presently, fishing feeding, at
the beach or from the pontoon, is not a controlled activity.
Both quantity and quahty of food fed to the fish and
~uvenile sharks are not monitored. Impacts on fish health,
natural aggregations, natural predatory behaxaour and prey

b.ave never been studied at the Park. Yet, if one of the
objectives of the Park is to protect nursery and breeding
grounds for Gsh and other marine life, then the potential
impacts of such an activity in hght of increasing visitor
numbers should be of concern and considered for future
research.

Park Interpretation

Vature interpretation should be among the highhghts of
any visit to a i%farine Park. Unfortunately, interpretive
activities at the Park are very limited consisting of exhibits
and displays at the Visitors' Centre. In addition, tour guides
who accompany groups to the island are not trained to give
nature interpretation other than to inform tourists the list
of do's and don'ts at the Park Although inarine park
tourism as been touted as offering ecotourism experiences,
the results of this study showed that one of the essential
elements of this type of tounsm, the
education/mterpretation element, is missing. Operators
indicated that Park inforination was still largely madequate
and at times, unavailable.

On-site environmental education and interpretation
provide the competitive edge in the marketing of park and
tourism services. Ir terpretation should not only comprise
infortnation on marine life found at the Park but should be
used also to communicate park policies and management
objectives to visitors. Better informed visitors who
appreciate and understand the park envirorunent facilitate
the implementation of vanous management activities
needed for conservation. In order for interpretation to be
meaningful for the various nationalities who visit the Park,
it has to be more than mere brochures prepared in multiple
languages. A variety of methods to dehver education, in
particular audio-visual and iHustrative aids for easy
comprehension, should be used, Interpretation also needs
to cater for the various age groups at the Park and both
managers and operators in the survey had indicated the
importance of special manne education prograinmes for
children and teenagers, In addition, by putting direcriooal
signs along trails and making available simple trail inaps
 sources of information rated as important but not
available/inadequate! inight encourage more visitors to
participate in nature walks, an activity which operators
reported as not among the favourites of visitors to the
Park, This diversifrcarion of the recreation base ought help
alleviate some of the crowd pressure on the beach and in
the water, In order to discourage improper behaviour such
as the breaking, trampling or pilfering of corals/sheHs and
the harassinent of marine Efe, separate code of practice for
activities like swimming, snorkeHing, diving and Gsh
feeding need ro be formulated and communicated to
visi'tois.

Nevertheless, with the increasing numbers of visitors io the
Park  manv of whom probabh has never i~sited a
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protected tropical marine environment! and the percepfion
of operators that irresponsible behaviour among tourists as
a threat to the Park environxnent, it is timely to introduce
more effective and meaningful interpretation programrnes
at the Park. In view of limited funds for such progrunrnes,
environmental education should not be the sole
responsibility of the Park Authority, the private tourism
sector should take on a more active role in the ptovision of
interpretive services. There should be coHaborative and on-
going efforts in th» raising of awareness among visitors to
the Park to gain thexr willing cooperation in protecting park
resources.

Conclusion

This case study was a prelixninaxy assessment of issues
pertainmg to toutism at and particular to Payar. In additxon
to national poftcies on coastal planning, ecotourism and
conceptuaI plans which provide gutdelines for the
management of marine parks as one national system; case
studies provide specific information and systematicaHy
address issues particular to each park. Results from this
study stress an urgent need for a specific management plan
for Payar, one v"hich speHs out dear management
oblectives to better address issues at the Park.

The Maritime Institute of Malaysia  MMA! intends to
forward these findings to the Department of Fisheries. It is
hoped that these preliminary findings wiH help managers in
deasion-making and in setting priorities toward a more
integrated approach in tourisxn and resource management.
ln addition, study findings are aimed at helping managers
become more aware of  as well as realize the importance
of! user preferences and needs, which thus far have never
been incorporated into park xnanagement.

Effective management of marine parks require more than
just an administrative-legal framework and the
management of activities. It comprises consensus between
xnanagers and users of the resource, education of users and
a variety of resource managexnent strategies which consider
the user-activity-environment link  a movtng away from the
traditional activity focused, top-down approach!. Also,
awareness of the need for conservation alone is not
enough. There needs to be a common coxmnitment frotn
all stakeholders  Federal, State Authonties and users!
through vaxious forxns of parmerships to ptotect this
valuable resource. Finally, iAIIMA hopes that the findtngs
of this study wiH stimulate more detaded research to keep
track of the dynamics of the phenomenon and the
envxronment and contxxbute to sound management
decisions.
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Exchange rate used: USD 1.00 = IV f 2,50  RM =
ilfalaysian ringgit!.

Aside from generating foreign exchange earnings,
the tourism sector also generated employment for
approximately 120,339 people and attracted total
investments of R'vf 1.62 biHion  USD 0.65 billion! in 1993
 Cheah, 1995!.

In the Sixth Malaysian Plan �991-1995!, the
Government allocated RM 41.1 million  USD 16,4 milhon!
for programmes on preservation of national/historical
heritage and Rkf 43.6 miHion  USD 17.4 million! for
beautification/cleanliness programmes and envtronmental
protecfion, out of a total RXf 534 rniHion  USD 213.6
xniHion! allocated for tourism development  Govexnrnent
of ibfafaysia, 1991; p, 247!.

The list of motive items were adapted from
previous research on recreation motives such as bv Beard
and Ragheb, 1983 and Kuentzel, 1990.
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APPE2VDLf Z Activities consideted as threats to

Payar.

Note: Number of responses above indicate the number af managers and operators who agreed that
the activities listed were threats &cmg the Park



M1~AGING MARINE TOURSIM

RESOURCES AND EXPERIENCES:
WIi/kIN S&WKS  RVmCODOm
~os! IN NINGALOO MARINE
PARK, WESTERN AUSTRALIA
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Abstract: The» hale shark  Rhi»codon typus!, the largest fish in
the ocean, is a docik animal soith srhich snorkelkrs and dioers can
interact at close quarters»hen the opportunity arises. Sinn. 1993
¹ngoioo Marin Park, on the coast of K'estern rbrstraiia, has
become uorldfamous as the only k»oust, readr'ly accessibkp/ace shan
nhak sharks congngate i» sig»ificant »umbers. This co»gregatio»
occurs for on/ about eight nveks gem lvfarch to May each year.
Co»comitantly, a tourism industry, based on the 'shak shark
experie»ce, ' has deoeloped The managenrent of this i»dust p is
cooler»g ai toun'sm operalon' and Ihe park managers gain e'er
in ma»aging tounsts, the park, and the animal. The deoeiopment of
the indnstryis outbnedi» the paper, sohik +yerbs of the ma»agement
of theindiistry, the »hale sharks, and the escperie»ce of those u ho dioe
nnth the sharks, arr addressecL Tbe pbsce of sobak sharksi» manne
tourism in the 1Vi»galoo hfarine Park ana ts aho briefl described.
Because 1Vi»garo lrfarine Park is i» an iuslated kcatio», because of
the seaso»aiity of the industry, a»d because the industry is confined to
a inari ne protected area that is manage  by a goeernme»t agency, the
opport»nt'ty exists to manage on a sun'ainabk basis and to ain»'d
adome irepacrs on the sharks, issues such as s para''o» dista»ces
benreen dsoers and sharks, congestio» amo»gst diyers, and the
potenP'al of management strategies based o» a combination of
regulation and economicinstrume»ts are addnssedi» the paper. The
extension of kssons karned i» the management of thei »dustry to other
areas is aho co»sidered

X4ywOrdni mnnne tounsm, management, economic instrumreQ,
sustainable tourism, croerding

In this paper a uruque marine recreation experience is
described � that of swimming with whale sharks in
Ningaloo Marine Park, Western Australia. The history and
features of Ningaloo Marine Park are outlined and placed
within a geographic context. Other features of marine
tourism in the area are discussed also, as well as other
nearby nature-based attracdons of the region in which the
park is located. Various management issues are discussed,
and selected results of recent surveys of users presented.
These results relate to economic and experiential aspects of
'the whale shark expencnce.'

The underlying theme in this paper is the importance of
managing the whale shark resource in Ningaloo htarine
Park, Such management is important to ensure that the
resource is used in a sustainable fashion, that visitor
experiences are not adversely impacted by overuse or
inappropnate visitor behaviour, and that negative
externalities, such as impacts on the health and behaviour
of the sharks, are avoided, Additionally, and as a
component of sustainability, the viability of commercial
charter operations must be considered in management
approaches.

North West Cape

North West Cape is situated some 1,200 km north of
Perth, the capital of Western Australia  Figure 1!. There
are only two townships in the region, Exmouth and the
settlement of Coral Bay. Exmouth Shire' is totally within
the region, while a portion of Carnarvon Shire is included
in the southerly parts of the Cape. The relative isolation of
the area is reflected in the fact that Exmouth Shire covers

5,764km2, has a population of 3,823 �991 census 6gures!,
less than 700 dwellings, around 470 ratepayers, and only
70 km of sealed roads  information provided by Exmouth
Shire, 1993!. Exmouth is 1/70 km by road from Perth,
Coral Bay romprises two caravan parks, a hotel, a small
shopping centre and a small number of houses. The region
is serviced by Leacmonth Airport, 35 km south of
Exmouth. Because of the provision for military use the
runway is able to cater for aircraft up to 747 size.

Introduction

There is a high and increasing level of interest in marine
tourism and recreation. Davis and Tisdell �995! noted the
incteasing use of marine areas such as Australia's Great
Barrier Reef, near-shore areas in the Caribbean and Flonda
and, increasingly, in locations like the Pacific island nation,
the Republic of Palau. Davis and Tisdell, along with Dixon
�993! also discussed the growth m recreational SCUBA
diving and the use by this recreational industry of
important marine protected areas P fPAs!.

Reference to Figure 2 shows that much of the Cape is
managed under pastoral leases, with sheep grazing in an
arid or setni-arid zone being the predominant agricultural
industry. Additionally, the Cape Range National Park,
established in 1964, adjoms the coastime for 55 km,
includes a narrow coastal plain and a large portion of the
Cape Range which forms the spine of the Cape Range
Perunsuta  CALM, 1989!. Other areas are reserved as
defence land due to the presence of a Naval Defence
facility in the area, while smaller areas are reserved as town
site areas at Coral Bay and 'Afauds Landing in the south of
the Cape. Two recreation reserves and vanous special
leases also egest in the Cape region.
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Ningaloo Marine Park adjoins the Cape for 260 km, and
extends from the high water mark  except for an area of
defence land at the head of the Cape ~here it extends from
the lou water mark! to geograplucal co-ordinates
approximateli 10 nauucal rrules offshore  CAL%1, 1989!.
v'ingaloo ibtarine Park was declared in 198 with a

principal aim "to provide for conservation of the marine
environment with recreational use [allowed] to the extent
that it is compatible with conservation of its natural
environment"  CALibf, 1989, p. 1!.

Tourism in the Economy of the Worth West Cape
Region

The economy of the North West Cape ~egion is based on
pastorahsin, fishing, defence and tourism. Pastoralism is,
as preiiouslv noted, based mainly on the extensive grazing
of sheep.

Defence acuvities preiiously related principally to the
operations oF the U.S. Naval Communications Station
where staff numbers have since been significantly reduced
 Exmouth was founded in 1967 as a support town for the
naval station!, Coiiunercial fishing is based on prawn
trawhng from Kailis Fisheries, just to the south of
Exmouth in the Gulf. This industry operates exclusively in
the waters of Exmouth Gulf. During the season
approximately 800,000 � 1,000,000 kgs of prawns are
harvested by Kailis Fisheries.

Tourism is the growth mdustry of the North West Cape
region, Data on tourism specifically to the Cape are not
available, although an indication of visitation can be
obtained by a review of certain other data. The Western
Australian Tourism Commission collects data on a regional
basis, with North West Cape included in the Gascoyne
Region which extends from the Cape to Carnarvon, some
374 kms south of Exmouth. The region also extends
around 700 kms inland. The Gascoyne Region includes the
attracuons of Shark Bay and Monkey Mia, the latter known
for the bottlenose dolphins that enter the shallows of the
bay to take fish from humans  CALM, 1993!. This
interaction between humans and dolphins is undoubtedly
the Gascoyne Region's best-known attraction. According
to the Tourism Commission, around 222,000 visitors
travelled to the Gascoyne in 1994 � 95, with 76'/o of these
visitors being from Western Australia, 15'/o interstate, and
10/o overseas  Western Australian Tourism Commission,
1995!. Approximately 84'/o of visitors listed
"pleasure/holiday" as their reason for travelling to the
region.

An indication of the number of visitors to Exmouth is
shown in Table 1. Two aspects of the data presented are
notable. First, there was a noticeable mcrease in numbers
in 1992 and 1993, although numbers then declined slightly
in 1994 and 1995  even taking. account of the December

figures for 1995 not being available!. The reasons for the
recent declines are not clear. Second, and more

importantly, the seasonality of ~hesitation is showii
Table 1. Tlus seasonality occurs because of the climate of
the area, vath winter days typically being in the nud-20 C,
while the summer period is t	~ified by very hot days and,
peiiodicalh, cyclonic conditions. Jones Lang Wooton
�993! noted that the period November to April has low
visitauon rares "mainly due to climatic conditions," The
Exmouth oftice oF the Department of Conservauou and
Land Management  CALAi! esumate that more than half of
aH nsitors to Exmouth visit the Cape Range Nauonal Park
and/or Ningaloo Marine Park  Iones et al., 1993!. %'hile
data are not available, it appears that manv visitors to the
North West Cape region are "meanderers" on long-term
tnps, with many of these escaping the cooler winter
months of more southerly locauons. The peak in visitation
in July coincides with rnid-winter, and with school holidays.
Many visitors are caravanners and campers, as indicated by
the fact that, in Exmouth Shire, there are approximately
500 hotel/motel bed spaces, but more than 600 chalets and
on-site vans, along with 1,400 caravan and camping sites.
Furthermore, 77'/o of travel to the region is by pnvate
vehicle, and the most frequendy used form of
accommodation is caravan parks �8/o! /ones et al.
'1993!.

Reference to Table 1 shows also that visitor numbers
mcreased significantly in April and May from 1993. This
was the first year of dedicated whale shark charters, and the

creases may be related to the development of dos tourism
attrac don.

Marine Tourism

Maiuie tounsm is a focus of activities at many tunes
through the year in the North West Cape area.
Recreational fishing has long been popular in the area and
that popularity continues today. The Western Australian
Department of Fisheries estimated in 1992 that recreational
anglers took more than 100,000 kgs of Fish from Ningaloo
Marine Park and its nearby waters. In survey work
undertaken by the Department of Fisheries in 1989 it was
found that close to 8 F/o of all visitors to the North West

Cape region participated in recreational fishing
 O'Donoghue, pers. comrtL!, The Deparunent has
expressed some concern about the sustainability of
recreational fishing and now has a range of size and bag
limits in place,

The waters around North West Cape are the only place in
the world where all three species of marlin � the black, blue
and striped marlin � are found. Consequently, big game
fishing is popular, and seven Exmouth-based charter
vessels cater For both recreational angling and big game
Gs hing
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Table 1: Exmouth Visitor numbers

1991Month 1990 1992 1993 1994 1995

3937 4482January

February

3692 6397 5164 5517

2884 26052716 4264 3640 3633

3255 2908March

April

3615 5686 4822 5307

75676226 96596140 8534 9805

96385512 7082May

June

7817 7526 8043

86729600 9294 93499554 9929

July 1812215940 18513 19884 18020 18495

146891233015989 15856August 15421 13682

95639900 12633 10011September

October

11399 9813

9318 124929373 10358 10508 9390

4393 6232November

December

56145768

41553878 5928

Totals 90195 89939 106091  98678!111177

5egzgg: Exmouth Tourist Bureau Inc.
~:  a! the total for 1995 is for ll months.  b! The figures shown are visitor numbers through the
door of the Exmouth Tourist Bureau. The Bureau's manager suggested that 25 percent should be
subtracted from the figures to obtain "a more accurate reflection of actual visitor numbers"  because
of double counting!.

Table 2: Incomes of Surve Res andents  $AUD, 1995!

Mean Standard Min.

Deviation

n Median

Personal Annual

Income  single!

Family Annual 90,000

12,000-

16,000

28,288 n.a. n.a, n,a n.a.n.a.

n.a. n.a. 25,000-

30,000

n,a.n.a n.a,

~: l. Australian Bureau of Statistics figures, February 1995.

Australian Mean

Single Income i

Australian Mean

Famil Income
l

51,888 75,252 3,800 1,000,000 13,906,098 268

127,088 137,242 7,000 1,000,000 15/04,745 122
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Recreational fishing has become a focus of tourism
activiries in the Exmouth region, virh three fishing
competitions featured in the area's list of annual evenrs. In
April, the "Billfrsh Bonanza" � a tag-and-release sailfish
and marlin compeution � occurs, wirh up ro 30 local and
visiting deep sea fistung vessels being involved. The "Ultra
Light Tackle Game Fishing Tournament" is held mAugust,
while m late October or ear!> November rhe "Gamex"
fishing tournament for all classes of fish, occurs.

Humpback whales  Alegaprera nr>vaeangliai! are a regular sight
in the waters of the region in the July to N'ovember penod
as they migrate north. The whales are found on both sides
of the Cape, often restmg m the shallou-er gulf waters
before commencing their migratory trip to the southern
oceans, Additionally, large pods of manta rays  Afanta
l>i>r>sari! are regularly sighted nearbv to Ningaloo Reef in
the June to November period. While both these attractions
are listed bv the Exmouth Tourist Bureau as "Events in
Exmouth," there has been httle development of whale
watching or sw~ig with manta rays specriically as
commercial tourism ventures. These activities tend to be
on an opportunistic basis, although there is some apparem
mterest in developing charter operauons for whale
watching  Myers, pers. comm.!.

Finally, Exmouth is adverused as "the diving capital of the
west," mainly because of the access to Ningaloo Manne
Park which includes the largest fringing barrier coral reef
 Ningaloo Reef! in the world  CALM, 1989!. Bundegi Reef
and the Navy Pier, both within the Gulf, along with the
Muiron Islands to the north-east of the Cape, are also
attractive and popular diving locations which may be
accessed from Exmouth. It is estimated that Ningaloo
Marine Park contains 220 species of hard and soft corals
and up to 500 species of ash  CAI'Vl, 1988!. As noted
above, pods of giant manta rays are common during the
winter months, while species popular with divers, such as
giant potato cod  Epincpbeha razzia!, are also found at
various dive sites. Consequendy, Ningaloo Marine Park
has much to offer recreational SCUBA divers. While diver
numbers are not available, the manager of the Exmouth
Dive Centre noted that there are very few divers in th»
summer months, that nuinbers increase dramatically in the
whale shark season  described below!, and that a second
peak occurs in the July school holiday penod. Prior to
1996 one specialist dive centre operated in Exmouth, and
one also operated in Coral Bay. In 1996 three specialist
operators were adverrising in Exmouth, a second operation
had been opened in Coral Bay and a third is planned,
Additionally, five other charter operators run periodic dive
trips to the reef, while coral viewing via a semi-submersible
vessel is provided by an Exmouth based operator,

Reference to the data in Table 1 does not show exactly how
important marine-based tourism is to the Exmouth and
North-West Cape region, but dearly it is very important,

Consequenrly, the susiainabiliry of rounsm in the area relies
to a large extent on sustaining the marine resources on
u hrch it is based.

Whale Sharks in Ningaloo Marine Park

It is clear that manne-based rounsm is unportant in the
North West Cape region, However, Exmouth has become
internationaIIy Famous amongst the recrearional divmg
fraternity in recent years because of the discovery of large
numbers of whale sharks in the waters of Ningaloo Marine
Park.

The whale shark is a docile aiumal with which snorkeIIers
and divers can interact at close quarters when the
opportunity arises. Since I 993 Ningaloo Marine Park has
become world famous as the only known, readily accessible
place where whale sharks congregate in signiti cant
numbers. This congregation occurs for only about seven
or eight weeks from ibfarch to May each year,
Conconutantly, a tourism industry, based on the 'whale
shark experience,' where divers may swim  usually on
snorkel rather than SCUBA! with the sharks, has
developed. The management of this industry is evolving as
tourism operators and the park managers gain experience
in managing tourists, the park, and the animal. An
important characteristic of the industry is that it is confined
to the marine park because that is where the animals are
known to gather, and also where they are most accessible,

The whale shark is the largest fish in the ocean, most
commonly being four to 12 m in length, and that to
grow to a length of 18 m  Karniewicz, unpub.!. While a
tme shark, the whale shark is a plankton feeder which,
consequentIy, spends lengthy periods of time dose to the
surface of the water. It is also a docile animal and one with
which divers and snorkellers can interact at dose quarters,
sometimes for quite long periods of time.

Very little scientific information is available on whale
sharks. For example, there is almost no information on
their migratory patterns and breeding behaviour  Taylor,
1990!. However, since the early 1980s whale sharks have
been known to congregate in the waters of Ningaloo
Irfanne Park  Taylor, 1990!. Lent �995! noted that
Ningaloo Ivlarine Park is the only readily accessible place
known where whale sharks can be counted on to appear
armually in large numbers., It is thought that between 200
and 400 whale sharks, mostly juvenile males, spend rime in
the park, principaDy from mid-March to mid-June.

Some attention has been paid to the biological aspects of
the ~ment of whale sharks in Ningaloo Marine Park,
For example, shark sighting data and information on
contacts with sharks have been collected by CALM and
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other researchers. Folloxvmg one such study, Osborne and
Wilhams �994! observed:

Although estimates ot the proportion of fish in
contact provide a guide for managers, dtfficulues
in determining appropaate hcence numbers
remain until there is a clear understanding of a!
the levels of harassment associated uath different

fish contact xates, b! the occurrence ot peak and
shoulder periods, and c! the relationship betv:«en
vessel numbers and fish contact rates during both
peak and shoulder periods.

These are valid pomts. However, in a recent report
recommending a representative marine reserve system for
Western Austraha Pi,farine Parks and Reserves Selecuon
Working Group, 1994!, it was stated that marine pro ected
areas are mtended to contribute not onh to the
inaintenance of biological diversity  and other conservanon
values! but atso to a sustainable and enjoyable
environment. That is, recreational values are considered as
being important, although they should be compatible with
the ongomg protection of naturd values. Consequently,
management considcrauons need to take account of human
values as well as the biological values emphasis ed by
Osborne and Williams. This, of couxse, may present a
potential dilemma to management agencies such as CALM
as they seek to balance alternative uses of a natural
resource. But it does drive home the point that these other
values need to be considered when questions such as
limiting the number of licences in activities such as whale
shark viewing are being considered. Interestingly, in other
work Davis and Tisdell �995! suggested that, tn many
cases, it will be human and recreational values which
impose a greater constraint on the use of marine resources
than wiII biological considerations.

In summary, biological data are cxitical to decisions about
the management of the whale shark industry, but so too are
data and information on the recreational aspects of' the
industry, particularly the expectations and expeaences of
users and their willingness to pay for a quality experience.
Furthermore, the ability of the operators to provide that
experience within the coafmcs of the present management
system, iafrastructuxe, and fmancial constraints, must also
be considered in decisions about management of the
resource, At present, however, these types of information
are not generally available to either charter boat operators
or CALM.

Commercial Activity in the Industry

While occasional voyages to interact with whale sharks had
been run by an Exmouth dive charter operator in the early
l990s, the whale shark touxtsm industry only began in
earnest ia 1993. Duang that season approximately 1,000

charter boat passengers mteracted vitb the sharks, with up
to 14 charter boats and five spotter planes cat«nng tor
those visitors  jones Lang AX ooton, 1993!, The number of
divers increased to nearly 1,800 in 1'994, and exceeded
2,000 in 1995, while the number of charter operators
remained stable. Wlulc whale shark divers constitute less
than two percent of total visitor to Exm<>uth, they extend
the "tourisin season" into Afarch, ther«b> adduig to
econonuc activit, particularlv in the accommodation and
boat charter sectors. Furtheriuore, these tourists tend to be
at the "top end" of the tourist market in Exmouth,
generally staymg in hotel style accommodation, and usually
spending substantial amounts of money on xhe whale shark
experience. Reference to the data collected in the 1995
survey mdicates that these visitors spent, on average, close
to A$3,100 on their visit to Exmouth. Around one-third of
this expenditure related to food, accommodation and
snorkeling/dix~g in the region. Close to half of the total
ex pen dituxe was, however, devoted to air travel and
package costs, suggesting considerable income leakages
from the whale shark industrv.

In addition to summing with whale sharks, dose to 99'/0
of' the visitors who responded to the survey in 1995 went
diving at other sites in the blorth-West Cape region.
Siinilarly, most participated in other recreational activities
such as four wheel drive tours and other visits to national
parks. Consequently, while the whale shark icon was the
main attraction, most visitors took the opportunity to take
paxt in other activities. The flow-on effects from the whale
shark industry to general touxism in the area are, therefore,
iftlpo rtaxit.

The majoxxty of commercial vessels operate through
Tantabiddi Passage at the northern end of Ningaloo Reef
 Figure 2!. Spotter planes are used to locate a whale shark
and the mother ship is guided towards it by radio until the
skipper is in visual contact. Swimmers enter the water in
front of the animal  hcense regulations stipulate that
swimmers enter the water a minimum of 30 m from the
shark! either direcdy from the mother ship or from its
inflatable tender. Most of the animals at Ningaloo are
observed cruising along the reef froat, at or near the
surface. Mc interactions between whale sharks aad
visitors are, therefore, subject to Indian Ocean swells and
although the reef slope is occasionally visible to swinuners,
encounters are often in deeper water.

The season is very short, with the first charter voyages in
1995 commencing on 26 March and the last occurxiag on
May 24  although occasioaal "one-off" charters occurred
outside these dates!. While the peak of activity occurs
during April, the season is effectively only about seven
weeks in duration. Coupled with a maximum of 15
operatiag licences and stxict controls over the number of
divers allowed ia the water at anv one time, this means that
the expeacace is available only to limited numbers of
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divers. It is also an expensive experience because of the
isolaaon of the area and the costs of travelling to it, and
because of the high costs of servicing demand  e.g., spotter
planes are used bs charter operators to find sharks!. This
results in the daily charter cost of the experience being
around A$300 for most of the season.

Management of the Industry

The inanagement of the whale shark industrs is the
responsibility of the Western Australian Deparanent of
Conservation and Land Management  CAL AI!. Sy'hale
sharks are fullv protected under the Wildbfe Conservation
Act with additional specific regulation under the Fisheries
Act. Additionally, the CALM Act addresses licensiag and
conditions for commercial operations,

The system for and approach to licensing has evolved smce
the industry began to develop m earnest in 1993. In 1993
hcensing was under the Wildlife Conservation Act,
requiang an "Animal Interaction License" Licensing was
of vessels rather than individual operators, and no fees,
other than a small application fee, were payable. These
licences were for one year only and were granted to any
and all apphcants with the capability to run commercial
charters.

In 1994 hcenses were issued under the Conservation and
Land Management Act, with licensing agam being of
vessels and, again, being for only one year's duraaon. In
early 1994 CALM announced the imposition of a A$15 per
diver per day cost, with that fee payable by tour operators
in the iadustry. The fee was designed to allow CALM to
meet the costs of bringing their own vessel, crewed by
Wildlife Officers, to Ningaloo Marine Park to monitor the
industry, This was an important point in the evolving
relationship between CALM and the operators. The
operators argued two points. First, the announcemeat of
such a fee only two months from the beginning of the
season imposed aa extra and unexpected cost burden on
commercial operations because their promotion had been
completed and many tours pre-sold. Second, they argued
that the operators themselves had a vested interest in the
sustainable development of the industry and, therefore, that
self-monitoring was both possible aad desirable. The
resulting negotiations led to the imposition of a A$7 per
diver per day fee in 1994, a cost that was absorbed by the
operators. This also provided the impetus for the
operators to develop an industry steering committee to
represent their interests when maaagement proposals were
to be discussed.

A question which also came under greater scrutmy in 1994
was that of one-year licensing, with operators arguing that
tlus limited tenure did not allow for adequate planning of
promoaoaal and other activities, nor did it encourage

insestment m the industry. Subsequently, beginning in
1995 licences were issued for a three-year period to 13
oper~tots operaang through Tantabiddi Passage in the
north, and tor a one year period for two operators on a trial
basis at Coral Bay, towards the southern end of the manne
park  Figure 2!. Licence holders were required to pal a
deposit of A$750 each year, while a charge of A$15 per
adult and A$<,50 per child  under 16! came into force in
1995. The deposit is deducted from the total user fees
payable in a season, and represents the minimum annual
charge payable by operators. Importantly, while the A$15
represents a charge on operators, it is made clear to
consumers through the provision to them of a souvenir
quahty "validation pass" for swinling ssith whale sharks.
Consequently, the charge, which operators presumably try
to pass on to users, is made transparent to those users.
Furthermore, it is made clear rhat the money collected via
the charge is spent dire cdy in the industry, bemg
committed to management, research and consumer
education.

The quesaon of how many operators should be allowed
into the industry remains to be resolved, A code of
pracace, developed in conjunctioa with the industry, was
incorporated into both the Wildlife Conservation  Closed
Season for Whale Sharks! Notice 1995  which carried
provision for fines up to A$10,000! and the License
Conditions. These regulate the operation of vessels in the
vicuuty of whale sharks, specifying that when a vessel is in
contact with a shark other vessels must stand off a distance
of at least 250 m. A vessel may stay in contact with a shark
for up to 90 minutes. Other vessels may, however, queue
and take over contact with an animal beyond the 90 minute
time limit. The license conditions also limit the number of
swimmers in the water with a whale shark to a maximum of
10 at any one time, and prohibit touching, or attempts to
touch the animals. In 1995 swimmers were required to
maintain a minimum distance of at least one metre from
the head or body of a shark and four metres from its tail.
They were not allo~ed to block a shark from its chosen
direction of movement, use flash photography, or employ
any form of motorised propulsion aid. Following survey
work by the authors and colleagues from James Cook
Univ'ersity in 1995  discussed further below!, it was
recommended that separation distances be chaaged to a
uniform three metres from a shark. Subsequently, in 1996
CALM rules changed the separation distances to three
metres from the head and body, but retained the four
metre separation � for safety reasoas � from the taiL

A pilot survey on certain economic, demographic and
managerial aspects of the whale shark industry was
und~ in 1994, At the ttme of undertaking this survey
it was discovered that researchers from James Cook
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Uxuversity, Nord! Queensland, were also planiung a pilot
study on experiential aspects of the industry.
Consequentlv, it v as decided io undertake joint survei
work in 1995 and 1996 in order to reduce the questionnaire
load on both operators and consumers.

Japanese visitors were identtfied in 1994 as comprising a
large proporuon of the visitors. 'I'he significan  numlxer ot
Japanese divers relates both to ihe growth in lapanese
tourist visitauon to Australia, and to the tact that a major
v hale shark charter operator specifically targets this
market. I'o cater for these visitors, 400 questionnaires
were distributed in J apanese and 1000 in Enghsh.
Quesuonnaires were completed either on the boat dunng
the return journey from the whale shark trip, on the bus
iournev back to Exmouth, or at the dive shop. During the
1995 season this resulted in the return of 464 visito
surveys, an overall response rate of around 23'o. The
sample included '188 responses from Japanese consumers.
Some demographic and economic data are presented
below, although the focus in ttus paper is on particular
aspects of xnanagement and, therefore, most attention is
paid to items of data of most relevance to those aspects.
Additionally, the experiential data "belong" to the
researchers from J ames Cook University and are not
reported here.

Demographic Data

Reference to the data coHected showed that, in 1995, 41/o
of survey respondents were from J apan, 33'/o from
Australia, I3'/n from European countries and the remainder
from the U.S. �'/o! and other countries, mainly in South-
East Asia; More than half the survey respondents were m
the age bracket between 20 and 30 years, although the
incan age was 33 years. The breakdown of the sample was
243 females �3/0! and 2'l8 males �7/o!  n= 461!, This
result is at odds with other surveys of participants in
recreational diving, with males usually comprising between
65'/o to 75'/o of participants  Davis, Banks and Davey,
1996; Skin Diver Magazine, 1993!.

A significant number of participants are employed in
professional �5'/0!, managerial �'/o! and para-professional
occupations �2n/o!  e.g., nurses, 6re officers, ambulance
personnel, etc.!. These three categories account for 181
�4'/0! of the total of 413 people who responded to the
question. More than half of the respondents were
exnployed in occupations xequmng some level of post-high
school education. The level of Formal education was,
concomitantly, found to be high, with 262 �2.6'/o! of the
361 respondents to the education question having a
university degree, either at Bachelors or postgraduate level.
Even if the '103 non-respondents are assumed to have no
formal quahficaxions, then 56/o of the total sample have
university qualifications  compared to 27.30/o of all
Australians between the ages of 15 and 65!. A further 90

of the 361 respondents were found to have trade or
iechiucal qualifications.

The incomes of this sample ot divers are reported in
Table 2, where ii is shown thai the mean single income is
almost A$52,000 per annum, while the mean of the
combined incomes reported exceeds A$127,000 annually.
The existence of a smaH number of very high or low. figures
can bias averages upwards or downwards. The range and
standard deviauons of the incomes reported are shown in
Table 2 and, with individual and combined incomes of up
to A$1,000,000 bemg stated, ir is almost certain that the
average income will be biased in an upward direction,
Consequently, median mcomes are reported and, as shown,
these are also weH above Australian average levels.
Additionally, as preriously discussed, these visitors expend
considerable sums of money in a short period of tune to
swim with whale sharks. Consequently, it might be argued
that those who participate m the whale shark experience are
both wilhng and able to pay quite lugh costs to do so. Thev
nught also be generally willing to contribute to the
management of thc industry and the animals,x

Separation Distances axxd Crowding

In 1995 CALM regulations specified that swimmers must
not touch whale sharks, that they must remain a metre
from the head and body and four metres from the tail, and
that no more than 10 swixnrners may be in the water at any
one time. Responses to the experiential quesbons in the
1995 survey clearly indicated that the best aspects of
visitor's expexiences related to the ability to interact with
the sharks. Of the respondents, 34 reported physical
contact with a shark, despite the potential of a A$10,000
fine, Most, however, indicated that the shark moved
towards them  e,g., by turning its head!, or that the touch
was entirely accidental.

Concomitantly, participants listed crowding as a major area
of concern, suggesting that there were too many people in
the watex, that people in the water interfered with one
another, that photography was impeded by the numbers,
and that their view of the animal was impeded by other
people and by bubbles from their fins.

Because of the potential for crowding problems,
respondents were also asked how many people they
thought should be in the water at one time. A. total of 308
�1'/o! indicated six or less, with less than 13'/o considering
that 10 participants was acceptable. Some operators
avoided crowding by rotating groups of about four people
in the water at any one time with a strictly enforced time
limit for each. Other operators were reluctant to reduce
their group size below 10 due to commercial
considerations.
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I  is apparent that crowding is an issue and that the social
carrying capacin was being exceeded under the rule~ m
place in 1995. Consequently, ir was recommended to
CALM that separation distances be mcreased to three
metres from the sharks' head and body in 1996, a
recommendation svhich was adopted. Even though 10
people are still allowed in the water, keeping those people
further from the animal means that the perimeter of the
area from which thel are excluded is considerabh
enlarged, and this riught have the desirable affect of
improving the viesv of all swimmers and, therefore, of
reducing the perception of crowding. lt is also likely to
reduce the incidence of physical diver coritact with sharks.
These matters are being investigated again in 199 > in an
effort to ascertain the outcomes of the new rules for

separation distances.

Managing the Industry

There are at least three management aspects which are of
unportance m terms of managing the whale shark industry
within the context of tourism wluch rs socially, ecologically
and economically sustainable. First, the question of the
impacts on the sharks themselves is of concern to the
management agency and the wider community. These
impacts are unclear, but are the subject ot monitoring by
CALM. Only with the experience of a number of years will
such impacts become evident if, indeed, they are important.
Examples of possible indicators of impact might include
declines in whale shark numbers over a period of a decade
or more, health problems in the population, or if the
behaviour of the animals begins to change � they become
more aggressive or dive as soon as swimmers enter the
contact zone.

Second, management needs to balance continued high
quality visitor experiences against potential impacts. The
analysis of crowding, of the distance between swimmers
and whale sharks, and of the effects on visitor experiences
in the 1995 season, led to recommendations about
swimmer/shark separation distances which have since been
adopted by the management agency for 1996. 'Ious is a
good example of how research can be used constructively
to improve regulatory guidelines and maintain the quality
of visitor experiences. It is esstxrtiaI that the effects of
these changes on both sharks and people are now
monitored.

Third, there are questions which relate to the manageinent
of the opemtions of the industry. These include
considerations of how many vessels should be allowed to
operate, what the licensing arrangements should be, and
who should appropriate the economic rent from the use of
a natural resource which is a public good. %us last issue
relates closely to questions about who should pay and who
should benefit fmm the availability of the natural resource

in question and has been the subject of considerable
discussion  Turner et al., '1994!. Many of the generalised
problems associated vsth managing open access goods,
which nught occur at some dive sites, are unlikeh. to be
experienced in the case ot Ningaloo's whale sharks. The
figures reported in earher sections of the discussion
indicate that the whale shark experience consututes a
seasonal ruche market, and that the isolation of Exmouth
drives cosrs up and keeps risitor numbers down. The

dusrry and the sharks, therefore, have a degree of
'protection,' and there is unlike' to be arty pressure for
mass tourism activities centred on whale sharks.

Licensing of operators has moved from one year to three
year licenses, with the present three year licenses due to
expue at the end of the 1997 season. The question of
aHocating suH greater property rights to operators through,
for example, selling licenses with no time restriction, inight
usefully be appraised at that time. Such a system would
require that the licenses be transferable, but include
provisions that prevent speculative buymg of hcenses by,
for example, forfeiture of unused licenses, along with
provisions preventing monopoly holdings of licenses. Such
a move would be an extension of the property rights
presently afforded to licensees in the whale shark industry.

It is apparent also that there exists a high level of ability
and willingness to pay for the experience. Costs such as
the A$15 user fee paid by the participants � a fee wluch is
made transparent through the issuing to divers of a
souvenir quality validation pass � are unlikely to affect
demand at their present level. Furthermore, the fact that
the industry is totally centred in a marine protected area
means that regulations are relatively easy to enforce and
that open access and boundary problems, typical in many
natural environments, may be reduced to some degree.
For example, even though private vessels are not prevented
from placing divers in the water near whale sharks, they
must still adhere to the rules for standing off when another
vessel is in contact, and to regulations governing such
matters as contact time with individual sharks. Pnvate

operators, without the support of spotter planes, will also
6nd it difficult to locate and access sharks.

Reference to the foregoing discussion indicates a behef that
reliance entirely on regulation is not the best strategy for
managing this particular resource. The argument is
advanced here that a judicious blend of the use of
regulation, self-regulation and economic instruments is a
more efficient and effective management approach. It also
provides an opportunity for direct contributions by users�
both charter operators and consumers � to the
management and protection of the natural environment
they enjoy. There is an extensive Uterature on the use of
so-called economic instruments in the management of
natural resources  e.g,, James, 1993; ABARE, 1993; Turner
et al,, 1994!, with the user-pays approach being the most
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I "S hires" are the rural local government
management areas in regional Australia.

One focus of the survey work. in 1996 is to
ascertain the willingness of participants to contribute to
management costs.



THE EFFECTIVENESS OF AN

EDUCATION PROGRAM IN

MANAGING MARINE TOURISM

Mark Orams
Afussrs Unioersirs � Alban>  Xew Zealand!

Abstracts Fducation hiss long been touted as an answer to
managing tourists'impacts oii naturalecogstems. Howeser, ivory ilttle
ervpirical rrsearch has tested this assumption. Research in the
educational psychology' field shows that the link between knowledge
acquisi tion, attitude formulation and behavior is weak. Furthermore,
ihangi ng human behaoior through education is a dificult and complex.
task. It is therefore apparent that creating environmental education
programs n hich ePctioely manage tourists ' behavi or and which resuli'
in longer term atts'tude and behainor change is particularly dificult,

A number of cognitioe psychoiogtt techniques such as the use of
cognitioe dissonance and the agectioe domain are apphcable in the
marine tourism si tuauon. Through i ncorporatsng these into an
education program which is sperificagr designed to prompt
enoironmentalh responrible behaoior, the ambitious oj bectioes of such
prograries meet be attainabk. This paper reports on the testsng of thi s
model at Tangalooma, Australia. At thi s resort tourists regularly feed
a group of wild do/bins.

The testing of the niodel reoealc d that an increase in acceptance of and
comphance with management regulations resulted. Furthermore, it u ar
shou n that to rruts ej co@ment was enhanced, their knowkdgeincreased
and a number of longer term behaoior changes pronspted by the
education program, This findingis important fori t is one of only few
studies which quantify the &meftts of education programs in a marine
tosn7sm situation.

Xeyrrvardst education, marine, tourism, wi 2bfe, dolphins,
Tangalooma, snanagement

Introduction

As the rapid growth of coastal and marine tourism has
continued an increasing number of cases have shown that
there are significant negative impacts on host communities
 both natural and huinan!. Many commentators are now
critical of tourism development and argue for a cautious
approach when managing touasm enterprises associated
with the coastal zone  Espeseth, 1993; Miller and Kaae,
1993!.

tourists so that their behavior is both respectful of and
appropaate to the host community remains one of the
most popular  Orams, 1994; Forestell, 1993; Kerr, l991;
Beckmann, 1989!. Advocates argue that tiegauve impacts
can be muumized only if the touasts have the right attitude
and behave correctl~. The argument continues to propose
that the way to ensure these correct attitudes and behavior
is through education. However, research m the educational
psychology fields reveals that prompt'mg attitude and
behavior change is extremely difficult, even ~ hen an
educational exercise is designed to do this  Gudgion and
Thomas, 1991!,

The realih is that few touasm operators or management
agencies actively use education as a inanagemcnt technique
 Beckmann, 1988!. Furthermore, of those that do, virtually
none have programs which are deliberately designed to
prompt behavior change. Consequently, there are some
who are suspicious of claims that educating tourists is "the
answer." For example, Wheeller �994, p. 9! states;
"Education is seen by many as the way forward for
nurturing a 'better' tourisin. Dream on,"

There has been very little empirical research which has set
out to establish what etlucational tecluuques are effective.
As a result there is little evidence to counter Wheeller's
cymctsm. However, the argument for educarion continues
to be put forward. There is a need, therefore, to assess how
effective education actually is. This paper reports on a
study which attempts to do that.

1mpacts of Coastal and Marine Tourism

Coastal and maane tourism mirrors the rapid growth of the
wider tourism sector  Miller, 1990!. An example which is
indicative of this trend is the increasing popularity of whale
watching  Coughran, 1993; Jeffrey, 1993; Forestell and
Kaufman, 1990!. Tourism which is based upon the coastid
zone and marine environs has impacted host conununities
and controversy over the negative impacts has ensued.
Numerous examples illustrate these concerns and these can
be grouped at regional, site specific, species specific and
activity specific levels,

At a regional level, Locations like the coral reef ecosysteins
of the Horida Keys in the United States show major
negative impacts as a result of increasing tourism. In a
dramatic and emotional piece in National Geographic,
Ward �990: 123! is critical of maane tourists:

Questions regarding how coastal and marine tourism
should best be managed abound and controversy exists in
almost every situation where significant tourism
development has occurred  for example, Brown, 1991,
Johnston, 1990; Mellor, 1990; Ward, 1990!. Amongst the
many different solutions being advocated, educating

Their boats pollute the water and everything in it
with petroleum products and sewage.
Incompetent operators crash into the reefs, They
litter the sea with plastic foam cups, aluminiurn
cans, glass, plastic bags, bottles, and miles of
tangled fishing hne ... Thousands of swimmers
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routineh bump, scrape, and step on coral ... the
cumuladve devastation is enormous.

On the other side of the wodd similar concerns are being
expressed about Austraha's Great Barrier Reef v here
reports with titles like "Long the Reef ro Death" P,leilor,
1990! and "Hov. Can Increased Tourism and the Great
Barner ReeF Coexist?"  Digance, 1993! have become
commonplace.

At a local level, smaller locations which have been subject
to significanr increases in tourism have resulted in similar
responses. For exaxnple, in wridng about Hawau's
Hanauma Bay, Burgett �990, p. 100-101! refers to
"Tradrrional use to modern abuse" and "a reef on the
rocks." In the Umted States >'irgrn Islands a significant
cultural "backlash" against the negative impacts of tourism
development has occurred gohnston, 1990! Hundreds of
sunilar examples from geographically diverse locatioas
exist.

Specific animals which are attractxve to tourists have come
under pressure as welL For example, ForesteII and
Kaufman � 990, p. 401! detail the growth of rhe
Humpback whale watching industry in Hawaii and state:

Concern has grown in every quarter rhat the
cumulative effect of this activity may threaten the
recovery and survival of this endangered species.

Shackley �990: 316! is less subtle when discussing the
plight of the %'est Indian Manatee which is sublect to
growing tourist interest, She argues:

The final nail in the manatee's coffin has probably
been provided by the large numbers of tourists
now coming to visit them, increasing their levels
of enviroxunental stress and decreasing
reproduction rates. Anyone who wants to ensure
the survival of the species would be well advised
to avoid visiting them.

Specific tourist activities are also causing concern. For
example, the use of personal watercraft  "jetskis" and
'~tbikes"! are controversial in many coastal areas
 National Oceanic and Atmosphexic Administration, 1995;
Cuthbert and Suman, 1995!. Tourists feeding 6sh  Stevens,
1986!, sharks  d'Oliveira, 1995; Cocking, 1995; Crews,
1995!, dolphins  Orams, 1995!, stingrays  Anonymous,
1994! and other marine wildlife is also widely debated.

In summary, where ever there has been significant growth
in coastal and marine tourism there has been a
corresponding concern over the negative impacts. A
volume of literature now exists which details these negative
unpacts aad it is now widely accepted that tourism must be
carefully managed to minimize these aegatrve effects. In

contrast to the many reported cases of problems assoc>ared
with manne tounsm, there are few cases which detail
successful management responses. There is, therefore, a
need to nou focus upon developing and empiricalII resdng
management solutions.

Solutions to the problems of tourism impacts have been
advocated by a number of authors  Orams, 1994; Boo,
1990; Beckmann, 1988! These management respon.ses can
be grouped into Four main categories: physical; regulatory;
economic; and educational. Physical responses refer to
those structures that seek ro control tourists' behavior by
physicany separating them or restricting their movement
wittun the natural environment. Regulatory responses refer
to rhose rules and regutations whrch seek to control
tourists' behavior through threat of punishment for non-
compliance. Economic approaches are those which utihze
vanable pricing techniques to influence behavior.
Educational srrategies are those that seek to inform tourists
and encourage them to voluntarily control their behavior
so that it is appropaate to the environment.

Education has received much attention in the ecotouxxsm
field and is viewed by some as a critical component of
ecotourism expenences  Kerr, 1991; ForesteH, 1990!.
Despite the widespread advocacy For education as a
"soludon" to minixnising tourists' impacts on rhe natural
environment, there have been very few empirical tests of
the effectiveness of education programs in coatxoIIing
tourists' behavior  Beckmann, 1988!.

Many authors are optimistic about the potential of
education programs for tourists  for example, Field and
Wagar, 1982; ForesteII, 1990; Alcock, 1991; Harn, 1992;
Bramwell and Lane�1993!. There is much anecdotal
evidence that direct interaction with nature often results in
profoundly important experiences where tourists do
develop new attitudes and adopt new behavior � ia other
words � significant learning does occur. The issue arises
therefore, in what circumstances is 'environxnental learning'
likely to occur and what type of educational progmsxune is
best suited to maxinusing learning?

A modeI originally proposed by Forestell �993! and
further developed by Orams �996! incorporates a aumber
of strategies which have been identified as powerful tools
in the learniag process  see Orams, 1996 for a more
thorough discussion of these cognitive techniques!. This
model is shown m Figure 1.

The model ideati6es 6ve main techniques which can be
effecttve in proxnpting behavior change in an ecotounsm
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Figure I. Components of an education program for tourists  Orams, 1996!.

Figure 2, Impact of the education program on inappropriate behavior.
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setting. These techniques  represented in Figure 1! can be
surnmarised as Foliois s:

~ Cognitive dissonance~rearing questions in peoples
minds. Thc educauon program should attempt to
arouse participants' curiosity, to get them thintung by
offering interesting questions. For example, in the case
presented later in this paper questions such as how do
dolpluns sleep, or what is the biggesr enemy that
dolphins have are appropriate.

~ The affective domain � using techniques and srones ro
involve participants' emotions. Emotional involveinent
in the subject matter is an effective "short cut" in the
learmng process. Topics such as birth, death, caring,
"life's challenges" all evoke peoples' emouons. lt is
suggested that hy invoking the "affective domain,"
program messages are more effectively "internahee"
and are more likely to be acted upon,

~ Creating motivation to act � the program should
outline the speci6c environinental problems issues or
therrles that are relevant to the tourism experience.
Simple solutions and actions that can be taken to
reduce these problems should then be outlined.
Speci6cally, the program should "personalize" the
message; "here's what you should do to make a
difference,"

~ Giving opporturuties to act � 6nally, the program
should actually provide opportunities for people to
take action, then and there, Petitions to sign,
environmental organizations to join, environmentally
friendly products to buy and activities to undertake
allo~ tourists to act on the motivation created by the
program. This stage is extremely importan; most
participants in nature oriented tourism programs have
good intentions. However, after they leave, those
intentions may not result in changed behavior. By
providing opportunities for participants to take action
effective behavior change can be prompted "on the
spo't.

~ Evaluation and feedback � an important component
of any program is an assessment of its effectiveness
and a feedback of the results of this assessment into

the planning for the program.

An education program which was based upon the above
model was developed and tested at Tangalooma Moreton
Island Resort in Southeastern Queensland, Australia. This
resort has devdoped a program where tourists are able to
hand-feed a group of bottlenose dolphins which regularly

visit the waters adjacent to the resort  Grams, 1995!. I'his
marine tounsm attraction presented an ideal case to test the
effectiveness of rhe education model presented above.

The effecnveness of the program was assessed by
companng the data gathered during the program's
operation  the experiment group! vith data gathered when
the program was not in operanon  the control group!.
Characrerisrics of the tourists who were nor exposed to the
program were compared vnth the tourists who were, ui
order to assess the validity of attributing data changes ro
the education. This control experimenr design formed the
basts of this study.

A jetty adjacent to where the dolphins were fed provided
an elevated riewpoint from which the dolphin � tourist
interaction could be clearly viewed. An observer was
stationed up on this jern and recorded information on a
standardized log throughout Feeding sessions, In addition, a
video camera was mounted on a tripod on the jetty and
each Feeding was video taped. This allo~ed for subsequent
review and checking of the data gathered by the observer.

The 6rst part of dus study focused upon quantifying
"inappropriate tourist behavior," de6ned as any tourist
behavior which did not comply with the management
regulations established by the resort to control the
interaction between tourists and the dolphins.

Pilot studies resulted in three main indicators being
selected for measurement. Patting and dehberatdy
touching the dolphins was assessed to be the most
common inappropriate behavior and this was selected as an
indicator to be quanti6ed, The number of cautions, given
by a staff member to a tourist, for mappropriate behavior
during a feeding session was also selected as a suitable
indicator of compliance, Finally, because in the pilot
studies no other single inappropriate behavior was
common, a general category of "all other inappropriate
behaviors" was selected to group data.

Immediately following each feerhng session's completion,
staff members were inte~ to gather data on
perceived problems with the feeding and the "number of
cautions" which they made to tourists with regard to
inappropriate behavior.

Video records of each of the feedings were reviewed and
data on the number of "feed events"  the number of times
a person entered the water to feed dolphins!, the number
of pats or "deliberate touches" and the nurnbet of "other
inappropriate behavior" was counted and recorded on the
log sheet.

An analysis of data gathered from 53 feeding sessions
without the forrnal education component  control! and the
data gathered from 118 sessions with the education
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component  experiment! was conducted to allow a
comparison between compliance under these two different
management regimes. The three indicators selected,
"deliberate touches," "staff cautions given" and "other

appropriate behavior" were recorded for each feeding
session in both thc control and experiment groups. These
data were then calculated as a percentage of' teed events;
that is, the indicators v ere transformed into a number per
100 feed events. This permitted the comparison of a
standardized measure between control and expenment

data.

The second part of this stud> concentrated on assessing the
impact of the education program on the degree of
agreement with the management regime, and also the
enjovment, knowledge, attitudes and intentions of
parucipants. In order to assess this a self repb
questionnaire was administered to a random sample of
tourists in both the experiment  n=317! and control groups
 n =308!.

The tturd part of the study assessed the longer term unpact
of the education program. Respondents from the self reply
questionnaire who agreed, were contacted by telephone
within two to three months of their visit to Tangaloorna
and a short telephone interview was conducted  n=110 for
control and 104 for experiment groups!.

Responses between the control and experiment groups
over the six indicators; agreement with management
controls, enjoyment, knowledge, attitudes, intentions and
behavior were then compared, primarily using Chi-square
analysis,

Results attd Discussion

Increase Compliance with Management Regulations

The results of the observations for both the control and
experiment groups over the three indicators which were
used to test for compliance with the management strategy
are presented in Figure 2.

This table shows that there was a significant reduction in
the number of touches per hundred feeding events from
the control to the experiment group. Similarly, there was a
significant reduction in the number of cautions which staff
gave for non-comphance from control to experiment
groups and the same pattern of reduction occurred for "all
other inappropriate behavior,"

The assumption implicit in these tests is that the subjects in
both the control and experiment groups do not differ from
one another in terms of their predisposition to comply with
management policies, Given the large sample sizes in this
study this assumption seems reasonable. The pattern of

success in uicreasing cornphance wrath management
regulations during this study is clear. The introduction of a
strucrured education program resulted in a sigiuficant
reduction of non-compliance behavior across each of the
three indicators measured.

Increase Acceptance of Management Regulations

l'igure 3 shows that, in all cases, the experiment group had
increased levels of agreement, and corresponduig lower
levels of disagreement, across all four indicators measured.
However, these differences were signi6cant in only two of
the four indicators. Specifrcally, agreement with the no
touchjng oE the dolphins regulation  c' = 7.026, df = 1,
p = 0.008! and the requirement to disinfect hands before
handhng the dolphin's fish  cz = 9.14~, df = 1, p = 0,003!,
significantly increased with the experiment group.
However, even though the agreement with the regulation
prohibiting swimming with the dolphins  cr = 3.625,
df = 1, p = 0.057! and the banning of entering the feeding
area without supervision  cr = 2.957, df = 1, p = 0 086! did
increase, staustical significance, at the alpha = 0.05 level
was not attained.

These results show that the education program produced
increased acceptance of the management regulations at
Tangalooma, Although statistical signi6cance was achieved
in only two of the four indicators, the pattern of increased
acceptance is dear and consistent. In this case, an
education program increased the level of acceptance of
management regulations.

'Ipse questionnaire produced a series of responses which
indicated the level of enjoyment of tourists at the dolphin
feeding. Chi-square tests revealed that there were few
significant differences between the control and experiment
groups with regard to questions which assessed enjoyment
levels. The general pattern of results showed a strong
positive skew, with very few respondents selecting
categories that can be classified as negative. A high
percentage of respondents indicated that the experience
was very enjoyable or one of their most enjoyable
experiences ever  see Figure 4!.

Enjoyment of the "dolphin experience" was ranked
extremely highly by almost all respondents. There was no
significant difference detected between control and
experiment groups with regard to enjoyment levds as
measured by most questions. Ho~ever, the desire for more
information did drop significantly between the control and
experiment samples, Additionally, compliments
significantly increased, and concern over negative impacts
of feeding dolphins and suggestions for changes decreased
significantly, between control and experiment groups.
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Figure 3: Statements indicating level of enjoyment of experience

Statement

 Note: respondents could select multiple statements!

It was good but I enjoyed
other parts of my stay on
Moreton Island more

9.29.5

7.0 5.8

58.8 58.0

2.01.4

It was one of my most
enjoyable experiences ever 28.729.2

It wasn't as good as I
thought it would be 1.8 1.7

It was good, but I would
like to have learned more 11.632A

I haven't really decided
what I think about it 2.60.7

It was okay

I enjoyed it a lot

I was a little bit

disappointed

Percenta e of Control Percenta e of Ex eriment

who selected who selected
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Collectively, these results are suggestive that the education
program did enhance the enjoymi:nt ot tounsts at the
Tangalooma dolphin feeding, although high levels of
enjovment exist irrespective of the education program.
Vvlth this fact in mind, it can be concluded that an
education program can mcrease tourists' levels of
en 1oyment.

1 t is not surprising that the research at Tangalooma
identified that interacting with wildlife is viewed m
extremely positive terms. The rapid growth of wildlife
based ecotouxisrn  Ratnapa1a, 1992; MacDonald, 1992;
XfiHer and Kaae, 1993; Neil et al� 1996a! suggests that
interacting with wildlife is vex! enjol able For tourists.

Increase Knowledge

The questionnaire asked respondents to rank their own
degree of knowledge on dolphins before visiting
Tangalooma. There was no significant difference m dus self
assessment between control and experiment groups  c- =
0.947, df = 2, p = 0.954!. However, a further question
which actually tested the knowledge of respondents
towards the end of a dolphin feeding session, showed an

crease in correct responses across all seven indicators
from the control group to the experiment group. Clu-
square tests reveal that these mcreases are significant across
five of the seven indicators  Figure 5!.

The pattern of increased knowledge, as a result of the
education prograxn, is clear. This finding is encouraging. As
a result of this research, it can be concluded that an
education program, despite the limitations of a brief
tourism encounter, can increase tourists' knowledge
regarding the attraction they visit. Evidence that this is the
case has been lachng in the past. This finding is consistent
with recent research by Neil et al. �996b! who suggest that
repeat whale watchers show greater levels of knowledge
than those who are whale watching for the 6rst time.

1niprove Attitudes

The questionnaire tested respondents level of
agreement/disagreement with three environmental
statements, Results are summarised in Figure 6. For each
statement, a correct response was that which strongly
indicated an attxtude which was "environmentally sound."

Responses to a statement pextaining to controHing shark
levels in Moreton Bay resulted in 39.4/o of the control
group responding correctly. This xesponse rate increased in
the experiment group to 49.8/a. Gus increase is sigmficant
 c = 7.271, df = 2, p = 0026!. However, statexnents
regarding actions affecting the sea  c = 0.178, df = 2,
p = 0,915!, and zelpuding poHution responsibility
 cx = 0.069, df = 2, p = 0.355!, did not show any sigzuficant
change from control to experiment.

Measuring respondents' attitudes tov ard the natura!
ennronment proved extremely difficult. Most respondents,
in both control and experiment groups, shou'ed a strong!y
posmve environmental attitude. This is not surpxismg
because, over the past decade, environmental issues have
been widely discussed and are understood by many, As a
result, most respondents know the "desirable" answer to a
question about en~ironmental attitudes. Therefore, it is
difficult to determine whether a response to a question on
environmental attitudes actuafly reflects true attitudes or is
sunply gii en as the sociaHy/pohtxcaHy correct answer
 Ryan, 1995!. This "social desirability" influence may have
been significant in dus study.

Despite the failure to detect changed attitudes from the
questionnaire there were tndications that the education
program did have an influence m this area. The responses
to the foHow-up telephone interview showed that 8.3~10 of
respondents in the control group gave an unsolicited
comment that they had becoine more environmentaHy
aware as a result of their expenence with the dolphins. This
response rate increased significantly to 20,4 lo in the
experiment group. It appears, therefore, that the
parncipants themselves felt that the educanon program
improved their environmental attitude  at least as expressed
by the "greater environmental awareness" comxnents!. The
failure of the questionnaire to detect changes in
environmental atntudes may be related to the question
used in the questionnaire. It is likely that ixnproved
environmental attitudes did result from the education
program but the questionnaire failed to detect this.

Create Desirable intentions

The questionnaire solicited responses to five statements
which indicated the degree of conuniixnent respondents
had to changing their behavior as a result of their
experience with the dolphins. This question showed a clear
and consistent pattern from control to experiment groups
 see Figure 7!. Intentions to change behavior were high for
both groups and no significant differences between groups
were present.

The rnajonty of respondents indicated that they intended
to teH theix fxiends about the dolphins, However, these
data were not significantly different from contxol to
experiment  cx = 2.428, df = 2, p = 0.297!. Many thought
they would tzy and get more information about dolphins,
but ~ the groups were not signi6cantly different
 cx = 1.805, df = 2, p = 0.406!. Similarly, most respondents
indicated that they would pick up beach litter which could
harm dolphins, but control and experiment groups were
not signi6cantly different  cx = 2.742, df = 2, p = 0.254!.
Becoming more involved with environmental issues as a
result of thar experience with the dolphins received strong
support from both groups, but the groups did not
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sigiuficantly chffer  c" -= 1.624, Jf = 2, p = 0.444!. Finalh,
mant tourists indicated that they intended ro make a
donation to an enlaronmentaI organisation, but the control
and experiinent data v'ere not significantI> difterent  c- "=
3. 40, df = 2, p = 0,154!.

The intentions to change behavior, of both the control and
experiment groups, were extreineh. positive. Once again,
this positive skew of the data contributed to the lack of
statisfical signiflcance between the groups. The uifluence of
"social desirabiLity" when responding to this question is
also hkely to be lugh, so that respondents are likeli to state
they intend to do good things as a result of their expenence
with the dolphins. Consequently, no significant differences
ivere detected between the groups. The educauon program
cannot be shown to have increased tounsts' intentions io

conduct themselves in a more environinentally responsible
inanner. However, dus does not incan that such a change
did not occur. The results of the follow-up interview
suggest that the educatiori program did influence tourists'
intentions because significant increases in actual behavior
change were detected  see next secnon!.

The marked positive skew in data resulting from a number
of attitude, intentions to change behavior and entoyment
questions in the questionnaue has been noted with other
tourism research.

One problem that can occur frequently m
attitudinal research relating to holidays is that
because people enjoy themselves, scores on a
Likert-type scale or semantic differential are not
normally distnbuted. They tend to be skewed
towards the top end  Ryan, 1995: 168!.

This problem was recognised before the study was
undertaken and, as a result, categories and statements were
selected which attempted to distribute these positive
attitudes over a series of options which reflected the
posinve nature of the responses. Nevertheless, positive
skewing did result. When such an influence occurs it is
difficult to determine the signtficance of changes between
the control and experiment groups.

Prompt Environmentally Responsible Bebavior

The follow up interview assessed whether actual behavior
change had occurred subsequent to the experience with the
dolphins. Questions asked in the interview followed the
same format as for the questionnaire, except respondents
were asked whether they had actually carried out thar
stated intentions. With the exception of the question
pertaming to telling friends about the dolphins, a clear and
consistent difference existed between the control and
experiment groups for these data  Figure 8!.

ln the control, 98.2".o and 99.0".» m the experiment had
told fnends about the dolphin. These results are not
sigiuficantlv different from one another  'ci = 0.284, dt = 1,
p = 0.594!. However, onli 13.6»'o of respoiidcnts in  he
control group had attempted to get more information on
dolphins, compared udth 41. "o of the experiment group.
Tlus difference is sigmficant  ci = 21.213, df = 21,
p < 0.001!. Of those respondents who had desired a beach
since visiting Tangalooma, 44.9"l» of the control group had
picked up rubbish that thei had seen. Within the
experiment group 65 2»/o had done so. This mcreasc is also
significant  c- = 25.915, df = 2, p < 0.001!. Onll 6 4'/» of
respondents in the control group stated that ihei had
become more tnvohcd in environmental issues as a result

of their experience with the Tangalooma dolphms,
however, in the experiment group, 32.0'lo stated they had
done so. Addifionally, within the control, 8.3/» stated that
thev were more environmentaDy aware, whereas 20.4":o said
so within the experiment. These differences are significan
 c-' = 35.206, df = 3, p < 0.001!.

Finally, the same pattern exists for the numbers of
respondents who stated that they had donated to an
envuonmental organisation as a result of their experience
with the Tangalooma dolphins, 11,1'lo for the control and
233»/o for the experiment. Furthermore, of those who
stated they had not donated, an unsolicited response that
they still mtended to donate, rose from 3.7 lo in the control
to 19.4'lo in the experiment. These differences are, once
again, significant  ci = 22,26, df = 3, p < 0.001!.

The results of the follow-up interview are particularly
important in the context of this study. The results of the
follow-up interviews show that the education program was
particularly effective in prompting tourists who visited the
Tangalooma dolphin feeding to carry out their stated
intentions to take acnon.

Predictably, both control and experiment respondents
carded out their intentions to tell friends about the
dolphins after their trip, and there was no significant
influence of the education program on this indicator.
Ho~ever, the education program proinpted a significantly
}ugher level of action across all the other indicators
measured. Thus, it is concluded that an education program
caused tourists to change aspects of their behavior and
become more environmentally responsible. These results
are extremely important because the ultimate objective of
the education program was to produce long term behavior
change which benefited the environment upon which the
tounsm was based. Although the type of behavior change
prompted in this study did not directly benefit the
Tangalooma dolphms, indirectly, these changes beneflt the
marine environment and, through this, the animals that live
111 lt.
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Conclusions

This research has shov n that, despite rnanv authors'
cirucism  Hammir, 1984; Burgess, 1992; 4'heeller, 1994!,
long-term behawaor change can be prompted by a carefufly
structured education program. Empirical evidence of tlus
tact has long been lacking  Olson ei al., 1984; Beckmann,
1988, 1989; Uzzefl, 1989; i~fcArthur and Hall, 1993!. The
tindings of tlus studv provide evidence that the optimism
expressed bl many  Field and Wagar, 1982, Forestell, 1990;
Alcock, 1991; Ham, 1992; Bramv eH and I.ane, 1993!
regarding the potennal ot educauon as a management
strategy in tourism situations is justi6ed.

Given the considerable problems heing experienced by
host communities due to the effects of coastal and marine
tourism activities it is important that solutions be sought.
Educational programs are but one of many different
approaches to managing this kind of tourism. For this kind
of approach to be effective programs must be designed
with the lessons of educational psychology in mind. The
model, tested in the study reported in this paper, is a good
starting point to improve the effectiveness of education in
managing marine tourism.
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CULTURAL PERSPECTIVES OF

DOLPHINS BY ECOTOURISTS IN

A "SWIM WITH WILD DOLPHINS"

PRO G1&dd

Helwcg, 1995!. However, no work has been done ou the
influence oF cultural Factors on peoples' perceptions and
U3teractlons u1th animals in ecoxouxist ens~oxunenxs, and
the contribution of cultural factors to the development oF
usldbfe ecotouasm.

Verna Amante-Helweg
Unnvrsirs of Auckland  New Zea/and!

Graham Vaughan
Universir/ ofAuckland  New Zealand!

C1eve Barlow
University of Auckland  New Zealand!

Abstract: The currrnt trrnd towardr environmenta/ awareness is

accompanied by people seeking weyys to rhange thei r relationship with
nature. However, nrostindt'vidua/s will perceive and tnterprrt thetr
rrlationship with animals in hght of their culturr. This stu@
exp/orrd the rrlationships anrong he/sefs, know/edge, demographic
characteristics and persona/ sa!ites of ecotourists use'ng a questi onnairr
dutributed on shore after boat excurst'ons. Principal Component
Analysts revea/ed attributions of spirituah'rJ, a!/@visor, intenpcies
sonahi&y and the presence of socie/a/structurri n do/phins. Ferna/es,
ress'dents of Asi a, Xejv Zea/and and Aust'/s'a, non-Christians nvn'
most h'key to rrsake post'tier spiritual attributions, while nrt'dd/ewged
people nvrr rnorr /r'ke/y so agree with a/truistic attrihutions than werr
Jounger or o/der people. Persona/ rr/tgtousness and adherence to
cultural «orms nvrr positivrlr corrr/ated wr'rb attributions of do/phin
spirttua/ig. As the importance of honoring e/ders and /er/ally to
Piends increased, the more h'ke/y /he respondents nvrr to heh'eve that
do/phins seek and en/oy hunran interuction  interspecies sociabi/ip!,
Afost respondents ascrt'bed human qua/ities to tbe do/phius Thr/a/so
perce/tvd dolphins as being dependent on one am/her and as having a
highs// kni/ socia/structure. The ecotourutr nhoforrned this sansp/e
uvre unacqucnnsed nnth scr'entre knenvtedge rr/ared to dolphins as nv//
as the phtlosophica/ educationa/ econonric or eco/ogsca/ valurs of
wi/d/sfe. The resu/ts indicate shat social scsensrjic amgsis of wi/d/sfe
recreationa/ programs is srnsi bk and ca» be used to estab/ish nrorr
prrcisr rnanagmmrt of and educasiona/programs for ecotourtsnr.

Leywan&: cu/rurr, be//efs, know/edge, questionnaire, principal
conrponent ana/ttsr's

Touristn can be a good medium for raising environraental
awareness  Hughes, 1991; Ross, 1991!. One reason often
given for promoting wildlife and nature ecotourism is that
the participants' expeaeaces wQl increase awareness of rhe
need to protect the environment. Previous research
concerning the relationship between humans aad nature
includes investigation of public attitudes, knowledge and
behavior towards wildlife and natural habitats; factors
related to satisfaction in wildlife recreational programs; and
the economic value of wildlife  reviewed in Aruaate-

Culture is de6ned as a social svstem in wtuch tndis~duals

tncoxporate the behavioral patterns of thetx group thxough
social interacuons and diverse relationships  Geextz, 19|3;
Rohner, 1984!. Every indivrdual's attitude aud behavior is
shaped by their group's belief about the nature of the
uxuverse and how it affects their social environment

 Geertz, 1973; Hofstede, 1980; Taifel, 1981; Vaughan &
Hogg, 1995!.

Ecotounst programs provide for personal experience as
well as reinforce the knowledge and beliefs indivtduais
have about nature and axumals. The emotional fulfiHment
of being near the animals may serve to strengthen the
particxpants' comxxutment to various environmental issues
 Duffus & Dearden, 1993; KeHert, 1984; Lien & Graham,
1985; Whelan, 1988!. In addition, anthropomorphic
sympathy influenced by observations o F animal social
behavior probably may have the strongest effect on future
conservation and protection  Vicchio, 1986!.

In general terms, people's attitudes, values and behavior
are shaped by the groups to wluch they belong  Vaughan &
Hogg, 1995!. More speci6cally, individuals may perceive
their relationship with animals, and interpret the behavior
of animals, m the light of their culture.

Methods

Description of Kcotourist Excursion

Data were collected from participants in "Swim with %"tid
Dolphins" excursions with the cooperation of Do/phin
Discoveries, an ecotourist coxnpaay operating out of the
town of Pahia on the Bay of Islands, New Zealand, in
1994. Dolphi¹ Discoverie raa two boats and made two trips
per day  approximately 3.5 hours per tap!. The 6rst cruise
began at sunase and the second cruise began in late
morning or midday. The skippers met the ecotouasts at
the dock, provided them with life jackets aad then assigned
12 passengers to each boat.

When aH the pass~ were on board the boats, the
skippers went over rules and safety procedures, the Marine
Ivtantmals Act, and their obligations with respect to
governmental management regulations, They also
discussed the sssumming gear  wet suits and goggles! and
the weather and sea conditions.

After the skippers had gone over these details, they drove
out into open water and began their search for dolphins.
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The encounter success for bottlenose �'errsrapz rrunealni!
and common  Delphinrrs delphic! dolphins was 90 to a>id
usuaHy took less then an hour to locate them. Bottlenose
dolphins were typically found in groups of 10-20
indi~idua!s, in coastal waters less than 10 meters deep
 inside the bay!. Common dolphins were most likely to be
found in groups of several hundred individuals, in offshore
waters. In many instances, both the botdenose and
coinznon dolpluns would approach the boats and ride on
the bow wave. Dolphin behavior included jump>ng, head
slaps, tail slaps and chasing, and vere often accompanied
by vocabzarions such as whistling. At times, however, the
dolphins appeared to l>e resting or sleeping.

After spending some time observing the dolphins, the
skippers decided whether to allow a swim. Up to 24
s>zimmers were put in the water with the dolphins �2
from each boat!, usually lasting 10-15 minutes. At the end
of each excursion, just prior to docking, the skippers

formed the ecotouztsts of tins research and invited them

to participate.

guestiozmzaire Design

Data were collected at the end of each excursion. The
questionnaire was designed  Amante-Helweg, 1995! and
distributed in accordance with the University of Aucldand
Human Subjects Ethics Committee guidelines,
Questionnaires were distributed aftez the ecotourists
gathered in a nearby cafe for coffee. The questionnaire
was available in English, German and japanese. A cover
letter accompanied the questionnaire explaining the
purpose of the study, that participation was voluntary and
that responses were anonymous. Instructions on
completion of the questionnaire were also provided, The
respondents were allowed as much time as needed.
However, it usuaIIy took them about 15 minutes to
coinplete the survey. Following completion, the researcher
answered any questions.

The questionnaire had a set of demographic items  about
age, gender, place of birth, ethnicity, etc.! and a set of
questions about the excursion and motivations for
participating in the excursion. There vras a set of quesnons
that appealed to the beliefs and knowledge  BK variables!
the respondents had about the dolphin's behavior, abilities,
social structure and cognitive state. BK variables consisted
of a statement that required the respondents to express the
degree to which they agreed on a 7-point Likert response
scale that extended from "strongly agree" to "strongly
disagree" and a "don't know" response  Oppenheim,
1973!. Finally, there were a set of questions related to
personal values  PV variables! that required the
respondents to self-sate their attitudes or personal traits;
and, rank the importance of various matters in life  ke.,
religion, cultural roles, etc.!. PV variables consisted of
statements that employed a 7-point Likert response scale as

well as an Osgood semantic d>ffezent>al scales that requ>zed
respondents to choose between two adjectives vith
opposing valences  e.g., "tame" vs "wild" !  Oppenbeim,
1 973!.

Statistical Analysis

Principal Component Analysis was used to help reveal
broad psychological factors related to the respondents'
pecci:ptions of the dolphms in the beliefs and knowledge
 BK variables!. Pzincipal Components  PCs! were
deterinined from the correlations among tl>e BK variables
using PROC FACTOR  SAS Institute, Inc. 19S9!, with
orthogonal VARIihf.~ rotation. Each component was
associated with a cluster of highh' correlated observed
variables, The pattern of loadings  correlations of BK
variables with a PC! was used to formulate or construct a»
interpretation of each component. I f the pattern of
loadings were not interpretable, the PC was discarded.

The four Principal Components were used as criterion
variables in tests of the relationship between the
respondents' beliefs and knowledge about cetaceans and
their Personal Values  PA'! using multiple linear regression
 PROC GLM; SAS Institute, Inc. 1989!. Muhiple Linear
Regression a statistical procedure that uses more than one
variable to prechct the criterion vaziable  e,g,, predicting
weight using age and height!.

Results

A total of 306 respondents completed the questionnaire,
57/o females and 43'/o males. The respondents idenri6ed
29 countries of residence which were then categozized into
regions  Table 1!. These regions were identified as Asia,
Europe, North Commonwealth, South Commonwealth,
USA and Other,

When passengers were offered the opportunity to swim
with the dolphins, 44'/o entered the water while 56'/o
preferred to view the dolphins from the boat. Of those
who did swim, 4/o reported they were able to touch the
animals. However, 100'/o of the swimmers reported
enjoying the excursion regardless of the outcome of their
swim. Of those who did not swim, 96'/o reported that they
had enjoyed the excursion. Lack of enjoyment  ftve of 306
respondents! was closely linked to seasickness or lack of
proximity to dolphins.

Level of Knowledge

The respondents' knowledge of cetacean natural history
was tested using fifteen factual questions related to
taxonomy  e.g., "dolphins are a type of lish"!, biological
characteristics  e.g., "dolphins have very sensitive
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Table l. Coun of Residence Gro d in Re 'ansi Cst ories.

Coun of ResidenceRe 'on Female

Southeast Asia

Hong Kong
Indonesia

Japan
Singapore
Tatwan
Thaiiiand

Europe

Canada
England
Ireland
Scotland
Wales

777

35

4
24

0
2

2

1%orth
Commonwealth

Australia
New Zealand

9412
23

19
40

South
Commonwealth

10 25United States 15USA

Global
South Africa
Zimbabwe

Other

175GRAND TOTAL

Austria

Belgium
Denmark
France

Germany
Holland

Italy
Norway
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland

1
'F/

0 15
7

0 2

6 8

Male Total er re 'on

1

4 1
13

6 1
1

2 3 9
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hearing"!, and social structure  e.g., "dolphins babysit each
other's babies"!. Interestingly, the respondents' self-
reported confidence in their knowledge of arumals did aot
correlate with the knowledge they demonstrated on the
factual questions. When the respondents were asked to
rate their knowledge of animals, the majority of the
respondents �8/o! rated themselves as having great deal of
knowledge about animals. The modal number of correct
responses was eight out of 15, yet less than 5% made
replies suggestive of expert knowledge �2 or more
correct!.

Principal Components

The Principal Component Analysis revealed four categories
of attributions about dolphins. A sample of the pattern of
loadings is found in Table 2, The variables that loaded on
to PC1 were related to spiritual attributioas, PC2 was
composed of variables related to attributioas of dolphins
having altruistic characteristics. The variables that loaded
on to PC3 were related to dolphin and human interactions.
The variables that loaded oa to PC4 related to perceptioas
of dolphin society. An interpretive description oa each of
these components is presented ia Table 2,

Cultural Differences ia Principal Components of
Behefs and Knowledge

Principal Components  PC! revealed four categories of
attributioas of dolphins. Differences according to gender
were most visible along the Spirituality dimension  PCI!,
As can be seen ia Figure 1, the average PC scores for
males aad females were most widely separated along the
Spirituality ditueasion, and females tended to make more
positive spiritual ataibutions than males.

Ia the relaaoaships between ethnic groups aad Spirituality,
Figure 2 shows thar AMaas tended to agree with Spiritual
attributions  PC 1! more than Caucasians or Other
respondents. There was no clear separation between the
ethnic groups along attribntioas of Altruism, Interspecies
Sociability and Dolphin Society.

Ia the relationships between regions and Spirituality  PCI!,
Figure 3 shows that there was a wide separation between
the Asian and South Commonwealth regions; aad, the
European, North Conuaonwealth and United States
regions. Respondents living in the Asian and Southern
Commonwealth regions were, on average, more hkelv to
believe ia spiritual attributions than those who come from
Europe, North Commonwealth and the United States.
Also, residents of Asian countries tended to make more
negative attributions of Ahruism  PC3! than did others.
However, there were no clear separations between the
regions along Iaterspecies Sociability and Dolphin Society.

Correlation of Principal Components of Beliefs and
Knowledge and Personal Values

There were no significant relationships between Altruisnc
attributioas  PC2! or attributions of Dolphin Society  PC4!
and Personal Value variables. However, Spititual
Attributions  PC1! was sigai6cantly related to the
combination of "Rehgiousness," "Accepting my role in my
culture," and "Preserving my group's image." The more
religious the respondent, the more willing they were to
accept their role ta culture, and the more important the
role of preserving the group's image, the more likely
he/she would agree with statements that make attributioas
of dolphin spiatuality, Interspecies Sociability  PC3! was
sigtuGicaatly related to two personal values, "Honoang of
pareats and elders" and "Loyalty to friends." As the
importance of honoriag parents and elders and loyalty to
friends increased, the respondents' were more hkcly to
agree with attributions that dolphins enjoy social contact
with humans. Thus, subjects who rated honoring of
parents aad elder and loyalty to friends as very important
~ould be predicted to make the most positive attributions
about interspecies sociability.

Anthropomorphism, Anthropoceatrism, and Social
Structure

Eleven percent of the respondents had an anthropocentric
view of animals  " Dolphins are here for my eajoymeat"!.
However, most respondents perceived the dolphins as
having human-Eke emotional or psychological traits
 anthropomorphism; Vicchio, 1986!. The majority of the
respondents  99%! strongly agreed that "dolphins are
intelligent." There was more than 80% consensus among
respondents on questions related to dolphins' tolerance
and fondness of humans  " dolphins like the company of
people' J, aad eagerness to approach boats. iXIoreover, the
fact that Interspecies SociabiTity emerged as a Principal
Component, suggests the certamty that most participants
have in human aad dolphins interaction.

Interestingly, the majoaty of the respondents perceived the
dolphins' social structure as being collectivistic  "every
dolphin wants to belong to a group"! and structured
 "every dolphin group has a leader" !, regardless of the type
of society the respondents grew up in.

Discussion

Conservation and Management

Increased knowledge of the ecotourists' beliefs,
expectations, and motivaaon may help managers to
ascertain the value of the wildlife programs being offered;
the ainount of management intervention required in whale
watching aad dolplua swim programs; the types of
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Table 3, Inte renve Descti tion of tbe Princi al Com nents related to the Res ndents Beliefs and Knowie e
Descri tionLabels

Ptincipal Component 2

Principal Component 3

Principal Component 4

Com onent

Principle Component 1 Spiritual
Attributions

Altruistic
Attributions

Interspecies
Sociability

8 ttributions of
Dol hin Societv

People with this view either perceive marine mammals as
having extraordinary abilities  e.g., ESP! or perceive them as
bein at an e ual or hi er "s intual lane" than humans

People with this view beheve that marine matnmals have
sentuneutal feelings and concern about each other and
humans.

People with this view perceive dolphins as being sociable
and interested m interacting with species other than dolphms
e, humans .
8 view in which people use the social norms of human
cultures to inte ret whale and dol hin social structure,
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Education

Social Science

Ecotourist Operators
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campaigns needed to enhance axumal conservation and
welfaxe; and to use information gathered as a guide for
policy development.

The general public do not easily recognize or understand
most of the philosophical, educational, economic, or
ecological values of wildlife. The study I have described
can provide information on ecotourist knowledge that can
be used to guide educational programs, On-gouxg research
will help detexxmne the effectiveness of educauonal and
management programs that are established.
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THE WHMX-BASED TOURISM
INDUSTRY IN AUSTRALIA:
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Abstract: The migratory path of the humpback and southern
Rsghl uhaks frons Antarctica to their breeding groundsin the uarmer
1Vorthern uaters e¹nelopes the south, east and soest coastb'nes of the
~rah'an island contenent. Attracts¹g ooer 600,000
uhale/dolphin soatchers per annnns, issues arising front lhe «eed for
constipation of the resource, for legislation/licenjing, for
education/interpretatio¹ and for a coneprehenseee code of practice are
accelerated by the industry's rapid grosoth and consnemia/ inrpact.
The shak/ dolphin ¹atchingindustryinr'lscstntfiais seen lo be at a
cruci al point of deoeloprne¹t, schon serious thought is ge'oen to
construdioe co-operation betunen all stakeholkrs and pro-actino
pknni ng. A national perspedioe of the shak-based tourisne industr
i» r4srstrab'a Nill be ge'uen � its state of deoe/opnsent, probknes, and
proposed solutions,

EeywoMss sohak u atching, Aartraba, conserosdon, tours'sne

Natural and Cultural Setting

The migratory path of the humpback and southern tight
whales from Antarctica to their breeding grounds in the
warmer northern waters envelopes this island continent,
which has been isolated from major land masses For
miHions years. The mythological connections between
whales and the aborigines of Australia have been strong
and persistent through the ages, as their rock engravings
and bark paintings iHustrate. Walking along the foreshores
and through the national parks of Sydney, the many
engravings on the flat surfaces of diffs and headlands
portraying whales, amongst totemic representabons of
kangaroos and emus, bear witness to the importance these
marine mammals held for the Aborigines,

%ifany a story of cooperation between man and the smaller
toothed whales, the dolpluns, are told by the original
owners of the land down under, the aborigines, Like the
one about a pod of dolphins which used to drive mullet
into a bay towards the watbng aboriginal tribe, for the
beneht of aH uH bellies for dolphin and man,

By contrast, the whaling industry decimated whale stocks
from the early 1800s until 19'78. Whaling stations
mushroomed around the shorebnes, concentrating

especially on the Tasmanian east coast and the region
around Albany in Western Australia, which is close to the
prime calving grounds for southern rights along the Great
Australian Bight,

Today, Australia and her neighbour New Zealand are well
on the way to develop a strong tourism industry based on
observing cetaceans in the wild � primarily humpback
whales, southern rights and inshore bottle-nose dolphins.

Humpback Migratory Routes

Humpbacks leave their Antarctic feeding grounds at the
onset of the antipodean winter on their annual trek to their
breeding grounds in the warmer tropical waters of
Australia. Their numbers are increasing at a healthy 8 to
10'/a per year, but because of the severe depletion of
stocks, humpbacks are stiH considered vulnerable under the
Endangered Species Protection Act. The latest estimate of
the two humpback populations is between 1,500 and ~00
animals on the east coast, and approximately 3,000 � 4,500
in the west  Anderson et aL, 1995!.

Southern Right Migratory Routes

Total numbers of southern right whales have stiH not
recovered sufhciently to be taken off the endangered list
under the Endangered Spectes Protection Act, 1992. Their
populations came to be at such dangerously low levds
because whalers regarded southern rights the 'right' whale
to kill � they do not sink and provide plenty of blubber for
oil production, They were hunted nearly to extincbon and
their numbers have been slow to recover. Southern rights
give birth to their young m the sheltered bays of Australia's
southern coastline, the most fatuous stretch bang the
Great Australian Bight with its spectacular land-based
whale watching spots,

Marine mammals are not only under pressure from an
increase in whale watchers, they are vulnerable to pollution
of waterways and inshore developments which impact
upon the coastal zone, The last hve years have seen an
intensihcation of boat trafhc on the water. How many
coHistons already occur between boats and whales or
dolphins we will never know; it is usually not until these
occurrences are highlighted in the news, as they did when
several boats had to be pulled out of the annual 'Sydney to
Hobart' yachting race because they had collided with
whales.
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Queens land

New South Wales

Tasmania and Victoria

Legislation & Management

State conservation agencies are responsible for the resource
in Australian waters three nautical miles from agreed shore
basehnes. Marine parks come under a different jurisdiction.
Seaward beyond the state and regional waters, whales are
protected by the Commonwealth Whale Protection Act
1980 by the Australian Nature Con.servaiion Agency
 ANCA! within the limits of the 200 nautical miles of the
EEZ  Exclusive Economic Zone!. As the federal body For
conservation, ANCA is seeking to promote pro-active
strategies to resource management and protection, These
considerations have contributed to attempts to improve
relationships between the Australian tourism industry,
govemrnent conservation and management agencies, non-
goveriunental organisations, communities and the industry.
What events have led to the interest of the Australian

national government to take an interest in the
whale/dolphin tourism industry?

In July 1995, AN CA co-sponsored with the Federal
Deparnnent of Tounsm the Encounter lilith lPhnIrr 95
conference/workshop at Hervey Bay. Papers and
workshops were linked to the broader issues of
conservation and management, legislation, research and
education, and the sustainable development of the whale
based tourism industry. One of the major
recommendations of the Tourism Specialist Working
Group, endorsed by the conference as a whole, was the
establishment of a national representative whale watching
body to be formed by industry, Ir was recognised that a
consultative and voluntary approach is more likely to
promote a long-term commitment towards effective
resource management and environmental improvements.
There is increasing awareness at federal and state
government levd that eruphasis needs to be placed on the
forging of partnerships between all stakeholders and on the
rrutration of informed dialogue,

As a result of that recommendation, I have recently
completed a consultancy for ANCA investigating the
feasibihry of such a national whale and dolphin watching
industrv association.

I will now provide you with a quick overview of the
geographical spread of ~hale based tourism centres in
Austraha and briefly touch on the results of the study.
How large is the current industry and how rapidly is it
growing?

Australian Whale-Based Tourism Centres

The whale watching operations at Hervey Bay in
Queensland are the most mature sector of this industry.
The waters of the Hervey Bay Marine Park offer a rehable
stop-over and resting place for humpback whales migrating
froin their more northern breeding grounds, Froin the
beginning of August to late October, mothers and calves
and other members of the nugrating groups frequent the
bay. The fleet comprises of 20 vessels of varying boat sizes
and capacities; all whale watching activities are licensed
under the Nature Conservation Act 1992 and managed by
the Queensland Department of Environment & Heritage at
Hervey Bav.

Further north, in the Whitsundays, several whale watching
vessels operate mainly in the opens sea by intercepting
migrating whales. Conservation issues include control of
opportunistic whale watching from the increasing number
of pleasure craft in the Whitsunday Passage. In addition to
the high-speed-large passenger vessels, radio contact can
quickly bring many boats to where whales are present,
Harassment of whales has been of growing concern to the
conservation agencies,

Boat-based whale watching centres in NSW have started to
develop from small charter boat and fishing vessels at
Coffs Harbour, Eden and Narooma, Byron Bay in the
north of the state offers a land-based vantage point and a
whale information centre. Southern nghts are lately found
frolicking in full view of Sydney's beaches, Last year the
whales created a boom in smash repairs on the Northern
beaches as dnvers, totally absorbed in the excitemenr of
whale spotting, bumped into the cars in front of them,
whose attention was doubdess equally diverted. In all
other areas of NSW the mdustry focuses on bottlenose
dolphins. There is Jervis Bay, a marine park 2 1/2 hours
drive south of Sydney, and Port Stephens, approximately 3
hours drive north of Sydney. Only recently, Port Stephens
has declared its intention to become the "Dolphin Capital
of NSW."

Whale watctung in Tasmania started, as in so many other
places, through sightseeing and fishing/diving trips. There
are regular appearances of humpback and southern rights,
and a semi-resident and friendly dolphin pod in southern
Tasmania that acuvely seeks out kids on surf boards,
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playing with them. As the local ranger describes it, "The
'play' included tipping the kids off their board. The locals
involved kept it quiet and would not even teH me initiaHy
where the dolphins were when they rang me to seek advice
on feeding. They [the locals] readily accepted a no-feeding
rule." Humpbacks tend to enter Great Oyster Bay, where
they spend a day and then move on northwards. Southern
xights tend to hang around for a few days, somerunes a few
weeks.

Victoria

The heart of the whale watching industry in the state of
Victoria is Warxnambool, and it is mainly land-based whale
watching. There is a strong dolphin-centred industry dose
to Melbourne, at Port Philip Bay, which has a smaH fleet of
dolphin cruises, some of which specialise in swims with
wild bottlenose dolphins, A voluntary code of conduct has
been established by operators in collaboration with the
conservation agencies. However, it proved somewhat
inadequate. Competitiveness between operators has been
known to overrule environmental sensitivities, and as with

any other human endeavour, the grade of sensitiviry varies
amongst operators. As a result, an amendment to the
Wildlife A.ct is presently tabled in parliament to provide
legislative support to the voluntary code of conduct.

South Australia

The sheltered bays of the Great Australian Bight are the
southern rights' calving and breeding grounds, and these
large frolicsome whales with their curious calluses can be
watched from vantage points along the spectacular cliffs of
the Bight. Victor Harbour has a well-designed Whale
Centre, which provides visitors to the Bighr with
educational material and information. Only last month the
South Australian government has proclaimed the Great
Australian Bight Marine Park to protect one of Australia's
most important habitat areas for southern right whales and
Australian sea lions.

Westetxr Austraha

Whale watclung around Pertb has grown since 1989 from
existing tourisr operations. The average trip to 6nd the
migratixxg huxnpback whales is only approximately one
hour's boat drive out of Perth. But ocean conditions
influenced by the warm southward-flowing Leeuwin
current are very variable and can, at times, make outtngs
for whale watching unpredictable. Further away from a
major city and port ot entry are rwo developing whale
based tourism centres, one is around <Ibany on the south
coast of the state and the other in the north around Port
I Iea dland.

The most famous site for interactions with bottle nose

dolphins is stiH Monkey Mia in Western Australia, ever
since interactions between dolphins and humans changed
into a commercial enterpnse in the late 1960s. Bunbury, a
small town south of Pexth, has deliberately developed a
tourism industry based on dolphins. The town fathers
employed a dolphin trainer to attract a pod of dolphins,
which for years had been fed and befxiended by an elderly
female resident. Bunbury now has Dolphin Beach, where
wild dolphins come and interact with people, Further
north, on the same stretch of coast towards Perth, at
Rockingham, a sole operator offers swims with the resident
pod dolphins pulled along by an underwater scooter.

Impact on Communities

One of the issues that wiH arise fxom the intensity of the
industry's rapid growth and commercial viability is its
potential to substantially transform communities. You are
aware of the impact herc in Hawau and in other ~hale-
based centxes in the U.S. There aie international examples,
such as Puerto Piramides in Patagonia, Argentina,
Hermanus in South Afnca, Dingle in Ireland, and doser to
home, Kaik-ours in New Zealand. Thriving marine
mammal desrinations such as Monkey Mia and Hervey Bay
are prime examples of two communities in A.ustralia. It is
essential to integrate and plan for community consultation
and continuous conflict management during the
development processes of whale-based touxxsm. Social and
econonuc impacts need ro be understood and synthesised,
or backlash reactions can be expected to occur, Port
Stephens, for example, is presently facing some opposition
to its development as the "Dolphin Capital of NSW" from
its many elderly residents who see the expansion of tourism
in their quiet retirement retreat as a reduction in their
qualiry of hfe.

World and Australian Whale Watching
Figures

In Hawaii, commercial and recreational whale and dolphixx
watching has continued ro grow rapidly. It is one tourism
sector which is largely demand driven, and in 1994 alone
over Ixve million whale watchers provided world-wide
direct revenues of over US$120 million  Hop, 1995!.

In the three years between 1991 and 1994, the number ot
whale ~atchers in Ausrralia and the direcr revenue froin
whale watclung has more than doubled � from an
estimated US$3.1 millio~ in 1991 ro US$7 million in 1994

 Anderson er al., 1995!,
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The whale watching industry is characteristically of a varied
nature, and Australia is no exception: ~ifanagement
chaHenges are created by the highly seasonal nature of the
whale watching and by the different priorities in the
dolphin and whale watching segments. Different stages of
industry development co-exist within states and on the
eastern and western coast in Australia. The size of the

operations varies from 'mum R dad' family businesses to
"super cats" capable of carrying hundreds of whale
watchers. In addition, the degree of dedication ranges
from incidental engagement in opportunistic whale
watching to dedicated whale /dolphin watctung.

There can be no question that long term viability and
profitability are directly related to maintatning the integrity
of the resource base. It ineans that in a national context

mechanisms for the protection of cetacea need to be found
that transcend estabhshed jurisdictional boundaries. In
preference to increasingly stringent legislative requirements,
emphasis is to be placed upon adoption of voluntary
management procedures hke the use of environmental
guiddiries and codes of practice.

I believe that whale-based tourism in Australia is at that
crucial stage when the largely untapped tourism potential
can be directed in a synchronistic way with strong
conservation measures to ensure protecuon of the
resource.

Findings Survey of Australian Operators

This was recognised by ANCA when the government
agency funded the survey of all whale and dolphin
watching operators in Australia to canvass thtar views on
the establishment of a national industry body,

We found that the majority of respondents who supported
the formation of the national body belonged to the core
group of the boat-based whale and dolphin watching
industry, This core group is characterised by a high degree
of dedication to whale watching and a tugh estimated direct
income,

The operators determined that the functions required of
the national body are:
~ to serve as a forum for discussion and for

coordinadon of cooperative strategies witlun the
industry;

~ to act as a lobbying body for representations to
government conservation and tourism agencies;

~ to coordinate product development, such as markeung
and event organisation, and

~ to provide coordination for funding for research and
education.

Respondents were pamarily concerned that issues of
accreditation, codes of practice and standards are
addressed at a national forum, as well as their concerns
with management of licenses and research priorities. The
national body is seen to take a role in the coordination of
marketing, product development, maximising state and
regionsJ tourism opportunities and the monitoring of
tourist expectations. Provided government funds are
available, we will be moving into a stage of industry
consultation around the country, to collectively 6nalise the
form and structure of the nauonal association and to

choose a representative from each region as the
spokesperson. A. national meeting between regional
representatives is scheduled to take place at the end of this
year to Iinalise the charter and incorporation of the
association.

Will the projected growth rate stabilise or continue
growing? With an estimated global annual growth rate of
16.70/o in direct and indirect revenue from whale and

dolphin watclung, there are no signs that the public
demand for whale watching will abate. At present,
Austraha has not been marketed as a whale and dolphin
watching destination in the international tourism market.
The industry is relying almost exclusively on the national
market, which provides only a small base of IS million
people. We will need to look in a coherent fashion in
Australia at how we market the industry and de6ne tourist
expectations � and how such activities are integrated mto
rey'onal development of nature based tourism. Whale and
dolphin watching m Australia is still contained in early
stages of growth, This also means, of course, the
advantage that the industry can still be guided in its
development. One other great advantage is that m some
states a licensing system is already in place, which can serve
as a platform for the development of codes of conduct and
conservation principles. In particular, long-term
motutoring programs are essential if the human impact on
the environment is to be effectively identified and
distinguished from natural influences and Quctuations.

The convicting objectives of resource utilisation and
resource protection are best served by a national strategy
which supports strong cooperation and mutual benefit and
understanding between government and industry. The
development of management plans in consultation with the
stakeholders is to ensure inbuilt mechanisms are put into
place for ongoing evaluation and review of the system.
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Australia has a very real chance of establislung a national
whale and dolphiin watching industry 6rmly built upon s
framework of voluntary cooperation with industry taking
the initiative in the co-ordination and implementation of a
national strategy for whale-based tourism.
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concerned with the natural world, What exactly is
ecotourrsm and what are its implications to an area or
region that has to potential to develop an ecotourism
industry? The Ecotourism Society defines ecotourism as:
~ purposeful travel to natural areas to understand the

culture and natural history of the environment;
taking care not to alter the integrity of the
ecosystem s!; and

~ producing economic opportunities that make the
conservation of natural resources beneficial to local

people.

Maurice P. Lynch
Vi rgrnia Instr'sure of Marine Science
Conge' of /Pi ilium O' Afary  United States!

Abslracrt ECOSTAR is a prepared program uhich rcmgni~s
orgarugatrons corporations or activities that adhere to a standard of
dccelopment or operation that causes minimal adrurse encrrvnmental
impact.

Incieasesin tours'sm have brought mern@ coastal rcgr'ons to a thrcshoId
at ruhich thc experiential satijjaakn of tbc tourist and economic
satisfaction of thci motors begin to dcclr'ne duc to degradation of the
encirvnm'nt.. Ecotourt'sm combines ecology and tourism i» an
cd»cutie»al ocpcreence together rurth preservation of the visited
enciro »ment. To uchserre successful ccotourrsm and estubilsh
autuinable dcrukpmcnt within coastal ngions it is necessary that
ecotounmr plan»i ng becomes the leading tool for prvmoting
eneirvnmcntal protec6 on. The BCOSTAR prvgnim can i denti~
svccessesi» thr's area. The criteria for ECOSTAR must be based ori
naitonal and inter»ational sta»durde for physical, chemical and
bsohgicalind'icatorr of an ecvsystem's air, bind and uatcr cvndition.
gualitatirn and qua»Stats'ue parameters reel! i»chide such panuectcrs
ar. biological oxygen demand  BOD!, chenircul nylon demand
 COD!, CO» rainfall hydrvgraphy, biodr'verse'ty, ctc. To curn an
ECOSTAR, tbc acti'rrity shovbl have no or b'state adverse impact oii
the eneirvnmcnt. The cvabeation of thr's impact i»rioters scr'cntific
asscssmcnt of each area anted by the tours'sm acre'city. Hotels and
other tourism-rc/crted iefrastrrrctvre rcr'll benefit economr'call!t and
ecologically by supporting long-terr» resource rrranagcmeirt solutions.
Conrpeti tion ruiths'n tourism »rill «or» be bared o» the qualit!r of thi
environment and preservation of thc cnrrr'rvnmcnt as rue I ar stars for
hiiman creature comforts. fear'th the implemcntatr'on of ECOSTAR
ecotovriim ca» beivmr u kgitirnate force for prcscrmng biological
di amity, socio-cultural heritage, and prvmoti iig sustainable
development upon ruhi cb cocu'tat development depends.

Keywords' ecotouir'sm, coastal management, E COSTAR,
sustainable dccclopment

Introduction

Ecorounsm has captured a specia] niche in the overall
tourism industry because many people care about and are

Ecotourism proponents claim to offer a source of
6nancing for development or maintenance of
natural/cultural sites; to serve as a catalyst for local
economic development and provide foreign exchange and
national benefits; and to create an awareness of
conservation issues and actions, However, these claims are
more often rhetoric than practice. Why?

"The way to heII is paved with good intentions." r
Ecotourisin was established with good intentions and in the
main tries to be environmentally sensitive, but the "good"
feeling or experience gained by people engaged in
ecotourism does not necessarily mean that nature also
experiences a "good." In many instances ecotourism can
have the same negative results and adverse impacts on the
environment as tourism in general: environmental
degradation, ecological damage, negative impacts on local
culture  Table I!.

Ecotourism is prunarily concerned with exploitation of
ecological/cultural s~tems to attract customers. Few, rf
any, presently used resource management models
incorporate ecotounsm. As a result, ecotourism enterprises
have little hard scientifically based criteria against which
potential positive, neutral or negative impact on rhe
resources upon which they depend can be measured. If
ecotourrsm is to succeed in a long term sustainable manner,
analysis of ecotourism business decisions must be based
not only on current, realistic estimates of costs and benefits
to the entrepreneur, but also must be constrained by
achieving desired outcomes within ecological limitations.
The philosophical and conceptual models of social and
economic dynamics that form the basis of most cutreirt
decision making fail to account for the spatial, temporal
and cultural heterogeneity that characterizes the real world
of natural resource management.

Ecosvstems, although frequently described as "fragile"
have remarkable powers of resiliency. As long as basic
processes are not irretrievably damaged, ecosystems wtII
continue to recycle and distribute energy, sustaining the
resources upon which we rely, r healthy funcrioning
ecosystem not only sustains itself, it can also sustain local
human communities, economies and industry. The term
"sustainable development" implies the informed,
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Table 1. Examples of negative environmental impacts of tourist activities to protected natural areas.

 Adapted and modified from Bahainas National Trust, 1994!

CONSEQUENCE WHERE

OCCURRING
IMPACT ON

ENVIRO%vtENT
FACTOR

INVOLVED

Overcrowding

Poas  Costa Rica!Disturbance of natural

sounds
Noise

Interference with nestiug Rio Dulce Guatamala!Disturbance of wildlife,

noise pollution,
Powcrboats

Discharge of oil/grease Contribution to

con!a mi nation

Aesthetics, hazards!o

animals
Impairment of natural
scene

Litter Everywhere

Su rnidero  Mexico!Careless use of fire Forest fires

Firewood collection Habitat destruction

Feeding of animals Behavioral changes of
animals

Depletion, death of reefSouvenir collection

Monteverde  Costa
Rica

Aesthetic degradation,
i ncrea sed erosion

Roads and trails Habitat loss, landscape
scars

Bojorquez Lagoon
Costa Rica

Ma ngrove destructionWater table lowering

Untreated sewage
discharge

Environmental stress,

changes in animal
behavior

Removal of natural

attraction, disruption of
natural processes

Change in water quality,
ground water pollution

Reduction in quality,
tra i I erosion, disruption
of breeding

Irritation to wildlife  and
visitors!,

Sca rring of landscape,
wildlife mortality,
de fores tra t ion

Disruption of the food
webb, dependence of
animals on artificial food

soli lees

Eu trophication,
decreased oxygen levels

Amboseli  Kenya!
Contoy  Mexico!
Galapagos  Ecuador!

Ga lapagos  Ecuador!
Cayman,  Bahamas!

Great Barrier Reef

 Australia!

Bojorquez Lagoon,
Poas  Costa Rica!
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conscientious management of the natural resources that are
exploited or utihzed by humans so that these resources may
be capable of exploitation over time.

Ecotourism strategies should be established and supported
within the context of natural resources hmitations aad
socio-cultural constraints. A. region's cultural heritage aad
natural resources should de6ne the tourist carrying capacity
of the region. The carrying capacxty refers to the size of
the population, human and other species that a given
envuoament can support. If done appropxiately,
ecotourism can become an important educator of
environmental awareness and a positive force
maintaining a region's natural and cultures attractiveness,

The ECOSTAR program

The ECOSTAR program being proposed here attempts to
accouat for both the ecological and cultural complexities of
the envxronment supporting ecotourism, but with the
results of complex interactions expressed in a form simple
enough to be understand by people of varied backgrounds
aad inclinations. It is an attempt to integrate ecological
principles into programs for quality ecotouxism promotion.
It ideati6es enviromaental constraints and impacts for each
potential use  e.g,, hotd, rnaxina, scuba diving, whale
watching, etc.!, It is designed to improve information on
environmental change ia response to speci6c activities and
provide guidance on policies on the use, conservatton and
restoration of Hving resources to among other things
sustain the resource base for ecotourism. As technical
advisors to resource managers, are hope plaaaiag for
ecotourism will guide the formulation of rational and
integrated long-term social and economic policies for our
area of interest, the coastal zone. ECOSTAR can play an
important role in this planning process,

Tourists use many personal decision "models" to select
thexr vacation experiences. These models incorporate
factors ranging from individual 6aancial constraints to
personal desires for a given experience. Often the "data"
used in the model are coded in symbolic language  $ signs
for cost with the number of $s indtcating the degree of
expense; eating utensils or stars indicating some
organization's evaluation of the quality of meab,
accommodations, etc.!. Some attempt to incorporate such
symbolic data into the ecotourism 6eld has been attempted
by applying labels such as "green" to certain
establishments that attempt to avoid environmentally
damaging practices aad/or agree to adhere to certain
"envxroamental ethics."

This ECOSTAR proposal xs designed to apply the most
rigorous scieati6c and technical analysis available both to
the ecotourism activtty sad to the regxon in which the
activity is located or conducted. The result ot this analysis

wiH be an evaluation of a given activities xmpact on the
environment or resources upon which that acavity
depends, If the activity is benign or positive towards the
resource or cultural attribute of concern, then the activxty
could be awarded an ECOSTAR .

If the motivation for ecotourism is not just a passing fad,
what establishments do you think the conunitted ecotourist
would opt to support? Those that only advertise about the
natural beauty or expexiences they provide, or those that
have been independently rated and commended for their
environmental and cultural concern while providing the
expeaence desired by the potential vtsitor. In addition to
assisting the prospective tourist in selecting from a range of
options, ECOSTAR also provides education through
which the tounst becomes an active part of the
implementation of sustainable development, an emerging
global concern. Sustainable development stops being a
vague acadexaic or political term, and becomes part of the
personal decision-making model of the comxnitted
ecotouxist.

ECOSTAR in essence is a proposed program that would
aHow organizations in the ecotourism 6eld to be
recognized for activities which are conducted with minimal
adverse ixnpact on the environment or cultural base which
they showcase. The evaluation of impact would be based
on sound environmental, ecological and social sctence
principals. The ultimate goal of the pxogram is to provide a
readily understood, suaple means of iadtcatiag the results
of sophisticated and scieati6cally sound analysis of an
activity on the eavironxaental and cultural resources of a
region.

It is not possible in tlus brief paper to completely develop
aH of the possible critexia that would have to be
incorporated in ECOSTAR in order to make the program
effective in the way that other "star" rating programs for
hotels ox restaurants have become. The criteria would be
different for each activity, A SCUBA diving operatioa for
example might be rated on such factors as: use of mooring
buoys as opposed to anchors in coral areas, stressing
ecologically sound diving in pre-dive bne6ngs, limiting the
numbers of persons in sensitive areas, use of holding tanks
for boats wastes, etc. A hotd, for example, might be rated
on use of native flora in landscaping, siting to xxunimize
disturbance of native flora  aad fauna!, waste disposal plans
that do not adversely ixapact environmentally sensiuve
areas, etc.

IF successful, the ECOSTAR should be a postnve factor in
the success of those businesses that conduct their
operations in a sustainable fashion aad be a factor in the
failure of those few businesses which operate ia selfish,
"aH for today don't be concerned with tomorrow amtude."
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Do we know enough about the environment to establish an
objective, defensible evaluation system? Ia most cases,
probably Yes! There extst today well documented aad well
understood criteria in a number of areas important both to
ecotourism and the natural resource base upon which
tourism depends. Scientists, planners, and engineers can
provide efflueat guidelines or criteria for aquatic aad air
waste discharges. Ecological models aad resource use
impact models r.an be coupled to look at an individual
activities impact. hay nations have enacted waste
discharge limitations into law or regulation. These
guidelines or cateria can serve as the startiag point from
which the ECOSTAR exaluadoa can begtn. Those catena
or regulations are, however, usually based on a stated goal
to protect human health. ECOSTAR must extrapolate the
effect of human health based regulations on the
environment aad recognize the need to do more than the
minimum to protect just people.

How can ECOSTAR be administered?

To maintain the credibility of the ECOSTAR award, the
issuing organization must not be subject to undue iaflueace
by any individual tourism orgaxuzation or any group of
organizations. Probably the ideal ECOSTAR administering
ageacy would be a aot-for-pro6t organization supported by
individuals who believe in the conrept of ecotouasm aad
want to be assured that the establishment they patroxuze
are truly engaged in practices that are aot detximental to
the environment or cultures they showcase,

Could an international organization develop the speci6c
schema to be used for ECOSTAR evaluation? Yes and no.
The roost appropriate level to develop the scientiflc cxiteria
to be used for the ECOSTAR program ia a region is the
region itself. The program would probably be most
ef6cteatly run on a regional basts. To be truly acceptable,
there should be a central or iaterxiational oversight. What
would constitute a region? This would depend upon a
number of factors ranging from the ecological iategxity to
the amount of ecotourism activity, From the ecological
mtegrity prospective, aa appropriate region would be one
in which the sigai6caat impacts of acavities could be
taternalized within the region. This would allow such
factors as "carrying capacity "effects to be fully evaluated.

The amount of ecotounsm activity in a region could come
into play if a region were particulafly large and ecotourism
extensive. The logistics of thoroughly evaluatmg a large
number of activities over a vast area might indicate the
need to subdivide a large rey'oa mto smaller more
manageable areas. Regions that might be appropaate could
be the Eastern/Western ~Iediterraaean, the Baltic, the
Caribbean, etc.

How would ECOSTAR be funded?

Ideally ECOSTAR would best be funded by individuals
coxamitted to the principles of ecotouxism through such
mechanisms as membership dues, the payment of which
provides the member with the results of the ECOSTAR
evaluations as part of their xaembership. Noa-members
could obtain the information through purchase ot the
reports at substantially higher pace. Unfortunately, this is
probably not realistic until the value of the prograxa is
widely recognized. The cost of initiating a program such as
ECOSTAR on any sigai6caat basis would probably need
infusion of start-up capitok Such capitol might be solicited
from private foundations, or such orgamzatioas as the
World Bank  Global Environmental Facilities! or UNEP
 United Nations Enviroameat Program! that are
attempting to encourage sustainable development, Perhaps
those segments of the ecotourism industry or national
resource management agencies that believe a prograxn such
as ECOSTAR would benefit the industry and a nations
resources would provide the funds through a third party
organization such as the Ecotourisxn Society,

Who should evaluate flrxns for the ECOSTAR award?

Evaluating and rating could be done either by a paid staff
 very expensive! or a combination of paid aad volunteer
staff. A paid staff could be retained to maintain records,
schedule reviews aad handle aII of the other administrative
necessity required of aay responsible activity, The
volunteers, once appropriately trataed, could conduct the
actual information gathering related to the rating and
subrait recommendatioas to the paid staff who wiU
coxaplete the process. If ECOSTAR was integrated into a
nation's resource management, perhaps government
employees could 611 the role envisioned for volunteers. The
staff that evaluates aad assigns ratings must be
appropriately trained to use the schema developed for the
paracular tourism activity in that region. Speci6c training
should be conducted oa a regional basis. The International
"headquarters staff" would have the very critical fuacnoa
of ensuring that the regional orgaruzaaoas operated in
compatib1e ways and that the integrity of ECOSTAR,
although awarded on the basis of regional criteria, was
maintained at a lugh and coxnparable level from region to
region.

Discussion

We aH may agree about the presence of certain
environmenta1 problems, we may even come to agreement
on the relative xmportance of these. XVhat often is the case,
however, ts disagreement oa the way to resob-e these
problems. As the level of environmental awareness among
the general public grows, so does xts concern with broader
global resource management issues, There xs often a sense
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that resolution of these problems is beyond the ability of
any one or small group of persons. This pessiinism need
not be.

Technical solutions to most problems in the envixonment
do exist, Unfortunately science and technology are often
pushed aside for short term social or econonuc
considerations. Ecotourism is an area in which there is a
cominonality of social, economic, scientific and technical
con.siderations. Through implementation of ECOSTAR,
ecotouxism can become a model of the application of
science to further borh economic and environmental goals.

ECOSTAR can be a working example of the oft quoted
slogan "Think glob aHy, act locally." Eco tourism enterprises
and resource problems can be evaluated in a speci6c local
ox regional framework in a globally compatible context.

What are some of the global issues that can be
addressed locally or regionally?

Coastal regions are considered among the
most biodiverse regions on earth  Ray, 1995!. Does
feeding of wild animals  sharks, sting-rays!, threaten an
ecosystem's biodiversity? How does feeding a species
mterfere with interspecies dependence and interactions
within a food-chain s!? Quesdons like this could be
addressed in evaluating an enterprise that brings ecotourists
into close proxunity to free roaming arumals. Wouldn't a
description of a regions biodiversity, including the status of
threatened or endangered species in the region along with
the measures being taken by a specific ecotounsm activity
attract positive attention?

Wafer.~ Ji+, Ecotourism  and tourism in general!
requires some level of infrastructure  hotels, mannas,
roads!. What technology for sewage system treatment is
most appropriate for a given environment? Can sewage be
treated in a region at aH? Or should it not be treated bur be
removed to an entirely separate area? Are BAG's  Best
hfanagement Pracdees! used in the development and
maintenance of ecotourism infrastructure?

There are national and international standards for physical
and biological parameters as indicators for water-quality
control. Why don't we measure or at least report on them
through a monitoring project established under the
ECOSTAR program, and present the results of the
monitoring to potential tourists? Imagine the educational
 and marketirig! impact of tounst brochures with beautiful
pictures of beaches, lakes, forests, along with current
informaaon on the condition of the pictured ecosystem
 using parameters such as coliforms, BOD, COD, pH,
saluuty, transparency, heavy metals! and descripnons of the
measures taken by the ecotourism activity to show that
they are not degrading the environment,

Utica ~itslity. Reporting on quality and quantity of
precipitation  acid rain, COz airborne poHution, etc.! and
the practices used by the ecotourism activity to prevent
atmospheric degradation could have the same impact on
the marketing of those activities with a recognized potential
for air pollution.

Regular reporting of problems with air or water quaHty that
are clearly not caused by ecotourism activities could xesult
in a an increased public pressure on the poHuting industries
to clean up their activities. The possibility of this latter
effect should appeal to environmental and resource
mangers who are always in need of public support for
environmental regulations. Many areas have the potential
for ecotourism that may not exist at this time, A program
like ECOSTAR may be able to turn degraded or damaged
environments around so as to create even more
opportunities for eco tourism.

ln the hfediterranean region, tourism is the largest industry.
Yet uncontrolled development and thoughtless use of
nature has taken a toll of this regions resources and
resource base  Godfrey, 1995!. In this same area the
degraded coastal zone is the focus of many international
conventions and organizations trying to fmd solutions to
the problems created by mass tourism. The disenchanted
tourist is moving toward pristine islands to capture what
use to be on the mainland. How soon will tourism ruin the
pristine islands? Are we going to learn from our mistakes
or repeat them?

good example of the combination of pnstine and
degraded coastal regions in dose proxiinity is the Adriatic
Sea. The Croanan coast for example has 1,233 islands of
which only 66 are presently inhabited and 650 have the
potential for habitation, How should tourism on these
islands be developed? The senior author is presently
engaged in an exercise to develop and apply an mtegrated
model for coastal zone management to this region.
Ecotounsm, along with other sustainable activities  e.g.,
agriculture, aquaculture and alternative energy generation!
are being highlighted m this integrated model.

UNEP  United Nations Environment Project! has done
several projects on Mediterranean islands  Rhodes, Greece,
for example, PAP, 1993!, and the Intergovernmental
Oceanographic Commission of UNESCO has organized
several workshops for Small Island Developing States
 IOC, 1992; IOC, 1994!. Those workshops have produced
technologies and new scientific approaches that might be
useful in ecotourism development strategies such as
integration of satellite imagery analysis with Geographical
Information Systems  GIS!. Despite much tbeonzing there
has, however, been eery little empirical study of how
sustainable development can be realized in a specific
region.
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Considenng increasing human population pressure,
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environmental conditions and on-going exploitation of
natural resources, coastal areas need an integrated,
interdisciplinary managexnent strategy founded on
pxinciples that wiH enable lang-term sustainable
development. Coastal zone management xnust be scaled to
regional attributes and processes with special attention
given to land sea interactions.

Within the liinits of sustainable development, however,
many options for environmental social development exist.
Successful resource management requires knowledge of the
consequences of each particular use and the awareness that
each decision reduces the remaining options. The present
level of physi«al disturbance  coastal engineering,
dredging!, chexnical disturbance  nutrient and toxic
pollution! and biological chsturbance  ixshing,
eutrophication!, represents an unsustainable use of coastal
ecosystems reducing their capability to adapt to natural or
anthropogenic variations in environmental conditions.

With the implementation of ECOSTAR, ecotouxxsm can
become a legitimate force for preserving biological
diversity, socio-cultural heritage, and promoting sustainable
development upon which coastal development depends.
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HOTEL ENVIRONMENTALISM:

A LUCRATIVE PROPOSITION

Kimberly Moffitt
HVS Eco Scnnces  United States!

A&Sttactt It is ttme for the kdgi ng aed hospitality industry to
heed thc call of today 's consumers ivho seek csin'ra»mental
rcspaesibiTity frvm their goods and scrmccs. ~ith cooperative ewart
asd foresight, a comprehensive hotel cntsrvnmcntal program can be
easily impkmcetcd and rcsuh' i» remarkabk cost savings aisd
incrcarcd revenues. Ta create a successful, prvfstabk cetera»mental
prvgram a prvpcrty »inst focus on thefollonnngi

Sold tvaste red»etc'on, reuse, asd

recycb'ng stratcgt'es must be developed, and svastc disposal scrrnce
sclectcd, i» order ta rectum nsrsse hauh'ng costs, Eco-sensitive
purchasing gsn'dele»et need ta bc cstabh'shed.

related cvmpoecnts of the property need to be cvabustcd Operational
guidelines need to be developed to ensure maximum efficiency and
conservation.

equipmcntt and conservation and preservation i+orts must be
analyzed

in»st be rmiesvcd to ensure that the prvpcrty satisfies kgiilativc
comp ha»ca.

developed to s'»crease cmphjrcc mott'vatton and understanding, and
guest asvarencss of thc hotel's envirvnmcntalinitiatives.

f" '
ivith local government, chart'ties; businesses, and casscrvats'on and
cities grv¹ps will cnabk the hotel to more cast'4 attain its goah:

A hotel must consider these categorie ie the context of its onit
particular circumstances in order to maxi' <~ apcrati ng cast rvd¹ctiois
and marketing revenue. Each bate/ nell have a unicl¹e sct of
variabks. At the Hyatt Regency Siottsdak, for exampk, a
campivhcnsive cnvisvnmental program nsis impkmentcd in August
1995. Inf ¹st a fetv months, hotel opcratsons and empbyyee mindset
had chaeged: over g.5 tons of kftavcr food n as donated ta Impasse Not
in 1995t bevue» chieafrom restaurants n as donated ta a heal colkge
art span'ment!o matte mosaic tiks, aed thc hotel began participating
in clean air asd composting prvgrams. The hotel reailaed substantial
cost savings thmugh its environmental endeavors. HVS Eco Services
has bees cstabh'shed to help hoteliers develop property-specific, Iscrativc
environmental programs. The consultation consists of a prvpcrty
ssspcdios to evahcate the hotel's cnvirvnmental peijormancc in thc
above-authncd areas. F¹rthererore, hotels that arc able ta
demasrtrate a heightened level of envcrvnmcntal sensitivity are arvarded
thc ECOTEL Cerljiiication, a 5-Globe award by nhich lodging
faciiltics can measure their esvirvnrvcntal performance aed on nhich
envi ronmenta@ conscious travekrs cas base their lodgi ng decisions.

Keywords hospitality, industry, ivastc management, egicicncy,
~vnscrvatt'an. educate'an, comm»»i t'ai evolvement

Introduction

It is time for the lodging and hospitahty industry to heed
the call of today's consumers who seek environinental
responsibility ftoin their goods and services. With
cooperative effort and foresight, a comprehensive hotel
environmental program can be easily implemented and
result in remarkable cost savings and increased revenues.

HVS Eco Services has been established to help hoteliers
develop property-specific, lucrative environmental
programs. Furthermore, hoteb that are able to
demonstrate a heightened level of environmental sensitivity
are awarded the ECOTEL Certification, a 5-Globe seal by
vrhich lodging facilities can measure their environmental
performance and on which environmentally conscious
travelers can base their lodging decisions.

We have found that there are a number of steps a hotel or
resort can tali.e to modify its behavior and facility to
direcdy reduce operating costs while concurrendy
practicing environmental sensitivity. Moreover, by
implementing the recommended strategies and promoting
them to the traveling public, the hotel will acquire a
competitive advantage over rival properties vying for a
greater market share of the burgeoning ecotouiism market.

To create a successful, pro6table environmental program a
property must focus on the following: solid waste
management, energy ef6ciency, water conservation,
legislative coinpliance, employee education, and
community partnership, Where appropriate, aspects from
the environmental programs of two resorts � Litde Dix Bay
on Virgin Gorda in the British Virgin Islands and
Turnberry Isle Resort Bc Club on the Atlantic Coast of
Florida � have been cited to illustrate these 6ve

considerations.

Solid Waste Management

A solid waste management program is effective when it
incorporates the reduce, reuse, recyde loop. Therefore,
strategies to accomplish these three tasks must be
developed in order to reduce waste hauling costs,
Additionally, waste disposal service must be selected or
current waste contracts must be evaluated, and, if
necessary, renegotiated to take advantage of the
competitive market for waste hauhng and recycling.

Benefits of Solid Waste Management

i~i~. Reducing the volume of discarded waste
often decreases the number of waste pickups; therefore,
the hotel's waste hauling costs can decrease. Furthermore,
the cost to uuplement a solid waste management program
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Recycling Program Design

$3,310.80
5400.00

is preferable to and considerably less expensive than the
rise in hauling costs resulting from closure of a nearby
laadhH and increased transporting distances.

Qf'fg~~~ By implementing an effective solid waste
program, expenditures on replacement items can be
reduced. First, purchasing durable products reduce the
turnover rate for equipment. Secondly, a preventative
maintenance program, that incorporates regular cleaning
and service checkups, prolongs the life of the facility's
equipment. FinaHy, monitoring the trtsh flow recovers
items not meant for disposal � silverware, linens, and china,
for example; therefoxe, replacement costs are avoided.

demanding that businesses practice environmental
responsibility. According to the Travd Industry
Association of America, within the United States alone, 43
xniHion individuals are self-proclaimed "eco-touasts" who
are willing to pay 8.5% more for environmentaHy friendly
travel suppliers. Environmental sensitivity, therefore,
provides the hotel with an additional marketing tool.

program values the recommendations provided by aH
employees, incorporates a thorough pre ventattve
maintenance program for aH the eqtupment, and instiHs an
attenuon to detail in every employee to consider methods
to reduce and reuse waste. Among other things, employees
experience a sense of ownership in the property, which
heightens morale, and improved safety conditions by the
increased efdciency of the equipment.

, An increasing number and variety of
environmental laws and regulations are bemg passed by
governments aH over the world. Therefore, the
unplementation of environmentaUy sound practices
designed for a specific hotel before government regulations
are enacted wiH reduce the government's influence upon
the operations of a facility.

Solid waste xnanagement is not
just a money saving practice; it also saves virgin forests,
decreases the need for continued strip mining, and saves
energy, since less energy is required to create products
from recycled materials than from raw materials.

E:~pll: Little Dix Bay diverts a targe volume of organic
wastes from the landfiH through two programs: Large
wooden wastes are chipped and used as mulch around the
property, and buffet leftovers are given to a local pig
farmer to be used as feed. These are environmentally
sound ways of dealing with waste that will reduce hauling
costs.

Having knowledge of the national recycling and garbage
hauling market, as well as hotel operation expertise, has
enabled HVS Eco Services to develop highly cost effective
recycling programs. These programs have been found to
pay for themselves within two to ftve months, and become
revenue generators thereafter, Recychng program design
typically mciudes the following.

Researching available recyclmg options and meeting
with the necessary waste removal parties to discuss
the most cost effective waste collection.

Designing a program that includes bin type/size
specification, bin placement throughout the property,
waste disposal speci6cation, and waste removal
responstbthty.
Negotiating a recycling contract: types of materials
that the recycler wiH accept and the necessary
condition for removal, seHing price of marketable
materials, and additional services that the
haulers/recyclers should provide  i.e., material
tracking!.

Example: Cumulative Savings Derived From
Recycling Program

This is a recycling contract that HVS Eco Services was able
to re-negotiate for an actual hotel.

hfatuia1&ttaLT~n
Paper 180,88 tons
Metal 63.59 tons
Plastic 36.94 tons
Glass 41.29 tons
Otganic 131.99 tons
Cardboard 95.00 tons

~ Total amount of waste diverted per year. 549.69 tons
~ Total tons of waste disposed of before recycling

program: 1,086.39 tons
~ Total tons of waste disposed of after implementing a

xecychng program: 536.70 tons

SAvINGS RESULTING FRONI DIVERTING 545.18 TONS OF
WASTE;

Total Tonnage:
Savings � Garbage �49,69 tons x $26! $14,291.94
Savings-Landscape  'l19.37 tons x $11! 51,306 69

Total Pulling Fees.
Savings �24 x 30% fewer puUs x $89!
Sanngs on Spotting Fees  Landscaping!

Savings resulting from Re-negotiated Rental Fees for
Recychng Containexce
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Old Program  $412! mo.!
New Program  $187/mo.!
Savings

$S$83.43
$2,244.00
$3,039.43

Water ConservationEnergy Ef6ciency

Approxitnate Total Annual Savings: $22+48.86

Purchasing

Purchasing guidelines need to be established to ensure
ecosensiiivity-both to limit ecotoxins at the property and
to reduce product packaging waste, Products are a key
component of a hotel operation's foundation, purchasing
decisions will affect a property's ef6ciency as well as guest
petceptions, In order to ensure that s hotel makes
environmentally sound purchasing decisions, it is necessary
to develop an eco-qualified purchasing hst.

Because properties pay not only for the products, but for
the weight and volume of each item's transport as well,
costs could be reduced by minimizing packaging, We have
found that manufacturers are often willing to eliminate or
reduce packaging upon request, and will often accept
returned boxes and crates to reduce their product costs.

To aid in purchasing for the hospitality industry, HVS Eco
Services has published the ECOTEL Product Index, a
compendium of high-quahty, eco-sensitive products. The
index features amenities, cleaners, recycling equipment,
recycled office supplies and paper, energy management and
HVAC systems, irngation and laundky systems, organic
foods and wines, lighting, paints, wallcoverings, and more,
Ail of the products have been evaluated to ensure superior
performance and effectiveness,

~rttltit;: Because of the transpornng distances and the
accompanying exorbitant costs, purchasing is key to the
success of solid waste management efforts on any island.
At Little Dix Bay, for example, management is making a
concerted effort to curtail packaging waste  over 50'80 of
waste at the resort is packaging waste!. We have found
that, because their barges return from the Islands empty,
the resort's purveyor is able to return some of the
packaging that they deliver. This option is bang explored
among the groups attempting to develop recycling
programs for the whole of the Virgin Islands.

All energy consuming equipment and facility-related
components of a property need to be evaluated and
operational guidelines need to be developed to ensure
maxunum efficiency and conservation. Furtherinore, local
unlit' companies should be consulted to ideiitify the
existence of term discounts, rebate programs, or other
money saving programs.

Energy management is not a new concept. Energy costs
money, thus reducing consumption reduces costs for the
property. Tedmology and public acceptance of
environmental issues have advanced to the level where
hoteliers are no longer shy when it comes to making efforts
to reduce consumption.

Additionally, fram an environmental standpoint, there are
three main factors For conservation: The burning of fossil
fuels  coal, oil, and natural gas! results in pollution of the
air, land and water  mining causes water contamination by
erosion, land destruction by sttip ruining, and
deforestation! and the search for alternative energy sources
results I the creanon of technologies  solar collection,
wind turbines, geo-thermal, hydro-electric plants, and
nuclear Iission reactors! which may have massive impact on
local and even the global ecosystems.

Sample Energy Conservation Tactics

~ Develop a formal preventative maintenance program.
~ Track energy consumption and cost data in an effort

to identify problem areas, track seasonal patterns, and
develop conservation strategies,

~ Create an energy policy to convey a formal message
that energy conservation should be an important
consideration in daily operations.

~ Install occupancy sensors in rooms that are
frequendy occupied for only short periods of time.

~ Implement a schedule for the periodic deaning of all
light lenses and fixtures to maintam maximum
efficiency and light output.

~ Consider installing an Energy Management System
 El IS! to automatically control the lighting and
temperature levels throughout the property.

Turnberrv Isle Resort Br Club has a Formal
preventative maintenance program in place for the major
energy-con sunung equipment. When equipment is
maintained according to the manufacturers
recommendations, the equipment is not only more likely to
last longer, but it will also run more efliciendy and
effectively. Therefore, to maximize the amount of energy
conserved, equipment must be maintained on a regular
basis throughout its life.

An effective water conservation program incorporates both
new technologies � in the form of water-saving devices-
and new practices, which promote efhcient water use.
Therefore, consumption patterns and rates for current or
proposed plumbing equipment and operational
conservation efforts must be analvzed. Unlike fossil fuels,
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Water Scarcity

Water P rarity

Legislative Review

water is a renewable resource. Unfortunately, shortages of
two kinds may occur:
1. A lack of uncontaminated water � water polluted by

agricultural and urban runoff, leachate from near by
4ndfllls, and municipal and industrial waste.

2. Water being used at a greater rate than it is being
replenished,

Water use is directly related to land use: as development
increases, so does the demand for water, To satisfy this
increase in demand, municipalities are faced with few
options. First, if additional water resources are available,
the water district may choose to utilize these resources,
passing the extra expansion costs to the consumer.
Secondly, if additional water is not available � in the
Southwestern Uruted States or small island nanons, for
example � the water dtstrict may inandate a water
conservation prograin, or increase the cost of water
consumption. Consequendy, by lowering the demand of
existing customers, the water utiliry can connect mote
individuals to the water system without increasing the water
supply.

Environmental travelers consider not only how much water
is consumed, but also how water quality is preserved.
According to data from the United Nations Conference on
Sustamable Tourism, over 60'/0 of the reefs worldwide are
currently decaying, and 10'/s are already dead. Wastewater
treatment for island communities is becoming more and
more important as reef protection comes to the forefront
of environmental agendas, and as governments mature.

Water Conservation for the Hospitality Industry

Water conservation and preservation is an essential
component of any comprehensive environmental program.
The foHowing are the departments m a hotel that consume
the majority of water.

U nlize water for lavatories, bathtubs,

showers, and in some luxury hotels, bidets. To help save
water, implement an opnonal towel and sheet washing
progrun or place a reminder card next to the sink and
shower handles asking the guest to please conserve water.

flHed with high-absorbency towels and bathrobes, for
exainple! increase water consumption. The amount of
water consumed can become excessive if tactics, such as
proper loading methods, are not adopted.

~t't h . i th kitch, t *it t~edto tt ttthhtg
from washing food to bothng pasta, and from matung ice to

cleatung the table. To help conserve in the kitchen, soak
pots and pans in graywater coHected from cooking,
thawing, and service before sending them through the
dishwasher; plug the sink and partiaHy fiH it before
performing tasks such a.s washing vegetables or thawing
frozen items; and instaH foot pedal controls on kitchen
sinks,

Several reconunendations can

be implemented to reduce the amount of water used during
irrigation and routine maintenance. Recommendations
include making the appropriate plant selection based on the
regional climate and average rainfall, altering the timing of
irrigation, mcorporating mulches into landscaping, and
weeding the landscaped areas effectively so the plants have
room to spread their root systems.

While water conservation pares costs at aH
propernes, savings are magnifled in areas where fresh vtater
is scarce. At little Dix Bay, justifying water conservation is
quite easy, At $0.1947 per cubic foot, water is 10 times
inore expensive than even in the desert southwest of the
U,S. AH of the fresh water is produced through reverse
osmosis, requiring approximately eight gallons of salt water
to produce one gaHon of potable water.

After a water audit was performed, HVS Eco Services
recommended that the resort install faucet aerators, retrofit
urinal valves, and instaH low-flow toilets and showerheads.
By instaHing faucet aerators alone, Litde Dix Bay would
save roughly $12,000 a year, constituting a payback period
of 36 days. Simi4rly, instalhng low-flow showerheads for
the property ~ould save anywhere from $13,000 �.5 gpm.!
to $41,000 �.5 gpm.! a year for the property  a 13 to 21
day payback!, depending on the flow-rate of the
showerhead instaHed.

All governmental environmental regulations must be
reviewed to ensure that the property satisfies legislative
compliance. In addition, an indices search should be
conducted to determine if the property is currently
recognized and regu4ted by the federal government.

~Ex rn it;: Water is a valuable commodity in southern
Florid, and Dade county has enacted legislation  irrigation
between the hours of 9:00 a.m, and 5:00 p,in. only! to
protect it from the harmful effects of over-utilizatiori. The
Tumberry Isle Resort and Club abides by this law by
watetmg its grounds during the earlv morrung hours. In
addirion, the resort also has a collection system in place to
capture the run-off from thc one-square-mile watershed
within the community of Aventura; this water is then used
to irrigate the resorts extensive golf courses and
landscaping,
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Employee Education

An internal marketing campaign must be developed to
increase employee motivation and understanding, and guest
awareness of the hotel's environmental iniuatives.

Environmentally informed, well-trained employees perform
their daily duties in an environmentally responsible manner.
Guests will notice that not only does the hotel utthze
efflcient equipment, but the fundamental pnnciples of
environmentahsm have been instiHed in the employees.

PtatnpIe: The Turnberry Isle Resort and Club offers its
employees extensive envtronmental education in the form
of an intense orientation session upon hiring, periodic
departmental reviews by the environmental coordinator,
and continuous reminders throughout the hotel to reuse
and recycle, During inspection, every employee with
whom we spoke was educated concerning the hotel's
environmental commitment.

What Employees' Think: HVS Eco Services'
Employee Survey

HVS Eco Services has obtained over 2,500 surveys from a
vatiety of hotels questioning employees about
environmental programs in their hotels. A portion of the
results is listed below.
~ 55'/a of the respondents feel as though the hotel they

work at is not environmentaHy sensitive.
90 � 95/o of the respondents are wilhng to make
changes in their work habits to implement an
environmental program

~ 55'fo voted recycbng as the flrst program that they
would like to iinplement at the hotel property.

~ 77'i'0 of the respondents practice some form of
environmentalism in their home.

HVS Eco Services Employee Environmental Training
and Education

We recommend traitung employees in ent~nmental
issues as they are hired to work at the hotel to ensure that
they understand the importance of the ent~onmental
program to the property. In many of the hotels that HVS
Eco Services has helped open, environmental training has
been a great opportunity to get fhe employees' support to
smve to be awarded the ECOTEL Certiflcation. In its
trauung of over 5,000 people in lodging environmentalism
 at hotels and in universities such as Cornell, Johnson &
Wales, and New York University!, HtzS Eco Services has
developed a flexible program
~ Training can be apphed to hotel tnanagement or aH

levels of employees,
~ Trauung is developed to educate hotel statf about

local emironmental concerns, as well as speciflc

environmental practices that are expected to be
foHowed while working at the hotel,
Sessions are conducted by department.
Training includes interactive sessions, workbooks,
computer developed slide presentation, and
whenever possible, local guest lecturers.
Camaraderie becomes highly visible during our
environmental training sessions,
The concept of a 'Creen Team "� a formal
environmental steering committee estabhshed to help
implement, promote, and maintain the property's
environmental initiative � is emphasized.

Community Partnership

The fostering of cooperative rdationships with local
government, charities, businesses, and conservation and
citizens groups will enable the hotel to more easilv attain its
goals. The hotel can become a "friend to the community,"
by working in concert wtth local organizations to preserve
and protect the environment. Moreover, combining
educational, fondraising, and marketing efforts will increase
revenues for the entire communitv.

Q lstttltle: The success of Tumberry Isle Resort and Club's
solid waste management program, is due, in part, to the
close-knit relationship it enjoys with the community,
Besides the active recycling of traditional items, Turnberry
is effectively reusing and recycling an interesting mix of
non-traditional materials, such as old poster board, egg
cartons, tennis balls and canisters, six-pack rings, discarded
remnants of offlce supphes, used flip charts, paints, party
favors, tnagazines, reusable packing boxes, shredded paper,
and seat cushions. Organizations or individuals receiving
these "non-traditional" items include: the Pubhc School
Systems Fund, Children's Art Museum, MiICA, day care
centers oF the hotel staff, Wildlife Care Center, and
shipping/packing companies. In addition, any leftover
food is donated to the Extra Helpings Program through the
Daily Bread Food Bank.

Guest Community Participation

Resorts and hotels have become great places for guests to
participate m the local environment and culture. HVS Eco
Services has designed, coordinated and iinplemented a
nuinber of "Guest Programs" at hotel properties, such as
organic gardeiung, Earth Day celebrations, nature hikes,
cultural awareness, and museum visits.

Conclusion

A hotel must consider these categories in the context of its
own particular circumstances ui order to maxunize
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operating cost reduction and marketing revenue. Each
hotel will have a unique set of variables.

5 hotel environmental program is a pro6table enterprise.
mixture of operational practices and technolopcal

tneans, environmental responsibihty is not a high-risk, long-
term venture. Quite to the contrary, the implernentauon of
new equipment and practices to preserve and protect our
invaluable natural resources is a cost-effective, short-
payback proposition that ts supported by employees and
consumers alike, and should be warmly embraced by hotel
owners and operators.
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Geographies of Flace

The work presented in this paper coinbines perspectives m
human geography and tourism that present the cultural
environment of Pacific ecotourist destinations as socially
constructed places, In so domg, I emphasire a local
landscape that is frequently overlooked in the analyses of
tourism planners and developers  Shaw and Williams, 1994;
Squire, 1994, Theobald, 1994!. 'Ihe "destination" of the
tourist market is a mearungful but different place for
residents and visitors, and the commuiuties of people that
tourists encounter represent a history of lived experience,
their cultural landscapes exhibiting the influx of new ideas
and economic trans formanons associated with tounsin

development.

Tourism plays a significant role in the lives of people who
intersect with or live on the destination of Kosrae, iii the
west Pactfic, and mediates the formauon of local idenuties
and cultural patterns of behavior and commuiucation.

Consequently, I intend to demonstrate how geographic
perspectives about ecotourist destinations mav better reveal
the experience of place for Kosraeans, as they undergo the
transition from a subsistence economy to a global market,
and thereby more constructively anticipate the range of
changes wrought on other emergent coastal and marine
desnnations

Physiography

Kosrae is a single island state in the Federated States of
AIicroncsia and the easternmost of the four states, which

include Yap, Chuuk  Truk!, and Pohnpei, the
admmisirative capital  Figure 1!. The second largest island
in the Carolines after Pohnpei, Kosrae has a total land area
ot 68 km-' or 42 nu'-, some of it the result of uicreased
landfill tn recent vears. It is located appr<>ximatelv 800 km
�00 mi! north of the equator and 2,080 km �,292 mi! west
of the International Dateline, Consequently, Kosrae is
more proximate to the tourist tnarkets of Japan and
=australia  han ni those of the West Coast, whose visitors
are attracted by the relanve accessibility of Hawan and
Mexico instead  Figure 2!.

Kosrae is the remnant of a classic shield volcano, and iine
of the first "high islands" encountered in sailing v-est
across the Pacific Ucean. Surrounded by what many
consider to be among the few remaining pristine fringing
reefs in the world, the interior is rugged and heavily
dissected bi erosion from the prevaihng rains, and the
verdant, tropical jungle is inaccessible without local guides.
't deep valley between Mount Mutante to the riorth and
Mount Tefeyat and Mount Finkol, to the south, divides the
island in two. Finkol is the highest point on the island, ai
an elevation of 850 m or 2600 ft�and it is the dominant
outline of these latter two mountains that cause Kosraeans
to refer to their home as thc "Island of thc Sleeping Lady."

What makes the island particularly attracnve, from an
ccotourism perspecnve, is the relatively pristine natural
environment of Kosrae. Less than 3'10 of the island's

28,000 acres have been developed as roads and villages,
while 63'la of the land remains intact as mangrove, swamp,
rain, and mountain crest forests, However, this figure is
changing rapidly, as the land is cleared for housing and new
tourism f acihnes.

Culture

The population of the island now surpasses 7,000 persons,
the highest it has ever been, and a remarkable rebound
from the near extinction of Kosraean culture in 1890 when
it numbered only ninety persons  Gorenflo, 1993!. Much
oF the growth has occurred in the post-World War II
period and an overwhelming majority of the island's
population, or nearlv 80 jo, is now under age fifteen � a
situation with consideration. implications for the future.
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Figure 1. Federated States of Micronesia.
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Figure 2. Location of Kosrae, FSM.



Highly homogeneous in terms of ethnicity, Kosraeans
reside predominantly m the five villages of Tafunsak,
Leluh, hfalem, Utwe, and Walung, and more recendy, in
the state governlnent district of Tofol,

income, and more than a quarter of the total revenues
derived from trade in the service sector, making travel and
touristn the largest growth industry in the world  Ahmea,
1992; de Kadt, 1979!.

Considered one of the inore conservative societies in the
Paci6c, Kosraeans are also among the most devoutly
religious of the ihficronesian peoples � fully 95'/o of the
population are fundatnentalist Congregationalists, the result
of intensive xtussionary activity in the 19th century that
succeeded in regenerating the Kosraean populace ~bile
eradicating most vestiges of traditional culture  Leibowitz,
1989; Segal, 1989!. Community roles have txaditionally
been de6ned by gender with the men engaged in
agricultur while women 6shed. However, the advent of
jet travel and international tourism is now loosening the
cultural restrictions against women in both dress and
behavior, though the sexes remain segregated in church
and prescriptions continue against cooking and recreation
on Sundays. Less than 1P/0 of the population has ever
been off-island, although there is now signi6cant out
migration, mostly young adults attending umversities on
Guain or in the U.S.

Together, the people and the pracrice of their cultural
beliefs provide the framework that dictates acceptable
social behavior for visitors and residents alike, thereby
presenting tourists with a set of opportunities and
constraints in an environment that is both physical and
socially constructed.

Touftarn

Hoping to reduce thar dependence on the U.S., which
currently provides more than US$40 million a year in
development aid  primarily Compact of Free Assoaation
funds that end in 199$, the State government has decided
to promote Kosrae as a tourist desnnation, paxriculaxly for
marine and cultural ecotourism, For xnany Kosraeans, the
phenomenal growth in tourism worldwide is considered
sohd proof of its enormous potennal for development.
Indeed, the island is now expenencing a boom
construction of tounsm facilities, much of it subsidized by
the government � an issue of some concern in that manv of
the new entrepreneurs are also officials in the same
agencies that 6nance and manage such development.

There is certainly no dispute that tourism can make a
significant contribution to Kosrae's economy. In recent
years, the travel industry has been one of the most
consistent growth mdustxies worldwide, with an increase of
tnore than 600% since 1960 alone  t elias and Becherel,
1995!. Tourism now constitutes an extremely powerful
social and economic force, second only to oil in world
trade, and the total spending of more than 500 million
international tourists accounts for more than 8 '> of the
world's total exports, 12% of the gross internauonal

In the United States, where the tourism industry is
forecasted to grow eight percent annually through 1999,
international touxism ranks as the largest export of the
USA's international trade in services, worth ahnost $54
billion in 1992 alone  d'Alessandro and Weston, 1993!. By
contrast, total receipts for East Asia and the Paci6c region
as a whole were $53 billion m 1993, or 16/a of the world
total  World Tourism Organization, 1994!.

This figure represents the annual spending of roughly 68
billion international arrivals, of whom 1.5 miihon visitors-
or 2% of the total � visited iXficronesia, much of thexn
drawn by the spectacular marine and biological diversity
that abounds. Kosxae now averages more than 2,000
visitors each year, ranking it durd in the FSM in arrivals,
according to the Kosrae State Division of Tourism  Figure
3!. Though the number who come is still relatively small
compared to other, more developed destinations in terms
of actual numbers, the impact is disproportionately high
because of the island's small size and relative isolation, and

the exponential growth in visitation.

Ecotourism

Ecotourism was originally promoted to encourage travel
that was culturally and ecologically sensitive, in which
tourists both enjoyed and protected nature through the
practice of low-impact activities and sustainable
development  Valentine, 1993!. Given this direction, there
are a number of activities and attractions on Kosrae that
would appeal to those interested in the physical and human
envuonments of Mcronesia. The former includes the
vegetated, volcanic mountains and the Sottnxxaxra saltwater
mangrove forests, the numerous waterfans and secluded
beaches, and the abundant maxine life unmediately
offshore along the reefi But nodung seems to signify the
meanmg of Kosrae more for residents, ox is more ignored
by visitors, than the historic Lelu ruins.

Constructed more than 500 years ago, Lelu flourished as
the feudal residence of Kosrae's Kings and High Chiefs for
nearly 400 years, and the walled city once rivaled Nan
3,1adol on Pohnpei in magnificence and pohtical power.
Even today, there is little in the Pacific that rivals Lelu in
complexity ox size  Col'dy, 1984!. Yet, the ruins are little
risited and the monohtbic stone canals are now crumbling
and obscured by pig sties and community garbage dumps,
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Traditional Perspectives

A Geographic Perspective

Planing and Management

That p!aces like Kosrae would increasingly appeal to
tourism is certainly not unique to iXIicronesia. Indeed, the
foremost goal of tourism proponents is to develop
attractions and markets that engender increasing numbers
of visitors, both domestically and internationally. Thus,
many would be pleased to achieve even a modicum of the
growth now apparent in Kosrae. Economic windfalls
rarely come without social costs, however, and the
marketing of tradidonal island commumties as recreational
destinations inevitably forces upon their inhabitants a social
trans6guration. In adkhtion, the development of tourism
further exacerbates the already severe limitations that exist
with regard to resource use in a bounded environment such
as Kosrae, induding antiquated and unrehable water
catchment systems, a re!a dvely small landbase, and
competing pressures between agriculture and urbanization.

From a deve!oper's perspective, the plaiuung process is
viewed simply as a matter of selecting the tools and
techniques that will accomplish the stated goals in the
shortest time with the least expense and disruption to the
schedule of the deve!oper. Thus, much af the tourism
development now underway on Kosrae is carried at the
broader federal and regional levels, where intormatian and
inter-agency cooperation are considered more reliable and
easier to obtain. Consequently, community plans that
would bene6t froin the different experiences of other
islands in the Paci6c 6nd, instead, apparent conformity and
success in the regionalization of place.

Though some attention is given to the needs of
environments! preservation and the community, the focus
remains an the broader, economic dimensions of
recreational development, Where cultural factois are
considered more than super6cia!!y, the predominant
interest is on the role and perceptions of the visitor, rather
than the resident. Unappreciated are the perceptions that
dehne the behavior of !ocal people � images that may
reveal, over tune, transformatians in the idenrity, structure,
and meaning of Kosrae as an inhabited place For local
people. The result is less informed knowledge at the local
level � what happens to the people of Kosrae and their
immediate coirununity as eca tourism grows remains
frequently unknown and beyond the pur~dew of the
observer based in Pohnpei, Guam, or Hawaii.

At a minimum, the very act of "selling a place" dinunishes
the unique history and cultural dynamics of a communitv
and alters the residents' sense af identity. By sa doing,
important questions are left unanswered. Iu paruculan To
what extent do current tourism planning procedures

accelerate the depth and character of the social changes
apparent in p!aces !ike Kasrae? Second, how might the
adoption of certain geographic skills and techniques
encourage a proactive process that is more cognizant of the
repercussions of tourism developknent on this place and its
commumties?

I wish to preface my response by noting that the theories
and ideas presented in this study are not intended to
supplant those normal!y idenn6ed with traditional marine
or coastal tourism planning. Rather, it is my hope that the
inclusion of a geographic perspective wi!I be regarded as
contrtbunng an additional !ayer of meaning and insight to
the processes of ecotourism planning and marketing now
underway in p!aces such as Kosrae. The inclusion of the
community's values and images, of itself and its place in the
immediate recreaiional landscape, can do much I believe to
determine whether any tounsm strategy or !and use system
is successfully iinplemented or not.

Nor am I opposed to tourism, prr se, and this discussion
should not be construed as a diatribe against its further
development. To the contrary, I bdieve that responsible
ecotaurism has tremendous potential for provikhng those
who travel with a broad range of educational and cross-
cultural bene hts, regardless of whether their intended
destination is local or international And I do not deny
tourism's aMity, as an economic tool, to make a substantial
contrtbutton at easing the 6nancial burdens of many
resource-dependent communities. Indeed, examples
abound of rural towns and vi!!ages where the formation
and growth of a local tourist industry have resulted in a net
increase in employment,

Unfortunately, higher einployment figures do not always
equate to a corresponding rise in per capita incame. And
the displacement of lower mcome residents, forced to
confront accelerating costs with minimum wage
employment, remains an issue buried in the jargon af job
"mobilitv" and capital "relocation.". As a consequence, the
significance of the social effects that tourism has on local
places, as wen as its potential for Further disruption,
remains unappreciated. Indeed, "possibly the biggest issue
tourism will be facing in this decade, and its most serious
restraint, is its potentially damaging impact on the peop!e
and places visited"  Pacific-Asia Trave! Association,
1992:3!.

This is of particuhr unportance since it is the hospitality of
the "host" or resident population that ultimately decides
whether tourism thrives or not. If development acrimties
are not carefully p!an+ed to meet the needs and
expectations o f local people, then the threshold of
acceptability will be qutte low. Thus, a central question for
Kasraeans concerns the long-term consequences ta the
commutury of gradua!h rep!acing a landscape torged
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Figutc 3. Annual visitor amvals to Kaostac State.
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Methodology

Tourism Landscapes

Perceptions of Place

through time in-etu with one that caters primarily to
visitors stereotypes?

Cultural EHects of Tourism

Recent critiques in tourism studies focus on the attitudes
and behavior of the tourist and the industry as agents of
social change, rather than acknowledge the signi6cance of
places as "centres of felt value"  Tuan, 1976! for the local
populace. However, there is at least anecdotal evidence
that social behavior between tourists and residents in
shared, communal spaces is sensitive to the "different
socio-cultural settings in which they perceive themselves to
be"  Mowl and Towner, 1995!, and some studies have
suggested a set of cultural indicators that might be used as
part of a kit of planning tools that identify and help to
manage tourism's impacts  Craik, 1995!, Listed among
them are criteria that would ascertam the:

~ degree to which a community becomes economically
dependent upon tourism over time, and the equitable
chstribution of any bene6ts to the community at large,

~ extent to which the public is involved in the planning
and administration of tourism projects and activities,

~ loss of social amenity and environmental degradation,
both visual and perceived, and

~ changing sense of identity and autonomy.

Yet several critical themes remain ignored, induding the
commercialization or conunodification of local sites and
culture, the marginalization of the "host community," and
the production and privatization of tourist landscapes and
services  Rojek, 1994; Urry, 1990 and 1994!, In response,
the results of this study Focus on tourism as both agent and
process in the structure, idtxttity, and meaning of Kosrae
for local people, as they and their island State become
Further einbedded in the global tourism economy, It is
suggested that the most suitable guidehnes For future
development are those which express sufficient awareness
of the socially constructed landscape of residents, and
employ controls and incentives  both economic and social!
to encourage sensitive development that is low voluine and
locally controlled, carefully monitored, and fairly priced.

Anxious to preserve the cultural "sense of place" that
prevails while tourism expands. I was asked by the Kosrae
State Division of Tourism in 1992 to initiate a commuiutv-
based ecotourism program that balanced recreauon with
respect for cultural traditions and practices. As one
component of the project, a composite map of the island's
social landscape was constructed from the cogiutive unages
of those who visit or reside on Vosrae, in order to provide

some means of monitoring tourism's ability to affect
Kosraean culture and behavior patterns over time.

To establish a baseline for determining future change, 45
residents and visitors were randomly selected and asked to
participate in a perceptual mapping exercise. Each was
asked to depict physiographic elements in the Kosraean
landscape according to situation or function  Lynch, 1960!.
Thus, participants were asked to identify features around
the island according to whether they served as a 1! path or
route of transport, 2! a landmark or 6xture of location,
3! an activity center or settings for social interaction,
4! neighborhoods, or 5! an edge or boundary, whether
physical or perceptual. In part, this was intended to
distinguish the experiential landscapes of visitors, who
emphasize paths and landmarks as markers of orientation,
from the images of residents, who typically express greater
awareness of the socially constructed nature of
neighborhoods and activity centers.

Consequently, one 6nds a preference among tourists for
descriptive images of the physical landscape of Kosrae-
not surprising, given that most tourists are initially drawn to
a place by its scenic grandeur  Figure 4!. Areas identi6ed
for their activity are exdusively travel-related: the State
Tounsrn and Immigration of6ces in Tofol, and the Sandy
Beach Hotd and Marine Diving Center in Tafunsak.
Again, this Gndirig is rather predictable, given that these are
the places at w&ch tourists congregate,

~~afore disappointing, however, is the rehtive lack of
awareness expressed by visitors of the hinterlands of the
island bevond the functional role of mountains as
landtnarks. Nor is there any evidence in the maps of tbe
four villages around the island and the people who dweU in
them. Only the administrative district at Tofol is identi6ed,
where tourists must go for visas and the post of6ce.

On the maps of residents, however, a great deal more
information about the human landscape is provided that is
both intimate and meaningful  Figure 5!. iXIost notably, the
presence of local people is clearly indicated on every map
and each village is shown as a separate neighborhood,
though interestingly, Tofol is exduded from this
representation of community. In addition, there is a
greater diversity of semi ty centers shown, tany'ble
recognition that residents engage in a variety of ritualized
social activities defined bv particular locations and seasons.
Indeed, ihe social context and richness of the natural
landscape for Kosraeans is illustrated in the nanung of
selected waterfalls and mangrove channels, sites that have
historically served as gathering places for men and woinen,
ss well as routes of communication and transport.
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Gendered Landscapes

This latter 6nding makes clear that, not only is the phvsical
space of Kosrae de6ned by perception, it is also gendered
through the social and physical structure of the
environment as well. Mmy of the maps of the older adult
residents depict images that mirror their traditional spheres
of work and knowledge in farming and 6shing. men
showed a preference for naming inland areas while women
were more cognizant of the landscape along the coast and
inangrove channels, However, there is little disagreement
m the maps of younger Kosraeans, both male and female,
who also exhibited a greater common awareness of the
island as a whole, In part, this may refiect the dispanty
between men and women in bene6ting from tourism, since
women and young Cesareans are more likely to be
employed in tourism services and, therefore more famihar
with the island's biota and landscape  Harvey et al., 1995!.

In sum, variances in the perceptions and amtudes of
Cesareans, tourists, and the tourism industry, underscore
the critical role that ecotourism plays in shaping the human
landscape of the travel destination, with its mosaic of
gender and ethnicity. Collectively, they make clear that the
general social processes which shape daily life on Kosrae
for members of the community are "61tered through a
local cultural sieve that produces a different set of
outcomes" Pifowl and Towner, 1995;106! for visitor and
resident, male and female.

Recommendations

I do not intend, in closing, that this study serve as a
standard by which the incorporation of geographic
perspectives into the traditional planning process might be
measured for their effectiveness, Instead, ! propose that
the limited information presented herein funcnon not only
as a source of fresh subject matter for consideration, but
even more so, as a whole new direction in tourism
planning, i.e., a process rather than a means of attaining a
particular set of goals.

In a continuing "process," the achievement of success is
best measured by the level oF satisfaction stated by the
participants, rather than by the imposiflon of functional
"land use" zones, an increase in employment numbers, or
the kinds of facilities or total leisure dollars that accrue to a
community through tourism. Through the inclusion of a
wide range of individual percepnons into the ptanning
process, and the meanings and values which they ascnbe to
a local landscape, insights may be elicited thai would
substantialh improve our undersianding of the unpacts of
tourisin, not only on Kosrae, but in similar coastal
recreation settings throughout the world.

ibfany of the social transformations associated with the
expansion of tourism on Kosrae are not readily apparent to
the casual visitor, couched as they are in the vernacular
myths and lifestyles perpetuated by local people, given
form only when perceived from positions of social
intimacy. Yet, in a very real sense, these "place images"
represent the physical manifestation of a socially
constructed topography around which people leam to
communicate, play, motivate, and navigate. Though
admittedly, they proceed at a level that is more localized
and personal, they remain as important to the successful
conceptualization and implementation of a comprehensive
community tourism plan as do the inclusion of scientiflcally
concrete information, buttressed by emptiically-proven
"facts."

Sustainable Ecotourism

Adopting this holistic approach makes evident the extent to
which sustainable ecotourism on Kosrae, or any other
marine destinanon, is dependent upon the implementation
ot appropriate management policies and skills that bene6t
both visitor and resident, as well as clear, long-term
beneflts to the local community; recognition of cultural
practices and bdiefs; and the creation of productive
linkages between residents, nature conservation efforts, and

. the tourist's choice of destinations. These objectives are
hindered by the difhculties of preparing a marketing plan
for such a remote location, questions and conflict over
local people's values and those of tourists, differences in
the preferred scale of development and location, de6ning
appropriate levels of use of the island's land and marine
resources  reduced harvesting of the mangroves in the
channels used for outrigger tours, for example, and the
endangered mangrove crab, now exported to Hawaii!,
adopting litter control and encouraging greater recycling
efforts, and promoting cooperative efforts among villages,
and between government and the private sector  Valentine,
1993!.

The dilemma then, for those truly concerned with the
development of ecotourism on Kosrae and elsewhere, is to
ascertain how to prepare these places for the visitor growth
associated with their new fame and exposure as vacation
destinauons, when it is the existing qualities of remoteness
and traditional culture that make them desirable, %Me the
events discussed brieRy in this paper describe a speci6c
location and set of circumstances, the processes are
endemic to the travel industry and affect local people and
conununities every~here.

I suggest in conclusion, therefore, that an appreciative
awareness of the symbolic nature of the cognitive images
carried by local residents and visitors, however subjective,
could prove a useful starting point for regional planners m
understanding social behavior in ecotounsm commuruties,
To ignore such informauon, I believe, may precipitate the
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SUSTAINABLE TOURISM
PLANNING FOR A NEW
MILLENNIUM: ORAT LEAST A
GOOD PLACE TO START�
MULTIPLE OBJECTIVE
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THE GVIMARAS, PHILIPPINES
EXPERIENCE
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Abstract: There is ruidespread recogrrition that tourism must
»roue torvards sustainabihty by embraci ng a more balanced planning
crpprrrach. Thir is especr'ally tnee for many smallislandsi» the Paris
ruhere toaism ir being aggtussr'uely promoted, often rur'th limited
attentr'on gtuen to the overanhi ng socio-cultural, economic, biophysical
and insts'tutional parameters. In a reveals'ng Fihpi»o case study,
multeple objective dectsr'o» analyst's' tMODA! proved lo be an +ective
contn'butor to sustainabk tour7'sm phsnni ng.

On the small island province of Gsnnearas, AfODA focused the
f'

The iterati ve and

parts'ctpatory use of AIODA ruas rue/i received by Gramarasons rvhile
successfully integmting local knorukdge and uabres i»to the planning
process, This ojbecnues base'd approach rvas also s«ccessful at
positr'oning the F~ Tourism Pilot Psvject ivithin misting provincial,
ngi onal and sawnal phsns,

At the core of the AIODA process on Guimaras rvas a plannirrg
uerkshop. Here, presentations reuierved important contextual issues
 i e., market conditions!. This was follorued by a quantitate've and
qterntitatiue examination of prjoect ojbectr'ues. The instghts gamed
«reru used to create and cbsnfy a range of alternatives that c«lminated
into a grassroots vision of farm tourism.' MODA systematr'cally
promoted an open process that established both a framnvork and a
fonem for mulu-sectora! i»tegration. The resultrng group decisions
overcame entrenched post'tio»s rvhilc nurturing a serrse of commitment
that is criticalfor effective prj neet imp&mentation. The srrccess of this
method on the nrral irlarrd of Guimaras suggests that i t is rur'deiy
apphcabk, and thus capabk of corrtributing to sustainable toun'sm
ini tiatsues i n nrany pla»ni »g contexts.

Eius'ords: toun'sm planning, participatory approach, creati»g
alternate'ues, farm tourism, the Phi!ippi »es

Introduction

planning approach. itis is especially true in developing
countries where tourism is being aggressively promoted,
often with limited attention given to the overarching socio-
cultural, economic, biophysical and institutional
parameters. This paper looks at a promising approach for
sustainable tourism planning based on muhiple objective
decision analysis P IODA!. Practical application of lvIODA
is then examined in a case study of The Phihppine Cooperatirn
Farm Tourism' Psj oect: The Gnr'maras Pr'lot Prtjrect.'

Analytical Approach

MODA is an approach to planning and decision making
that draws from many disciplines including economics,
psychology, operations research, negotiation theory and
stafistical decision theory. It is based on six fundamental
steps; �! defining the decision problem effectively;
�! establishing the planning context; �! identifying relevant
stakeholders; �! eliciting and structuring a comprehensive set
of objectives; �! creating altetnatives to achieve the stated
objecdves; and, �! evaluating the alternatives with the
objectives. 'Ibis 'people-based' approach seeks to clarify
inherent value tradeoffs while promoting the development
of alternatives that are more likely to apped to stakeholder
interests. The insight gained fxom the MODA process
allows decision makers to make better mformed and more
defensible choices � choices that can responsibly address
the difficult issues of sustainable tourism and are more
likely to result in successful project implementation.

Background

In 1992, The Philippine island of Guimaras  population:
130,000; area: 60,465 hectares! was declared a full province.
H'istoricaay, Guimaras has been used for resource
extraction and largely neglected in terms of development.
This exploitation has left a damaged environment with
75'/o of the people living in poverty, making Guimaras one
of the poorest province in the Philippines  lvlDP, 1993!.
The current adnunistration's push for economic growth
and new provincial responsibilities  ushered in with the
1991 Local Govenunent Code! have exacerbated
traditional institutional planning constraints including no
forrnal planning process or planning framework;
opportunistic ad hoc land deve!oprnent; a dearth of  or
difficult access to! materials, mform ation and technical
expertise; and, linuted conununication capabilities.t Finally,
there is a commonly held local behef that Guimaras is on
the verge of a tourism boom, a belief that has been alive
far over 30 years with little substantive support.

As the world nears the new millennium, there is
widespread recognition that the tounsm must move
towards sustainability by embracing a more balanced
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Pro ject History

The Workshop

Workshop Preparation

Planning Strategy

The Gseirrsaras t ooperatirre Farm Toarisrrr Pitot Prjoect is an
attempt to galvanize the Filipino ideal of 'people power'
within a rural agricultural/coastal-zone context. According
to the project's Memorandum of Agreement, the project is
"to render maximum socio-economic beneflt to the local
community through the collective and entrepreneurial
effort of cooperatives" and achieve sustainable rural
development. Cooperatives are entrepreneurial,
economically motivated, 'grass-roots' orgaruzations  e.g.,
basket makers, pump boat operators!. Cooperatives would
be the "mechanism � the viable structure winch shaH
support and sustain a planned strategy for an agri-tounsm
merger." But, for many reasons, there vras general project
confusion that signaled potential confhct, such as:
~ few Guimarasnons had heard of "farm tourism" or

had had contact with a tourist;

~ no clear planning, development or management
process had been established;

~ the industrious of6cials in Guimaras did not wait for
federal funding arid, on a marginal site  caHed Macopo
Falls! with no formal plan, road construction began;

~ many of the key Farm Tourism personnel had become
deeply conunitted � emotionally, psychologically and
6nanciaHy � to devdoping the "donated"  through the
agricultural land reforms! Macopo FaHs site as a fane
estate for tourists.

A cursory assessment based on interviews and a site visit
suggested that the Farm Tourism project could beneflt
from exploring other alternatives. A balanced planning
approach that addresses contextual constraints would be
possible for two distinct reasons, First, rneanmgful
stakeholder involvement could encourage group decision
making and aHow lead govemrnent personnel to fall back
into a sapportioe role. Second, there was the opportuiuty to
introduce a new planning approach with the external
'expert'  the author! shouldering the respousibihty for the
process results, Therefore, key participants could
simultaneously 'save face,' while considering alternatives
other than the immediate development of the ibfacopo Falls
site.

A project strategy using MODA was crafted
coordinanon with key national and local project personnel
and was based on a similar successful applica non ur
workshop setting  see Gregory and Keeney, 1992!. XIODA
provided an 'actor-oriented approach'  Hichcock et ai.,
1993! and avenue for stakeholder contnbuuons and 'buy-
in' � in terms of both the process and rhe results, The
srakeholders could then constructively question the prolect
direction, address the potential danger ot resource mis.

allocation and utilize a 'new' framework for identifying
stakeholders preferences, This could best take place in a
workshop setting and foHow-up meetings because of the
powerful of the spoken work in Guimaras  due in part to
culture and in part to a lack of report making technologies
like computers, copy machines, etc.!. Speci6caHy, MODA
was used for the foHowing reasons:
~ Decisions could be structured to promote more

comprehensive and creative thinking in an overarching
framework that is continuous, incremental and
flexible.

~ Integration of programs, plans and projects would be
possible through the structuring of objectives and the
use of inultiple stakeholder participation.

~ ihIODA is objective-based, future oriented and
explicitly focuses stakeholder values and interests. By
focusing on interest, values and objectives  e.g.,
proinote economic opportunities! stakeholders could
dissociate theinselves from positions  e.g., the farm
estate concept! creating an atmosphere for the
invention of options for mutual gain  Fisher and Ury,
1983; Gregory and Keeney, 1992!.

MODA was utilized on 'data poor' Guimaras because, as
McDaniels �994! explains, "the approach can be tailored
to strategic comparisons across a wide range of alternatives,
»he» ters detaihd i»forrrratio» is all that is aoar'tahte'  italics
added!.

To use the workshop time as ef6ciently as possible,
preparations began weeks in advance, Document review
and interviews with key project personnel provided a solid
information base to expedite steps one through four of the
MODA process. Aside from preparing for the substanhve
elements of the workshop, interviews � especiaHy those
requinng iterative sessions � were particularly instrumental
towards developing personal relationships and uncovering
informal personal dynamics existmg on the island.

De6ning the Problem Question

The obvious problem quesnon, IVhat is the rrrost appropriat~
farm t'ourisr» co»ceps for Gra'rrrarasP, was inappropriate for
immediate consideranon in the workshop due to the
overaH poor understanding of farm tourism. Therefore, the
first question asked was 1Vhat is Farrrr Tourisrrrt Answers to
this question provided insight mto the most appropriate
form of 'farm tounsm' for Guimaras while establishing a
foundation for discussion.
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Identifying Stakeholders

Most of the local stakeholders were clearly identi6able
from the earlier workshops. However, other groups,
organizations and individuals would be impacted by, or
could rontribute to, the Farm Tourism Project and should
be offered a chance to participate. Initially, the suggestion
of expanding the representarive stakeholder groups was
resisted. The underlymg friction behind the unwillingness
to accept additional groups included anxiety over a loss of
control by established groups and apprehension that too
many participants would slov pxo!ect development.

However, compelling reasons for aa inclusive process were
offered. First, inclusion would foster greater cooperation
aad acceptance of the project because there would be no
hidden agenda. Second, concerns over equity  who pays
and who bene Ets! could be immediately and openly
discussed. Finally, thoughtful foresight about the potential
role of stakeholders and their early inclusion is an
important way to minimize future conflict, integrate the
Farm Tourism Project with other projects and activities,
and, for the purpose of the workshop, provide additional
insight into creating alternatives,

A systematic process using a touasm stakeholder matrix
was developed for identifying stakeholders and
sumter~ existing and potential responsibilities, A.
review oF the matrix with local of6cials revealed that two
groups of paratnount unportance were not included in the
upcoming process: �! the existing tourism industry of
Guimaras and �! the residents of the local barangays
 villages!. Subsequently, these groups were represented.

Establishing the Planning Context

As expected, the participants were all sensitive to the
charged pas par  Fast forward! development atmosphere on
Guimaras. However, none wexe av are of the constraints of
the marketplace. Therefore, in addition to eliciting
objectives, most preparatory interviews attempted assess
about the Guimaras tourism market. Professional
judgments, along with available statistics, provided a
reasonable basis for constructing a tourism market pro6le,
Near-teria and long-term market potentials were projected
prior to the workshop. The market profile was considered
to be essential new informaaon to the overaU tourism
context, reducing important econoiiuc uncertainties critical
in creating and clarifying alternatives,

Identifying and Organizing Objectives

Numerous objectives were scattered among governmental
plans, policies and specific Farm Tourtsm documents.
Some were general  improve the standard of living! while
others were unique to the Farm I'ourism Program
 strengthen cooperatives!. Surprisingl, ab!ecaves elicited

from stakeholders did not necessarily mirror the objectives
in planning documents, Some objectives elicited from
stakeholders Further defined fundamental objectives ~bile
others were entirely unique. Interviews also revealed that
different individuals were pursuing different objectives
under the guise of the Farm Tourism Project, threatening
conflict and uncoordinated action. The captious goal-
cluttered environment was simpli6ed into a hierarchy
 Clemen, 1991! to promote consensus among all
stakeholders as to a single ordering of values  Gxegory
etal., 1993!. The planning process bene6ted from this
structuring of values because the objecnves were not
tsiioxed to alternatives being considered, promoting the
creation of alternaaves that might be particularly useful
 Keeney, 1988!.

%'orkshop Organization

The workshop was attended by 35 participants and began
with a prayer, the smging of the aanonal anthem,
introductory comments and a review of the state of the
project. The agenda for the workshop would be:
�! Understand market conditions � present and future-
and discuss target markets for 'faria tourism'; �! Review
objectives; �! Create aad clarify alternatives; and
�! Organize a 'farm tourism' committee, Below is a
summary of the presentations and discussions,

The Gnimaras Tourism Marker

The Guimaras tourism market was the least understood,
yet one of the most crucial areas, for planning 'Farm
tourism.' For nnthotit tourists, thoro ix no tourism proj'sot.
Therefore, a pro6le of market conditions and opportunities
was presented. Two things were stressed speci6cally ia
terms of the Farm Tourism Project. First, a successful
project would diversifv the overall tourism product offered
on Guimaras. Second, it would provide a diversion fox the
popular, but easily substitutable, "sea, sand, sun" resort
tourism proliferating throughout the Philippines and,
indeed, the world. Thus the project was highlighted as an
opportuniry for Guunaras to create a unique pi'oduct and
maintain viability m an increasingly competitive touasm
industrv.

A bnef review of the available data was then presented.
Besides the strong influence of seasonality, the most
revealing Ending about the Guimaras market was the
shallow overnight and foreigaer market segment. An
estimated 1,750 of the high-spending overnight and foreign
visitors came to Guimaras out of a total 11,220 visitors.
Tlus represents an average of ante fiue per day, In June an
estimated average of just ono foreign or overnight tourist
per day arrived m Guimaras! In addition, market
projections were made and potential markets identi6ed.
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Objectives-Focused Planning

A. review of objectives, their importance and how they were
to be used during the workshop followed the presentation of
the mazket conditions. Participants were urged to add any
objectives they felt were znissing or discuss any exrsting
objectives  one participant noted the importance of
rnternational relations and recognition!. Participants were
then asked to prioritize the list of means and end objectives
using a 0-100 scale to weight preferences. Ties were
allowed. The primary purpose of the ranking exercise was to
give the participants a chance to reQect on what they were
trying to achieve with the Farm Tourism project.
Priozitization was initiated with end-ob]ecfives fizst, folio~ed
by means objectives. In other words, aH fundamental
objectives were compared and weighted against each orher,
then, under each fundamental objective, the first-tier means
objectrves were weighted, and so on. TItis approach was
selected because it emphasises the overaH decrsion setting,
more appropriate in cases when participants are unfamiliar
with the problem in question  Hamalainen, Salo and Poysrr,
1995!, Furthermore, it was hoped that by organizrng the
objectives in the means-end relationship, a positional
familiarity with a broad range of objectives would foster
more creative thinking about potential Farm Tourism
alternatives. The ranking also pressed the participants to
begin to conceptuahze difficult trade-offs between objectives
and reQect upon their own value systems

Creating And Clarifying Alternatives

By design, the rnajortty of rhe day was spent in a group
discussion of farm tourism alternatives, In a brainstorming
session, each particrpant offered an answer to the question:
IVhcrr isfnnw roret6w? In an attempt to create an environment
which fosters creativity and innovation, aH ideas were to be
expressed and no judgements or comments were to be made
until everyone had exhausted their list of ideas  Fisher and
Ury, 1981!. Furthermore, any individuals who felt
constrained by Enghsh were encouraged to use Hiligaynon,
followed by an English translation.

Some participants felt resrricted by the term 'farm' and felt
that it inhibited their vision of the prospect. '11re term 'farm'
seemed to preclude opportunities such as 'history' and
'religion,' which could be shared with the visitors and instil a
sense of place similar to the touted agrarian opnons.
Regarded by many as simply a name, the "Farm Tourism"
label unnecessarily constrained project opportunities and was
a potential source for disagreement. As Gregory and Keeney
[1992] observed: "Disagreements tend to occur when the
rnrrral statement of the decision context explicitly or implicitly
rules out either objectives or alternatives that certain
srakeholders consrder important. To reach consensus, one
needs ro remove the consrrarnr on excluded objectives or
altemarrves." Agreerng that it was only a "metaphorical"

tean, the group immediately supported nod sxprsrrz'on of 'farm
tourrsrn.

Farm Tourism Alternatives

Although many participants claimed little understanding of
'farm tourism,' thoughtful and viable ideas were articularerL
AH the participants felt that 'farm tourism' should he acrrniry
hosed and a!seeming cxpcer'ence. Issues of authenucity, scale,
control vs. spontaneity, spatial distribution, remporal
influences, and the imporernce of place promoted a rich
dialogue � ultimately answering rhe fundamental question:
What is thc Inose ~prr'cere form of fnrne roust'sos' for Grrinrnrtrs?
Three dear alternatives emerged firom the sessron  see
Figure 1!,

excursionist is a day visitor. In the context of developing
'farm tourism,' excursions would take place from either the
resorts or from nearby large cities of Iloilo or Bacolod.
Excursion Farm Tourism would take advantage of the
existing tourism market  local and fo~! on the island by
designing specific 'tours' to events, exhibitions, and
activitie~d help initiate the development of festivals.
Close coordination with the resorts of Guirnaras and
promotion in the Iloilo/13acolod would be requrred. The
location of the events, exhibitions, activities, or places to be
interpreted would be spatiaHy dispersed. AH participants
agreed that this concept could be implemented quickly. It
would not require any large investments in inirastructure and
would serve as an essential starting point to expand the 'farm
rounsm' concept,

B~y Farm
Tourism is spatiaUy expansrve and calls for tourism
development in selected buoys throughout the island
with the primary beneficiaries being the members of the
Federation of Cooperatives. hiost participants felt that to
leam about farm-life is to learn about barangay-life. This
alternative included three possible sub-concepts: 1! a
barangay lodge; 2! a guest house  a separate house but
associated with a family!; and 3! a home-stay or bed-and-
breakfasr program. Of all the alternatives discussed, the idea
of Barangay Farm Tourism received the most discussion,
ranging from implementation to impacts.

Al 'v As discussed, the Farm
Estate alternative was the most familiar to many of the
participants. The concept is locationaHy specific to the
'Afacopo FaHs site. The concept caHed foz construcuon of an
en lire farm  crops, Hvestock, fishpond , etc.! and a
lodge! farm house on a site. ihlany issues were discussed, but
the most signrficanr planning constraint revealed was the fact
that it will rake at least five years before rhe provincial
deparrmenr ot agnculture could develop a working and
interesnng farm. The department of agriculture
representative identrfied procurement procedures as an
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Figure 1. Farm tourism alternatives and market potentials.
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Evaluating the Alternatives

Conclusions

additional problem to be considered when plaiuung for
tourism development in tandem with agricultural
development. The Department of Tourism also indicated
that at least 6ve years would be required to develop a market
for this product.

Of the alternatives ideniified, none were deemed to be
mutually exclusive. Trade-offs among alternatives and
between objectives would be made over the issue of timing
and phasing. Strongly mfluencing the dialogue was the new
uiforination presented during the course of the workshop.
The participants reached consensus that exhibits, events,
tours and festivals should be immediately developed for the
Excursion market segment. Next, Barangay Farm Tourism
should be promoted, followed by estate farm tourism after
five years.

The proposed phasing had a number of advantages. First, the
low initial cost would reduce the hnanciaI exposure of the
project. Second, because this is a experimental effort, the
opportunity for incremental devdopment would allow for
basic knowledge to be discovered and, perhaps most
importantly, it serrld elks kgb prvpvt penorrird lo pais rrahszbk
prjvcrt ipujk rxgenem Third, a more complete understanding
the impact of different alt~tives on desired objectives
would be developed, Finally, the Farm Tourism Project
could be mtegrated with provincial and municipal plans
under consideration.

Field research in the Philippines benefited from the
systematic MODA process, quickly idemifying critical gaps
in the data, providing an opportunity f' or the contribuuon
of all stakeholders and expert judgment and easily
incorporating 'new' informauon  i.e., market constraints!
into the planning and decision process, The initial results
from the MODA approach should be seen as just one of
many steps required to develop a successful Farm Tourism
Project. However, important insights were achieved
including.
~ The workshop successfully established important local

area values, positioning them within the nauonal and
regional framework.

~ Local know}eclge, inciuding competing or
complementary programs and site specific
considerations, were integrated into the planning
process.

~ The positional embrace of the 'Farm Estate' concept bv
many key Farm Tourism personnel was expanded, while
being harmonized with the pre~aously un-arnculated
ideas and objecnves among stakeholders.

The workshop signalled the need f' or planners and
stakeholders to recognize the novdty of introducing
'farm tourism' into a young province that is aggressively
trying to "catch up" with the nation and the world.

MODA. proved to be an effective method to help structure
and provide insight into the Farm Tounsm Project
planning process. With limited time and resources, in an
under-developed, un-technical plaiuung environment,
MODA established a logical process that was intuitively
grasp by stakeholders. Perhaps this was because it
genuinely embraces what proponents of the method call "a
formalization of common sense"  Keeney, 1982!.

Discussion: MOD% and Sustainable Tourism

Planning

While the results from applying MODA to planiung 'farm
tourism' on Guimaras were robust, it is doubtful that the
method, in its entirety, wiII be embraced by Guimarasnons
in the future � particularly without a planner familiar with
the method. However, some of the more important aspects
of MODA were being incorporated into the local planning
and decision making process after exposure to MODA.,
These included: efforts towards an inclusive process;
discussions concerning creative alternatives; consideration
of other programs through an understanding of inultiple
objectives; and, consideration of trade-offs, parricularly
who benefits and who bears the burden of tourism
development.

Two specific comments from participants highlight the
success of the MODA methodology in the workshop setting,
and reflect the internalization of important aspects of the
process. At the follow-up meeting to the workshop the
President of the Federation of Co-operatives articulated �!
the need to expand the Farm Tourism Task Force in order to
include as many stakeholders as possible; and, �! reiterated
the novel concept that the "site" should be the "Island of
Guimaras" not sunply the "Macopo FaUs" site in order to
achieve more of the project objectives.

It is important to realize the responsibility of the external
expert to understand their role as an 'agent of change.' Of
critical importance in any situation, but especially in an
Asian context, the expert can provide an avenue for
"saving face" as new reahties become apparent. The
external expert can provide the opportunity for the group
to attempt new methods and explore new ideas while
shouldering the responsibility of failure  i.e., the President
of the Federanon of Cooperatives, referred to the 'expert'
to help validate the idea of a broad inclusion of
stakeholders!, Therefore, change, or serious discussion of
change, can be more easily imtiated from within the group
 where it must be made to have any lasting effects! without
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radically disrupting existing networks, relationships and
structures. Tlus effort to 'keep the process in the comfort
zone,' by using existing institutional structures and
established relationships, should promote more rapid
realization of substaritive change.

It is the responsibihty of the expert to be aware that besides
important knowledge, they also bring their values into the
process, MODA, especially through the value hierarchy,
hdps to address this issue of expert bias, As McDaniels
�994! explains, the planner's role is to: "ensure
completeness and avoid redundancies in structuring the
objectives" and "clarify the distinction between ends and
means." This discrete role and the iterative process of
establishing an objectives hierarchy minimizes the problem
of an excessive infusion of expert values in the tourism
planning and management process  see Williams and Gill,
1994; Stankey, 1990!. MODA strives to separate expertise
and experience from values and objectives. In this way, the
focus is on the objectives being pursued and the creation of
alternatives, not what the expert believes. The expert
should recognize this distinction in their actions and make
it explicit to those involved. On the other hand, it is not
possible to completely eliminate expert bias ared response'hie
"hiasr'sg" should he cneourajnrd as part of the rise of the exp+<
Responsible biasing includes "suggestions that cause the
group to think deeper about their problem and reach what
they consider a better understanding"  Keeney, 1988!.

While the conceptual approach used has potential for
broad application in numerous settings, more advanced and
quantitatively powerful extensions of this method  i.e,,
testing probability with Monte Carlo Simulation or the
establishment of decision maker utrhty functions! would be
inappropriate in setrings similar to Guimaras due to; a
reliance on verbal commumcation; limited expertise;
general unfamiliarity with the rechmques; lack of lugh tech
equipment to facilitate analysis  i,e., a computer!; and lack
oF time and interest among key decision makers.
Nevertheless, enormous advances were achieved bv using
the approach simply to structure, organize and open
dialogue surrounding important issues. The process in
general, and the workshop in particular, aclueved the more
important objective of oa/ue foerrsed thinki ng � whch is,
according to Keeney �988!, "to better understand the
decision situation, which could lead to identification of
better alternatives, better communication, better use of
data, and hopefully better decision making."
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For example, there are two cellular phones on the
island, rhe road sysrem is poor, the transportation system is
overburdened and inconvenient, there are very few
computers and no photo copiers.



KCOTOURISM AND M MINE
RESERVES IN NKGROS

ORIENTAL  PHILIFPINES!:
A SUSTAINABLE SOURCE OF
INCOME FOR FISHING

VILLAGE SP

Beige Peter Vogt
Ce»tre for thc Bstabbs'bment of Mari ne Reserves in Xcgrvs Oriental
 CEMR1NO!  Phibppenes!

Abs~ct The cvralrccfmari»a reserve ofAp Ishnd, Ph bppanes
is ivt'dory regarded as an impressive success of comm»»iy-based reef
eo»scrvatio». Thi reserve attracsi »crease'»g numbers of tourists as wall
as environmental groups thus gee»erasing additional iiriorne and
promoting reef protection. Thisis an attempt to eialuatr the ceo»onus
be»efats of thc protected aieafor frshmeen, resort oivners and dive tour
operators

Tlv qucstto»s has been need ai to» bather this model ran be applied
to other rescitvsi» 1Vegrtv' Oriental, nvth rime'lar ceo»emir be»afar.
Therefore, some sebrsted rites have been described i» terms of
attractive»ess and aeeesst'bi@ sot'th regard to eeotourism. Tbc potential
for ceotourism vari'cs graath bet»ve» thc 77 other protcdcdinshoie
and offshore reefs, »v'th so»re sites shying eonsiderabb potential for
tourists dcveiopmc»t. I» order to support to»rive the reserves have
bicir marked and sig» posted to help fishermen and tourist locate the
reserves. A joined photo exhibition rvith the Provincial Tourism
Board ivas held to promote a high profile campaign for reef
eo»servation.

Eeywordsi Pbikppi»cs, coral reef reserves, ceo»orna'e value,
ceo tourism, fishing i'oriimunili es

Introduction

However, these studies concentrated on the fishery aspects
and did not include the bene6ts of tourism

Tourism in Negros Oriental is still in its infancy. The social
and pofitical setting in the province is stable and foreigners
can enjoy the warm welcome and the hospitality of friendly
people. The potential for tourism development is very
promising  PEA, 1994!, Hiking in an impressive
mountain scenery with volcanoes, waterfalls and caves are
only a few of the numerous attractions  Figure 2!. The
marine environment offers a particularly interesting
spectrum of activities such as dolphin and whale watctung,
dive trips to coral reef reserves, as well as bird watching in
mangrove forests.

However, the manne resources are heavily over-fished and
additional sources of income for the fishermen are scarce.
In a ~oint programme by CEMRINO, PPDO-RMD and
GDS' small-sized marine reserves of 4 � 10 hectares are
currently being established  Vogt and Schirm, 1995, 1996!,
These reserves avow 6sh stocks to recover, and it is hoped
that a spill over effect will lead to increased sustainable 6sh
catches in the adjacent areas. This paper aims to assess
tourism as an additional source of income for 6shing
communities.

Financial Benefits of the Marine Reserve at

Apo Island

A cost bene6t analysis of Apo Island marine reserve was
conducted. For this purpose, published catch data  White
and Savtna, 1987! were coinbined with enquiries made on
.sipo island and at the Duinaguete fish market. The major
economic advantages and disadvantages for fishermen,
resort owner, dive tour operators, scientists and
environmental groups are presented in Figure 3.

Fishermen

."ipo Island is located in Negros Oriental in the Central
Visayas, Philippines  Figure 1!. This is a volcanic island
covering only 72 ha with a total population of 460 people
 Savina and White, 1986!, whose main source of income is
6shing. A.s early as 1979, Silbman University based their
coral reef conservation progranune on the active
involvement of the fishing community of Apo  Cabanban
and White, 1981!. The underlying principle was that only
the main reef users could provide efficient protection for
small size reserves. Since 1985 when the marine reserve of
Apo was formally established, it has developed into a
model site  Savina and White, 1986; i~'hte 1989a, b!,
attracting scientists, reef managers and increasing nuinbers
of tourists. Numerous studies mainlv concerned vith
changes m fish Populations and fish catches have been
published  Alcala and Luchavez, 1981; Salina and 4'hite,
1986; White and Savina, 1987, %'hite, 1988, 1989!,

In order to establish a reserve on Apo, the fishermen had
to stop fishing at a site where 6shing had been profitable
before. The value of this loss in fish catches is estimated to
be approximately US$2400 every year. However, the
financial bene6ts of transporting tourists to the island is
substantial. In the resort, four additional jobs have been
created providing income for four people. The income
gained from selhng souvenirs appears to be limited though.
The overall income due to tourism exceeds by far the loss
due to reduced fish catches  Figure 3!, However the total
amount is less than for the other groups.

Resort Owner

Accommodation on Apo Island is very limited. Located
about a 15 nunute walk away from the reserve the "Canopy
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Cove" is the most frequented resort. It consists of six
beautifuHy arranged huts, and a small restaurant made of
local design and matertals. Recently, diving facilities have
been added, allowing divers to 6H their tanks and to rent
equipment. The resort has become increasingly popular
with Filipinos and foreigners. The resort owner had to
make a substantial investment in semng up the resort, thus
taking serious risks, The income generated by the resort is
considerable  Figure 3!. The future of the resort is strongly
dependent on the health status of the coral reefs, and the
reputation of the reserves as model for other areas.

Dive Tour Owner

Dive tour operators are predominantly Fihpirio, although
foreigners carry divers to Apo as well. The Apo coral reefs
are regarded as one of the top dive spots in the Visayas,
thus divers visit Apo as part of a dive tour. The dive tour
operators are a group that potentiaHy bene6t the most
without having to invest in the site  Figure 3!. The risks
involved For this group are limited, because they are not
dependent on one site done. They can choose to take their
group to other sites once one reef has lost its attractiveness.
However, in the long-term it is also in the interest of dive
operators to support the sustainable use of the reserves
because the number of attractive sites is limited, and
frequent site changes may have a negative impact on their
business.

Scientists and Environmental Groups

Neither group directly bene6ts 6nancially. However, the
Apo reserve provides a study and model site for both
groups. Considerable effort by Silliman personnel was
initially needed to achieve the protected status of the
reserve.

There are no documented negative effects of tourism on
the environment of Apo island. However, large amounts of
plasnc bags and other garbage gets trapped in the bay
where the resort is located. The origin of the waste is
unknown snd it may not originate from the island. Tourists
have to walk through the village in order to get to the
marine reserve; however, it appears that the friendly
inhabitants of A.po do not mind their presence.

Can This Model be Transferred to Other
Reserves in Negros Oriental?

Coral reef reserves in Negros Oriental teceive xnde support
bv the local 6shing communides, provincial authorities,
politicai and environmental organisations. A joined
photograpluc exhibition with the Prok~cial Tourism
Boards was held to lughlight the main attractions of the
province. As part of the natural heritage coral reef were

included to heighten awareness of reef conservation and to
promote their sustainable use,

In a province where Filipino and foreign travegers are
welcome, ecotourism may be considered as an additional
economic bene6t of marine reserves. In May 1996, there
were 18 active coral reef reserves in Negros Oriental The
potenttal of six adkhtional sites to become reserves is
currently under investigation  Table 1!. AJl of the marine
reserves are small in size  < 15 ha!, and are managed by the
local 6shing communities. The reef reserves vary largely
with respect to their attractiveness to tourists. A vital factor
for the selection is the structure and species diversity of the
coral reef. All sites marked as "well developed" m Table 1
provide dive locations similarly attractive to the reserve in
Apo, However, the other locations have individual
characteristics, and may be of interest for divers as welL
Most reserves can be visited on day trips. Travel time from
Dumaguete to the reserves varies between 30 ininutes to
3 hours. A trip to Apo wiH take 30 minutes by car and a
further 30 minutes in an open outrigger boat. This may be
considered either adventurous or inconvenient. As it may
take some time to hire an outrigger boat, the total travel
time may be about one hour 30 minutes. Many other
reserves require less travel time and can be accessed from
the shore.

However, tourists may be prepared to travel longer
distances if the destination is worth the trip, and if suitable
accommodation is available. Accommodation may be a
limiting factor  Table 1!. In 1994, only 168 rooms were
available in the entire province  PATA, 1994!. However, it
is likely that this nuinber has at least doubled since the
recent opening of new resorts and hotels.

Based on the above criteria, the reserves are grouped and
their potential for tourism are discussed.

Tambobo Bay group

In the municipality of Siaton, south of Dumaguete,
development has already commenced. Two reserves have
recently been established in this region P'ambobo and
Andulay!, and a third reserve  Lutoban! is strongly being
recommended  Cemnno, 1996!. This region provides coral
reefs similar to Apo Island in terms of size and diversity,
and is accessible by road. Accommodation is available in
scenic surroundings for a small numbex' of people, Sunilarly
to Apo, the resorts are owned by foreigners. Dive tour
operators do not seem to include this area in their tours
yet. Unlike Apo, 6shermen do not bene6t by renting out
their boats to transfer tourists. Thus the econonuc benefits
are then considerablv less, compared with Apo, However,
if tlus region becomes trequented by divers outrigger boats
may be rented to transport divers to the most mteresting
locations. As a second measure to compensate for the loss
in fishing ground, it is suggested that a fee for eiitering the
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Baia Bay

North of Dumaguete

South of Dumaguete

Acknowledgments

References

reserve is applicable. The Fee should be inade available to
the Bantay Dagat  fishing association!.

Bais Bay, located app*oximately one hour drive north of
Dumaguete, has become well known For its dolplun and
whale watching tours. These taps uiciude guided tours
through a mangrove forest and a swim in sandy area.
However, nearby coral reef reserves  Table 1! are not
included in the programme, It appears that considerable
potential exists to include snoxkelling and diving in these
tours. A small Fee should due for tourists entering the
reserves. These fees should be for the benefit of the fishing
organisaiions in charge of the reserves to compensate for
loss in fish catches m these areas. Accommodation is
available in Bais City including a newly opened hotel on a
hill top overlooking the bay.

Most of the reserves are located north of Dumaguete
 Table 1!. The conditions of the reefs and their
attractiveness to tourists vary strongly. However, the
interested traveller may easily arrange a collection of sites
to be visited during day tops or with overnight stay in, for
example, in Bais City.

Apart from the reserves in the Tambobo group only two
other reserves are located south of Dumaguete in
Masoplod Norte and Bongalonan, The reserve of
Masoplod Norte is conveniently close to Dumaguete,
whereas Bongalonan offers a particularly well-developed
reef situated at the southern end of  he provmce, Tourists
prepared to travel for three hours may find
accoznmodation in iieazby Basay.

Discussion and Conclusions

Using the example of Apo, it has been shown that fishing
communities can benefit economically from community
based reserve management through tourism, The 4po
model may be transferred to other locations where
conditions aze comparable. However, the extent to which
each community may benefit vanes considerably depending
on site factors, A study of the tounsm potential of Negros
Onental concluded that the proiaice should take full
advantage of its tourism assets  PA I'.<, 1995!. Along with
ttus report, it has been strongly urged that small scale,
sustainable tourism is promoted onh, adjusted to the
specific enimonment of each site. This form of tourism
may be addressed as ecotounsm, special emphasis being
placed on avoiding undesirable long-term effects. The ume
scale for evaluanng tourist developinent should be viev ed

within the context of intergenerational quality of life. This
requires both sustainable use and the protection of
biodiversity as preconditions for the needs of future
generations  Mcwanus, 1995!.

In areas such as Tambobo Bay conflict may arise between
the already developing ecotouzism and plans to build a
moderate-sized hotel with an attached marina. It is planned
that a 30-room hotel is built with an option to expand at a
later stage  PATA, 1994!. Given the very positive
condinons in this area, it is possible that the area will be
developed to accommodate and entertain tourists on a two
to three star leveL However, the potential of the bay as a
site of a marina, used for sport fis}ung for the clientele of
the four to five star level may be another future plan. This
development will doubtlessly create new job opportunities.
It appears likely that a large number of positions will
require specially trained personnel, which may be employed
from other areas. The benefit for the fislung community
may be increased if fishermen provide transportation to the
reserve, or are entitled to charge admission fees. However,
this would require a united group dedicated to use the
reserve as a source of income. The danger exists that more
business minded people may take over this role, thus
reducing the benefit of the fishermen,

In the past, Tambobo bay escaped the threat of beconung a
U.S. American naval base, However, it can be expected that
within one to two generations, tourism will have changed it
beyond recognition. The possibility exists that this change
wiII have irreversible effects for the artisanal fishing
community that exists now, Whether this change wiQ be for
the economic benefit of these people is difficult to predict.
Regardless whether two to five star facihties or ecotourism
prevail, either form of tourism is dependent on a healthy
environment, including the existing coral reef reserve.
Preservation of the marine life is thus mandatory.

The author is grateful for the support of Patzocinio D.
Apura Jz., who inquu:ed about the fish prices at the
Dumaguete market. This study was carried out as part oF
the project "Establishment of I4Iarine Reserves in Negros
Oriental" funded by the European Union  DG1 Project
B7-5040/94/09/I!.
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BASIC RESEARCH OF BARRIER-

FREK COASTAL RECREATIONAL

FACILITIES IN JAPAN

Tsuyushi Kobayashi
Niho» University gapan!

Abstract: This research cornprehenss'srely escaneines the actnal
sitar'ons on the bamer fn e rnarxne recreational facihties hy means of
qnestsonnaires lo the iocalgvvernrnen'ts and users, as on-site sssrecys at
the representative beaches and marine facih'ties in the Kanto region
jrvm the riserepoint of the handicapped.

Then are three types f obarrierc physical ham'ers anth machines,
hssildiegs or tonne envirvnrnents, physr'ologual barriers in the hnrna»
conscicmu or attitnde, and social barriers as a pare of the social
system.

lVi th thr's stndy, the physical ham'er at the beaches and rnarinas; and
the psychological harrier of the local seroernrnent ared apd or
handicapped as the ssserr stere exarni ned.

Eeyvvosejat ham'erfree facrhties, mars'ne recreational facih'ties;
aged, handicapped

Introduction

The increase in the aged generation in the Japanese
population has advanced at a very rapid rate that cannot be
observed in any other country in the world. It is expected
that Japan will be an aged society in the year 2000, in which
65 years or older persons would account for one-fourth of
the total population, At the same time, the number of
handicapped in Japan is estimated to be as great as
approximately three million, and various assignments are
currently imposed which include the promouon of self'-
supporting the society, upgrading the quality of hving, and
so on,

Since more advanced town and living environments have
been achieved in European and Amencan countries than tn
Japan, the interest in leisure acuvities and education are
much higher among those people because of the upgraded
living quality. Accordingly, many facilines based on the
barxier-free concept are now being built on the seaside
areas in those countries for which considerations have been

made for the handicapped as well.

Smce Japan is surrounded by tbe sea, many people
parncipate in marine xecreanonal activities such as sea
bathing, camping, gathering sea shells, and vachung, The
number of participants tends to increase everv t ear.

However, the environment has not yet been ful6lied in
actuality that enables the Japanese nationals to participate
in other marine recreational activities. Accordingly, further
fu16liment of such marine recreational activities and
measures thereof would be required in the fumre as the
number of the aged increased and living quality improves.

Purpose of Research

Tbe barrier-free concept in Japan is matnly applied when
designing residential or pubhc facilities. However, it has
been rarely applied to the seaside space such as the coastal
areas. Accordingly, the application of the barrier-free
concept to such areas is believed to be indispensable when
designing the seaside facilities that take the uses of the
handicapped into consideration.

This research has been conducted in order to
comprehensively seize the current barrier-free situations at
the respective marine recreation facilities. The survey was
conducted based on the following three points.
1, Survey by means of the questionnaires which were

sent to all the prefectures in Japan and cities speci6ed
by the government ordinance,

2. Survey by means of the quesuonnaires on the
conscience for the seaside among the aged and
handicapped as the users, and

3. On-site survey on the current ful6llment situations of
the sea bathing and marina facilities.

Research Method

Survey by means of the questionnaires which were
sent to all the prefectures in Japan and cities specified
by the government ordinance

A total of 59 questionnaires were sent by mail to the
attention of the civil section of the respective local
governxnents in Japan which included 47 prefectures and
12 cities speci6ed by the govexnment ordinance having the
population of one million or greater.

Forty-rune questionnaires �00'/o! were returned from the
prefectures and eight �6.6'/o! from the cities. Since two
ques nonnaires were sent in duplicate to the two
prefectures, a total of 57 questionnaires were returned
from the 61 parties  93.4 la!.

The foHowxng questions were included in the
quesuonnaixes:
~ Are thexe any manuals provided for the barrier-free

factliues?
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~ To what extent does the local government dunk that a
Japanese national understands about the bamer-free
facilitiesr'

~ Importance of the bamer-free facilities for the aged
and handicapped at the public water side facilities.
Adopted considerations and future measures for the
aged and handicapped at the public water-side
facilities.

Survey by means of the questionnaires on the
conscience for the seaside among the aged and
handicapped as the users

Aggregate survey questionnaires were sent to the aged who
are hving in the seaside or inland areas. Survey
questionnaires were also sent to the welfare center for the
aged and the handicapped who are living in the seaside or
inland areas or belonged to a group for the handicapped,

!n the case of the questionnaires for the aged, a total of 19G
answers were returned �GO for the seaside and 90 from the
inland areas!. Further, in the case of the same for rhe
handicapped, a total of 197 answers were returned �50 for
the seaside areas and 47 from the inland areas!.

The following questions were included in the
questionnaires:
~ Frequency of the visits to the seaside by the aged or

handicapped,
~ Purpose of the visits to the seaside by the aged or

handicapped, for future requests, and
~ Recognition of information and utilization elf the

seaside faalities.

On-site survey on the current fulfillment situation of
the sea bathing �1 places! and marina facilities �9
places!

The survey was conducted on the 51 beaches with high
utilization rates and 29 relatively large marinas in the Kanto
region, Note that the beaches were selected m lbaraki
prefecture �7 of 92 places! and Karlagawa prefecture �4
of 37 places!,

In order to seize the current situations on the tacility
fullillment for the uses by the aged or handicapped, the
survey was conducted on the following points mainly from
the viewpoint of the handicapped who have difficulty in
moving by themselves  wheelchair users!. The degi'ee of
ful611ment was determined by comparing the actual
situations with the average figures according to the acts or
guidelines as specified by the local governments:
~ Accessibilitv  to seize the actual situauons on the

accessibihty io the beach or facility hv the
handicapped!,

~ Convenience of the facilities  to seize the actual
situations on the parking lots, public toilets, and public
phones!, and

~ Service and recreational facilities  to seize the actual
situations of the club house and beach houses!,

Research and Considerations

The research comprehensively examines the actual
situations on the barrier-free marine recreational facilities
by means of the questionnaires to the local governments
and users, as on-site surveys at the representative beaches
and marine facilities in the Kanto region from the
viewpoint of the handicapped,

The following conclusions were obtained by the research:
~ Currently, consideratio~s have been made for the uses

by the aged or handicapped at few public beach
facilines. However, the bamer-free facilities are
expected to increase iu the future since approximately
90/o of the local governments have the policy to
partially ful6ll them.

~ A difference in the behavioral will was noted for the
beach between the aged and handicapped. The
handicapped showed more positive behavioral will for
the beach. Further, the aged or handicapped living in
the inland showed more positive behavioral will for
the beach.

~ There were seven beaches out of 51 places at which
considerations have been made for the uses by the
aged or handicapped. However, it was noted that only
three beaches can actually be used by the aged or
handicapped in view of the considerations after the
ful6llment and provisions of the sloped waHnmys.

~ There were only three public marinas out of 29 places
at which considerations have been made for the uses
bv the aged or handicapped.

There are three types of barriers: physical barriers with
machines, buildings or town environments, physiological
barriers in the human conscience or attitude, and social
barriers as a part of the social system.

Mth this study, the physical harrier at the beaches and
marmas, and the psychological barrier of the local
government and aged or handicapped as the users were
exalllifle cL

As stated above, elimination of the barriers at the public
warer-side facibties and marine recreational facilities in
laparl are currenriv far behind European and American
counties, However, barrier-free facilities are expected to
increase in number m tapan in rhe future due to the
positive attitude bv the local governments, and the need for
access io rlrc beaches by the aged and handicapped.
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Introduction

Fiji's underwater scenery and surface areas are amongst the
six top destinations For diving and explorafion by tourists
in the world. It has been proven that protecting an area
from fishing and sheH collecang allows nearby areas to
produce more marine species. Recently, members of Fiji's
touast industry welcomed government's intention to create
marine parks and reserves. The trend worldwide is to
highlight environmental issues. If Fiji proceeds with the
creation of marine parks and reserves, the tourism industry
as weH as other sectors of the community should benefit.

Current Situation and Issues to be Addressed

In Fiji, the indigenous people are owners of fishing rights
while the foreigners are the investors. The main area of
contention is fishing aghts. There are no clear guidelines
for the use of fishing grounds for tourism activities. As a
result, agreements between developers and indigenous
people have not necessaaly been fair or reasonable to
either party. The only guidelines in use at the moment is
Cabinet decision CP �4! 204 or 25/9/95, which states:

 a! That Fijian customary fishing rights are not
compensable aghts;
 b! That where Fijiaa customary fishing rights are
inferred with, the owners should be compensated
in the form of a capital sum by the
lessee/developer or the crown or whichever party
carries out the development.

To date, no formula has been set for the industry
and any inquiries made to respective Government
bodies have been directed back to the level of
Operator � Fishing Rights Owner.

The landowners view their fishing grounds as a source of
food and any exploitation thxough other activities will
disturb the food cycle. Therefore, they teel that they
should receive corapensation for any disturbances to their
ruaxine resources. General developers often consider the
reefs aad adjacent offshore water bodies offshore as
belonging to the state and therefore feel that local

landowning groups do not deserve compensation for their
use. The Fiji Diver Operators Association view is that
�! customary fishing rights are not affected by scuba
diving �! there is an incorrect assumption that the use
deprives the Fijian people seafood and �! diving is not
harmful to the reef. Scuba diving for observation puxposes
has not been considered, in international arenas, as harmful
to marine hfe. The Fiji Hotel Association says that the
extent of compensation should b» determined by the
nature of the activity and exclusivity of use, The Society of
Fiji Travel Agencies asks, who would be responsible,' who
should be paying and what protection would these
payments give to the operators.

At the moment, the Government, those involved in the
tourist diving industry in Fiji, and the landowners have.
been continuaHy discussing pxoposed marine park/reserve
guidelines to establish commercial business ventures which
would be fair and reasonable to both parties. Due to the
sensitivity of the issue, the Fiji Government is caxefuHy
considering the range of views raised and is taking into
consideratioa the interest and welfare of the nation before
entering into any agreement. To reach an amicable
solution, the Government has coordinated ongomg
meetings through its Department of Tourism.

Fisheries Resource Management in the
Faci6c

Fish stock depletion has always been present.
Adnunistrators aad managers of the world 6sheaes are
searclung for a seaes of managemeat systems to control
the exploitation and utilization of 6sheries stocks on a
perpetual basis. Remarkable changes have occurred in
fisheries, which were brought about by political, legal,
biological and technical developments, The fishing fleet
has been able to essentially open aH oceans. Most of the
world's 6sbeaes have paid the price of over exploitation
and thus coHapsed, There is aa urgent need to review the
methods of regulating 6sbing mortality. In the absence of
regulations, pro6table use is unstable  panayati, 19S2!.

In multi-species tropical 6sheries, it has been suggested
that control of access could be the solution to overfishing
 Panayati, 1982!. However, since no one species is
targeted, the sustainable yield curves are difficult to
ascertain. The catch at any one time would consist of a
number of species, each having individual population
dvnamics and therefor a different sustainable vield.

In the Pacific, traditional communal fishing right systems
exist. In Fiji, the system is called "qoliqoli." The qohqoli
represents a marine tenure system, which is also found in
different forms around the Pacific, The system has a very
traditional custoinary base, hence is often referred to as the
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Customary Tenure Systexn  CMT!. The CMT defines a
traditional group as custodians or owners of the fishery
resources in a de6ned marine area. The area is normally
within the reef flats and lagoons.

Fisheries exploitation in these traditional customary 6shing
areas should be with the consent of the custodians. Within
these areas, customary ceremonies are observed which
often consist of 6shing in the area banned fox cextain
periods. These practices are ineans of conservation.

Fiji Commitment to Coastal Zone
Management

The coastal zone is of vital importance to Fiji's society and
national development. lt brings together a unique
assemblage of resources such as reefs, matagxoves, water,
agriculture, seafood, beaches, and high quality landscapes.
Yet it is also the location of every significant town in Fiji;
the majoxity of villages; the vast majority of the population;
as well as industry and commerce.

Effective Conservation Management

The objective is the establishment of an effecuve "on-
ground" systein of culturaHy appropriate protected area
and sites to include: national parks; nature reserves
 terrestrial and marine!; regional recreation parks  such as
forest parks!; archaeological sites and reserves; and national
axlotlllxuents,

The rationale is to build upon the Nataotaal Resouxce
Assessment and the Register of Sites of National
Signi6cance and to take the survey work to define
"reserve" or protected areas and sites. This will provide
the Government and the DOC with aat operational
management framework for national environiuental and
heritage conservation. The resource assessment and the
Register can only be as meaningful as the "oat-ground"
result. Establishment of a protected areas/sites system also
has direct correlation with the preparation of national land
use and coastal zone plans, Establishment of the system
would be the 6rst major task of the DOC.

Determine the most appropriate form ol a protected
area/site system For Fiji taking inao account the
traditional land and resource tenure/use system and
the socio-ccoatomic aspirations of traditional users;
Use the resource assessment and Register of Sites of
National significance data to determine suitable
area/site boundanes;

Consult with land/resexve owners, Provincial councils,
and NLTB, on levels of use/development of
respective areas/sites;
Prepare, in the short term management objectives/
frameworks for each area or site as a basis for long-
term preparation of comprehensive area/site
management plans; and
Estabhsh an institutional capacity in DOC for effective
and ongoing management of the protected areas/sites
system.

Conservation planner  consultant! with in-depth
expenence in developing protected areas/sites in
conjunctioxt with traditional land/resource owners to
be responsible for developiatg overall framework
system � � 2 years!
Ecologist/Park Planner  consultant! with experience in
park establishment to determine appropriate
boundaries, development, and management objectives
� � 5 years!
Archaeologists and historic site specialists to prepare
boundary and management prescriptions for
archaeological, historic sites and monuments �
months-I year!

~ Resource economist/secondary tourism planner to
prepare a report on potential of areas for appropriate
developxnent activities compatible with conservation
objectives and resource owner aspirations � months�
I year!

Provision of counterparts
Land/resource owner liaisons

Survey teams
Development of supporting legislation and regulations
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along the coast  Stayaert and Troost, 1984! and 60'!o of the
large cities are located by the sea  Dwivedi, 1968!. The
majority of touztsts have a tendency to spend their
vacations at seaside and thus much attention has been
given to develop coastal and manne tourist resorts around
the world. A.s a potential sector, Bangladesh is now
looking for developing and expanding its coastal and
marine tourist tesorts.

M. Niamul Naser
Uniuersi ty of Dhaka  Bangladesh!

Abstract. Coastal and marine tourism of Bangladesh is norv
under prior consideration of the country. The country possesses the
longest sandy beach of the rvorld at Cox's B~ar along rvith the
ivorld's largest area of contiguous Sundarban mangrove forest. At
present, most of the tourism actrvitres aggregate around Cox's Barr
at the south-east coact of thr Bay of Bengal of Bangladesh. The semi-
diurnal tidal patterns offers onshore ckan sea nraters at high tide, In
recent years the tourism authority has attracted a good nurrrber of
visctors by introducing motelr, recreation ceriter, protected beach, golf
courses and n arm srvrmrning poolfacsh'ti es. The area is nell connected
with the capital city Dhaka and port city Chittagong by air and
luxurious air-conditioned buses. The Sundarban mangrove area
provides evergreen vegetal o», node range of floral and faunas including
the famous riyyal Bengal seger, spotted deer, over 200 mrgratory birds,
334 species ofplants. The development of eco-tourismin this mangrove
area is yet to be generated Traditional honey colkctions, numerous
cress-cross rz'vers and tidal creeks could aide rvild ah'ractions fo the
tours'sts. The present artick deals with aspects of development and
management practices for Cox's Barr and future eco-tourism in
Sundarban mangrove region. Some preventive nreasures for
enrnronmental preservatcon are suggested.

Keywords: eco-tourism, sandy beach, mangrove forest, Sundarban,
Coxs Basar. Bangladesh

Introduction

Sun, sand and seashore are the main coastal arid marine
tounst attraction in Bangladesh, In addition, tropical
evergreen forest and high rise secondary hilly cliffs along
the sea coast offers a wild mterest to the tourist.
Unfortunately the country has an under developed coastal
and marine tourist industry, Bangladesh possesses the
longest sandy beach of the world and the world's largest
area oF contiguous mangrove forest  ESCAP, 1988!, Most
of these areas are completely unspoiled and offer a window
of opportunity for practicing sustainal>le tounsm.

Tourism is one of the weil known nsing industry and an
important source of income for many countries. UNEP
�984! reported that the number of tourists increased
approximatelv 5o o each vear in the world. This growth rare
consequently increases a world wide tourist-generated
income. Two-thirds of the worlds population is lining

At pzesent, policy of the country for development of
sustainable coastal and marine tourism resorts are under
poor consideration. As a potential source of foreign
exchange earnings, scop» for new jobs and regional
development, the existing policy of the country is offering
departmental cooperation to encourage the foreign
investors in potential tourist sites. The Ministry of Civil
Aviation and Tourism is responsible for policy-making and
implementation m this sector of the country. Bangladesh
Parjatan Corporation  BPC! is an autonomous institutions
that ensures tourism supply and marketing facilities for
tourist. In addition, a few private travel agencies provide
necessary information for the tourists interested. The
present articles deals with existing tourism and its future
opportunities in relation to eco-tourism.

Hydro-Meteorological Regimes in Coastal
Region

Bangladesh is situated in the northeastern part of South
Asia, bounded by India on the west, the north, and the
northeast, and Mayanmer on the southeast and the Bay of
Bengal on the south, The country enjoys a sub-tropical
monsoon climate consisting six seasons in a year with three
prominent seasons, namely wuiter, summer and monsoon.
XVinter is quite pleasant; it begins in November and ends in
February. As a tropical winter, fluctuation in minimum
temperature ranges from of 7.22 C to 12.77' C �5 F to
55~ F! and maximum of 23.88" C to 31.11~ C �5" F to 85
F!. The maximuin temperature recorded in summer
months was 36,66" C  98 F!, especially in the northwest
part of the country  BBS, 1992!. July is the onset of
monsoon and continues till August and sometimes till early
October, It contributes about 80/o of country total
rainfall. In general average seasonal temperature always
exists at moderate level in the coastal districts.

The fldal patterns ot Bangladesh coast is semi-diurnal; it
consisrs of two high and two low tides in a lunar day. As a
result, the high ride offers off-shoze, clean, enjoyable sea
water twice a dav. Moderate velocitv of the sea borne wind
generates attractive wave crest and adventurous sounds.
The boar and sea surfing are still to be developed, Boat
riding at outer' tidal area is possible but the surfing is still
wanung to be tested. The average saliruty during the
rounsr season is about 30 ppt in the Cox's Bazar sea coast.
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Present Constraints

commuzuc anon.

The mean tidal height fluctuation is about 3.5 m at Cox's
Bazar and Teknaf, and about 4.0 rn at Chittagong sea coast
 BIWTA, 1994!, During the monsoon inonths most of the

coastal waters become turbid due to heavy rainfall in
inainland, which causes a huge silt-laden nver run-off water
in the bay, Despite these hydro-metiorological
characteristics, the winter months are considered as the
peak tourist season because it possesses relatively
comfortable weather in aspects of humidity and
temperature.

Natural Landscape in the Coastal Region

Planning of tourism development is dependent upon the
attractiveness of natural landscape. The coastal area of
Bangladesh supports a diverse range of natural landscape,
The most important tourist spots are Sundarban mangrove
forest of Khulna, which is surrounded by numerous
branches of rivers, canals, tidal creeks; planted-mangrove
vegetation on the flat beach along the Chittagong sea coast;
world's longest sandy beaches of Cox's Bazar-Teknaf and
secondary hilly cliffs with tropical evergreen forest along
this coast hne; St, Ivlartins coral island in the Bay of Bengal,
at 22 km south of'Teknaf; and numerous nearshore sandy
and rocky islands, Among the islands, Kuakata, Rangabah,
Moheshkhali, and Sonadia are of potential For marine
tourism. The St. Kfartins island, only coral island, at
present essentially needs to declare as a bfanne Protected
Area  lvtPA! since its total biotic en~~nmental condition is
extremely deteriorated due to indiscriminate exploitation of
coral, seaweeds and other resources of economic
importance.

The present favorite tourist spot of the country is Cox's
Bazar sea beach, The adjacent Himchazi Nanonal Park is
providing Few natural water falls, offering an extra
attractions to the tourists. Additionally, some other
landscapes are available towards the south of Cox's Bazar
sea coast where no tourism activity been observed. This
inav be due to less trodden areas and lack of suitable

Existing Coastal Tourism Facilities

Presence of tourism supply undoubtedly important to
ensure visitors requirements in any tourist resorts,
Adequate lodging Facilities offers ample opportunity For
zesting and relaxing environment for tourist. In addition,
adequate recreational Facilities, cultural events, sports
facilities, shopping centers as well as sight-seeing tours are
essennally needed in a well-established tounst resort.
These facilities will ensure freshness of mind smce tounsts
are looking Forward to tension-free days in their visit. The
existing facilines in Bangladesh is underdeveloped stage
and thus for tounsi it is adventurous, A.t present marine

and coastal tounsm is centered towards Chittagong and
Cox's Bazar. Both cities support quality and inexpensive
residential hotel, motel and family cottages. There are 30
hotels in Chittagong including one From Bangladesh
Parjatan Corporation. Only one swimming pool is
available here at Agrabad Hotel. In contrast, there are 44
hotels, motels and faznily cottages are available at Cox's
Bazar including a youth inn. Some of these possess
sxvirnmmg pools, bar, golf link and arranged seasonal-
cultural programs with local tribal communities. An
overview of existing physical facilities for tourist in
Chittagong and Cox's B azar region is represented in
Table l.

Communication networks play an important key role in the
tounst resorts, At present regular air links and air-
conditioned bus services are available between the capital
city Dhaka to tourist city Chittagong and Cox's Bazar.
Bangladesh Railwavs also provide several express train
services between these cities. In contrast, the Sundarban
and other coastal district in southern region are v'ell
communicated by air, rail, buses and passenger ships. A
famous steamer service nazned 'Rocket' is very popular
among tounst for rivet journey, This service is available
since British time and stiU maintained under such tradition.
The journey in rivet often experienced by tzaditional Hilsa
 River Shad! flshing on the River Padma and Meghna or
scope for tracking the spotted deer along the nver coast
during Potuakhali to Khulna bound journey,

Bangladesh possesses some of the best natural features of
the world. Its marine and coastal tourism is still not
popular to the international tourist cotnmunities because of
several constrains. The most important one is the higher
travel cost for Europe and North American tourist.
Previously inajority of the foreign tourists were represented
by Western Europe, Far East and Oceania, After operung
Biman's  country's nanonal airline! New York flight, the
increase tn North American tourist is evident. As a nanon
the countrv has its own heritage and reputation. The lack
of proper tourism follow-up in international commuiuty,
it's unique cultural conservatism failed to attract tourist
 ESCAP 19S8!. An unfortunate image existing for
Bangladesh as a country of natural disasters  i,e., Hood,
cyclone, tornado etc.!, which may divert tounsts. In fact,
these natural disasters are not evident in the tourist season
 winter months!. Finally the existing management and
marketing system for international tourist communities are
not v.ell organized like the other successful coastal and
marine tounsm nauons, To develop the existizig practice as
cvell as to share the international tourist inarket the country
needs some strategic policy changes as soon as possible.
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Future Opportunity

In general, the present tourism practice of the country is
emphasizing in inland historical places, hire centuries old
architectural monuments, numerous cultural heritage places
and natural landscape sites. Evidently, the number of
foreign tourists is now increasmg  Figure 1!, This may be
due to several factors. The Bangladesh Biman offers best
prices f' or package rour from London, Athens, Tokyo, iVew
York, and some other international cifies. Besides some
problem in India and Bangkok mav divert tourists in
Bangladesh, Until now, most of the potential coastal
landscape is under utilized for tourism. Creation of nature
oriented tourism  i.e., ecotourism! in these area will provide
more economic growth  Figure 2!, and will open warm
relationships with native and international tourist
community, Herzer �965; in idler 1993, p. 188!,
mentioned that responsible "eco-rourism" is measured
against four standards:
1. minimum environmental impact;
2. ininimum impact on � and maximum respect for-

host cultures;
3. maximum economic benefits to host country' s

"grass roots"; and
4. maximum "re-creational" sansfacrion to participating

tourists.

It should be kept in mind that there is no standardized
method of quantifying the nature of eco-tourism although
'The Ecotourism Society' defines ecotourism as
"responsible travel that conserves the environment and
sustains the well-being of local people" Pliller, 1993!. As
ecotourism is comparatively responsible tounsm rather
than traditional practice, the future development in the
coastal and marine tourist resort in Bangladesh may
proceed with eco-tourism practice. Some of the potential
aspects are mentioned below.

Eco-tourism in the Sundarban

The Sundarban mangrove forest is one of the world' s
largest contiguous mangrove forest consisting about 6200
square kilometers and 334 species of tropical evergreen
trees that offers home for various biodiversity. This forest
supports habitat for 400 species of wildlife, including 261
birds and 49 mammals and others like reptiles, amphibian
 Khan 1986!. The world's famous royal Bengal figer and
spotted deer are the main attractioii of the area. The entire
torest is embraced with numerous cnss-cross rivers, canals
and tidal creeks. These water bodies provide home for
various of fishes, shrimps, reptiles  including tropical
crocodile!, and freshwater dolphin. Traditional honei.
collection from Sundarban forest is an attracnve and
adventurous job for collectors suice rime immemorial.

The Sundarban mangrove forest is legally owned by the
government and declared as a iiiidhfe sanctuary in early

19. Os. Hunting of animals, curtmg of unauthorized trees
are completely prohibited. The Deparirnent of Forest
under the Alinistrv of Forest and Environment is at present
managing and monitoring the wealth of rhe forest. Ar
present only two tourist spots, 'Hironpoint' and 'Katka' are
available at the southern rips of the forest. V'isiting these
places requires special journey arrangement due to getting
permission and accommodation. The 'Hironpoint' resort is
maintained by the ihiongla Fort Authority m Khulna and
'Karka' is maintain by the Departinent of Forest. The main
attraction of the sites are the royal Bengal tiger, spotted
deer, bird-watching and other wildlife. Development oF
"eco-tounsm" facilities in this area  Sundarban forest! will
create a new scope for tourists to have a 'wild tour' in a
verv remote but adventurous site,

Development of Marina

The coastal area of Bangladesh possesses some near shore
isLmds v hich are suitable for development of marina and
yacht club. The important coastal islands are Kuakata
island near Patuakhali coastal area, Rangabali island near
Bhola district and Sonadia island near Cox's Bazar sea
coast. At present some preliminary resorr development is
gomg on in Sonadia and Kuakata islands. The most
important features of these islands are isolation from local
communifies, absence of permanent human habitat and
wide sandy beaches. The roinantic features of the Kuakata
island is the scope to enjoy sun rise and set scenic beauty.
Development of adequate residential and recrearional
facilities as well as good transport networks in these areas
will obviously attract both domestic and internanonal
tourists.

Approach to Environmental Preservation

It is well established that humans are the only creature
responsible in damaging environmental qualitv of our
planet. The increase in population during the tourist
seasori generates problems related to pollution through
direct waste disposal on the beaches, The mass population
in a wild sanctuary or manne protected area sometimes
create insecurity to the biodiversity especiallv when rare or
endangered species are presenr. The development of
marine and coastal tourism no doubt is one of the potential
industry for the developing countries. The need ot such
development for improving their economic growth is also
expected, Thus strategic policy approach may prevent
probable environmental loss in the rourism sector. For
that, to develop a new tourist resorr ui a valuable
ecosvstcm, the following steps may helps ro protect the
marine and coastal tourism area. These are:
~ Conducting detaded Enrironmenral Impact

Assessment  EL%! prior to rourisr resort development
inc!udmg social and cultural monuments of that
region.
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Figure 1. %umber of touast during 1990 � 1995.

Figure 2. Income  US$! during 1990 - 1995,
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Conclusion
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Abstracts Tourism employment is a mjaor motivator for
migration. Since many tounsls nsorts arr /ocated in coasta/ <mnes,
migration to these resorts rrsulls in urbaniqatt'on of ihe coasta/ <~ne.
This paper presents the rrsults of isterviecvs conducted in iso coastal
recon' villages i» Ba/c, Indonesia. Touriim cvorkers is four
employment categories cvere surveyed, 1! hotel font desk emp/oyees;
2!guides; 3! souvenir kiosk operatorst and 4! beach and street
vendors.

Althoigh migration hat kcrge/y bees seen as a ncra/ to urbaii
phenomeno», the research demonstrated thai migrants to Bai /'s coastal
rrsortr originatedfrom both rural and urban centres. Furthermore,
earP migrants to the coastal nsorts cverr not dracvn by ihe "urban"
nature of the nsoris, but rather, by iounsm emp/oyment opportunities.
Hosvever, continued migration to these resorts has contributed io the
urbanization of thc' coasta/Zone. The rrsuliing urbani att'osis of the
"desakota "form, described by /14cGee �991! as a mixture of rura/
and urban /and use.

Mcgrants io Ba/i »terr predominant/y singk maks from Java cvho
cvorked i n the informa/ sector as vendors, A small proportion of
migranis cverr mam'ed and had migrated together snth fame/y
members. These migrants svere found to be permane»t, having never
returned io their home villages. As eve// as non-Bail nese migranis, a
sigsijicant proportion of the sampk tvere Bahnese but had migiated
from rural areas to the coasta/ rvne to take «p tourt'sm employmest,
Both Bah'nese and non-Bai lnese migrasts m're found to have
contributed lo increased urbani ration in the coastal ~one. Attiiiides
in these coastal resort communist'es tvere of tokrance tocvard secv
migrants.

The research kd to a number of policy implications /or migration io
and urbanc~atc'os of the coasta/ tourism nsorls. It is important for
governments and tourism p/aniiers lo: 1! encourage an'd support ihe
eionomc'calf viable informa/ tourism sector; 2! direct migrants io
emp/oyment opportunities left vacant by the local communistic 3!
provide frre or /ocv-cost training courses in Bai/nese culture asd
customs for mtgrantst and, 4! dirrcl mcgrants totvard employment
opportunities in other tourism arras to minimi e urban grocvth of
coastal area.

Keywords: tourism, employment, migration, canasta/ urbani ation,
Bcili

Tourism as a Coastal Vrbanizing Farce

A large literature exists demonstrating that tourism is an
urbantzing force in the coastal zone  Smith, 1991; Wang,
1991; Goodall, 1992; Smith, 1992a; Smith, 1992b; Mulhns,
1993!. hfost authors have argued that tt is the additions to
the physical infrastructure of tourism which is the primary
urbanizing force  i.e., airports, roads, hotels, restaurants,
stores!. These additions lead to many negative impacts,
resulting largely from physical transformanons of the
natural landscape, As beach resorts evolve into urban
centres, negative environmental impacts occur, including
the transformation of sensitive lands to a built environment
of roads, hotels, restaurants and shops. Damage to natural
ecosystems, both manne  e.g., damage to coral reefs, water
quality degradation! and terrestrial  beach erosion,
pollution, habitat conversion, hydrological changes! can be
the result of tourism development and is both
unpredtctable and often irreversible  Wong, 1991, 1993!.
As well, it has been argued that "coastal resorts are not
only a particular feature of tourism development, they are
also a distincrive urban form,"  Goodall, 1992, p. 5! largely
characterized by strip development.

This paper argues that in addition to tourism infrastructure,
migrants seeking employment in the tourism sector also act
as a strong urbaxumng force. As well, the paper argues that
the form of urbanization resulttng from tourism cannot
always be characterized as simple strip development, but
also includes a more complex form labeUed by McGee
�991! as dc'takota. Desakota urbanization has been
descnbed as a pattern of alternating urban and rural land
uses, where the rural lands continue to support tntensive
agriculture. The paper is based on the results of research
conducted in Sanur and Kuta, two coastal resort villages in
Bali, Indonesia.

Tourism Migration

Tourism can bring about migranon within the laboux force,
through the creation of etnployment opportunities, ln
turn, migranon to tourism areas fosters urbanization
through an increase in population, and associated increases
in housing and related infrastructure which service the
migrant commuxuty. Although some tourism researchers
Pilonk and Alexander, 1986; Lever, 1987! have argued tha 
tounsm migxants are usually circular rathex than pexmanen 
 that is, thev work in the tourism areas during the high
season and return home during the low tourist season!,
others have argued that migxants axe permanent, remanung
ut the tourism area year round, even. though they maintain
strong links to their home ~&age, through periodic visits or
by sending home monetary remittances  Elkan 1995; Lever
1982!. Thus, an unportant question to address when
cons>dering the urbanization effect of migrants ts whether
the ctugxants are permanent or circular, Permanent
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migrants add considerably to urbanization pressures while,
in general, circular rnigrants add less.

Another question regarding migration is whether migrants
compete for tourism jobs with the local labour force or
whether they fill a niche left open for social, cultural,
economic or political reasons. Most researchers have
argued that increased competition results  Davies, 1979;
Cleverdon, 1977; Todaro, 1976; Gee et al., 1984; Pamwell,
1993; Sharpley, 1994; Krippendorf, 1994!. A few, however,
have mfexred that compention xnay not be the dominant
consequence and that migrants for tounsm jobs in fact fill
vacant niches  McGee, 1982; Monk and Alexander, 1986;
Lever, 1987; Conneil, 1987!. If, m fact, migrants do fill
vacant mches, then existing employees are not displaced,
cotnmuxuty harmony is more likely to be maintained, and
new migrants represent an addition to the local population
and its supporting need for urban infrastructure.

Urbanization and the Deserta Model

Urbanization affects and is affected by migration. With
specific reference to Asian countries, IvfcGee asserted that
the type of "urbanization" which has, and continues to
occur in many Asian countries, is the development of
regions of mixed rural and non-rural activity which
surround an urban area. ibfcGee �991, 1995! labelled
these areas dexakotcx from the Indonesian words disa,
meaning village and kara, meaning city. Tourism, through
the creation of physical inf'rastructure, stimulauon of
economic investment, and migration for employment, is an
urbanizing force. With urbanization comes the large
potential for adverse effects such as congestion, inflated
land prices, modified social organizations and changes in
cultural values  Cukier-Snow and Wall, 1993!. However, a
question relevant to coastal zone management is; what
pattern does tourism urbanization follow in the coastal
zone? This quesfion was applied to tourism employment in
two coastal villages in Bali, Indonesia.

Tourism in Bali, Indonesia

The island of Bali  see Figure 1! is one of the xnost
touristed of Indonesia's provmces, with over one mdlion
touxists  approximately one quarter of all tourists to
Indonesia! ~dsxting Bali in 1995  ITR, 1996!. Although Bali
has lustoricallv been Indonesia's main tourist magnet, Bali
did not become a prominent destination until the late
1960s xvith the construction of an international airport and
the island's first five-star hotel. The nuxnber of tourists to
Bali increased dramaticalh- over the 1969 � 1995 pexiod
from about 25,000 visitors in 19"0 to 1.1 million in 1995
 ITR, 1996!. Bali is a 5,600 km' tropical volcanic island
which consists of three main bio-geographical zones: the

mountainous central region, the coastal lowlands, and the
limestone fringes. The 1990 population of the island was
2.8 million with almost a quarter residing in the southern
coastal areas  UNDP, 1992!. The population. density in
1991 was 500 persons per km'. Bali's population is ioung,
with the largest percentage falling within the 15 � 19 age
bracket  UNDP, 1992!. Unlike predominantly Moslem
Indonesia, the main religion in Bali is Hmdu.

One stgnificant result of the rapid development'of tourism
in Bali has been dramatic economic growth with the island
havmg one of the highest average income leveb in all of
Indonesia  Cukier-Snow, and Wali, 1993!, A highly visible
result of this growth has been a rapidly changing landscape
of increasing numbers of hotels, restaurants and souvenir
shops, particularly in the highly desirable coastal zone.
Employment m tourism has increased in both the tormal
and informal sectors, and the main resort areas ot southern
coastal Bali  Sanur, Kuta and Nuss. Dua! have attracted
migrant workers from other parts of Bah and throughout
Indonesia.

The 1971 SCETO touxisxn rnastex plan for Bali was largely
responsible fox' the concentration of tourism, and the
resulting urbanization, in Bali's southern coastal zone. The
SCETO tourism plan suggested a development strategy
which encouraged rapid and concentrated tourism
development in three main resort areas m southern Bali,
This has contributed to greater urban growth in the
southern coastal areas, than any other area oF Bali. As well,
Bali's southern coastal areas have seen the gxeatest
concentration of 5-star hotels, which Rodenbuxg �980!
documented as drawing 90~/o of thetr employees from
outside the area adjacent to the hotel.

Tourism Employment Trends in Bali

Tourism development in Bali has resulted in the creation of
many employment opportunities. Since 1970 and the
initiation of mass touxism, there has been a trend in Bali for
village residents to leave low-wage traditional sectors, such
as farming and fxshxng, and migrate to the main resort areas
ot Kuta, Sanur and Nusa Dua in order to seek tourism
employment. As wdl, non-Balinese nugrants have been
attracted to the island by tourism employment possibihties,
even in the face of government policies attempting to
restrict such xnigration. In 1973, a prograxn was launched
to allow only those migrants with a secure occupation axid
place to live to move to Bali  Picard, 1992!. However, this
policy has been difficul to enforce and was largell

effective. The total number ot migrant workers in Bali is
not known, although official government figures for 1990

dicated that approximately 115,000 people were classified
as migrants to Balii  Darmasetiawan, 1992!.
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Figure 1. Bah  inset showa the location of Bah within indonesia!.

Figure 2. Composition of tourism employment migrants to Sanur and Kuta by Province.
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Research Approach

Main Findings

Migrant Demographics

Case Study: Sanur and Kuta

Sanur and Kuta were chosen as case study sites because of
their prominence as tourist resorts in Bali, their differing
resort characteristics-, and their history of relatively
unplanned and unregulated development. Nusa Dua, the
third major touristn resort in Bali, was excluded from the
study area because, as a government planned enclave
resort, the development of tourism is stricdy regulated and
informal sector workers are not permitted within the
enclave,

Sanur is a large village situated on Bali's southeast coast
about six kilometres from the capital city of Denpasar.
Be tore tourism arrived in Sanur, residents worked
predominantly in farming, fishing, animal husbandry and
artisanal activities  Pi card, 1993!. Although Sanur
residents were able to support themselves economically by
these traditional means, the area was relatively poor, largely
due to the linuted availability of arable land. Thus, the
introduction of mass tourism to the area in the late 1960s
was looked upon favoursbly by local residents  Lindayati
and Nelson, 1995!. In 1969 there were just 399
accommodation rooms for tourists in Sanur but by the end
of 199G this number hsd grown to 3,145 rooms  Bali
Government Tourism Office, 1990!. Village leaders have
taken advantage of the financial prosperity resulting from
tourism to finance social and cultural activities, A. beach
market has been crested, restaurants and art shops have
been opened by local x&sgers, snd by the late 197Gs,
approximately 400 people were employed in these tounsm-
related ventures  Picard, 1993!, By the late 1980s, over half
of Sanur's working population was einployed in tourism-
related activities  Lindayati and Nelson, 1995!,

Pre-tourism employment in Kuts pnmarih consisted of
fishing and farming, with very limited craft development
 Hussey, 1989!, The first tourism einployees in Kuia were
entrepreneurs who set up small-scale, locally-owned hotels
and guest houses, restaurants, clothing and souvenir shops,
snd bicycle and motorcycle rentals. These enterprises were
initially considered by the local entrepreneurs as auxiliary
activines to supplement their primary income from more
traditional activities  Picard, 1993!. Tourism is no longer
penpheral to the community of Kuts. The number of
tounsts to Kuta increased from 1,000 in 1970 io 60,352 in
1980 and in 1980, the Balinese government recognized
Kuta as a priority tourism area and officially changed its
status from ullage to town  Hussey, 1989!. Todsv, Kuta is
dominated by non-stop tourism development, including
hotels, shops, and restaurants.

Interviews were conducted with a total of 240 tourism
workers in four einployment categories in both Sanur and
Kuta. The Four employment categories were: 1! front desk
staff st starred hotels; 2! drivers/guides who take tourists
on tours; 3! workers in kiosk stalls  small shops! who sell
souvenirs; and 4! beach and street vendors/hawkers,
These groups were chosen because they represented a
range of employment types, included members of both the
formal and informal sector, and varied in the degree of
entrepreneurship, lob security, job flexibility and capital
required For the job. Thirty front desk employees at
starred hotels were interviewed, and 30 guides/dnvers,
kiosk wotkers snd vendors were approached randomly at
pre-selected sites in each of the two case study sites  Sanur
and Kuta!. The questionnaire was admiiustered orally by
Bshnese research assistants and, because respondents were
approached randomly, no effort was made to seek out an
equal number of male and fernale respondents, The data
were analyzed through use of frequency counts, cross-
tabulations and analysis of variance. In addition to survey
research, maps, secondary data and direct observation were
used to establish the character or "form" of urbanization
particular to tourism in Sanur and Kuta.

i~fsny of the tourism emplo>ees surveyed in the studv had
migrated to rhe coastal tourism areas from other parts of
Bah or from other islands in Indonesia. Almost s third
�8o/o! of the survey sample were non-Balinese imgrants,
most of whom were smgle young males from Java �4lo!
 see Figure 2!. Vending was by far the most common
tourism occupation For non-Bahnese migrants �7 h!,
followed by front desk employment �7/o!, guiding �3 lo!
and kiosk employment �'/o!. In contrast, kiosk work was
the most common occupation for Balinese respondents,
followed by guiding, hotel front desk employment and
vending. Since very few Balinese were drawn to Ssnur and
Kuta by the possibility of working as vendors, these
einployment opportunities were being filled by non-
Bsliriese migrsnts and constitute an employment niche left
vacant by the local population. Regardless of the tourism
occupation, respondents in sll four employment groups
reported monthly earnings of at least US$80.00, double the
official rrurumum wage for Bali  US�0.00!month!, wtuie
some earned as much ss fixe times the mmimum wage
 I 'S5200.00/month!,

3losi Balinese snd non-Balinese tourism migrants hsd
nugrated to Bali's coastal areas with st least one other
person, thus multiph'ing the efteci of nugranoii on coastal
urbsiuzation. ~Iost migrants were accompanied by Fsiiuly
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members or friends. However, both Balinese and non-
Balinese guides were the only groups for which the
majority migrated unaccompanied.

Migration permanence

An important aspect of migration studies within tourism is
whether migrants are permanent or circular, that is,
whether they remain in the resori areas year-round or
return to their horne periodically, All of the non-Balinese
migrants were pezinanent migrant s, i.e., they had no
intention of returning home for many years or until they
were financially well-off. Approximately half of the
Balinese employee sample had migrated from rural areas  o
the coastal zone to take up tourism employment, lifost
 86%! of these Balinese migrants had originated from
outside the southern coastal regions, but did not return to
their home villages, instead remaining in either Kuta, Sanur
or the immediate vicinity, Most front desk and kiosk
workers  98%!, vendors  97%! and guides  95%! lived
within the southern coastal areas. This has a significant
unpact on urbanization of the resort areas and urban
growth in Denpasar, considering that almost a third of the
sample were non-Balinese, and that almost half of the
Balinese respondents had originated from outside the
southern coastal areas.

The residence time for Balinese migrants to Kuta and
Sanur varied with both employment type and the location.
Kiosk workers, on average, had resided the longest in the
resort areas with an average of 17.2 years, followed by
front desk employees �1,8 years!, guides �0,5 years! and
vendors  8.3 years!  F=24,37, .001 significance!, Although
similar patterns in yeazs of residence by employment type
were Found for non-Balinese respondents, they, on average,
resided for a shorter period of time than Bahnese
respondents. Non-Balinese kiosk workers had resided in
Sanur or Kuta longest �.7 years!, followed by guides �.4
years!, front desk einployees � years! and vendors, who, at
two years, were the most recent migzants. These findings
lend further support to the contenrion that migrants to the
coastal tourism areas were, in fact, permanent migrants.

Urbanization Pattern

AicGee's urbanization model was used to assess the role
tourism has played as an urbanizing force in Bali, primarilv
because of the proxinuty of agricultural areas with tounsm
urban coastal areas  dezakaza!. His model is particularlv
useful when applied to Bali because of the interconnection
between agriculture and the socio-cultural and religious
foundation of Balinese culture which, according to official
government policy, is the root of tourism in Bali Qarisisara
lmdoyd!. However, tourism employinent is bv no means the
sole urbanizing force in Bali. Other influences, such as a
lack of expansion capacity in traditional sectors and rising

expectations resulting from media exposure and higher
levels of education, are also urbanizing forces.

A.lthough migration has largely been seen as a rural to
urban phenomenon, the study demonstrated that riugrants
to Bali's coastal resorts originated from both rural and
urban centres across Indonesia. Furthermore, early
migrants to the coastal resorts were not drawn by the
"urban" nature of the resorts, but rather, by tourism
einployment opportunities. Ho~ever, continued migration
to these resorts has contributed to the urbanization of the
coastal zone. ilthough Bali's main tourism areas are
outside, but with relatively easy access to, a large urban
area, the type of urbanization occurring in the southern
coastal areas matches that of McGee's derdkota urbanization
model, with tourism acting as one of the urbanizing forces.

Although some strip-type development may be found in
tounsm areas in Bali  Smith, 1992b!, productive agricultural
land is interspersed among the hotels, restaurants and
shops which dot the landscape  Hussey, 1989; Lindayati
and Nelson, 1995!. In addition to the competition between
agricultural land and tourism infrastructure, tourism
employment competes for agrarian labour. However, the
absolute number of individuals involved in agricultural
acnvities has not declined, thus muuinizing the potential
negative impacts on Balinese cultural traditions due to a
decline in agricultural importance. The agrarian tradition
and its associated cultural and religious importance persist,
in part, because the rice fields and the associated cultural
traditions are in close proximiry to the growing tourism
resorts and are attractions for tourists. Tlus proximity
makes it possible for tourism employees centred in the
resort areas to maintain their ties to traditional ways and,
thus, negarive impacts are not inevitable.

Coastal Community Reaction to Migrants

Although many authors have stated that migran.ts can place
stress on exisnng coinmunities  Cleverdon, 1977; Gee et
aL, 1984; Xfonk and Alexander, 1986; Parnwell, 1993;
Sharpley, 1994; Krippendorf, 1994!, and some have
specifically argued that migrants cause increased
compeution  Todaro, 1976; Cleverdon, 1977; Dames,
1979!, this study revealed that there was little resentment
among Balinese tow'ard the non-Balinese employed within
the tourism sector, Balinese respondents commented that
thev were not interested in working at the occupation that
non-Bahnese migrants tiyically chose, vending, since it was
considered a rehtively "low class" job which was culturally
inappropnate for Balinese. Instead, Balinese respondents
stated preferences for other types of tourism employment,
such as working in kiosks, hotels and as gLudes. The fact
that many non-Balinese migrants filled a niche left vacant
by Balinese cmplovees minunized possible resentment Felt
by Bahnese towards non-Bahnese migrants. Some
comments by Balinese regarding non-Balinese migrants
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References

were: "We can learn from outsiders," "If outsiders are
successful, then I too can be successful," and "People have
the right to work in whatever area they desire. We can all
work together and be tolerant of one another."
Furthermore, non-Balinese vendors often sold products
supplied by Balinese owners of souvenir kiosks. Thus,
non-Balinese workers acted as sales agents and received a
commission from Balinese kiosk "contractors." This
finding supported the contention by some researchers that
migrants to a tourist area do not cause increased tob
competinon, rather they fill niches left void by the local
population PifcGee, 1982; Monk and A.lexander, 1986;
Lever, 1987; Connell, '1987!.

Discussion and Policy Implications

A,lthough the coastal communities of Sanur and K.uta were
tolerant toward new migrants, significant barriers to
employment choice existed in these communities. i%lost
non-Balinese migrants faced restrictions in participating in
many of the tourism alternatives to vending, such as
working in a kiosk, or hotel or as a guide. Official
residence in Bah was a prerequisite to owning a kiosk and
therefore, kiosks were predominantly owned by Balinese
citizens who were reportedly more likely to hire Balinese
family members or friends as employees, Hotel employees
generally were required to have a high level of formal
education and tourism training, characteristics often lacking
in the non-Balinese migrant sample. Working as a guide
was an occupation m which local kriowledge of traditions
and the culture was deemed benehcial as was a .curtailed
knowledge of Bali's tounst sites, New migrants to the
island did not usually have this type of knowledge and,
thus, initially chose alternative employment such as
vending.

The study demonstrated that migration to tourism areas for
employment fostered urbanization through the
permanency of nugration. A.II surveyed migrants to Bali
resided in either the resort areas of Sanur or Kuta, or in the
nearbv capital, Denpasar. Because these migrants settled in
the "urban" areas and were permanent migrants, they
contnbuted to urbanization in the southern coastal areas.
This increased urbanization in coastal Bali which has
resulted from tounsm employment requires further analysis
and policy response by government and tounsm planners.

Four main policy implicanons arose from the findings of
this study. The first concerned the magnitude and
economic structure of' the informal tourism sector. The
study demonstrated that the tounsm informal sector was
significant tn Bali and its members were relativelv ivell
remunerated while explo'tting inches left open by sector
counterparts. Therefore, it is unportant tor governments
ro encourage arid support this economically iaable and
socially compatible sector. The perceived undesirabihty ot

the tourism informal sector is very much a current policy
reality, however, The UNDP-sponsored Comprehensive
Tourism Development Plan for Bali �992, p. 50! described
vendors in Bali as "...undermining the quality of the tourist
product and...endangering the livelihood oF other workers
and investors in the industry" and recommended that such
vendors be restricted to designated areas through
government policies and police support.- In pro~iding
support for the informal sector, it is more effecuve to
eliminate barriers which restrict the informal tourism sector
from operating efficiently rather than to impose pohcies
which, in attempting to actively support or assist the
informal sector, actually hinder it.

The second pohcy implication is to enhance the positive
social impacts of rrugration to coastal tounsm areas by
directing rnigrants toward employment opportunities left
vacant by the local community, thus reducing community
stress resulting from employment competition.

The third policy imphcation is to provide free or low-cost
' g courses in Balinese culture, customs and traditions.

Tourism in Bali is being promoted as "cultural tourism,"
yet many tourism employees are non-Balinese. The study
suggested that official government policies promoting
cultural tourism should acknowledge the importance of
non-Balinese tourism employees in the formation of
tourists' cultural experiences. Thus, these individuals
should be incorporated into the cultural tourism policy
framework. Effective policies, targeting non-Bahnese
tourism employees, would recognize these tourisin
employees as "cultural emissaries" and provide them with
Free or low-cost training courses in Balinese culture,
customs and traditions, This policy may also assist in
strengtherung posinve relations within coastal communities
which host tourism migrants.

The fourth policy implication is to direct migrants toward
employment opportunities m non-coastal tourism areas
through housing policy and development planning in order
to miniinize urban growth in the coastal zone. In an
attempt to spread the benefits of tounsrn to other areas in
Bali, thus rtunimizmg the negative impacts of urbaruzation
in the coastal zone, twenty-one centres around the island
have been designated by the regional government for
future tourism development, This action constitutes a
ieversal of the SCETO master Tourism Plan and should
:issist in reducing the impact that migration for tounsrn
employment has had on urbanization in Bali's coastal zone.
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ENDNOTES

This figure includes only those migrants who have
officially registered with the local government.

Sanur tends ro attract up-market tourists, while
Kuta cater more to low-budget tounsts,

This proposed "solution" was similar to that
proposed by the government of the Dominican Republic�
relocation of vendors to a designated area in which tourists
could approach them at thetr leisure  Kermath and
Thomas. 1992!. However, by domg so, these informal
sector tourism employees are forced to "formahze, a
process which destroys much of the potential for
respectable incomes and which has been unsuccessful in
other developmg countries,
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Absttact Like other small Caribbean micrvstates, Antigua-
Barbuda has heavdy promoted tounsm to modernism its former
colonial sugar economy. Thrre decades of free-market grosvth, hoivever,
suggest the islands tourism path is nonsustainable. Unbridkd
developmeiit of large-scak infrastructure and foreign financed hotel-
marina recon's along deh'cate coasth'nes hai caused loss of ivetiands,
endemic speries, and pre-Cobrmbian settlement sites and spaivned
illegalsand mining, beach erosion and nearshore pollution.

plantation past and colonial role as headquarters to the
British Savy in the Leewards.

Centuries of deforestation, plantation slavery and sugar
culture produced a legacy of erosion, watershed damage
and declining yields. The intensity of monoculture and
nonsustainable farming practices degraded "the vegetation
and landscape of Antigua... more significantly and more
dramatically than on almost any other Caribbean island"
 Coram, 1993:167!. The post-emancipation era was
characterized by stagnation, heavy emigration and
envirorunental neglect. The coHapse of export sugar and
cotton after World War II coincided with diversification
attempts at smaH-scale food and livestock production, light
manufacturing, off-shore finance, and aggressive tourism
promotion. This restructuring has created a legacy of
overgrazing and devegetation and has threatened the flora
and fauna in coastal areas where tounsm development has
been rapid and intrusive.

These coastal stresses have continued despite protects've kgislation,
ritber ignored or unenforced, and the conservau'on efforts of local
citiZens and nongovernment organizations. Four care studies of
instances of irreversible environmental darvage are revieived. Results
indicate a sharp pubhc pong reversal ii n arruiited to sustain coastal
assets for future commercial  tourists! and recreational  residents!
value.

This shift ton ard a more sustainable path is urgently needed for three
reasonsi �! the current context of heavy external debt aird ilneited
resourres available Jar restoring pail Ckreage, �! the government's
pervasive control of coastal resource use and its ininimal success in
economic dsversificats'on, and �! the gradiial maturation oj&ntigua
tonard becoming a high-denstPy mass tourism destination nherr
itvivding, asset loss, and dechning visitor satisfaction are more the rule
them the excepti on, The directions for change involve comprehensive
planning, envs'ronmenlal ediication, training, and monitoriiig, and
par&cipatory decision-making.

Keywords; island tourism, Caribbean, Antigua, Barbuda, coastal
resources

Setting

A.ntigua and Barbuda lie 250 miles east-southeast of Puerto
Rico roughly midway between the Leeward and Windward
Islands that comprise the Lesser Antilles. Anttgua contains
over 97o~'o of the total populanon �9,355 in 1991! and
nearly two-tturds of the total land area �70 sq. nu.!, The
islands enjoy uzuque natural and historical assets that
demand careful management for their sustained enjoyment
by present and future generations, Antigua's coastline is
deeply indented with abundant wetlands, beaches and
fnnging reefs. Its coastal areas also contain over 100 pre-
aud post-C<>hunbiari Indian settlement sites and rich
remnants of sugar mills and forafications thai tesufy to its

Tourism

Prewar tourism was pzimarily conhned to the gradual
conversion of coastal plantatton "great houses" into hotels
 Weaver, 1988!. W;th the postwar advent of !et travel,
however, tourism and related construction quickly came to
dominate the landscape and economy, accounting for over
two-thirds of all foreign exchange earrungs and half of
GDP and employment  de Albuquerque and McElroy,
1995a!. Growth vras especiaHy brisk in the 1980s.
Although it took over three decades to produce the 6rst
100,000 annual stayover visitors �950-'1983!, the second
100,000 was achieved between 1983 and 1988. As a result
of this intense colonization of coastal areas with
infrastructure and visitor facilities, it is estimated that
during the 1980s more mangrove swamps and off-shore
reefs were damaged or killed than in all of Antigua's
previous history  Corazn, 1993:168!.

According to the Tourism Pcnetrarion Index constructed
in Table 1, Antigua now ranks as one of the most heavily
developed resort areas in the Caribbean. Average daily
visitor densities approach 100 tourists per 1,000
inhabitants. This is roughlv equivalent to a 10o/o increase in
the resident population, and approaches the threshold of
high-density mass tourism islands hke Aruba, Bermuda,
and the L',S. Virgins. Antigua shares with these
desrinations a propensity for large-scale resort/marina
complexes, high volume hotel and cruise visitation,
mounting natural asset losses, crowding, year-round
tounsin, and the syndrome of dechmng average visitor stay
and satisfaction prompting increasing proinotional
expenditure, Iu addition, the relative failure of non-tourist
diversification efforts has even exacerbated pressures on
coastal resources  Lozah, 1995!.
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Table 1. Selected characteristics and density rankings for selected small Caribbean islands, 1993.

Visitor Avg Avg Daily TPI�!
Spend/ Stay Dens. per
Pop  US! Pop. krn2�!

Cruise

�00!
Pop. Area Tourists
�00! km 2 �00!

Island

STAGE IH Higb Density

33 34 520

109 342 561

30 260 287

71 193 562

59 55 412

60 177 468

4. 8 262 254

5.1 102 33

4.9 184 21

7.2 166 61

6.2 126 135

5.6 168 101

STAGE II Intermediate

27 7.5

14 8.7

6 97

6 9.7

3 108

11 108

10 11 8

4 12.0

8 12,0

7 120

10 105

STAGE I Low Bensity

6 14.5

2 155

5 16.0

5 15.3

1,520
468

500

829

Monts'rat

Dominica

St.Vine.

Average

11.0 66

78 19

10.3 16

9,7 34

10

88

69

56

10 102

71 750

109 389

63 414

21

52

57

43

CTO �994, 1993, 1992, 1991, 1990!; USDC �993!.
Average daily densities are computed as: I No. Tourists x Avg. Stay! + No,Cruise] 1
population or km2 x 365, Estimates for the British Virgin Islands should be interpreted with caution since a
considerable amount of BVI tourism is water-based with reduced impact on the local population and landsmtl:e.
The Tourism Penetration Index is computed as the inweighted average of each destination's
rankings on the six separate tourism mdicators in Table 1 above.

SOURCES:

NOTES: �!

St.Maartert

USVI

Caymans
Aruba
Bermuda

Average

BVI

Antigua
Guadel.

M'tnique
Barbados

Curacao

St. Lucia
Bonaire

St. Kitts

Grenada

Average

18

66

405

360

264

144

140

11

41

96

155

150 200

440 249

1,373 453
1,060 366

431 396

444 214

616 ' 194

288 55

269 89

344 94

542 231

660

j,208
606

251

154

576

86

238

263

429

429

183

154

17

83

200

208

11,406
8,451
8,617
6,534
8,551
8,712

6,778
5,638

913

921

2,000
1,675
1,579
2,527
1,869

501

2,440

7.0 226

8.3 96

63 21

5.1 17

11.2 50

80 36

10,6 43

69 95

8.1 54

72 25

7.9 66

1.5

3.3

4.0

5.0

5.2

3.8
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Coastal Impacts

Untramineled visitor growth, hotel/inarina expansion,
tounsm infrastructure and related construction, and sand
mining have irreversibly altered the islands' coastal
ecosystems, reduced biochversity, disturbed archeological
sites and damaged historic artifacts. Antigua's best known
beaches, heavily colonized by tourist facilities, have been
de stabilized by shoreline devegetation, mangrove
destruction, and erosion from illegal sand mining. The
nearshore has experienced heavy siltation from surface
runoff and pollution from pesticide runoff and the outfall
of malfunctioning sewage treatment plants.

Resort construction and dredge dumping have also
damaged several adjacent salt ponds and dehcate wetlands,
destroying wildlife habitat and endangering naive species
crowded into the coastal zone by generanons of upland
deforestation and erosion  USAID, 1991!. Harbors have
been polluted and seagrass beds destroyed by sewage from
urban locations and solid waste dumpmg from Antigua's
renowned yachting industry. In the capital city of St.
john' s, for example, open sewers flow directly into the
harbor. Fringing and offshore reefs have been significantly
degraded because of sedimentation from surface water
runoff, sewage discharge, over fishing, and recreational
diving and boating  de Albuquerque and McElroy, 1995a!.
As a result, flsh catches and traditional pursuits hke crab
hunting and coconut gathermg are declining.

Management Efforts

These coastal intrusions have occurred despite the
existence of a public regulatory infrastructure, protecuve
environmental legislation, and the concerns and activines
of non-governmental organizations  NGOs! and pnvate
citizens. They have also taken place in the absence of a
national development plan and in the context of fiscal
profiigacy, future economic uncertainty, and a strong
government commitment to short-run economic growth
over long-run environmental stabihty.

The Department of Public VUorks, responsible for
protecting beaches froin illegal sand mining, has been
generally ineffective because it possesses no enforcement
arm nor resources for inonitonng and enforcement.
Likewise, because of lack of funds, the Central Board of
Health has been unable to enforce sanitation laws and deter
litter and duinping, ilost unportantly, the Development
Control Authoritv, with statutorv oversight for all coastal
zone construcuon and development activity, has been
routinely bypassed by developers who go directlv to the
pro-business Cabinet for prolect approval.

The one bright spot has been the persistent efforts of
NGOs and other community groups to defend Antigua's

natural, historical and cultural assets. The Environmental
Awareness Group  FAG! has been Antigua's most visible
NGO pubhcly campaigning to dramatize coastal dainage
and providing library and technical support for researchers,
The EAG has also mobihzed regional and international
organizations to fund local conservation, monitoring and
educational prograins, The EAG's success, however, in
hmiting tourist intrusions in fragile coastal areas has been
mixed.

Case Studies

The foHowing four case histones illustrate how "iGO and
citizen conservation efforts have been thwarted by
aggressive developers and a powerful government ehte
comnutted to rapid tourism growth.

Jolly Harbour

In 1988 the foreign owner of the 500-room Jolly Beach
Hotel on Antigua's west coast began construction of a
large-scale marina/condonunium project with Cabinet
approval and the lowwost purchase of 53 acres of prime
wetlands, Mangroves were bulldozed, the shoreline
devegetated, and adjacent salt ponds dredged and partially
filled  de A.lbuquerque, 1991!. Over 400 members of a
nearby community signed a petition for the Prime 'vfinister
protesting the ~anton destruction of beaches and wetlands.
Government's response emphasized the marginal
commercial value of the "useless" mangrove swamps and
the positive economic payoffs, Because of the power of
Government and the uncertainty wrought bv the
1990-1992 recession, the furor subsided. At present, the
marina is completed, and several condominium phases
have been built.

Marina Bay project

In 1986 a foint venture between the St. john Development
Corporation, a statutory body of government, and Italian
financiers was begun on Antigua's northwest coast
involving the construction of a large-scale condominium
and marina/shopping complex. Excavation included
dredging i~lcKinnon's salt pond/mangrove swainp and
digging a channel that cut off shorehne access between two
of uitigua's most popular beaches and blocked off access
to Corbison Point, an historic site, Local outcry became a
flashpoint. The EAG widely publicized the large-scale
coastal alterations. Bowing to pressure, Government
comnussioned an environmental impact assessment  EIA!
that was completed but never implemented. In both 1989
and 19'� Afc~on's Pond witnessed massive fish kills
which were linked to the %farina Bay project, which had
iinpeded natural flushing, and to the dumpmg of poorly
treated sewage effluent from nearby hotels  L'SAID, 1991!.
At present the manna is not operational, and onlv the first
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phase of condomiiuums has been completed because of
financial problems.

Coconut Hall

In 1992 the same scenario of massive excavation without

warning or citizen consultat>on was repeated at Coconut
Hall on Antigua's north coast. Over 80 acres of hillside
and mangroves were buQdozed to make way for a large-
scale resort in one of the last remaining coastal stretches
rich in creeks, bays and vista access to small offshore
islands. Because of the appearance of Cabinet secrecy and
the perception that recommendations from appropriate
government agencies were either bypassed or ignored, a
malor confrontation erupted between the FAG and local
citizens against the developers, Caught off guard,
Government commissioned an environmental impact
assessment  EIA!, but dragged its feet signing the final
approval for the EL%. The EL% report was 6n ally
completed in July 1994 and included detailed changes to
the project, mitigation strategies and monitoring plans,
Presently, the project appears to be on hold since the
Italian developer has lost interest, but the irreparable
damage to scoured hillsides and uprooted mangroves
relil alii s.

Sand Mining in Bazbuda

The past two decades in the Eastern Caribbean have
witnessed an unprecedented boom >n hotel and residennal
construction. This has spawned a demand for consrrucuon
sand that increased 10% per year during the 1980s. Much
of this aggregate was supplied by the sand dunes of
Barbuda. It is alleged that this most dramatic example of
sustained ecosystem destruction in the country was allowed
to continue largely because the Prime iXIizuster and two
cabinet members had up until 1991 direct financial interests
in the lucrative mining company.

At the height of the operation, some 20,000 tons of sand
were being exported each month to nearby islands hke
Antigua, Guadeloupe, ihfartinique, St. i~faazten, and the
1'Izgin Islands. According to the EAG, the sand mining
operauon has created a large crater seven meters deep, and
has resulted in irreversible losses of palmetto forests,
mangroves, and sea gzape stands, and senous beach erosion
and wildlife disruption, An injunction on Further sand
mining was imposed in 1992 since it was determined thar
Barbuda's groundwater supply had been contaziunated.
Since the injunction there are indications that illegal sand
mining has increased on neighboring Antigua,

Lessons and Implications

These four cases exemplify the structural constraints on
coastal conservation faced by small tourist-dependent

mtcrostates with few resources and economic alternatives.
These limitations are especially severe for destinattons like
Antigua and Barbuda with a maturing visiror industry on
the rhreshold of high-density mass tourism thar aze also
burdened by a heavy debt legacy of past borrowing to
finance infrastructure and resorts, Presently A.ntigua's
annual debt service amounts ro 10% of GDP and 70% of
current government revenue.

In this context, the case studies illustrate: �! the persistent
pohcy preference for short-term economic gain over long-
term environmental stability, �! the overriding
"environmental veto" of a dominant Prime AIinister and

Cabinet against the conservation policies of government
agencies charged with planning and managing natural
resources, �! the ineffectiveness o t environmental
legisladon without appropriate funding and backing for
morutoring and enforcement, �! the inability of NGOs
and "green" community groups without statutory authonty
to reverse coastal destmction in a hostile top-down policy
environment, and �! the very weak conservation ethic that
dates back to colonial times.

The overall implication is that coastal decline will continue
in Anugua and Barbuda and in other high-density tourist
driven islands unless a signi6cant broad-based sustnned
intervention is attempted to reverse past practice. This
effort would involve accomplishing the following 6ve long-
range tasks: �! securing internal  taxes, user tees! and
external funds for environmental planning and
programmmg, �! establishing an effective comprehensive
planning framework for identifying critical and damaged
assets and developu>g enforceable construction guidelines
and uupact assessment requizements, �! providing for
adequate staf6ng of agencies in coastal monitoring and for
ongoing sta Ff training programs, �! instituting a
community-wide coastal environmental education program
to provide the electorate with a countervailing voice against
the often narrow short-sighted business and pohfical
interests, and �! designing mechanisms for public and
NGO participation >n coastal resource decision-making so
that citizens' heightened environmental awareness and
stake in their natural patrimony find concrete expression in
coastal zone management policy.

Although tlus five-step program is ambitious and tune-
consuming, it is necessary to counterbalance the
nonsustainable resource pracuces that historically and
cumulativelv destroyed export agnculrure and presently
undermine the delicate coastal asset base of today' s
economy, Reform is particularly imperative given current
cap>ral constraints and liiiuted diversification possibilities as
well as the intrusive large-scale tugh-density tounsm style
that increasingly characterizes Anrigua's economy.
Bermuda's recent example of participatory planning,
growth controls and coastal conservauon demonstrates that
such policy reversal is possible in small, tughly tounst-
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l'MANAGING GRASS-ROOTS

COASTAL TOURISM: A VANUATU

CASE STUDY

Anita van Breda

Abstract: The Retrubbc of I anuatu, a relatively remote and
undeee/oped island nation in the South Pacific, faces new issues as it
plans for gmwthin the tourismindastrtc Conoentiona/tourism to
the capita/ city is we// estab/e'shed. Potential exists however for
deve/opment of trna//' teak, nature-based tourism at the grass-roots
leos/

This case study ecamines a» indigenous coasta/ tourist resort owned
and operated /rtr a fame community. Offering Pne sand beaches,
outstanding cora/ diving, and tours to nearby attractions, the msort
manalters recogniZc the specia/ attributes of their site and are
committed to maintainirrg their cultural identic nhih prvtecting the
environment and growing thrir business. W'ork with an enrnronment
and business advisor /ed thefamiP to change sorus business practices
as thrt ca/led on traditional management practices to prvtect their
enrnrvnment,

Encourage'ng grass-rvots ecotourism prjvects such as the's one, which
may involve working with a sing/e indege'nousfamilt or irrdioidual
land owner, reeluires resource managers and toun'st practitioners to
take an apprvach to development digeisnt from prjvects dincted at the
national /rue/ As the tourism industry continues to givw, government
and non government oigani zations should consider poliries and
training that empower loca/people to tru//' participate in and benefit
frvm tourism Prvmotion of tourism operated at the communig '.cre/
in addition to enhanring natural resource conserve'on, should be
based on respect and appreciation for the cu/tura/ and sorial att'ributes
of the peop/e involved.

Xeywordst I anuatu, marine tourism, enterprise dernkpment

Introduction

This paper examines coastal and marine tourism and
resource conservation of an indigenous resort in Vanuatu,
South Paci6c. An overview of Vanuatu's environment,

history, and tounsm industry is given. The author then
discuss the speci6cs of one local family's efforts at
conse~~g their environment, developing their tourism
business, and maintaining their culture. An environment
and business advisor's  the author! role in this process is
explained. Observations and reconunendations are made
for those interested in promoting grass-roots and land
owner based conservation and busmess development as an
alternative to conventional tourism.

Vanuatu

Environmental Setting

Vanuatu, formerly the New Hebrides, consists of some 8G
islands with a population of approximately 150,000.
Located 170 kilometers  km! to the south of the Solomon
Islands and 80G km west of Fiji, Vanuatu's land area covers
12,336 km'. Most of the land is covered by thick bush and
sharp upland ridges tormed by past volcanic activity. The
country's climate is tropical m the northern islands and
subtropical in the southern islands with temperatures
averaging 30 C from November through April and 20' C
from May to October. Rainfall averages 4000 milhmeters
 mm! per year in the north to 3300 mm in the south.
Cyclones are a regular occurrence between December and
March,

Most of Vanuatu's islands have areas o f small sand

beaches, although in many places the sand ends where
rocks and fringing reefs begin. Vanuatu's warm clear
waters hold an abundance of coral and 6sh commumttes
not unlike A.ustralia's Great Barrier Reef. Vanuatu's

tropical forests ofter a varied Ilora and are largely stdl
intact. The islands have 57 species of land and sea birds;
seven are endemic.

Political History

Vanuatu obtained independence in 1980 from joint rule
under a British-French condominium government
 indigenous inhabitants are known as ni-Vanuatu!. Land
tenure became the critical issue which drove the islanders
to seek self rule and autonomy. Whereas foreigners
considered land a commodity to be bought and sold, m-
Vanuatu culture espouses a spiritual attachment to the land
that made it impossible to accept strict monetary value
placed on their ground  Harcombe, 1991!. Vanuatu has
over 100 local languages, and is a country far from
politically uni6ed. Vanuatu as a nation however, prides
itself on maintatning "custom" as a legitimate force in daily
life, including econormc development issues.

Vanuatu Tourisrtt

Vanuatu receives about 45,000 tourists and another 70,000
cruise ship passengers annually PfcVey, 1994!. Most
visitors are from nearby Australia and New Zealand.
Figures for 1993 report tourism earnings of $US31 million
or 14~y'o of total exports valued at $US2L2 milhon, making
tourism the top foreign exchange earner  Vanuatu Weekly,
1995!. Following independence, government policy
restncted tourism to the capital, Port K tia on Efate Island,
and two other islands: Espiritu Santo  known as Santo! to
the north, and Taana to the south. The National Tourism
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SCUBA Industry

Lonnoc Beach Resort

Background and History

Office  NTO! was established by an act of Parliament in
1982 to promote tourism and provide infotmatton services,

Recent government decentralization has opened up the
other islands to tourism development. Small bungalow
accommodation and guesthouses can now be found on
almost every island. In 1994 the government
commissioned several consultants to research and design a
inaster tounsm plan for the country. The plan  McVey,
1994! calls f' or diversification of Vanuatu's tourism industry

Vanuatu's manne and coastal resources are naturally of
importance to it's SCUBA tourism industry. Air Vanuatu
 the government owned international airline! estimates that
25'/o �,000! of the total number of visitors from Vanuatu's
main market, Australia and New Zealand, come to dive
 KfcVey, 1994!. Five dive and sail operations are located in
Port Vila, and two are operational on Santo, offering clients
a variety of coral and wreck diving. Indications point
toward a continued growth in Vanuatu's dive market if
some limitations can be overcome, Vanuatu, however,
must compete with Solomon Islands, Fiji, Truk, Palau, and
Papua New Guinea which all have a wide variety of dives
that some consider of better quality  Derby, pers. comm.!.
Vanuatu's premiere dive attraction undoubtedly is the S.S.
President Coolidge in Santo, the world's largest most
accessible wreck dive.

Environmental Threats and Conservation
Efforts

Compared to other nations in the region, Vanuatu's
environmental resources have suffered relatively httle
destruction and depletion, The forests, although under
considerable threat from an increase in unsustainable

logging, are mostly intact. i%fining will become an
environmental issue of concern in the near future as
foreign mineral companies escalate prospecting and
exploration. EIarine species depleted by both commercial
and subsistence over-exploitation include: coconut crab,
trochus shells, green snail, and mangroves  Bell and Amos,
1993!. Sea turtles also verge on extirpation.

A thorough discussion of Vanuatu's complex land tenure
system is beyond the scope of this paper. The issue of
land tenure, however, is relative to tourism development
and the protection of natural resources. I and tenure
extends beyond the waters edge and thus applies to marine
and coastal resources. There is ~irtuaHy no pubhc land in
'i anuatu, and therefore  with the exception of pelagic
tisberies!, few conunon resources. Foreigners can legally
enter into long-term lease agreements ~ith custom
landowners only with participation of the Government
Dcpartirient of Lands, a sometimes long and complicated

process. Development of protected areas therefore must
evolve under the customary land tenure system,

The Government Environment Unit and Fisheries
Department are primarily responsible for protecting
Vanuatu's terrestrial and marine resources. In 1983, the
Iisheries department declared the wreck of the S,S.
President Coolidge a manne reserve, the only one in the
countty, Establishment of Vanuatu's Iirst national park by
the Fnvironment Unit is now underway on Santo. Custom
landowners can proclaim land as protected without oflicial
government sanction.

Marine and Coastal Tourism: Santo

Santo lies one hour north bv air from the capital Port Vila,
With a population of approximately 22,000, the 116 km
long and 59 km wide island is Vanuatu's largest m size
�,010 km !. The west coast is accessible only by boat or
plane; the mountainous interior, with four peaks over 1100
m htgh, remains mostly undeveloped and uninhabited
 Stanley 1991!. In the southeast comer of the island lies
Santo's main town, Lugani&e  population 8,000!. Most
tourists to Santo are divers who travel to Luganviile to dive
the wrecks and reefs scattered offshore, The S.S. President
Coolidge is located seven ktlometers outside of town. The
211 m luxury liner converted to a WW II troop transport
carrier, sank in 1942; the bow lies in 20 m of water, the
stern in depths close to 80 rn. Nearby the Coolidge, divers
enjoy the varied and abundant sea life inhabiting ihfiliion
Dollar Point where the U.S. military dumped hundreds of
tons of surplus  including vehicles and other heavy
equipment! before leaving the country at the end of
WW II. As a marine reserve, it ts illegal to take souvenirs
from or lish the Coolidge and hfilhon Dollar Point.
Respect for these regulations however, seems to be on the
decline.

Scattered along Santo's northeast coastline are smail
villages, plan.tanons, and modest tourist attracnons such as
blue holes and m~g beaches. Located 45 km
northeast of Luganville lies Hog Harbour village and
Lonnoc Beach Resort  LBR!. Lonnoc is Vanuatu's largest
and most successful ni-Vanuatu owned and operated
tounsin business.

The Lonnoc community consists of one extended family
which owns several coastal acres of land including a scetuc
white sand beach lining a protected shallow water bay.
The principle owners of the resort are four brothers who
started the business as a barbecue stall on the beach.
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Lonnoc Setting

Lonnoc Diving

Building over time, they developed the enterprise into a
Melanesian resort with eight bungalows, a honeymoon
cottage, and a large restaurant and bar. Most of Lonnoc's
clients are tourists from Australia and New Zealand and
expatnates living in Vanuatu.

Reznote and pristine, Lonnoc's natural environment offers
visitors palm-fringed sand beaches, safe shallow-water
swimming and a genial and unpretentious atmosphere.
Small patch reefs are present in Lonnoc's bay, but the main
dive and snorkel attraction for Lonnoc is Lathu, or
Elephant Island, an uninhabited cay located 2 km offshore.
The reefs around Elephant Island were classified by marine
scienusts as one of the four best in the country, with a high
diversity of marine resources and a rich coral community
 Done and Navin, 1990!. Elephant Island's custom owner,
who works closely with Lonnoc, collects a small fee from
visitors to the island.

Dugongs  Dnrvng dugan! are present in the area. A parr
can often be seen feeding on the shallow sea grass bed in
front of Lonnoc's beach. Neighboring Champagne
Beach, within walking distance of Lonnoc, has consistently
been rated by cruise ship passengers one of the most
beautiful beaches in the South Pacihc, Environmental
consultants researching the Master Tourism Plan described
Champagne Beach, Hog Harbour, and Elephant Island as
profoundly scenic and "represents the essence of what
draws visitors to the South PacifK islands"  Darby and
Challacombe, pets. comm.!.

The site suffers little from coastal damage such as
overfishing, reef destruction, and commercial development
and pollution. Conditions may change, however, in the
near future. When cruise ships visit Champagne Beach for
example, tourists trample coraL, locals harvest live shells to
sell to tourists, and sea turtles are caught and kept in
buckets to be offered as props for touzist photos. Coral
destruction from a cruise ship tender grounding at
Champagne Beach has been documented,

i~Iinezal exploration poses a potential threat. In 1995 a
foreign mining company filed an applicatron for a
prospecting license with the Government for an area of
land adjacent to Lonnoc. ihfineral exploration could have a
devastating effect on Lonnoc's envuonment and touriszn
business.

Lonnoc has one four-meter flshing boat foz taking guests
snorkeling and diving to Elephant Island and nearby parch
reefs. No formal SCUBA services  or dive master! are
available on the premises; tanks and equipment must be
rented in town and transported by truck ro rhe resort. The

boat owner or one of his two sons captains the boat, The
two present professional dive operations in Luganvtne
generate httle busmess for Lonnoc. Most dive tourists
visiting Santo either do not know about the coral diving at
Lonnoc, or are locked into a package that does nof allow
them ro make alternative arrangements to experience this
dive sire.

Management and Enterprise Development

Melanesian custom dictates thar almost all family members
are involved to some extent in the business. With the
exception of a few "hospitality" courses, however, none of
Lonnoc's staff have formal training in any aspect of the
tourism industry. Resetsmtions are made in town at the
Luganville Drugstore, operated by the wife of one of the
princrpaI owners. As Lonnoc has no telephone,
communication requires some diligence by passing
information with bus or taxi drivers and/oz friends and
business associates.

The family vision for LBR is one of managed growth;
however, the resort is to remain a faituly enterprise.
Conflicts have arisen in the past over the rate and kind of
growth LBR will undertake. Western-style enterprise
development does not ahvays conform with the Melanesian
approach to life and business, IVlost ni-Vanuatu families
supplement financial income and economic security with
wage employment, subsistence tishing, and gardens used
for both cash crops and food for the home. Management
and operation of Lonnoc, similarly diverse, can frustrate
outside consultants, foreign non-governmental
organizations, and expatriate business associates, who often
mistake lack of defined and flxed structure as lack of
interest and commitment to the business.

Lonnoc Ecotourism and Protected Area Development

Growing up with Lonnoc as their home, the reefs, beaches,
torests and wildlife seemed commonplace and rnfmite to
the family. With the help of an environment and busmess
advisor, familiar with the family and the site, planmng for
business grove and the relationship that growth must
have with a healthy environment, led to a change m
business operations. The catalyst fot change was not
necessarily exposure to new ideas, such as the concept of
"conservation," but giving a different "value" to Lonnoc's
beautiful landscape and natural res ouzces while
encourayng traditional resource management practices,

Over a tour-month period, formal meeungs, education
workshops, and informal discussions were held among the
advisor, LBR owners and staff, and Elephant Island's
custom owner, aIIorzusg for ruutual information exchange
and learning. I'opics of discussion ranged frozn biological
relationships and the impact of management acuvities on
the ensironment, to the needs, expectations, and quirks of
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Education and Training
Lonnoc Protected Area

western tourists. Subjects discussed perunent to manne
and coastal resources include;

Boat captains should refrain from spearfishing while
taking out snorkelers and divers, and should not leave
passengers unattended in the water.
Anchor in sand; avoid damaging coral with anchor and
chainlin e,

Always carry tools, spare parts, water, and extra fuel
on the boat,

If a bareboat fishing boat must be used as a tourist
vessel, get a ladder. Tourists have a hard time
climbing out of the water up and over gunnels.
Map the waters and dive sites, to the best extent
possible, and keep records of dive sites visited and the
number and type of activity  SCUBA diving,
snorkeling, fishing! and records of boat maintenance
and expenses.
Make a plexiglass bottom bucket as an educational
tool. Use it to show tourists and locals  unable or
unwilling to get into the water! the underwater world;
can also be used to assist with findmg proper
anchorage.

Make available information regarding the country' s
flora, fauna and culture. Use posters, books, and
photographs; give specific informauon on avoiding
environmental hazards.

Educate tourists  they can be the worst environmental
offenders! and insist they respect the environment
with specific rules and regulations such as: collect only
dead shells; avoid touching or overturmng coral; take
only photographs, not oi'ganisms or specimens.
'Afinimize tree and vegetation removal; in wash areas
dump soapy water onto the ground, not into the bay.

Establish and maintain good relations with
professional dive operators for mutual benefit,
Expand marketing beyond diving by promoting the
seascape and coastal landscape,

Over time the family expressed concerns regarding
Lonnoc's environment' .patches of coral were dead,
shellfish were no longer as plentifu, and sea turt/es no
longer nested on their beach. In 1995 the family placed a
taboo on the reefs and waters surrounding Lonnoc.
Although resource extracuon has not been quantified,

these areas have been used by the family, local viHagers,
and tourists for fishing, reef gleaning, shell removal, and a
place to wash. The taboo bans aH extractive activities for
two years and requires that the occasional sailboat
anchonng at Lonnoc do so in deep water to avoid damage
to shallow water coral or sea grass. At the same time, the
custom ownet of Elephant Island also placed a taboo on
his island, and is now considering pursuing national park
designation.

These land owners believe a healthy environment will
attract more tourists, a source of cash, In addition to a
cash return for their efforts, they seem proud of a renewed
responsibility for manageinent of the land and sea. The
small area protected perhaps does not contribute a great
deal to conserving "biodiversity" on a grand scale, such as
one would expect from a national conservation area or
park, but the area does symbolize what local people, using
traditional cultural practices, can do to manage both their
envirorunent and their ecotourism business at the grass-
roots levek For others with smnilar resources and initiative,
this process could serve as a model for landowner reserves
or "micro-parks" as described by Thaman �994!.

Conservation and Development
Recommendations

The following comments and recommendations are
intended for conservation and development professionals,
government and non-government organizations, tourism
specialists, and others seeking to encourage community
level participation in the tourism industry as a means of
environmental conservafion and economic development.

Environment and Business Advisor

At Lonnoc, the incenuve to manage and protect
environmental resources came from within the family
communiry with the support of an advisor. The proper
advisor can be instrumental to facilitating gras sroots
participation m nature and cultural based tourism. The
advisor s! must be able to integrate environmental, social,
cultural, economic and business factors into the planning
process. Few individuals or organizations have experuse in
aH these subjects; therefore, linutations must be recognized
and acknowledged.

Encouraging parncipatton of local peop1e in manne and
coastal tourism requires a means for local people to obtain
SCUBA training, certification, and equipment. In the
Canbbean, i%GOs have provided SCUBA rraiiung for
indigenous people. Few nt-'i'anuatu have the means to pay
for a certification course or equipment, XVithout
development of these slulls ho~ever, indigenous tourist
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Environmental Monitoring

Conclusion

operators will always have to rely on foreign-owned dive
businesses and expatriate dive xnasters.

Some tourism professionals in Vanuatu believe indigenous
people lack management and entrepreneurial expertise.
Sentiments such as these reHect a common malady in
developing countries � "experts" who are unable or
unwilhng to spend time in the bush and go beyond writing
a report. Most locals have never been tourists themselves,
and therefore may be unfamiliar with skills involved with
the industry. It is also true that local people may need
education and training in the mechanics ol enterprise
development such as book and record keeping, finance,
and banking. Government and NGOs should approach
"training," however, as a means to empower local people to
take what they do know, including their traditional
knowledge and pracnces, and channel these towards
meaningful participation in the tourism business. Such an
approach will require long-texm commitment to the people
and thar resources, rather then short-term, high-pxiced,
consultant taught workshops that instruct local people in
service txades alone.

Ecotounsm literature often discusses the need for
"education and awareness campaigns" directed towards
locals in order to gain proper attitudes, good will, and their
participanon in tourism development. Local "participation"
however, sometimes means getting landowners to agree to
land leases so that outsiders can develop a tourist
operation. A more productive approach may be to foster a
dialogue of two way education. Those who wish to truly
promote participatorv planning must comnut to inore then
showcase "coxnmunity" meetings; confronted with outside
"professionals" few local people are hkely to voice their
opinion or concerns.

Whether or not rigorous scientific data is coHected, txaimng
and encouraging locals to monitor environmental
parameters reinforces the connection between a healthy
environment and a healthy business, At Lonnoc, for
example, boat drivers trained to use a secchi disk and
thermometer for rudunentary water quality testing are
proud to develop skills recognized as valuable; an
experience which contributes to a new aspect of
stewardship.

Lonnoc Beach Resort is an indigenous coastal tourism
enterpnse whose owners have demonstrated a commitment
to protecting the environment wlule tmpros~g and
gxo~sang their business. Whether or not theu' protected
area, business practices, ox approach to ecotourism, will
effectivelv do so over the long term remains to be seen.

The process is not a stanc one, but continues to evolve and
adapt over nme. What has been accomphshed however,
can serve as a model for other communities with sunilar
initiafive,

Both government and NGO development agencies need to
acknowledge tourism options, and commit to long-term
development that protects and benefits local people aud
their environment. Sinall-scale and individualized

interventions, such as a single tourist enterprise, requires an
approach to development different from that of national
programs and projects. An environment and business
advisor, given time to gain locals' trust and respect and to

an understanding of their culture, can facthtate
conservation and business development at the grass-roots
level, thereby offering local communities an alternative to
conventional tourism.
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AbStraCt: As a consecluence of demands for hard cumncy and
forerg» exchanges, development of nnvP tourist resorts an non given
priority in Bangladesh. This opportuniy attracts many investors
and entrepreneurs As a resuh, some r'stands and sea coasts nn'th
vulnerable ecosystems am being «nderrvccy into tourist resorts
development. Afost of the e~nst'on rven. done rvithout or having
very ilttk environmental attention. In addition, rrrultipurpose coastal
«ses in the same areas added more adverse ePct to the system. This
complex situate'on is confhcling rvrth the theme of sustainable
tourism. The present article deah' ivith the "concept of priory" to
determine environmental carryrng capacity in vulnerable ecog'stem's
to achieve sustainable tourum development assursng environmental
preservatron. Ãe suggest, conservation of the nature should be the
frrst motto for sustasnable tourism des elopment. This strategy rvill
provide long-term presemation of bi edivnrity for economic gro ruth i »
countnes like Bangladesh, where great opportunity is underuti li"ed
or mismanaged.

development weze done in many part of the country,
This in nirn attracts tourist on one hand and unknown
damages to natural habitat on the other hand. In fact,
these succeeding development expansion was done
without or httle environmental attention. It is now
accepted that tourism have both beneficial and
detzimental impacts on coastal and marine environment
dependiug on planning and management magnitude.
Conservation oriented development planning may convey
the beneficiary effects to the country.

According to Stewart �993, p. 202! marine conservation
regimes manifest in biosphere reserves. In addition, other
forms of management tool also available to govern both
touristn developinent and resource conservation. This
regime combines the management of people arid
resources in the coastal territory and nearshore marine
environments, and their components. No doubt, tourism
stunulates investment as a source of employment,
provides a means of earning foreign exchange, lt also
requires the adopuon of a comprehensive development
pohcy, Development decisions that commits in
enwmonmental attendon rather than political interest may
preserve landscapes, seascapes, biosphere and national
heritage site of the country. Considering these issues, this
article deals with developing in coastal and mazine
tourism with suggestion for strategic planning as a
"concept of pnozity" in Bangladesh, This in turn will
provide long-term preservatton of biodiversity since these
are the valued ecosystem cotnponents in a tourist resort
area.

AC~OtdS: environment, carryi ng capact'ty, tourist resorts,
Bangladesh

Introduction

At present, tourism is an important source of mcoiue for
many countries and its demand is increasing day by day.
The mcreasing interest of tounsts in sea beaches or
marina's stimulated for establishing newly tounst resorts
in many coastal nations. Perhaps, coastal and marine
environments are very important in promding space and
opportunities for leisure, contemplation and physical
activities. In the context of conservauon and sustainable
development of coastal zone, tourism and recreation are
kev factors  Kenchmgton, 1993!.

Like many coastal nations, development of tourist resorts
are now given priority in Bangladesh. This speculative
strategy is to open the windou: of opportuniues especially
m the private sector to develop some nezvly resorts area.
To support aud encourage the investors, road
communications and other rnurism infrastructure

Itnportance of Carrying Capacity

Carrying capacity is an ecological term which means the
potendal number of animals of a particular species
supported in an umt area. However, the tezm in a more
current and general sense as the amount of recognized
zesource value that an ecosystem can supply, The major
concerns of the environmental carrying capacity in tourist
resort development planning is to preserve the optimum
environmental quality of the area. Its aun is to preserve
ecoloycal and genetic biodiversity of native and
endangered species, to ensure health safety for tourist in
the system and as well as to protect large scale natural
disasters. A pohcy with the appropriate ecosystem
management rule  i.e., storage components of ecosysterns
are of extreme value and should always be fully protected!
iiught be support the continuous tounsts mterest and also
support the natire population survival in natural disasters.
LiNEP �984! reported that increasing trend of tourists is
about 5"0 in worldwide. Considering this increasing trend
the projected tourist number' of present will be double
after 20 vears. For that, it requires more factiiues in
coastal and marine areas, and also need to offer more user
conflicts. Furthermore, the coastal habitats are generally
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affected by large boundary currents, gyres and eddies.
Thus it is essentially more task for implementation of
developmental planning policy to support signiflcant
changes in valued ecosystem components in future. In
reality tt is difficult to determine the accurate
environmental carrying capacity in a coastal boundary ot
marine area since both the environmental systeins are
some how more or less dynanuc in nature. Some strategic
evaluation of any signiflcant criteria may consider for the
initial purpose during the project planrung. For mstance,
evaluation of total microbial pollution of that area may be
useful since in most cases this types of pollution is created
by human activities. Thus assessment tn a newlv
proposed area may comparable with the interrelanonslups
between the native and tourist population, and then
existing facilities in valued ecosystem components and
future development plan. On the basis of calculated
thresholds, the future development plaiuung in coastal
and marine tourism will provide long term economic goal,

Development Priority Dilemma

During last decade coastal and marine tourism is
expandmg rapidly m developmg countnes, as a result aII
recreational units interact with their economic activities.
Perhaps such expansions are now in priority because of'
better scope for economic growth, creation of jobs,
earnings of foreign exchange and unprove relationships
svith other international communiries. Most of the cases,
in general, development priority is projected in short-term
multi-sectoral economic goal as a result policv unplies
without or less environmental constderanon. For

mstance, development of aquaculture unit may mterfere
vAth recreational uses of same water areas, or, Mdustnal
developments displaced spawning grounds of native
fishes, even, toxic matenals poisoning to commercially
important fishes and, in long-term, that area will become
more complex to the resource managers,

In Bangladesh, some of these development policy inay
complicate the environment. Mast of the shrimp
hatcheries and nursenes of the country is situated along
the Cox's Bazar sea beach area which is conflicting with
its recreational facilities. "Himchari National Park," the
most attractive site of Cox's Bazar coast is also close to
some hatcheries, which is now suffering from
environmental degradation and become one of the most
vulnerable natural ecosystem  Pernetta, 1993',.

Saint iXIartin's island is the only coral island of
Bangladesh. At present various coral types are
endangered due to over exploitation of resources
resulting, mass habitat loss of natural coral by the both
local and tounst, Most of the people of the island are
fishermen and completely depends on sea resources.
couple of families are coral caHectars and supplies ta the

tourist market of the country. Coral boulders are also use
to obtain calcium. The selling of olive Ridley turtle and
green turtle eggs in the local market is evident  ESCAP,
1988!, It should be noted that green turtle is now one of
the an endangered turtle of the world. In the recent
years, some newly established hsh drying industries at St.
Martin's island are responsible for air pollution offering
off-order to the environment. These factories are also

cont ributmg large-scale organic pollution thraugh
discarding offal's directly into the sea shore. This
activities clearly conflict with tourism and are detrimental
to the coral reefs, since the growth rate of corals are
droopmg considerably in the St. Martin's Island viscinity.

Patanga and Fauzdarhat sea beach af Chittagong has been
considered as polluted due to the port activities, ship-
breaking and discharge of several nearby industries
 UNEP, 1986!. The renovation program of Patanga sea
beach is conducted without essential measures for
improving water quahry m the area as the Karnafub River
estuary received aII the untreated industrial loads from
upstream  ESCAP, 1988!. The Fauzderhat sea beach
remains abundant due to Vatiary-Kumira ship breaking
activities which create noise, air and oil pollution in the
area. One of the recent development step is the
construction of Cox's Bazar-Teknaf highway through the
coast line to facilitate easy tourist passages and
commutucation through the coast hne. This policy might
affect some valued ecosystem components in that region
including the "Himchati National Park." The present
situation m some of the coastal region is sumrnanzed in
Table 1.

It is clear that all the above development pohcies implies a
quick economic interest rather than long-term
environmental benelit. Tins types of policy is conflicting
ssith sustainable sectional development in an Integrated
Coastal Zone Management Program. The development
policv m coastal and manne tourism should be
harmonized to the other secuonal process including the
natural environment.

The country has some good and weU-clarifi legislative
framework especially in wild hfe conservation and
poHution control. But the applicability of these regulatory
framework is now under questions. The continuous
environmental degradarion of Saint iXIartin's Island,
Chittagang-Cox's Bazar sea coast and Karnafuli River
estuars and also illegal marine and coastal wildhfe killing
indicating the inefficiencs of admirustrative capabilitv.
The long chain bureaucratic process is always delayed to
act in emergency stages, wluch is at present an important
barrier. The appropriate regulatory framework for
ensnranmental preservation, the mast important
components is lacking m the present tourism objecris es.
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Concept of Priority

There is no doubt that every country wish to have
contin.uous sustainable econoinic growth. Like other
economic sectors coastal and marine tourism is now
considered as a rising industrial activities in many
countries including Bangladesh. Every coastal nations are
more concerned about their maxunum utility of coastal
resource exploration including tourist sector
development. Development in the tourist sector is
essential for sustainable ecoaomic growth, but it should
contain less environmental temptation. Conservation of
nature should be the foremost priority, then the economic
goal from the system. These strategy may ensure long-
term economic benefit and wtII provide lugher
environmental sustainability.

Considering these, the first essential step in a tourist
developinent program is to tdentify the valued ecosystem
components  i.e., laadscape, seascape, wildlife, migratory
buds, coastal forest, etc.! as a part of project development
planning, Because these components possess the tughest
aesthetic values and more attraction to the tourists,
Moreover, these information will help in evaluatiag the
probable environmental degradation and quantifyiag the
value of loss from the conversion or development. When
predicted aesthetic value loss is relatively higher then
economic gain from tourism, habitat restoration program
within the resort areas should adopt to mitigate of the
probable loss. The adoption of such strategic steps may
accept the project for implementation. Finallv, dual
development plan, i.e�sustainable environme~ t and
tourism, will possible by adopting co-management policy,
Members from government representative, private tourist
organization, interested public group  i.e., natural scientist,
economist, sociologist, anthropologist, environmental
enlpneer, ctc.! and responsible local community members
may help in avoiding Iong-chain bureaucratic process
through sharing ideas and responsibilities ia the decision
making process.

Conclusion

Environmental friendly tourism practice plays the key role
in an integrated coastal zone management prograin,
Development ot tourism and ensironment at the same
tune will save many resources for a tourism growing
countrv. Attempts in conserving the natural environment
should be the moral practice for utilizing a significant
ecosystem component and a sustamable tourism practice.
This mill ensure long-tenn econonuc benefit from
tourism and will improve environmental carrying capacity
'I hus management uuaaiives require practically apphcable
organizauonal and legislauve fraiueuorki And no doubt
pol~cies must reflect the national, social, economic and
environmental interest rather than polihcai comnutment.

Regarding these the fallowing recominendations may help
in the development of policies to avoid any catastrophic
environmental loss in Bangladesh.

Recommendations:

Immediate adoption of environmental friendly
appropriate regulatory instrument and managetnent
iilsutution.

Immediate stopping of fish-processing acuvities
around St. Martin's Island.

Coinpletc ban on coral and other vulnerable resource
harvesting, gathenng, processing, and selhng from St.
Martin's Island.

Immediate declaration of St. Martin's Island as a
Marine Protected Area and adopt as an
environmental-friendly tourist spot.
Iinmediate declaraaon of the Nijum Dwip, Shah
porir Drip, and other marine bird gathering islands
as "Marine Bird Sanctuary."
Urgent program for habitat restoration at "Himchan
National Park" of Cox's Bazar, the coastal wet-lands
aad islands around Teknaf coast, and Moheshkhali,
Kutubdia, Swandwip, Hatia, Rangabali Islands.
Immediate actions for water quality morutoring
program from ail estuaries to estimate types of
industrial activities and other source of wastewaters.

Immediate measures for conserving existing natural
beauties, valued ecosystem components and natural
habitats around the coastal areas of the country.

Urgent program for maintaining optunum human
population at St. Martin's Island and other sensitive
coastal regions.
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Table 1. Present Situation in Some Significant Coastal Areas of Bangladesh  after Pernetnr �993! and several
field inves ' tion done b the authors

Fishing and resource
gathering, fish
drying, agriculture;
tourism.

Saint Martin' s
island

Himchari Xadonal Park and
its pristine wildness with
numerous wild life and natural

water falls.

Tourism; fishing,
aquaculture unit;
refugee slums; etc,

Cox's Baxar Beach

Fishing, Gsh drying
scattered tounst visit.

Habitat of migratory marine
birds; mud Oats wetlands;
sand and mudd beaches,

Declaration as a bird sanctuary
seeks top priority,

Nijum Dwip

Fishing fish drying
unit; aquaculture;
tourism.

Naf Estuary Islands

%'tntering ground For wild
fowl,' nesting site of sea turtle;
13 genera of corals; several
million years old "Coquina
bed;" various types of
biodiversi

Shahpotir dwip; tidal mud flats
and migratory birds; Jaliar
dwip mangrove block; several
coastal intertidal mangrove
vegetation's and wild life;
hfuchoru R Whykeong-
irnportant mullet fishery
nurserv und.

Environmental quality
extremely deteriorate due to
complex multi-uses and
indiscriminate resource
exploitation.

Arty road communication
facilities through this coastal
belt will destroy the park since
this area is already lost its
ristine value.

Jaliar dwip mangrove block and
other several mangrove
vegetation is already cleared for
aquaculture development. Shah
porir dwip urgently needs to
declare as a bird sanctuary,
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Abst~ctt There are no strxcctured methodologies for making
coartal environmental decisions, and the public partictpation that is
rrquired by U.S. laxv occurs in an ad hoc manner. Subsequently,
nsost derist'ons made for coastal common property rrsources do not
refkct societal prrferrnces, and the outcomes do not provide efficient
allocations. Combining econorrn'cs and densx'on theory ivies/ help to
first to determine, then to achieve the necessary conditions for making
'good" coastal environmental decisions andi nrprove the outcomes.
To determine hosv to make 'good" decisions, the factors that
gpically comph'cate coastal deer'sions arr ftrst identtfxed. Then
'good" environmental deci'sx'ons arr definedt conditions similar to
those used for a n~eilfunctsoning market system arr adopted, i.e.,
�! the stakeholders must be nrllinformed, �! the stakeholders'
preferences must be i ncluded, and �! flescsbh and adaptable
decsstons must be achieved. This research then identi~zes families of
analyti cal tools that can help overcome the compbcati ng factor u

Instead of using one tool or process, this rrsearch focuses on using a
number of toolr unthsn a commonly recommended process to overcome
or rrduce the severity of the comp/icatsng factors. A case study is
used to shou hoiv multiple objects've utility functions, mental maps,
sinsuiation models and uncertainty analyst's tools can be used in
sequence to assist t' he generally recommended steps of good a'edsion-
making. This study provides evidence that these four families of
i'ools should be usedi n combination to make 'good" environnsental
decxrions. These tools errable the deer'sion makers to achieve the
necessart conditions for good dedsicms in the coastal environment,
because they �! eli a't and transfer knoivkdge about quail tati ve and
quanti tati ve factors, �! eh'cxt and comhi ne stakeholders ' prrfere neet,
and �! enable adaptable decisions,

The case study demonstrates that no one tool can help achieve every
step f odecision-making, overcome al' the compi/cation factors, or
obtai n aA' the necessary conditi ons. Combini ng tools i n a structured
method offers the best results, The necessary iondi ti ons can be more
eusi!' achieved so that the chosen alternative ivtll more .-losers reflect
tvell I!jormed soct'etcil preferen.es.

Aevxvordst common property, unceriaing', decssion macsng tools
Ft'nnrt'v Keys

Motivation for the Work

Coastal areas typically possess resources of great economic
and intrinsic value. The maxine ecosystem surrounding the
Uxuted States' Florida Keys is no exception; the coral reefs,
hsheries, estuaries, sandy beaches, etc., support the majoxity
of the Keys' economy. Outdoor recreation and tourism
support about half of all employment in the Keys  Ehler,
1994!. Tourism expenditures in the Keys' was calculated at
$800+-Xf/year in 1989 and growing  Kearney and Centaur
Report, 1990!. The commercial Ixshing business, also
supported by the xnarine ecosystem, is worth $5 million per
year in the Keys  Dewar, 1994!, The importance of the
marine ecosystem is even greater when one realizes that
there are no major industries in the Keys other than tourism
and commercial fisheries; without these, the entire socio-
economic structure would collapse  Ehler, 1994!.

Like many common property resources, the Florida Keys'
marine ecosystem has suffered froin the Tragedy of the
Commons  Hardin, 1968!. Over a number of decades, the
degradation and death of marine resources has become
prevalent. Coral reefs have died, the Florida Bay has been
likened to "the dark side of the moon" and fish stocks have
disappeared  Deuar, 1994!. As a result, the number of
Florida Keys resider.ts concerned with the problems grew.
ihlany saw the need to manage their marine resources for
sustainable use. They called for government intervention,
realizing the liussez-faire market system would not properly
inanage these common property resources.

Concerned citizens became involved, writing to their
congressmen and forming special interest groups; the
political fervor grew until it caught the attention of US
Senators. In 1990, the Senate passed the Florida Keys
National ihfarine Sanctuary  FKNMS! Act, mandating that a
2200 sq, nauncal xxule area surrounding the Floxida Keys be
designated a NOA. i National Xfarine Sanctuary.  This is the
only NOAA sanctuary designated by the U.S. Senate; all
others have been designated by NOAA!. The Act required
that a management plan be created to ensure that the Keys'
marine resources would be used and conserved. ihfany Keys'
residents felt the hrst battle had been won; there was local,
state and federal recognition that the marine resources
needed to be managed for sustainable use.

The second battle, creating a successful management plan,
was more difFicult. The focus of tlus research is to make the
creation of sixnilar xnanagement plans easier. '6'hiie many of
the Keys' citizens are now satisfied with the draft FKNMS
~lanagement Plan, the decision malung process itself was
long and arduous. The FKX'%IS ~Ianagement Plan took 5+
vears to create and even longer to pass mto law.  As oF
summer 19'96, ihe plan is still in review, currently in the
Federal Ofhce of XIanagement and Budget.! Wtule the plan
svas being created and waits tor the Federal government, the
mannc resources have coniinued io degrade. As allison
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Fahrer, an Advisory Council member and Chairperson of
the AC's Zoning Comnuttee, said, "I' ve been very
frustrated with the pace. I f this were a business
proposition, it would have taken no more than 18
months"  Fahrer, 1994!,

There was and is a strong need to focus and streamline
the decision-making process. %faking decisions about
how to allocate common property resources should utilize
the latest apphcable research and theones � research
concerning management of privately held resources,
Economics and Decision Making Theory. The purpose
of dus research has been to determine which processes,
tools, techniques, theories, etc. would be most beneficial
to public sector decision making for common property
resources.

Complications � %hy is it Di6icult to Make
Decisions for Common Property Resources?

One can site many reasons why making decisions for the
public sector is more complicated than for the private
sector. After reviewing over seven decisions made for
coastal common property resources,' it was found thar
many of the reasons could be distilled into three main
types, These complicating factors are:
~ many people with multiple values
~ difficulties in incorporating aH the relevant

information from multiple disciplines, snd
~ high levels of uncertainty

Many People with Multiple Values

With most environmental decisions, man> people
influence and are influenced by the laws and regulafions
concerning the area. TypicaHy, there are 1! multiple
government agencies who have jurisdiction in the
designated area and 2! s great number of individual
citizens who affect snd are affected by the designated
ares. Because of this, it is becoming the norm to legally
mandate that both private citizens and inultiple
government agencies be involved in environinental
decisions. This was the case for the FYVliIS. The Act
mandated that "the Secretary of Coinmerce,  through
'NOAA! in consultation with appropriate Federal, State
snd local government authorities and with the Advisory
Councd established under section 208, shall develop a
Coinprehensive Management Plan and implementing
regulations to achieve the pohcy and purpose ot the Act,"

The decision to create the FV 4~IS ihlanagement Plan
included nearly 20 government agencies snd s citizens'
advisor> council mcluding representatives from over 20
different interests groups. In addition, Florida stare
required tihst many ot the meetings he open to rhe general

public and that public participation be elicited. Hundreds oF
meetings took place in an effort to include the comments,
thoughts and values of aH those affected. The large number
of people involved, while necessary and beneficial to
creating a widely accepted plan, increased the number of
judgments, preferences and interests that had to be included.
This complicated the decision making process.
Unfortunately, the methods used to incorporate the many
interests were relsnvely unsophisticated.

Poor Management of the Information from Multiple
Disciplines

In aH complex environmental decisions, it is a substantial
challenge to record, organize and incorporate the vast
amount of information relevant to the decision for a
number of reasons.

The sheer volume of
information that is relevant for the average environmental
decisions makes it difficult to consider it aH sunultaneously,
While humans are good at determimng and intuiting the
relationship among different data, we are less adept at
jugglmg many pieces of data at once. &my decision makers
have moved to using computer-aided decision-making tools
to manage and simultaneously consider great volumes of
information, a task for which computers are well-suited.
These decision-making tools/programs are created using the
humans' reasoning and logic; the computer program then
enables the great volumes of data to be considered
concurrently, executing the programmer's logic and keeping
records.

Most environmental decisions, including the
FKKiMS Management Plan, require knov;ledge from a broad
range of topics  i.e�marine biology, zoology,
hydrodynamics, chenustry, coastal construction, economics,
marine pohcy, etc.!, There is no one field of expertise that
can alone deierriune how best to manage the marine
resources. Combuung many fields of expertise is necessary,
and requires that the information be organized, showing the
linkages among the many variables. Structunng and showing

terconnections in the information is necessary, so that aH
experts  and average citizens! can understand how each part
fits into the whole. To the greatest extent possible, many
people need to understand the whole problem, so they ran
contribute their knowledge; thev need to understand the
current or stste-of-the-art knowledge so thev can determine
how their additional knowledge can be utilized within the
overall decision and/or how their values can be
mcorporated.

3 Interde en encies amon th v rish in lu i ni

~an ~l. With environmental decisions snd ecological
processes, there are manv cause and effect liiiks. For
example, pesticides used on land effect many insiine
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organisms; increased ocean temperatures effect coral as
weH as other marine life. Some linkages are cyclical and
dynariuc as well  i.e., turbid water causes marine plants to
die, which causes greater turbidity and more death!.
Researchers are constantly discovering new linkages,
%hat is most helpful is to organize aH the information
that is known in a manner that indicates the hnkages,
mduding those that are cyclical and dynamic
Interdependencies among the variables, such as human
actions, natural phenomenon and marine biology, need to
be made obvious smce it is more enlightening to see cause
and effect, rather than read long lists of data with no
interdependencies specified.

resources can be represented in monetary values, but for
many resources, it is difficult and even unpossible to
determine an equivalent doHar value. For example, what
is the value of clean air, clean water, wetlands, oil-free
coastal waters, etc.? If all criteria codd be reduced to an
widely agreed upon dollar value, then aII resources could
be compared and combined using these dollar
equivalents. It would be easy to combine large amounts
oF information, because there would be a common
denominator; aH criteria cold be simplified into one doHar
value, Unfortunately, that is not possible with
environmental decisions, It is, though, still necessary io
consohdate and combine the many variables, values and
Iudgments so that actions can be taken concerning the
resources.

In aH complex cnvuoninental decisions, the information
needs to be well managed, so that 1! large amounts of
information can be included; 2! information from many
disciplines can be understood by many people and
incorporated into the bigger picture; 3! the linkages
among the many pieces of information are made obvious;
and 4! multiple criteria with dissimilar scalar units can be
compared.

Uncertainly

There are complicating factors that can be described as
various tidies of uncertamty.

1 Uncertain . about ca s nd ef . Natural processes
and lying systems are coinplex, and as stated before,
therefore are many inter-linkages. Unfortunately, their
are uncertainties about many of the linkages and within
man! otthe subsystems. There may be uncertamty as to
thc nming, intenstt! and frequency of events which etFect
the ecosystem  such as hurricanes and rainfall!, There
mav also be uncertainty as to how certain parts of' a
subsvstem interact  how do toxins atfeci coral reefs!, and
there may be uncertainty as to what vanables even affect
an ecosystem  i,c., scienusts probably have noi yet

identified aH the factors that affect the health of coral reefs!.
The most advanced research can not predict with 1000/o
certainty the causes and effects of most events in an
ecosystem. We can not, though, wait until there is perfect
information l>efore making decisions; decisions must be
made using the most relevant knowledge currendy available,
even when there is uncertainty.

u t nsider the tim r

There is often uncertainty as to the most appropriate time
frame fOr making a deCiSian. XThen environmental decisions
are made, the decision makers must decide whether to

consider a time frame of 10 years, 20 years, 50 years or
infinity. For example, for renounshing a beach, the cost
benefit analysis might be made using a 20-year tiine frame
for the buildings and tourism economics, but the sediments
may affect marine species such as sea turtles For 50, 100 or
more years. It is oFten difficult for the decisions makers to
determine what is an appropriate time frame, contributing to
the uncertainty and lack of consensus m the decision
making.

o a hi f
With environmental decisions, there is often

uncertainty in determining the appropriate geographical area
within which to me"sure the effects of a decision. The air
and water in an area are fluid and travel outside the region.
Smce no one fully understands aII the biological, chemical
and physical processes that occur within the defined
geograpluc 'boundaries' of the affected ecosystem, no one
can be sure that effects do not spiH over into other
geographic regions.  For example, the FKNihIS is 2800 sq.
nautical miles, but the FKNivfS Management Plan is likely to
affect marine life in the entire Caribbean Sea. In turn, the
FKYivIS is affected by events on land and in the
surrounding water body, such as rainfall, pollution, etc.!
%hen making ennronmental decisions, there is uncertainty
as to what geographical scope is appropriate.

4 One-iim kes. Not onlv does

managing environtnental resources typicallv means making
decisions under uncertainty, but often one or more of the
possible outcomes could be disastrous. Many environmental
decisions are not reversible; the decision can not be made
many tunes over, allowing the decision maker to learn from
mistakes or be satisfied with the statistical average of the
manv outcomes. PiVhile the FKNAIS iblanagement Plan will
be revised everv four years, much of the decisions made in
the first version ujg affect the marine ecosvstem for many
years. For example, irreversible outcomes may be the
extinction of certain manne species!. Often environmental
decisions affect resources that are one-of-a-kutd. If a poor
decision is made, it may result in the depletion of an
irreplaceable resource, or it mai require tens or hundreds of
years io replace the resource  as is the case with many fish
stocks and coral reefs!.
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As discussed above, there are many factors wluch
complicate environmental decision-inaking. There is
uncertainty mherent in the relevant variables and in the
decision scope; there is a great deal of information and
many people's values and judgments that must be
included, To make a good decision, it is necessary to
distinguish between disagreements concerrung the facts
vs. differences in values and judgments. If only
discussion and debate are employed m making the
decision, the distinction between fact and judgments
becomes more difficult as the number of factors to
consider increases and as the number of people involved
in the decision grows. For complicated environmental
decisions, more than lust cbscussion and debate need to
be employed, Determining what the best decision making
processes and tools to use is not insigni6cant, though.

Decision-Making Processes and FamiTies of
Tools

Studying Decision Theory, it becomes evident that one
inust first define what it meant by a 'good' decision. One
then must realize their are both decision making
processes and tools that must be optimized to make a
'good' decision.

Determittittg %hat Rakes a 'Good' Decision

To use a commoidy agreed upon definition of a 'good'
decision, the defiiution of an ef6cient aHocation from
economic theory was used. The four necessary
conditions for an efficient aHocation in the Market System
were reviewed, They are:
l. Privately owned input and output factors;
2. Perfect informauon  no uncertainty!;
3. Producers and c<insumers uho are aH price takers

 i.e., no monopohes or oligopolies!; and
4. No barners to entry.

These criteria were scrutinized and to the extent possible,
applied to decisions for aHocating common property
resources, They had to, of course, be altered slighdy to
be applicable.

1. 'Privately owned input and output factors'�
Common property resources bv definition do not
have privately owned input or output factors, The
important part of this criteria is that private
ownership enables one party to cake control of the
resource, to make decisions and take actions upon it.
KVich common property resources, decisions and
actions must be made by cnany people; the decision
process must enable multiple decision makers.

2. 'Perfect Information' � There can never be 100%
certainty in environmental decisions. Having weIl

formed stakeholders / decision makers gets close io
perfect information, though.

3. and 4, 'Producers and consumers who are price takers'
and 'no barners to entry.' These are replaced by
'Preferences of aH stakeholders are reflected,' since they
essentiafly mean that there should be no forces which
exclude any interested parties from partaking in the
allocation decision  see Stancik, 1995 for more details!.

Decision-Making Processes

Research concerning Decision Theory was reviewed, and the
necessary steps for creating a 'good' decision  genericaHy!
were borrowed. This was to ensure that the tools chosen for
environmental decisions could be used within the generally
agreed upon steps of good decision-making. These steps
are.

De6ne the Problein, Overall Goal and Objecuves;
2. Formulate criteria and detailed variables that affect the

problem and goal;
3. Formulate Choices;
4. Execute Sensitivity Analysis;
5. Choose an Option; and
6. Implement
 Keeney and Raiffa, 1976; Goicoechea, 1983; Hwang et al.,
1987, Saaty, 1990; Turban, 1988; Stancik, 1995!.

The tools and techiuques chosen to assist em~onmental
decision making should be used within the generic steps of
good decision making to ensure that the best possible
decision be made.

Families of Too1s

There are many methods For aflocating resources, whether
they be resources which are privately held or common
property. Some of these methods are classified as market-
based techniques, some as legislative inethods and soine as
ctecision matung tools. To determine which are most
appropriate and helpful for creating the best environmental
decision, each family should be reviewed, as well as
examples of tools within each fanuly. The tools should be
scrunnized to determine if the can be help accomplish the
six steps described above, and if they can help overcome the
compbcaiing factors described earlier, The famihes of tools
reviewed are as follows:

'i a k c-bas ch s de.

~ feeisee"-Faire and

~ Dollar-based methods � 'Alaximized Net Present Value

~ Command and control
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~ Judicial actions  i.e., property rules, liability laws!
~ Reporting mandates and public pressure
~ Financial incentives  i.e., tradable permits, taxes!

Operation Research Tools
Multi-Criteria Decision hfakrng P,ICDilf! and ibfuft-
Objective Decision Making tools
hfulti-Attribute Utility Theory
MCDMs to structure and manage the information
ikfCDMs to accommodate uncertainty
Decisions Support Systems  Hwang et al., 198 !

It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the iNfarker-

based techniques, Regulatory and Judicial methods, and
Operation Research Tools; for brevity, descriptions will
not be provided here. It is also assumed that the reader
will be less familiar with Multi-Criteria Decision-Efakrng
tools; these are described briefly below,

Multi-Criteria Decision-Making  MCDM!

Xf~~~f has emerged as a philosophy rhat
mtegrates common sense with empirical,
quantitanve, normative, descriptive and value-
judgment-based analysis. It is a philosophy
supported by advanced systems concepts  i.e.,
data management procedures, modeling
methodologies, optimization and simulation
techniques and decision-making approaches!
that are grounded in both the arts and sciences
for the ultimate purpose o f' improv>ng the
decision making process  Haimes, 1984!.

ireful ' le bu ' ' are decision-makmg
tools that can elicit and combine many people's values
and preferences, then sununarize them into one chosen
alternative. Examples would include Voting, 'weighted
Preference ~fethods, the Analytic Hierarchy Process and
Conjuncnve/Disjunctive ihfethods.

M !~1 h rhl n can

be used with many decision makers and multiple cnreria,
but do not focus on preferences. Instead, rlus ilfCDXils
focus on eliciting and recording knowledge, orgaruzing
and managing large amounts of mformation. Examples
would be brainstornung, cognitive maps such as Causal
Loop Diagrams, and simulanons models such as Systems
Dvn amies.

modare un rrarniv also doro
nor focus on ehciting preferences, but again focus instead
on eliciting and recording knowledge, Thev differ from
the iICDlfs described above in that thev can incorporate
uncerrainty inherent m the physical and economic aspects
ot the ecosystems. Examples would be Decisu>n 1 rees

and Influence Diagrams or simulations models which can
incorporate statistical uncertainty, such as Demos.

The criteria for choosing the most applicable, helpful tool s!,
was to determine which could overcome the inany
complicating factors inherent in environmental decision-
makrng. Analyzmg in deta>l the applicability of many tools, it
was tound that 1! some could not be used because they were
incompatible with one or more of the complicating factors.
2! Other tools held more promise; some tools could
overcome some of the complicating factors, and were stiff
usable if the unresolved coinplicating factors remained.
Unfortunately, no one tool was found thar could overcome
all the complicating factors. Below is a condensed version
of the applicability of many tools.

Afarker-based systems, regulatory and judicial methods can
nor be used alone to improve decision making for common
property resources for the following reasons.

li,f rk B s d S stem

~ Wisrr~-Faire. insuf6cient due to the 'Tragedy of the
Commons'

~ Dollar-based methods/Maxrrruzed Net Present Value:
insufficient since many criteria can not be accurately
reduced to a monetary equivalent

' ' IM

Conunand and control: insufflcient since it enables only
one decision making body
Judicial actions  i.e,, property or liability laws!: helpful,
bur typically post insult, not preventing
Reporting mandates and public pressure: helpful, but
rarely adequate alone
Financial incentives  i.e., tradable permits, taxes!:
helpful, but not applicable for all common property
resources

Multi-Criteria Decision Making Tools

!t was found that manv of the Multi-Criteria Decision-
%faking tools could be used m combination with other rools.
All MCDXfs can overcome the complicating factor of
inadequate information management by incorporating
multiple cnreria and variables, non-monetized vanables, and
variables from a broad range of disciplines. In addition, all
:iICD~fs are designed to be used wrih many people.
XICDXfs also allow market based methods such as monetary
cosr benefit analysis to be included within XfCDXf tools,
since any variable, monetary or nor, can be incorporared,-'
AICD'his can be used in con>unction with various regu!a or>
methods. Ir was found that bv using a number of MCDihfs
rogerher, and in a specified order  so as to achieve the
recommended process!, moss of the complicating facrors
could be overcome.
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Using Multi-Criteria Decision-Making tools
for the FKNMS Management Plan

This section wiH discuss the tools found to be most
helpful for the creation of the FKXMS Management
Plan.

Analytical Hierarchy Process

A Multi-Attribute Utility Theory tool, was used first and
found bene6cial in elicinng the participants' uutial
concerns  Saaty, 1990!. The tool showed how the values
and judgments identified by the Advisory Councd were
linked. It also began to show the degree of consensus
that existed, as weH as the depth of conviction, for some
values vs. others. Recording the criteria in a hierarchical
manner made it easy for many people to revie~ and add
to the concerns identi6ed.

Causal Loop Diagrams

CLDs were used and found to be helpful in first eliciting
and organizing the relevant variables for many of the sub-
decisions made. The CLDs were relatively easy to create
and understand, The participants used them to educate
themselves on what was already known and documented.
The CLDs were also helpful when each user tried to
determine how their knowledge was applicable and
relevant. The CLDs made it easy to identify and record
the many relevant variables as weH as the
mterdependencies of the variables.

Systems Dynamics  Porrester, 1969!

A simulation model was Found to be incredibly helpful for
ehciting and orgamzing detailed informanon, but it could
only be used for small pieces of the entire decision.
Although it could only be completed for a very smaH part
of the ecosvstem, it was powerful in that the mere process
of attempung to quantify aH the hnkages forced the best
available information to be di'aw out and incorporated.
Equally important, the Systems Dynamics model also
enabled likely outcomes of various actions to be
forecasted for small parts of the ecosystem,

DEMOS  Morgan and Henrion, 1990!

A simuladon model which incorporates uncertainty, was
then used to understand the degree of uncertaintv in the
forecasts made by the Systems Dynamics model
Quantifying the uncertainty of the interdependencies
between variables again helped to ehcit the best
inFormation. The use of DEiifOS was iHutninating in that
it indicated the degree of sensiuvatt in the vs nous
outcomes.

The Analytical Hierarchy Process

This was used again at the end of the decision making
process, The other tools were 6rst used to educate the
stakeholders about aH known relevant information, and likely
outcomes. After they became well informed, AHP was then
helpful in elicitmg final preferences from the stakeholders,

One commonahty among aH the tools is that they are ail
pic toriaHy based, which increases their usefulness in
educating tnany people. Using the tools m the prescribed
order above also enables the optimal decision-making
process to be foHowed.

Conclusions

Creating management plans similar to that made for the
FKNMS can be assisted by using certain families of
ihfCD'Afs in combmation with market based and regulatory
techniques. The 6rst step in this research was to determine
what are typical hindrances m making good and efficient
environmental decisions. The next steps required reviewing
many disciplines currently used to allocate resources, then
determine which would be the most useful for
environmental decisions: It is predicted that using the
prescribed methodology stated above had been used, the
FKiNlvfS i%fanagement Plan would have been made in less
than half the time. In addifion, other benefits would be
numerous, including:

~ ehciting the best available detaded knowledge from
many sources

~ forecasting likely future scenarios
~ transternng this information to many people
~ eliciting detailed preferences
~ combining preferences of many people into actions and

plans
~ recordmg the decision snaking process, so it is well-

documented, easy to review and defend.
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ENDNOTES

These included the Exxon ~' aldez, Boston

Harbor, San Francisco Bay, iXhanu Beach, Chesapeake
Bay, Manatee Countv, and the Florida Keys.

There are many reasons for the increasing
mterest in MCDMs:

First and most importantly, is the increasing
recogmtion that most decision problems are
inherendy multi-objective...The reason for the
multi-objective nature o f these problems is
sunply that the outcomes assocsated with the
decisions are multi-dimensional... i second, but
related, reason for the increasing interest in
MCDMs is the recognition of numerous
stakeholders in many problems... Finalh, a thsrd
reason for increasing interest in MCDMs is the
enormous iinprovement over the last 15 years in
the speed storage, and feasibility of computing
Facilities  Evans, 1989!.
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INITIATIVE: AN INITIAl-
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Hciuai i 'Coral Reef Jnitiatiie  Lrnited States!

Abstract: A grrrup of vol««ters is mobilizing a» ieitia/
assessmeet of the status of coral reefs in Hauai i 'This effor is the
nsutt of a series of scientific and governmenta/ meetings stimulated by
the Coral Reef Initiative  CRI! announced by thc U.S, at the UM
Conference oii the Sustai nable Developmcirt of Smal/ island
Devctopi ng States in capri/ 1994.

The U.S. Coral Reef Initiative got og to a rocky start with strong
ojbections from state arid territorial government to another federal
initiative designed to manage reso«secs under state and tcrrstoria/

jurisdiction. Following thc SIDS conference, opciats'from rkeerican
Samoa, Commonwealth of the ¹rthrrn A1ariana Islands, Guam,
and Hauai i 'organized their own planning spor for an American
Flag Pacific Is/ands CRI that cutmsnatedin aplannieg uorkrhopin
December 1994.

In late 1994, planning gsrrups consisting of government officca/s, coral
~f scscets'sts, and non tnr verementa/ organi qations had beeii formed in
eachjurisdiction. In ¹vember of 1994, coral reef scientr'sts held
workrbops at tbe East- F'est Center i e Honolulu, and rion-
go venrmentat organizations beld their ou e CRI u orkrhop.

During 1995, a group of volunteers agreed to develop an ieitial
assessment of the state of coral reef eros!istcms in Hawaii' with travel
support for the Haurai i 'Coastal Zone Management Program. The
methodology eou' being usedinvolves focus grviips of scr'entists, oceaii
recreation business ouners, recrcationa/ divers, fishermen, ¹tive
Hauai yan communitygioups, aed thegeneralpublic. Basedinitr'alp
on the Hawai i 'Envi ronmenta/ Risk Rairking prj oect method,
individ«als are being asked to s'dentig cora/reef ccorrstem "sites "and
rank them in terms f otheir cuttural, recreationa/ economic, and
bi ologii.'a/importance. Scientists are being asked toi dentcfri arear that
are being si'ressed, and, if keounr, the causes of that stress.
Comm«nity people are bring arkid to identic uhat they believe are
threats to tbe coral reef ecosystems. A database is being developed
uhich will be made availabk to thc genera/public, Tbe result of!be
asseJsment uill bc used to plan other Cora/Reef Initiative activities.

Eeywordsi Hawar'i, Coral Ref eInitiative, assessment, community
i olunleers

Origins of the Coral Reef Initiative

The Coral Reef Initiative began as a U,S. Department of
State initianve in late 1993. It was formally announced at
the U.N. Conference on Sustatnable Development in Small
Islands Developing States in May, 1994. Following that
meetrng, the American Flag Pacihc Island governments of
American Samoa, Commonw.ealth of the Northern
Mariana Islands, Guam and Hawai'i began developing their
own Coral Reef Initiative as a grass-roots effort tailored to
the needs of each jurisdiction. This was formalized at a
meetmg convened by the Pacilic Basin Development
Council in December 1994 involvrng representatives of the
four island governments, non-governmental organizatrons,
and Federal agencies.

In Hawai'i, just prior to the American Flag Paci6c Island
Coral Reef Initiauve Management meeting, coral reef
sctenttsts met at the East-West Center in November 1994
to discuss marine and coastal brodiversity, The same
month, the Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund and other
environmental groups organized a workshop for non-
government agencies on Community Involvement in the
Management and Protection of Coral Reef Ecosystems.
These meetings served to increase interest in improving the
management of coral reef ecosystems in Hawai i and the
rest of the Pacific regton, They also provided the volunteer
organizers of the Hawai'i Cord Reef Initiative with some
momentum to begin to develop a truly grass-roots effort.

Initial Assesstnent

Early in 1995, the Hawai i Coastal Zone Management
Program asked Dave Raney of the Sierra Club, Mike
Hamnett of the Social Science Research Institute, Peter
Rappa of the University of Hawaii Sea Grant Program, and
Susan lfiller, a local environmental consultant, to help
facihtate further development of the Hawai'i Coral Reef
Iiuriative on a volunteer basis. In May 1995, this volunteer
group organized a coral reef ecosystem assessment and
monitoring u:orkshop at the Universitv of Hawai'i. Over
30 people from the academic community, the ocean
recreatton industry, state and county government agencies,
environmental groups, and dive groups attended.
Workshop participants concluded that a preliminary
assessment of the state of coral reefs in Hawai'r was
needed. They also agreed that a prehminary assessment
could be done using volunteers.

Comtnunity Initiatives

The Hawai i CRI "volunteer coordinators," as the group
referred to themselves, recognized in early 1995 rhat
despite the iiurial opnmism, they should not depend on
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federal funding for a Hawai i Coral Reef Initiarive. They
also felt that because state and federal budgets were being
cut, a volunteer-based Coral Reef Initiative aught become a
model for other resouxce managexnent efforts.

The Hawai'i Coastal Zone Management Program provided
grants totaling $13,500 for logistical support for the
Hawai'i Coral Reef Initiative. With donated time and
travel Funds provtded under the grants, comznunity
meetings were held at the University of Hawai i at Hilo and
at the UH Cooperative Extension Service oflices at
Kainalu in Kona. Participants at both meetmgs included
commercial Fishermen, ocean recreation industry
employees and business owners, recreational divers,
membets of Hawai'ian and environmental groups, UH
Faculty and students and citizens concerned about the state
of the coral reefs ecosystems m Hawai i. The CRI
volunteer coordinators gave participants some background
on the Coral Reef Initrative. Particrpants discussed the
need For an initial assessment and a bzain-storm session
was facilitated on whar people in the community could do
to develop their own coral reef initiative.

Participants at the Hilo and Kona workshops talked about
activities they had initiated to protect coral teef ecosystems.
A presentation was xnade by Brian Tissot of UH Hilo on
the Quantitative Underwater Ecological Survey Technique
 QUEST! program being sponsored by the UH Marine
Options Program on the Big Islands. Participants at bo&
meermgs suggested a wide range of activities they felt
should be part of a Hawai'i Coral Reef Imtiative. They
expressed concern about coral reef areas being threatened
off of Kaupulehu, on the west coast of Hawar'x.
Participants talked about coalirions between Hawai'ian
groups concerned about the ocean and coastal
environment being formed to protect coastal ecosysterns.
They also felt there was a tremendous amount of
knowledge among natrve Hawat'kans about coral reef
ecosystems that needs to be documented. Pamcipants feb
thar people with traditional rights to ocean resources
should be tnvolved in managing those resources, and that
community-based planning should be an integral part of
the Coral Reef Initiative.

Approach to Initial Coral Reef Assessment

In June 1995, a meeting of scientists was convened to talk
about options For conductkng the inirial assessment. Jun
XIaragos of East-West Center presented information on the
Hawai'i Envizonmentat Rrsk Ranking,'HERR!, Project
methodology, and pamcipants agreed rhar tlus was a simple
and workable approach.

The HERR methodology, for those who are not famihar
varh kr, ranks ecosystems in terms of their cultural,
economic, reczearxonal, and broloycal k alue. It also ranks a

series of "stxessors" or threars to those ecosystems. These
include nutrients/bio-oxygen demand, earth moving/
development, erosion/sedimentation, water
diversion/channelization of streams and tivers,
heat/ thermal pollution, and human actxvity. These
"stressors" aze ranked in texms of then severity and
frequency as threats to the ecosystems being evaluated by
the HERR project.

Hawai'i Coral Reef Working Group

On October 3, 1995 the Coastal Zone Management
Program convened a meeting of the state's Coral Reef
Initiative working group ro discuss the status of the
Hawai'i Coral Reef Initiative. Claire Cappelle of the CZM
Program, June Harrigan-Lum o F the Environmental
Planning Office of Department of Health, Francis Oishi of
the Division of Aquatic Resources at rhe Department af
Land and 1 atural Resources, Jim b,laragos of the East-
West Center, and the volunteer coordinators discussed the
status of the IIERR prolect, work on the CRI assessment
methodology, and the loss of Federal Fundrng for the CRI
for 1996. Jim Maragos and June Hazzigan-Lum informed
the group that the HERR project wiH be scaled back to
focus initially on the island of Oahu. The group agreed that
work on the CRI assessment should proceed with the plan
for state-wide coverage.

The group also agreed that there was considerable interest
in developing an education component for the Cord Reef
Imtiative, and Claire Cappelle agreed to contact people
who might be interested in takmg the lead on education.

Although Federal funding for the CRI had been cur, the
worlung group agreed work on the initial assessment
should move ahead, Considerable commumty interest had
been generated, and, as one participant stated, the Hawai'i
Coral Reef Initiative can serve as a model for improvmg
resource management without Federal funding, "We' re
going to have to leam to do things like the Coral Reef
lrutiative wsthout grant funds because there aren't going to
be any m the future,"

Coral Reef Assessment Methodology
Developed, Refined and Used

Chxxs Evans and Dave Raney developed a proton pe CRI
assessment knethodology that could be used with Focus
groups for the initial assessment. The methoIogy
developed v.as comparible with the HERR methodojogv
but better mer rhe anticipated needs of the Coral Reef
Initiative, resource managers, and communities. The
volunreer coordinarors met ro reviev the modifred

methodology, and further refinements were made.
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A series of focus group meetings were planned to test the
initial assessment of the state of coral reef ecosystems in
Hawai'i. The volunteer coordinator at UH Hilo, Brian
Tissot, organized a meeting with UH Hilo taculty on
hiovember 3, 1995 to review and discuss the methodology.
Bnan also organized a community meeting in Hilo on
November 4. Some modifications were made in the

approach for the community meeting, and the six
participant in that meeting identified coral reef sites on the
Big Island. evaLuated their biological, recreational, cultural,
and economic importance; and identified and ranked
perceived threats to coral reef ecosysterns at those sites.
The results of the community meetmg were put into a
database developed by David Raney who took charge of
database developed. A report of that meetmg was wntten
and distributed to workshop participants,

The assessinent instrument that evolved included questions
about the location of the coral reef ecosystem site; the
person providing the information including the source of
their knowledge about the site; the cultural, economic,
recreational, and biological value of the site and their
"certainty" about their judgment about the site; and
information about defining characteristics, changes they
have observed, and what makes the site particularly
important. For coral reef scientists, an list of stressors was
adapted from the Hawai i Environmental Risk Ranking
protect was developed. This expanded list included
specific human activities known to cause damage including.
alien or introduced species, toxic chemical pollution;
erosion and sedimentafion; fishing and gathering; boat
grounding, anchor and diver damage; human waste and
garbage; aquarium and shell collecting; human
overuse/crowding, natiiral catastrophies; and dynamite
fishing and other use of explosives. For the community
workshops, the stressors matrix was not used, Rather, a list
of perceived threats suggested by Hilo workshop
participants was used, Threats included over-fishing, over-
gathering anchor damage, boat fuel spiIIs, turtle
harassment, sediinentation, nearbv construction, ces spools,
pesticide s, garbage and others.

UH ibfanoa faculty and staff including Peter Rappa, iifike
Hamnett, Cindy Hunter, and Rick Grigg and Dave Raney
of the Sierra Club and Chris Evans of Bay Pacific
Consulting organized a workshop for coral reef scientists to
assess the state of the reefs on the island of Oahu on
December 2, 199S. A total of 15 coral reef scientists from
UiH ~hfanoa, National i~iarine Fisheries Seance, Hawai'i
Pacific Uiuversity, Aecos, and U.S. Geological Survey took
part in the workshop, The methodology was discussed and
participants used the Hawai'i Coral Reef liutiative
<ssessment  for scientists! forms to assess the state of the
reefs about which they had knowledge. This was follov ed
bi a group assessment, using the Coral Reef Atlas map
segments, of the state of the reefs. The results of boih the

individual assessments and the group assessment have been
edited and a draft report of that meeting has been
completed. The data gathered is now being put into a
database.

ln early February 1996, Sarah Peck, the LH Sea Grant
Extension Agent assigned to Kana, organized a community
assessment workshop to build on the information gathered
about the Kona coast at the Hilo workshops. Dave Raney
and i%like Hamnett presented information on the historv of
the Hawai'i CRI and facilitated the assessment session
using the methodology refined at Hilo. Brian Tissot made
a presentation on coral reef ecosystems and how they
funcuon. Participants provided information on the status
of coral reef ecosystems with which they were familiar and
identified additional sources of information including log
books kept by commercial dive operators.

community orientation workshop and a coral reef
assessment workshop were held on Maui on I farch 30 and
31, 1996. They were orgaiuzed by Hannah Bernard of Hui
ihioana, A total of 30 people attended the orientation
workshop which included presentations by Dave Raney
and h,fike Hamnett The coral reef assessment workshop
included 16 people from the ocean recreation industry,
en~monmental groups, Aiaui Community College, and the
general public. Assessment forms  for community groups!
were completed at the assessment workshop and have been
put into the database.

A community orientation workshop was held on Kauai on
Apnl 18 organized by Don Heacock of the Division of
Aquanc Resources of the State Department of Land and
Yiatural Resources. Chris Evans and Peter Rappa gave an
overview of Hawai'i CRI and the assessment methodology.
A total of six people participated in that workshop and
follow-up meeungs were discussed.

A fallow-up assessment workshop organized by Hannah
Bernard was held in Kihei, hiaui on May 10, 1996, This
workshop drew about 30 people, most of whom did not
attend the earlier workshops. Participants included
coinmercial and recreational divers and dive tour operators,
members of environmental groups, and individuals
concerned with the future of coral reef ecosystems in
Hawai i. in addition to working on the initial assessment
dunng the workshop, Athbne Clark of the Department of
Business, Econonuc Development and Tourism  DBEDT!
made a presentation on the day-use mooring buoy program
organized by DBEDT and The Ocean Recreation Council
of Hawai'i through the Xlalama Kai Foundation,

Preliminary Results of the Initial Assessment

Data garliered dunng the assessment workshop on the
status of coral reef ecosvstems in Hawai'i is soll be pui into
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the database developed by Dave Raney. A considerable
amount of information about coral reef ecosystem "sites"
has been gathered for the more heavily used and studied
areas on Oahu, Maui, and on the west coast of the Big
Island. As one would expect, the sites rated the most
"important"  biology'cally, economically, recreationally, and
culturally! are the sites lor which there are the most data.
On Oahu, these include Kaneohe Bay, Hanauma Bay,
Shark's Cove, Makaha, and Pupukea. On the Big Island,
Kealakekua Bay, Puakoe, and off of the old Kana Airport.
On Maui, sites for which a !ot of information was gathered
include Molokini, "five graves," Honolua Bay, Olowalu
 Coral Gardens!, A.hihi, La Perouse Bay, and several other
sites on the West Coast.

The scientists meeting on Oahu generated the greatest
amount of infotmation from people who have done
systematic studies of coral reef ecosysterns. The value of
using the workshop approach was that it was possible to
get a consensus among mdividual scienusts with a range of
expenence on the status of specific sites. Because of their
scienufic training and background, many of the participants
were able to relay not only information about the status of
reef sites but also talk about coastal processes that have
contributed to the health or degradauon of specific areas.
One interesting outcome of the Oahu scientists workshop
was that there were several areas on the island that were
biologically important because of their biodiversity that did
not appear to be threatened by human activity. These areas
generally ranked Low in terms of their economic and
recreational value because they were relatively inaccessible.

The community meetings on Maui and Hawai'i also
included coraL reef scientists that were able to make the
same kind of contribution. They also included recreational
divers and commercial dive operators that had a
tremendous amount of knowledge of specific sites. In
Kona, one dive operator had visited several dive sites near
the old Kona airport for over ten years. She and her crew
kept detailed logs of each site, and several sites were visited
on at least a weekly basis for over a decade. Log sheets
included information on individual eels and crabs as well as
general changes in the sites as a result of storms and other
"unknown" causes. Other dive operators described
changes along the entire Kona coast they had observed and
documented including crown-of-thorns starfish
infestations, a file fish population explosion along the entire
coast durmg one year, and the death of one vanety of sea
urchin, Several of the dive operators said they did not
understand what caused changes the> had observed, but
they had documented the observed changes in log books.

Participants in the community meetings identified "threats"
to specific coral reef ecosystems ixith which thev were
famihar. These included anchor damage. "over use," over
fishing, "people walking on hve coral," "poaching" in
marine life consetvaiiun distncis, poLLuted runoff fmm

cesspools, and others. While the measurable impact of
many of these threats may require study to prove they are
causing degradation, others, like anchor dainage, are clearly
observable and the dive operators themselves have taken
steps to prevent further damage to live corals.

It is going to require several months to input data gathered
m the course of both the scientists workshops and the
commumty workshops. Even without any systematic
analysis of the data, it seems clear that the assessment has
resulted in a list of "hot spots" or areas considered
unportant bv scientists and ocean users that are potentially
threatened by human activity. Some of these areas have
been monitored by governruent, university scientists, and
non-governmental organizations  NGO! scientists for
many years. Others are areas that should be monitored as
the Hawai'i Coral Reef initiative is further developed.

Other Results of the Workshops and Initial
Assessment

Participants in the cotnmunitv and scientist workshops
have shared information about the treinendous number of
activities currently going on that contribute to the goals of
the coral reef initiative. These include educational
programs for cluldren through public and private schools
including elementary school classes taught by high school
students in the Kana area of the Big Islands; public
awareness and educational programs conducted by
commercial snorkel and dive operators; exhibits on coral
reef habitats done by Bishop Museum and the Waikiki
Aquarium; speaker prograins and World Wide Web sites
on coral reef habitats at the University of Hawai'i at Hilo;
traiiung programs on surveying and monitoring coral reef
habitats like QUEST; formal inonito ring actini ties by
government, uiuversity, and NGO scientists including
efforts at Department of Land and Natural Resources, the
I-Iawai'i Institute of Marine Biology, the Pacilic Whale
Foundation, and the University of Harm'i at Hilo; less
formal monitonng done by recreational divers and
commercial dive operators; coordination of testimony on
dredging projects and shoreline development on the west
coast of Hawai'i; the day-use mooring buoy program; the
Malama Bay Commission studies of water quality and
marine ecosystems on the South Shore of Oahu; and coral
cards being developed by Sierra Club and the Hawat'i
I dumpback 6'hale Sanctuary program.

As already mdicated, a nuinber of new activities beyond the
initial coral reef assessment were suggested by workshop
parncipants. Ifany of the suggestion v"ere for public
educanon /public awareness activaues. Because of the
range of acnvtties identified by workshop parucipants, the
Coastal Zone Xlanagement Program asked ihfs. Carol Shea
to develop a database on coral reef habitat education
programs and materials, + survey Uistrument was
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One other outgrowth of the assessment and commuiuty
workshops is that Brian Tissot at the University of Hawai'i
at Hilo has taken the mitiativc to apply for funding for a
web server for the Hawai i Coral Reef Initiative. The core

group has been discussing options for linking up everyone
involved in the activities discussed in this paper and to
allow people access to the information gathered in the
course of the initial assessment. A newsletter has been
produced and the new information gathered during
workshops needs to get out to people in the network. The
coral reef assessment and education databases can be
printed and published, and additional data can be gathered
and incorporated. However, the technology of' the internet
seems ideal for what the volunteers involved Hawai'i Coral

Reef Initiative want to accomphsh.

developed and has been mailed to an tiutial list of
individuals and organizations. The first of the returned
survey forms was received at the Pacific Basin
Development Council on June l9s'. At this point, the plan
is to continue distributing survey forms and insunng that
they are returned through the month of August and
publishing the database in September or October.
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Abstracts The paper dt'trusses the value of bearhes to the U.S.
nati'onal economy. Fen reah'@ that trmvl and tourism is already
America's largest i»dustry, employer, creator of new jobs, and carrier
of foreign exchange. Although conrputers, iriformation high» ays, and
other high-tech industn'es grab the news, travel and tourism has been
providing the economic growthjobs, andforetg» exchange that makes
the U.S. increast'ng compett'tive in a world eco»onry,

Beaches an key to U.S. tourrsm, sirree they are the leading toiirist
dc'sti nation with historical sites and parks bei ng sero»d nrost popular
and other destinatio» choices mi»or by companso». Coastal states
receive about 85 percent of U.S. tourist-nlated n'venues largely
because of the tremendous popularity of beaches. For example, a
single beach, Miami Beat'h, has more annual tourist visits than
combined visits to Yellowstone, the Grand Canyon, and t'osemr'te
National Parks.

tMany countries recogni zv travel and tourism's importance to economic
grosvth and international competitiveness. Examples are given of
countries spendingfar more tha» the US. on beaches, including a
massive program t'n Spairi to restore existing beaches a»d develop
completely»ew ones.

The retur» on investment of beach nstoration is dt'trussed wi th Miami
Beach as an example. Tourist beach visits at Miami Beach almost
tripled over five years folio»i ng beach restoration. Annual spending

just byforetg» tourists at miami Beach is 700 times the rrstoration's
capitah~md cost. Federal taxes from these foreigit tourists at tirtiami
Beach aiv mon than the U.S. spends nationale, oii rhore pi5tection
and restoration.

Largest Industry

Travel and tourism is the largest mdustry in the L,S. and
world with world-wide revenues of $2.9 trillion  rrtiller,
1993!. It is a huge industry with the U.S, being the only
country with a Gross Rational Product exceeding world-
wide travel and tourism revenues. Travel and tourism
contributes $746 billion to America's Gross Domestic
Product  GDP!  Wall Street Journal, 1995!. This is over
10v/0 of U.S. output and makes travel and tourism the
second largest contributor to GDP just behind combined
v:holesale and retail trade  Wall Street Journal, 1995!  or
the largest contributor with wholesale and retail trade
separated!,

Travel and tourism also produces significant tax revenues
to all levels of government with annual revenues ot $58
billion  Borcover, 1995!. Foreign tourism alone produces
annual U.S. tax revenues of about $7,5 billion  U.S. Travel
and Tounsm Adrrutustration 1995a!, The majority of these
tax revenues  about 53'/v or $4 biHion! go to the Federal
Government  U.S. Travel and Tourism Adrrutustration,
1994!. Local Governments that provide most tourtst-
support infrastructure receive only 14.3 /o of the tax
revenue from foreign tourists  U.S. Travel and Tourist
Administration, 1994!,

Travel and tourisin is by far America's largest employer,
employing 14,4 milhon people  Wall Street Journal, 1995!,
In contrast, aH U.S. manufacturing mdustries from IBM to
General Motors to Intel employ only 18 million people
 World Almanac, 1994!. In addition, travel and tourism
employment is increasing rapidly, whereas manufacturing
employment is declining. In 1994, tourism-related jobs
increased by 343,000  Business Week, 1994!. This has
more than compensated for an average annual decline in
the U,S. over the past decade of 200,000 manufacturing
jobs due to increases in manufacturing productivity.

Keywords; beaches, touri sm, beach nstoration

Introduction

Travel and tourism are becoming an increasingly unportant
industry in the modem world economv. Few realize that
the travel and tounsm segment rs alreach America's largest
rndustry, employer, creator of new jobs, and earner ot
foreign exchange. Although computers, informanon
highways, and other high-tech industries grab the new>;
travel and tourism has been providing the economic
grov eh, jobs, and foreign exchange making the U.S.
increasingly competitive in a world economv. Since
beaches are the number one tounst destrnadon in the U,S,
they play a kev role in U.S. travel and tourism.

The rapid increase in travel and tourism jobs and d«cbne in
traditional manufacturing is largely unrecognized by local
and state governments in the U,S, that still compete to
attract manufacturing jobs. Their efforts often target high-
technology industries that are reducing employment as
rapidly as other manufacturing industries. Even Florida,
with remarkable competitive advantages rn travel and
tourism, concentrates on attracting high-technology
industries. Part of this benign neglect of travel and tourism
may be due to perceptions that this industry has low-wage
jobs. However, per-capita wages for travel and tourism
jobs in the U.S. average $34,300, slightly ahead ot average
U.S. industry wages  WaH Street Journa,19955. SvAtzerland
provxdcs a good example of lugh wages in touristn, since it
depends on tourism morc than any developed country yet
has one of the world's highest per-capita incomes.
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The waning importance of manufacturing and increasing
economic importance of travel and tourism is iHustrated by
the steel industry, In the early 1960s, a dispute between the
Kennedy Administration and steel industry over pnce
increases contributed to the economy sliding into recession.
Today the relative decline in economic importance of the
steel industry makes a similar event unlikely. Instead, news
of drive-by shootings of foreign tourists in the U.S. is likely
to have greater economic impact than steel-price increases,
since spending by foreign tourists supports about ten times
more jobs than the steel industry �'orld Almanac, 1994;
Business Week, 1994!.

Key to International Competitiveness

"There is probably no country m the world that has a
grearer comparative advantage in tourisin than the United
States"  U.S. Travel and Tourism Administration, 1993!,
A.l though domestic tourism is sometimes thought to
provide local or regional rather than national benefits,
foreign tourism in the U.S provides clear national benefits
important to America's position in a competiave world
economy. In fact, travel and tourism is one of a handful of
developed-world industries that the U,S. dominates. The
U.S. receives over 45'/0 of the developed world's travel-
and-tourism revenues and 60'/0 of its profits  WaH Street
Journal, 1994!. The U.S. runs a large merchandise trade
deiicit, but has a trade surplus in services with travel and
tourisin providing the largest and fastest growing segment
of this surplus. Foreign visitors spend about $80 biHion a
year in the U.S. and were expected to produce a $26 billion
U.S. trade surplus in 1995 in travel and tounsm  Wall Street
Journal, 1995; Business Week, 1994!. This surplus is
greater than rhe enure U.S. trade surplus for agricultural
products,

U,S. employment relating to international tourism grew at
an annual rate of 17.7'lo from 1990 to 1995. This
compares with an annual 4,5-percent loss of U.S.
manufacturing jobs over the same period due ro mcreased
manufacturing productivity  U.S. Travel and Tounsm
Administration, 1995a!. U.S. employment in internaiioiial
tourism is proiected to increase by IS.I~/0 annuaHy trom
1995 to 2000  U.S. Travel and Tourism Administranon,
1995a!, This growth rate wiH double international-tourism
employment in the U,S. every four years. The benefits of
this rapid growth will be spread throughout the U.S.
econoiny since there are 1.4 million tourism-related
businesses in the U.S., and 98/o of them are classified as
smaH businesses  U.S. Travel and Tourism A.dministration,
1995a!, Foreign tourist spending in the U.S. is projected ro
nse ro 5132 biHion in the year 2000  U.S. Travel and
Tourism Administration, 1993!,

Beaches Key to U.S. Tourism

Beaches are the key element of U.S. rourism, since they are
the leading tourist destination with historical sites and parks
bang the second most popular and other destination
choices minor by companson  USA Today, 1993!. Coastal
states receive about 85~!o of tourist-related revenues in the

U.S., largely because beaches are tremendously popular
 %'orld Almanac, 1994!. Foreign tourists are even more
attracted to U.S. coastal states with over 90'/0 of foreign-
tourist spending in coastal states  U.S. Travel and Tounsm
Administration, 1994!. Although there are many interior
attractions m the U.S, from Yellowstone to the Grand
Canyon and from Las Vegas ro Branson, iliissouri; the
popularity of beaches dominates tourism, For example, a
single beach location, Afiami Beach, reported more tourist
visits �1 nuliron! than were made to any U.S. National
Park Service property  Wiegel, 1992; World Almanac,
1994!. Manu Beach has more tourist visits than twice the
combmed number of tourist visits to Yellowstone �,6
million!, the Grand Canyon �.0 million!, and Yosemite �.3
iniHion!  World Almanac, 1994!. hftami Beach alone had
more than a third the number of recreation visits inade to
aH U.S. Bureau of Land iinagement public lands �70
rniHion acres!  World Almanac, 1994!. There are likely
more recreation visits to beaches than to lands of the
National Park Service and Bureau af Land Managemen.t
combined, Beaches are America's playland and economic
heartland with beach tourism contributin about $170
biHion annually to the economy  Houston, 1995!. Beach
erosion is the number one concern about beaches that
Americans have who visit beaches  HaH and Siaimer,
1995!.

World-wide Cotnpetition Facing U.S.

Tlie unportance of travel and tourism's importance to
world economies, employment, and international
compentiveness has not been lost on America's economic
competitors. For example, Germany and Japan have out-
spent the V.S, in infrastructure mvestmenr for decades
including spending freely to maintain their beaches as
infrastructure mvestments  Houston, 1995!. For example,
Germany has spent about $3.3 billion over 40 years on
shore protection and restoration with most spending in
recent decades on beach nourishment  KeHerar, 1992!.
This is about five tunes corresponding U.S, expenditures
over the same period and about 25 to 50 times a greater
share of GDP  Houston, 1995!. These expenditures wete
made ro protect a coastline less than 5'/0 the length of the
U.S. coast. Japan's budget for shore prorection and
restorauon has topped $1.5 billion in a single year P lanne
Facilities Panel, 1991!. Tlus is more spent on shore
protection and restoratioii in a single year than the U5. has
spent m over 40 ! ears  U.S. Army Corps or Engineers,
1994!, Spain with irs extensive beaches is a ruajor U.S,
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competitor in attracting international tourism, especiaUy
beach tourism. Spain is conducting a 5-year program ta
both restore its eroded beaches and build completely new
beaches. This Spanish beach-restoration program is
spending more in five years from 1993 to 1998 than the
U.S. has spent on beach restoration over the past 40 years
Pfinisterio de Obras Publicas y Transportes, 1993!. Spain
also is the world's leading advertiser for international
tourists, spending ten times as much as the U.S.
 Washington Post, 1995!, The U.S. ranks 31st in the world
in advertising to attract international tourists  Washington
Post, 1995!.

Over the past four decades the U.S. has spent only $15
miHion annuaUy on shore protection and restoration  $34
million in 1993 dollars!  U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,
1994!. This compares with annual U.S. subsidies of $61
million for mohair wool  mohair value of $13 miUion!,
$134 million for wool  $53 million value!, and $199 miHion
for rice production in a single state  Houston, 1995!. U.S.
spending on beach restoration has been less than 0.1'/o of
U.S. spending for crop subsidies or foreign aid.

Economic Return of Beach Nourishment

Beach nourishment at <miami Beach is a good example at
the economic benefits of beach restoration. Iiiiami Beach
had virtuaHy no beach by the mid-1970s due to erosion. As
a result facilities were run down, and hHami Beach was nat
the place to visit, Beach nounshrnent in the late 1970s
rejuvenated iviiami Beach and opened its beach to the
public. Beach attendance, based on lifeguard counts and
aerial surveys, increased from 8 riuUian in 1978 to
21 million in 1983 PX"iegel, 1992!, Mami Beach now has
over two million foreign visitors who spend more than $2
biHion annually  Cobb, 1992!. Annual foreign revenue
alone is about 40 times the $52 million cost of this beach-

naurishrnent project that has lasted over 15 years
 Houston, 1995!. The capitalized project cost is about
$3 rniHion per rear just over its current life. With foreign
revenues of $2 biUion a year at b,liami Beach, every $1
mvested annuaHy to nourish the beach returns $700
annuaHy in foreign exchange. This compares with a return
of little more than $1 m agricultural-trade surplus for each
$1 of crop subsidy  World Almanac, 1994!. If the Xiiami
Beach experience of a $700 return m foreign exchange for
every $1 invested in beach renaurishment were successfuUv
repeated through beach restorarions around the U.S., an
investmeiit of less than I'/r of the annual crop subsidy or
foreign-aid spending would wipe aur most of' the U.S. trade
deficit of over $100 biHion.

It is instrucuve to compare annual federal tax revenues af
$,.5 billion just from foreign tourists with expenditures on
beach infrastructure  beach nourishment! needed to attract
foreign tourists. From 1950 � !993 the tederal governmenr

and its cost-sharing partners spent an average ot $15
miHian  or $34 rniHion in 1993 dollars! annually on beach
nourishment  U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1994!, The
Federal Government share of these expenditures was about
$10 million annually  or $22 million m 1993 dollars!.
Therefore, the federal government aimuaHy receives tax
revenues from foreign tourists  $7,5 bigion! that are about
180 times its expenditures �993 dollars! resronng the
.'Vatian's beaches. Of course, tax revenues from domesric
taunsts far exceed the $7.5 billion from foreign tourists.

The greatest tax revenues from foreign tourists are
coUected in Florida with annual revenues of $1.43 billion
 U,S. Travel and Tourism A.dmiiustration, 1994!. The
federal government receives about $754 million of these
revenues with local governments receiving only $98 million
 U.S. Travel and Tourist Administration, 1994!. Annual
Federal tax revenues just fram foreign tourists visiting
Florida have been about 75 times annual Federal spenihng
on beach nourishinent m Florida. Federal tax revenues
from foreign tourists visiting hami Beach, Flonda, are
over $130 million a year, or about 65 times the Federal
share of the capitalized annual cost of the Miami Beach
beach-nourishment project  Houston, 1995; U.S. Travel
and Tourist Administration, 1994!. In fact, the Federal
Government receives about six times as much tax revenue
annuaHy from foreign-tourist spending at 'Aiiami Beach
than it spends to restore the entire Nation's beaches!
Clearly, the Federal Government is receiving a huge return
on its beach-nourishment investment just from foreign-
tourist taxes and not incluchng taxes from domestic tourists
nor reduction of storm damage and resultmg emeigency-
relief spending.

U.S. Beginning to Lose Lead

Abundant natural attractions, including the world's most
extensive beaches, make the U.S. attractive to tourists.
However, there is a world economy in tounsm that gives
consumers ample choices and produces stiff world-wide
competition for tourists. If beaches in Florida and other
states become run down, German tourists can choose
Spanish beaches. If Hawaiian and Californian beaches
decline, Japanese tourists can choose Australia's Gold
Coast beaches. This world-wide competition is ureH
recognized outside the U.S. For example, Australia has
established a cabinet-level tounsm minister ro aid
competiuon for foreign tourists  CarroU, 1992!. Canada
recently launched a $99 miUian ad campaign to attract
tourists. In contrast, the U.S, spends just $16.3 million
advertismg rourism ro irs international tourist inarkets
 Sharp, 1995!.

There are signs that the U.S. is starting to lose m the
international competition for tourists. The stiff
campeutiori Eor international rounsrs has resulted in a
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steady decline in the 1990s in the U.S. market share of
world tourism receipts, and this decline is expected to
continue for the remainder of the decade  V,S. Travel and
Tourism Administration, 1995a!. In just the past two years
the U.S. has lost 16'io of its market share of international
tourists, If the U.S. had simply maintained its share of two
years ago, 170,000 more Americans would be employed
today  U.S. Travel and Tourism A.dxninistration, 1995b!.

Conclusions

With travel and tourism being the largest industrv,
employer, and foreign-revenue earner in the U,S, and
beaches the leachng tourist destination, beach tourism plays
a pivotal role in the U.S. economy. However, few
Americans realize that beaches are a key driver of
Amenca's economy and its competihon in a world
economy, Foreign tourism clearly provides significant
national benehts smce it provides the Nation's largest trade
surplus. Foreign tourism is one of the fastest growing
industries in the U.S. and world. However, it is very
competitive, and the U.S. lead in attracting foreign tourism
has been eroding. With over 90'fo of foreign-tourist
spending concentrated in coastal states and with beaches
the leading V.S, tourist destination, the state of America' s
beaches is key to maintaining the U.S. share of international
tourism, Local, state, and the federal governments receive
far more in tax revenues than they spend maintaisung and
restoring the nation's beaches. Without a paradigm shift in
attitudes toward the economic signihcance of travel and
tourism and necessary infrastructure in!,estment to
maintain and restore beaches, the U.S. wiH relinquish a
dorrunant wor!d-wide lead in its most important industry,
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ZONING STRATEGIES IN CORAL

REEF MANAGEMENT
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ASS'ttBCrt Zoning a+err an egectice means for managing coraireef
ecogstems for multiple iusgh'c6ng ecatonrism uses This paper
desert'hes various @ning strategier, discusses the disrct casts and
ptttentt'al beneftts fsnm ~mns'ng, and mentt'ons lessons leunred in earP
expert'ences af catrtl reef <mni ng.

Keywords: coral reef management, <wni ng, economics, nsnlliple uses,
canservatson, Presen ation

In managing a reef ecosystem for pubhc use, traditional
econonuc culture would dictate taxing each use at a rate
equal to the cost imposed on society in terins of reef
degradation, crowding, and general imposition on other
uses. The reduction in use as a result of the tax should
improve reef conditions so as to increase the total value of
the reef for aH uses. In reality, institutional, political, and
physical barriers make implementation of an optimal tax
policy highly impracbcal. Taxes are costly to implement
and difficult io enforce. Furthermore, determining the
"correct" tax to charge would be problematic at best. This
paper describes some alternative policies, then
demonstrates how zoning strategies can be applied to
ameliorate some of the losses from overuse and conflicts in
use.

Second-bes t Strategies

An alternative to individual use taxes is a flat tax. A flat tax
is simpler to coflect and, if high enough, wiH reduce
crowding and overuse problems. Its disadvantage is that it
fafls to target the most imposing uses and therefore would
likely exclude more uses than a more discrirruna ting,
individual tax. An alternative to taxanon is eIImmating one
or more of the most degrading uses, coral harvesting for
example, In popular diving areas, coral harvesting and
fishing have been disaflowed to help maintain natural
ecosystem populafions and species diversity. In less
restrictive areas, fishing is allowed, but catch rates are
limited or gear restrictions are imposed. In large managed
areas with conflictin activities such as nature diving and
fishing, zo rung is used to separate diverse activities.
Zoning aflows areas to be managed for multiple uses. In
rhrs way, conflicts are reduced and overalI use value is
higher,

Benefits and Costs of Conservation Zoning

Zones can be used to separate competing uses and reduce
conflicts between uses. With zoning, preservation and
conservation areas can be designated to reduce or eliminate
prunary sources of stress, preservauon and conservation
zones in coral reef ecosystems offer a numbe~ of direct
beneflts:

Higher quality nature dives in conservation zones and
around preservation zones.

2. Scientific basehne for research,
3. Source of increased biomass to help restock coral and

fish populauons.
Source of biological diversity providin a genetic bank
for non-preservation areas.

5. Reliable means of protecting unique habirats,
threatened ecosystems, and endangered species.

In developing an effective zoning management plan, a full
accounting of costs is requisite and should mclude the
foHowing.
1, The loss from displaced uses.
2. Outlays for maintenance and enforcement.
3. Expenditures for data coHection to monitor zoning

effectiveness.

Zoning Cores and BufFers

Consider a pristine area of the reef to be protected as a
preservanon area and designate it the cosr. To protect the
cvsr at its boundaries, a buPer with compatible uses {such as
nature snorkeling and diving! wiH surround the core. With
cores and buffers, a zoiung management plan will require
simultaneous determinanon of the foHowing variables:
1. Number of core zones.
2. Location and size of each core.
3. Uses allowed in each core.
4. Location and size of the buffer zones,
5. Uses allowed in each buffer.

Multiple core zones have the advantage of reducing the risk
of loss from a natural chsaster or unforeseen event.

Iclultiple cores may also help to reduce public opposition to
zones by achieving similar results with multiple small cores
versus a single large core and by providing spatial
separation between multiple conflicting uses.

Basic zoning management can be improved with more
sophisticated strategies, Dynamic cores, for example, are
zones that change location with natural migration patterns
of animals or ocean currents. blah'eahle cores are zones that
change size, shape, or use, as new scientific informanon
becomes available or as economic circumstance~ change.
The zoning strategies described here are iflustrated in
Figures 1 through  r.
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Figure 6. Malleable core.Ftgure 2. Multtple cores.

Problems and Recommendations

Managers may encounter the Following problems in the
process of implementing and enforcing conservation zones
as part of an overall reef management strategy:
1. Public opposition from displaced groups.
2. Maintaining and enforcing zones at the borders,
3, Poaching and other illegal uses wtthin the zones.

To alleviate some of the problems of zone management,
the Following guidelines are recommended:
1. Develop a zoning plan that is as simple as possible.
2. Define zones that are sonsistent with ongoing activities

and existing regulations,
Use bngers to alleviate pressure at borders of the core.

4. Clearly delineate zones using geographical features
where possible.
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Figure 1. Core with buffer zone.

Figure 3. Multiple cores with single buffer zone.

Figure 4. Multiple differentiated cores with single buffer zone.

Figure 5. Shifting or rotating core
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Abstract Recognising the potential of cruise shipping, the
Australian governme»t set an'de fundingin ifs f993 � 94 budget
to examine what must be done by government and industry to
help develop Austraha as a more attractsve and competitive
crucsing destination, The nsuiting report, a c vatcona/ Cruese
Shipping Strafe@~, examines the nation's currrnf posifio» in the
world cruise market, the opportunitc'es that exist fo increase
nrarket share and the impediments to growth.

Using a framework of analysis devvkped hy the authors, this
paper provides souse te»Au&e estimates of the ecvnomicimpact of
ma'se tourism in Ausfrahia The dinct expendsturv impact of
err»st'»g includes passenger expel'sures durirsg fhe crease and on
tours, meals and shoppi ngi» Auftrai la as well'as some pre- and
post-cruise air travel and accnetmodatt'on. Operator expenditure
on ship sion's, food and he~ages, wafer, fuel and maintenance
ca» also be substantial Governments a»d port aufhorities also
receive revenue through the ra»ge offederal state a»d femfory
faxes and port charges applyi»g to !hc passage of vessels in
Austrailan waters. Two exampks are provided to tllustrate tbe
potential henefct to Austrak'a from grvwthin crea'se fourism. The
first exampk involve a purely coastal cruise with two visite to
stopover ports and o»e to a horne port The second exampL
involves an eleve» day cruise i» c'nternafional waters departing
fmrrr Sydney nnth stopovers in Ki la and Suva.

One finding of the paper is that cruise tourists an' hfgher kidd
tourist, spending, o» average, much higher amountsper day than
ofher categories of international tourists. Another is that home-
porfing cruise shipsin Australia, nnth a marketing entphascs on
fly-cruise packages for i rrbound tourists, has the greatesf potential
for generating large expenditun infkws to the»atio». The
eco»omic'impacts welf, ho»ever be reduced fo the extent that
foreign visitors sfmp! snnfch jism a land-based Australian
holiday to cruise tourisnr and ivhere Aust'railcnt resrdents fake a
cruise rather than a domestic hob'day.

I V'hi le the empi ri cal rej lr on Australian data, the fhzorefi cali J sues
ai'scussedin fhe paper ave ofgenericimportance. 1heframework
developed by the authors can be employed by researchers aria'
poilcy rsakers fo develop greater underrfanaing of the economic
i enpact f ocruise tourism.

Kcvwordsf cruise tourism, economic. impacts, Austraila

Cruise tourisin is one of the major growth areas of world
tourisin. Recognising its potential signi6cance to Australia, the
federal government set aside funding in its 199&94 budget to
examine how to develop the nation as a inore attractive and
competitive cruising destination. The resulting report, a
National Cruise Shipping Strategy, examines Australia's current
position in the world cruise market, the opportunities that exist
to increase market share and the impediments to growth
 Commonwealth Departinent of Tourism, 1995!,

The paper will proceed as follows: 6rstly, it will identify the
types of economic impacts resulting from cruise tourism,
distinguishing between categories of expenditure associated
with this market, and identifying those impacts which are
primarily relevant to a stopover or home port area and those
which are broader or national in scope. Secondly, it provides
estunates of expenditure injected into Australia for two gyes
of cruises � a purely coastal cruise in A.ustrahan waters with
two visits to a stopover port and one to a home port, and an
eleven-day cruise tn tntemattonal waters deparnng Sydney with
stopovers in Vila and Suva, Because of leakages due to foreign
ownership and foreign sourcing of inputs, the average
expenditure per passenger per cruise injected into the
Australian economy is twice as great for the coastal compared
to the international cruise. In both cases, injected expenditure
is greater when cruise tourists include an add-on, pre or post
cruise holiday in Australia. In the final section of the paper
there is a discussion of some policy implications of the
6ndings. Three issues are addressed, atl of which relate to the
marketing of Australia as a cruise destination. These are:
cost price reductions resulting from more ef6cient delivery of
services, new product development, and promotion of cruise
tourism. The discussion highlights the possibility that a
proportion of the increased demand for cruise tounsm to
Austraha may be at the expense of growth m existing tounsm
markets and thus reduce the net foreign exchange earnings to
the nation from this newly einerging inarket. The discussion
draws out the implications for further research in the area of
cruise touri sin.

Economic Impact of Cruise Tourism in
Australia

Regional & National Impacts of Cruise Tourism
Expenditure

Cruise tourism expenditure has direct, indirect and induced
effects on the economy and regions within. The direct effect is
on suppliers who seH goods and services directly to tourists or
cruise operators. Tourist expenditure is received as revenue by
food and beverage suppliers, fuel suppliers, hotels, restaurants,
tour and transport companies, shops, entertainment veuues,
etc. In the process of satisfvmg tounst demand value added
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accrues to the employees as wages, to the owners as
pzofits, or to the government as tax revenue  thus
constituting a source of development financing.
Indirect effects result from 'flow on' when direct

suppliers purchase inputs from other firms which in
turn purchase inputs frozn other firms and so on, The
induced effects arise when the recipients of the direct
and indirect expenditure � firms and their employees�
spend their increased incomes which in turn sets off a
process of successive rounds of' purchases by supplying
industries and further induced consuznpnon. These
effects are often analysed usmg multipliers derived
From input-output models, but increasingly, the
advantages of using computable general ecluiJibrium
models are bemg recognised  Dwyer 8c Forsyth, 1993
and 1994!,

Cruise tourism expenditure can conveniently be divided
into passenger purchases and operator purchases. It is
assumed that the operator is a foreign company
reflecting the reality of the cruise slup sector of
Australian tourism. Thus, only expenditure on goods
and services sourced in Austzaha is relevant to assessing
the economic significance of cruise tounsm to the
nation.

The main categories of cruise tourism expenchture, with
a comment on the pnmacy of regional or national
impact appears in Table l.

Passenger expenditure includes that incurred as part of
the cruise  port visit expenditure! and also that which is
associated with making the cruise, Thus it includes air
fares to/from Australia � some of this expenditure,
though not aH, will be paid to A.ustralian-owned airlines,
There is also internal travel within Australia � this is
mainly done by air, though not exclusively. Australian-
owned airlines wiH obtain a share of international air

Fares paid by people joining cruises. i%lost of Bus
expenditure will be effectively dispersed throughout the
economy � onlv a small proportion oF it, associated
with sezvicing international Flights, will be spent at the
regional leveL � a base port wdl have flights m and out,
and some expenditure will be incurred on supporting
these. Some add-on expenditure is essential For the
cruise; for exainple accommodation in port before the
cruise begins, The regional share of add-on
expenditure wiH be significant, since there ivtH be an
unavoidable minimum that must be incurred
association with the cruise  local transport,
accommodanon before/after the cruise!. The
proportion will depend on how much add-on
expenchture the cnuse generates � if it is sigzuficant, the
proportion is likelv to be low, as tourists take the
oppoztunitv to visit other regions. In a sense, dus
expenditure can be regarded as being 'generated' by the
cnuse, and it is unlikely to have been made, at least ro

the same extent, if the cruise had not taken place. Cruise
passengers also make direct expenditures, on excursions,
attractions and shopping while on the cruise,

Cruise operators make a range of expenditures. They pay
charges associated with the use of the port. These include
state government charges, which are levied to cover the cost of
navigational services. There are charges levied by the port
authority, and these will include charges for the terminal used.
Towage charges will be paid to private operators for services
provtded, as will stevedoring charges. Port charges, towage
and stevedoring wiH be mainly for services that are supphed in
the region and thus the expenditure wiH be incurred within the
region. The operator wiH purchase goods and services to
provision the vessel. These will include stores and
providonng, fuel, and services to enable ship operation, such as
waste disposal and electricity.

There wiH be some local component due to the services in
acniafly supplymg the fueL Where the vessel is provided with
stores, etc. there wiH be both local and national expenditure.
Services purchased  e.g., waste disposal, electzicitv! are likelv to
come mainly from the region. While some fuel may be
produced within a region, most of it will not be, Even if the
local Firms were paid for fuel, they wiH pass on most of' their
receipts to others outside.

Two forms of crew expenditure will result in expenditure on
goods and services in Australia. The first of these is hiring
Australian crew, aH of the cost of this wiH be expenchture "in
Australia." In addition, the operator will hire foreign crew�
only what they spend in port wiH be expenditure in Australia.
Typically only a small proportion of the total crew wiH be
Australian.

Expenditure associated with the employment of Australian
crew is likely io be nanonal, though there may be a bias
towards the region. People who obtam employment on cruise
vessels are likely to live in home ports and spend their incomes
there. Expenditure by foreign crew is likely.to be mainly on
goods and services produced in the region of the port, Apart
from these expenditures, the operator wiH make expenditures
on stop maintenance. Ship znaintenance is likely to be regional,
and marketing/business expenses are Likely to have regional
and national components.

The cruise operator will also have business expenditures in
Australia � these will include costs of operating an office, and
also some marketing expenditure in Australia.  It would be
necessary to exclude any costs of marketmg cnuses elsewhere
in the world � e.g�Cunard markets cruises in Alaska as well as
Australia wittun Australia!.

Finalh, taxes may be levied on cruise operators. These include
come taxes � some operators wiH be exempt, due to the

operauons of tax agreements and the nature of their cztuses.
There may be customs duties payable, and departure taxes ~tH
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Table 1: Cruise Expenditure and Regional and National Effect  Source: Forsyth Br Dwyer 1995 p13; Commonwealth
De artment of Tourism 1995 Table 3.

Item Purchases Im act

Airfares to/ from Australia
national: si 'ficant re 'onal shareroad, rail, airInternal travel
national: si cant re 'onal shareaccommodanon, meals,Add-on ex enditure

excursions, sho in

meals, excursions and travel, sho in
efore and after cruise

mainl rt re onPort ex nditure
OPERATOR

Port expenditure

Provedoring

Australian crew national, s' ' cant re onal

ott e endtture bv fore crew

Shi maintenance
national and re onal

national
Marke in Australia

Taxes income tax, customs duty and
de arture tax

T e of E enditure

PASSENGER

State Government

port charges
towage
stevedorin

bunkering
stares
services waste dis osal, water

regional and State
regional
regional
re 'anal

national, smaH regional
regional and national

'onal
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be levied. It should be noted that apart from direct
taxes on cruises, there wiH be indirect taxes. These
would include fuel taxes, and it is possible that state
government charges would include a tax element. To
the extent that the charges are for navigational facilities,
and these are in the region, expenditure wdl come back
to the region. Most taxes however, are hkely to mainly
go outside the region. Most of the taxes wiH be
collected by the Commonwealth, and to a lesser extent,
state governments, There may be a flow back of some
taxes; for example taxes such as departure taxes which
are charged tor services performed.

Cruise Tourism Expenditure Patterns

There is very little empirical information available on
which to estimate the economic impacts of cruise
tourism to Australia, Cruises differ considerably
amongst themselves and there is no 'typical' cruise.
Such data that do exist are m a form which does not
easily translate into the framework as exhibited above.
Thus the following results must be regarded as tentative
and be treated with caution.

Table 2 provides estimates of expenditure within
Australia for two types of cruises. The coastal cruise is
a six-day cruise in Australian waters with a Sydney-
Brisbane-TownsviHe-Cairns itinerary. The costs
associated with the Sydne! and Cairns visits are
averaged over two cruises, smce these are turnaround
ports. Thus this cruise is taken as a three visit cruise,
with two visits to stopover ports, and one to a home
po ft.

Assuming all passengers are foreigners, the coastal
cruise is estimated to inject $755,867 of foreign
exchange into Australia per cruise, Passenger and Crew
expenditure injection is approximately $239,000. The
bulk of ship operating costs is for provedoring,
Followed by port charges, fuel and taxes. Taking aH
expenditure into account the average expenditure
within Australia generated by the cruise is $825 per
passenger.

With respect to the International Cruise, only
expenditure in the home port  Sydney! is relevant to
assessing its economic impact on Australia. The
international cruise is estimated to inject only $367,000
expenditure per visit. Passenger and crew expenditure
injection is approxunately $172,000 while ship
operating costs total approximately $195,000.

'XMe total fuel and provedonng costs to the ship
owner would be greater than for the coastal cruise,
given the longer journey involved, there is no liability
for fuel excise or direct taxes for international cruises.
As a resuIt, and because of the lower port charges awav

from Australia, the ship operating costs for the international
cnuse are substantially lour than for the coastal cruise.

On the same assumptions that aH passengers on the
international cruise are foreigners the average foreign exchange
injection into Australia is $401 per passenger per cruise, Tlus
is less than half of the corresponding figure for coastal
c iul sing�.

Additional Cruise Generated Expenditure

Additional economic impacts would result from expenditure of
cruise passengers who combine their cruise, with other tourism
in Australia, To the extent that such 'add-on' expenditure
would not have occurred without the cruise it may bc
considered as cruise associated expenditure.

Estiinates of expenditure in Australia for different types of
cruise passenger appear in Table 3. Included in these estimates
are passenger expenditure, crew expenditure in Austraha, ship
operating expenditure in Austraha and 'add-on' holiday
expenditure, For the 'add-on' component it is assumed that
average daily expenditure etluals the average for aH holiday
visitors to Australia. This was $95 per day in 1994  Bureau of
Tourism Research, 1995!.

In terms of aggregate expenditure per international visitor the
largest inlection of foreign exchange comes from those tounsts
who fly to Austraha and undertake a six � day coastal cruise with
a seven-day add-on. However, these visitors spend the lowest
amount per day, on average. Conversely, those visitors who fly
to Australia and undertake an 11-day foreign cruise spend the
least amount in aggregate  $401! but the largest amount per
day  $401!. For each type of cruise tourism passenger,
however, the average expenditure per day exceeds the
estimated $79 per day for all visitors to Australia  Bureau of
Tourism Research, 1995!, Compared with other internationaI
visitors ro Australia, cruise tourism results in more direct
expenditure per visitor day  Commonwealth Department of
Tounsm, 1995!.

Marketing Australia as a Tourism Destination

The above results have a bearing on policy to inaxiinise the
econoimc significance of cruise tourism to Australia.
nuruber of specific policy recommendations appear in the
National Cruise Shippmg Strategy covering areas such as the
operating environment, non-port facilities, the regulatory
environment, the natural environment and issues concerrung
the marketing oF Australia as a cruise tourism destination
 Commonwealth of Australia, 1995!. The underlymg premise
on wtuch the Nanonal Cruise Shipping Strategy is based is that
there is significant potential for Australia to further develop as
a cruising destinanon and that there are enormous benefits for
aU stakeholders m doing so  Commonwealth of Australia,
1995!, There are however a number of issues which need
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Passengcv Bc   rew Expenditure:
Assumes 9'l 6 passengers  ie. 6dl capaaty! and 304 crev .
Average expenditure per pr>rt per passenger $173 and average expenditure per port per crew member $45  Rsmis Corporation 1995!.
Fuel Costs TCS 1 994 schedule 2!
Coastal Cruse estimated $50,510
lntemadonal Cruise estimated 5G9,424 roM expenditure on fuel $50,000 of which is purchased in Sydney.
Port Charges  TCS 1 994 schedule 2!
CoasM Cruises estimated 555,403 port charges  total for Sydney, Bnsbane, TownsviHe & Ca!ms!,
lntetnauonal Cruise estimated $29,303 covers Sydnev only.
Servicing Costs
Coastal Cruise cstunatcs of water, garbage, agency, provedonng costs based on TCS 1994 schedule 2
International Cruise: one third of water 8c garbage costs allocated to horne port of Sydney.
AH agency costs represent home port can!cnditure.
provedonng purchases esomated at $131 440  ICS 1994 schedule 2!. Mosv provedoring purchased in home port and estimated to be $1 EO,<l00.
Tax
Coastal Cruise: esnrnated company taxes paid to Federal and Sate goi-ernments.  TCS 1994 schedule 2!.
International Cruse: Foreign cruse operator does not pay direct taxes and fuel u not taxed.

Assumes one day stopover
As pcr Table 2 for G dav cruise.
ks pcr Table ~ SR25 for Gr Jay cruise plus 7 Jay ad J-on at 595 pcr Jay.
As per Table 2 lor ! 1 Jav cruise wrih only on«Ja> m home port, Sl Jncv
As pcr Table v $4t!l tr!r orrc Jav i» brune ln!rc, SvJr!«y, plus 7 Jay uJJ-on ut S' per Jc».
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Cost/Price Reductions

New Product Development

Protnotion of Cruise Tourism

careful consideration in the quest to market Australia as
a cruise ship destination, These issues will now be
addressed in the context of three broad strategies to
increase expenditure in Australia from cruise tourism.
These strategies involve cost/price reductions resulting
from more ef6cient delivery of services, new product
development and promotion of cruise tourism,

The National Strategy recommends acnons to reduce
costs of delivering cruise tounsm services thxough, inter
aila, the development of naiionaHy consistent pobcies in
relation to the applicatio~ of regulations; innovative
approaches and ef scient pricing of port services;
improved terminal facilities; unproved passenger
border clearance arxangements; easing constraints on
operators obtaiiung voyage pernuts  Commonwealth
Department of Tourism, 1995!. Increased efficiencies
in cruise tourism operations can result in cost savings
which can be passed on to some extent, to passengers
in rhe form of lower fares.

Lower fares may generate additional demand fox cruse
rounsm from both foreigners as well as Australian
residents. To the extent that some proportion of
Foreign visitors substitute a cruise holiday for a land-
based holiday in Australia, the nation wiH receive less
expenditure than otherwise. The expenditure gains to
Australia from the additional demand for cruise
tourism encompass only the visitation ro Australia thar
would not otherwise have occurred.

While lower fares may generate increased foreign
visitation associated with cruise tourism it may also
generate additional demand by Austrahan residenrs.
Where more domestic tourists take Australian based
cruises, there wiH be an impact on domestic
expenditures and foreign exchange. To the extent that
domestic tourists substitute from foreign tnps, there
will be a net gain or loss in expenditures, dependent on
how much such tourists would have spent. Foreign
exchange effects will normally be positive; the saving in
hohday costs will reduce foreign exchange
expenditures, but the net foreign component of the
cruise cost  cruise price less amount spent per person in
Australia! wiH be a Foreign expenditure. Because oF this
latter amount, the net impact is likely to be a net gam in
domestic expenditure. When the domestic tourist
subsritures from domestic expenditure, whether on
tourism or other goods and services, there uN be a
reduction in terms of domestic expenditure, and a
foreign exchange loss.

Tice impacr on total expenditure within Australia
depends ciiticaHv on rhe extent ro which encouraging
cruises, bv lowering price, resulrs in a shift from shore-

based to cruise holidays, Since the proportion of expenditure
on Australian goods and sex~aces of a cruise holiday is smaH
the chances o f shifts from shore to cruise holidays
outweighing, in expenditure terms, the expenditure gains from
additional foreign cruise passengers, are quite high. A
signiIicant proportion of the cost of the cruise is for foreign
supplied goods and services. Over 10o/o of the cost of the
cruise is for fixed operating costs  including crew and capital
costs!. Virtually none of these would be on goods and services
supplied by the Australian economy. Even for a cruise that did
not travel outside Australian waters, less than 30'lo of the total

costs are likely ro represent expenditure in Australia. ~%lost
cruises visit one or ~ foreign ports � the Australian
component of a t!yical cruise's expenditure is likely ro be
between 10~to and 20ia  Foist& and Dwyer, 1995!. In short,
even successful attempts to encourage the growth of the cruise
shipping tounsm sector could weH xesult in a reduction m
expenditure and benefits for Austraha. Clearly it is unportant
to know more about the extent cruises are a substitute for
shore-based holidays.

New product developinent to broaden cruise appeal includes
development of creature and diverse itineraries that encompass
a variety of ports and ancl orages, packaging cruise and land
options, development of quality shore excursions and add on
ron rs.

New cruise tounsm products can be developed within the
context of marketing other forms of 'special interest' tourism
with high growth rates. These could include ecotourism
whereby visitors seek educative nature based experiences,
'adventure cruising' with potential for use of sailing ships and
development oF expedition sryle itineraries, development of
cruise-trek-safari tvpe packages and development of meeimgs
and incentives cruises  Conunomvealth Department of
Tourism, 1995!.

If the quality of cruises is improved, there wiH be inore cruise
passengers. Governments can unprove the quahty through
pxomding better tacilities  e,g� terminals for ports lacking
adquate facilities!, more tounsm infrastructure in port cities
and iinproved navigarion facilities such as channels. These wiH
have a cost. Their effects will be similar to those of price
reductions. It wiH, however, be even more difficult to obtain
information on sensitivivr of cruise passenger numbers to
quality vanables than ro pnce.

Overseas promotion may encourage foreign visitors to rake
Australian cruises. Some of these ~visitors would have taken
non-cruise tnps ro Australia. Thus the impact on expenditure
and benefits wiH be less than the net addinonal receiprs ot the
cruse visitors would indicate. To the extent that visitors are
switctung Froin other Australian visits, there wiH be a reduction
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in spending in Australia which must be deducted. If
the Australian component of a cruise visit's expenditure
is much less than that of a non-cruise visit, there could

even be a net rr~Q~ in overaH expenditure in
Australia and consequent benefits.

The National Cruise Slupping Strategy acknowledging
this problem, recommends targeting of international
tourists who would not otherwise visit Australia. The
difhculty here, of course, is to determine which market
niches will involve minimal switching effects.'
market which inay meet this criteria may be that of
experienced cruise tourists seeking new destinations. In
any case, opportunities to increase levels of pre- and
post-cruise touring should be continually explored
 Commonwealth of Australia, 1995!

WhHe data are insufficient to make a precise assessment
of the current contribution of the crtuse shipping
sector, the development of Australia's cruise shipping
industry has the potential to add an important product
to the range of tourism opportunities in Australia.

The paper has sought, firstly, to categorise the main
components of cruise tourism expenditure,
distinguishing carefuHy between expenditure of
passengers, crew and operators. It then proceeded to
discuss the extent to which the expenditure
components impacted primarily on the region oF the
home or stopover port or had a broader, national
impact. The discussion provides potennaHy useful
information to the differentstakeholdezs in the
evolving cruise tourism mdustry, particularly regarding
expected  private or social! returns on mvesunent.

Given the paucity of m formation with which to
estimate the net foreign exchange earnings from cruise
tourism in Australia, expenditure estimates were made
for two types of cruises � a coastal cruise and an
international cruise Assuming that aH the passengers
are foreign, the coastal cruise yields average injected
passenger expenditure of $825, coinpared to $401 for
the international cruise. Additional expenditure per
passenger wiH result if pre or post cruise add-on
holidays are taken. Compared with other international
visitors to Australia, cruise tourism generates
substantially greater foreign exchange earnings pez
visitor dav.

The policy implications of the results were explored in
the context of zhe marketmg of Australian cnuse
tourism so as to maximise the foreign exchange

earnings from this market. Price reductions resulnng from
greater efficiencies in the delivery of services, new product
development and promotion of cruise tourism can aH result in
increased growth of cruise touzisin in Australia. To the extent
that a proportion of foreign visitors simply 'switch' from a
land-based holiday in Australia to a cruise tounsm holiday
aggregate foreign exchange earrungs from tourism will be
reduced. To the extent also that Australian resident switch
from a domestically-based holiday to a cruise tourism holiday,
less of their expenditure wiH be retained by Australian industry.
Such 'switching' possibilities must be taken into account in
estimating expected . net foreign exchange earnings from
marketing Australia as a cruise tourism destinatton. %'hile the
potential economic signilicance of an expansion of cruise
tourism in Australia does appear to be high, more research on
the extent of possible switched expenditure needs to be
undertaken.
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ENHANCING M BRUNE

INTERFRETATION THROUGH

BETTER UNDERSTANDING

VISITORS

Gianna Moscardo
James Cook Uni verse'ty  Austra/s'a!

Abslmctt According to Lane �991! ecvhgica/ly sustainabk
tourism cs tourism that psvvides visitors to a destination ws'th "an in-
depth understanding and know/edge of the area, cts landscapv and
peop/es"  p. 2!. Such an understanding shou/d msult in tourists who
are concerned about and prv tective of the destination area, Hall and
klcArthur �993! make a similar argument.

k'e argue that by psvvidi ng high-qua/ity experiesices ¹ hi ch
satisftt visitor expectations, motivalsons, and needs, we ca»
modish andinfluence the behaviour of visitorsin such a way
as to ensure that tbe values of the heritage resource are
maintained  HallandlvfcArthur, 1993. p. 13!.

This quote suggests at /east two nays in ¹hich interpretation
contributes to visitor management, Tbe first is the encouragement of
paritive conservation attitudes ¹btch should resu/t in support for
managmrent activities' and a desirr to behave in ways ¹hicb will
mixdnnse inspacts. Interpretation also psvvides the information on
appmpsx'ate hehaviours and can ease c'ongestion and assist in the
management of use density by psvviding informats'on on a/ternative
sites and activities. The second important function ofinterpresation
referred to i» the cluote is the enhancement of visitor experiences. For
manage' enhanced e~rrrences cvntribute to conservation support,
whi/e for tourism operators enhanced experiences are central to the
success of thesr product, C/early ther@ is value in insprvving the
c/ua/ity of' interpretats'on for both managers and four operators in
roasta/ and marine settsngs.

This paper prove'des a review of kry princip/es for ensuring egectsve
snterpretatson derived from reseamh and theory in persuasim
communicatson and tourssm. Tbe azm is to provide background
i nformati on for a workshop on deigning marine c'nterpretatson,

Eeywordss interpretation, mindfulness, sustainable tourcsm

Introduction

Tourism has attracted much criticism, mostly concerned
with the negative consequences of tourism for the places
and people who act as hosts. safari �990! in his history of
research into tourism notes that the predoxmnance of a
"reactionary platform" which refers to a large and vocal
group of writers and researchers who have focused
attention on the negative social, cultural, economic and
environmental impacts of tounsm. Tins cnticism of
tourism has not come only from wxthm the world of

acadexnic researchers and cultural commentators but also
from communities, various interest groups within
communities and from the world of government and
policy makers. The results for travelers have ranged from
suffering the hostility of angry residents to the loss of
opportunities when communities chose not to develop
facilities or infza structure to allow tourism.

Certainly the present tourism world, hke the rest of the
worlds in which we live, is changing at an ever accelerating
pace, More and tnore people can and do teavel including
large numbers of people from the rapidly developmg Asta
Paci6c xixn region. Further, all travelers are becoming
more sophisticated, older, wiser, stronger and more
concerned with travel as an integral part of their lives. In
more technical terms we see increasing differentiation in
travelers, more and varied market segments and a inove
away from mass tourism back to independent, individual
travelers. Uzzy �990! outlines thts change in a bzoadex
social context and suggests that correspondingly there is a
greater differentiation of travel products. There are also
new frontiers, new places to travel with the opening of
Eastern Europe and the development of tourism in more
remote and harsh places such as Antarctica. Although we
should note that as soxne places becoxne more open to
travel othexs are closed. Some of these places are closed
because of hostility, such as in the %fiddle East, but others
have been closed, or restricted, because of fears of
destruction by tourism.

In addition to new travelers and new places to travel there
are also new ways to travel. Technology has had a
remarkable unpact on touxism, allowing fox easier and
more interesting transport options and for development in
a vaxiety of places. Technology though can also work
against tourism offering better leisure expeziences that
people can have in their own hoxnes. This new reality,
virtual reality, could give the phrase arm chair traveler a
whole new meaning  Shafer and Moeller, 1989!. Indeed in
a popular Arnold Schwaxaeneggez fxim, Total Recall, the plot
revolves around the ability to buy a holiday experience
winch is unplanted m your brain, In this Total Reca/1 vision
of the future travelers can go nowhere to have great
experiences. Fox those of us who earn our livmg from
tourism, it was heartening to note, that these implanted
holidays had the potential to go horribly wrong!

Whar then is the essential element in tourism? The answer
is a simple one � we can't have tounsm without an
experience, Even in the Tota/ Recall world the traveler
bought an experience. The challenge for marine tourism is
to ensure that travel experiences offered are rewarding and
sustainable for both the destination and its guests. The
core of this paper wN be concerned with proposing some
pnnciples for ensuring that the marine tourism industry of
the future has these rewarding and sustainable travel
experiences. In parncular the paper will discuss key
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Variety

Control

principles for making the travel experience rewarding For
visitors through the provision of effective interpretafion.

Creating Mindful Marine Visitors

To be successful sustainable travel experiences must
produce visitors who are mindful of where they are and
what they are doing. The use of the word mindful is a
deliberate one as this labd has been used by Ellen Langer
�989!, professor of psye.hology at Harvard University, in a
number of settings to propose a series of principles for the
improvement of human experience. This work begins with
the assumption that in any given situation humans can be
either mindful or mindless. hfindless individuals operate
according to pre-existing routines and pay only minimal
attention to the world around them. A classic exampie of
mindless behaviour is that of coHeague who drives the
same route everyday to his office. One day he is asked to
take his infant son to daycare on his way to work, He
leaves home happily, arrives at his of6ce, reaches into the
back of the car for his briefcase and comes face to Face
with his son, stiH in the car, Once he started on the routine
drive to work he forgot to change the pattern and go to the
child care centre. A tourism example is that of travelers on
a organised two-week guided tour of Europe. Everyday
has the same routine: breakfast, on the bus, drive to a
church or museum, short visit back on the bus, After a
few days the participants quickly leam the routine and find
it difficult to remember where they are, where they' ve been
or what they' ve seen. Langer has demonstrated that people
can act mindlessly in all spheres of life including in
business, in health care, and in education. The contrasting
state of mindfulness is based on people developing their
own routines for behaviour, paying attention to the world
around them and learning from their expenences.

Table 1 suminarises the key features of shis
mindfulness/mindlessness distinction. Ttus table lists the
conditions that contribute to mindlessness including lack of
control, routine and repetition, and the dismissal of an
activity or information as irrelevant or uniinportant. The
outcoines of mindlessness are also listed and these uiclude

poor memory of events, limited abihty to respond to
problems, and feelings of helplessness and dissatisfacuon,
Mindful people, however, ai'e open to learning and have
good recall of places and events, thev are able to anticipate
problems and change their behaviour to respond to the
requirements of the setting, they feel in control and thus
are more hkely to be happy and satisfied with their
experiences and to gain a feeling of personal achievement.

Interpretation Principles to Encourage
Mindfulness

So how can we ensure that marine mterpretation
encourages mindfulness? The next step then is to consider
some principles to help those who manage destinations and
their attractions in this task of creating mindful activities
for guests. The 6ve key elements necessary for a nundful
experience are variety, control, personal relevance,
interaction or participation and clear structures for

formation P Ioscardo, 1996!,

In a study of visitors to Singapore, Lew �987! found that
what visitors actuaHy did was often not well matched with
u hat they wanted or expected to do. He further
demonstrated that this mismatch was correlated with
dissatisfaction with the travel expenence. Tlus story clearly
warns us not to mistake quantity with quality. Lew's results
also highlight the pomt that visitors to a region can only
chose froin the activities that are available. ibfarine tounsm

managers and operators need to carefuHy r.onsider the
range and quality of the activities that they make available
for their guests. Destinations must provide a variety of
activities from which guests can choose. Activities can be
varied accorchng to:
~ ~here they are conducted  interpretive talks on the

boat are very different those given on the beach!,
when they are conducted  beach walks at night are
very different to those conducted m the day!,

~ the level of physical effort required,
~ the level of mental effort required  an interactive

activity where visitors have to answer questions is a
different experience to sitting listening to a marine
biology talk!,

~ who they are with, and
~ the themes they pursue  a fishy, glass bottom boat tour

of a reef is different to a tour of the same area which

concentrates on corals and sponges!.

These are lust a few of the dimensions that cari be varied to
provide a range of interpretive activities. Individual
activities also need to provide variety and this can be
provided using many of the same dimensions listed above.
A guide in charge of a beach tour can change the pare of
the tour, ask questions instead of only answering them,
focus the tour on different Features of the beach, or focus
on different members of the group. The guide could get
the group to do things, touch things, smell things, as well as
look at things.

To make the most of the varied and quahty activitie that a
destination can offer the guest has to know what the
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activities are and how to get to them. VVeary travelers are
not mindful travelers and nothing is more tiring than being
lost or spending large amounts of time seeking basic
information. Tourists need good information and good
maps. Questions that need to be asked include, is there are
a uniform system ot signs, who monitors the information
given ro guests, and how easy is it to find out if baby would
be better in a backpack or stroller for a reef tnp?
Inforrnafion gi's guests the power to exercise choice and
control.

Personal Relevance

To provide activities which guests will see as personally
relevant requires action on several fronts. In the first
instance we must better understand guests and their goals
and motives and this means high quality, systematic and
on-going market research mto visitors. It is not good
enough to simply monitor numbers of visitors, where they
are from and where they go. It is essenfial to know why
they have come and what rhey are seeking. Tourists come
to desrinations with different mouves or goals for their
travel experience. Some may wish to enjoy time with their
Families, while others may see their travel as providing a
sense of self development and achievement. A better
understanding of visitor motives in general will assist
greatly in the design and development of interpretive
activities. The provision of a wide variety of acfivities is
another way to encourage personal reIevance as it allows
visitors to find activities which match their personal
interests,

Interaction/Participation

Opportunities for interaction or participation also
encourage visitors to be mindful, Getting involved in an
activity, rather than observing someone else, encourages a
sense of control as most activities require decisions and
choices. Getting involved can also build personal
connections. Marine interpreters can encourage visitor
participation in a number of ways. They can ask the
visitors questions and y've them rhe clues to help them find
rhe answers. Visitors can be asked to assist in the

preparation of interpretive acavities or m aspects of marine
research, Interactive marine interpretation can also be
developed with the assistance of computer rechnology,
Interactive marine information programs allow visitors to
pursue their own interests. Participation can also be done
with the simplest of tools. A popular exhibit in an
Australian Maritime museum consists of a pin board, desk,
some note paper and a sign asking visitor to wnte their
experiences of being seasick. This shnple idea is built upon
personal experience arid the exhibit is virtually recreated
every day by the visitors, The key to interacnon is allossmg
the sasitors ro have some input into the interprenve
activity.

Clear, Organiserl Structures

Even the most mindful marine visitor will not be able to
gain an understanding of their environment if they. cannot
understand the information being provided. Much
research evidence supports the need ro have a clear
structure or organisation to the information presenred
 Moscardo, 1996!. Usmg themes and telling stories are
much more effective than listing facts, Anecdotes work
better than abstract principles and metaphors and analogies
work better rhan statistics. Rand �990! provides us with
some examples of metaphors and analogies for marine
mterpretation including "Like vultures, scavenging hagfish
keep order on the floor" and "Orcas are the wolves of the
sea." Anecdotes, metaphors and stories bring the
information back to the personal experience of the visitor.
According ro Wurman,

Facts are only meaningful when they relate to a
concept that you can grasp. If I say an acre is
43,560 square feet, that is factual, but it doesn' t
teH you what an acre is. On the other hand, if I
tell you that an acre is about the size of an
American football field without the end zones, it
is not as accurate, but I have made it
understandable. �989: 172!

Sununary

Manne interpreters can play a critical role in achieving
sustainability. Interpretation provides an opportunity "to
make people aware of the importance oF building bonds
between nature and culture, between the past and the
future, and between different cultures"  von Droste Silk
and Rossler 1992!, For many people the interprerauon
they encounter when they are at leisure may offer their only
opportunity to leam about their bonds to their
environment, history and culture. ]usr as sustainability is
concerned with the quahty of life on this planet, so too
should marine interpreters be concerned with the quality of
the expenences they provide,
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Table 1. K Features of Mindfulness and Mindlessness

MindlessnessMindfulness
K Features

Corrditi orr s

Familiar settin s

Re etitive situations

Little control, few choices
No rsonal relevance

Outcomes

No learnin, or recall

Feelin s of hei lessness

Feelin s ofincom etence

Feelin s of dissatisfaction

n to learnin

Attention to the settin

Develo ment of new routines

New and different settin s

Varied and chan in situations

Control and choice

Personal relevance

Learnin and recall

Feelin s of control

Ability to deal with problems

Feelin s of achievement

Feelin s of satisfaction

Use of existin routines

Little attention to the settin

No learnin

Limited ability to deal with
roblems



WORKSHOP ON M,AUNE

TOURISM AND MARINE

PROTECTED AREAS:

UNDERSTANDING THE

LINKAGE AND OPTIMISING THE

BENEFITS

CMT '96 Workshop Furpose

The ~ifarine and Coastal Programme of IUCN convened an
informal Workshop on ihfarine Tounsm and bfarine
Protected Areas at CJfI' '96 in order to assist with the
development of global efforts towards the conservation of
marine biodiversity in partnership with the toursim sector.
The specific aiins of the workshop were.

Faul Holthus
IU~ - The K'orld Conzervaiion Union  Sunz~ertond!

Abstract; nor avail&

Background

IUCN, The World Conservation Union, is the oldest
international conservation organzation  established 194S!
and is a unique membership union of over 70
governments, 120 government agencies and GOO NGOs
from around the world, In addition, IUCN consists of a
global system of offices and programmes and a series of
global conservation networks invovtving thousands of
experts in the IUCN Comnussions, e,g., on species survival
and on protected areas.

The Marine and Coastal Prograinme of IUCN provides
leadership for the World Conservation Union on marine
and coastal issues by serving as a focal point and hub for
the Union on marine and coastal issues, by catalysing
interaction and coordination on marine and coastal issues,
and by operationalising the IUCN role on marine and
coastal issues. The conservation of the marine and coastal
environment through sustainable development in
partnerslup with the private sector is one of the priority
themes for the IUCN Marine and Coastal Programme and
the tourism sector is a primary focus of this effort.

The Afarine and Coastal Programme of IUCN is beginning
a pzoject which seeks to document and demonstrate the
links between marine touzisin and mazine biodiversity
conservation, especially the linkage between marine
rourisin and Marine Protected Areas PfPAs!. The prospect
will coinpile case studies, distill out the lessons learned and
the approaches which optimise the benefits of the
interaction of marine touzism and marine biodiversity
conservation. This information will be compiled and put
to work m demonstration projects as a means to fosrez and
expand the knowledge and experience in linking manne
rouzisrn and marine biodiversity conservation for the
benefit of both. The geographic and thematic focus project
will be on several developing counrry areas, especialh those
with coral reefs and small islands

To initiate development of an informal network on the
links between manne tourism and marine biodiversity
conservation which involves both the tourism industry and
conservation sectors.

To begin to identify the most useful outputs of the project
by considering the following kinds of questions:
~ What are the critical issues of the linkage between

tourism and ivPPAs for the various parties, i.e., the
tourism industry, local conununities, and ihfp 't
planners/managers?

~ What kind of inforination and materials would best
assist these groups to optimise the benefits and
minimise the problems of this interaction?

~ How can tourism contribute to the sustainability of
ihfPAs  financial and ecological! and vice-versa?

~ Are there examples of beneficial interaction, or of non-
beneficial interaction, between marine tourism and
marine biodiversity conservation which would serve as
good case studies?

~ Is it more important to focus on the interaction
between inarine tourism and marine biodivezsity
conservation inside MPAs or outside MPAs?

Results of Workshop Discussions

Overview

The three-hour workshop was attended by over 50
participants of the ChifT confetence, After an introduction
to the IUCN Marine and Coastal Programme and the
upcoming project on tourism and Marine Protected Areas,
the bulk of the worlrshop time was spent identifying key
issues within the nexus of hfPAs and tourism and possible
approaches to addressing these issues. Below. is a synthesis
of the discussions.

Economic Aspects of MFAs and the Link Between
MFAs and Tourism

lhe need to understand the econoinic aspects of the 'FIFA
aud tounsm linkage was idenufied as particularly important
as a basis for opttmising the interaction. The pzimari
issues discussed were the need to understand:

~ rhe added value that legal conservation status gives to
an area,
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~ the gains and losses among various stakeholders
resulting from the MPA and the tourism,
who receives the gains and losses and what is the
overall net benefit,

~ how assets are distributed or re-distributed among
stakeholders, and

~ how stakeholders that gain can contribute towards
supporting the ."vfPA, e.g., tracning of park personneb

However it was noted that economic and environtnental
analysis must be appropriate to the local context and that in
general chere was a need for greater economic hteracy and
understanding of economic analysis techniques amongst
those dealing with MPAs.

54PA /Tourism Design and Planning

The need to evaluate whether tourism is appropriate in
each MPA was stressed, i.e., to determine whether tourism
was a legitimate, pnority activity which was compatible
with the other values of the MPA. This depends to a large
extent on the kinds of hfPA, the kind of tourism and
interactions involved. If tourism was to be integrated into
the design and plans for an bfPA, then serious planning,
which involved all stakeholders was required. When
planning for tourism operations in relation to MPAs, it was
noted that it is crittcal to fully consider the social, cultural,
economic, and other trade-offs that will result and that this
need to be based on a full understanding of how tourism
works in general and in the specific context under
evaluation.

Zoning is a particularly important tourtsm management
planmng tool, e.g., buffer zones to focus tourism away
from core biodiversity areas, with a variety of variables in
zoning that create options for MPA design and pjanning,
e.g., zone separation, number of zone tIpes, degrees of use
m each zone, It is important that the target of the tourist
activities is dear, e.g., recreational divers, beach tounsts,
etc. Based on this, an understandtng of potential tounsm
impacts and management placuuccg needs can be developed
and to be applied to each iXIPA, perhaps in relation to
existing MPA classifications by IUCN.

lVlPA/Tourism Management and Operations

A cnrical need was identified f' or a process to identify and
work with local stakeholders, including local tourist
operators, to ensure community involvement m
management and operations. On a functional level, the
need is for the MPA managers to get to know the tourist
operators, work directly with them and integrate them into
the 'AIPA management. In this respect, it is important to
know who the management bodies and what the
management jurisdictcons are that influence the tourism
sector in that location. An unportant issue cs also the fact
chat the lfPA is, or often becomes. a tounsm attraction.
This creates a challenge for managmg the protected area

values, but also an opportunity and mechanism f' or
managircg existing tourism in the area inside and outside
the MPA. There may be a need to identify altemauves or
set up additional attractions to reduce pressure on the
cccfPA itself when the icfPA is created or when pressure
become co great. Overall, this calls for appropriate
decision making tools for planning and operations, tools
which should be practical and locally applicable.
Management oriented research and monitoring is cructal co
understanding some of these issues and providing options
and management information, e.g., by monitoring effects
of tourism on resources.

Communications and Information

There is a need to ensure that existing information is
known, circulated and used. However, this much be done
in the context of optimising the use of exisring networks,
information sources and communications channels, There

are numerous global, regional and national groups relevant
to matine tourism and conservation, e.g., World Tourism
and Travel Council  CTI'C!, The Ecotourism Society,
Caribbean Tourism Association  CTA!. There are
numerous major sources of information of tourism
tnformation, e.g,, University of Hawaii Travel Industry
Afanagement library. It would be useful to develop and
circulate an ongoing bibliography on marine tourism and
conservauon. In parucular, the need for case histories of
ibfPAs and MPA systems which successfully mtegrate
tourism was noted. There are several communications
networks to facilitate interaction and dialogue on marine
tourism and conservation, e.g,, Tri-Net, the proposed
Coastal cXfarine Tourism list server.

%'orkshop outputs and Suggestions

Overall Workshop Outputs

~ The initial identifcation of crctical issues which need to
be addressed tegarding the libnks between torunscn and
MPAs and marine bodiversity conservation,

~ The beginning of the development of a network of
professionals on the links between tounsm and MPAs
and marine biodiversity conservatton.

%orks hop Suggestions

The workshop suggested that IUCN would be well placed
to develop a Network on the links between tourism and
marine biodiversity conservation and facilitate interaction
and communications of Network members. In particular,
IUCN could perhaps serve as a clearinghouse for
information and facilitate or undertake development of a
bibliography on these issues and that interested indtmduals
could send relevant documents to IUCN to begin a
bibliographic database.
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Tuesday, June 18 1996

REGESTRATION BEGINS at the Pacific Ballroom, Ilikai Hotel

Wednesday, June 19 1996

REGISTRATION at the Paci6c Ballroom, Ihkai Hotel

3;00 p.m.

7:30 a.m,

8:30 *.m. WELCOMING ADDRESS
Moderator: Dr. Jan Auyong, Oregon Sea Grant

SPEAKERS
Mike Wilson, Director, Hawaii Deparnnent of Land and Natural Resources
lan McPhail, Great Barrier Marine Park Authority, Australia
George Stankey, U.S.DA. Forest Service

THEME SESSION: CAN SUSTAINABLE TOURISM BE ATTAINED?
Moderator: George Stankey, U,S.DM. Forest Servrce

9:30 a.m.

SPONSOIt
People and Natural Resources Program, Pacific Northwest Research Station, U.S.D.A, Forest Service�
Roger Clark, Program Manager

Stephen McCool, U.S.A.� Searching for Sustainability: A Difacult Course, An Uncertain Outcome
Roger Clark, U.SA.� The Concept and Pracnce of Integrated Resource Management; Opportunities and
Barriers for Coastal and Marine Tourism'
Conner Bailey, U.S.A.� Sustainable Community Development Through Coastal and Marine Tourism:
Opportunities and Constraints

LUNCH BREAK  no speaker!12:00 p,m,

1:00 p.m. FRAMEWORKS FOR TOURISM AND RECREATION

Moderator. !an Auyong, Oregon Sea Grant

Michael Vanderzee, Australia � Managing for Ecologically Sustainable Tourism Use of the Great Barrier
Reef World Heritage Area
John Tower, Australia � Recreation Coastal ihfanagement in Victoria, Australia' .Revtews I eading to
Acnons?
Roger Clark and George Stankey, U.SA.� Recreation Site Attributes: 4 Framework for Idennfication
and Assessment for Coastal Tounsm Xlanagement
Athline Clark and Craig MacDonald, U.S.A.� Regulatory Surfeit: A Case Study of Hawari's Perrrut
Structure for Commercial Ocean Recreation
Pieter Bekker, Canada � Usmg British Columbia's Coastal Tourism Resource Inventory in Land Use and
Tounsm Plarming
Ian Dutton, J, DuIIf, and S,P. Ginting, Indonesia � A GIS-Based Approach to Integrated Marine
Tourism Planning

This umi o» of the program takesi»to aeeou«t a small number of speaker substs'tutr'ons made at the time of tbe meetings. Seoeral ajdrertments aside,
paperr in the Proceedings are or@»i Zrd to correspond nrith preserttati ons sn the program.
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Annie AuBanal, French Polynesia � Management of a Fragile and Coveted Tropical Isle Ecosystem:
Moorea  French Polynesia!*

PARTNERSHIPS FOR SUSTAINABLE TOURISM
~foderator: Sharon Ziegler, Pacific Island Networlr.

3:15 p.m.

Don Alcock, Australia � Tourism: The Key Player in the Ecologically sustainable Development of the
Great Barrier Reef
Robyn Bushell, Bruce Simmons, and judy Reizes, Australia � Community, Environment, and
Tourism; A Sustainable Partnership
Noe Yalap, Republic of Palau � The Palau Conservation Society: Enviroruuental NGO Working iir
Partnership with Local Communities, Agencies, and Academia~
Bruce De Young and Pat Kight, U.SW � Surfing for Sustainabdity: A Difhcult Course, an Uncertain
Outcome

SUSTAINABLE TOURISM: ECONOMIC PERSPECTIVES AND APPLICATIONS
Moderator: Jim Roumasset, Uruversity of Hawau at Manoa

4:15 p.m.

CMT '96 RECEPTION Moonhght cruise aboard Dream Cruises, departing Kew*lo Basin8:15 p,m.

Thursday, June 20 1996

REGISTRATION

CONCURRENT FIELD-BASED WORKSHOPS

OPTION 1 � DEVELOPING COASTAL/MARINE ENTERPRISES

7r30 a.m.

B:00 a.m.

Athline Clark, Volunteer Coorknator, Hawaii Department of Land and Natural Resources
Terry O'Halloran, Director of Project Development, Atlantis Submarines
1! B:00 a.m.--Hilton's Reef Lagoon Project with parmer The EnterOcean Group  a proposed set of
snorkeling types of activities in an aquarium-like setting in the remodeled lagoon! or
2! 7;30 a.m.--Atlantis Submanne Offshore Submanne Tour at Hilton Hawaiian Village
Focusing on requirements for developing new attracnon, or expanding existing attracuons, particularly
permitting, community concerns, and marketabrhtr
Ilikai Hotel, Molokai meeting room and nearby desnnarions
Nina Hadley, U. of Washington, School of Marine Affairs

Leader:
Resource:
Activity:

Workshop;

Site:
Site Assistant:

OPTION 2 � MARINA ENVIRONMENTS AND COMMUNITIES

Vickie Gaynor, Community and Government Affairs iifanager, Ewa Marina/Haseko, Inc,
Christina Kemrner, Execuuve Director, Office for Waikiki Development
Tour of <la Wai Yacht Harbor and Canal on foot, potential boat shuttle
Focusing on community involvement, economic developmem opportunities, and enmroirmental and
cultural concerns in the planmng of marina facilities
Ellen Tong, U. of Hawad, Marirre Option Program

Activity:
Workshop:

Site Assistant:

James Roumasset, U. of Hawaii Economics Dept., U.S.A.� Sustainable Resource Management and
the Role of Government in Facilitating Ecotourisrn*
Jim Moncur, U. of Hawaii Economics Dept., U.SM � Political Economy of Managing Recreational
Resources: The Case of Hanauma Bay*
Donna Lee, U. Florida Food and Resource Economics, U.SM � Managing Coral Reefs for
F cotourism
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OPTION 3 � REVITALIZATION OF SMALL AND LARGE WATERFRONTS

Robert Goodwin, Washington Sea Grant program
Terry White, Publisher, Hawaii Ocean Industry and Shipping News
Tour of the Honolulu waterfront, including the Aloha Tower Marketplace at Honolulu Harbor
and the Hawaii MMririme Museum
Focusing on those characterishcs which indicate Feasibility of revitalization and readiness of a community
to undertake such an enterprise
Hawaii Maritime Museum  co-sponsor of this workshop!
Chris Woolaway, Hawaii Sea Grant
National Coastal Resources Research and Development Institute

Leader:
Resource:
Activity:

Workshop:

Site:
Site Assistant:
Sponsor:

OPTION 4 � COASTAL EROSION AND SUSTAINABLE COASTAL DEVELOPMENT

Dr. Charles Fletcher, University of Hawaii, Hawaii Insntute of Geophysics
Rob Mullane, Hawaii Sea Grant
Eric Grossman, U.S. Geological Survey
Bruce Richmond, U.S. Geological Survey
Waikiki Beachfront, beach prohling technology
Focusing on erosion tssues and sustainable coastal development
Ilikai Hotel, Pacihc Ballroom-Room A,  before held trip!
Liz Kumabe, Hawaii Sea Grant, Pacihc Island Network

Leader.
Resources:

Activity:
Workshop:
Site:
Site Assistant:

OPTION 5 � STRATEGIC PLANNING FOR SURVIVAL AND PROFITABILITY OF .
COASTAL ATTRACTIONS. 'DOING MORE WITH SHRINKING DOLLARS

Thomas Dowhng, Oregon State University, College of Business
Bruce De Young, Oregon Sea Grant/OSU, College of Business  co-sponsor of this workshop!
Bruce Carlson, Waikiki Aquarium
Coastal Attractions  including tour of Waikiki Aquarium!
Waikiki Aquarium  co-sponsor of this workshop!
Ray Tabata, Hawaii Sea Grant

Leaders:

Resource:
Activity:
Site:
Site Assistant:

LUNCH BREAK  on your owu!12:00 p.m.

It00 p.m. WATERBORNE TOURISM ACTIVITIES
Moderator. Bob Bacon, South Carolina Sea Grant Consortium

Terry O'Halloran, U.S,A.� A.tlantis Adventures Development of Undersea Tourism Attractions*
Thomas Bauer, Australia � An Evaluation of Coastal Tourism Activities in the Antarctic Penninsula
Region
Ron Stone, U.SW � The Important Place of Marinas in Nauucal Tourism and the Challenges to Finding
Places for Thetn
Bruce De Young and Pat Corcoran, U.S.A.� Those Ignoring the Rudder Shall Answer to the Rocks:,4
Case Study of Columbia River Boating Access
John Donaldson, U.S&~hore-Based Recreational Livery  Rental! Business Development: Business,
Safety and Regulatory Components
Jerry Wylie and Howard Rice, U.S.A.� Sea Kayaks as Vehicles for Sustainable Development of Coastal
Marine Tourism
John Grey, Thailand � SeaCanoe Thatland: Lessons and Observations
Lisa King, Republic of Palau � Paddling Palau: Developing Kayaking as a V'tsitor Activity in the
Republic of Palau
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THE BUSINESS OF COASTAL TOURISM AND RECREATION
Moderator. Bruce DeYoung, Oregon State University, College of Business

4:00 p.m.

Robert Bacon and Tamela Kibler, U.SA.� Nature-Based Tourism in South Carolina; Development
and Outcomes
Susan McKegg, Keith Probert, Karen Baird, and John BeH, New Zealand � Marine Touzism in New
Zealand: Environmental Issues and Options
Mike Markrich, U.S.A.� Coastai Marine Policy in Hawaii: 1986 � 1996 Crisis-Failure-Opportunity'
Martin Lancaster, U.S.A,� Coastal Tounsm and the Federal Budget"
Kenji Hotta, Tetsuya Nakagawa, and Yasutaka Kamata, Japan � A Study on Physiological Effects
Caused by Coastal Ultrasonic Wave Influences to Human Brain Waves

WHAT VISITORS TELL US
Moderaton John Schwartz, 5fichigan Sea Grant
Room B  upstairs!

4:00 p.m.

Rick RoHins, Canada � Using Social Science Research in the Management of Coastal Wilderness Setnngs
Gianna Moscardo, Australia � Understanding Patterns of Travel in the Great Barrier Reef Region:
Implications for i~lanagement of Coastal and Marine Touzism
Diane Kuehn, U.S.A.� Using Interpretsnon to Manage Visitor Behaviors in Fragile Coastal Areas
Kenneth Backman and Sheila Backman, U.S.A.� Using Advertising Effectiveness and Visitor
Satisfactton Information for Market Pianzung*

Friday, June 21 1996

REGISTRATION7t30 a.m.

8:00 a.m. TOURISM, CONSERVATION AND COMMUNITIES
Moderator: Paul Holthus, IUCN Marine and Coastal Programme

INTERACTING WITH MARINE WILDLIFE
Moderator. Sherwood i~faynard, University of Hawaii, Marine Option Program

10:15 a.m.

Demn Davis and Clem Tisdale, Australia � Managing z Iarine Tourism Resources in Ningaloo Marine
Park, Western Austraha
Mark Qrams, New Zealand � Improving Effectiveness of an Education Program in Managing Maxine
Tourism
Verna Amante-Hehveg, Graham Vaughan, and Cleve Barlow, New Zealand � Cultural Perspectives
of Dolphms by Ecotouzists in a "Swim with Dolphins" Program
Eva WiHmann de Donlea, Australia � '6'hale and Dolphin Watching in Austraha

Elizabeth Halpenny, Canada � Tourism in Pulau Sezibu Mazine Park, Indonesia
Stephen Wearing, Australia � Joint Management of Marine Parks in Australia: A Community-Based
Perspective
Jenny Wong, Malaysia � iXIarine Parks Malaysian Tourism, Impacts, and Conservation Awareness
Jennifer McCann, U.SM � Presentanon and Paper titles not availabIe
J. Walter Milon, Daniel Suman, and Donna Lee, U.S.A.� User Group Perceptions of Marine Reserves
tn the Flozida Keys National Marine Sanctusrv"
Coralie Mackie, Canada � The Oceans Blue Foundation: A Vancouver Response to Sustainable
Toun 5m
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PROMOTING SUSTAINABILITY IN TOURISM BUSINESSES

Moderator. Ray Tabata, Hawaii Sea Grant
11:15 a.m.

LUNCH BREAK  no speaker!12:00 p.m.

12:30 p.m. SEA GRANT AND ECOTOURISM
Jim Fafk, Delaware Sea Grant, moderator!

James Falk, Delaware
Bob Bacon, South Carohna
John Schwaru, itfichigan
Ray Tabata, Hawaii

CONCURRENT WORKSHOPS AND PANELS3:00 p.m.

PANEL/%'ORKSHOP; THE U.S. NATIONAL MARINE SANCTUARY PROGRAM: A
MODEL FOR PROVIDING ACCESS AND PROTECTION?
Moderator. Jodi Cassell, University of California Sea Grant, U.S.A.
Room A

WORKSHOP: ENHANCING MARINE INTERPRETATION THROUGH BETTER
UNDERSTANDING OF VISITORS
Workshop Leader, Gianna i~foscardo, James Cook Uruverstty, Australia
Room B

WORKSHOP. MARINE TOURISM AND MARINE PROTECTED AREAS:
UNDERSTANDING THE LINKAGE AND MAXIMIZING THE BENEFITS
Workshop Leader. Paul Hothus, IUCN iXfarine and Coastal Programme, Switzerland
Room C

NO HOST COCKTAILS5t30 p.m.

6:30 p,m, BANQUET � Speaker: Howard Rice, U.S.A., "Teachtng Responsible Coastal and Marine Tourism:
A Strategy for the Future"

Saturday, June 22 1996

COMMUNITY AND TOURISM
Moderator; Robyn Bushel, University of Western Sydney, Hawkesbury

8:30 a.m.

Juanita Liu, U.SA.� Perception of Ecotourism hy Pacific Islanders~
Jane Gaien, Federated States of Micronesia � Ecotourism in Pohnpei*
Greg Ringer, U.S.A,� Sustainable Ecotourisrn and Island Communities: A Geographic Perspective
William Trousdale, Canada � Coastal Tourism Planning Using ibtultiple Objective Techniques. The
Guimaras, Philippmes Experience
Sophie Van der Meeren, United Kingdom � l fanne Eco-Tourism: Problems and Potential: A Case
Study from hfadagascac
Helge Vogt, Philippines � Ecotourism and Afanne Reserves in Negros Oriental  Philippines!: A
Sustainable Source of Income for Fishing Communities?

Anamarija Frankic and Mattrice Lynch, U.S.A.� ECOSTAR: A Program for Identifying Ecotourism
Activities that Support Sustainable Development in Coastal Regtons
Kimberely Moffit, U.S.A.� Hotel Environmentalism; A Lucrative Proposinon
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CONCEPTS IN FACILITY DESIGN
Moderator: Kit Dahl, Pacihc Island Network

Stanley Selengut, U.S.A.� From Trash to Treasure*
Tsuyoshi Kobayashi, Japan � Advanced Age Society of japan: Needs, Trends, and Future of Barrier-
Free Marine Recreational Facthty for Ecotourisin
Moo Hyung Chung, Byung Tae Oh, and Jong Soo Ahn, Korea � ivfarina Design at A.drniral Lee' s
Ciry*

LUNCH BREAK � Speaker. Stanley Selengut, U.S.A, "A. Hohstic Approach to Sustainable
Coinmunitv-Based Tourism"

MANAGEMENT OF TOURISM GROWTH
Moderator. Jan Auyong, Oregon Sea Grant

Ratu Ralogaivau, Fiji � Tourism in Fiji
M. Mahbub Alam and M. Niamul Naser, Bangladesh � Prospects of Coastal Development in
Bangladesh
Judith Culkier, Canada � Tourism Employment and the Urbanization of Coastal Bah
Jerome McElroy and Klaus Albuquerque, U.SW � Coastal Dechne in Antigua-Barbuda
Anita van Breda, U.SA.� Vanuatu: Managing Coastal Tourism: A Case Study
Donna Wilkie, U.S.A.� Tourism Growth and the Makah Tribe~

TOOLS FOR THE VALUATION OF COASTAL TOURISM
Moderator. James Falk, Delaware Sea Grant

M. Mahbub Alam and M. Niamul Naser, Bangladesh � Environmental Carrying Capacity vs.
Economic Priority: Hard Choice in Decision-hiaking of Tounsin Development
Issa Mlinglo6, Tanzania, East Africa � Participatory Rapid Rural Assessment in Zanzibar:
Development and Protecdon Options on Sman Islets*
Maureen Stancik, U.S.A.� Combining Tools and Processes to Facilitate Coastal Envu'onmental
Decisions which Reflect Well-Informed Societal Preferences
Mike Hamnet, David Raney, and Peter Rapa, U,SW � Hawaii's Coral Reef Initiative: An Initial
Assessment
J. Walter Milon and Donna Lee, U.S.A,� Coastal Resource Valuation and the Nauonal Estuary
Program*
James Houston, U.S.A.� The Econoinic Value of Beaches
Donna Lee, U.SW � Zoning Strategies in Coral Reef lifanagement
Larry Dwyer and Peter Forsyth, Australia � Econoriuc Impacts of Cruise Tourism in Australia
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MANAGEMENT OF A FRAGILE

AND COVETED TROPICAL ISLE

ECOSYSTEM: MOOREA  FRENCH
POLYNESIA!

Situated in the Society Archipelago, the island of Moorea
has a surface area of 134 km, a littoral plain of 23 kmz
containing 10,000 inhabitants, a lagoon of 49 kmz, and a 70
km coastline, Human activity is concentrated on the north
face �/3 of the coasdine! of the island.

In spite of a certain degree of environmental deterioration
due to rapid and anarchic development, the natural beauty
of the island is incontestable, and tourism remains the
principal motor for the economy. Although a speciflc zone
for toutisin has not been designated, hotels are
concentrated on the north side and accommodate 90,000
tourists annually. Fishing within the lagoon supports at
least 100 families and is an undissociable component of
Polynesia lifestyle.

In order to assure the perennity of resources while
guaxanteeing environmental protection, and to provide for
management of potential conflicts between different use
activities, a Maritime Space Management Plan, coveimg a
zone extending from the baxrier reef to the shoreline, is in
preparation. A multidisciplmary gxoup from diverse
government services has drafted a pre~ plan after a
three-year preparatory phase, characterized by numerous
meetings with representatives of the diverse activity sectors
concerned. Composed of proposed acuvity use maps and
regulations, it represents the result of confrontanon
between scientific, economic, and social constraints and
considerations. It will be submitted to the general public
for advice before anal approval and adoption by the
government.

An implementation time frame of three years is intended
with the principal anticipated obstacle being acceptance of
new constraints by an insular populauon whose origins,
values, and sensitivities are different.

USING ADVERTISING

EFFECTIVENESS AND VISITOR

SATISFACTION INFOMEATION

FOR MARKET PLANNING

Nature-based tourism and science touxisin are among some
of the growth areas of the tourism industry. According to
the WTTC �992! nature-based tourism accounted For "'/o
or $14 billion of worldwide travel expenditures. This sector
of the industry is projected to grow at the rate of 20 � 25'/a
in the near future.

As competition For nature-based tourism increases betwee~
states, regions, or destinations as a iueans of stimulating
economic development, information related to the
effecuveness of destination advertising will become key to
the development of promotional campaigns. Also,
inFormation related to visitors' satisfaction with their
nature-based vaca fons is important information tor
managers to have as they modify or terminate aspects of
their nature-based tounst product. 'Ihe paper uses the
findings from two applied nature-based touxisrn research
projects conducted in coastal South Carohna. The first
project examined the impact of a newspaper advertisement
and brochure on respondents' awareness of, interest in,
and tntention to visit the South Carolina coast. The second
project investigated the visitors' perception of quality and
value of thxee coastal nature-based experiences. This
session will provide attendees with the opportunity to learn
about  a! media placeinent,  b! effectiveness measurement,
and  c! methods to retain customers.
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THE CONCEPT AND PRACTICE

OF INTEGRATED RESOURCE

MANAGEMENT: OPPORTUNITES

AND BARRIERS FOR COASTAL

AND MARINE TOURISM

Roger N. Clark, Program Manager
People and Natural Resources RD&A Program
Pacific Northwest Research Station
USDA Forest Service
4043 Roosevelt Way N,E.
Seatde, %'A 98115
USA
Phone: �06! 553-7817
Fax: �06! 553-7709

A key word found in recent hterature about natural
resource management is integration. Although the word
appears to have broad acceptance and appeal, it often is
used with multiple ineanings and expectations, some of'
which may be in conflict, This problem is particularly
significant with respect to human values and uses.

The discussion of integration is tunely because of the
ongoing debate about the role ot humans and diverse
societal values in ecosystem management. Basically the
debate centers around the question: are humans "a parr of"
or "apart from" ecosystems? This question is as relevant
for marine settings as it is for upland forests, Regardless of
one's perspective, a basic concern facing policy makers,
managers, researchers, and citizens is how we can improve
oux ability to understand, identify, measure, evaluate, and
incorpoxate into decision makmg society's diverse
perspectives on the values and uses of natural resources.
Numerous critics of past management frameworks and
tools suggest that ecosystem ttianagement will be
successful only insofar as these values are fully integrated at
multiple scales, and in perpetuity,

This presentation explores the concept and meanings of
integration with particular emphasis on fostenng better
understanding of the social, cultural, and economic
considerations. It summarizes the hterature and presents
different perspectives on what integration is and is not, and
it examines some apparent barriers and offers an approach
for improving our capacity for effective integration, both in
the short and long run. Integrauon is not just an issue of
natural resource management in the U.S. Although
different words have been used, the concept has beeii in
the hterature for many years, And the situation we fare in
our country is not uiuque; in fact, it is not even unusual.
lfany countries and cultures axe strugghng with the same
basic issues and questions � some with greater, others with
lesser success than we, XVe have much to learn from one
another.

ECOTOURISM IN POHNPEI

Jane Ganen
External Affairs Ofhce
FSM National Governxnent
Pahkir, FM 96941
Phone: �91! 320-2544
Fax: �91! 320-2933

The author spent five months on her home island of
pohnpei working with The Nature Consexvancy, Pohnpei
Office of Tourism and Parks, and Pohnpei Division of
Forestry to develop a database of existing and potential
ecotourism sites of pohnpet. The researcher evaluated
ecotourisrn sires in conununities via survey questionttaires,
interviewed site owners or operators, and researched
legends and history behind each site, Informattort collected
was compiled mto a database, and then compiled, with
drawings rendeied from pictures taken by the author, into
a Pohnpei ecotourism gtudebook. This informational and
educational guidebook offers informatton on site locations,
accessibility, and contact names, as well as cultural
guidelines and environmental insights for visitors,

This project revealed some interesting fmdings which
highlight ecotourism's potential in Pohnpei and some of
the problems that need to be addressed when developing
such sites. These include the lack of famiharity of local
operatoxs with the concepts of ecotounsm, the lack of
skilled tour guides and interpreters, and environmental
degradation problems such as litter. The author describes
some of the approaches needed to address these issues,

PERCEPTIONS OF ECOTOURISM

BY PACIFIC ISLANDERS

Juanita C. Liu
School of Travel industry Management
University of Hawaii
2560 Campus Road
Honolulu, Hl 96822
USA
Phone:  808! 956-7166
Fax:  808! 956-5378

Ecotourism has become a generic term for all ecologically
responsible tourism. However, it seems as though there are
as many definitions for ecotourism as there are researchers
and practttioners tn the field. For the purist, "ecotouxism"
means a form of tourism that leaves the environment

relatively undisturbed, whereas to others it may appear as
though "ecotourism" is merelv a trendy way to sell more
mass tourism, Furtherinore, there may be cross-cultural
differences in the way ecotouxism ts viewed. It is clear that
in order for the objectives of environmental protection,
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Mike Marlmch
1648 Kahako St.
Kailua, Hawaii 96734
USA
Phone:  808! 262-6497

cultural preservation, economic sustainability, and
educational value to be accomplished in ecotourism, there
must be a consensus on what ecotourism is.

This study attempts to determine how Pacific islanders
perceive ecotourism with respect to its definition; what are
their island's tourism assets, benefits of ecotouxism, and
obstacles to ecotounsm; and what is needed in order to
implement ecotourism, To this end, two surveys were
conducted. The first involved 24 participants who attended
the Pacific 2000 Conference on responsible economic
growth, co-sponsored by the U.S. Economic Development
Agency and the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana
Islands, held in Saipan in May 1993. The second involved
23 participants of the Executive Development Institute for
touxisxn held at the University of Hawaii School of Txavel
Industry Management in June 1993.

The results indicated that responses depended on the stage
of tourism development and familiarity with the
ecotourism concept. Although there was unanimous
support for ecotourism development on all islands, with
the main impetus bemg environmental protection, the less-
developed economies were relatively more concerned
about cultural preservation than economic sustainability.
Other findings include the importance of economic and
cultural benefits, the need to overcoine politics, and the
critical role of education in implementing ecotouxism.

THE OCEANS BLUE

FOUNDATION: A VANCOUVER

RESPONSE TO SUSTAINABLE

TOURISM

Coralie Mackie
Tourism Vancouver
Greater Vancouver Convention and Visitors Buteau
Suite 210, Waterfront Centre, 200 Burrard Street
Vancouvet, B.C.
Canada V6C 3L6
Phone; �04! 682-2222
Fax: �04! 682-1717

On June 14, 1992, Canada joined 172 other governments at
the Earth Suxnmit in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil to achieve
something remarkable. At the United Nations Conference
on Environment and Development  UNCED!, people put
aside economics, religious, cultural, and political
differences to unanimously adopt Agenda 21,
Smce then, the Greater Vancouver Regional Distnct
 G i'RD! has approved a 25-year "Izvable Region Strategic
Plan," In iNovember 1995, the GVRD and the Greater
Vancouver Convention and Visitors Bureau  Tourism
Vancouver! organized a forum in which city, port, and
regional planners, and tounsm industry professionals

discussed a touristn development strategy for Greater
Vancouver, Working together, GVRD and Tounsm
Vancouver intend to adopt sustainable development
principles that appear in the World Travel and Tourism
Council, World Travel Organization, and the Earth
Council document, "Agenda 21 for the Travel and
Tourism Industry."

One action being taken is the ongoing development of
Oceans Blue Foundation. Oceans Blue is a Vancouver-
based, non-proflt Foundation committed to estabhshing
sustainable touxisin and community development in the
world's port cities. Underpinned by a philosophy of putting
"Local Loyalty and Local Responsibility" fizst, the
foundation aspires to be a leader in the efforts to make
global tourism a sustainable industry.

Oceans Blue will provide leadership in four areas based on
the developing Vancouver model including community
programs, strategic planning, measurable standards, and
responsible education. Specific initiatives within these four
areas include actions and practices for touzism businesses.

Oceans Blue will develop a series of practical actions that
individuals, communities, and coinpanies can take toward
achieving sustainability by using tourism as both the focus
and catalyst for positive change.

COASTAL MiVtINE POLICY IN

HAWAII 1986-1996 CRISIS-

FAILURE-OPPORTUNITY

During the past decade, coastal touzism in Hawaii tripled in
size and allowed individuals to put commercial claims on
ocean space that traditionally had been open to all. A.s a
result of these free-market pressures, coastal communities
have been driven by tremendous demographic and
economic change. Examples include Hanauzna Bay, where
long-time residents of Honolulu were displaced from a
popular local beach park by commercial tour groups. Their
complaints led to action by the city govenunent to protect
the environment there from unzestxicted tourism.

In response to problems such as this, individual coastal
commuxuties began to call on govenunent to provide
direction, Government officials found themselves
balancing the conflicting demands of economic
development, resource allocation, and resource protecdon.
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For guidance, the counties, the state government and
federal agencies spent millions on studies such as the Main
Hawaii Marine Resource Investigation, the Governor' s
Taskforce on Ocean Tourism, the Mamala Bay Study, the
State Ocean Management Plan, and the "Sea Grant Studies
in Manne Economics" Series.

These studies generated much useful information and
many worthy recommendations. Ltnfortunately, there was
little political will to implement them. Consequently, the
studies were set aside and government policies toward
ocean resource management carne to be deflned by
controversial single issues in isolated areas or multiple
conflicts within single areas, The result is that most
problems have festered. In the few areas where there has
been resolution of problems, such as at Hanauma Bay or
Molokini on Maui, the answers have come from the user
community.

This paper provides an overview of the historical
background during this 10-year period. It presents ideas on
how responses to these problems aught be structured in
the future.

COASTAL RESOURCE

VALUATION AND THE
NATIONAL ESTUARY PROGRAM

J. Walter Milon
Food and Resource Economics
University of Florida
FO Box 110240
Gainesville, Florida 32611-0240
USA
Phone: �52! 392-1883
Fax: �52! 392-9898
Email: milon.fred.ifas.ufl.edu

Donna J. Lee
Food and Resource Economics
University of Florida
PO Box 110240
Gainesville, Florida 326114240
USA
Phone: �52! 392-1848
Fax: �52! 392-3646
Email: donnalgfred.ifas.ufl.edu

The National Estuary Program  NEP! was established by
Congress in 1987 as part of the Clean Water Act. The
pnmary objective of the Program is to bnng together local
governmental uruts to identify estuary-related problems
and to recommend correcuve acnon plans. %'hiie baseline
hydrological and biological studies have pIaved proirunent
roles in the planrung process for most NF.P's, few have

included economic studies of value producmg activities
associated with the estuary or the effects of action plans on
economic values derived from the estuary. This paper
presents a review of these economic studies and
summarizes the results of an extensive resource valuation
study conducted for the Indian River Lagoon Rational
Estuary Program, The study addressed both direct and
passive use values using travel cost-demand models, fishery
producnvity models, property value analysis, and the
contingent valuation method. The total annual economic
value for the natural assets of the lagoon were estimated to
be more than $730 million in 1995. Results from the
economic analysis have played an important role in the
selection of action plans to correct water quality and
habitat degradation problems in the lagoon. In addition,
the identification of econoimc benefits attributable to
estuary management has been a major feature of the
campaign to convince the public of the need to implement
the recommended action plans. The concluding section of
the paper provides some discussion on the advantages and
disadvantages of including resource valuation studies in
estuary management planning and future NEP site
evaluations.
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Daniel O. Suman
Div. of Marine Affairs
RSMAS
University of Miami
Miami, FL 33149-1098
USA
Phone: �05! 361-4685
Fax: �05! 361-4675

USER GROUP PERCEPTIONS OF

M IIkRINK RESERVES IN THE

FLORIDA KEYS NATIONAL

luau%,INK SANCTUARY

J. Walter Milon
Food and Resource Economics
University of Florida
PO Box 110240
Gainesville, Florida 32611-0240
USA
Phone: �52! 392-1883
Fax: �52! 392-9898
Email: milon.fred.ifas.ufLedu

Donna J. Lee
Food and Resource Economics
University of Florida
PO Box 110240
Gainesville, Florida 32611-0240
USA
Phone: �52! 392-1848
Fax; �52! 392-3646
Email: donnal.fred.ifas.ufl.edu

The merits of marine reserves to manage hsheiy stocks and
sustain marine biodiversity have been extensively debated
in the scientific literature, yet there have been few studies
on the perceptions of user groups to marine reserve
proposals. This study examines commercial and
recreational user groups' perceptions of inarine reserves for
the Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary. The Flonda
Keys contain the only living coral reef tract in the
continental U.S., and receives more than 2.5 nullion
tounsts annually. The U.S. Congress designated the Keys
as a national marine sanctuary in 1990, and a fmal
management plan that includes marine reserves ts expected
in late 1996. Personal and mail interviews were used in this

study to identiFy user groups' percepuous of the planning
process for these reserves and expected outcomes. Results
indicate that perceptions vary considerably across the user
groups, with commercial iishing groups expressing strong
opposition while recreational diving interests generally
support the plans. Various factors, including participation
in the planning process, percetved fairness of the process,
aud expected compliance with regulanons to enforce a

reserve zone, influenced these perceptions. This paper
discusses the implications of these 6ndings for estabhshing
and managmg marine reserves tn the Florida Keys and
other coastal areas.

PARTICIPATORY RAPID RURAL
ASSESSMENT IN ZANZIBAR:

DEVELOPMENT AND

PROTECTION OPTIONS ON

SMALL ISLETS

1ssa 1Vllingoti
Barbara A. Koth
Commission for Tourism � Zanzibar
PO Box 1410
Zanzibar, Tanzania
East Africa
Phone: �55-54! 30966
Fax: �55-54! 33448
Email: bkoth@aoLcom

On this Indian Ocean island off the African coast, the
expenence from small islets leased to private investors
resulted in the exclusion of local fishermen from traditional

seasonal Gshing camps, unreasonable compensation, and
habitat destruction. This caused considerable hardship and
resentment in coastal coininunities which cited these cases
as the key reason for opposing further hotel construction.
A land anocation moratorium was imposed pending
collection of additional biophysical and sociocultural
information for input-to-development decision making.

Training was organized to provide knowledge and
techniques of participatory rapid rural assessment  PRRA!
in assessing the available resources and public opinion. A
total of 20 staff  three women! representing four ministries
participated: Commission for Tourism, Department of
Environment, Integrated Land Use Planning umt,
Investment Promotion Agency, Fisheries Department, and
Forestry Department. The practical toolkit included semi-
structured interviews  boannen, women, leaders, farmers!;
seasonal calendars; mapping, transects; wealth ~; and
pubhc meetings,

Three interdisciplinary teams implemented three to six day
studies on 12 islets with investor interest or high tourism
potential; reports were formally presented to the
government. Xs part of institution-strengthening inidanves,
the nine-month process was jointly funded by a bdateral
donor  FINNIDA! and the World Bank at a cost of $8,000
U.S.
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�! islet inhabitants and users, generaHy poor, are faced
with limited economic alternatives. Agricultural and fishing
resources are at capacity. Touxism could benefit
environmental conservation by diversification of viHagers'
income source and enhanced monitoring of the resource
base. �! Many viHages, despite rexnoteness, have direct
experience with tourists � mosdy day visits by scuba or
deep-sea fishing parties. Even at very low levels,
sociocultural impacts  e.g., dress code, cultural violations!
are evident, leading to negative perceptions and skepticism.
�! The main constraint on viHage-level development was
seen to be a complete lack of mformation and litde local
awareness of their tourism options: community-investor
contracts, employment, or the right of regular consultation.
�! Villagers mention water supply, schools, and health
care as the anticipated contribution of tourism before thar
own involvement in tourism.  S! ViHagers are willing to
make site tradeoffs � giving up one beach if access rights
to other beaches are guaranteed. �! Day use or small
lodging properties are acceptable in soxne locations.
Villagers would expect to organize boat trips, run a small
restaurant, or sell handicrafts, although this expertise,
equipment, or capital does not exist presently.

MARINE ECOTOURISM:

PROBLEMS AND POTENTIAL, A
CASK STUDY FROM

MADAGASCAR

Sophic van der Meeren
Centre for Tropical Coastal Management Studies
Dept. of Marine Sciences and Coastal Managexnent
University of Newcasde upon Tyne
Newcastle upon Tyne. NE1 7RU
United Kingdom
Phone: �191! 222 6659
Fax: �191! 222 7891
EmaiL s.a.van.der.meeren @ac Lac.uk

This paper examines the problems of and potential for
ecotourism in under-exploited coastal areas.

Anthropological 6eld research I completed in 1993 in S.W.
Madagascar shows the asks of ad hoc tourism both for
environmental conservation and for local cominunities.
This is a coastal area with a vaxiety of ecosystems including
coral reefs, dunes, beaches, and a hinterland with unique
fauna and flora. The tradirionaHy sexninomadic Vezo
fishermen have no concept of customary maine tenure.
Increasing inland demand for fish, coupled with marketing
opportunities and new fishing technologies, have already
led to substantial infiltration of the coastal area by non-
Vezo, including trading monopolies and entrepreneurs
buying coasta11and Fox tourist hotels.

The issues are how to conserve the coastal areas and reefs
 a! as environments and  b! as a sustainable resouxce for
indigenous fishexies and ecotourism.

The problems considered are how to develop management
systems to minimize conflict between competing resouxce
users, such as tourist agencies, tourists, local fisheries,
entrepreneurs, and others. Solutions axe put forward for
discussion on this and on how to channel tourism pro6ts
through local community xnanagement structures with
built-in reseat'ch and conservation For sustainable use.

The hfadagascar situation is discussed in the context of
experience From other areas, including Sri Lanka, the
Kenyan coast, Belize, and Panama. Its relevance, ho~ever,
lies as much tn its paraHels with Torres Strait and soxne
South Pacific Islands.

ATLANTIS ADVENTURES:

DEVELOPMENT OF UNDERSEA

TOURISM ATTRACTIONS

Terry O'HaHoran
Director of Project Developxn eat
Adantis Submarines Hawaii
1600 Kapiolani Blvd., Suite 1630
Honolulu, Hawaii 96814
USA
Phone:  808! 973-9839
Fax:  808! 973-9840
Email: terryan.aloha,net

In the 1980s when Atlantis Submarines pioneered the 6xst
passenger submersible operation, underwater tourism was
lixnited pximaxily to snorkeling and scuba diving, Passenger
submarines opened the undersea world to the average
person and created a vast new market. Over the past
decade, underwater tourism has been a rapidly growing
market segxnent of world tourism. Increasing interest in the
undersea worM, steady growth of world living standards,
and the amount of leisure time have created a more
sophisticated market that is searching for new experiences.
Meeting the needs of this market, as well as the chaHenges
of a successful start up and sustaining an operation, takes
innovation, planning, analysis, and development of an
appropriate marketing portfolio.

Maxine tourism products, or activities, are varied, and
careful analysis must be made to ensure the right product
or mix ot products for an existing market, As an example,
Atlantis considers site selection as a crucial component to
success. Three major categories are considered in
evaluating potential operating sites: 1! operational
considerations; 2! market trends and potentxak and
3! political, economic, and busuxess environment, Each
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product or activity is evaluated independently, and once a
site is selected and infrastructure established, other
activities can easilv be added later as the market allows,

Submarine tours are the core business of Atlantis; however,
like many other operators, we recognized the need to
diversify in order to meet the demands of today's market.
For exaxnple, last year we launched Atlantis Adventures,
which embodies a collection of products that meet
different market needs. The products that Atlantis has
introduced require less capital investment and fewer guests
io ensure their success. 'Aiaxketing synergism, economy of
scale, and increased retail potential are achieved when a site
has more than one product to offer.

PROM TRASH TO TREASURE

Stanley Selengut
Maho Bay Camps, Inc.
17A East 73rd St.
New York, NY 10021
USA
Phone: �12! 47? 9453
Fax: �12! 861-6219
Exnail: mahobaylmaho.org

55VVkH TRIBE'S PRESENTATION

ON COASTAL AND ECOTOURISM

DEVELOPMENT

Donna I Wilkie
Business Manager, Makah Tribal Council
PO Box 115
Neah Bay, WA 98357
Phorx: �60! 645-2201
Fax �60! 645-2033

The iXIakah Nation is located on the most northwest iip of
Washington's Olympic PemnsuLc In recent vears visitation
to Neah Bay and Ozette has been on a steady increase. The
Tribe recognizes the need fox change to accommodate these
increases. Surveys have been taken to develop coinmumty
awareness and opinion. The surveys revealed that the
community is supportive of the touxism increase where it
links to tribal axusans and business development. The
surveys also indicate that there is an urgent need for more
food services, lodging and campground development.

The Tribe orgaiuzed the ~XIakah ~ isitor Bureau which
represents the tribal and busmcss communities. Thc Visitors
Bureau is responsible for disseminating tourism information

and informing the community on tourism plans and
developments, as well as encouraging beautification of
neighborhoods and enhancing highways, trails and beaches.
Through this organization the tribe is networking with nearby
Chaxnbers of Commerce by attending meetings and
education, by sharing brochures and information on the
history and culture of the XIaksh Txibe. The Tribe also heed
Dean Runvan Associates of Portland, Oregon to complete a
tourism study of Neah Bay and the Ozette archaeological site.
The purpose of the study was to answer questions such as
how many and what type of tourists visit the area? Are these
type of visitors economically beneficial? Do we need to
change focus to attract other types of touxists or should we
discourage tounsm growth? The Tribe is responding by
sharing the results with the commuiuty, suiveymg their
opxxuons and by devdoping trails, improving on and off
reservation signage and planning tourism facilities.

A mam factor that has led to the increase in tourist visits is
the 1970s discovery of the Ozette archaeological site of an
ancient lvtakah whaling village which was perfectly preserved
in a mud slide, This was followed by the 1980 construction
of a world class museum to house the thousands of artifacts
recovered in the archaeological site. In 1991 the National
Geographic Magazine featured a story on the "Ancient
Makah Whaling Society." In 1994 a pubhc television video
was released called "Gift from the Past." This is a

documentary of modem iXIakah society and the relationship
to the Ozette archaeological discovery.

Other factors for the increased outside interest are that Neah
Bay and Ozette are located adjacent to the Olympic National
Park and the Cape Flattery Wildlife Refuge. In 1995 the
designation of the Olympic Coast ihlaxine Sanctuary, a
NOAA program, which begins in Neah Bay has sparked new
interest in the coastal waters and reefs, We are also members
of the North Olympic Visitor % Conventional Bureau of
Port Angeles, WA. The Olympic Bureaus are very
supportive in terms of advertising to the ecotounst There is
also an increased interest in and curiosity about the culture
and traditions of Native American Tribes by foreign and U.S.
to uris is.

The Tribe has planned for increased growth by constructing
infrastructure. Developing entrepreneurial training is now
being offered to tribal members. This will assist members in
preparation for secondaxy businesses that will develop from
increased growth. Growth management plans include
constructing a year round safe harbor marina with 200+ boat
slips, ta be completed in 1997. Regulatorv guidelines for land
and development are being documented. The 'Aiakah Tribal
Council has appointed a Land Use Development Team
responsible to identify land for business, industrial and hoxne
site developinent. The Tribe has developed an
environmental program and is in the process of adopung
environmental policy and regulafions. A transportation
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planner has recently been hired to assist in planning for
intermodal transportation and land use development.

In conclusion, the ihfakah Nation has considerable potential
for marine and ecotoutism development, According to the
response of surveys, the general opinion is that the tourism
growth should be gradual with limited impact to the
communities. Most importantly, tounsm growth rates should
not infringe upon tribal sovereignty.

THE PALAU CONSERVATION

SOCIETY: ENVIRONMENTAL

NGO WOEGDNG IN PARTERSHIP

WITH LOCAL COMMUNITIES,
AGENCIES, AND ACADEMIA

Woe YaIap
Palau Conservation Society
PO Box 1811
Koror, Republic of PaIau 96940
Phone: �80! 488-3993
Fax: �80! 488-3990

After years of exploration, discussion, and work by a group
of environmentally concerned and active citizens, Palau
Conservation Society  PCS! was incorporated in 1994, The
mission of PCS is to work with the local community to
preserve the nation's unique environment, and to
perpetuate its conservation ethic for the economic and
social beneat of present and future generations of all
Palauans and for the enjoyment and education of ail who
visit our island. This new non-governmental organization is
committed to protecting Palau's environment through
public awareness, research, and the promotion of
sustainable development pohcies. The accomplishments of
PCS can be ttaced to its non-confrontational approach and
to its strong partnerships with local communities,
government agencies, and the international scientific
community. WhHe not directly involved with tourism, PCS
is helping to build a solid em~nmental approach in
development efforts that will lend itself to in ore
responsible tourism in Palau. An example is the grouper
aggregation project, Through this research and education
project, PCS is helping the local community dk Fine
sustainable econonuc development options For their area,
PCS is e due anng the commumty about the special
ecological importance of their waters as a spawning area
for groupers and other popular ash. Cons equendy, a
fislung-oriented type of tourism would not be appropriate,
but perhaps an educanonal or "wildlife-viewing" tvpe of
tourism might be iuore suitable. This presentation will
cover some of the methods used, the role of dus YiGO m
the development process, and decisions maCk.
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OLD MICHI VILLAGE

COMMUNITY PROJECT:
ISLANDER ECOTOURISM AND

COMMUNITY CONSERVATION

Stephen Wearing
Uni vers/tv of Techno/ogy  Aaslrai/aj

Abstract Ecotourism has become a kp component in the
gronnng tourism i»dusty of the So«th Pacific; but with the customs
and traditions of this Regso» it rec/uires careful conrideration before it
can be igecttvely dere/oped. A number of lVGOs such as k'or/d
teide Fund for 1Vature as» seeking to deve/op comm«ra'ty based
appmurhes that egictive/y enab/e the community to deter»»'ne the
outcomes. The be/ief that ecotouricm can be the economic saviour for
countries such as the So/omo» Is/a»ds has seen rapid grouch of
ecotourism in circumsta»ces svhere often there is a lack of
«»derstandi»g of the socio-pohtica/ strudel of the country
part/ca/ar/y at local kvel Deve/opment probkms facing ecotouriu»
are /argosy simi/ar to those experie»cedin agre'cu/tare and most forms
of seba¹ and rural /and use. In the Solomon ls/ands deve/opment
pla»»ing of any kind is»ot a tradstsona/ a<6 tntt.

In order to understand the present issues facing the deve/opmenl of
ecotourisns i» the Solomon Islands a reer'esvis provided here of a /ocal
prjoect in /vIamvr, lp'estern Province, So/omon Is'/ands. The 0/d
/ttItchs village Commumty Prjnect  Ripe ta Lode! is a comm«»i ty-
based prject unth provides some insights into the sociopoiltical
readies of ecotourism at the communip level Tourism developmentis
a prime consumer of a community s vatuabk land resources as mz the
products associated with it. Such changes ofteninvo/ve a transfer of
po uvr relationships, putticularg»here this is exercised /oca//y through
contrvl over land and its use. The reactions to this nnthi» these

communist'es can vary great/y but the inspacts on them and their often
deli caleb/ ba/anced socio-cultara/ re/ationships presents problems for all
those involved i n the process of ecotouresm development. This paper
presents a case stud/t of the process, community contro/ and reactt'ons
n hi k providing suggestions for obtaining succesJP/ outcomes that are
co»riste»t' anth best practice in ecotourism management,

Keywosrjnt So/omon Is/ands, ecotourr'sm, community-bared
development

In 1992 the Tobakokorapa Association of northern
Vanunu Island in the Solomon Islands wished to estabhsh a

small tourism project which offered overseas ~asitors the
opportunity to enjoy Marova Lagoon and learn about the

natural environment and the culture of the local people.
The idea for the project developed through the
collaborarion of a range of organisations and particularly
from the Association's engagement in WWF's community
Resource Conservation Project, The proposed tourism
proIect seeks to draw together and enable the community
to address many of the resource management, community
development and mcome generation issues raised in the
planning process. It is also an attempt to provide stability
for the community through an ecotourism project, which
would provide sustainable economic land-use alternatives
for the community.

With the world's attention focused on the South Pacific

and pre servanon and conservation � one of the top
priorities for this region tourism offers local communities
in the South Pacific the opportunity to overcome two main
problems deforestation and unemployment. The project
seeks to address these points and represents a malor step
towards the future. Historically, the local environment had
been depleted because of the villages need to derive an
income from various land and marine uses. A variety of
uruque activities are being designed to enable villages to
share with visitors their detailed traditional knowledge and
uses of their land and sea resources. In addition, visitors
wtii be able to view first-hand how they are responding to
rapid social change brought on by contemporary western
influences. Through close contact with village people,
visitors wiII learn how Tobakokorapa is trying to control
negative economic, social and environmental impacts
sometimes associated with such change, by blending
traditional and modern ideas in the sustainable use,

management and conservation of their resources.

The Tobakokorapa community lives on northern Vanunu
Island within the Western Province of the Solomon

Islands. This community wished to establish a small
tourism venture and a unique opportunity for visitors to
the Solomon Islands to enjoy beautiful Marovo Lagoon
and learn about the natural environment and the culture of

the local Marovo people.

ihlarovo society is made up of at least twenty names.
Kinship groups are called butubutu. Each butubutu
controls a defined land and sea area, The cultural history
and social structure of each butubutu is inextricabb linked

with its land and sea area.
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The Tobakokorapa Association is composed of three
butubutu, clauning customary tight to land and sea areas
extending from the mainland hill slopes of northern
Vanunu seaward to include several bamer islands of

eastern 'AIarovo I.agoon. The main settlement is XIichi
ViHage on mainland Vanunu. The estimated village
population is 137 persons. It is estunated that an additional
100 people who are members of this butubutu hve outside,
in Honiara, for employment purposes.

Within the Association there is a recognised need for some
income-generating activity for individual households, as
weH as for community development purposes including
improved housing, water supply, health caxe, education and
sanitation.

The project builds on the tradinonal close association of
the people and their culture with the natural environment
and how this relationship is changing to meet the
chaHenges of the 1990s, The planned facilities and
activities will allow visitors to partake in a tourism and
educational expenence unlike any offered elsewhere in the
Solomon Islands. This paper examines many of the
concerns raised by local communities about protected area
management and associated tourism. The concerns and.
conflicts that exist in communities such as those in the

I Iarova Lagoon generaHy fall tnto a number of interrelated
categories. The Gxst is the lack of opportunities foz
involvement in decision making relating to protected area
management and tourism. The second arises from what
these communities regard as inadequate responses from
governments, the touxism industry and NGO's to assist
them in controHing tourism and its bene6ts and impacts.
The third relates to the lack of 6nancial, social and
vocarional bene6ts fiowing to these communiries from
projects that commercially exploit what they regard as their
resources. The fourth relates to the need to establish better

tools for evaluating socio-cultural unpacts and ensuring this
is completed in conjunction with the more emphasised
environmental impacts on the natural envtronments which
are usually of more interest to outside tnvestors and
conservation groups.

If all these communities participating in ecotourism can
have an understanding of where they 6t within the broader
framework of the tourism and conservation sectors, there

ts a better chance that the focus of protected areas
fostering host communities values while providing
education for outsiders will be successful  Kutay, 1990.'38!,
The vartety of organisations involved with ecotounsm and
their approaches are an essential parr of what ecotourism
is. Ecotourism has caught the imagination of many local
comznunities in xhe South Paci6e, and this has generating
interest from the government and internaoonal

organisations operating in these countries. Their is current
worldwide much debate concerning the bene6ts and costs
of ecotouxism  Cater and Lowman, 1994!. As it does,
more interest is generated in the potential of ecotourism
for viHage based communities. It is increasingly being seen
as a way to promote sustainable tourism while still eaxning
valuable income for these communities. However

CampbeH �981! observes pro6t can become an end tn-it-
self, and that the pro6t objective has led to the exclusion of
many local communities from the bene6ts of this rite of
tourism.

In order to understand the role ecotourism can play, it is
important to refocus the approaches to creating

frastructure for tourism, awareness of the differing needs
of local communiries, while also alignmg ecotourism with
national conservation and development strategies. It ts
suggested that the preparation of national conservation
strategy is ",designed to demonstrate to sectoral interests
and how they inter-rehte with other sectors, thereby
revealing new opportuxuties for conservation and
development to work together"  McKeely and Thorseg,
1989!, With local communities as the focus these different
sectors government, private enterprise, conservation and
non-governmental organisation s, and international
insritutions can then reorientate their appxoach to
conservation through tourism.

For the people of Tobakokorapa the proposed ecotounsm
development wiH do several things. The venture will
provide:
~ an As socta tron-owned and managed project to

enhance traditional community cohesion and
supporting mechanisms;

~ a vital source of income for the commuxuty to meet
basic social welfare needs, as an alternative to non-

sustainable forms of resource use currently being
promoted in the region;

~ a demonstration of properly managed resource use
tntegrated wtth a development project, for the whole
of the Tobakokarapa community and other villages
wittun the region;

~ an opportunity to enhance youth understanding and
appreciation of traditional cuhure and knowledge of
local resources; and

~ essenrial skill training and employment opportunities
for men, women and the youth of the 'A6chi village.

KVhile a variety of definirions of ecotourism exist one
definition that would appear to be in popular usage is that
of The Fcotounsm Society in the USA which de6nes tt as
"responsible travel that conserves natural environments
and sustains the weII-being of local people." Although this
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is not as encompassing as other de6nitions it ptovides a
focus for the elements discussed in this paper.

Boo �990:11! identi6ed a number of economic bene6ts
that can accrue from tourism. Generally tourism as a
growth industry can increase the exchange earnings and
therefore improve the balance of payments and in its role
as part of the expanding service sector can generate
etnployment, SpecihcaHy ecotourism creates investment
for infrastructure development, it helps to diversify the
economy and retnove the reliance on a smaH number of
exports. Finally it can help stimulate econonuc activity and
growth in isolated areas, Within rural conununities
ecotourism also provides an economic alternative and may
slow down deforestation  Boo, 1990;17!, Valentine
 '1987:17! indicated that capital investments and operational
expenditure would be multiplied throughout the economy
because of the 'trickle down effect' or multiplier. The more
control that can be vested in the local community the more
opportunity there is to ensure a signi6cant return for the
co mmMllty.

The Tobakokarapa Association has sort to involve the
entire community in the management and to organise the
day-to-day running of the operation. In the planning and
establishment stages a WWF Field Adviser worked closely
with the Tobakokorapa project staft and local communiry,
assisting them in aH aspects of project planning and training
ot local people, After establishment of the facihty, ~
staff, through the existing Community Resource
Coriservation project, has provided additional technical
expertise as required, and continue to monitor the progress
of the operation, Revenue generated from the enterprise is
expected to be modest, particularly in the 6rst years of
operation the majority of it wiH stay within the community.
Modest wages will be paid to the individuals running
different parts of the venture  business, housekeeping,
guides, etc!. After running costs are met, the remaining
pro6t will be put into a conununity development fund
which will support vtHage projects, improving health care,
education, water supply, familv housing and sanitation.

While it is generaHy accepted that only a minor percentage
of tourist expenditure remains in the region or country
 Ascher, 1985; Lea, 1988; 1993; Trask, 1991! and pro6ts
are further reduced through the importation of specialised
goods and services, it is felt that ecotourism can redress
tlus imbalance. The community funcnons largely on
subsistence terms and pariiaHv on cash income.
Subsistence production derives From gardening, fishing,
collection of shellfish and some forest products, and
occasional hunting for wild game. Cash income in recent
vears has been generated from the harvest and loca! sale of
shell, beche-de- mer, some timber, and local produce.

There has been intense pressure in recent years on this
community to sell their timber resources to overseas
logging interests. The community; however, has decided
that such an enterprise is not in the best interest of their
future development. The objective here is to use as much
of the locally produced products to develop and sustain the
project.

Hong �985:25! contextualises this further and suggests
international tourism requires high capital investment and
expensive infrastructure necessitating heavy borrowing for
developing nations, to 6nance these projects which must
come from outside the local economy. In the South Paci6c
foreign investors can in some cases invest in tourist hotels
enjolmg tax exemption, import aH building materials and
equipment duty free and have also been benehciaries of aid
money to help establish busmess. Ecotourism is often
being estabhshed within this context and often
governments aid large overseas corporations who they
need to establish this infrastructure but who siphon and
divert precious resources which could have been used to
improve the quahty of life of the local people  Hong,
1985:21!.

Alternative Direction

To date, the community's commercial undertakings
engaged in, have aH been based on the harvest of marine or
Forest products. Unfortunately, levels or methods of
harvest of these resources have frequently not been viable
or sustainable ecologically or economicaHy. The
Tobakokorapa A.ssociation has recognised this and since
late 1991 have tried to address this problem through
participation in the ~ Community Resource
Conservation  CRC! project,

The CRC project provides assistance to local landholding
groups interested in the long-term conservation of their
resources, Through this project and with the assistance of
tecbrucal specialists from ~, inembers of
Tobakokorapa have been going through a community
resource planning and managetnent exercise. The planning
exercise encourages the local community to:
~ take stock of their resource base;

~ examine the ecological, cultural and economic values
of those resources;

access the traditional and contemporary use of
resources and the implications of changing use
patterns on their community; and
estabhsh community development goals.
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Project Setting

A major output of this plan is to outline Tobakokorapa
policy and guidelines for the inanageinent of their
terrestrial and marine resources. As a natural progression of
planning activities undertaken by communities, the CRC
Project aims to assist a number of community groups to
design, implement, manage and monitor speci6c
development or conservation projects, These projects are
to be important demonstrations wtttun the region of
economically and ecologically sustainable and socially
appropriate enterprises.

The other side of this is the social/cultural impacts are
those "influences that come to bear upon the host society a
result of tourist contact"  Prasad, 1987:10! and these
iinpacts can bene6t the comrnuiuty and also unpose costs
on the community. In the Tobakokorapa case one of the
bene6ts stem from contacts the visitor may have with the
host culture as given the longer duration of the stay of the
ecotourist. This understanding is more deep-seated,
Travis �982:260! also suggests that this contact can lead to
improved reputation and visibility of the host community
and introduce to the ecotourist new ideas, new values and

new ways of life. Given advanced industrial socienes need
to explore less resource expensive approaches to lifestyle
the contact can only be beneflcial and as Cater �9S7:221!
suggests creates a wider understanding and possible
removal of prejudices.

The dynamic state of culture according to Cater �9S7:221!
means that change is ineVirabl, however, tourism
acceIerates these changes and Butler �990:44! suggests that
as ecotourism penetrates deeper into the host cultures and
as a long term development has the greatest impact on the
host culture. In the Tobakolrorapa case this has to be
weighed up against the fact that without some shift m the
economic base of the community from sea and forest
harvesting many inay have had to leave the area to find
work, thereby destroying the structure and stability of the
local community.

The initiative and interest shown by Tobakokorapa in the
CRC project have particularly encouraged WWF. In
addition to be preparation of a community resource plan,
members of the Association have built a community
resource centre to house resource management

information materials and provide a venue for community
and regional meetings on resource management and
conservation issues. The enthusiasm and level of

organisation shown by Tobakokorapa has given XVÃF
conlidence in their ability to capably undertake this tourism
venture and provide one of the First demonstranon projects
in the ! Iarovo Region.

The ihflchi Village project has given the local people power
of control and the opportunity to share the gains of the
project. In contrast, Boo �990:119! found that the impact
on local economies was small and ohen inadequate to pay
for managing and protecting these areas, In the
Tobakokorapa case the communities have been instructed
in the necessary requirements for the ongoing management
of the project and the inoney raised from the project will
go directly back into the community.

Marovo Lagoon is a region of magmficent island, lagoon
and sea scenery. The lagoon is a large, ecologically diverse
area of variable water depth and movements with many
coral reefs and small islands backed by the "high" islands
of Vanunu and New Georgia. The lagoon is a dominating
physical link for the islands. It also represents the core of
existence for Marovo people and a symbol of their identity.
ln the central Marovo area, and within the area owned by
Tobakokorapa, forested hiII slopes gradually give way to
broad Ooodplains supporting rich freshwater swamp
forests and extensive mangrove systems. SmaIl coral reef
islands supporting both rainforest and mangrove are
scattered throughout the inner lagoon, Along the eastern
edge of the lagoon are outer barrier islands, or toba in
iXIarovo language. The island formations are the result of
uplifts forming a raised reef complex. Outcrops of
hmestone reach up to 60 metres in height off parts of New
Georgia. The toba support mostly virgin rainforest of high
diversity containing scienti6cally interesting species and
structure. Just as there is a high degree of ecological
diversity within ilfarovo Lagoon, there are cultural
distinctions between the separate bumbutu which inhabit
the area. Five different dialects are spoken in the region
and tradidons and patterns of resource use can vary
considerably depending on the history and local
environment of the customary landholding groups.

The scenic beauty, ecololp'cal and cultural diversity of the
1<Iarovo Lagoon area have been recognised for many years
as having high value for the Solomon Islands. Recent
actions b> the Solomon Island and New Zealand
Governments to consider nomination of this area to the

world Heritage List support this recognition.

Existing Tourism Activities

The diversity of natural environments and cultural tradition
within the Kfarovo region provides a nch resource for the
development of different tounst markets.



Existing tourism facilities pre sen t within the Lagoon
include:

~ Uepi Island Resort on the eastern outer barrier of the
lagoon which caters for overseas divers;

~ Matakuri Island offers modest thatch guest house
accommodation

the charter boat "MV Bilikiki" regularly visits a
number of dive sites within the lagoon; and

~ the charter boat "MV Spirit of Solomons", a general
cruise vessel has recently begun tours in Marovo
Lagoon and the RusseH Islands,

Private yacbts travelling through the Solomon Islands of
Charapoana Island near Uepi Resort, which is within the
sea boundaries of the Tobakokorapa Association.
However, there are no moorings available ot facilities that
cater specifically for ttus market.

There is a proposal for a gaine and sport fishing lodge on
one of the toba off eastern Vanunu  hfatiu Island!.

original vegetation was cleared. With the occupation most
of the islands original vegetation was cleared. With the
exception of a large Casuarina, the island now mostly
supports mature coconut palms scattered among patches of
secondary regrowth and strandline shrubs. A narrow strip
of mangroves fringes the islands northern edge. There is a
sandv beach at the southern entrance to the island.

Mchi Island is approximately a 30 minute motorised canoe
ride from Segbe on New Georgia. Solomon Air provides
regular services between Seghe airstrip and Honiara five
davs a week. Tobakokorapa wiH provide guest transfer
from Seghe to Old hfichi,

Boat transfer from Honiara is also available once a week

via the "ihfV Uminao." This ship picks up and unloads
passengers in the village of Patutiva, approximately 20
minutes canoe ride west of Old Michi, and at Marovo

Island, 20 minutes to the east.

The Solomon Island Tourism Development Plan 1991�
2000 views the country's ecotourism, adventure and
cultural tour potential as being untapped. In Wfarovo, there
are few opportunities to enjoy the area's culture and natural
history.

In the last year Uepi Resort has decided to broaden its
market and offer guests visits to the mainland of nearby
New Georgia and Marovo Island. To date, development
of these new activities has been liinited. Matakuri Lodge
provides informal activities such as fishing, snorkeling,
bushwalks or river trips in response to guest requests, but
provides little opportunity for visitors to interact with local
people other than lodge staff.

Location and Access

Old ihfichi Village will be located on Miichi Island, a small
raised coral islet, less than an acre in size, and surrounded
by the calm, clear waters of a shallow inshore lagoon. The
island lies within an easy canoe paddle to a cluster of other
smaH islets to the east and to mauiland Vanunu to the

south. iXIichi Island, although it has not been inhabited for
some 20 years, was one of the oriynal settlement sites of
Tobakokorapa people, These people now reside m new
~hfichi ~ iHage, 400 metres away on a perunsula of Vanunu
Island.

At present there remains little sign of the old village, with
only the odd pile of coral rubble indicating the location of a
past house site, During its occupation most ot the islands

Facilities and Services

The guest house facility has been designed and constructed
to recreate the image of the original Old Michi Village.
Visitors are accommodated in comfortable yet modest,
traditional-style houses of thatch construction, raised on
poles and perched out over the waters of the lagoon with
boardwalks linking thein to the island. From this facility,
guesthouse visitors can easily view the houses and activities
of Tobakokorapa people within Michi Village only some
400 metres away.

In total, four guest huts and a cominunal leisure and dining
area are to be available over the water around the periphery
oF the island. This style of house and viHage settlement is
characteristic of Marovo lagoon; blending weH into the
tropical backdrop, and offering much exotic charm. Each
house will be carefuHy positioned to take advantage of the
afternoon sea breezes and srenic views of Vanunu and

New Georgia Islands. Each guest hut will be able to sleep
up to four persons and include a smaH sitting room which
opens up to a verandah overlooking the water. Inside waHs
will be taste fuHy lined with traditional woven mats.
Furnishings will include tables and chairs, beds and linen,
mosquito nets, kerosene pressure lanterns, and tloor mats.
The rooius will be further decorated with tropical plants,
local carvings and baskets of fresh flowers.

A communal open living area wiH provide a comfortable
setnng for groups to eat their meals, and a place for group
meetings or presentations, to display local products, or for
just general leisure activities.
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Activities

Market

On the island there wtH be three sets of toilet and shower

facilities located in small thatch huts with raised wooden

slat floors. Selection of an environrnentaHy sound method
of waste treatment will be made after further site

evaluation,

Also on the island a kitchen and food preparation area wiH
be constructed. The task and responsibihty for preparing
visitor meals, cleaning, and laundry services is to be
contracted to the local women's group. Laundry wtU be
done in ihfichi Village.

Tin roofs on communal living area, kitchen and laundry
will coUect rainwater for the facdity and be stored in four
1,000-gallon water tanks located on the island.

On and close around the island, visitors will be able to

walk, swim, snorkel and use small paddle canoes For fish
and bird watchmg and photography,

A.ctivities will be designed to enable visitors to experience a
diversity of natural habitats, and appreciate both their high
conservation values and the traditional and contemporary
significance of these resources to the culture of the local
people. Visitors will be transported to and from activities
by two canoes with outboard motors.

Scientific interpretation of the habitats explored and their
ecological importance wiH be provided in the materials
prepared by the Tobakokorapa Association with assistance
from ~. Together these activities and materials
provide insights into the concerns and opportunities which
confront South Pacific people tu conserving their
traditional culture and resources in modem times.

This project aims to attract visitors from overseas oriented
towards natural history appreciation, adventure and a
cultural learning experience. Important components of the
visitor's holiday will include:
~ visiting unspoiled natural environments wluch have

high international conservation sigmficance;
~ shanng and participatmg in a lifestvle quite different

from their own; and

~ being provided with an opportunity to engage in a
quality learning experience.

Such visitors are usually quite happy with hmited
accommodation and comfort in exchange for the
opportunity to experience a unique setting. At the same
arne, however, it is important that prospective visitors are
told what facilities and services are provided, so that their
expectations are in keeping with the experience being
offered.

As part of project development, a detailed marketing
strategy wiU be prepared. In developing this strategy
several different market sectors will be investigated and
targeted Fot development.

It is expected that a key part of dus strategy wiH be the
development of special guided tour packages. These may
be linked to overseas adventure travel specialists,
conservation, or natural history organisations that provide
specialist tours, These include W%V national
organisations. At present at least two specialist tour agents
are providing adventure tours into the Western Province
and investigating opportunities for estabhshment within
Marovo Lagoon.

A second potential market is that of visitors entering the
area on cruising yachts. Old Michi Village wiU be located
along the main route for cruising yachts, which travel
through the Solomon Islands via Marovo Lagoon. Yachts
commonly anchor in the protected shallows of Charapoana
Island off Uepi Resort. The guesthouse facility and
activities could be published to the cruising yacht ruarket.
Brochures advertising the operation to cruising yachts
could be made available at important points of entry such
as Customs Offices in Hoiuara, Gizo and at Bili Passage.

Providing additional visitor opportunities for existing
tourism will also be examined. For example, Uepi Island
Resort has progressively expanded its range of guest
activities to include visits to mainland rivers and some

viHages. At present the activities to be offered by
Tobakokorapa are not provided by other neighbouring
butubutu to the Resort. Charter boat operations, such as
the MV Spirit of Solomons, which wish to offer more
visitor interacnon with local viHages within the Western
Province, are also expanding.

A further potential market to be cultivated, which can build
upon the resource conservation activities of Tobakokorapa,
is that ot educational groups interested in tropical resource
management and sustainable development issues at the
community level. This could include students From
overseas universines, and other South Pacific countries, as

weH as from within the Solomons.
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Project Management

The proposed tourism venture is a community project.
The project does not foUow common development models
based on individual or family entrepreneurial activity. It is
the opinion of the Association that entrepreneurial models
too often result in community conflict from the inequitable
distribution of benefits and disputes over resource
ownership aad are inappropaate for this community,

It is recognised that projects undertaken by a community
group can be raore complicated, To avoid this, the role
and responsibilities of various players, aad communication
and decision- making links, needs to be clearly defined.
The important orgatusatioaal elements of project
management as proposed for this pxoject are listed below.

Tobakokorapa Association and WWF Joint
Management Agreement

The project is to be managed by the Tobakokorapa
Association with the assistance of WWF. An agreement
will be prepared between the Association and
outlining the project responsibilities of both agents.

In the planning and development phase, both parties will
ensure necessary tasks are undertaken so that at aU stages
the project is financiaHy accountable, the project works run
as close as possible to the timetable outlined, and that the
standard of facility construction, community training and
preparation is high quality.

A project account is to be established into which funds for
the planning aad development phase of the operation will
be entered. Both agents wiH be joint signatories to this
account.

Project Management Board

A Project Management Board wiH be established with
repxesentauves of the A.ssociation's Executive aad
Advisorv group. WWF wiH be an ex officio member of the
Board, The Board will meet at regular intervals aad be
responsible for xevtewiag project progress aad the
performance of Tobakokorapa project staff, and the WWF
Field Adviser, The Board will have the overaU authority
for taaking decrsrons on project directron and activities and
to apporat or drsrruss staff.

WWF Field Adviser

A O'K'F Field Adviser wiH be contracted ro work with the

.Vssocrauon ra the development of the venture over a 12-

month period, This person wiU have skiHs ia project
management snd administration, and in planning, operation
and trairung, for tourism aad natural area management.

The Adviser will be responsible for trainiag of the
Tobakokorapa project staff and providing technical
expertise in the planning and development of the facility
and its operations. The WWF Field Adviser wiH report
regularly to the Management Board and to the iblichi
project,

Tobakokorapa Operations Management

The Management Board will contract an Operations
Manager and Managing A.ssistant to head up responsibility
for the establishment and operation of the venture, These
persons wiH have the following duties'.
~ to work with the WWF Field Advrser and commuruty

in project planning
~ to establish and maintain finaacial accounts and

supervise project administration;
~ to co-ordinate working groups;
~ to supervise the establishment, operation and

maintenance of the facility', and
~ to liaise with tourist agents regarding visitor bookings,

To encourage aad promote women in development and
leadership roles, Tobakokorapa is proposing to have the
positions fiUed by two women. There are several women
belongiag to Tobakokorapa who have held positions within
the touasm mdustry in Hoaiara and whose past expenence
qualifies them to take on this role.

In the development phase of the project, oae woman will
work closely wtth aad be trained by the ~ Field
Adviser. A second woman wiH undertake furthex study
and complete a certificate course at SICHE in tourism. At
the completion of this course she wiH share management
responsibilities aad provide necessary administration and
marketing support to this posttioa.

Planning Requirements

Two important principles are fundamental to the CRC
approach m asststing communities wrth development
initiatives. Firstly, all stages of the establishment and
execution of the project must conform to sound
environmental and social pracnces. For example, where
timber or bush materials must be obtained, the way in
which harvesung occurs must mtarnuse environmental
damage and should not result in vrUage shortages or
disruption ro necessary vtHage tasks. In order to ensure
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ProIect Evaluation

this criterion is met, careful planning is required, including
the assessment of resource stocks, temporal availabihty,
project and community demands, methods of
procurement, and replenishment needs.

Secondly, to inake the project bene6ts more extensive, the
planning process is carried out with fuH involvement of the
community. Therefore, planning skills are transferred and
may be applied to other development projects m the future.

Preparation of project action plans was one of the 6rst
tasks undertaken. These plans where developed bv
Tobakokorapa project staff and the working groups with
the assistance of the WWF Field Adviser. Required project
plans include:
~ an overaH business and inarketing plan;

a project development plan detaihng how working
groups are to be co-ordinated and their individual
activity schedules  including training activities!,

A number of training opportunities where built into this
project, These are:
~ SICHE tourism cem6cate course for a staff member

in operations management;
a study tour for select staff and members of the
Association's Executive focusing on nature tourism
activities and resource management in Austraha;
community training over a 12 month period by the
%WF Field Adviser in aH aspects of the design,
establishment and operation of facility and services;
Further "in service" training at intervals over the 6rst
four years of operanon by CRC staff.

The project's organisanonal structure and intended mode
of implementation wiH ensure that trmung benefits will be
provided to both women and men, and persons
representing a range of age groups.

ilfonitoring and evaluation activities wiH be carried out with
CRC project assistance for the first Four years. An
important output of the CRC project is the communication
of project results and examples of sound community
resource use and conservation to other communities,

non-government and government organisations within the
Solomon Islands and Alelanesia. This is partly achieved
through the compilation of a series of community case
studies on sustainable development. l he progress of

Tobakokorapa in resource planning, the undertaking of the
coinmunity tourisin project, and results of its operation are
expected to be documented in this series. Case study
material would take into account evaluations by the
Management Board, ~ Field Adviser and other CRC
Staff, and include a number of surveys of community
attitudes, expectanons and perception of development at
various stages of the project.

Social and Environmental Considerations

Although it is the primary focus of acdvity, the
development and operanon of a small tourism facility is not
the sole purpose of this project. In many ways, the
development of the tounst facihty is a vehicle to achieving
a broader and more far-reaching set of objectives. The
direct and obvious benehts from the venture are the

generation of conunumty income and employment, but
other equaHy signi6cant social and environmental bene6ts
are anticipated. These bene6ts will apply across sectors,
touch aH aspects of viHage life, and influence the current
and future use of this community's resources.

Through the CRC project, Tobakokorapa Association has
put in place speci6c policies for the overaH management of
their resources. This tourism project is expected to help
the achievement of conservation objectives set out in their
policy statement.

A.s can be seen in Table 1 the applica6on of new skills
learned through project working groups should enhance
Tobakokorapa's resource management cap abihties and
result in improved quality of life for the whole of the
viHage. Project activities will further reinforce the
discussions and exercises introduced in the CRC planning
process and the holistic approach to resource management.
The planrung and development of the facility will require
the exanunation of a range of resources and their uses, and
are likely to result in the adaptation of additional
conservation measures. For example, the Association has
already decided to take the following actions to enhance
the area's tourism values:

~ set up a system of reserves for protecting sigiuficant
areas of forest, islands and reef, which wiH be visited
by guests;

~ placing controls on the commercial exploitanon of
some manne resources. For example, the harvest of
these shellfish as a tourism activity would provide a
better return and help secure this as long-term food
source for viHagers;

~ adapt environmental guidelines m the harvestuig nf
timber for the facility;
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Table 1: Exam les of ro'ect benefits to communitv resource mana ment ca abilities and vill lif».
Skills acquired in Tourism Project%'orking Group

Setting and Grounds
Management

~ Village amenity and landscaping
e Villa e waste mana ement

~ Review water supply
~ New villa e site lan

Facihty Destgn, Construction
and 5 Iaintenance

~ Guidelines for sustainable
harvest of materials

Food Production and
Preparation

Cleaning/Laundry Services ~ Planning of water consumption and
uali

Village hygiene

Acnvities, Interpretation, and
Transport

Strengthening of community
identity and cohesion

Visitor Health ~ Establishment of village 6rst aid post
with trained staff

VIllage mosquito control

~ Inventory of Bush resources
~ Regeneration of resources  e.g. tree

lantin

~ Inventory of wild and cultivated foods
~ Recognitton of value of local food

 nutritionally and econonucally!

~ Recording of traditional uses of plant
and marine products, custom stories,
and songs, Butubutu history and
enealo

Application of Skilh in
Community Resource
Mana ment and Villa Life

Improved garden techmques
and management
Increased range of food crops
Improvement of nutrition and
villa health
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~ construct properly constructed storage sites for
outboard fuel to prevent the poHufion of reef waters.

There are vezy zich ties between local culture and natural
resources and substantial conservation vaIue in mamtaining
these links. The protection of traditional culture will be
enhanced by the documentation of traditional uses of plant
and animals, custom stories and song required as part of
the development of activities and interpretauve materials.
Youth particulafly wiH be encouraged to undertake this
activity, improvmg the transfer of traditional knowledge
and skiHs, which are currently being lost.

As opposed to many development activities, this project
expects that there wiH be increased self esteem of village
people and enhancement of community integrity froxn the
successful, co-operative development and operation of this
facility.

Controlling the Impacts

With respect to environmental management and in keeping
with Tobakokorapa policy, the tounsm facility and
activities are to be designed, constructed, operated and
managed so as to minimise environmental damage or
poHution to land and sea areas. Visitors also will be
requested to follow certain guidehnes such as uot littering,
removmg forest or reef products, etc. to ensure
environmental protection.

The two main areas from which adverse social impacts are
commonly generated in a development project are �!
community confhcts on the allocation of resources and
distribution of project bene6ts; and �! disruption of
traditional culture with the uncontroHed introduction of

western values, ideas and behaviour.

The former has been addresses so that the project wxH be
structured and managed. The orgaxusational structuze
delineates project authority, The responsibilities and
activities of management and staff provide a mechanism
tor resolving disputes. Community-ownerslup of the
facility will direct income towards community development
from which aH families wiH receive benefit Project tasks
provide training and employment opportunities for women
and men and a variety of age groups,

Sections of the tourism ixxdustxy, conservation groups and
host communities have embraced the concept of
ecotouzxsm as a way of renegotiating the existing power
structures within this industry the ~Iictu project in a small
way has demonstrated some of the possibilities. However
the caution must be taken to ensure it docs not just a

vehicle foz pezpetuating another form of neo-colonialist
capitalism. Greenwood �989:179! succinctly desczibes the
way in which culture is turned into a coxnmodity m stating
"Culture is being packaged, priced and sold like... Fast food
and room service, as the tourism industxy inexorably
extends its grasp" and these cultural traditions and natural
environments sixuply represent another resource.

AH resources have a pxice and Western tounsts can afford
the puces charged in the global economic periphery. While
acculturation, which is an anthropological theory, explains
that when two cultures come into contact, each borrows

from the other. Tourists from the developing countxy are
less hkely to borrow From their hosts in the periphety than.
their hosts are from them, such that a system of
sy~etrical borrowing develops  Nunez, 1989:266!, This
has far-reaching consequences for the society and culture
of the hosts as societal models demonstrate that changing
one aspect of a social system is likely to change other
aspects  Nunez, 1989:266!, It is through this px'ocess that
Western consumerism and other aspects of the world' s
dominant cultures have in61trated the South Pacific

communities who now are looking to adapt to a changing
way of lite.

Ecotounsm seeks to reverse or change some oF the
practices of tourism at the operational leveL However, it is
clear that we live in a world of linuted natural and

environmental resources and that human kind must

restrain the exploitation of the resources that has become
so characteristic of the coHective needs of developed
countxies. There is a conflict between the individual needs '

of people to protect the environment and the market's
needs for production of profit. As such organisations
operating under the banner of ecotourism must accept
regulations to protect natural environments from the
exploitative atutudes of the free market society and these
regulations need to be established through a process that
gives host communities control,

The i~fichi project is some ways represents what Crocker
 in Encel and Encel, 1991;I50! maintains is participatory
Eco-development, being made up of some aspects of the
co-operative, self-management  autogestion!, co-
management  coge stion! and solidarity  solidaxism!
movements. While it is recognised by most in developing
nations that the old economic models do not work and

benefit only the developed nations who end up controHing
the economy there are other models currently offered by
tins type of project. Two important models, seen by
Crocker, are free market liberalism and a renovated social-

democratic paradigm. Both have bene6ts which contribute
to the ideas behind his participatory eco-developnxent
model dealing with satisfaction of huxuan needs,
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democratic, self-determination, respect for nature, to
negotiate conflicts of moral principles and provide a real
opportunity for personal development  Crocker in Fncel
and Encel, 1991:150!.

Some authors have labeled ecotourism as being green
impexialism and eco-missionaries  Dowden, 1992! eco-
coloniahsm  Carter, 1992! and eco-imperialisxn  Hall in
Cater and Lowman, 1994!. Ecotouxism development is
however not that different from other foxms of

development and generally falls into the consuxnption
philosophy which Weber descxibes as the construction of
economic status as a goal by the dominant hegemonies
responsible for shaping advanced capitalist natrons. If the
Mchi project is able to motivate thc tounst, touxism
operator, or local community to become acfive in the
consetvafion of natural resources then it has made a

valuable contribution.

The Kfichi project raises the potential fox change and
answers some of the political and economic cluestions
which are now being raised about sustainable development,
particularly in the South Pacific. Originally, m both
ecotourism and biodiversity debates, conservation issues
were foremost and the local community element was
neglected. Ho~ever it has become increasingly obvxous
that biodiversity cannot be conserved without the
involvement of local resident communities. While it is

necessary to recognise national parks and protected areas as
integral to biodiversity and ecotouxism, ecotouxism xnust
also stress the importance of concerns raised by local
comxnunities about protected area management, lack of
opportunities for involvement, bene6ts and socio-cultural
impacts.
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M. Mahbub Alam

Dalhousie University
Marine Affairs Program
Halifax, NS B3H 4H9
CANADA

Phone:  902! 429-6272
FAX:  902! 420 5561
E-maik malam@is.dal.ca

Don Alcock

Reef Research Centre

james Cook University
Townsville, Queensland 48 l 1
Australia

Phone: �77! 81-5247
FAX: �77! 81-4099
E-mail:don.alcock.jcu.edu.au

Verna Amante-Helweg
c/o Mr./Mrs. Amantiad
1156 Hoi Hoi Ave.

Wahiawa, HI 96786
USA

Phone:  808! 621-7294
FAX: Not Available

E-mail:Not Available

Annie Aubanel

Chargee d'etudes
Service de l'Urbanisme

B,P, 866

Papeete, Tahiti
French Polynesia
Phone: �89! 46-81-66
FAX: �89! 45-53-01
E-mail:Not Available

Jan Auyong
Oregon Sea Grant
Oregon State University
500 Kerr Administration Bldg.
Corvallis, OR 97331
USA

Phone: �41! 737-5130
FAX: �41! 737-2392
E-tnail: auyonm@ccmaikorst.edu

Kenneth Backman

The Strom Thurmond Institute

Clemson University
Clemson, SC 29634-5130
USA

Phone:  864! 656-0210
FAX:  864! 656-4780
E-mail:ken@strom.clemson.edu

Sheila Backman

Dept. Parks, Recreation, and Tourism
Management
Clemson University
Clemson, SC 29634-1005
USA

Phone:  864! 656-5236
FAX:  864! 656-2226
E-maiL back@clamson.edu

Robert Bacon

South Carolina Marine Extension Program
287 Meeting St.
Charleston, SC 29464
USA

Phone:  803! 727-2075
FAX.:  803! 727-2080
E-mail:baconrh@musc.edu

Conner Bailey
Agricultural Economics
Auburn University
Corner Hall

Auburn, AI 36849-5406
USA

Phone: �34! 844-5632
FAX: �34! 844-5639
E-mail:cbailey@ag.auburn,edu

Thomas Bauer

Victoria U. of Technology
> Madeletne Place

Melton Victoria 3337

Australia

Phone. 61 3 97435473

FAX: 61 3 97435473
E-mail:tbauergc& dingo.vut.edu.au
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Pieter Bekker

Ministry of Small Business, Tourism, R Culture
1405 Douglas St.
Victoria, BC V8W 3Cl
Canada

Phone: �04! 356-8797
FAX: �04! 356-6555
E-mail:pieter j bekker@tbcccol.tbc.gov.bc.ca

Joe Bertam III
Maui County Planning Dept
250 S. High St.
Wailuku, HA 96793
USA

Phone:  808! 243-7735
FAX:  808
43-7634
E-mail:Not Available

Irma Brady
Bay Islands Conservacion Assn
Calle Pricipal
Edificio Cooper 2do. Piso
Coxen Hole, Roatan
Islas de la Bahia,
HONDURAS

Phone; 504 45 1424

FAX: 504 45 1424

E-mail:Not Available

Gina Bryant
College of Marine Studies
University of Delaware
97 Amstel Ave., ¹8 West
Newark, DE 19711
USA

Phone: �02! 837-1982
FAX: �02! 831-3668
E-mail: ginalynn@strauss.udel.edu

Robert Burco

Washington Water Trails Association
4649 Sunnyside Ave. N.
Room 305

Seattle, WA 98103-6900
USA

Phone: �06! 782-6067
FAX: �06! 789-1499
E-mail: razelg@aol.corn

Robyn Busheil
Faculty of Science 5c Technology
University of Western Sydney, Hawkesbury
Richmond, NSW 2753 AUSTRALIA
Phone: 61 45 701562

FAX: 61 45 701267

E-mail; r,bushell@uws.edu.au

Claire Cappelle
State of Hawaii

Office of State Planning
PO Box 3540

Honolulu, HI 96811
USA.

Phone:  808! 587-2880
FAX:  808! 587-2899
E-mail:Not Available

Jodi Cassell
UC Sea Grant Program
300 Piedmont Ave.

Room 305A

San Bruno, CA 94066
USA

Phone: �15! 871-7559
FAX: �l5! 871-7399
E-mail:jlcassell@ucdavis.edu

Christopher Chung
Department of Business, Economic
Development R Tourism
State Of Hawaii

Pier 10, Terminal
600 Fort St.

Honolulu, HA 96813
USA

Phone:  808! 586-2530
FAX:  808! 586-3046
E-mail:Not Available

Moo Hyung Chung
Hornan University
59-1 Seabong-Dong
Kv angsan-Ku
I~angju, KOREA
Phone: 82629405581

FAX: 82629405005

E-mail; mhchung@honam.honam.ac,kr
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Athline Clark

Hawaii Dept. of Land and Natural Resources
State of Hawaii

'l151 Punchbowl St., Rm .130
Honolulu, HI 96804
USA

Phone:  808! 587-0404
FAX:  808! 587-0390
E-mail; oceanorb@pixi.corn

Roger Clark
USDA Forest Service

PNW Research Station

4043 Roosevelt Way, NE
Seattle, WA 98105-6497
USA

Phone: �06! 553-7817
FAX: �06! 553-7709
Email:FSWA/S=r. Clark/ou1+r06f05a@mhs.attmail.
corn

Stephen Colwell
The Coral Reef Alliance

809 Delaware St.

Berkeley, CA 94710
USA

Phone: �10! 528-2492
FAX: �'10! 528-9317
E-mail:coralReefA@aoLcom

Pat Corcoran

Oregon State University
Dept. of Agriculture K Resource Economics
Ballard Extension Hall

Corvaliis, OR 97331 USA
Phone: �41! 737-1421
FAX: �41! 737-1563
E-mail:corvorap@ccrnail.orst. edu

Judith Cukier  Snow!
Lecturer, Dept. of Geography
University of Waikato
Private Bag 3105
Hanilton, New Zealand
Ph: 64 � 7 � 838 4466 x8270

Fax. 64 - 7 - 838 4633

emaik jcukierC>waikato.ac.nz

Kit Dahl

Pacific Programs
UH Sea Grant Extension Service

1000 Pope Rd., MSB 226
Honolulu, HA 96822
USA

Phone:  808! 956-2864
FAX:  808! 956-2858
E-mail:cdahl@soest.hawaii.edu

Margaret Davidson
NOAA Coastal Services Center

1990 Hobson Ave.

Charleston, SC 29405-2409
USA

Phone  803! 974-6220
FAX:  803! 9746224
E-mail:mdavidson@csc.noaa.gov

Derrin Davis

Centre for Coastal Management
Southern Cross University
PO Box 157

Lismore, NSW 2480
Australia

Phone: 61-66-203775

FAX: 61-66-212669

E-mail: ddavis@scu.edu.au

Bruce De Young
Oregon State University
College of Business
209 Bexell Hall

Corvallis, OR 97331-2603
USA

Phone: �41! 737-0695
FAX. �41! 737-2804
E-mail:deyoungbsbus.orst,edu

John Donaldson
Yahama Motor Corp., USA
6555 Katella Ave,

Cypress, CA 90630
USA

Phone: �14�61-7842
FAX: �14�61-7836
E-mail; jdonaldsongjgc.apc.org
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Thomas Dowling
Mgmt., Mktg., Bc Int'l, Business
Oregon State University
222A Bexell Hall

Corvallis, OR 97331
USA

Phone: �41! 737-6013
FAX: �41! 737-4890
E-mail:Dowling@bus.orst.edu

Komkrit Duangngern
Tourism Authority of Thailand
372 Bamrung Muang Road
Bangkok, 10100
THAILAN13

Phone: �62! 222-0834
FAX. �62! 222-0834
E-mail:Not Available

Ian Dutton

Coastal Resources Management Project Indonesia
Proyek Pesisir
NRM Secretariat

Jl. Madiun No. 3, Menteng 10320
Jakarta INDONESIA
Ph 62 - 21 - 392 6424

Fax 62 � 21 - 392 6423

Larry Dwyer
Univ. of Western Sydney, Macarthur
P.O. Box 555

Campbelltown, NSW 2560
Australia

Phone: �46! 203248
FAX: �46! 266683
E-mail:L.dwyerga! uws.edu.au

Rick Egged
Hawaii Dept. of Land and Natural Resources
1151 Punchbowl St.

Honolulu, HI 96813
USA
Phone: Not Available

FAX:  808! 587-0390
E-mail: Not available

Tom Eisen

Maui County Planning Dept.
250 S. High St.
Wailuku, HA 96793
USA

Phone:  808! 243-7735
FAX:  808! 243-7634
E-mail: Not Available

James Falk
Delaware Sea Grant

Marine Advisory Services
700 Pilottown Rd.

Lewes, DE 19958
USA

Phone: �02! 645-4230
FAX: �02! 645-4007
E-mail:james.falk.mvs.udel.edu

Charles Fletcher

Hawaii Inst. of Geophysics, SOEST
Univ. of Hawaii at Manoa

2525 Correa Road

Honolulu, HI 96822
USA

Phone:  808! 956-2582
FAX:  808! 956-2538
E-mail:fletcher@kiawe.soest.hawaii.edu

Anamarija Frankic
Virginia Institute of Marine Science
COliege of Wllliarn and Mary
Gloucester Point, VA 23062
USA

Phone:  804! 642-7135
FAX:  804! 642-71120
E-mailr ivan@vims.edu

Sarah Frazee

Conservation International

1015 18th St,, NW, Suite 1000
Wahington, 13C 20036
L'SA

Phone: �02! 973-2238
FAX: �02! 887-5188
E-mail: s. frazee@conservation.org
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Jane Gallen
Hawaii Sea Grant College Program
University of Hawaii
1000 Pope Rd. MSB
Honolulu, HI 96822
USA

Phone;  808! 956-2858
FAX:  808! 956-9875
E-mail; Not Available

Nick Gartrell

Sustainable Water Management
NSW Department of Land R Water Conservation
PO Box 3720

Parrarnatta NSW 21224

Phone: Not Available

FAX: Not Available

Etnail: Not Available

Vicki Gaynor
Community/Govt. Affairs Mgmt
Haseko  Ewa! Inc.
820 Mililani St,, Ste. 810
Honolulu, HI 96813
USA

Phone; Not Available

FAX: Not Available

E-mail:Not Available

Robert Goodwin

Inst. of Marine Studies HF-05

University of Washington
3716 Brooldyn Ave. NE
Box 355060

Seattle, WA 98105
USA

Phone: Not Available

FAX: Not Available

E-mail:Not Available

Bill Gorst

Hawaii Dept. of Land and Natural Resources
1151 Punchbowl St.

Honolulu, HI 96813
USA

Phone: Not available

FAX:  808! 587-0290
E-mail:Not available

John Gray
SeaCanoe Thailand Co., Ltd.
Srinakharinwirot University
367/4 Yaowarat Rd.
Muang PO Box 278
Phuket, 83000
Thailand

Phone: �6-76! 285-224
FAX: �6-76! 212-172
E-mail:sea.canoe@phuket.corn

Michael Guilbeaux

University of Hawaii
Geography Dept.
c/o 1 Button wood Dr,
New Hope, PA 18938
USA

Phone: �15! 862-5140
FAX: Not Available

E-mail:mguilbeaux@aol.corn

Nina Hadley
854 Ravinia Ct.

Batavia, IL 60510
Phone: �03�06-9937
FAX: Not Available

E-mail:nhadley@u.washington.edu

Elizabeth Halpenny
The Ecotourism Society
PO Box 755

North Bennington, VT 05257
USA

Phone:  802! 447-2121
FAX:  802! 447-2122
E-mail. ecotsocygigc.org

Mike Hamnet

University of Hawaii
Social Science Research Institute

Porteus Hall

Honolulu, HI 96822
USA

Phone:  808! 956-7469
FAX:  808! 956-2884
E-maih hamnett@hawaii.edu
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Tiare Holm

Palau Environmental Quality Protection Board
PO Box 100

Koror, 96940
Palau

Phone: �08! 488-3600
FAX: �08! 488-2963
E-mail; Not Available

Jerry Haylock
REHDES

Colonia El Naranjadai Casa 114
La Ceiba,
HONDURAS

Phone: Not Available

FAX: Not Available

E-mail:Not Available

Penelope Hazzard
Friends of Hanauma Bay
1210 Queen St. 47
Honolulu, HI 96814-4219
USA

Phone:  808! 591-0028
FAX:  808! 591-1723
E-mail:haphaz@aloha.net

julie Higa
iVaaui County Planning Dept
250 S. High St.
Wailuku, HI 96793
USA

Phone:  808! 243-7735
FAX:  808! 243-7634
E-mail:Not Available

Paul Hol thus

IUNC Marine & Coastal Programme
26 rue Mauverney
Gland, 1196

Switzerland
Phone: �1-22! 999-0251
FAX: �1-22! 999-0025
E-mail:pfh@hq.lucn.org

Twee Hormchong
Siam University
235 Petkasem Rd

Bangkok, 10163
Thailand

Phone: �62! 457-0068
FAX: �62! 457-3982
E-mail:twee@siamhost.siamu.ac.th

Kenji Hotta
Nihon University
Dept. of Oceanic Architecture & Fngineering
7-24-1 Narashinodai

Funabashi-Shi

Chiba, 274 JAPAN
Phone: 81-474-69-5484

FAX: 81-474-67-94460

E-mail:Not Available

james Houston
Coastal Engineering Research Center
U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Exp. Station
3903 Halls Ferry Rd.
Vicksburg, MS 39180-6'199
USA

Phone: �01! 634-2000
FAX: �01! 634-2055
E-mail: jhouston@cerc.wes.army.mil

Terry Jackson
NOAA, Monterey Bay National Marine
Sancturay
299 Foam St., Ste D
Monterey, CA 93940
USA

Phone: �08! 647-420 l
FAX: �08! 647-4250
E-mail:tjackson.lobos.mbnms.nos.noaa.gov

Todd Jacobs
NOAA, Olympic Coast National Marine
Sanctuary
138 West First St.

Port Angeles, WA 98362
USA

Phone: �60! 457-6622
FAX: �60! 457-8496
E-mail:tjacobs@ocean.nos,noaa.gov
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Yurie Kaizu

Earthwork, Inc,
Kopo Satsuki 203
4-23-16-301 Daizawa, Setagaya
Tokyo, 155
Japan
Phone: 81-3-5486-5606

FAX: 81-3-5486-5606

E-mail:NBB01477@niftyserve.or.jp

John B. Kelley
Waikiki Yacht Club

c jo Alexander and Baldwin, Inc,
822 Bishop St.
Honolulu, HI 96813

SA

Phone; Not Available

FAX: Not Available

E-mail:Not Available

Christina Kemmer

Planning Office  Waikiki Development!
City 8c County of Honolulu
650 S. King St.
Honolulu, HI 96813
USA
Phone: Not Available

FAX: Not Available
E-mail:Not Available

Kerry Kencairn
T.R.E.C, Design Consultants
147 Central Ave

Ashland, OR 97520
USA

Phone: �41! 488-3194
FAX: Not Available

E-mail:kerrykai@aol.corn

Tamrnv Kihler

SC Marine Extension Program
PO Box 1966

Conway, SC 29577
l 'SA

Phone:  803! 347-2878
FAX;  803! 347-4207
E-mail:tkibler@prism.clemson.edu

Lisa King
University of Hawaii Sea Grant Marine
Extension

Palau Community College
PO Box 9

Koror, 96940
Republic of Palau
Phone: �80! 488-2746
FAX: �80! 488-3307
E-mail:Not Available

Tsuyushi Kobayashi
College of Science and Technology
Nihon University
7-24-1 Narashinodai

Funabashi

Chiba, 274

Japan
Phone: Not Available

FAX: Not Available

E-mail:Not Available

Niti Kongrut
Tourism Authority of Thailand
372 Batnrung Muang Road
Bangkok, 10100
Thailand

Phone: �62! 222-0834
FAX: �62! 222-0834
E-mail:Not Available

Gerald Krausse

Dept. of Marine Affairs
University of Rhode Island
Kingston, RI 02881
USA

Phone: �01! 874-4043
FAX: �01! 874-2'l56
E-maih gkrausse@uriacc.uri. edu

New York Sea Grant

101 Rich Hall

SUNY Oswego
Oswego, NY 13126
USA

Phone: �15! 341-3042
FAX: �15! 34102954
E-mail:dkuehn@cce,cornell.edu
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H. Martin Lancaster

Assistant Secretary of the Army  Civil Works!
Room 2E570, 108 Army Pentagon
Washington, D.C 20310-0108
USA

Phone: Not Available

FAX: Not Available

E-mail:Not Available

Donna Lee

FRED/IFAS
PO Box 110240

University of Florida
Gainesville, FL 32611-0240
USA

Phone: �52! 392-1848
FAX: �52! 392-3646
E-tnail: donnal@fred.ifas.ufl.edu

Virginia Lee
URI Coastal Resources Center

Narragansett Bay
Narragansett, RI 02882-1197
USA

Phone: Not Available

FAX: Not Available

E-mail:Not Available

Kittika Likhitwasinkul

Tourism Authority of Thailand
372 Bamrung Muang Road
Bangkok, 10100
Thailand

Phone: �62! 222-0834
FAX: �62! 222-0834
E-mail:Not Available

$uanita Liu
University of Hawaii
School of Travel Industry Management
2560 Campus Rd
Honolulu, HI 96822
USA

Phone: Not Available

FAX: Not Available

E-mail:Not Available

Enes Lojo
Portoroz Tourist Company
Cesta Solinarjev 6
Pottoroz, 6320
Slovenia

Phone: 0113866675894

FAX: 01138666471502

E-mail; Not Available

Bruce Lozito

Community Planning and Development
Consultants

3102 Victoria Dr.

Mount Kisco, iVY 10549
USA

Phone:  914! 747-3600
FAX:  914! 747-1608
E-mail:Not Available

Coralie Mackie

Executive Director

Oceans Blue Foundation

604-134 Abbott at Water Street

Vancouver, BC V6B 2K4
CANADA

Phone: �04! 684-2583
FAX: �04! 684-2502
E-mail. cmackie@oceansblue.corn

Orville Magoon
Coastal Zone Foundation

PO Box 270

21000 Butts Canyon Rd,
Middletown, CA 95461
USA

Phone: �07! 987-0114
FAX: �07! 987-9351
E-mail:otmagoon@aol.corn

Michael Markrich

l 63-B Uahaho St.

Kailua, HI 96734
USA

Phone: Not Available

FAX: Not Available

E-mail:Not Available
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Gayle Mayes
Ocean Prornotions

PO Box 240

Red Hill

Brisbane, QLD 4059
AUSTK4LIA

Phone: 07-32522982

FAX: 07-32525632

E-mail:Not Available

Sherwood Maynard
UHM Marine Option Program
1000 Pope Rd., MSB 228
Honolulu, Hl 96822
USA

Phone: Not Available

FAX: Not Available

E-mail:Not Available

Jennifer McCann
Coastal Resources Center

University of Rhode Island
Narragansett Bay
Narragansett, RI 02882-1197
USA

Phone: �01! 874-6224
FAX: �01! 789-4670
E-mail: vlee@gsosunl.gso.uri. edu

Steve McCool

Inst for Tourism & Rec. Research

University of Montana
Science Complex 428
Missoula, MT 59812
USA

Phone: �06! 243-5406
FAX; �06! 243-6656
E-mail:fo sm@selway.umt.edu

Jerome McElroy
Business &. Economics

St, Mary's College
Notre Dame, IN 46556
USA

Phone: �19! 284-4488
FAX, �'l9! 284-4716
E-mail: Imcelroy@saintmarys.edu

Susan McKegg
Dept of Marine Science
Ontago University
P.O. Box 56

Dunedin,
New Zealand

Phone: �3! 479-8308
FAX: �3! 479-8336
E-mail:susan.mckegg@stonebow.otago.ac.nz

Ian McPhail

Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority
P.O. Box 1379

Townsville, Queensland 4810
AUSTRAI JA

Phone. �1! 77-500-700
FAX: �1! 77-213-445
E-mail:i.mcphail@gbrmpa.gov.au

Mare Miller

University o F Washington
School of Marine Affairs

3707 Brooklyn NE
Seattle, WA 98195
USA

Phone: �06! 543-0113
FAX: �06! 543-14'l7
E-mail:mlmiller@u.washington.edu

Issa Mingoti
Commission For Tourism � Zanzibar

PO Box 1410

Zanzibar,
Tanzania, EAST AFRICA
Phone: �55-54! 30966
FAX: �55-54! 33448
E-mail:bkoth@aol.corn

Kimberly Moffitt
HVS - New York

372 Willis Ave.

Mineola, NY 11501
USA

Phone: �16! 248-8828
FAX: �16! 742-3059
E-mail:kjm@hvs-ny.ccmail.compuserre.corn
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James Moncur
Dept. of Economics
University of Hawaii
2424 Maile Way, Porteus 542
Honolulu, HI 96822
USA

Phone:  808! 956-7143
FAX.  S08! 956-4347
E-mail:jmoncur@hawaii.edu

Gianna Moscardo

Department of Tourism
James Cook University
Townsville, QLD 4811
Australia

Phone: �177! S1-4254
FAX: �177! 25-1116
E-mail:gianna.moscardo@cu.edu.qu

Terry O'Halloran
Director, Project Development
Atlantis Submarines Hawaii

1600 Kapiolani Blvd., Suite 1630
Honolulu, HA 96814

SA

Phone:  808! 973-9839
FAX:  808! 973-9840
E-mail: ESAC77A@PRODIGY.COM

Byung Tae Oh
Honam University
SeaBong Dong
Kwang San Ku
Kwang Joo, 506-090
Korea

Phone: �62! 940-5501
FAX: �62! 940-5005
E-mail:btoh@honam.honam.ac.kr

Mark Orams

Department of Management Systems
Massey University
Albany
Auckland, 1330
New Zealand

Phone; �49! 441-8129
FAX: �49! 441-8109
E-mail: M.B.Orams@massey.ac.nz

Sarah Peck

UH Sea Grant Extension Service

PO Box 56

Holualoa, HI 96725
USA

Phone:  808! 322-2044
FAX:  808! 322-1805
E-mail:peck@hawaii.edu

F.R. Ralogaivau
Government of Fiji
Suva,
FIJI
Phone: Not Available
FAX: Not Available

E-mail; Not Available

Howard Rice

Rice and Associates
PO Box 1S6

Oden, MI 49764
USA

Phone: �16! 348-5357
FAX: �16! 348-5357
E-tnail: hrice@sunny.ncmc.cc.mi.us

Greg Ringer
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Tourism
Center for Asian k. Pacific Studies

1246 University of Oregon
110 Gerlinger
Eugene, OR 97403 USA
fax: �41�46-0802
email: gringer@oregon.uoregon.edu or
Dr Tou rism@aol.corn

htt://darkwin~.uore on.edu/-~rin er

Ceil Roberts

c o Geography Dept.
University o f Hawaii
Porteus Hall

Honolulu, HA 96822
USA

Phone:  808! 856-7341
FAX:  808! 856-5059
E-mail: Iuclle@hawaii.edu
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Grant Roden

Engineering Dept.
Humboldt State University
P.O. Box 1241

Trinadad, CA 95570
USA

Phone: �07! 677-9538
FAX: �07! 677-3245
E-mail:Not Available

Rick Rollins

Dept. of Tourism and Recreation
Malaspina University College
900 Fifth Street

Nanaimo, BC V9R 5S5
CANADA

Phone. �04! 753-3245
FAX: �04! 741-2224
E-mail:rollins@faculty.mala.bc,ca

Jatnes Roumasset
Dept of Economics,
University of Hawaii at Manoa
2424 Maile Way, Porteus Hall
Honolulu, HI 96822
USA

Phone: {808! 956-7496
FAX;  808! 956-4347
E-mail:jimr@hawaii.edu

Farida Samsy
KUL Holidays Travel Agency
Jl. Swasembada Mitra No. 53
PO Box 1165

Jakarta, INDONESIA
Phone: �2'l! 435-4651
FAX: 62214354651

E-mail:Not Available

Muhammad Nur Samsv

KUL Holidays Travel Agency
Jl. Swasembada Mitra No. 53
PO Box 1'l65

Jakarta, INDONESIA
Phone: �21! 435-4651
FAX: 6221435-4651

E-mail:Not Available

Sherrie Samuels

Division of State Parks

Hawaii DLNR

1151 Punchbowl St.

Honolulu, HI 96813
USA

Phone: Not Available

FAX: Not Available

E-majl: Not Available

John Schwartz
Michigan Sea Grant College Program
334 Natural Resources Bldg.
Michigan State University
East Lansing, MI 48824
USA

Phone. �1 7! 353-5508
FAX: �13! 353-6496
E-mail: schwartj I msuces.canr.msu.edu

Charles Seaborn

Seaborn Projects Inc.
237 Marich Way
Los Altos, CA 94022
USA

Phone: �15! 941-5977
FAX: �15! 941-5875
E-mail:Not Available

S tanley Selengut
Maho Bay Camps, Inc.
17A East 73rd Street

New York, NY 10021

USA

Phone: 212 472 9453

FAX: 212 861 6210

E-mail:mahobay@maho.org

Antonio Alem Sorbrinho

Cabanas Do Pantanal Lodge
Av. Higienopolis, 938 � apto 148
San Paulo, SP 01238-000
Brasil

Phone: 55-11-67-1920

FAX: 55-11-825-7258

E-maih No t Available
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Maureen Stancik

MIT

Ocean Engineering Department
21 A Craigie St.
Cambridge, MA 02138
USA

Phone: �17! 572-2482
FAX: �17! 572-2427
E-mail: Maureen.Stancik@Bain.sprintcom

Ron Stone

ICOMIA/IBFC
National Marine Manufacturers Association

3050 K St., Suite 145
Washington Harbour
Washington D.C. 20007
USA

Phone: �02! 944-4985
FAX: �02! 944-4988
E-mail:Not Available

George Stankey
Dept. of Forest Resources
Oregon State University
Peavy Hall
Corvallis, OR 9733'I
USA

Phone: �41! 737-1496
FAX: �41! 737-3049
E-mail:stankeyg@ccmail.orst.edu

Ray Tabata
UHM Sea Grant Extension Service

1000 Pope Rd., MSB 226
Honolulu, HI 96822
USA

Phone:  808! 956-2866
FAX:  808! 956-2858
E-mail:tabata@uhunix.uhcc.hawaii.edu

Atsuyoshi Toda
Inst. for Int'I Cooperation
Tsubouchi Bldg, 303
Motoyoyogi-cho 8-5
Shibuya-ku, 151 JAPAN
Phone: �3! 3466-3227
FAX: �3! 3466-3240
E-mail:qwj05707Qaniftyservc,or.jp

Allen Tom

Hawaiian Is. Humpback Whale
Nat'I Marine Sanctuary Program
726 South Kihei Rd.

Kihei, HI 96753
USA

Phone:  808! 879-2818
FAX:  808! 874-3815
E-mail:Not Available

Ellen Tong
c/o Sea Grant Extension
University of Hawaii
1000 Pope Rd, MSB 226
Honolulu, HA 96822
USA

Phone:  808! 956-8191
FAX: �80! 956-2858
E-mail:Not Available

John Tower
Physical Education and Recreation
Victoria University of Technology
P.O. Box 14428

MCMC

Melbourne, Victoria 8000
Australia

Phone: �3! 9688 4741
FAX: �3! 9688 4891
E-mail:johnt@dingo.vut.edu.au

Holm Tran

46-260 Kahuhipa St,
Kaneohe, HI 96744
USA

Phone:  808! 247-9473
FAX: Not Available

E-mail:Not Available

William Trousdale

EcoPlan International

39113 Point Grey RPO
Vancouver, BC V6R 4P1
CANADA

Phone: �04! 228-1855
FAX: �04! 228-1855
E-mail: trousdal@unixg,ubc.ca
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Aruta Van Breda

825 Arcturus on the Potomac

Alexandria, VA 22308
USA

Phone: �03! 765-9291
FAX: �03! 765-1892
E-mail:Not Available

Michael Vanderzee

Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority
PO Box 1379

Townsville, Queensland 4810
Australia

Phone: �1! 77500 851
FAX: �1! 77 726 093
E-mail:m.vamderzee@gbrmpa.gov.au

Helge Peter Vogt
Kennington
24 Doddington Grove
London SE17 3TT UK

T./Fax +44 171 587 3556
email: HP Vogt@compuserve.corn

Stephen Wearing
University of Technology, Sydney
School of Leisure and Tourism Studies

Kuring-gai Campus
PO Box 222

Linfield, NSW 2070
Australia

Phone: Not Available

FAX: Not Available

E-mail: s.wearing@uts.edu.au

Terry White
Hawaii Ocean Industry & Shipping News
928 Nuuanu, ¹501
Honolulu, HI 96817
USA

Phone: Not Available

FAX: Not Available

E-mail:Not Available

Ruth Wiki

University of Auckland
P.O, Box 580, Shortland St.
Auckland, 1001
New Zealand

Phone: �49�73-7599 Ext. 7463
FAX: �49! 373-7409
E-mail. Not Available

Donna Wilkie

Makah Tribal Council

PO Box 115

Neah Bay, WA 98357
USA

Phone: �60! 645-2201
FAX: Not Available

E-mail:Not Available

Eva Willmann de Donlea

Sirius Encounters Australian Eco-Ventures

PO Box 707

Manly, NSW 2095
Australia

Phone. �1! 299 070 880
FAX: �1! 299 487 773
E-mail:sirius44ozemail.corn.au

Michael Wilson

Hawaii Dept. of Land & Natural Resources
1151 Punchbowl St,

Honolulu, HI 96813
USA

Phone: Nor Available

FAX.  808! 587-0390
E-mail:Not available

Jenny Wong
Center for Coastal Development
Maritime Institute of Malaysia
16th Floor, Wisma Sime Darby
Jalan Raja Laut
50350 Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia
Phone; �03! 291-2960
FAX.: �03! 293-9'117
E-mail:jenny@mimakl.po.my
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Jerry Wylie
U.S. Forest Service

324 25th St

Ogden, UT 84401
USA

Phone:  801! 625-5172
FAX:  801! 625-5170
E-mail:s=j.wylie/ou1=R04A@mhs-

fswa.attmail.corn

Sharon Ziegler
Pacific Island Network

c/o UH Hilo
E-mail; ziegler@hawaii.edu

John Zirschky
U,S, Army
108 Army Pentagon, Room 2E570
Washington, D.C. 20310-0108
USA

Phone: �03! 697-4671
FAX: �03! 697-3396
Email.john. zirschky@asacw. hq01.usace.army.mil




